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is is the display of the inquiry of Herodotus of
H, so that things done by man not be

forgotten in time, and that great and marvelous deeds, some
displayed by the H, some by the barbarians, not lose
their glory, including among others what was the cause of

their waging war on each other.



I
1: 1)e P learned men say that the P
were the cause of the dispute. ese (they say) came to our
seas from the sea which is called Red,¹ and having settled in
the country which they still occupy, at once began to make
long voyages. Among other places to which they carried
E and A merchandise, they came to A-
, 2)whichwas at that time preeminent in every way among
the people of what is now calledH. eP

¹Ed.: Not the modern R S, but the P G and adjacent
waters.
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came toA, and set out their cargo. 3)On the fih or sixth
day aer their arrival, when their wares were almost all sold,
many women came to the shore and among them especially
the daughter of the king, whose name was Io (according to
P and G alike), the daughter of Inachus. 4)As
these stood about the stern of the ship bargaining for thewares
they liked, the P incited one another to set upon
them. Most of the women escaped: Io and others were seized
and thrown into the ship, which then sailed away for E.

2: 1)In this way, the P say (and not as the
G), was how Io came to E, and this, according
to them, was the first wrong that was done. Next, according
to their story, some G (they cannot say who) landed at
T in P and carried off the king’s daughter Eu-
ropa. eseGmust, I suppose, have beenC. So
far, then, the account between them was balanced. But aer
this (they say), it was the G who were guilty of the sec-
ond wrong. 2)ey sailed in a long ship to A, a city of the
C, and to the river P:² and when they had
done the business for which they came, they carried off the
king’s daughter Medea. 3)When the C king sent a
herald to demand reparation for the robbery and restitution

²Ed.: is is the legendary cruise of the Argonauts.
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of his daughter, the G replied that, as they had been
refused reparation for the abduction of the A Io, they
would not make any to the C.

3: 1)en (they say), in the second generation aer this,
Alexandrus, son of Priam, who had heard this tale, decided
to get himself a wife from H by capture; for he was
confident that he would not suffer punishment. 2)So he car-
ried off Helen. e G first resolved to send messengers
demanding that Helen be restored and atonement made for
the seizure; but when this proposal was made, the T
pleaded the seizure ofMedea, and reminded the G that
they asked reparation from others, yet made none themselves,
nor gave up the booty when asked.

4: 1)So far it was a matter of mere seizure on both sides.
But aer this (the P say), the G were very
much to blame; for they invaded A before the P
attacked E. 2)“We think,” they say, “that it is unjust to
carry women off. But to be anxious to avenge rape is foolish:
wisemen take nonotice of such things. For plainly thewomen
would never have been carried away, had they not wanted it
themselves. 3)We of A did not deign to notice the seizure
of our women; but the G, for the sake of a L-
woman, recruited a great armada, came toA, and
destroyed the power of Priam. 4)Ever since then we have re-
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garded G as our enemies.” For the P claim
A for their own, and the foreign peoples that inhabit it;
E and the G people they consider to be separate
from them.

5: 1)Such is the P account; in their opinion, it was
the taking of T which began their hatred of the G.
2)But the P do not tell the same story about Io
as the P. ey say that they did not carry her off
to E by force. She had intercourse in A with the
captain of the ship. en, finding herself pregnant, she was
ashamed to have her parents know it, and so, lest they discover
her condition, she sailed away with the P of her
own accord. 3)ese are the stories of the P and the
P. For my part, I shall not say that this or that
story is true, but I shall identify the one who I myself know
did the G unjust deeds, and thus proceed with my his-
tory, and speak of small and great cities of men alike. 4)For
many states that were once great have now become small; and
those that were great in my time were small before. Knowing
therefore that human prosperity never continues in the same
place, I shall mention both alike.

6: 1)Croesus was a L by birth, son of Alyattes, and
sovereign of all the nations west of the river H, which
flows from the south between S and P and
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empties into the sea called E. 2)is Croesus was the
first foreigner whom we know who subjugated some G
and took tribute from them, andwon the friendship of others:
the former being the I, theA, and theD-
 of A, and the latter the L. 3)Before
the reignofCroesus, allGwere free: for theCimmerian
host which invaded I before his time did not subjugate
the cities, but raided and robbed them.

7: 1)Now the sovereign power that belonged to the de-
scendants of Heracles³ fell to the family of Croesus, called the
Mermnadae, in the following way. 2)Candaules, whom the
G call Myrsilus, was the ruler of S; he was de-
scended from Alcaeus, son of Heracles; Agron son of Ninus,
son of Belus, son of Alcaeus, was the first H king of
S andCandaules son ofMyrsus was the last. 3)ekings
of this country before Agron were descendants of Lydus, son
of Atys, from whom this whole L district got its name;
before that it was called the land of the M. 4)e Heracli-
dae, descendants of Heracles and a female slave of Iardanus,
received the sovereignty from these and held it, because of an
oracle; and they ruled for twenty-two generations, or five hun-

³Ed.: Descendants ofHeracles seems tomeandescended fromtheA-
 sun god identified with Heracles by the G.
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dred and five years, son succeeding father, down to Candaules
son of Myrsus.

8: 1)is Candaules, then, fell in love with his own wife,
so much so that he believed her to be by far the most beau-
tiful woman in the world; and believing this, he praised her
beauty beyond measure to Gyges son of Dascylus, who was
his favorite among his bodyguard; for it was to Gyges that
he entrusted all his most important secrets. 2)Aer a lit-
tle while, Candaules, doomed to misfortune, spoke to Gyges
thus: “Gyges, I do not think that you believe what I say about
the beauty ofmywife; men trust their ears less than their eyes:
so you must see her naked.” Gyges protested loudly at this.
3)“Master,” he said, “what anunsound suggestion, that I should
see mymistress naked! When a woman’s clothes come off, she
dispenses with her modesty, too. 4)Men have long ago made
wise rules from which one ought to learn; one of these is that
one should mind one’s own business. As for me, I believe that
your queen is the most beautiful of all women, and I ask you
not to ask of me what is lawless.”

9: 1)Speaking thus, Gyges resisted: for he was afraid that
some evil would come of it for him. But this was Candaules’
answer: “Courage, Gyges! Do not be afraid of me, that I say
this to test you, or of my wife, that you will have any harm
from her. I will arrange it so that she shall never know that
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you have seen her. 2)I will bring you into the chamber where
she and I lie and conceal you behind the open door; and aer
I have entered, my wife too will come to bed. ere is a chair
standing near the entrance of the room: on this she will lay
each article of her clothing as she takes it off, and you will be
able to look upon her at your leisure. 3)en, when she moves
from the chair to the bed, turning her back on you, be careful
she does not see you going out through the doorway.”

10: 1)As Gyges could not escape, he consented. Can-
daules, when he judged it to be time for bed, brought Gyges
into the chamber; his wife followed presently, and when she
had come in andwas laying aside her garments, Gyges saw her;
2)when she turned her back upon him to go to bed, he slipped
from the room. ewoman glimpsed him as he went out, and
perceived what her husband had done. But though shamed,
she did not cry out or let it be seen that she had perceived any-
thing, for she meant to punish Candaules; 3)since among the
L and most of the foreign peoples it is felt as a great
shame that even a man be seen naked.

11: 1)For the present she made no sign and kept quiet.
But as soon as it was day, she prepared those of her household
whom she sawweremost faithful to her, and calledGyges. He,
supposing that she knew nothing of what had been done, an-
swered the summons; for he was used to attending the queen
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whenever she summoned him. 2)When Gyges came, the lady
addressed him thus: “Now, Gyges, you have two ways before
you; decide which you will follow. You must either kill Can-
daules and take me and the throne of L for your own,
or be killed yourself now without more ado; that will prevent
you from obeying all Candaules’ commands in the future and
seeing what you should not see. 3)One of you must die: either
he, the contriver of this plot, or you, who have outraged all
custom by looking on me uncovered.” Gyges stood awhile as-
tonished at this; presently, he begged her not to compel him
to such a choice. 4)But when he could not deter her, and saw
that dire necessity was truly upon him either to kill his master
or himself be killed by others, he chose his own life. en he
asked: “Since you force me against my will to kill my master, I
would like to knowhowwe are to lay our hands on him.” 5)She
replied, “You shall come at him from the same place where he
made you view me naked: attack him in his sleep.”

12: 1)When they had prepared this plot, and night had
fallen,Gyges followed thewoman into the chamber (forGyges
was not released, nor was there any means of deliverance, but
either he or Candaules must die). She gave him a dagger and
hid him behind the same door; 2)and presently he stole out
and killed Candaules as he slept. us he made himself mas-
ter of the king’s wife and sovereignty. He is mentioned in the
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iambic verses of Archilochus of P who lived about the
same time.

13: 1)So he took possession of the sovereign power and
was confirmed in it by the D oracle. For when the L-
 took exception to what was done to Candaules, and
took up arms, the faction of Gyges came to an agreement with
the rest of the people that if the oracle should ordain him
king of the L, then he would reign; but if not, then
he would return the kingship to the Heraclidae. 2)e ora-
cle did so ordain, and Gyges thus became king. However, the
P priestess declared that the Heraclidae would have
vengeance on Gyges’ posterity in the fih generation; an ut-
terance to which the L and their kings paid no regard
until it was fulfilled.

14: 1)us the Mermnadae robbed the Heraclidae of the
sovereignty and took it for themselves. Having gotten it,
Gyges sentmany offerings toD: there are verymany sil-
ver offerings of his there; and besides the silver, he dedicated a
hoard of gold, among which six golden bowls are the offerings
especially worthy of mention. 2)ese weigh thirty talents⁴

⁴Ed.: e “Attic” talent had a weight of about 58 lbs. avoirdupois, the
“A” of about 82.
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and stand in the treasury⁵ of the C; although in
truth it is not the treasury of the C people but of
Cypselus sonof Eetion. isGyges thenwas the first foreigner
whomwe knowwho placed offerings atD aer the king
of P, Midas son of Gordias. 3)For Midas too made an
offering: namely, the royal seat on which he sat to give judg-
ment, and a marvellous seat it is. It is set in the same place as
the bowls of Gyges. is gold and the silver offered by Gyges
is called by the D “G” aer its dedicator.

15: 1)As soon as Gyges came to the throne, he too, like
others, led an army into the lands of M and S;
and he took the city of C. But as he did nothing
else great in his reign of thirty-eight years, I shall say no more
of him, and shall speak instead of Ardys son of Gyges, who
succeeded him. He took P and invaded the country
of M; and it was while he was monarch of S
that the C, driven from their homes by the no-
mad S, came into A, and took S, all but
the acropolis.

16: 1)Ardys reigned for forty-nine years and was suc-
ceeded by his son Sadyattes, who reigned for twelve years; and
aer Sadyattes came Alyattes, 2)who waged war against Deio-

⁵Ed.: Many G states had special “treasuries” allotted to them in
the temple precincts at D, in which their offerings were deposited.
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ces’ descendant Cyaxares and the M, drove the C-
 out of A, took S (which was a colony from
C), and invaded the lands of C. But
he did not return from these as he wished, but with great dis-
aster. Of other deeds done by him in his reign, these were the
most notable:

17: 1)He continued the war against the M
which his father had begun. is was how he attacked and
beseiged M: he sent his army, marching to the sound
of pipes and harps and bass and treble flutes, to invade when
the crops in the land were ripe; 2)and whenever he came to
the M territory, he neither demolished nor burnt nor
tore the doors off the country dwellings, but let them stand
unharmed; but he destroyed the trees and the crops of the
land, and so returned to where he came from; 3)for as the
M had command of the sea, it was of no use for his
army to besiege their city. e reason that the Ldid not
destroy the houses was this: that the M might have
homes from which to plant and cultivate their land, and that
there might be the fruit of their toil for his invading army to
lay waste.

18: 1)He waged war in this way for eleven years, and in
these years two great disasters overtook the M, one
at the battle of L in their own territory, and the
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other in the valley of theM. 2)For six of these eleven
years Sadyattes son of Ardys was still ruler of L, and
it was he who invaded the lands of M, for it was he
who had begun the war; for the following five the war was
waged by Sadyattes’ son Alyattes, who, as I have indicated be-
fore, inherited the war from his father and carried it on vig-
orously. 3)None of the I helped to lighten this war
for the M, except the C: these lent their aid
in return for a similar service done for them; for the M-
 had previously helped the C in their war against
the E.

19: 1)In the twelh year, when the L army was
burning the crops, the fire set in the crops, blown by a strong
wind, caught the temple of Athena called Athena of A-
,⁶ and the temple burned to the ground. 2)For the present
no notice was taken of this. But aer the army had returned to
S, Alyattes fell ill; and, as his sickness lasted longer than
it should, he sent to D to inquire of the oracle, either
at someone’s urging or by his own wish to question the god
about his sickness. 3)But when the messengers came to D-
, the P priestess would not answer them before
they restored the temple of Athena at A in the M-

⁶Ed.: A small town or village near M.
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 territory, which they had burnt.
20: 1)I know this much to be so because the D

told me. e M add that Periander son of Cypselus,
a close friend of the rasybulus who then was sovereign of
M, learned what reply the oracle had given to Alyat-
tes, and sent a messenger to tellrasybulus so that his friend,
forewarned, could make his plans accordingly.

21: 1)eM say it happened so. en, when the
D reply was brought to Alyattes, he promptly sent a
herald toM, offering tomake a trucewithrasybulus
and the M during his rebuilding of the temple. So
the envoy went to M. But rasybulus, forewarned of
thewholematter, and knowingwhatAlyattesmeant to do, de-
vised the following plan: 2)he brought together into the mar-
ketplace all the food in the city, from private stores and his
own, and told the men of M all to drink and celebrate
together when he gave the word.

22: 1)rasybulus did this so that when the herald from
S saw a great heap of food piled up, and the citizens cel-
ebrating, hewouldbringwordof it toAlyattes: 2)and so it hap-
pened. e herald saw all this, gave rasybulus the message
he had been instructed by the L to deliver, and returned
to S; and this, as I learn, was the sole reason for the rec-
onciliation. 3)For Alyattes had supposed that there was great
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scarcity in M and that the people were reduced to the
last extremity of misery; but now on his herald’s return from
the town he heard an account contrary to his expectations;
4)so presently the L and M ended the war
and agreed to be friends and allies, and Alyattes built not one
but two temples of Athena at A, and recovered from
his illness. at is the story of Alyattes’ war against rasybu-
lus and the M.

23: 1)Periander, who disclosed the oracle’s answer to
rasybulus, was the son of Cypselus, and sovereign of
C. e C say (and the L
agree) that the most marvellous thing that happened to
him in his life was the landing on T of Arion of
M, brought there by a dolphin. is Arion was a
lyre-player second to none in that age; he was the first man
whom we know to compose and name the dithyramb⁷ which
he aerwards taught at C.

24: 1)ey say that this Arion, who spentmost of his time
with Periander, wished to sail to I and S, and that
aer he hadmade a lot ofmoney there hewanted to comeback
toC. 2)Trusting nonemore than theC,
he hired a C vessel to carry him from T-

⁷Ed.: edithyrambwas a kind of dance-music particularly associated
with the cult of Dionysus.
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.⁸ But when they were out at sea, the crew plotted to take
Arion’s money and cast him overboard. Discovering this, he
earnestly entreated them, asking for his life and offering them
his money. 3)But the crew would not listen to him, and told
him either to kill himself and so receive burial on land or else
to jump into the sea at once. 4)Abandoned to this extrem-
ity, Arion asked that, since they had made up their minds,
they would let him stand on the half-deck in all his regalia
and sing; and he promised that aer he had sung he would
do himself in. 5)e men, pleased at the thought of hearing
the best singer in the world, drew away toward the waist of
the vessel from the stern. Arion, putting on all his regalia and
taking his lyre, stood up on the half-deck and sang the “Stir-
ring Song,”⁹ and when the song was finished he threw him-
self into the sea, as he was with all his regalia. 6)So the crew
sailed away to C; but a dolphin (so the story goes)
took Arion on his back and bore him to T. Landing
there, he went to C in his regalia, and when he ar-
rived, he related all that had happened. 7)Periander, skeptical,
kept him in confinement, letting him go nowhere, and waited
for the sailors. When they arrived, they were summoned and

⁸Ed.: T
⁹Ed.: e ὄρθιος νόμος was a high-pitched (and apparently very well-

known) song or hymn in honor of Apollo.
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asked what news they brought of Arion. While they were say-
ing that he was safe in I and that they had le him flour-
ishing at T, Arion appeared before them, just as he
was when he jumped from the ship; astonished, they could no
longer deny what was proved against them. 8)is is what the
C and L say, and there is a little bronze
memorial of Arion on T, the figure of a man riding
upon a dolphin.

25: 1)Alyattes the L, his war with the M
finished, died aer a reign of fiy-seven years. 2)He was the
second of his family to make an offering to D (aer re-
covering from his illness) of a great silver bowl on a stand of
welded iron. Among all the offerings at D, this is the
most worth seeing, and is the work of Glaucus the C,
the only one of all men who discovered how to weld iron.

26: 1)Aer the death of Alyattes, his son Croesus, then
thirty-five years of age, came to the throne¹⁰. efirstG
whom he attacked were the E. 2)ese, besieged by
him, dedicated their city toArtemis; they did this by attaching
a rope to the city wall from the temple of the goddess, which
stood seven stades away from the ancient city which was then
besieged. 3)ese were the first whom Croesus attacked; af-

¹⁰Ed.: Croesus’ reign began in 560 B.C., probably.
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terwards he made war on the I and A cities in
turn, upon different pretexts: he found graver charges where
he could, but sometimes alleged very petty grounds of offense.

27: 1)en, when he had subjugated all the A
G of the mainland and made them tributary to him, he
planned to build ships and attack the islanders; 2)but when his
preparations for shipbuilding were underway, either Bias of
P or Pittacus of M (the story is told of both)
came to S and, asked by Croesus for news about H-
, put an end to the shipbuilding by giving the following an-
swer: 3)“O King, the islanders are buying ten thousand horse,
intending to march to S against you.” Croesus, think-
ing that he spoke the truth, said: “Would that the gods would
put this in the heads of the islanders, to come on horseback
against the sons of the L!” en the other answered
and said: 4)“O King, you appear to me earnestly to wish to
catch the islanders riding horses on the mainland, a natural
wish. And what else do you suppose the islanders wished, as
soon as they heard that youwere building ships to attack them,
than to catch L on the seas, so as to be revenged on
you for the G who dwell on the mainland, whom you
enslaved?” 5)Croesus was quite pleased with this conclusion,
for he thought the man spoke reasonably and, heeding him,
stopped building ships. us he made friends with the I-
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 inhabiting the islands.
28: 1)As time went on, Croesus subjugated almost all the

nations west of theH; for except the C and L-
, all the rest Croesus held subject under him. ese
were the L, P, M, M-
, C, P, the T T-
 and B, C, I, D, A-
, and P;

29: 1)and aer these were subdued and subject to Croe-
sus in addition to the L, all the sages from H
who were living at that time, coming in different ways, came
to S, whichwas at the height of its property; and among
them came Solon the A, who, aer making laws for
the A at their request, went abroad for ten years,
sailing forth to see the world, he said. is he did so as not
to be compelled to repeal any of the laws he had made, 2)since
the A themselves could not do that, for they were
bound by solemn oaths to abide for ten years by whatever laws
Solon should make.

30: 1)So for that reason, and to see the world, Solon went
to visit Amasis in E and then to Croesus in S.
When he got there, Croesus entertained him in the palace,
and on the third or fourth day Croesus told his attendants
to show Solon around his treasures, and they pointed out all
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those things that were great and blest. 2)Aer Solon had seen
everything and had thought about it, Croesus found the op-
portunity to say, “My A guest, we have heard a lot
about you because of your wisdom and of your wanderings,
how as one who loves learning you have traveled much of the
world for the sake of seeing it, so now I desire to ask you who
is themost fortunateman you have seen.” 3)Croesus asked this
question believing that he was the most fortunate of men, but
Solon, offering no flattery but keeping to the truth, said, “O
King, it is Tellus the A.” 4)Croesus was amazed at
what he had said and replied sharply, “In what way do you
judgeTellus to be themost fortunate?” Solon said, “Telluswas
from a prosperous city, and his children were good and noble.
He sawchildrenborn to themall, and all of these survived. His
life was prosperous by our standards, and his death was most
glorious: 5)when the A were fighting their neigh-
bors in E, he came to help, routed the enemy, and died
very finely. e A buried him at public expense on
the spot where he fell and gave him much honor.”

31: 1)When Solon had provoked him by saying that the
affairs of Tellus were so fortunate, Croesus asked who he
thought was next, fully expecting to win second prize. Solon
answered, “Cleobis and Biton. 2)ey were of A stock,
had enough to live on, and on top of this had great bodily
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strength. Both had won prizes in the athletic contests, and
this story is told about them: there was a festival of Hera in
A, and their mother absolutely had to be conveyed to
the temple by a team of oxen. But their oxen had not come
back from the fields in time, so the youths took the yoke upon
their own shoulders under constraint of time. ey drew the
wagon, with their mother riding atop it, traveling five miles
until they arrived at the temple. 3)When they had done this
and had been seen by the entire gathering, their lives came to
an excellent end, and in their case the god made clear that for
human beings it is a better thing to die than to live. e A-
 men stood around the youths and congratulated them
on their strength; the A women congratulated their
mother for having borne such children. 4)She was overjoyed
at the feat and at the praise, so she stood before the image and
prayed that the goddess might grant the best thing for man to
her children Cleobis and Biton, who had given great honor
to the goddess. 5)Aer this prayer they sacrificed and feasted.
e youths then lay down in the temple and went to sleep and
never rose again; death held them there. e A made
and dedicated at D statues of them as being the best of
men.”

32: 1)us Solon granted second place in happiness to
these men. Croesus was vexed and said, “My A
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guest, do you so much despise our happiness that you do not
evenmake usworth asmuch as commonmen?” Solon replied,
“Croesus, you askme about human affairs, and I know that the
divine is entirely grudging and troublesome to us. 2)In a long
span of time it is possible to see many things that you do not
want to, and to suffer them, too. I set the limit of a man’s life
at seventy years; 3)these seventy years have twenty-five thou-
sand, two hundred days, leaving out the intercalary month.¹¹
But if you make every other year longer by one month, so
that the seasons agree opportunely, then there are thirty-five
intercalary months during the seventy years, and from these
months there are one thousand fiy days. 4)Out of all these
days in the seventy years, all twenty-six thousand, two hun-
dred and fiy of them, not one brings anything at all like an-
other. So, Croesus, man is entirely chance. 5)To me you seem
to be very rich and to be king of many people, but I cannot
answer your question before I learn that you ended your life
well. e very rich man is not more fortunate than the man
who has only his daily needs, unless he chances to end his life
with all well. Many very rich men are unfortunate, many of

¹¹Ed.: e“intercalary”month is amonthperiodically inserted tomake
the series of solar and calendar years eventually correspond. ButHerodotus’
reckoning here would make the average length of a year three hundred
seventy-five days.
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moderate means are lucky. 6)e man who is very rich but
unfortunate surpasses the lucky man in only two ways, while
the lucky surpasses the rich but unfortunate inmany. e rich
man is more capable of fulfilling his appetites and of bearing
a great disaster that falls upon him, and it is in these ways that
he surpasses the other. e luckyman is not so able to support
disaster or appetite as is the rich man, but his luck keeps these
things away from him, and he is free from deformity and dis-
ease, has no experience of evils, and has fine children and good
looks. 7)If besides all this he ends his life well, then he is the
one whom you seek, the one worthy to be called fortunate.
But refrain from calling him fortunate before he dies; call him
lucky. 8)It is impossible for one who is only human to obtain
all these things at the same time, just as no land is self-sufficient
in what it produces. Each country has one thing but lacks an-
other; whichever has the most is the best. Just so no human
being is self-sufficient; each person has one thing but lacks an-
other. 9)Whoever passes through life with the most and then
dies agreeably is the onewho, inmy opinion,OKing, deserves
to bear this name. It is necessary to see how the end of every
affair turns out, for the god promises fortune to many people
and then utterly ruins them.”

33: 1)By saying this, Solon did not at all please Croesus,
who sent him away without regard for him, but thinking him
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a great fool, because he ignored the present good and told him
to look to the end of every affair.

34: 1)But aer Solon’s departure divine retribution fell
heavily on Croesus; as I guess, because he supposed himself
to be blessed beyond all other men. Directly, as he slept, he
had a dream, which showed him the truth of the evil things
whichwere going to happen concerning his son. 2)Hehad two
sons, one of whomwas ruined, for he was mute, but the other,
whose name was Atys, was by far the best in every way of all
of his peers. e dream showed this Atys to Croesus, how he
would lose him struck and killed by a spear of iron. 3)SoCroe-
sus, aer he awoke and considered, being frightened by the
dream, brought in a wife for his son, and although Atys was
accustomed to command the L armies, Croesus now
would not send him out on any such enterprise, while he took
the javelins and spears and all such things thatmen use for war
from themen’s apartments and piled them in his store room,¹²
lest one should fall on his son from where it hung.

35: 1)Nowwhile Croesus was occupied with themarriage
of his son, a P of the royal house came to S, in
great distress andwithuncleanhands. isman came toCroe-
sus’ house, and asked to be purified according to the custom

¹²Ed.: Or, perhaps, “in the women’s quarters.”
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of the country; so Croesus purified him ( 2)the L have
the same manner of purification as the G), and when
he had done everything customary, he asked the P
where he came from andwhohewas: 3)“Friend,” he said, “who
are you, and from what place in P do you come as my
suppliant? And what man or woman have you killed?” “O
King,” the man answered, “I am the son of Gordias the son of
Midas, and my name is Adrastus; I killed my brother acciden-
tally, and I come here banished by my father and deprived of
all.” 4)Croesus answered, “All of your family are my friends,
and you have come to friends, where you shall lack nothing,
staying in my house. As for your misfortune, bear it as lightly
as possible and you will gain most.”

36: 1)So Adrastus lived in Croesus’ house. About this
same time a great monster of a boar appeared on the M
O, whowould come off thatmountain and ravage the
fields of the M. e M had gone up against
him oen; but they never did him any harm but were hurt
by him themselves. 2)At last they sent messengers to Croesus,
with this message: “O King, a great monster of a boar has ap-
peared in the land, who is destroying our fields; for all our at-
tempts, we cannot kill him; so now we ask you to send your
son and chosen young men and dogs with us, so that we may
drive him out of the country.” 3)Such was their request, but
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Croesus remembered the prophecy of his dreamand answered
themthus: “Donotmentionmy sonagain: Iwill not sendhim
with you. He is newlymarried, and that is his present concern.
But I will send chosen L, and all the huntsmen, and I
will tell those who go to be as eager as possible to help you to
drive the beast out of the country.”

37: 1)is was his answer, and the M were satis-
fied with it. But the son of Croesus now entered, having heard
what the M had asked for; and when Croesus refused
to send his son with them, the young man said, 2)“Father, it
was once thought very fine and noble for us to go to war and
the chase and win renown; but now you have barred me from
both of these, although you have seen neither cowardice nor
lack of spirit in me. With what face can I now show myself
whenever I go to and from the market-place? 3)What will the
men of the city think ofme, andwhatmy newly weddedwife?
With what kind ofmanwill she think that she lives? So either
let me go to the hunt, or show me by reasoning that what you
are doing is best for me.”

38: 1)“My son,” answered Croesus, “I do this not because
I have seen cowardice or anything unseemly in you, but the
vision of a dream stood over me in my sleep, and told me that
youwould be short-lived, for youwould be killed by a spear of
iron. 2)It is because of that vision that I hurried your marriage
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and do not send you on any enterprise that I have in hand, but
keep guard over you, so that perhaps I may rob death of you
during my lifetime. You are my only son: for that other, since
he is ruined, he doesn’t exist for me.”

39: 1)“Father,” the youth replied, “no one can blame you
for keeping guard over me, when you have seen such a vision;
but it is my right to show you what you do not perceive, and
why youmistake the meaning of the dream. 2)You say that the
dream told you that I should be killed by a spear of iron? But
has a boar hands? Has it that iron spearwhich youdread? Had
the dream said I should be killed by a tusk or some other thing
proper to a boar, you would be right in acting as you act; but
no, it was to be by a spear. erefore, since it is not against
men that we are to fight, let me go.”

40: 1)Croesus answered, “My son, your judgment con-
cerning the dream has somewhat reassured me; and being re-
assured by you, I change my thinking and permit you to go to
the chase.”

41: 1)Having said this, Croesus sent for Adrastus the
P and when he came addressed him thus: “Adras-
tus, when you were struck by ugly misfortune, for which I do
not blame you, itwas Iwho cleansed you, and received and still
keep you in my house, defraying all your keep. 2)Now then, as
you oweme a return of good service for the goodwhich I have
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done you, I ask that you watch over my son as he goes out to
the chase. See that no thieving criminals meet you on the way,
to do you harm. 3)Besides, it is only right that you too should
gowhere you canwin renown by your deeds. at is fitting for
your father’s son; and you are strong enough besides.”

42: 1)“O King,” Adrastus answered, “I would not other-
wise have gone into such an arena. One so unfortunate as I
should not associate with the prosperous among his peers; nor
have I the wish so to do, and for many reasons I would have
held back. 2)But now, since you urge it and I must please you
(since I owe you a return of good service), I am ready to do
this; and as for your son, in so far as I can protect him, look
for him to come back unharmed.”

43: 1)So when Adrastus had answered Croesus thus, they
went out provided with chosen young men and dogs. When
they came to M O, they hunted for the beast
and, finding him, formed a circle and threw their spears at
him: 2)then the guest called Adrastus, the man who had been
cleansed of the deed of blood, missed the boar with his spear
and hit the son of Croesus. 3)So Atys was struck by the spear
and fulfilled the prophecy of the dream. One ran to tell Croe-
sus what had happened, and coming to S told the king
of the fight and the fate of his son.

44: 1)Distraught by the death of his son,Croesus cried out
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themore vehemently because the killerwas onewhomhehim-
self had cleansed of blood, 2)and in his great and terrible grief
at this mischance he called onZeus by three names—Zeus the
Purifier, Zeus of the Hearth, Zeus of Comrades: the first, be-
cause he wanted the god to knowwhat evil his guest had done
him; the second, because he had received the guest into his
house and thus unwittingly entertained the murderer of his
son; and the third, because he had found his worst enemy in
the man whom he had sent as a protector.

45: 1)Soon the L came, bearing the corpse, with
the murderer following aer. He then came and stood be-
fore the body and gave himself up to Croesus, holding out his
hands and telling him to kill him over the corpse, mention-
ing his former misfortune, and that on top of that he had de-
stroyed the one who purified him, and that he was not fit to
live. 2)Onhearing this, Croesus took pity onAdrastus, though
his own sorrow was so great, and said to him, “Friend, I have
from you the entire penalty, since you sentence yourself to
death. But it is not you that I hold the cause of this evil, ex-
cept in so far as youwere theunwilling doer of it, but oneof the
gods, the same onewho toldme long agowhatwas to be.” 3)So
Croesus buried his own son in suchmanner as was fitting. But
Adrastus, son ofGordias whowas son ofMidas, this Adrastus,
the destroyer of his own brother and of the man who purified
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him, when the tomb was undisturbed by the presence of men,
killed himself there by the sepulcher, seeing clearly now that
he was the most heavily afflicted of all whom he knew.

46: 1)Aer the loss of his son, Croesus remained in deep
sorrow for two years. Aer this time, the destruction by
Cyrus son of Cambyses of the sovereignty of Astyages son
of Cyaxares, and the growth of the power of the P,
distracted Croesus from his mourning; and he determined, if
he could, to forestall the increase of the P power be-
fore they became great. 2)Having thus determined, he at once
made inquiries of the G and L oracles, sending
messengers separately toD, toA in P, and to
D, while others were despatched to Amphiaraus and
Trophonius,¹³ and others to B in the M
country. 3)ese are the G oracles to whichCroesus sent
for divination: and he told others to go inquire of Ammon
in L. His intent in sending was to test the knowledge of
the oracles, so that, if they were found to know the truth, he
might send again and ask if he should undertake an expedition
against the P.

47: 1)And when he sent to test these shrines he gave the
L these instructions: they were to keep track of the

¹³Ed.: at is, to the oracular shrines of these legendary heroes.
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time from the day they le S, and on the hundredth
day inquire of the oracles whatCroesus, king of L, son of
Alyattes, was doing then; then they were to write down what-
ever the oracles answered and bring the reports back to him.
2)Nownone relate what answer was given by the rest of the or-
acles. But atD, no sooner had the L entered the
hall to inquire of the god and asked the question with which
they were entrusted, than the P priestess uttered the
following hexameter verses: 3)

“I know the number of the grains of sand and the extent of
the sea,

And understand the mute and hear the voiceless.
e smell has come to my senses of a strong-shelled tortoise

Boiling in a cauldron together with a lamb’s flesh,
Under which is bronze and over which is bronze.”

48: 1)Having written down this inspired utterance of
the P priestess, the L went back to S.
When the others as well who had been sent to various places
came bringing their oracles, Croesus then unfolded and exam-
ined all the writings. Some of them in no way satisfied him.
But when he read the D message, he acknowledged
it withworship andwelcome, considering D as the only
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true place of divination, because it had discovered what he
himself had done. 2)For aer sending his envoys to the ora-
cles, he had thought up something which no conjecture could
discover, and carried it out on the appointed day: namely, he
had cut up a tortoise and a lamb, and then boiled them in a
cauldron of bronze covered with a lid of the same.

49: 1)Such, then, was the answer from D delivered
to Croesus. As to the reply which the L received from
the oracle ofAmphiarauswhen they had followed the due cus-
tom of the temple, I cannot say what it was, for nothing is
recorded of it, except that Croesus believed that from this or-
acle too he had obtained a true answer.

50: 1)Aer this, he tried to win the favor of the D-
 god with great sacrifices. He offered up three thou-
sand beasts from all the kinds fit for sacrifice, and on a great
pyre burnt couches covered with gold and silver, golden gob-
lets, and purple cloaks and tunics; by these means he hoped
the better to win the aid of the god, to whom he also com-
manded that every L sacrifice what he could. 2)When
the sacrifice was over, he melted down a vast store of gold and
made ingots of it, the longer sides of which were of six and the
shorter of three palms’ length, and the height was one palm.
ere were a hundred and seventeen of these. Four of them
were of refined gold, each weighing two talents and a half; the
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rest were of gold with silver alloy, each of two talents’ weight.
3)He also had a figure of a lion made of refined gold, weigh-
ing ten talents. When the temple of D was burnt, this
lion fell fromthe ingotswhichwere thebase onwhich it stood;
and now it is in the treasury of theC, butweighs
only six talents and a half, for the fire melted away three and a
half talents.

51: 1)When these offerings were ready, Croesus sent them
to D, with other gis besides: namely, two very large
bowls, one of gold and one of silver. e golden bowl stood to
the right, the silver to the le of the temple entrance. 2)ese
too were removed about the time of the temple’s burning, and
now the golden bowl, which weighs eight and a half talents
and twelve minae,¹⁴ is in the treasury of the C,
and the silver bowl at the corner of the forecourt of the tem-
ple. is bowl holds six hundred nine-gallon measures: for
the D use it for a mixing-bowl at the feast of the
Divine Appearance.¹⁵ 3)It is said by the D to be the
work of eodorus of S, and I agree with them, for it
seems to me to be of no common workmanship. Moreover,
Croesus sent four silver casks, which stand in the treasury of

¹⁴Ed.: μνᾶ= about 15 oz. Troy weight.
¹⁵Ed.: e eophania was a festival at D, at which the statues

of gods were shown.
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theC, anddedicated two sprinkling-vessels, one
of gold, one of silver. e golden vessel bears the inscription
“Given by the L,” who claim it as their of-
fering. But they are wrong, 4)for this, too, is Croesus’ gi. e
inscription was made by a certain D, whose name
I know but do not mention, out of his desire to please the
L. efigure of a boy, throughwhose hand
the water runs, is indeed a L gi; but they
didnot give either of the sprinkling-vessels. 5)Alongwith these
Croesus sent, besides many other offerings of no great distinc-
tion, certain round basins of silver, and a female figure five
feet high, which the D assert to be the statue of the
woman who was Croesus’ baker. Moreover, he dedicated his
own wife’s necklaces and girdles.

52: 1)Such were the gis which he sent to D. To
Amphiaraus, of whose courage and fate he had heard, he ded-
icated a shield made entirely of gold and a spear all of solid
gold, point and sha alike. Both of these were until my time
at T, in the T temple of Ismenian Apollo.

53: 1)e L who were to bring these gis to the
temples were instructed by Croesus to inquire of the oracles
whether he was to send an army against the P and
whether he was to add an army of allies. 2)When the L
came to the places where they were sent, they presented the
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offerings, and inquired of the oracles, in these words: “Croe-
sus, king of L and other nations, believing that here are
the only true places of divination among men, endows you
with such gis as your wisdom deserves. And now he asks
you whether he is to send an army against the P, and
whether he is to add an army of allies.” 3)Such was their in-
quiry; and the judgment given to Croesus by each of the two
oracles was the same: namely, that if he should send an army
against the P he would destroy a great empire. And
they advised him to discover themightiest of theG and
make them his friends.

54: 1)When the divine answers had been brought back
and Croesus learned of them, he was very pleased with the or-
acles. So, altogether expecting that he would destroy the king-
dom ofCyrus, he sent once again to P and endowed the
D, whose number he had learned, with two gold
staters¹⁶ apiece. 2)e D, in return, gave Croesus
and all L the right of first consulting the oracle, ex-
emption from all charges, the chief seats at festivals, and per-
petual right of Dcitizenship towhoever shouldwish
it.

¹⁶Ed.: e stater was the common gold coin of the G world. e
value of Croesus’ stater was probably about twenty-three shillings of our
money.
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55: 1)Aer his gis to the D, Croesus made a
third inquiry of the oracle, for he wanted to use it to the full,
having received true answers from it; and the question which
he asked was whether his sovereignty would be of long dura-
tion. To this the P priestess answered as follows: 2)

“When the M have a mule as king,
Just then, tender-footed L, by the stone-strewn

H
Flee and do not stay, and do not be ashamed to be a coward.”

56: 1)When he heard these verses, Croesus was pleased
with themabove all, for he thought that amulewouldnever be
king of theM instead of aman, and therefore that he and
his posterity would never lose his empire. enhe sought very
carefully to discover who the mightiest of the G were,
whom he shouldmake his friends. 2)He found by inquiry that
the chief peoples were the L among those
of D, and theA among those of I stock.
ese races, I and Dorian, were the foremost in an-
cient time, the first a P and the second aH
people. e P race has never yet le its home; the
H has wandered oen and far. 3)For in the days of
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king Deucalion¹⁷ it inhabited the land of P, then the
country called H, under O and O, in
the time ofDorus son ofHellen; driven from thisH
country by the C, it settled about P in the
territory called M; from there again it migrated
to D, and at last came from D into the P-
, where it took the name of Dorian.¹⁸

57: 1)What language the P spoke I cannot say
definitely. But if one may judge by those that still remain
of the P who live above the T¹⁹ in the
city of C—who were once neighbors of the people
now called D, and at that time inhabited the country
whichnow is calledT— 2)andof theP
who inhabited P and S on the H,
who came to live among the A, and by other towns
too which were once P and aerwards took a dif-
ferent name: if, as I said, one may judge by these, the P-
 spoke a language which was not G. 3)If, then, all

¹⁷Ed.: Deucalion andPyrrhawere the survivors of theDeluge as known
to G legend.

¹⁸Ed.: e localities mentioned in the story of the migration into the
P are all in northern G.

¹⁹Ed.: If these are the E, then C may = C:
but the whole matter is doubtful.
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the P stock spoke so, then theAttic nation, being of
P blood, must have changed its language too at the
timewhen it became part of theH. For the people of
C and P have a language of their own in com-
mon, which is not the language of their neighbors; and it is
plain that they still preserve the manner of speech which they
brought with them in their migration into the places where
they live.

58: 1)But the H stock, it seems clear to me, has
always had the same language since its beginning; yet being,
when separated from the P, few in number, they
have grown from a small beginning to comprise a multitude
of nations, chiefly because the P and many other
foreign peoples united themselves with them. Before that, I
think, the P stock nowhere increased much in num-
ber while it was of foreign speech.

59: 1)Now of these two peoples, Croesus learned that the
Attic was held in subjection and divided into factions by Pisi-
stratus, son of Hippocrates, who at that time was sovereign
over the A. is Hippocrates was still a private
man when a great marvel happened to him when he was at
O to see the games: when he had offered the sacri-
fice, the vessels, standing there full of meat and water, boiled
without fire until they boiled over. 2)Chilon the L-
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, who happened to be there andwho saw this marvel,
advisedHippocrates not to take to his house a wife who could
bear children, but if he had one already, then to send her away,
and if he had a son, to disown him. 3)Hippocrates refused to
follow the advice of Chilon; and aerward there was born to
him this Pisistratus, who, when there was a feud between the
A of the coast underMegacles son of Alcmeon and
the A of the plain under Lycurgus son of Aristo-
laides, raised up a third faction, as he coveted the sovereign
power. He collected partisans and pretended to champion the
uplanders, and the following was his plan. 4)Wounding him-
self and his mules, he drove his wagon into the marketplace,
with a story that he had escaped from his enemies, who would
have killed him (so he said) as he was driving into the country.
So he implored the people to give him a guard: and indeed
he had won a reputation in his command of the army against
the M, when he had taken N and performed
other great exploits. 5)Taken in, the A people gave
him a guard of chosen citizens, whom Pisistratus made club-
men instead of spearmen: for the retinue that followed him
carried wooden clubs. 6)ese rose with Pisistratus and took
the Acropolis; and Pisistratus ruled the A, disturb-
ing in no way the order of offices nor changing the laws, but
governing the city according to its established constitution
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and arranging all things fairly and well.
60: 1)But aer a short time the partisans of Megacles and

of Lycurgus made common cause and drove him out. In this
way Pisistratus first got A and, as he had a sovereignty
that was not yet firmly rooted, lost it. Presently his ene-
mies who together had driven him out began to feud once
more. 2)enMegacles, harassedby factional strife, sent ames-
sage to Pisistratus offering him his daughter to marry and the
sovereign power besides. 3)When this offer was accepted by
Pisistratus, who agreed on these termswithMegacles, they de-
vised a plan to bring Pisistratus back which, to my mind, was
so exceptionally foolish that it is strange (since from old times
the H stock has always been distinguished from for-
eign by its greater cleverness and its freedom from silly fool-
ishness) that these men should devise such a plan to deceive
A, said to be the subtlest of the G. 4)ere
was in the P deme²⁰ a woman called Phya, three fin-
gers short of six feet, four inches in height, and otherwise, too,
well-formed. is woman they equipped in full armor and
put in a chariot, giving her all the paraphernalia to make the
most impressive spectacle, and so drove into the city; heralds
ran before them, andwhen they came into townproclaimed as

²⁰Ed.: Local division of A.
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they were instructed: 5)“A, give a hearty welcome
to Pisistratus, whomAthena herself honors above all men and
is bringing back to her own acropolis.” So the heralds went
about proclaiming this; and immediately the report spread in
the demes that Athena was bringing Pisistratus back, and the
townsfolk, believing that the woman was the goddess herself,
worshipped this human creature and welcomed Pisistratus.

61: 1)Having got back his sovereignty in the manner
which I have described, Pisistratus married Megacles’ daugh-
ter according to his agreement with Megacles. But as he al-
ready had young sons, and as the Alcmeonid family were said
to be under a curse, he had no wish that his newly-wedded
wife bear him children, and therefore had unusual intercourse
with her. 2)At first the woman hid the fact: presently she
told her mother (whether interrogated or not, I do not know)
and the mother told her husband. Megacles was very angry
to be dishonored by Pisistratus; and in his anger he patched
up his quarrel with the other faction. Pisistratus, learning
what was going on, went alone away from the country alto-
gether, and came to E where he deliberated with his
sons. 3)e opinion of Hippias prevailing, that they should
recover the sovereignty, they set out collecting contributions
from all the cities that owed them anything. Many of these
gave great amounts, the T more than any, 4)and in
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course of time, not to make a long story, everything was ready
for their return: for they brought A mercenaries from
the P, and there joined them on his own initia-
tive a man of N called Lygdamis, who was most keen in
their cause and brought them money and men.

62: 1)So aer ten years they set out from E and
returned home. e first place in A which they took
and held was Marathon: and while encamped there they were
joined by their partisans from the city, and by others who
flocked to them from the country—demesmen who loved the
rule of one more than freedom. ese, then, assembled; 2)but
the A in the city, who while Pisistratus was col-
lecting money and aerwards when he had taken Marathon
took no notice of it, did now, and when they learned that he
was marching from Marathon against A, they set out
to attack him. 3)ey came out with all their force to meet
the returning exiles. Pisistratus’ men encountered the enemy
when they had reached the temple of PallenianAthena in their
march fromMarathon towards the city, and encamped face to
facewith them. 4)ere (by the providence of heaven)Pisistra-
tus met Amphilytus the A, a diviner, who came
to him and prophesied as follows in hexameter verses:

“e cast is made, the net spread,
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e tunny-fish shall flash in the moonlit night.”

63: 1)SoAmphilytus spoke, being inspired; Pisistratus un-
derstood him and, saying that he accepted the prophecy, led
his army against the enemy. e A of the city had
by this time had breakfast, and aer breakfast some were dic-
ing and some were sleeping: they were attacked by Pisistratus’
men and put to flight. 2)So they fled, and Pisistratus devised
a very subtle plan to keep them scattered and prevent them
assembling again: he had his sons mount and ride forward:
they overtook the fugitives and spoke to them as they were in-
structed by Pisistratus, telling them to take heart and each to
depart to his home.

64: 1)e A did, and by this means Pisistratus
gained A for the third time, rooting his sovereignty in
a strong guard and revenue collected both from A and
from the district of the river S, and he took hostage
the sons of the A who remained and did not leave
the city at once, and placed these in N. 2)(He had con-
quered N too and put Lygdamis in charge.) And be-
sides this, he purified the island of D as a result of ora-
cles, and this is how he did it: he removed all the dead that
were buried in ground within sight of the temple and con-
veyed them to another part of D. 3)So Pisistratus was
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sovereign of A: and as for the A, some had
fallen in the battle, and some, with the Alcmeonids, were ex-
iles from their native land.

65: 1)So Croesus learned that at that time such problems
were oppressing the A, but that the L-
 had escaped from the great evils and had mastered
the T in war. In the kingship of Leon and Hegesi-
cles at S, the L were successful in all
their other wars but met disaster only against the T.
2)Before this they had been the worst-governed of nearly all
the H and had had no dealings with strangers, but
they changed to good government in this way: Lycurgus, a
man of reputation among the S, went to the oracle
at D. As soon as he entered the hall, the priestess said in
hexameter: 3)

You have come to my rich temple, Lycurgus,
A man dear to Zeus and to all who have O homes.

I am in doubt whether to pronounce you man or god,
But I think rather you are a god, Lycurgus.

4)Some say that the Pythia also declared to him the consti-
tution that now exists at S, but the L
themselves say that Lycurgus brought it from C when
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he was guardian of his nephew Leobetes, the S king.
5)Once he became guardian, he changed all the laws and took
care that no one transgressed the new ones. Lycurgus aer-
wards established their affairs of war: the sworn divisions, the
bands of thirty, the common meals; also the ephors and the
council of elders.

66: 1)us they changed their bad laws to good ones, and
when Lycurgus died they built him a temple and nowworship
him greatly. Since they had good land and many men, they
immediately flourished and prospered. eywere not content
to live in peace, but, confident that theywere stronger than the
A, asked the oracle atD about gaining all the
A land. 2)She replied in hexameter:

You ask me for A? You ask too much; I grant it not.
ere are many men in A, eaters of acorns,

Who will hinder you. But I grudge you not.
I will give you T to beat with your feet in dancing,

And its fair plain to measure with a rope.

3)When the L heard the oracle re-
ported, they le the otherA alone andmarched on
T carrying chains, relying on the deceptive oracle. ey
were confident they would enslave the T, but they
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were defeated in battle. 4)ose taken alive were bound in the
very chains they had brought with them, and they measured
the T plain with a rope²¹ by working the fields. e
chains in which they were bound were still preserved in my
day, hanging up at the temple of Athena Alea.

67: 1)In the previous war the L contin-
ually fought unsuccessfully against the T, but in the
time of Croesus and the kingship of Anaxandrides and Aris-
ton in L the S had gained the upper
hand. is is how: 2)when they kept being defeated by the
T, they sent ambassadors toD to askwhich god
they should propitiate to prevail against the T in war.
e Pythia responded that they should bring back the bones
of Orestes, son of Agamemnon. 3)When they were unable to
discover Orestes’ tomb, they sent once more to the god²² to
ask where he was buried. e Pythia responded in hexameter
to the messengers: 4)

ere is a place T in the smooth plain of A,
Where two winds blow under strong compulsion.

²¹Ed.: at is, mapping the land out for cultivation.
²²Ed.: τὴν ἐς θεόν, explained as =τὴν θεὸν ὁδόν. τὴν ἔνθεον(= the inspired

one: aer ἐπειρησομένους) would be an easy correction. But all MSS. have ἐς
θεόν.
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Blow lies upon blow, woe upon woe.
ere the life-giving earth covers the son of Agamemnon.

Bring him back, and you shall be lord of T.

5)When the L heard this, they were no
closer to discovery, though they looked everywhere. Finally
it was found by Lichas, who was one of the S who
are called “doers of good deeds.”. ese men are those citizens
who retire from the knights, the five oldest each year. ey
have to spend the year in which they retire from the knights
being sent here and there by the S state, never resting
in their efforts.

68: 1)ItwasLichas, one of thesemen,who found the tomb
in T by a combination of luck and skill. At that time
there was free access to T, so he went into a blacksmith’s
shop and watched iron being forged, standing there in amaze-
ment at what he saw done. 2)e smith perceived that he was
amazed, so he stopped what he was doing and said, “My L-
 guest, if you had seen what I saw, then you would re-
ally be amazed, since youmarvel so at ironworking. 3)I wanted
todig awell in the courtyardhere, and inmydigging I hit upon
a coffin twelve feet long. I could not believe that there had
ever been men taller than now, so I opened it and saw that
the corpse was just as long as the coffin. I measured it and
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then reburied it.” So the smith told what he had seen, and
Lichas thought about what was said and reckoned that this
was Orestes, according to the oracle. 4)In the smith’s two bel-
lows he found the winds, hammer and anvil were blow upon
blow, and the forging of iron was woe upon woe, since he fig-
ured that iron was discovered as an evil for the human race.
5)Aer reasoning this out, he went back to S and told
the L everything. ey made a pretence
of bringing a charge against him and banishing him. Com-
ing to T, he explained his misfortune to the smith and
tried to rent the courtyard, but the smith did not want to lease
it. 6)Finally he persuaded him and set up residence there. He
dug up the grave and collected the bones, then hurried off to
S with them. Ever since then the S were far
superior to the T whenever they met each other in
battle. By the time of Croesus’ inquiry, the S had
subdued most of the P.

69: 1)Croesus, then, aware of all this, sent messengers to
S with gis to ask for an alliance, having instructed
them what to say. ey came and said: 2)“Croesus, King
of L and other nations, has sent us with this message:
‘L, the god has declared that I shouldmake
the G my friend; now, therefore, since I learn that you
are the leaders of H, I invite you, as the oracle bids;
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I would like to be your friend and ally, without deceit or
guile.’” 3)Croesus proposed this through his messengers; and
the L, who had already heard of the oracle
given to Croesus, welcomed the coming of the L and
swore to behis friends and allies; and indeed theywere obliged
by certain benefits which they had received before from the
king. 4)For theLhad sent to S to buy
gold, intending to use it for the statue of Apollo which now
stands on T²³ in L; and Croesus, when they
offered to buy it, made them a free gi of it.

70: 1)For this reason, and because he had chosen them as
his friends before all the other G, the L-
 accepted the alliance. So they declared themselves ready
to serve himwhenhe should require, andmoreover theymade
a bowl of bronze, engraved around the rim outside with fig-
ures, and large enough to hold twenty-seven hundred gallons,
and brought it with the intention of making a gi in return
to Croesus. 2)is bowl never reached S, for which two
reasons are given: the L say that when the
bowl was near S on its way to S, the S de-
scended upon them in warships and carried it off; 3)but the
S themselves say that the L who

²³Ed.: A mountain north-east of S, overlooking the E
.
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were bringing the bowl, coming too late, and learning that
S and Croesus were taken, sold it in S to certain
private men, who set it up in the the temple of Hera. And
it may be that the sellers of the bowl, when they returned to
S, said that they had been robbed of it by the S.
Such are the tales about the bowl.

71: 1)Croesus, mistaking the meaning of the oracle, in-
vadedC, expecting to destroyCyrus and the P-
 power. 2)But while he was preparing to march against
the P, a certain L, who was already held to be
awiseman, andwho, from the advice which he now gave, won
a great name among the L, advised him as follows (his
name was Sandanis): “OKing, you are getting ready tomarch
against men whowear trousers of leather and whose complete
wardrobe is of leather, andwho eat notwhat they like butwhat
they have; for their land is stony. 3)Further, they do not use
wine, but drink water, have no figs to eat, or anything else that
is good. Now if you conquer them, of what will you deprive
them, since they have nothing? But if on the other hand you
are conquered, then look howmany good things youwill lose;
for once they have tasted of our blessings they will cling so
tightly to them that nothing will pry them away. 4)For my-
self, then, I thank the gods that they do not put it in the heads
of the P to march against the L.” Sandanis
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spoke thus but he did not persuade Croesus. Indeed, before
they conquered the L, the P had no luxury
and no comforts.

72: 1)Now theC are called by theG
S, and these S before the P rule were
subjects of the M, and, at this time, of Cyrus. 2)For the
boundary of the Median and L empires was the river
H, which flows from the A  first
through C and aerwards between the M on
the right and thePon theotherhand; then, passing
these and still flowing north, it separates the C
S on the right from the P on the le.
3)us the H river cuts off nearly the whole of the lower
part of A from the C to the E . Here is
the narrowest neck of all this land; the length of the journey
across for a man traveling unencumbered is five days.²⁴

73: 1)e reasons for Croesus’ expedition against C-
 were these: he desired to gain territory in addition
to his own, and (these were the chief causes) he trusted the or-

²⁴Ed.: τῆς Ἀσίης τὰ κάταmeans here and elsewhere in Hdt. the western
part of A, west of the H (K I). e width from sea to
sea of the αὐχήν is obviously much underestimated by Hdt., as also by later
writers; the actual distance at the narrowest part is about 280 miles as the
crow flies; much more than a five days’ march.
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acle and wished to avenge Astyages on Cyrus; for Cyrus, son
ofCambyses, had conqueredAstyages and held him in subjec-
tion. 2)Now Astyages, son of Cyaxares and the king of Media,
was Croesus’ brother-in-law: and this is how he came to be
so. 3)A tribe of wandering S separated itself from
the rest, and escaped into Median territory. is was then
ruled by Cyaxares, son of Phraortes, son of Deioces. Cyaxares
at first treated the S kindly, as suppliants for his
mercy; and, as hehad ahigh regard for them, he entrustedboys
to their tutelage to be taught their language and the skill of
archery. 4)As time went on, it happened that the S,
whowere accustomed to gohunting and always to bring some-
thing back, once had taken nothing, and when they returned
empty-handed, Cyaxares treated them very roughly and con-
temptuously (being, as appears from this, prone to anger).
5)e S, feeling themselves wronged by the treat-
ment they had fromCyaxares, planned to take one of the boys
who were their pupils and cut him in pieces; then, dressing
the flesh as they were accustomed to dress the animals which
they killed, to bring and give it to Cyaxares as if it were the
spoils of the hunt; and aer that, to make their way with all
speed to Alyattes son of Sadyattes at S. All this they
did. 6)Cyaxares and the guests who ate with him dined on the
boy’s flesh, and the S, having done as they planned,
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fled to Alyattes for protection.
74: 1)Aer this, since Alyattes would not give up the

S to Cyaxares at his demand, there was war be-
tween the L and the M for five years; each won
many victories over the other, and once they fought a battle
by night. 2)ey were still warring with equal success, when it
happened, at an encounter which occurred in the sixth year,
that during the battle the day was suddenly turned to night.
ales of M had foretold this loss of daylight to the
I, fixing it within the year in which the change did in-
deed happen.²⁵ 3)So when the L and M saw the
day turned to night, they stopped fighting, and both were the
more eager to make peace. ose who reconciled them were
Syennesis the C and Labynetus the B;
4)they brought it about that there should be a sworn agree-
ment and a compact of marriage between them: they judged
that Alyattes should give his daughter Aryenis to Astyages,
son ofCyaxares; forwithout strong constraint agreementswill
not keep their force. 6)ese nations make sworn compacts as

²⁵Ed.: All evidence, historical and astronomical, fixes the date of this
eclipse asMay 28, 585 B.C.ere was another eclipse of the sun inAlyattes’
reign, on Sept. 30, 610; but it appears that this latter was not total in A
M: andPliny’smention of the phenomenonplaces it in the 170th year
from the foundation of R. ales died at an advanced age in 548 B.C.
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do the G; and besides, when they cut the skin of their
arms, they lick each other’s blood.

75: 1)Cyrus had subjugated this Astyages, then, Cyrus’
ownmother’s father, for the reasonwhich I shall presently dis-
close. 2)Having this reason to quarrelwithCyrus, Croesus sent
to ask the oracles if he should march against the P;
and when a deceptive answer came he thought it to be favor-
able to him, and so led his army into the P territory.
3)When he came to the river H, he transported his army
across it—by the bridges whichwere there then, as Imaintain;
but the general belief of the G is that ales of M-
 got the army across. 4)e story is that, as Croesus did
not know how his army could pass the river (as the aforesaid
bridges did not yet exist then),ales, whowas in the encamp-
ment, made the river, which flowed on the le of the army,
also flow on the right, in the following way. 5)Starting from
a point on the river upstream from the camp, he dug a deep
semi-circular trench, so that the stream, turned from its an-
cient course, would flow in the trench to the rear of the camp
and, passing it, would issue into its former bed, with the result
that as soon as the river was thus divided into two, both chan-
nels could be forded. 6)Some even say that the ancient channel
dried up altogether. But I do not believe this; for in that case,
how did they pass the river when they were returning?
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76: 1)Passing overwith his army,Croesus then came to the
part of C called P (it is the strongest part
of this country and lies on the line of the city of Son the
E ), where he encamped and devastated the farms
of the S; 2)and he took and enslaved the city of the
P, and took all the places around it also, and drove
the S from their homes, though they had done him no
harm. Cyrus, mustering his army, advanced to oppose Croe-
sus, gathering to him all those who lived along the way. 3)But
before beginning his march, he sent heralds to the I
to try to draw them away from Croesus. e I would
not be prevailed on; but when Cyrus arrived and encamped
face to face with Croesus, there in the P country the
armies had a trial of strength. 4)e fighting was fierce, many
on both sides fell, and at nightfall they disengaged with nei-
ther side victorious. e two sides contended thus.

77: 1)Croesus was not content with the size of his force,
for his army that had engaged was far smaller than that of
Cyrus; therefore, when on the day aer the battle Cyrus
did not try attacking again, he marched away to S, in-
tending to summon the E in accordance with their
treaty 2)(for beforemaking an alliance with the L-
 he had made one also with Amasis king of E),
and to send for the B also (for with these too
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he had made an alliance, Labynetus at this time being their
sovereign), 3)and to summon the L to join
him at a fixed time. He had in mind to muster all these forces
and assemble his own army, then to wait until the winter was
over and march against the P at the beginning of
spring. 4)With such an intention, as soon as he returned to
S, he sent heralds to all his allies, summoning them to
assemble at S in five months’ time; and as for the sol-
diers whom he had with him, who had fought with the P-
, all of themwhoweremercenaries he discharged, never
thinking that aer a contest so equal Cyrus would march
against S.

78: 1)is was howCroesus reasoned. Meanwhile, snakes
began to swarm in the outer part of the city; andwhen they ap-
peared the horses, leaving their accustomed pasture, devoured
them. When Croesus saw this he thought it a portent, and so
it was. 2)He at once sent to the homes of the T in-
terpreters,²⁶ to inquire concerning it; but though his messen-
gers came and learned from the T what the por-
tent meant, they could not bring back word to Croesus, for

²⁶Ed.: esewere a caste of priests ofApollo atT orT-
 in L. τῶν ἐξηγητέων Τελμησσέων is contrary to G usage,
ἐξηγητής being a substantive: Stein suggests that the true reading may be
Τελμησσέων τῶν ἐξηγητέων.
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he was a prisoner before they could make their voyage back to
S. 3)Nonetheless, thiswas the judgment of theT-
: that Croesus must expect a foreign army to attack his
country, and that when it came, it would subjugate the inhab-
itants of the land: for the snake, they said, was the offspring of
the land, but the horse was an enemy and a foreigner. is was
the answer which the T gave Croesus, knowing
as yet nothing of the fate of S and of the king himself;
but when they gave it, Croesus was already taken.

79: 1)When Croesus marched away aer the battle in the
P country, Cyrus, learning that Croesus had gone in-
tending to disband his army, deliberated and perceived that it
would be opportune for him tomarchquickly against S,
before the power of the L could be assembled again.
2)is he decided, and this he did immediately; he marched
his army into L and so came himself to bring the news of
it to Croesus. All had turned out contrary to Croesus’ expec-
tation, and hewas in a great quandary; nevertheless, he led out
the L to battle. 3)Now at this time there was no nation
in Amore valiant or warlike than the L. It was their
custom to fight on horseback, carrying long spears, and they
were skillful at managing horses.

80: 1)So the armies met in the plain, wide and bare, that
is before the city of S: the H and other rivers
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flow across it and run violently together into the greatest of
them, which is calledH (this flows from themountain
sacred to the Mother Dindymene²⁷ and empties into the sea
near the city of P). 2)When Cyrus saw the L
maneuvering their battle-lines here, he was afraid of their cav-
alry, and therefore at the urging of one Harpagus, a M,
he did as I shall describe. Assembling all the camels that fol-
lowed his army bearing food and baggage, he took off their
burdens and mounted men upon them equipped like cavalry-
men; having equipped them, he ordered them to advance be-
fore his army againstCroesus’ cavalry; he directed the infantry
to follow the camels, and placed all his cavalry behind the in-
fantry. 3)When they were all in order, he commanded them
to kill all the other Lwho came in their way, and spare
none, but not to kill Croesus himself, even if he should defend
himself against capture. 4)Such was his command. e reason
for his posting the camels to face the cavalry was this: horses
fear camels and can endure neither the sight nor the smell of
them; this then was the intention of his maneuver, that Croe-
sus’ cavalry, on which the L relied to distinguish him-
self, might be of no use. 5)So when battle was joined, as soon
as the horses smelled and saw the camels they turned to flight,

²⁷Ed.: Identified with the P and L goddess Cybele.
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and all Croesus’ hope was lost. 6)Nevertheless the L
were no cowards; when they saw what was happening, they
leaped from their horses and fought the P on foot.
Many of both armies fell; at length the L were routed
and driven within their city wall, where they were besieged by
the P.

81: 1)So then they were besieged. But Croesus, supposing
that the siege would last a long time, again sent messengers
from the city to his allies; whereas the former envoys had been
sent to summon them to muster at S in five months’
time, these were to announce that Croesus was besieged and
to plead for help as quickly as possible.

82: 1)So he sent to the L as well as to
the rest of the allies. Now at this very time the S
themselves were feuding with the A over the country
called T; 2)for this was a part of the A territory
which the L had cut off and occupied. (All
the land towards the west, as far as M, belonged then
to the A, and not only the mainland, but the island
of C and the other islands.) 3)e A came
out to save their territory from being cut off, then aer debate
the two armies agreed that three hundred of each side should
fight, and whichever party won would possess the land. e
rest of each army was to go away to its own country and not
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be present at the battle, since, if the armies remained on the
field, the men of either party might render assistance to their
comrades if they saw them losing. 4)Having agreed, the armies
drew off, and picked men of each side remained and fought.
Neither could gain advantage in the battle; at last, only three
out of the six hundred were le, Alcenor and Chromios of
the A, Othryades of the L: these
three were le alive at nightfall. 5)en the two A, be-
lieving themselves victors, ran to A; but Othryades the
L, aer stripping the A dead and tak-
ing the arms to his camp, waited at his position. On the sec-
ondday both armies came to learn the issue. 6)For awhile both
claimed the victory, the A arguing that more of their
men had survived, the L showing that the
A had fled, while their man had stood his ground and
stripped the enemy dead. 7)At last from arguing they fell to
fighting; many of both sides fell, but the L
gained the victory. e A, who before had worn their
hair long by fixed custom, shaved their heads ever aer and
made a law, with a curse added to it, that no A grow
his hair, and no A woman wear gold, until they recov-
ered T; 8)and the L made a con-
trary law, that they wear their hair long ever aer; for until
now they had not worn it so. Othryades, the lone survivor of
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the three hundred, was ashamed, it is said, to return to S
aer all the men of his company had been killed, and killed
himself on the spot at T.

83: 1)e S herald came aer this had happened
to the S to ask for their help for Croesus, now be-
sieged; nonetheless, when they heard the herald, they pre-
pared to send help; but when they were already equipped and
their ships ready, a second message came that the fortifica-
tion of the L was taken and Croesus a prisoner. en,
though very sorry indeed, they ceased their efforts.

84: 1)is is how S was taken. When Croesus had
been besieged for fourteen days, Cyrus sent horsemen around
in his army to promise to reward whoever first mounted the
wall. 2)Aer this the army made an assault, but with no suc-
cess. en, when all the others were stopped, a certain M-
²⁸ called Hyroeades attempted to mount by a part of the
acropoliswhereno guardhadbeen set, sincenoone feared that
it could be taken by an attackmade here. 3)For here the height
on which the acropolis stood is sheer and unlikely to be as-
saulted; this was the only place where Meles the former king
of S had not carried the lion which his concubine had
borne him, the T having declared that if this lion

²⁸Ed.: e M were a nomadic P tribe.
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were carried around the walls, S could never be taken.
Meles then carried the lion around the rest of the wall of the
acropolis where it could be assaulted, but neglected this place,
because the heightwas sheer and defied attack. It is on the side
of the city which faces towards T. 4)e day before,
then, Hyroeades, this M, had seen one of the L-
 come down by this part of the acropolis aer a helmet
that had fallen down, and fetch it; he took note of this and
considered it. 5)And now he climbed up himself, and other
P aer him. Many ascended, and thus S was
taken and all the city sacked.

85: 1)I will now relate what happened toCroesus himself.
He had a son, whom I have already mentioned, fine in other
respects, butmute. Now in his days of prosperity past Croesus
had done all that he could for his son; and besides resorting to
other devices he had sent to D to inquire of the oracle
concerninghim. 2)ePpriestess answeredhim thus:

“L, king of many, greatly foolish Croesus,
Wish not to hear in the palace the voice oen prayed for

Of your son speaking.
It were better for you that he remain mute as before;

For on an unlucky day shall he first speak.”
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3)So at the taking of the fortification a certain P,
not knowing who Croesus was, came at him meaning to kill
him. Croesus saw him coming, but because of the imminent
disaster he was past caring, and it made no difference to him
whether he were struck and killed. 4)But this mute son, when
he saw the P coming on, in fear and distress broke into
speech and cried, “Man, do not kill Croesus!” is was the
first word he uttered, and aer that for all the rest of his life he
had power of speech.

86: 1)e P gained S and took Croesus
prisoner. Croesus had ruled fourteen years and been besieged
fourteen days. Fulfilling the oracle, he had destroyed his own
great empire. e P took him and brought him to
Cyrus, 2)who erected a pyre and mounted Croesus atop it,
bound in chains, with twice seven sons of the L beside
him. Cyrus may have intended to sacrifice him as a victory-
offering to some god, or hemay have wished to fulfill a vow, or
perhaps he hadheard thatCroesuswas pious andput him atop
the pyre to find out if some divinity would deliver him from
being burned alive. 3)So Cyrus did this. As Croesus stood on
the pyre, even though he was in such a wretched position it
occurred to him that Solon had spoken with god’s help when
he had said that no one among the living is fortunate. When
this occurred to him, he heaved a deep sigh and groaned aloud
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aer long silence, calling out three times the name “Solon.”
4)Cyrus heard andordered the interpreters to askCroesuswho
he was invoking. ey approached and asked, but Croesus
kept quiet at their questioning, until finally they forced him
and he said, “I would prefer to great wealth his coming into
discourse with all despots.” Since what he said was unintelli-
gible, they again asked what he had said, 5)persistently harass-
ing him. He explained that first Solon the A had
come and seen all his fortune and spoken as if he despised it.
Now everything had turned out for him as Solon had said,
speaking no more of him than of every human being, espe-
cially those who think themselves fortunate. While Croesus
was relating all this, the pyre hadbeen lit and the edgeswere on
fire. 6)When Cyrus heard from the interpreters what Croesus
said, he relented and considered that he, a human being, was
burning alive another human being, one his equal in good for-
tune. In addition, he feared retribution, reflecting how there is
nothing stable in human affairs. He ordered that the blazing
fire be extinguished as quickly as possible, and that Croesus
and those with him be taken down, but despite their efforts
they could not master the fire.

87: 1)en the L say that Croesus understood
Cyrus’ change of heart, and when he saw everyone trying to
extinguish the fire but unable to check it, he invoked Apollo,
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crying out that if Apollo had ever been given any pleasing gi
by him, let him offer help and deliver him from the present
evil. 2)us he in tears invoked the god, and suddenly out of
a clear and windless sky clouds gathered, a storm broke, and
it rained violently, extinguishing the pyre. us Cyrus per-
ceived that Croesus was dear to god and a good man. He had
him brought down from the pyre and asked, 3)“Croesus, what
man persuaded you to wage war against my land and become
my enemy instead of my friend?” He replied, “OKing, I acted
thus for your good fortune, but for my own ill fortune. e
god of the H is responsible for these things, inciting
me to wage war. 4)No one is so foolish as to choose war over
peace. In peace sons bury their fathers, in war fathers bury
their sons. But I suppose it was dear to the divinity that this
be so.”

88: 1)Croesus said this, and Cyrus freed him and made
him sit near and was very considerate to him, and both he
and all that were with him were astonished when they looked
at Croesus. He for his part was silent, deep in thought.
2)Presently he turned and said (for he saw the P sack-
ing the city of the L), “OKing, am I to say to youwhat
is inmymind now, or keep silent?” WhenCyrus urged him to
speak up boldly, Croesus asked, 3)“e multitude there, what
is it at which they are so busily engaged?” “ey are plunder-
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ing your city,” said Cyrus, “and carrying off your possessions.”
“No,”Croesus answered, “notmy city, andnotmypossessions;
for I no longer have any share of all this; it is your wealth that
they are pillaging.”

89: 1)Cyrus thought about what Croesus had said and,
telling the rest to withdraw, asked Croesus what fault he saw
in what was being done. “Since the gods have made me your
slave,” replied the L, “it is right that if I have any further
insight I should point it out to you. 2)e P being by
nature violent men are poor; so if you let them seize and hold
great possessions, you may expect that he who has got most
will revolt against you. erefore do this, if you like what I
say. 3)Have men of your guard watch all the gates; let them
take the spoil from those who are carrying it out, and say that
it must be paid as a tithe to Zeus. us you shall not be hated
by them for taking their wealth by force, and they, recognizing
that you act justly, will give up the spoil willingly.”

90: 1)WhenCyrus heard this, he was exceedingly pleased,
for he believed the advice good; and praising him greatly, and
telling his guard to act as Croesus had advised, he said: “Croe-
sus, now that you, a king, are determined to act and to speak
with integrity, ask me directly for whatever favor you like.”
2)“Master,” said Croesus, “you will most gratify me if you will
let me send these chains of mine to that god of the G
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whom I especially honored and to ask him if it is his way to de-
ceive those who serve himwell.” WhenCyrus asked himwhat
grudge against the god led him tomake this request, 3)Croesus
repeated tohim the story of all his own aspirations, and the an-
swers of the oracles, and more particularly his offerings, and
how the oracle had encouraged him to attack the P;
and so saying he once more insistently pled that he be allowed
to reproach the god for this. At thisCyrus smiled, and replied,
“is I will grant you, Croesus, and whatever other favor you
may ever ask me.” 4)When Croesus heard this, he sent L-
 toD, telling them to lay his chains on the doorstep
of the temple, and to ask the god if he were not ashamed to
have persuaded Croesus to attack the P, telling him
that he would destroy Cyrus’ power; of which power (they
were to say, showing the chains) these were the first-fruits.
ey should ask this; and further, if it were the way of the
G gods to be ungrateful.

91: 1)When the L came, and spoke as they had
been instructed, the priestess (it is said) made the following
reply. “No one may escape his lot, not even a god. Croesus
has paid for the sin of his ancestor of the fih generation be-
fore, who was led by the guile of a woman to kill his master,
though he was one of the guard of the Heraclidae, and who
took to himself the royal state of that master, to which he had
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no right. 2)And it was the wish of Loxias that the evil lot of
S fall in the lifetime of Croesus’ sons, not in his own;
but he could not deflect the Fates. 3)Yet as far as they gave in,
he did accomplish his wish and favor Croesus: for he delayed
the taking of S for three years. And let Croesus know
this: that although he is now taken, it is by so many years later
than the destined hour. And further, Loxias saved Croesus
from burning. 4)But as to the oracle that was given to him,
Croesus is wrong to complain concerning it. For Loxias de-
clared to him that if he led an army against the P, he
would destroy a great empire. erefore he ought, if he had
wanted to plan well, to have sent and asked whether the god
spoke of Croesus’ or of Cyrus’ empire. But he did not under-
stood what was spoken, or make further inquiry: for which
now let him blame himself. 5)When he asked that last ques-
tion of the oracle and Loxias gave him that answer concerning
themule, even thatCroesus didnot understand. For thatmule
was in fact Cyrus, who was the son of two parents not of the
same people, of whom the mother was better and the father
inferior: 6)for she was a M and the daughter of Astyages
king of theM; but he was a P and a subject of the
M and although in all respects her inferior he married
this lady of his.” is was the answer of the priestess to the
L. ey carried it to S and told Croesus, and
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when he heard it, he confessed that the sin was not the god’s,
but his. And this is the story of Croesus’ rule, and of the first
overthrow of I.

92: 1)ere are many offerings of Croesus’ in H,
and not only those of which I have spoken. ere is a golden
tripod at T in B, which he dedicated to Apollo
of I; at E²⁹ there are the oxen of gold and the
greater part of the pillars; and in the temple of Proneia atD-
, a golden shield.³⁰ All these survived to my lifetime; but
other of the offerings were destroyed. 2)And the offerings of
Croesus at B of the M, as I learn by in-
quiry, are equal in weight and like those at D. ose
which he dedicated at D and the shrine of Amphiaraus
were his own, the first-fruits of the wealth inherited from his
father; the rest came from the estate of an enemy who had
headed a faction against Croesus before he became king, and
conspired to win the throne of L for Pantaleon. 3)is
Pantaleon was a son of Alyattes, and half-brother of Croesus:
Croesus was Alyattes’ son by a C and Pantaleon by an
Imother. 4)SowhenCroesus gained the sovereignty by

²⁹Ed.: etemple at Ewas founded probably inAlyattes’ reign,
and not completed till the period of the G-P War.

³⁰Ed.: e temple of Athena Proneia (= before the shrine) was situated
outside the temple of Apollo.
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his father’s gi, he put themanwhohad conspired against him
to death by drawing him across a carding-comb, and first con-
fiscated his estate, then dedicated it as and where I have said.
is is all that I shall say of Croesus’ offerings.

93: 1)ere are not many marvellous things in L to
record, in comparison with other countries, except the gold
dust that comes down fromT. 2)But there is one build-
ing to be seen there which is much the greatest of all, except
those of E and B. In L is the tomb of Aly-
attes, the father of Croesus, the base of which is made of great
stones and the rest of it of mounded earth. It was built by
the men of the market and the crasmen and the prostitutes.
3)ere surviveduntilmy timefive corner-stones set on the top
of the tomb, and in these was cut the record of the work done
by each group: andmeasurement showed that the prostitutes’
share of the work was the greatest. 4)All the daughters of the
common people of L ply the trade of prostitutes, to col-
lect dowries, until they can get themselves husbands; and they
themselves offer themselves in marriage. 5)Now this tomb has
a circumference of thirteen hundred and ninety yards, and its
breadth is above four hundred and forty yards; and there is a
great lake hard by the tomb, which, the L say, is fed
by ever-flowing springs; it is called the G . Such
then is this tomb.
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94: 1)e customs of the L are like those of the
G, except that they make prostitutes of their female
children. eywere the first menwhomwe knowwho coined
and used gold and silver currency; and they were the first to
sell by retail. 2)And, according towhat they themselves say, the
games now in use among them and theGwere invented
by the L: these, they say, were invented among them at
the timewhen they colonizedT. is is their story:
3)In the reign of Atys son of Manes there was great scarcity
of food in all L. For a while the L bore this
with what patience they could; presently, when the famine
did not abate, they looked for remedies, and different plans
were devised by different men. en it was that they invented
the games of dice and knuckle-bones and ball and all other
forms of game except dice, which the L do not claim
tohave discovered. 4)en, using their discovery to lighten the
famine, every other day they would play for the whole day, so
that they would not have to look for food, and the next day
they quit their play and ate. is was their way of life for eigh-
teen years. 5)But the famine did not cease to trouble them, and
instead afflicted themevenmore. At last their king divided the
people into two groups, and made them draw lots, so that the
one group should remain and the other leave the country; he
himself was to be the head of thosewho drew the lot to remain
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there, and his son, whose name was Tyrrhenus, of those who
departed. 6)en the one group, having drawn the lot, le the
country and came down to S and built ships, in which
they loaded all their goods that could be transported aboard
ship, and sailed away to seek a livelihood and a country; un-
til at last, aer sojourning with one people aer another, they
came to the O,³¹ where they founded cities and have
lived ever since. 7)ey no longer called themselves L,
but T, aer the name of the king’s son who had
led them there.e L, then, were enslaved by the P-
.

95: 1)But the next business ofmy history is to inquirewho
thisCyruswaswho took down the power ofCroesus, and how
the P came to be the rulers of A. I mean then to
be guided inwhat I write by some of the Pwho desire
not tomagnify the story of Cyrus but to tell the truth, though
there are no less than three other accounts of Cyrus which I
could give. 2)Aer the A had ruled Upper A for
fivehundred and twenty years,³² theMwere thefirstwho
began to revolt from them. ese, it would seem, proved their
bravery in fighting for freedom against the A; they

³¹Ed.: In northern and central I; the U of R history
perpetuates the name.

³²Ed.: From 1229 to 709 B.C., as Deioces’ reign began in 709.
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cast off their slavery and won freedom. Aerwards, the other
subject nations, too, did the same as the M.

96: 1)All of those on the mainland were now free men;
but they came to be ruled by monarchs again, as I will now
relate. ere was among theM a cleverman calledDeio-
ces: he was the son of Phraortes. 2)Deioces was infatuated
with sovereignty, and so he set about gaining it. Already a
notable man in his own town (one of the many towns into
which Media was divided), he began to profess and practice
justicemore constantly and zealously than ever, andhe did this
even though there was much lawlessness throughout the land
of Media, and though he knew that injustice is always the en-
emy of justice. en the M of the same town, seeing his
behavior, chose him to be their judge, and he (for he coveted
sovereign power) was honest and just. 3)By acting so, he won
no small praise from his fellow townsmen, to such an extent
that when the men of the other towns learned that Deioces
alone gave fair judgments (having before suffered from unjust
decisions), they came oen and gladly to plead before Deio-
ces; and at last they would submit to no arbitration but his.

97: 1)e number of those who came grew ever greater,
for they heard that each case turned out in accord with the
truth. en Deioces, seeing that everything now depended
on him, would not sit in his former seat of judgment, and
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said he would give no more decisions; for it was of no advan-
tage to him (he said) to leave his own business and spend all
day judging the cases of his neighbors. 2)is caused robbery
and lawlessness to increase greatly in the towns; and, gather-
ing together, theM conferred about their present affairs,
and said (here, as I suppose, the main speakers were Deioces’
friends), 3)“Since we cannot go on living in the present way
in the land, come, let us set up a king over us; in this way the
landwill bewell governed, andwe ourselves shall attend to our
business and not be routed by lawlessness.” With such words
they persuaded themselves to be ruled by a king.

98: 1)e question was at once propounded: Whom
should they make king? en every man was loud in putting
Deioces forward and praising Deioces, until they agreed that
he should be their king. 2)He ordered them to build him
houses worthy of his royal power, and strengthen him with
a bodyguard. e M did so. ey built him a big and
strong house wherever in the land he indicated to them, and
let him choose a bodyguard out of all the M. 3)And hav-
ing obtained power, he forced the M to build him one
city and to fortify and care for this more strongly than all the
rest. e M did this for him, too. So he built the big
and strong walls, one standing inside the next in circles, which
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are now called E.³³ 4)is fortress is so designed that
each circle of walls is higher than the next outer circle by no
more than the height of its battlements; to which plan the site
itself, on a hill in the plain, contributes somewhat, but chiefly
it was accomplished by skill. 5)ere are seven circles in all;
within the innermost circle are the palace and the treasuries;
and the longest wall is about the length of the wall that sur-
rounds the city of A.³⁴ e battlements of the first cir-
cle are white, of the second black, of the third circle purple, of
the fourth blue, and of the fih orange: 6)thus the battlements
of five circles are painted with colors; and the battlements of
the last two circles are coated, the onewith silver and the other
with gold.

99: 1)Deioces built these walls for himself and around his
own quarters, and he ordered the people to dwell outside the
wall. And when it was all built, Deioces was first to establish
the rule that no one should come into the presence of the king,
but everything should be done by means of messengers; that
the king should be seenbynoone; andmoreover that it should
be a disgrace for anyone to laugh or to spit in his presence.
2)Hewas careful to hedge himself with all this so that the men

³³Ed.: Modern H, probably; but see Rawlinson’s note.
³⁴Ed.: About eight miles, according to a scholiast’s note onucyd. ii.

13; but this is disputed.
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of his own age (who had been brought up with him and were
as nobly born as he and his equals in courage), instead of see-
ing him and being upset and perhaps moved to plot against
him, might by reason of not seeing him believe him to be dif-
ferent.³⁵

100: 1)When he had made these arrangements and
strengthened himself with sovereign power, hewas a hardman
in the protection of justice. eywouldwrite down their pleas
and send them in to him; then he would pass judgment on
what was brought to him and send his decisions out. 2)is
was his manner of deciding cases at law, and he had other ar-
rangements too; for when he heard that a man was doing vio-
lence he would send for him and punish him as each offense
deserved: and he had spies and eavesdroppers everywhere in
his domain.

101: 1)Deioces, then, united the Median nation by itself
and ruled it. e M tribes are these: the B, the
P, the S, the A, the B,
the M. eir tribes are this many.

102: 1)Deioces had a son, Phraortes, who inherited the
throne when Deioces died aer a reign of fiy-three years.³⁶
Having inherited it, he was not content to rule the M

³⁵Ed.: Or, perhaps, different from themselves.
³⁶Ed.: Deioces died in 656 B.C.
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alone: marching against theP, he attacked themfirst,
and they were the first whom he made subject to the M.
2)en, with these two strong nations at his back, he subju-
gated one nation of A aer another, until he marched
against the A; that is, against those of the A-
 who held N. ese had formerly been rulers of
all; but now their allies had deserted them and they were le
alone, thoughwell-off themselves. Marching against theseA-
, then, Phraortes andmost of his army perished, aer
he had reigned twenty-two years.

103: 1)At his death he was succeeded by his sonCyaxares.
He is said to have been a much greater soldier than his ances-
tors: it was he who first organized the men of A in com-
panies and posted each arm apart, the spearmen and archers
and cavalry: before this they were all mingled together in
confusion. 2)is was the king who fought against the L-
 when the day was turned to night in the battle, and who
united under his dominion all of A that is beyond the river
H. Collecting all his subjects, he marched against N-
, wanting to avenge his father and to destroy the city. 3)He
defeated the A in battle; but while he was besieging
their city, a great army of S came down upon him,
led by their king Madyes son of Protothyes. ey had invaded
A aer they had driven theC out of E:
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pursuing them in their flight, the S came to theMe-
dian country.³⁷

104: 1)It is a thirty days’ journey for an unencumbered
man from the M ³⁸ to the river P and
the land of the C; from the C it is an easy mat-
ter to cross into Media: there is only one nation between, the
S; to pass these is to be in Media. 2)Nevertheless, it
was not by this way that the S entered; they turned
aside and came by the upper andmuch longerway, keeping the
C  on their right. ere, the M
met the S, who defeated them in battle, deprived
them of their rule, and made themselves masters of all A.

105: 1)From there they marched against E: and
when theywere in the part of S called P, Psam-
metichus king of E met them and persuaded them with
gis and prayers to come no further. 2)So they turned back,
and when they came on their way to the city of A in
S, most of the S passed by and did no harm,

³⁷Ed.: is is the same story as that related in the early chapters of Book
IV. e S, apparently, marched eastwards along the northern
slope of the C, turning south between the end of the range and
the C. But Herodotus’ geography in this story is difficult to fol-
low.—e “S” are in A.

³⁸Ed.: e M  is the S  A.
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but a few remained behind and plundered the temple ofHeav-
enly Aphrodite.³⁹ 3)is temple, I discover from making in-
quiry, is the oldest of all the temples of the goddess, for the
temple in C was founded from it, as the C
themselves say; and the temple on C was founded
by P from this same land of S. 4)But the
S who pillaged the temple, and all their descen-
dants aer them, were afflicted by the goddess with the “fe-
male” sickness: and so the S say that they are af-
flicted as a consequence of this and also that those who visit
S territory see among them the condition of those
whom the S call “Hermaphrodites”.⁴⁰

106: 1)e S, then, ruled A for twenty-
eight years: and the whole land was ruined because of their
violence and their pride, for, besides exacting from each the
tribute which was assessed, they rode about the land carrying
off everyone’s possessions. 2)Most of them were entertained
and made drunk and then slain by Cyaxares and the M:

³⁹Ed.: e great goddess (Mother of Heaven and Earth) worshipped
by Eastern nations under various names—Mylitta in A, Astarte in
P: called Heavenly Aphrodite, or simply the Heavenly One, by
the G.

⁴⁰Ed.: e derivation of this word is uncertain; it is agreed that the
disease was a loss of virility. InHdt. 4.67 ἐναρής = ἀνδρόγονος.
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so thus the M took back their empire and all that they
had formerly possessed; and they took N (how, I will de-
scribe in a later part of my history), and brought all A
except the province of B under their rule.

107: 1)Aerwards, Cyaxares died aer a reign of
forty years (among which I count the years of the
S domination) and his son Astyages inherited
the sovereignty.Astyages had a daughter, whom he called
Mandane: he dreamed that she urinated so much that she
filled his city and flooded all of A. He communicated
this vision to those of the M who interpreted dreams,
and when he heard what they told him he was terrified; 2)and
presently, when Mandane was of marriageable age, he feared
the vision too much to give her to any M worthy to
marry into his family, but married her to a P called
Cambyses, a man whom he knew to be wellborn and of a
quiet temper: for Astyages held Cambyses to be much lower
than a M of middle rank.

108: 1)But during the first year thatMandanewasmarried
to Cambyses, Astyages saw a second vision. He dreamed that
a vine grew out of the genitals of this daughter, and that the
vine covered thewhole of A. 2)Having seen this vision, and
communicated it to the interpreters of dreams, he sent to the
P for his daughter, who was about to give birth, and
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when she arrived kept her guarded, meaning to kill whatever
child she bore: for the interpreters declared that the meaning
of his dreamwas that his daughter’s offspringwould rule in his
place. 3)Anxious to prevent this, Astyages, when Cyrus was
born, summoned Harpagus, a man of his household who was
his most faithful servant among theM and was adminis-
trator of all that was his, and he said: 4)“Harpagus, whatever
business I turn over to you, do not mishandle it, and do not
leavemeout of account and, giving others preference, trip over
your own feet aerwards. Take the child that Mandane bore,
and carry him to your house, and kill him; and then bury him
however you like.” 5)“OKing,”Harpagus answered, “never yet
have you noticed anything displeasing in yourman; and I shall
be careful in the future, too, not to err in what concerns you.
If it is your will that this be done, then my concern ought to
be to attend to it scrupulously.”

109: 1)Harpagus answered thus. e child was then given
to him, consigned to its death, and he went to his house weep-
ing. When he came in, he told his wife the entire speech ut-
tered by Astyages. 2)“Now, then,” she said to him, “what do
you propose to do?” “Not to obey Astyages’ instructions,” he
answered, “not even if he should lose his mind and be more
frantic than he is now: I will not lend myself to his plan or be
an accessory to such a murder. 3)ere are many reasons why
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I will not kill him: because the child is related to me, and be-
cause Astyages is old and has no male children. 4)Now if the
sovereignty passes to this daughter of his aer his death, whose
sonhe is nowkilling bymeans ofme, what is le forme but the
gravest of all dangers? For the sake of my safety this child has
to die; but one of Astyages’ own people has to be themurderer
and not one of mine.”

110: 1)So saying, he sent a messenger at once to one of
Astyages’ cowherds, who he knew pastured his herds in the
likeliest spots and where the mountains were most infested
withwild beasts. eman’s namewasMitradates, and his wife
was a slave like him; her name was in the G language
Cyno, in theMedian Spako: for “spax” is theMedianword for
dog. 2)e foothills of themountains where this cowherd pas-
tured his cattle are north of E, towards the E
; for the rest ofMedia is everywhere a level plain, but here,
on the side of the S,⁴¹ the land is very high andmoun-
tainous and coveredwithwoods. 3)Sowhen the cowherd came
in haste at the summons, Harpagus said: “Astyages wants you
to take this child and leave it in the most desolate part of the
mountains so that it will perish as quickly as possible. And he
wants me to tell you that if you do not kill it, but preserve it

⁴¹Ed.: In the north-western part of Media: modern A.
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somehow, you will undergo the most harrowing death; and I
am ordered to see it exposed.”

111: 1)Hearing this, the cowherd took the child andwent
back the same way and came to his dwelling. Now as it hap-
pened his wife too had been on the verge of delivering every
day, and as the divinity would have it, she did in fact give birth
while the cowherdwas away in the city. Each of themwas anx-
ious for the other, the husband being afraid about his wife’s la-
bor, and thewife because she did not knowwhyHarpagus had
so unexpectedly sent for her husband. 2)So when he returned
and stood before her, she was startled by the unexpected sight
and asked him before he could speak why Harpagus had so
insistently summoned him. “Wife,” he said, “when I came to
the city, I saw and heard what I ought never to have seen, and
what ought never to have happened to ourmasters. Harpagus’
whole house was full of weeping; astonished, I went in; 3)and
immediately I saw a child lying there struggling and crying,
adorned in gold and embroidered clothing. AndwhenHarpa-
gus saw me, he told me to take the child in haste and bring it
away and leave it where the mountains are the most infested
with wild beasts. It was Astyages, he said, who enjoined this
onme, andHarpagus threatened me grievously if I did not do
it. 4)So I took him and brought him away, supposing him to be
the child of one of the servants; for I could never have guessed
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whose he was. But I was amazed at seeing him adorned with
gold and clothing, and at hearing, too, the evident sound of
weeping in the house of Harpagus. 5)Very soon on the way I
learned the whole story from the servant who broughtme out
of the city and gave the child into my custody: namely, that
it was the son of Mandane the king’s daughter and Cambyses
the son of Cyrus, and that Astyages gave the command to kill
him. And now, here he is.”

112: 1)And as he said this the cowherd uncovered it and
showed it. But when the woman saw how fine and fair the
child was, she began to cry and laid hold of the man’s knees
and begged him by no means to expose him. But the husband
said he could not do otherwise; for, he said, spies would be
coming from Harpagus to see what was done, and he would
have to die a terrible death if he did not obey. 2)Being unable
to move her husband, the woman then said: “Since I cannot
convince you not to expose it, then, if a child has to be seen
exposed, do this: I too have borne a child, but I bore it dead.
3)Take this one and put it out, but the child of the daughter of
Astyages let us raise as if it were our own; this way, you won’t
be caught disobeying ourmasters, andwewill not have plotted
badly. For the dead child will have royal burial, and the living
will not lose his life.”

113: 1)inking that his wife advised him excellently in
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his present strait, the cowherd immediately did as she said. He
gave his wife the child whom he had brought to kill, and his
own dead child he put into the chest in which he carried the
other, 2)and dressed it with all the other child’s finery and le
it out in themost desolate part of themountains. en on the
third day aer leaving the child out, the cowherd le one of his
herdsmen to watch it and went to the city, where he went to
Harpagus’ house and saidhewas ready to show the child’s dead
body. 3)Harpagus sent the most trusted of his bodyguard, and
these saw for him and buried the cowherd’s child. So it was
buried: and the cowherd’s wife kept and raised the boy who
was aerwards named Cyrus; but she did not give him that
name, but another.

114: 1)Now when the boy was ten years old, the truth
about himwas revealed in some suchway as this. Hewas play-
ing in the village where these herdsmen’s quarters were, play-
ing in the road with others of his age. e boys while playing
chose to be their king this one who was supposed to be the
son of the cowherd. 2)en he assigned some of them to the
building of houses, some to be his bodyguard, one doubtless
to be the King’s Eye; to another he gave the right of bringing
him messages; to each he gave his proper work. 3)Now one of
these boys playing with him was the son of Artembares, a no-
table M; when he did not perform his assignment from
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Cyrus, Cyrus told the other boys to seize him, and when they
did so he handled the boy very roughly andwhippedhim. 4)As
soon as hewas let go, very upset about the indignity hehad suf-
fered, he went down to his father in the city and complained
of what he had received at the hands of the son of Astyages’
cowherd—not calling him Cyrus, for that name had not yet
been given. 5)Artembares, going just as angry as he was to
Astyages and bringing his son along, announced that an im-
propriety had been committed, saying, “OKing, by your slave,
the son of a cowherd, we have been outraged thus”: and with
that he bared his son’s shoulders.

115: 1)When Astyages heard and saw, he was ready to
avenge the boy in view of Artembares’ rank: so he sent for the
cowherd and his son. When they were both present, Astyages
said, fixing his eyes on Cyrus, 2)“Is it you, then, the child of
one such as this, who have dared to lay hands on the son of
the greatest of my courtiers?” Cyrus answered, “Master, what
I did to him Ididwith justice. eboys of the village, ofwhom
he was one, chose me while playing to be their king, for they
thought me the most fit for this. 3)e other boys then did
as assigned: but this one was disobedient and cared nothing
for me, for which he got what he deserved. Now, if I deserve
punishment for this, here I am to take it.”

116: 1)While the boy spoke, it seemed to Astyages that
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he recognized him; the character of his face was like his own,
he thought, and his manner of answering was freer than cus-
tomary: and the date of the exposure seemed to agree with the
boy’s age. 2)Astonished at this, he sat a while silent; but when
at last with difficulty he could collect his wits, he said (for
he wanted to be rid of Artembares and question the cowherd
with no one present), “I shall act in such a way, Artembares,
that you and your son shall have no cause of complaint.” 3)So
he sent Artembares away, and the attendants led Cyrus inside
at Astyages’ bidding. When the cowherd was le quite alone,
Astyages asked him where he had got the boy and who had
been the giver. 4)e cowherd answered that Cyrus was his
own son and that themother was still with him. Astyages said
that he was not well advised if he wished to find himself in
a desperate situation, and as he said this made a sign to the
spearbearers to seize him. 5)en, under stress of necessity, the
cowherd disclosed to him the whole story, telling everything
exactly as it had happened from the beginning, and at the end
fell to entreaty and urged the king to pardon him.

117: 1)When the cowherd had disclosed the true story,
Astyages took less interest in him, but he was very angry with
Harpagus andhad the guards summonhim. 2)Harpagus came,
and Astyages asked him “Harpagus, how did you kill the boy,
my daughter’s son, whom I gave you?” Harpagus, when he saw
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the cowherd was there, did not take the way of falsehood, lest
he be caught and confuted: 3)“O King,” he said,” when I took
the boy, I thought and considered how to dowhat youwanted
and not be held a murderer by your daughter or by you even
though I was blameless toward you. 4)So I did this: I sum-
moned this cowherd here, and gave the child to him, telling
him that it was you who gave the command to kill it. And
that was the truth; for such was your command. But I gave
the child with the instructions that the cowherd was to lay it
on a desolate mountainside and wait there and watch until it
was dead; and I threatened all sorts of things if he did not ac-
complish this. 5)en, when he had done what he was told,
and the child was dead, I sent the most trusted of my eunuchs
andhad the body viewed andburied. is,Oking, is the story,
and such was the end of the boy.”

118: 1)Harpagus told the story straight, while Astyages,
hiding the anger that he felt against him for what had been
done, first repeated the story again to Harpagus exactly as he
had heard it from the cowherd, then, aer repeating it, ended
by saying that the boywas alive and that thematter had turned
out well. 2)“For,” he said, “I was greatly afflicted by what had
been done to this boy, and it weighed heavily onme that I was
estranged from my daughter. Now, then, in this good turn of
fortune, send your own son to this boy newly come, and (since
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I am about to sacrifice for the boy’s safety to the gods towhom
this honor is due) come here to dine with me.”

119: 1)When Harpagus heard this, he bowed and went
to his home, very pleased to find that his offense had turned
out for the best and that he was invited to dinner in honor of
this fortunate day. 2)Coming in, he told his only son, a boy of
about thirteen years of age, to go to Astyages’ palace and do
whatever the king commanded, and in his great joy he told his
wife everything that hadhappened. 3)ButwhenHarpagus’ son
came, Astyages cut his throat and tore him limb from limb,
roasted some of the flesh and boiled some, and kept it ready
aer he had prepared it. 4)So when the hour for dinner came
and the rest of the guests andHarpaguswere present, Astyages
and the others were served dishes of lamb’s meat, but Harpa-
gus that of his own son, all but the head and hands and feet,
which lay apart covered up in a wicker basket. 5)And when
Harpagus seemed to have eaten his fill, Astyages asked him,
“Did you like your meal, Harpagus?” “Exceedingly,” Harpa-
gus answered. en those whose job it was brought him the
head of his son and hands and feet concealed in the basket,
and they stoodbeforeHarpagus and toldhim toopen and take
what he liked. 6)Harpagus did; he opened and saw what was
le of his son: he saw this, but mastered himself and did not
lose his composure. Astyages asked him, “Do you know what
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beast’s meat you have eaten?” 7)“I know,” he said, “and all that
the king does is pleasing.” With that answer he took the re-
mains of themeat and went home. ere hemeant, I suppose,
aer collecting everything, to bury it.

120: 1)us Astyages punished Harpagus. But, to help
him to decide about Cyrus, he summoned the same M
who had interpreted his dream as I have said: and when
they came, Astyages asked them how they had interpreted his
dream. ey answered as before, and said that the boy must
have been made king had he lived and not died first. 2)en
Astyages said, “e boy is safe and alive, and when he was liv-
ing in the country theboys of his villagemadehimking, andhe
duly did all that is done by true kings: for he assigned to each
individually the roles of bodyguards and sentinels and mes-
sengers and everything else, and so ruled. And what do you
think is the significance of this?” 3)“If the boy is alive,” said
the M, “and has been made king without premeditation,
then be confident on this score and keep an untroubled heart:
he will not be made king a second time. Even in our prophe-
cies, it is oen but a small thing that has been foretold and the
consequences of dreams come to nothing in the end.” 4)“I too,
M,” said Astyages, “am very much of your opinion: that
the dream came true when the boy was called king, and that I
havenomore to fear fromhim. Nevertheless considerwell and
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advise me what will be safest both for my house and for you.”
5)e M said, “O King, we too are very anxious that your
sovereignty prosper: for otherwise, it passes from your nation
to this boy who is a P, and so we M are enslaved
and held of no account by the P, as we are of another
blood, but while you, our countryman, are established king,
we have our share of power, and great honor is shown us by
you. 6)us, then, we ought by all means to watch out for you
and for your sovereignty. And if at the present time we saw
any danger we would declare everything to you: but now the
dream has had a trifling conclusion, and we ourselves are con-
fident and advise you to be so also. As for this boy, send him
out of your sight to the P and to his parents.”

121: 1)Hearing this, Astyages was glad, and callingCyrus,
said, “My boy, I did you wrong because of a vision I had in a
dream, that meant nothing, but by your own destiny you still
live; now therefore, go to the P, and good luck go
with you; I will send guides with you. When you get there you
will find a father and mother unlike the cowherd, Mitradates,
and his wife.”

122: 1)Aer saying this, Astyages sent Cyrus away. When
he returned to Cambyses’ house, his parents received him
there, and learning who he was they welcomed him enthu-
siastically, for they had supposed that long ago he had been
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killed, and they asked him how his life had been saved. 2)en
he told them, and said that until now he had known nothing
but been very deceived, but that on the way he had heard the
whole story of hismisfortune; for hehad thought, he said, that
Astyages’ cowherd was his father, but in his journey from the
city his escort had told him the whole story. 3)And he had
been raised, he said, by the cowherd’s wife, and he was full of
her praises, and in his tale he was constantly speaking ofCyno.
Hearing this name, his parents circulated a story that Cyrus
was suckled by a dog when exposed, thinking in this way to
make the story of his salvation seem more marvellous to the
P.

123: 1)is then was the beginning of that legend. But
as Cyrus grew up to be the manliest and best loved of his
peers, Harpagus courted him and sent him gis, wishing to
be avenged on Astyages; for he saw no hope for a private man
like himself of punishing Astyages, but as he saw Cyrus grow-
ing up, he tried tomake him an ally, for he likenedCyrus’ mis-
fortune to his own. 2)Even before this the following had been
done by him: since Astyages was harsh toward theM, he
associated with each of the chief M and persuaded them
to make Cyrus their leader and depose Astyages. 3)So much
being ready and done, Harpagus wanted to reveal his intent
to Cyrus, who then lived among the P. But the roads
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were guarded, and he had no plan for sending a message but
this: 4)he carefully slit the belly of a hare, and then leaving it
as it was without further harm he put into it a paper on which
he wrote what he thought best. en he sewed up the hare’s
belly, and sent it to P by themost trusted of his servants,
giving him nets to carry as if he were a huntsman. emessen-
ger was instructed to give Cyrus the hare and tell him by word
of mouth to cut it open with his own hands, with no one else
present.

124: 1)All this was done. Cyrus took the hare and slit
it and read the paper which was in it; the writing was as fol-
lows: “Son of Cambyses, since the gods watch over you (oth-
erwise you would not have prospered so) avenge yourself now
on Astyages, your murderer; 2)for thanks to his intention you
are dead, while thanks to the gods, and me, you live. I expect
that long ago you heard the story of what was done concern-
ing you andhowAstyages treatedmebecause I did not kill you
but gave you to the cowherd. If, then, youwill listen tome, you
shall rule all the country which is now ruled by Astyages. Per-
suade the P to rebel, and lead their army against the
M; 3)then you have your wish, whether I am appointed
to command the army against you or some other notable man
among the M: for they will of themselves revolt from
Astyages and join you and try to pull him down. Seeing then
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that all is ready here, do as I say and do it quickly.”
125: 1)When Cyrus read this, he deliberated as to what

was the shrewdest way to persuade the P to revolt;
and what he thought to be most effective, he did: 2)writing
what he liked on a paper, he assembled the P, and
then unfolded the paper and declared that in it Astyages ap-
pointed him leader of the P armies. “Now,” he said
in his speech, “I command you, men of P, to come,
each provided with a sickle.” is is what Cyrus said. 3)Now
there are many tribes in P: those of them that Cyrus as-
sembled and persuaded to revolt from the M were the
P, the M, and the M. On these
all the other P depend. e chief tribe is that of the
P; to thembelongs the clanof theAchaemenidae,
the royal house of P. 4)e other P tribes are
the P, the D, and the G, all
tillers of the soil, and the D, the M, the D, the
S, all wandering herdsmen.

126: 1)So when they all came with sickles as ordered,
Cyrus commanded them to reclaim in one day a thorny tract
of P, of two and one quarter or two and one half miles
each way in extent. 2)e P accomplished the task
appointed; Cyrus then commanded them to wash themselves
and come thenext day;meanwhile, collectinghis father’s goats
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and sheep and oxen in one place, he slaughtered and prepared
them as a feast for the P host, providing also wine and
all the foods that were most suitable. 3)When the P
came on the next day he had them sit and feast in a meadow.
Aer dinner he asked them which they liked more: their task
of yesterday or their present pastime. 4)ey answered that the
difference was great: all yesterday they had had nothing but
evil, to-day nothing but good. en, taking up their word,
Cyrus laid bare his whole purpose, and said: 5)“is is your
situation, men of P: obey me and you shall have these
good things and ten thousand others besides with no toil and
slavery; but if you will not obey me, you will have labors un-
numbered like your toil of yesterday. 6)Now, then, do as I tell
you, and win your freedom. For I think that I myself was born
by a divine chance to undertake this work; and I hold you fully
as good men as the M in war and in everything else. All
this is true; therefore revolt from Astyages quickly now!”

127: 1)e P had long been discontent that the
M ruled them, andnowhaving got a champion theywere
glad to win their freedom. But when Astyages heard that
Cyrus was about this business, he sent a messenger to sum-
mon him; 2)Cyrus told the messenger to take back word that
Astyages would see him sooner than he liked. Hearing this,
Astyages armed all his M, and was distracted by Provi-
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dence so that he forgot what he had done to Harpagus, and
appointed him to command the army. 3)So when the M
marched out and engagedwith theP, thosewhowere
not in on the plan fought, while others deserted to the enemy,
and most were deliberate cowards and ran.

128: 1)us the Median army was shamefully scattered.
As soon as Astyages heard, he sent a threatening message to
Cyrus: “Nevertheless, Cyrus shall not rejoice”; 2)and with
that he took theM who interpreted dreams, who had per-
suaded him to let Cyrus go free, and impaled them; then he
armed the M who were le in the city, the very young
and very old men. 3)Leading these out, and engaging the P-
, he was beaten: Astyages himself was taken prisoner,
and lost the Median army which he led.

129: 1)When Astyages was a captive, Harpagus came and
exulted over him and taunted him, and besides much other
bittermockery he recalled his banquet, whenAstyages had fed
Harpagus his son’s flesh, and askedAstyageswhat it was like to
be a slave aer having been a king. 2)Fixing his gaze onHarpa-
gus, Astyages asked, “Do you imagine that this, which Cyrus
has done, is your work?” “It was I,” said the other, “who wrote
the letter; the accomplishment of the work is rightly mine.”
3)“en,” said Astyages, “you stand confessed the most fool-
ish and most unjust man on earth; most foolish, in giving an-
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other the throne which youmight have had for yourself, if the
present business is indeed your doing; most unjust, in enslav-
ing the M because of that banquet. 4)For if in any event
another and not you had to possess the royal power, then in
justice some M should have had it, not a P: but
now you have made the M, who did you no harm, slaves
instead of masters and the P, who were the slaves, are
now the masters of the M.”

130: 1)us Astyages was deposed from his sovereignty
aer a reign of thirty-five years: and the M had to bow
down before the P because of Astyages’ cruelty. ey
had ruled all A beyond the H for one hundred and
twenty-eight years,⁴² from which must be subtracted the time
when the S held sway. 2)At a later time they re-
pented of what they now did, and rebelled against Darius⁴³ ;
but they were defeated in battle and brought back into subjec-
tion. But now, in Astyages’ time, Cyrus and the P
rose in revolt against the M, and from this time ruled
A. 3)As for Astyages, Cyrus did him no further harm, and
kept him in his own house until Astyages died.is is the story
of the birth and upbringing of Cyrus, and of how he became
king; and aerwards, as I have already related, he subjugated

⁴²Ed.: 687 to 559 B.C. e Scythians ruled 634-606 B.C.
⁴³Ed.: In 520 B.C.; the event is recorded in a cuneiform inscription.
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Croesus in punishment for the unprovoked wrong done him;
and aer this victory he became sovereign of all A.

131: 1)As to the customs of the P, I know them
to be these. It is not their custom to make and set up stat-
ues and temples and altars, but those who do such things they
think foolish, because, I suppose, they have never believed the
gods to be like men, as the G do; 2)but they call the
whole circuit of heaven Zeus, and to him they sacrifice on the
highest peaks of the mountains; they sacrifice also to the sun
and moon and earth and fire and water and winds. 3)From
the beginning, these are the only gods to whom they have ever
sacrificed; they learned later to sacrifice to the “heavenly”⁴⁴
Aphrodite from theA andA. She is called
by the A Mylitta, by the A Alilat, by the
P Mitra.

132: 1)And this is their method of sacrifice to the afore-
said gods: when about to sacrifice, they do not build altars
or kindle fire, employ libations, or music, or fillets, or barley
meal: when a man wishes to sacrifice to one of the gods, he
leads a beast to an open space and then, wearing a wreath on
his tiara, ofmyrtle usually, calls on the god. 2)Topray for bless-
ings for himself alone is not lawful for the sacrificer; rather, he

⁴⁴Ed.: See note onHdt. 1.105.
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prays that the king and all the P be well; for he reck-
ons himself among them. He then cuts the victim limb from
limb intoportions, and, aer boiling theflesh, spreads the so-
est grass, trefoil usually, and places all of it on this. 3)When he
has so arranged it, aM comes near and chants over it the
song of the birth of the gods, as the P tradition relates
it; for no sacrifice can be offered without a M. en af-
ter a little while the sacrificer carries away the flesh and uses it
as he pleases.

133: 1)e day which every man values most is his own
birthday. On this day, he thinks it right to serve a more abun-
dant meal than on other days: oxen or horses or camels or
asses, roastedwhole inovens, are set before the rich; thepoorer
serve the lesser kinds of cattle. 2)eir courses are few, the
dainties that follow many, and not all served together. is
is why the P say of G that they rise from ta-
ble still hungry, because not much dessert is set before them:
were this too given toG (theP say) theywould
never stop eating. 3)ey are very partial to wine. No one
may vomit or urinate in another’s presence: this is prohibited
among them. Moreover, it is their custom to deliberate about
the gravest matters when they are drunk; 4)and what they ap-
prove in their deliberations is proposed to them the next day,
when they are sober, by themaster of the house where they de-
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liberate; and if, being sober, they still approve it, they act on it,
but if not, they drop it. And if they have deliberated about a
matter when sober, they decide upon it when they are drunk.

134: 1)When one man meets another on the road, it is
easy to see if the two are equals; for, if they are, they kiss each
other on the lips without speaking; if the difference in rank
is small, the cheek is kissed; if it is great, the humbler bows
and does obeisance to the other. 2)ey honor most of all
those who live nearest them, next those who are next near-
est, and so going ever onwards they assign honor by this rule:
those who dwell farthest off they hold least honorable of all;
for they think that they are themselves in all regards by far the
best of all men, that the rest have only a proportionate claim
to merit, until those who live farthest away have least merit of
all. 3)Under the rule of the M, one tribe would even gov-
ern another; theM held sway over all alike and especially
over those who lived nearest to them; these ruled their neigh-
bors, and the neighbors in turn those who came next to them,
on the same scheme by which the P assign honor; for
the nation kept advancing its rule and dominion.⁴⁵

⁴⁵Ed.: is appears to mean, that the farther off a subject nation is, the
less direct is the control exercised by the M; on the same principle as
that which makes the P hold their subjects in less and less estima-
tion in proportion to their distance from the seat of empire.
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135: 1)But the Pmore than allmenwelcome for-
eign customs. ey wear the Median dress, thinking it more
beautiful than their own, and the E cuirass in war.
eir luxurious practices are of all kinds, and all borrowed:
the G taught them pederasty. Every P marries
many lawful wives, and keeps still more concubines.

136: 1)Aer valor in battle it is accounted noble to father
the greatest number of sons: the king sends gis yearly to him
who gets most. Strength, they believe, is in numbers. 2)ey
educate their boys from five to twenty years old, and teach
them only three things: riding and archery and honesty. A
boy is not seen by his father before he is five years old, but lives
with the women: the point of this is that, if the boy should die
in the interval of his rearing, the father would suffer no grief.

137: 1)is is a law which I praise; and it is a praisewor-
thy law, too, which does not allow the king himself to slay any
one for a single offense, or any other P to do incur-
able harm to one of his servants for one offense. Not until an
accounting shows that the offender’s wrongful acts are more
and greater than his services may a man give rein to his anger.
2)ey say that no one has ever yet killed his father or mother;
when such a thing has been done, it always turns out on in-
quest that the doer is shown to be a changeling or the fruit of
adultery; for it is not to be believed (say they) that a son should
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kill his true parent.
138: 1)Furthermore, of what they may not do, they may

not speak, either. ey hold lying to be the most disgraceful
thing of all and next to that debt; for which they have many
other reasons, but this in particular: it is inevitable (so they
say) that the debtor also speak some falsehood. e citizen
who has leprosy or thewhite sicknessmay not come into town
orminglewith other P. ey say that he is so afflicted
because he has sinned in some way against the sun. 2)Every
stranger who gets such a disease, many drive out of the coun-
try; and they do the same to white doves, for the reason given.
Rivers they especially revere; they will neither urinate nor spit
nor wash their hands in them, nor let anyone else do so.

139: 1)ere is another thing that always happens among
them;wehavenoted it although thePhavenot: their
names, which agree with the nature of their persons and their
nobility, all end in the same letter, that which the D
call san, and the I sigma; you will find, if you search,
that not some but all P names alike end in this letter.

140: 1)So much I can say of them from my own certain
knowledge. But there are other matters concerning the dead
which are secretly and obscurely told: how the dead bodies of
P are not buried before they have been mangled by
birds or dogs. 2)at this is the way of the M, I know for
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certain; for they do not conceal the practice. But this is cer-
tain, that before the P bury the body in earth they
embalm it in wax. ese M are as unlike the priests of
E as they are unlike all other men: 3)for the priests con-
sider it sacrilege to kill anything that lives, except what they
sacrifice; but the M kill with their own hands every crea-
ture, except dogs and men; they kill all alike, ants and snakes,
creeping and flying things, and take great pride in it. Leaving
this custom to be such as it has been from the first,⁴⁶ I return
now to my former story.

141: 1)As soon as the L had been subjugated by
the P, the I and A sent messengers
to Cyrus, offering to be his subjects on the same terms as
those which they had under Croesus. Aer hearing what
they proposed, Cyrus told them a story. Once, he said, there
was a flute-player who saw fish in the sea and played upon
his flute, thinking that they would come out on to the land.
2)Disappointed of his hope, he cast a net and gathered it in and
took out a great multitude of fish; and seeing them leaping,
“You had best,” he said, “stop your dancing now; you would
not come out and dance before, when I played to you.” 3)e

⁴⁶Ed.: Lit. “let matters stand concerning this custom as it was first in-
stituted:” i.e., apparently, “let us be content with knowing that this custom
is as it has been from its origin.”
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reason why Cyrus told the story to the I and A-
 was that the I, who were ready to obey him
when the victory was won, had before refused when he sent a
message asking them to revolt fromCroesus. 4)So he answered
them in anger. But when themessage came to the I in
their cities, they fortified themselveswithwalls, and assembled
in the P,⁴⁷ all except the M, with whom
alone Cyrus made a treaty on the same terms as that which
they had with the L. e rest of the I resolved
to send envoys in the name of them all to S, to ask help
for the I.

142: 1)Now these I possessed the P,
and of all men whom we know, they happened to found their
cities in places with the loveliest of climate and seasons. 2)For
neither to the north of them nor to the south does the land
effect the same thing as in I [nor to the east nor to the
west], affected here by the cold and wet, there by the heat
and drought. 3)ey do not all have the same speech but
four different dialects. M lies farthest south among
them, and next to it come M and P; these are set-
tlements in C, and they have a common language; E-
, C, L, T, C, P-

⁴⁷Ed.: SeeHdt. 1.148.
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, all of them in L, 4)have a language in common
which is wholly different from the speech of the three former
cities. ere are yet three I cities, two of them situated
on the islands of S andC, andone, E, on
the mainland; the C and E speak alike,
but the S have a language which is their own and no
one else’s. It is thus seen that there are four modes of speech.

143: 1)Among these I, the M were safe
from the danger (for they hadmade a treaty), and the islanders
among them had nothing to fear: for the P were
not yet subjects of the P, nor were the P
themselves mariners. 2)But those of A were cut off from
the rest of the I only in the way that I shall show. e
whole H stock was then small, and the last of all its
branches and the least regarded was the I; for it had
no considerable city except A. 3)Now the A
and the rest would not be called I, but spurned the
name; even now the greater number of them seem tome to be
ashamed of it; but the twelve cities aforesaid gloried in this
name, and founded a holy place for themselves which they
called the P, and agreed among themselves to al-
low no other I to use it (nor in fact did any except the
men of S ask to be admitted);

144: 1)just as the D of what is now the coun-
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try of the “F C”—formerly the country of the “S
C”—forbid admitting any of the neighboring D-
 to the T temple, and even barred from using
it those of their own group who had broken the temple law.
2)For long ago, in the games in honor of Triopian Apollo,
they offered certain bronze tripods to the victors; and those
who won these were not to carry them away from the tem-
ple but dedicate them there to the god. 3)Now when a man
of H called Agasicles won, he disregarded
this law, and, carrying the tripod away, nailed it to the wall
of his own house. For this offense the five cities—L,
I, C, C, and C—forbade the sixth
city—H—to share in the use of the temple.
Such was the penalty imposed on the H.

145: 1)As for the I, the reason why they made
twelve cities and would admit no more was in my judgment
this: there were twelve divisions of them when they dwelt in
the P, just as there are twelve divisions of the
A who drove the I out—P nearest
to S; then A and A, where is the never-
failing river C, from which the river in I took
its name; B and H, where the I fled when
they were worsted in battle by the A; A;
R; P; P; and O, where is the great
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river P; D and T, the only inland city of all
these—thesewere the twelve divisions of the I, as they
are now of the A.

146: 1)For this reason, and for no other, the I too
made twelve cities; for it would be foolishness to say that these
aremore truly Iorbetter born than the other I;
since not the least part of them are A from E,
who are not I even in name, and there are mingled
with them M of O, C, D-
, P renegades from their nation, M-
, P A, D of E,
and many other tribes; 2)and as for those who came from the
very town-hall of A and think they are the best born
of the I, these did not bring wives with them to their
settlements, but married C women whose parents they
had put to death. 3)For this slaughter, these women made a
custom and bound themselves by oath (and enjoined it on
their daughters) that no one would sit at table with her hus-
band or call him by his name, because the men had married
them aer slaying their fathers and husbands and sons. is
happened at M.

147: 1)And as kings, some of them chose L descen-
dants of Glaucus son of Hippolochus, and some C
of P, descendants ofCodrus son ofMelanthus, and some
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both. Yet since they setmore store by the name than the rest of
the I, let it be granted that those of pure birth are I-
; 2)and all are I who are of A descent
and keep the feastApaturia.⁴⁸ All do keep it, except themen of
E and C; these are the only I who
do not keep it, and these because, they say, of a certain pretext
of murder.

148: 1)e P is a sacred ground in M,
facing north; it was set apart for Poseidon of H by the
joint will of the I. M is a western promontory
of themainland opposite S; the Iused to assem-
ble there from their cities and keep the festival to which they
gave the name of Panionia. 2)Not only the I festivals,
but all those of all the G alike, end in the same letter,
just as do the names of the P.

149: 1)ose are the Icities, and these are theA-
: C (called “P”),⁴⁹ L, NT-
, T, C, N, A, P,

⁴⁸Ed.: A festival celebrated at A and most I cities by the
members of each “phratria” or clan, lasting three days; on the last day grown-
up youths were formally admitted as members of the phratria. e festival
was held in the month Pyanepsion (late October and early November).

⁴⁹Ed.: Perhaps so called from a mountain in A, P, near
which the A had been settled before their migration to A.
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A, M, G.⁵⁰ ese are the ancient A-
 cities, eleven in number; but one of them, S, was
taken away by the I; for these toowere once twelve, on
the mainland. 2)ese A had settled where the land
was better than the I territory, but the climate was not
so good.

150: 1)Now this is how the A lost S.
Some men of C, the losers in civil strife and exiles
from their country, had been received by them into the town.
ese C exiles waited for the time when the
men of S were holding a festival to Dionysus outside
the walls; then they shut the gates and so got the city. 2)en
all the A came to recover it; and an agreement was
made, whereby the A would receive back their mov-
able goods from the I, and leave the city. Aer this
was done, the other eleven cities divided the S
among themselves and made them citizens of their own.

151: 1)ese then are the A cities on the main-
land, besides those that are situated on I and are separate.
2)Among those on the islands, five divideL among them
(there was a sixth on L, A, but its people were en-
slaved by their kinfolk of M); there is one onT-

⁵⁰Ed.: ese places lie between S and P, on or near
the coast. But A has not been exactly identified.
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, and one again in the “H I,”⁵¹ as they are
called. 3)e men of L and T, then, like the
I islanders, had nothing to fear. e rest of the cities
deliberated together and decided to follow the I’ lead.

152: 1)So when the envoys of the I and A-
 came to S (for they set about this in haste) they
chose a P, whose namewas Pythennos, to speak for
all. He then put on a purple cloak, so that as many S-
 as possible might assemble to hear him, and stood up
and made a long speech asking aid for his people. 2)But
the L would not listen to him and refused
to help the I. So the I departed; but the
L, though they had rejected their envoys,
did nevertheless sendmen in a ship of fiy oars to see (as I sup-
pose) the situation with Cyrus and I. 3)ese, aer com-
ing to P, sent Lacrines, who was the most esteemed
among them, to S, to repeat there to Cyrus a proclama-
tionof theL, that hewas toharmnocity on
G territory, or else the L would pun-
ish him.

153: 1)When theheraldhadproclaimed this, Cyrus is said
to have asked the G who were present who and how

⁵¹Ed.: A group of small islands between L and the mainland.
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many in number these L were who made
this declaration. When he was told, he said to the S
herald, “I never yet feared men who set apart a place in the
middle of their city where they perjure themselves and deceive
each other. ey, if I keep my health, shall talk of their own
misfortunes, not those of the I.” 2)He uttered this
threat against all the G, because they have markets and
buy and sell there; for the P themselves were not used
to resorting tomarkets at all, nor do they evenhave amarket of
any kind. 3)Presently, entrusting S to a P called
Tabalus, and instructing Pactyes, a L, to take charge of
the gold of Croesus and the L, he himself marched
away to E, taking Croesus with him, and at first tak-
ing no notice of the I. 4)For he had B on his
hands and the B nation and the S and E-
; he meant to lead the army against these himself, and
to send another commander against the I.

154: 1)But no sooner had Cyrus marched away from
S than Pactyes made the L revolt from Tabalus
and Cyrus; and he went down to the sea, where, as he had
all the gold of S, he hired soldiers and persuaded the
men of the coast to join his undertaking. en, marching to
S, he penned Tabalus in the acropolis and besieged him
there.
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155: 1)When Cyrus heard of this on his journey, he said
toCroesus, “What end to this business, Croesus? It seems that
the L will never stop making trouble for me and for
themselves. It occurs to me that it may be best to make slaves
of them; for it seems I have acted like one who slays the father
and spares the children. 2)So likewise I have taken with me
youwhoweremore than a father to the L, and handed
the city over to the L themselves; and then indeed I
marvel that they revolt!” So Cyrus uttered his thought; but
Croesus feared that he would destroy S, and answered
him thus: 3)“O King, what you say is reasonable. But do not
ever yield to anger, or destroy an ancient city that is innocent
both of the former and of the present offense. For the former
I am responsible, and bear the punishment on my head; while
Pactyes, in whose charge you le S, does this present
wrong; let him, then, pay the penalty. 4)But pardon the L-
, and give them this command so that they not revolt or
pose a danger to you: send and forbid themtopossessweapons
of war, and order them to wear tunics under their cloaks and
knee-boots on their feet, and to teach their sons lyre-playing
and song and dance and shop-keeping. And quickly, O king,
you shall see them becomewomen instead of men, so that you
need not fear them, that they might revolt.”

156: 1)Croesus proposed this to him, because he thought
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this was better for the L than to be sold as slaves; he
knew that without some reasonable plea he could not change
the king’s mind, and feared that even if the L should
escape this time theymight later revolt andbedestroyedby the
P. 2)Cyrus was pleased by this counsel; he relented
in his anger and said he would follow Croesus’ advice. en
calling Mazares, a M, he told him to give the L
the commands that Croesus advised; further, to enslave all the
others who had joined the L in attacking S; and
as for Pactyes himself, by all means to bring him into his pres-
ence alive.

157: 1)Aer giving these commands on his journey, he
marched away into the P country. But Pactyes, learn-
ing that an army sent against himwas approaching, was fright-
ened and fled to C. 2)Mazares the M, when he came
to S with the part that he had of Cyrus’ host and found
Pactyes’ followers no longer there, first of all compelled the
L to carry outCyrus’ commands; andbyhis order they
changed their whole way of life. 3)Aer this, he sent messen-
gers to C demanding that Pactyes be surrendered. e
C resolved to make the god at B their
judge as to what course they should take; for there was an an-
cient place of divination there, which all the I andA-
 used to consult; the place is in the land of M,
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above the harbor of P.
158: 1)e men of C, then, sent to B

to inquire of the shrine what they should do in the matter of
Pactyes that would be most pleasing to the gods; and the ora-
cle replied that they must surrender Pactyes to the P.
2)When this answer came back to them, they set about surren-
dering him. But while the greater part were in favor of do-
ing this, Aristodicus son of Heraclides, a notable man among
the citizens, stopped the men of C from doing it; for he
did not believe the oracle and thought that those who had
inquired of the god spoke falsely; until at last a second band
of inquirers was sent to inquire concerning Pactyes, among
whom was Aristodicus.

159: 1)When they came to B, Aristodicus,
speaking for all, put this question to the oracle: “Lord, Pactyes
the L has come to us a suppliant fleeing a violent death
at the hands of the P; and they demand him of us,
telling the men of C to surrender him. 2)But we, as much
as we fear the P power, have not dared give up this
suppliant of ours until it is clearly made known to us by you
whether we are to do this or not.” us Aristodicus inquired;
and the god again gave the same answer, that Pactyes should
be surrendered to the P. 3)With that Aristodicus did
as he had already decided; he went around the temple, and
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took away the sparrows and all the families of nesting birds
that were in it. But while he was doing so, a voice (they say)
came out of the inner shrine calling toAristodicus, and saying,
“Vilest ofmen, howdare you do this? Will you robmy temple
of those that take refugewithme?” 4)enAristodicus had his
answer ready: “Lord,” he said, “will you save your own suppli-
ants, yet tell the men of C to deliver up theirs?” But the
god replied, “Yes, I do command them, so that youmay perish
all the sooner for your impiety, and never again come to in-
quire of my oracle about giving up those that seek refuge with
you.”

160: 1)When the C heard this answer, they
sent Pactyes away to M; for they were anxious not
to perish for delivering him up or to be besieged for keep-
ing him with them. 2)en Mazares sent a message to M-
 demanding the surrender of Pactyes, and the M-
 prepared to give him, for a price; I cannot say ex-
actly howmuch itwas, for the bargainwas never fulfilled; 3)for
when theC learnedwhat theMwere
about, they sent a ship to L and took Pactyes away to
C. From there he was dragged out of the temple of City-
guarding Athena and delivered up by the C, 4)who re-
ceived in return A, which is a district in M op-
posite L. e P thus received Pactyes and kept
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him guarded, so that theymight show him toCyrus; 5)and for
a long time no one would use barley meal from this land of
A in sacrifices to any god, or make sacrificial cakes
of what grew there; everything that came from that country
was kept away from any sacred rite.

161: 1)eC, then, surrendered Pactyes, and aer-
wards Mazares led his army against those who had helped to
besiege Tabalus, and he enslaved the people of P, and
overran the plain of the M, giving it to his army
to pillage and M likewise. Immediately aer this he
died of an illness.

162: 1)Aer his death, Harpagus, a M like Mazares,
came down to succeed him in his command; this is theHarpa-
gus who was entertained by Astyages the king of the M
at that unnatural feast, and who helped win the kingship for
Cyrus. 2)is man was now made general by Cyrus. When he
came to I, he took the cities by means of earthworks; he
would drive the men within their walls and then build earth-
works against the walls and so take the cities.

163: 1)P was the first I town that he at-
tacked. ese P were the earliest of the G
to make long sea-voyages, and it was they who discovered the
A S, and T, and I, and T-
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,⁵² 2)not sailing in round freightships but in fiy-oared ves-
sels. When they came to T they made friends with
the king of the T, whose name was Argantho-
nius; he ruled T for eighty years and lived a hun-
dred and twenty.⁵³ 3)e P won this man’s friend-
ship to such a degree that he invited them to leave I and
settle in his country wherever they liked; and then, when he
could not persuade them to, and learned from them how the
Median power was increasing, he gave them money to build a
wall around their city. 4)He gave it generously: for the circuit
of the wall is of not a few stades, and all this is made of great
stones well fitted together.

164: 1)In such a manner the P’ wall was built.
Harpagus marched against the city and besieged it, but he
made overtures, and said that it would suffice him if the P-
 would demolish one rampart of the wall and dedi-
cate one house. 2)But the P, very indignant at the
thought of slavery, said they wanted to deliberate for a day,
and then they would answer; but while they were deliberat-

⁵²Ed.: e lower valley of the G. Later T
was identified with G (C), which Herodotus (Hdt. 4.8) calls
G.

⁵³Ed.: A common G tradition, apparently; Anacreon (Fr. 8) says
“I would not... rule T for an hundred and fiy years.
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ing, Harpagus must withdraw his army from the walls, they
said. Harpagus said that he well knew what they intended to
do, but that nevertheless he would allow them to deliberate.
3)So when Harpagus withdrew his army from the walls, the
P launched their fiy-oared ships, embarked their
children and women and all their movable goods, besides the
statues from the temples and everything dedicated in them
except bronze or stonework or painting, and then embarked
themselves and set sail for C; and the P took
P, le thus uninhabited.

165: 1)e P would have bought the islands
called O from the C;⁵⁴ but the C
would not sell them, because they feared that the islands
would become a market and so their own island be cut off
from trade: so the Pprepared to sail toC,⁵⁵
where at the command of an oracle they had built a city called
A twenty years before. 2)Arganthonius was by this time
dead. While getting ready for their voyage, they first sailed
to P, where they destroyed the P guard to
whom Harpagus had entrusted the defense of the city; and
when this was done, they called down mighty curses on any
one of them who should stay behind when the rest sailed.

⁵⁴Ed.: Between C and the mainland.
⁵⁵Ed.: C.
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3)Not only this, but they sank a mass of iron in the sea, and
swore never to return to P before the iron should ap-
pear again. But while they prepared to sail to C, more
than half of the citizens were overcome with longing and piti-
ful sorrow for the city and the life of their land, and they broke
their oath and sailed back to P. ose of them who
kept the oath put out to sea from the O.

166: 1)And when they came to C they lived there
for five years as one communitywith thosewhohad comefirst,
and they founded temples there. But they harassed and plun-
dered all their neighbors, as a result of which the T-
 and C made common cause against
them, and sailed to attack them with sixty ships each. 2)e
P also manned their ships, sixty in number, and
met the enemy in the sea called S. ey engaged
and the P won, yet it was only a kind of C-
 victory;⁵⁶ for they lost forty of their ships, and the
twenty that remained were useless, their rams twisted awry.
3)en sailing to A they took their children andwomen
and all of their possessions that their ships could hold on
board, and leaving C they sailed to R.

⁵⁶Ed.: Polynices andEteocles, sons ofOedipus anddescendants ofCad-
mus, fought for the possession of T and killed each other. Hence a
C victory means one where victor and vanquished suffer alike.
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167: 1)As for the crews of the disabled ships, the
C and T drew lots for them,
and of the T the A⁵⁷ were allotted by
far the majority and these they led out and stoned to death.
But aerwards, everything fromA that passed the place
where the stoned P lay, whether sheep or beasts
of burden or men, became distorted and crippled and palsied.
2)e A sent to D, wanting to mend their
offense; and the P priestess told them to do what the
people of A do to this day: for they pay great honors
to the P, with religious rites and games and horse-
races. 3)Such was the end of this part of the P.
ose of them who fled to R set out from there and
gained possession of that city in the O⁵⁸ country
which is now called H;⁵⁹ 4)they founded this because
they learned from a man of P that the C
whose establishment the P priestess ordained was the
hero, and not the island.

168: 1)us, then, it went with the I P.

⁵⁷Ed.: Later C in E. “And of the T the
A” supplemented by Stein.

⁵⁸Ed.: O corresponds to Southern I (the L and
B of R history.).

⁵⁹Ed.: Later E (V).
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e T did the same things as the P: when
Harpagus had taken their walled city by building an earth-
work, they all embarked aboard ship and sailed away for
T. ere they founded a city, A, which before
this had been founded by Timesius of C; yet he
got noprofit of it, butwas drivenout by theT. is
Timesius is nowhonored as a hero by theTof A.

169: 1)ese were the only I who le their native
lands, unable to endure slavery. e rest of the I, ex-
cept the M, though they faced Harpagus in battle as
did the exiles, and conducted themselves well, each fighting
for his own country, yet, when they were defeated and their
cities taken, they remained where they were and did as they
were told. 2)e M, as I have already said, made a
treaty with Cyrus himself and struck no blow. us I
was enslaved for the second time: and when Harpagus had
conquered the I of the mainland, the I of the
islands, fearing the same fate, surrendered to Cyrus.

170: 1)When the I, despite their evil plight,
nonetheless assembled at the P, Bias of P,
I have learned, gave them very useful advice, and had they
followed it they might have been the most prosperous of all
G: 2)for he advised them to put out to sea and sail all
together to S and then found one city for all I:
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thus, possessing the greatest island in theworld and ruling oth-
ers, they would be rid of slavery and have prosperity; but if
they stayed in I he could see (he said) no hope of free-
dom for them. 3)is was the advice which Bias of P
gave aer the destruction of the I; and that given be-
fore the destruction by ales of M, a P
by descent, was good too; he advised that the I have
one place of deliberation, and that it be in T (for that was
the center of I), and that the other cities be considered
no more than demes.us Bias and ales advised.

171: 1)Harpagus, aer subjugating I, made an expe-
dition against the C, C, and L, tak-
ing I and A with him. 2)Of these, the C-
 have come to the mainland from the islands; for in the
past they were islanders, called L and under the rule
of Minos, not (as far as I can learn by report) paying tribute,
butmanning ships for himwhen he needed them. 3)SinceMi-
nos had subjected a good deal of territory for himself and was
victorious in war, this made the C too at that time by
far the most respected of all nations. 4)ey invented three
things in which they were followed by the G: it was
the C who originated wearing crests on their helmets
and devices on their shields, and who first made grips for their
shields; until then all who used shields carried them without
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these grips, and guided them with leather belts which they
slung round the neck and over the le shoulder.⁶⁰ 5)en, a
long time aerwards, the C were driven from the is-
lands by D and I and so came to the main-
land. is is the C story about the C; but the
C themselves do not subscribe to it, but believe that
they are aboriginal inhabitants of the mainland and always
bore the name which they bear now; 6)and they point to an
ancient shrine ofCarianZeus atM, towhichM
and L, as brethren of the C (for Lydus and
Mysus, they say, were brothers of Car), are admitted, but not
those who spoke the same language as the C but were
of another people.

172: 1)I think the C are aborigines of the soil,
but they say that they came fromC. eir speech has be-
come like theC, or theC like theirs (for I cannot
clearly decide), but in their customs they diverge widely from
theC, as from all other men. eir chief pleasure is to
assemble for drinking-bouts in groups according to their ages
and friendships: men,women, and children. 2)Certain foreign

⁶⁰Ed.: is is the management of the Homeric “man-covering” shield,
as shown in the Iliad. e shield is not carried on the arm, but hangs by a
belt which passes over the le shoulder and under the right arm-pit; by a
pull on the τελαμών it can be shied so as to protect breast or back.
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rites of worshipwere established among them; but aerwards,
when they were inclined otherwise, and wanted to worship
only the gods of their fathers, all C men of full age
put on their armor and went together as far as the boundaries
of C, striking the air with their spears and saying that
they were casting out the alien gods.

173: 1)Such are their ways. e L were from
C in ancient times (for in the past none that lived on
C were G). 2)Now there was a dispute in C
about the royal power between Sarpedon and Minos, sons of
Europa; Minos prevailed in this dispute and drove out Sarpe-
don and his partisans; who, aer being driven out, came to
the M land in A. What is now possessed by the L-
 was in the past M, and the M were then
called S. 3)For a while Sarpedon ruled them, and the
people were called T, which was the name that they
had brought with them and that is still given to the L
by their neighbors; but aer Lycus son of Pandion came from
A—banished as well by his brother, Aegeus—to join
Sarpedon in the land of the T, they came in time
to be called L aer Lycus. 4)eir customs are partly
C andpartlyC. But they have onewhich is their
own and shared by no other men: they take their names not
from their fathers but from their mothers, 5)and when one is
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asked by his neighbor who he is, he will say that he is the son
of such a mother, and rehearse the mothers of his mother. In-
deed, if a female citizenmarries a slave, her children are consid-
ered pure-blooded; but if amale citizen, even themost promi-
nent of them, takes an alienwife or concubine, the children are
dishonored.

174: 1)Neither the C nor any G who dwell
in this country did any thing notable before they were all en-
slaved byHarpagus. 2)Among those who inhabit it are certain
C, colonists from L. eir country (it
is called the T) lies between the sea and that part of
the peninsula which belongs to B, and all but a small
part of the C territory is washed by the sea 3)(for it is
bounded on the north by the gulf of C, and on the
south by the sea off S and R). Now while Harpa-
gus was conquering I, theC dug a trench across
this little space, which is about two-thirds of a mile wide, in
order that their country might be an island. So they brought
it all within the entrenchment; for the frontier between the
C country and the mainland is on the isthmus across
which they dug. 4)Many of themwere at this work; and seeing
that the workers were injured when breaking stones more of-
ten and less naturally than usual, some in other ways, butmost
in the eyes, the C sent envoys to D to inquire
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what it was that opposed them. 5)en, as they themselves say,
the priestess gave them this answer in iambic verse:

“Do not wall or trench the isthmus:
Zeus would have given you an island, if he had wanted to.”

6)At this answer from the priestess, the C
stopped their digging, andwhenHarpagus came against them
with his army they surrendered to him without resistance.

175: 1)ere were P dwelling inland above
H; when any misfortune was approaching
them or their neighbors, the priestess of Athena grew a long
beard. is had happened to them thrice. ese were the
only men near C who held out for long against Harpa-
gus, and they gave him the most trouble; they fortified a hill
called L.

176: 1)e P were at length taken, and when
Harpagus led his army into the plain of X, the L-
 came out to meet him, and showed themselves coura-
geous fighting few against many; but being beaten and driven
into the city, they gathered their wives and children and goods
and servants into the acropolis, and then set the whole acrop-
olis on fire. 2)en they swore great oaths to each other, and
sallying out fell fighting, all the men of X. 3)Of the
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Xwho claim now to be L the greater num-
ber, all except eighty households, are of foreign descent; these
eighty families as it happened were away from the city at that
time, and thus survived. So Harpagus gained X, and
C too in a somewhat similar manner, the C
following for the most part the example of the L.

177: 1)Harpagus, then, made havoc of lower A; in the
upper country, Cyrus himself vanquished every nation, leav-
ing none untouched. Of the greater part of these I will say
nothing, but will speak only of those which gave Cyrus the
most trouble and are most worthy of being described.

178: 1)When Cyrus had made all the mainland submit to
him, he attacked the A. In A there are many
other great cities, but the most famous and the strongest was
B, where the royal dwelling had been established aer
the destruction of N.⁶¹ B was a city such as I
will now describe. 2)It lies in a great plain, and is in shape a
square, each side fieen miles in length; thus sixty miles make
the complete circuit of the city. Such is the size of the city
of B; and it was planned like no other city of which
we know. 3)Around it runs first a moat deep and wide and
full of water, and then a wall eighty three feet thick and three

⁶¹Ed.: 606 B.C. N = N.
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hundred thirty three feet high. e royal measure is greater by
three fingers’ breadth than the common measure.⁶²

179: 1)Further, I must relate where the earth was used as
it was dug from the moat and how the wall was constructed.
As they dug themoat, theymade bricks of the earthwhichwas
carried out of the place they dug, andwhen they hadmoulded
bricks enough, they baked them in ovens; 2)then using hot bi-
tumen for cement and interposing layers of wattled reeds at
every thirtieth course of bricks, they built first the border of
themoat and then thewall itself in the same fashion. 3)On the
top, along the edges of the wall, they built houses of a single
room, facing each other, with space enough between to drive
a four-horse chariot. ere are a hundred gates in the circuit
of the wall, all of bronze, with posts and lintels of the same.
4)ere is another city, called I,⁶³ eight days’ journey from
B, where there is a little river, also named Is, a trib-
utary of the E ; from the source of this river
Is, many lumps of bitumen rise with the water; and from there
the bitumen was brought for the wall of B.

180: 1)us, then, this wall was built; the city is divided
into two parts; for it is cut in half by a river named E-

⁶²Ed.: Common cubit, 18 1/4 inches : royal, 20 1/2.
⁶³Ed.: e modern H or A, where the E enters the al-

luvial plain.
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, a wide, deep, and swi river, flowing from A-
 and issuing into the R S. 2)e angles of the wall,
then, on either side are built quite down to the river; here
they turn, and from here a fence of baked bricks runs along
each bank of the stream. 3)e city itself is full of houses three
and four stories high; and the ways that traverse it, those that
run crosswise towards the river and the rest, are all straight.
4)Further, at the end of each road there was a gate in the river-
side fence, one gate for each alley; these gates also were of
bronze, and these too opened on the river.

181: 1)ese walls are the city’s outer armor; within them
there is another encircling wall, nearly as strong as the other,
but narrower. 2)In themiddle of one division of the city stands
the royal palace, surrounded by a high and strong wall; and
in the middle of the other is still to this day the sacred en-
closure of Zeus Belus,⁶⁴ a square of four hundred and forty
yards each way, with gates of bronze. 3)In the center of this
sacred enclosure a solid tower has been built, two hundred
and twenty yards long and broad; a second tower rises from
this and from it yet another, until at last there are eight. 4)e
way up themmounts spirally outside the height of the towers;
about halfway up is a resting place, with seats for repose, where

⁶⁴Ed.: Bel or Baal, the greatest of A gods.
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those who ascend sit down and rest. 5)In the last tower there is
a great shrine; and in it stands a great and well-covered couch,
and a golden table nearby. But no image has been set up in the
shrine, nor does any human creature lie there for the night, ex-
cept one native woman, chosen from all women by the god, as
the C say, who are priests of this god.

182: 1)ese same C say (though I do not
believe them) that the god himself is accustomed to visit the
shrine and rest on the couch, as in T of E, as the
E say 2)(for there too a woman sleeps in the temple
of eban Zeus,⁶⁵ and neither the E nor the B-
 woman, it is said, has intercourse with men), and as
does the prophetess of the god⁶⁶ at P in L, when-
ever she is appointed; for there is not always a place of div-
ination there; but when she is appointed she is shut up in the
temple during the night.

183: 1)In theB temple there is another shrine
below, where there is a great golden image of Zeus, sitting
at a great golden table, and the footstool and the chair are
also gold; the gold of the whole was said by the C
to be eight hundred talents’ weight. 2)Outside the temple is
a golden altar. ere is also another great altar, on which

⁶⁵Ed.: Amon-Api (GἈμένωφις); cp. Hdt. 2.42.
⁶⁶Ed.: Apollo.
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are sacrificed the full-grown of the flocks; only nurslings may
be sacrificed on the golden altar, but on the greater altar the
C even offer a thousand talents’ weight of frank-
incense yearly, when they keep the festival of this god; and in
thedays ofCyrus therewas still in this sacred enclosure a statue
of solid gold twenty feet high. 3)I myself have not seen it, but
I relate what is told by the C. Darius son of Hys-
taspes proposed to take this statue but dared not; Xerxes his
son took it, and killed the priest whowarned him not tomove
the statue. Such is the furniture of this temple, and there are
many private offerings besides.

184: 1)Now among the many rulers of this city of B-
 (whom I shall mention in my A history) who
finished the building of the walls and the temples, there were
two that were women. e first of these lived five generations
earlier than the second, and her name was Semiramis: it was
she who built dikes on the plain, a notable work; before that
the whole plain used to be flooded by the river.

185: 1)e second queen, whose name was Nitocris, was
a wiser woman than the first. She le such monuments as I
shall record; andmoreover, seeing that the kingdom ofMedia
was great and restless andN itself among other cities had
fallen to it, she took such precautions as she could for her pro-
tection. 2)First she dealt with the river E, which
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flows through the middle of her city; this had been straight
before; but by digging canals higher up she made the river so
crooked that its course now passes one of the A vil-
lages three times; the villagewhich is so approached by theE-
 is called A. And now those who travel
from our sea to B must spend three days as they float
down the E coming three times to the same village.
3)Such was this work; and she built an embankment along ei-
ther shore of the river, marvellous for its greatness and height.
4)en a long way above B she dug the reservoir of a
lake, a little way off from the river, always digging deep enough
to find water, andmaking the circumference a distance of fiy
two miles; what was dug out of this hole, she used to embank
either edge of the river; 5)and when she had it all dug, she
brought stones andmade a quay all around the lake. 6)Herpur-
pose inmaking the river wind and turning the hole intomarsh
was this: that the currentmight be slower because of themany
windings that broke its force, and that the passages to B-
might be crooked, and that right aer them should come
also the long circuit of the lake. 7)All this work was done in
that part of the country where the passes are and the shortest
road from Media, so that the M might not mix with her
people and learn of her affairs.

186: 1)So shemade the deep river her protection; and this
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work led to another which she added to it. Her city was di-
vided into two parts by the river that flowed through themid-
dle. In the days of the former rulers, when one wanted to go
from one part to the other, one had to cross in a boat; and
this, I suppose, was a nuisance. But the queen also provided
for this; she made another monument of her reign out of this
samework when the digging of the basin of the lake was done.
2)She had very long blocks of stone cut; and when these were
ready and the place was dug, she turned the course of the river
into it, and while it was filling, the former channel now be-
ing dry, she bricked the borders of the river in the city and the
descent from the gate leading down to the river with baked
bricks, like those of the wall; and near the middle of the city
she built a bridge with the stones that had been dug up, bind-
ing them together with iron and lead. 3)Each morning, she
laid square-hewn logs across it, on which the B
crossed; but these logs were removed at night, lest folk always
be crossing over and stealing from one another. 4)en, when
the basin she hadmade for a lake was filled by the river and the
bridgewas finished,Nitocris brought theEback to
its former channel out of the lake; thus she had served her pur-
pose, as she thought, by making a swamp of the basin, and her
citizens had a bridge made for them.

187: 1)ere was a trick, too, that this same queen con-
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trived. She had a tomb made for herself and set high over the
very gate of that entrance of the city which was used most,
with writing engraved on the tomb, which read: 2)“If any king
of B in the future is in need of money, let him open
this tomb and take as much as he likes: but let him not open
it unless he is in need; for it will be the worse for him.” 3)is
tomb remained untouched until the kingship fell to Darius.
He thought it a very strange thing that he should never use
this gate, or take the money when it lay there and the writ-
ing itself invited him to. 4)e reason he did not use the gate
was that the dead body would be over his head as he passed
through. 5)Aer opening the tomb, he found nomoney there,
only the dead body, withwritingwhich read: “If youwere ever
satisfiedwithwhat you had and did not disgrace yourself seek-
ing more, you would not have opened the coffins of the dead.”
Such a woman, it is recorded, was this queen.

188: 1)Cyrus, then, marched against Nitocris’ son, who
inherited thenameof his fatherLabynetus and the sovereignty
of A. Now when the Great King campaigns, he
marches well provided with food and flocks from home; and
water from the C  that flows past S is car-
ried with him, the only river from which the king will drink.
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2)iswater of theC⁶⁷ is boiled, and verymany four-
wheeled wagons drawn by mules carry it in silver vessels, fol-
lowing the king wherever he goes at any time.

189: 1)When Cyrus reached the G  on his
march to B,⁶⁸ which rises in the mountains of the
M and flows through the D country into
another river, the T, that again passes the city of O
and empties into the R S—when, I say, Cyrus tried to
cross the G, which was navigable there, one of his sa-
cred white horses dashed recklessly into the river trying to
get through it, but the current overwhelmed him and swept
him under and away. 2)At this violence of the river Cyrus
was very angry, and he threatened to make it so feeble that
women could ever aer cross it easily without wetting their
knees. 3)Aer uttering this threat, he paused in his march
against B, and, dividing his army into two parts, drew
lines planning out a hundred and eighty canals running every
way from either bank of the G; then he organized his
army along the lines and made them dig. 4)Since a great mul-
titude was at work, it went quickly; but they spent the whole
summer there before it was finished.

⁶⁷Ed.: Modern K.
⁶⁸Ed.: Modern D.
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190: 1)en at the beginning of the following spring,
when Cyrus had punished the G by dividing it among
the three hundred and sixty canals, he marched against B-
 at last. e B sallied out and awaited him;
and when he came near their city in his march, they engaged
him, but they were beaten and driven inside the city. 2)ere
they had stored provisions enough for very many years, be-
cause they knew already that Cyrus was not a man of no am-
bitition, and saw that he attacked all nations alike; so now they
were indifferent to the siege; andCyrus did not knowwhat to
do, being so long delayed and gaining no advantage.

191: 1)Whether someone advised him in his difficulty, or
whether he perceived for himself what to do, I do not know,
but he did the following. 2)He posted his army at the place
where the river goes into the city, and another part of it behind
the city, where the river comes out of the city, and told hismen
to enter the city by the channel of the E when they
saw it to be fordable. Having disposed them and given this
command, he himself marched away with those of his army
who could not fight; 3)and when he came to the lake, Cyrus
dealt with it and with the river just as had the B
queen: drawing off the river by a canal into the lake, which
was a marsh, he made the stream sink until its former channel
could be forded. 4)When this happened, the P who
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were postedwith this objectivemade their way into B
by the channel of the E, which had now sunk to
a depth of about the middle of a man’s thigh. 5)Now if the
Bhad knownbeforehand or learnedwhatCyrus
was up to, theywouldhave let theP enter the city and
have destroyed them utterly; for then they would have shut all
the gates that opened on the river and mounted the walls that
ran along the river banks, and so caught their enemies in a trap.
6)But as it was, the P took them unawares, and be-
cause of the great size of the city (those who dwell there say)
those in the outer parts of it were overcome, but the inhabi-
tants of the middle part knew nothing of it; all this time they
were dancing and celebrating a holidaywhich happened to fall
then, until they learned the truth only too well.

192: 1)And B, then for the first time, was taken
in this way. I shall show how great the power of B
is by many other means, but particularly by this. All the land
that the great King rules is parcelled out to provision him and
his army, and pays tribute besides: now the territory of B-
 feeds him for four of the twelve months in the year, the
whole of the rest of A providing for the other eight. 2)us
the wealth of A is one third of the entire wealth of
A. e governorship of this land, which the P call
“satrapy,” is by far the most powerful of all the governorships,
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since the daily income of Tritantaechmes son of Artabazus,
who governed this province by the king’s will, was an artaba
full of silver 3)(the artaba is a P measure, containing
more than anAtticmedimnus by threeAttic choenixes),⁶⁹ and
besides warhorses he had eight hundred stallions in his sta-
bles, and sixteen thousandbroodmares, each stallion servicing
twenty mares. 4)Moreover he kept so great a number of I-
 dogs that four great villages of the plain were appointed
to provide food for the dogs and exempted from all other bur-
dens. Such were the riches of the governor of B.

193: 1)ere is little rain in A. is nourishes the
roots of the grain; but it is irrigation from the river that ripens
the crop and brings the grain to fullness. In E, the river
itself rises and floods the fields; in A, they are watered
by hand and by swinging beams.⁷⁰ 2)For the whole land of
B, like E, is cut across by canals. e greatest
of these is navigable: it runs towards where the sun rises in
winter, from the E to another river, the T, on
which stood the city of N. is land is by far the most
fertile in grain which we know. 3)It does not even try to bear

⁶⁹Ed.: e A medimnus = about 12 gallons; it contained
48χοίνικες.

⁷⁰Ed.: at is, by the “shadoof,” a familiar object to travellers on the
N; a lever with a bucket attached, revolving on a post.
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trees, fig, vine, or olive, but Demeter’s grain is so abundant
there that it yields for the most part two hundred fold, and
even threehundred foldwhen theharvest is best. eblades of
the wheat and barley there are easily four fingers broad; 4)and
for millet and sesame, I will not say to what height they grow,
though it is known to me; for I am well aware that even what
I have said regarding grain is wholly disbelieved by those who
have never visited B. ey use no oil except what
they make from sesame.⁷¹ ere are palm trees there growing
all over theplain,most of themyielding fruit, fromwhich food
ismade andwine and honey. 5)eA tend these like
figs, and chiefly in this respect, that they tie the fruit of the
palm called male by the G to the date-bearing palm, so
that the gall-fly may enter the dates and cause them to ripen,
and that the fruit of the palmmay not fall; for themale palms,
like unripened figs, have gall-flies in their fruit.

194: 1)I am going to indicate what seems to me to be the
most marvellous thing in the country, next to the city itself.
eir boats which ply the river and go to B are all
of skins, and round. 2)ey make these in A, higher
up the stream than A. First they cut frames of willow,
then they stretch hides over these for a covering, making as it

⁷¹Ed.: Sesame-oil or “Benre-oil” is still in common use in the East.
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were a hold; they neither broaden the stern nor narrow the
prow, but the boat is round, like a shield. ey then fill it with
reeds and send it floating down the river with a cargo; and it
is for the most part palm wood casks of wine that they carry
down. 3)Two men standing upright steer the boat, each with
a paddle, one drawing it to him, the other thrusting it from
him. ese boats are of all sizes, some small, some very large;
the largest of them are of as much as five thousand talents⁷²
burden. ere is a live ass in each boat, or more than one in
the larger. 4)Sowhen they have floated down toB and
disposedof their cargo, they sell the frameworkof theboat and
all the reeds; the hides are set on the backs of asses, which are
thendrivenback toA, 5)for it is not by anymeans pos-
sible to go upstream by water, because of the swiness of the
current; it is for this reason that theymake their boats of hides
and not of wood. When they have driven their asses back into
A, they make more boats in the same way.

195: 1)Such then are their boats. For clothing, they wear
a linen tunic, reaching to the feet; over this the B-
 puts on another tunic, of wool, and wraps himself in a
whitemantle; he wears the shoes of his country, which are like
B sandals. eir hair is worn long, and covered by

⁷²Ed.: e A talent = about 58 lbs. avoirdupois; the A
= about 82.
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caps; the whole body is perfumed. 2)Every man has a seal and
a carved staff, and on every staff is some image, such as that
of an apple or a rose or a lily or an eagle: no one carries a staff
without an image.

196: 1)is is the equipment of their persons. I will now
speak of their established customs. e wisest of these, in our
judgment, is one which I have learned by inquiry is also a cus-
tom of the E in I. It is this: once a year in every
village all the maidens as they attained marriageable age were
collected and brought together into one place, with a crowdof
men standing around. 2)en a crier would display and offer
them for sale one by one, first the fairest of all; and then, when
she had fetched a great price, he put up for sale the next most
attractive, selling all the maidens as lawful wives. Rich men of
A who desired to marry would outbid each other for
the fairest; the ordinary people, who desired tomarry and had
no use for beauty, could take the ugly ones andmoney besides;
3)for when the crier had sold all the most attractive, he would
put up the one that was least beautiful, or crippled, and offer
her to whoever would take her to wife for the least amount,
until she fell to one who promised to accept least; the money
came from the sale of the attractive ones, who thus paid the
dowry of the ugly and the crippled. But a man could not give
his daughter inmarriage to whomever he liked, nor could one
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that bought a girl take her away without giving security that
he would in fact make her his wife. 4)And if the couple could
not agree, it was a law that themoney be returned. Menmight
also come from other villages to buy if they so desired. 5)is,
then, was their best custom; but it does not continue at this
time; they have invented a new one lately [so that the women
not be wronged or taken to another city]; since the conquest
of B made them afflicted and poor, everyone of the
people that lacks a livelihood prostitutes his daughters.

197: 1)I come now to the next wisest of their customs:
having no use for physicians, they carry the sick into the
market-place; then those who have been afflicted themselves
by the same illness as the sick man’s, or seen others in like
case, come near and advise him about his disease and comfort
him, telling him by what means they have themselves recov-
ered from it or seen others recover. No one may pass by the
sick man without speaking and asking aer his sickness.

198: 1)e dead are embalmed in honey for burial, and
their dirges are like the dirges of E. Whenever a B-
has had intercoursewith his wife, they both sit before
a burnt offering of incense, and at dawn they wash themselves;
theywill touch no vessel before this is done. is is the custom
in A also.

199: 1)e foulest B custom is that which
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compels every woman of the land to sit in the temple of
Aphrodite and have intercourse with some stranger once in
her life. Many women who are rich and proud and disdain to
mingle with the rest, drive to the temple in covered carriages
drawn by teams, and stand there with a great retinue of atten-
dants. 2)But most sit down in the sacred plot of Aphrodite,
with crowns of cord on their heads; there is a great multitude
of women coming and going; passages marked by line run ev-
ery way through the crowd, by which the men pass and make
their choice. 3)Once a woman has taken her place there, she
does not go away to her home before some stranger has cast
money into her lap, and had intercourse with her outside the
temple; but while he casts the money, he must say, “I invite
you in the name of Mylitta” (that is the A name for
Aphrodite). 4)It does not matter what sum the money is; the
woman will never refuse, for that would be a sin, the money
being by this act made sacred. So she follows the first man
who casts it and rejects no one. Aer their intercourse, hav-
ing discharged her sacred duty to the goddess, she goes away
to her home; and thereaer there is no bribe however great
that will get her. 5)So then the women that are fair and tall are
soon free to depart, but the uncomely have long to wait be-
cause they cannot fulfill the law; for some of them remain for
three years, or four. ere is a custom like this in some parts
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of C.
200: 1)ese are established customs among theB-

. Furthermore, there are three tribes in the country that
eat nothing but fish, which they catch anddry in the sun; then,
aer throwing it into a mortar, they pound it with pestles and
strain everything through linen. enwhoever desires kneads
as it were a cake of it and eats it; others bake it like bread.

201: 1)When Cyrus had conquered this nation, too, he
wanted to subject the M. ese are said to be a
great and powerful people dwelling towards the east and the
sunrise, beyond the A and opposite the I;
and some say that they are a S people.

202: 1)e A is said by some to be greater and by
some to be less than the I. It is reported that there are
many islands in it as big as L, and men on them who
in summer live on roots of all kinds that they dig up, and in
winter on fruit that they have got from trees when it was ripe
and stored for food; 2)and they know (it is said) of trees bear-
ing a fruit whose effect is this: gathering in groups and kin-
dling a fire, the people sit around it and throw the fruit into
the flames; then the fumes of it as it burnsmake themdrunk as
theG are withwine, andmore andmore drunk asmore
fruit is thrownon the fire, until at last they rise up to dance and
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even sing. Such is said to be their way of life. 3)e A⁷³
flows from the country of the M (as does the G-
, which Cyrus divided into the three hundred and sixty
channels) and empties itself through forty mouths, of which
all except one issue into bogs and swamps, where men are said
to live whose food is raw fish, and their customary dress seal-
skins. 4)e one remaining stream of the A flows in a
clear channel into the C .is is a sea by itself, not
joined to the other sea. For that on which the G sail,
and the sea beyond the pillars ofHeracles, which they call A-
, and the R S, are all one:

203: 1)but the C is separate and by itself. Its
length is what a ship rowed by oars can traverse in fieen days,
and its breadth, where it is broadest, is an eight days’ jour-
ney. Along its western shore stretches the range of C-
, which has more and higher peaks than any other range.
Many and all kinds of nations dwell in the C, and
the most of them live on the fruits of the forest. 2)Here, it is

⁷³Ed.: e A of this chapter appears to be, from the description
of its course, themodern A. But the A ofHdt. 1.205, separating
Cyrus’ kingdom from the M, must be either the O (jihon)
or J (S), both of which now flow into the A S. For
a full discussion of the question the reader is referred to Essay IX. in the
Appendix to Book I. of Rawlinson’s Herodotus.
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said, are trees growing leaves that men crush andmix with wa-
ter and use for painting figures on their clothing; these figures
cannot be washed out, but last as long as the wool, as if they
had been woven into it from the first. Men and women here
(they say) have intercourse openly, like beasts of the flock.

204: 1)is sea called C is hemmed in to the west
by the C: towards the east and the sunrise there
stretches from its shores a boundless plain as far as the eye
can see. e greater part of this wide plain is the country of
the M, against whom Cyrus was eager to lead his
army. 2)For there were many weighty reasons that impelled
and encouraged him to do so: first, his birth, because of which
he seemed to be something more than mortal; and next, his
victories in his wars: for no nation that Cyrus undertook to
attack could escape from him.

205: 1)Nowat this time theMwere ruled by a
queen called Tomyris, whose husband was dead. Cyrus sent a
message with a pretence of wanting her for his wife, but To-
myris would have none of his advances, well understanding
that he wanted not her but the kingdom of the M-
. 2)So when guile was of no avail, Cyrus marched to the
A and openly prepared to attack theM; he
bridged the river for his army to cross, and built towers on the
pontoons bridging the river.
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206: 1)Butwhile hewas busy at this, Tomyris sent a herald
to him with this message: “O king of the M, stop hurry-
ing onwhat you arehurryingon, for you cannot knowwhether
the completion of this work will be for your advantage. Stop,
and be king of your own country; and endure seeing us rul-
ing those whom we rule. 2)But if you will not take this advice,
and will do anything rather than remain at peace, then if you
so greatly desire to try the strength of the M, stop
your present work of bridging the river, and let us withdraw
three days’ journey from the A; and when that is done,
cross into our country. 3)Or if you prefer to receive us into
your country, then withdraw yourself as I have said.” Hear-
ing this, Cyrus called together the leading P and laid
the matter before them, asking them to advise him which he
should do. ey all spoke to the same end, urging him to let
Tomyris and her army enter his country.

207: 1)But Croesus the L, who was present, was
displeased by their advice and spoke against it. “O King,” he
said, “you have before now heard from me that since Zeus has
givenme to you I will turn aside to the best ofmy ability what-
ever misadventure I see threatening your house. And disas-
ter has been my teacher. 2)Now, if you think that you and the
army that you lead are immortal, I have no business giving you
advice; but if you know that you and those whom you rule are
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only men, then I must first teach you this: men’s fortunes are
on a wheel, which in its turning does not allow the same man
to prosper forever. 3)So, if that is the case, I am not of the same
opinion about the business in hand as these other counsellors
of yours. is is the danger if we agree to let the enemy enter
your country: if you lose the battle, you lose your empire also,
for it is plain that if the M win they will not re-
treat but will march against your provinces. 4)And if you con-
quer them, it is a lesser victory than if you crossed into their
country and routed the M and pursued them; for
I weigh your chances against theirs, and suppose that when
you have beaten your adversaries you will march for the seat
of Tomyris’ power. 5)And besides what I have shown, it would
be a shameful thing and not to be endured if Cyrus the son of
Cambyses should yield and give groundbefore awoman. Now
then, it occurs to me that we should cross and go forward as
far as they draw back, and that then we should endeavor to
overcome them by doing as I shall show. 6)As I understand,
the M have no experience of the good things of
P, and have never fared well as to what is greatly desir-
able. erefore, I advise you to cut up the meat of many of
your sheep and goats into generous portions for these men,
and to cook it and serve it as a feast in our camp, providing
many bowls of unmixed wine and all kinds of food. 7)en
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let your army withdraw to the river again, leaving behind that
part of it which is of least value. For if I amnotmistaken inmy
judgment, when the M see so many good things
they will give themselves over to feasting on them; and it will
be up to us then to accomplish great things.”

208: 1)So these opinions clashed; and Cyrus set aside his
former plan and chose that of Croesus; consequently, he told
Tomyris to draw her army off, for he would cross (he said) and
attack her; so she withdrew as she had promised before. en
he entrusted Croesus to the care of his own son Cambyses,
to whom he would leave his sovereignty, telling Cambyses to
honor Croesus and treat him well if the crossing of the river
against the M should not go well. With these in-
structions, he sent the two back to P, and he and his
army crossed the river.

209: 1)Aer he had crossed theA, he dreamed that
night while sleeping in the country of the M that
he saw the eldest of Hystapes’ sons with wings on his shoul-
ders, the one wing overshadowing A and the other E-
. 2)Hystaspes son of Arsames was an Achaemenid, and
Darius was the eldest of his sons, then about twenty years old;
this Darius had been le behind in P, not yet being of
an age to go on campaign. 3)So when Cyrus awoke he con-
sidered his vision, and because it seemed to him to be of great
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importance, he sent for Hystaspes and said to him privately,
“Hystaspes, I have caught your son plotting against me and
my sovereignty; and I will tell you how I know this for cer-
tain. 4)e gods care for me and show me beforehand all that
is coming. Now then, I have seen in a dream in the past night
your eldest son with wings on his shoulders, overshadowing
Awith the one andEwith the other. 5)From this vi-
sion, there is no way that he is not plotting against me. ere-
fore hurry back to P, and see that when I come back af-
ter subjecting this country you bring your son before me to be
questioned about this.”

210: 1)Cyrus said this, thinking that Darius was plotting
against him; but in fact, heavenwas showing him that he him-
self was to die in the land where he was and Darius inherit his
kingdom. 2)So thenHystaspes repliedwith this: “OKing,may
there not be any P born who would plot against you!
But if there is, may he perish suddenly; for you have made the
P free men instead of slaves and rulers of all instead
of subjects of any. 3)But if your vision does indeed signify that
my son is planning revolution, I give him to you to treat as you
like.”

211: 1)Aer having given this answer and crossed the
A, Hystaspes went to P to watch his son for
Cyrus; and Cyrus, advancing a day’s journey from the
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A, acted according to Croesus’ advice. 2)Cyrus and
the sound portion of the P army marched back to the
A, leaving behind those that were useless; a third of
theM forces attacked those of the armywhowere
le behind and destroyed them despite resistance; then, when
they had overcome their enemies, seeing the banquet spread
they sat down and feasted, and aer they had had their fill of
food andwine, they fell asleep. 3)en the P attacked
them, killingmany and takingmanymore alive, among whom
was the son of Tomyris the queen, Spargapises by name, the
leader of the M.

212: 1)When Tomyris heard what had happened to her
army and her son, she sent a herald to Cyrus with this mes-
sage: 2)“Cyrus who can never get enough blood, do not be
elated bywhat youhave done; it is nothing to be proudof if, by
the fruit of the vine—withwhich youPfill yourselves
and rage so violently that evil words rise in a flood to your lips
when the wine enters your bodies—if, by tricking him with
this drug, you got the better of my son, and not by force of
arms in battle. 3)Now, then, take a word of good advice from
me: give me back my son and leave this country unpunished,
even though you have savaged a third of the M
army. But if you will not, then I swear to you by the sun, lord
of the M, that I shall give even you who can never
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get enough of it your fill of blood.”
213: 1)Cyrus dismissed this warningwhen it was repeated

to him. But Spargapises, the son of the queen Tomyris, af-
ter the wine wore off and he recognized his evil plight, asked
Cyrus to be freed from his bonds; and this was granted him;
but as soon as hewas freed and had the use of his hands, he did
away with himself.

214: 1)Such was the end of Spargapises. Tomyris, when
Cyrus would not listen to her, collected all her forces and
engaged him. is fight I judge to have been the fiercest
ever fought by men that were not G; and indeed I have
learned that this was so. 2)For first (it is said) they shot arrows
at each other from a distance; then, when their arrows were all
spent, they rushed at each other and fought with their spears
and swords; and for a long time they stood fighting and nei-
ther would give ground; but at last the M got the
upper hand. 3)e greater part of the P army was de-
stroyed there on the spot, and Cyrus himself fell there, aer
having reigned for one year short of thirty years. 4)Tomyris
filled a skin with human blood, and searched among the P-
dead forCyrus’ body; andwhen she found it, she pushed
his head into the skin, and insulted the dead man in these
words: 5)“ough I am alive and have defeated you in battle,
you have destroyed me, taking my son by guile; but just as I
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threatened, I give you your fill of blood.” Many stories are told
of Cyrus’ death; this, that I have told, is the most credible.

215: 1)ese M are like the S in
their dress and way of life. ey are both cavalry and infantry
(having some of each kind), and spearmen and archers; and
it is their custom to carry battle-axes. ey always use gold
and bronze; all their spear-points and arrow-heads and battle-
axes are bronze and the adornment of their headgear and belts
and girdles is gold. 2)ey equip their horses similarly, pro-
tecting their chests with bronze breastplates and putting gold
on reins, bits, and cheekplates. But they never use iron and
silver, for there is none at all in their country, but gold and
bronze abound.

216: 1)Now for their customs: each man marries a wife,
but the wives are common to all. e G say this is a
S custom; it is not, but a custom of the M-
. ere, when a man desires a woman, he hangs his quiver
before her wagon, and has intercourse with her without fear.
2)ough they fix no certain term to life, yet when a man is
very old all his family meet together and kill him, with beasts
of the flock besides, then boil the flesh and feast on it. 3)is
is held to be the happiest death; when a man dies of an illness,
they donot eat him, but buryhim in the earth, and lament that
he did not live to be killed. ey never plant seed; their fare
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is their livestock and the fish which they take in abundance
from the A. 4)eir drink is milk. e sun is the only
god whom they worship; they sacrifice horses to him; the rea-
soning is that he is the swiest of the gods, and therefore they
give him the swiest of mortal things.
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II
1: 1)Aer the death of Cyrus, Cambyses inherited his throne.
He was the son of Cyrus and of Cassandane, the daughter of
Pharnaspes, for whom Cyrus mourned deeply when she died
before him, and had all his subjects mourn also. 2)Cambyses
was the son of this woman and of Cyrus. He considered the
I and A slaves inherited from his father, and
prepared an expedition against E, taking with him some
of these G subjects besides others whom he ruled.
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2: 1)Now before Psammetichus became king of E,¹
the E believed that they were the oldest people on
earth. But ever since Psammetichus became king and wished
to find out which people were the oldest, they have believed
that the P were older than they, and they than ev-
erybody else. 2)Psammetichus, when he was in no way able
to learn by inquiry which people had first come into being,
devised a plan by which he took two newborn children of
the common people and gave them to a shepherd to bring
up among his flocks. He gave instructions that no one was
to speak a word in their hearing; they were to stay by them-
selves in a lonely hut, and in due time the shepherd was to
bring goats and give the children their milk and do every-
thing else necessary. 3)Psammetichus did this, and gave these
instructions, because he wanted to hear what speech would
first come from the children, when they were past the age
of indistinct babbling. And he had his wish; for one day,
when the shepherd had done as he was told for two years,
both children ran to him stretching out their hands and call-
ing “Bekos!” as he opened the door and entered. 4)When
he first heard this, he kept quiet about it; but when, com-
ing oen and paying careful attention, he kept hearing this

¹Ed.: In 664 B.C., probably.
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same word, he told his master at last and brought the chil-
dren into the king’s presence as required. Psammetichus then
heard them himself, and asked to what language the word
“Bekos” belonged; he found it to be a Pword, signi-
fying bread. 5)Reasoning from this, the E acknowl-
edged that the P were older than they. is is the
story which I heard from the priests of Hephaestus’² temple
at M; the G say among many foolish things
that Psammetichus had the children reared by women whose
tongues he had cut out.

3: 1)Besides this story of the rearing of the children, I
also heard other things at M in conversation with the
priests of Hephaestus;³ and I visited T and H-
, too, for this very purpose, because I wished to know if
the people of those places would tell me the same story as the
priests at M; for the people of H are said
to be the most learned of the E. 2)Now, such sto-
ries as I heard about the gods I am not ready to relate, except
their names, for I believe that all men are equally knowledge-
able about them; and I shall say about them what I am con-
strained to say by the course of my history.

²Ed.: Identified by the G with the E Ptah.
³Ed.: Identified by the G with the E Ptah.
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4: 1)But as to human affairs, this was the account inwhich
they all agreed: the E, they said, were the first men
who reckoned by years and made the year consist of twelve
divisions of the seasons. ey discovered this from the stars
(so they said). And their reckoning is, to my mind, a juster
one than that of the G; for the G add an inter-
calary month every other year, so that the seasons agree; but
the E, reckoning thirty days to each of the twelve
months, add five days in every year over and above the total,
and thus the completed circle of seasons is made to agree with
the calendar. 2)Furthermore, the E (they said) first
used the names of twelve gods⁴ (which theG aerwards
borrowed from them); and it was they who first assigned to
the several gods their altars and images and temples, and first
carved figures on stone. Most of this they showed me in fact
to be the case. e first human king of E, they said, was
Min. 3)In his time all of E except the T⁵ district
was a marsh: all the country that we now see was then cov-

⁴Ed.: ere is much obscurity about the “Twelve Gods.” is only ap-
pears to be clear, that eight (or nine) gods form the first order of the E-
hierarchy, and that there are twelve of the second rank. SeeHdt. 2.43,
and Rawlinson’s essay (ch. 3 in his Appendix to Book II.).

⁵Ed.: the southern part of U E.
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ered by water, north of  M,⁶ which is seven days’
journey up the river from the sea.

5: 1)And I think that their account of the country was
true. For even if a man has not heard it before, he can read-
ily see, if he has sense, that that E to which the G
sail is land deposited for the E, the river’s gi—not
only the lower country, but even the land as far as three days’
voyage above the lake, which is of the same nature as the other,
although the priests did not say this, too. 2)For this is the na-
ture of the land of E: in the first place, when you ap-
proach it from the sea and are still a day’s sail from land, if you
let down a sounding line you will bring up mud from a depth
of eleven fathoms. is shows that the deposit from the land
reaches this far.

6: 1)Further, the length of the seacoast of E itself
is sixty “schoeni”⁷ —of E, that is, as we judge it to be,
reaching from the P  to the S
, which is under the C —between
these there is this length of sixty schoeni. 2)Men that have
scant land measure by feet; those that have more, by miles;
those that have much land, by parasangs; and those who have
great abundance of it, by schoeni. 3)e parasang is three and

⁶Ed.: In the modern F, west of the N.
⁷Ed.: Literally “ropes.”
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three quartersmiles, and the schoenus, which is an E
measure, is twice that.

7: 1)By this reckoning, then, the seaboard of E will
be four hundred and fiy miles in length. Inland from the sea
as far as H, E is a wide land, all flat and wa-
tery and marshy. From the sea up to H is a jour-
ney about as long as the way from the altar of the twelve gods
at A to the temple of Olympian Zeus at P. 2)If a
reckoning is made, only a little difference of length, not more
than twomiles, will be found between these two journeys; for
the journey from A to P is two miles short of two
hundred, which is the number of miles between the sea and
H.

8: 1)Beyond and above H, E is a narrow
land. For it is bounded on the one side by the mountains of
A, which run north to south, always running south to-
wards the sea called the R S. In these mountains are the
quarries that were hewn out formaking the pyramids atM-
. isway, then, themountains run, and end in the places
of which I have spoken; their greatest width from east to west,
as I learned by inquiry, is a two months’ journey, and their
easternmost boundaries yield frankincense. 2)Such are these
mountains. On the side of L, E is bounded by an-
other range of rocky mountains among which are the pyra-
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mids; these are all covered with sand, and run in the same di-
rection as those A hills that run southward. 3)Beyond
H, there is no great distance—in E, that is:⁸
the narrow land has a length of only fourteen days’ journey up
the river. Between the aforesaid mountain ranges, the land is
level, and where the plain is narrowest it seemed to me that
there were no more than thirty miles between the A
 and those that are called L. Beyond this
E is a wide land again. Such is the nature of this country.

9: 1)From H to T is nine days’ journey
by river, and the distance is six hundred and eight miles, or
eighty-one schoeni. 2)is, then, is a full statement of all the
distances in E: the seaboard is four hundred and fiy
miles long; and Iwill nowdeclare the distance inland from the
sea to T : it is seven hundred and sixty-five miles. And
between T and the city called E there are
two hundred and twenty-five miles.

10: 1)e greater portion, then, of this country of which
I have spoken was land deposited for the E as the
priests told me, and I myself formed the same judgment; all
that lies between the ranges of mountains aboveM to

⁸Ed.: ὡς εἶναι αἰγύπτου; so much of the N  being outside
E. But it is possible that the words may mean “no great distance, for
E,” i.e. no great distance relatively to the size of the country.
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which I have referred seemed to me to have once been a gulf
of the sea, just as the country about I and T
and E and the plain of the M, to compare
these small things with great. 2)For of the rivers that brought
down the stuff to make these lands, there is none worthy to
be compared for greatness with even one of the mouths of the
N, and the N has five mouths. 3)ere are also other
rivers, not so great as the N, that have had great effects; I
could rehearse their names, but principal among them is the
A, which, flowing through A and emp-
tying into the sea, has already made half of the E
I mainland.

11: 1)Now inA, not far fromE, there is a gulf
extending inland from the sea called Red⁹ , whose length and
width are such as I shall show: 2)in length, from its inner end
out to the wide sea, it is a forty days’ voyage for a ship rowed
by oars; and in breadth, it is half a day’s voyage at the widest.
Every day the tides ebb and flow in it. 3)I believe that where
E is now, therewas once another such gulf; this extended
from the northern sea towardsA, and the other, the

⁹Ed.: e “sea called Red,” it will be remembered, is the sea south and
east of A: the gulf entering in from it is our R S. Suppose the
Delta to have been once a gulf too, then there would have been two gulfs,
both running up into E, their heads not far from each other.
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A gulf ofwhich I shall speak, extended from the south
towards S; the ends of these gulfs penetrated into the
country near eachother, andbut a little space of land separated
them. 4)Now, if theN inclined todirect its current into this
A gulf, why should the latter not be silted up by it in-
side of twenty thousand years? In fact, I expect that it would
be silted up inside of ten thousand years. Is it to be doubted,
then, that in the ages beforemy birth a gulf evenmuch greater
than this should have been silted up by a river so great and so
busy?

12: 1)As for E, then, I credit those who say it, and
myself very much believe it to be the case; for I have seen that
E projects into the sea beyond the neighboring land, and
shells are exposed to view on the mountains, and things are
coated with salt, so that even the pyramids show it, and the
only sandy mountain in E is that which is above M-
; 2)besides, E is like neither the neighboring land of
AnorL, not even like S (for S inhabit
the seaboard of A); it is a land of black and crumbling
earth, as if it were alluvial deposit carried down the river from
A; 3)but we know that the soil of L is redder
and somewhat sandy, andA and S are lands of clay
and stones.

13: 1)is, too, that the priests told me about E, is a
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strong proof: when Moeris was king, if the river rose as much
as thirteen feet, it watered all of E below M.¹⁰
Moeris had not been dead nine hundred years when I heard
this from the priests. But now, if the river does not rise at least
twenty-six or twenty-five feet, the land is not flooded. 2)And,
in my opinion, the E who inhabit the lands lower
down the river than  M, and especially what is
called theDelta—if this landof theirs rises in the samepropor-
tion and broadens likewise in extent, and the N no longer
floods it—will forever aer be in the same straits as they them-
selves once said the G would be; 3)for, learning that all
the G land is watered by rain, but not by river water like
theirs, they said that one day the G would be let down
by what they counted on, andmiserably starve: meaning that,
if heaven send no rain for the G and afflict them with
drought, the G will be overtaken by famine, for there is
no other source of water for them except Zeus alone.

14: 1)And this prediction of the E about the
G was true enough. But now let me show the prospect
for the E themselves: if, as I have already said, the
country below M (for it is this which rises) should in-

¹⁰Ed.: Supposing this statement to be true,Moeris must have been king
much more than 900 years before Hdt.: 900 years being much too short a
period for a rise of eight cubits in the height of the N .
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crease in height in the same proportion as formerly, will not
the E who inhabit it go hungry, as there is no rain
in their country and the river will be unable to inundate their
fields? 2)At present, of course, there are no people, either in
the rest of E or in the whole world, who live from the
soil with so little labor; they do not have to break the land up
with the plough, or hoe, or do any other work that other men
do to get a crop; the river rises of itself, waters the fields, and
then sinks back again; then each man sows his field and sends
swine into it to tread down the seed, andwaits for the harvest;
then he has the swine thresh his grain, and so garners it.

15: 1)Now if we agree with the opinion of the I,
who say that only the Delta is E, and that its seaboard
reaches from the so-calledW P forty
schoeni to the Salters’ at P, while inland it stretches
as far as the city of C,¹¹ where the N divides
and flows to P and C, and that all the rest
of E is partly L and partly A—if we follow
this account, we can show that there was once no land for the
E; 2)forwehave seen that (as theE them-
selves say, and as I myself judge) the Delta is alluvial land and
but lately (so to speak) came into being. en if therewas once

¹¹Ed.: At the southern point of theDelta, where the twomain channels
of the N divide, not far below C.
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no land for them, it was an idle notion that they were the old-
est nation on earth, and they need not have made that trial to
see what language the childrenwould first speak. 3)Imaintain,
rather, that the E did not come into existence to-
gether with what the I call the Delta, but have existed
since the human race came into being; and as the land grew
in extent, there were many of them who stayed behind, and
many who spread down over it. Be that as it may, the T-
 district, a land of seven hundred and sixty-five miles in
circumference, was in the past called E.

16: 1)If, then, our judgment of this is right, the I-
 are in error concerning E; but if their opinion is
right, then it is plain that they and the rest of theG can-
not reckon truly, when they divide the whole earth into three
parts, E, A, and L; 2)they must add to these a
fourth part, the Delta of E, if it belongs neither to A
nor to L; for by their showing the N is not the river
that separatesA andL; theN divides at the apex of
this Delta, so that this landmust be betweenA and L.

17: 1)We leave the I’ opinion aside, and our own
judgment about the matter is this: E is all that country
which is inhabited by E, just as C and A-
 are the countries inhabited by C and A-
, and we know of no boundary line (rightly so called) be-
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low A and L except the borders of the E.
2)But if we follow the belief of the G, we shall consider
all E commencing from the Cataracts and the city of
E¹² to be divided into two parts, and to claim
both the names, the one a part of L and the other of
A. 3)For the N, beginning from the Cataracts, divides
E into two parts as it flows to the sea. Now, as far as
the city C the N flows in one channel, but
aer that it parts into three. 4)One of these, which is called
the P mouth, flows east; the second flows west, and
is called the C . But the direct channel of
the N, when the river in its downward course reaches the
apex of the Delta, flows thereaer clean through the middle
of the Delta into the sea; in this is seen the greatest and most
famous part of its waters, and it is called the S
. 5)ere are also two channels which separate them-
selves from the S and so flow into the sea: by
name, the S and the M. 6)e B
and Bmouths are not natural but excavated channels.

18: 1)e response of oracle of Ammon in fact bears wit-
ness to my opinion, that E is of such an extent as I have
argued; I learned this by inquiry aer my judgment was al-

¹²Ed.: On the island opposite S (A).
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ready formed aboutE. 2)emenof the cities of M
andA, in the part of E bordering onL, believing
themselves to be L and not E, and disliking
the injunction of the religious law that forbade them to eat
cows’ meat, sent to Ammon saying that they had no part of or
lot with E: for they lived (they said) outside the Delta
and did not consent to the ways of its people, and they wished
to be allowed to eat all foods. 3)But the god forbade them: all
the land, he said, watered by theN in its coursewas E,
and allwho lived lowerdown than the city Eand
drank the river’s water were E. Such was the oracle
given to them.

19: 1)When theN is in flood, it overflows not only the
Delta but also the lands called L andA, as far as
two days’ journey from either bank in places, and sometimes
more than this, sometimes less. Concerning its nature, I could
not learn anything either from the priests or from any others.
2)Yet I was anxious to learn from them why the N comes
down with a rising flood for a hundred days from the summer
solstice; and when this number of days is passed, sinks again
with adiminishing stream, so that the river is low for thewhole
winter until the summer solstice again. 3)I was not able to get
any information from any of the E regarding this,
when I asked them what power the N has to be contrary
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in nature to all other rivers. I wished to know this, and asked;
also, why no breezes blew from it as from every other river¹³.

20: 1)But some of the G, wishing to be notable for
cleverness, put forward three opinions about this river, two of
which Iwouldnot evenmention except just to showwhat they
are. 2)One of them maintains that the E winds¹⁴ are
the cause of the river being in flood, because they hinder the
N from emptying into the sea. But there are many times
when the E winds do not blow, yet the N does the
same as before. 3)And further, if the E winds were the
cause, then the other riverswhichflowcontrary to thosewinds
should be affected like theN, and evenmore so, since being
smaller they have aweaker current. Yet there aremany rivers in
S and many in L, and they behave nothing like the
N.

21: 1)e second opinion is less grounded on knowledge
than the previous, though it is more marvellous to the ear: ac-
cording to it, the river effectswhat it does because it flows from
Ocean, which flows around the whole world.

¹³Ed.: Not from the river itself, perhaps; but there is a regular current
of air blowing up the valley.

¹⁴Ed.: e regular N.W. winds which blow in summer from the
M.
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22: 1)ethird opinion is by far themost plausible, yet the
most erroneous of all. It has no more truth in it than the oth-
ers. According to this, theN flows fromwhere snowsmelt;
but it flows from L through the midst of E, and
comes out into E. 2)How can it flow from snow, then,
seeing that it comes fromthehottest places to lands that are for
the most part cooler? In fact, for a man who can reason about
such things, the principal and strongest evidence that the river
is unlikely to flow from snows is that the winds blowing from
L andE are hot. 3)In the second place, the coun-
try is rainless and frostless; but aer snow has fallen, it has to
rain within five days¹⁵ ; so that if it snowed, it would rain in
these lands. And thirdly, the men of the country are black be-
cause of the heat. 4)Moreover, kites and swallows live there all
year round, and cranes come every year to these places to win-
ter there, flying from the wintry weather of S. Now,
were there but the least fall of snow in this country through
which the N flows and where it rises, none of these things
would happen, as necessity proves.

23: 1)e opinion about Ocean is grounded in obscurity
and needs no disproof; for I know of no Ocean river; and I

¹⁵Ed.: It does not seem to be known what authority there is for this
assertion.
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suppose that Homer or some older poet invented this name
and brought it into his poetry.

24: 1)If, aer having condemned the opinions proposed, I
must indicatewhat Imyself think about these obscurematters,
I shall say why I think the N floods in the summer. Dur-
ing the winter, the sun is driven by storms from his customary
course and passes over the inland parts of L. 2)For the
briefest demonstration, everythinghas been said; forwhatever
country this god is nearest, or over, it is likely that that land is
very thirsty for water and that the local rivers are dried up.

25: 1)A lengthier demonstration goes as follows. In its
passage over the inland parts of L, the sun does this: as
the air is always clear in that region, the land warm, and the
winds cool, the sun does in its passage exactly as it would do
in the summer passing through the middle of the heaven: 2)it
draws the water to itself, and having done so, expels it away
to the inland regions, and the winds catch it and scatter and
dissolve it; and, as is to be expected, those that blow from that
country, the south and the southwest, are the most rainy of all
winds. 3)Yet I think that the sun never lets go of all of the wa-
ter that it draws up from theN yearly, but keeps some back
near itself. en, as thewinter becomesmilder, the sun returns
to themiddle of the heaven, and aer that draws fromall rivers
alike. 4)Meanwhile, the other rivers are swollen to high flood
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by the quantity of water that falls into them from the sky, be-
cause the country is rained on and cut into gullies; but in the
summer they are low, lacking the rain and being drawn up too
by the sun. 5)But theN, being fed by no rain, and being the
only river drawn up by the sun in winter, at this time falls far
short of the height that it had in summer; which is but nat-
ural; for in summer all other waters too and not it alone are
attracted to the sun, but in the winter it alone is afflicted.

26: 1)I am convinced, therefore, that the sun is the cause
of this phenomenon. e dryness of the air in these parts is
also caused by the sun, in my opinion, because it burns its way
through it; hence, it is always summer in the inland part of
L. 2)But were the stations of the seasons changed, so that
the south wind and the summer had their station where the
north wind and winter are now set, and the north wind was
where the south wind is now—if this were so, the sun, when
driven from mid-heaven by the winter and the north wind,
would pass over the inland parts of E as it now passes
over L, and I think that in its passage over all E it
would have the same effect on the I as it now does on the
N.

27: 1)And as to why no breeze blows from the river, this
is my opinion: it is not natural that any breeze blow from very
hot places; breezes always come from that which is very cold.
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28: 1)Let this be, then, as it is and as it was in the begin-
ning. But as to the sources of the N, no one that conversed
with me, E, L, or G, professed to know
them, except the recorder of the sacred treasures of Athena in
the E city of S. 2)I thought he was joking when
he said that he had exact knowledge, but this was his story. Be-
tween the city of S in theT and E,
there are two hills with sharp peaks, one called C and
the other M. 3)e springs of the N, which are bot-
tomless, rise between these hills; half the water flows north
towards E, and the other half south towards E.
4)He said that Psammetichus king of E had put to the
test whether the springs are bottomless: for he had a rope of
many thousand fathoms’ length woven and let down into the
spring, but he could not reach to the bottom. 5)is recorder,
then, if he spoke the truth, showed, I think, that there are
strong eddies and an upward flow of water, such that with
the stream rushing against the hills the sounding-line when
let down cannot reach bottom.

29: 1)I was unable to learn anything from anyone else,
but this much further I did learn by the most extensive in-
vestigation that I could make, going as far as the city of E-
 to look myself, and beyond that by question and
hearsay. 2)Beyond E, as one travels inland, the
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land rises. Here one must pass with the boat roped on both
sides as men harness an ox; and if the rope breaks, the boat
will be carried away by the strength of the current. 3)is part
of the river is a four days’ journey by boat, and the N here
is twisty just as the M; a distance of twelve schoeni
must be passed in the foregoing manner. Aer that, you come
to a level plain, where there is an island in the N, called
T. 4)e country above E now be-
gins to be inhabited by E: half the people of the
island are E, and half E. Near the is-
land is a great lake, on whose shores live nomadic E-
. Aer crossing this, you come to the stream of the N,
which empties into this lake. 5)en you disembark and jour-
ney along the river bank for forty days; for there are sharp pro-
jecting rocks in the N and many reefs, through which no
boat can pass. 6)Having traversed this part in forty days as I
have said, you take boat again and so travel for twelve days un-
til you come to a great city called M, which is said to
be the capital of all E. 7)e people of the place wor-
ship no other gods butZeus andDionysus;¹⁶ these they greatly
honor, and they have a place of divination sacred toZeus; they
send out armies whenever and wherever this god through his

¹⁶Ed.: e G equivalents for Amun and Osiris.
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oracle commands them¹⁷.
30: 1)From this city you make a journey by water equal in

distance to that by which you came from E to
the capital city of E, and you come to the land of the
D. ese D are called A, which
translates, in G, as “those who stand on the le hand of
the king”. 2)ese once revolted and joined themselves to the
E, two hundred and forty thousand E
of fighting age. e reason was as follows. In the reign of
Psammetichus, there were watchposts at E fac-
ing E, at D of P facing A
and A, and at M facing L. 3)And still in
my time the P hold these posts as they were held in
the days of Psammetichus; there are P guards at E-
 and atD. Now the E had been
on guard for three years, and no one came to relieve them;
so, organizing and making common cause, they revolted from
Psammetichus andwent to E. 4)Psammetichus heard
of it and pursued them; andwhen he overtook them, he asked

¹⁷Ed.: Herodotus’ account of the N in this chapter is for the most
part vague and untrustworthy. He is right as to the current above E-
, as thosewhohavemade the passage between theAD
andAwill realize. But the conditions have of course been entirely al-
tered by the construction of the dam.
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them in a long speech not to desert their children and wives
and the gods of their fathers. enone of them, the story goes,
pointed to his genitals and said that wherever that was, they
would have wives and children. 5)So they came to E,
and gave themselves up to the king of the country; who, to
make them a gi in return, told them to dispossess certain
E with whom he was feuding, and occupy their
land. ese E then learned E customs
and have become milder-mannered by intermixture with the
E.

31: 1)To a distance of four months’ travel by land and wa-
ter, then, there is knowledge of the N, besides the part of
it that is in E. So many months, as reckoning shows, are
found to be spent by one going from E to the
country of the Deserters. e river flows from the west and
the sun’s setting. Beyond this, no one has clear information to
declare; for all that country is desolate because of the heat.

32: 1)But I heard this from some men of C, who
told me that they had gone to the oracle of Ammon, and
conversed there with Etearchus king of the A,
and that from other subjects the conversation turned to the
N, how no one knows the source of it. en Etearchus
told them that once he had been visited by some N-
. 2)ese are a L people, inhabiting the coun-
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try of the S and a little way to the east of the S.
3)When these N were asked on their arrival if
they brought any news concerning the L desert, they
told Etearchus that some sons of their leadingmen, proud and
violent youths, when they came tomanhood, besides planning
other wild adventures, had chosen by lot five of their company
to visit the deserts of L and see whether they could see
any farther than those who had seen the farthest. 4)It must
be known that the whole northern seacoast of L, from
E as far as the promontory of S, which is the
end of L, is inhabited throughout its length by L,
many tribes of them, except the part held by G and
P; the region of L that is above the sea and
the inhabitants of the coast is infested by wild beasts; and far-
ther inland than thewild-beast country everything is sand, wa-
terless and desolate. 5)When the young men le their com-
panions, being well supplied with water and provisions, they
journeyed first through the inhabited country, and aer pass-
ing this they came to the region of wild beasts. 6)Aer this,
they travelled over the desert, towards the west, and crossed a
wide sandy region, until aer many days they saw trees grow-
ing in a plain; when they came to these and were picking the
fruit of the trees, they were met by little men of less than com-
mon stature, who took them and led them away. e N-
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 did not know these men’s language nor did the es-
cort know the language of theN. 7)emen led
them across great marshes, aer crossing which they came to
a city where all the people were of a stature like that of the
guides, and black. A great river ran past this city, from the
west towards the rising sun; crocodiles could be seen in it.

33: 1)is is enough of the story told by Etearchus the
A; except he said that the N re-
turned, as the men of C told me, and that the people
to whose country they came were all wizards; 2)as to the river
that ran past the city, Etearchus guessed it to be theN; and
reason proves as much. For the N flows from L, right
through themiddle of it; and as I guess, reasoning about things
unknown from visible signs, it rises proportionally as far away
as does the I.¹⁸ 3)For the I flows from the land of
theC and the city of P through the verymiddle of
E; now the C live beyond the Pillars of Heracles,
being neighbors of the C, who are the westernmost of
all the peoples inhabiting E. 4)e I, then, flows

¹⁸Ed.: ἐκ τῶν ἴσων μέτρων is an obscure expression. What Hdt. appears
tomean is, that as theN (according to him) flows first fromW. to E. and
then turns northward, so theDflows first fromW. to E. and then (as
he says) fromN. to S.; and so the rivers in amanner correspond: one crosses
A, the other E.
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clean across E and ends its course in the E ,
at I, which is inhabited by M colonists.

34: 1)e I, since it flows through inhabited coun-
try, is known from many reports; but no one can speak of the
source of the N; for L, though which it runs, is unin-
habited and desert. Regarding its course, I have related every-
thing that I could learn by inquiry; and it issues into E.
Now E lies about opposite to the mountainous part of
C; 2)from there, it is a straight five days’ journey for an
unencumbered man to S on the E; and S
lies opposite the place where the I falls into the sea. us
I suppose the course of the N in its passage through L
to be like the course of the I.

35: 1)It is sufficient to say thismuch concerning theN.
But concerning E, I am going to speak at length, because
it has the most wonders, and everywhere presents works be-
yond description; therefore, I shall say the more concerning
E. 2)Just as the E have a climate peculiar to
themselves, and their river is different in its nature from all
other rivers, so, too, have they instituted customs and laws
contrary for the most part to those of the rest of mankind.
Among them, the women buy and sell, the men stay at home
and weave; and whereas in weaving all others push the woof
upwards, the E push it downwards. 3)Men carry
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burdens on their heads, women on their shoulders. Women
pass water standing, men sitting. ey ease their bowels in-
doors, and eat out of doors in the streets, explaining that
things unseemly butnecessary shouldbedone alone inprivate,
things not unseemly should be done openly. 4)No woman is
dedicated to the service of any god or goddess; men are ded-
icated to all deities male or female. Sons are not compelled
against their will to support their parents, but daughters must
do so though they be unwilling.

36: 1)Everywhere else, priests of the gods wear their hair
long; in E, they are shaven. For all other men, the rule
in mourning for the dead is that those most nearly concerned
have their heads shaven; E are shaven at other times,
but aer a death they let their hair and beard grow. 2)e
E are the only people who keep their animals with
them in the house. Whereas all others live on wheat and bar-
ley, it is the greatest disgrace for an E to live so; they
make food from a coarse grain which some call spelt. 3)ey
knead dough with their feet, and gather mud and dung with
their hands. e E and those who have learned it
from them are the only people who practise circumcision. Ev-
eryman has two garments, every woman only one. 4)e rings
and sheets of sails aremade fast outside the boat elsewhere, but
inside it in E. e G write and calculate from le
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to right; the E do the opposite; yet they say that
their way of writing is towards the right, and the G way
towards the le. ey employ two kinds of writing; one is
called sacred, the other demotic¹⁹.

37: 1)ey are religious beyond measure, more than any
other people; and the following are among their customs.
ey drink from cups of bronze, which they clean out daily;
this is done not by some but by all. 2)ey are especially care-
ful always to wear newly-washed linen. ey practise circum-
cision for cleanliness’ sake; for they would rather be clean
than more becoming. eir priests shave the whole body ev-
ery other day, so that no lice or anything else foul may infest
them as they attend upon the gods. 3)e priests wear a sin-
gle linen garment and sandals of papyrus:²⁰ they may have no
other kind of clothing or footwear. Twice a day and twice ev-
ery night they wash in cold water. eir religious observances
are, one may say, innumerable. 4)But also they receive many
benefits: they donot consumeor spend anything of their own;
sacred food is cooked for them, beef and goose are brought in
great abundance to each man every day, and wine of grapes is

¹⁹Ed.: ree kinds, really: hieroglyphic, hieratic (derived from hiero-
glyphic), and demotic, a simplified form of hieratic. See Rawlinson’s essay,
ch. 5, in Appendix to Book II.

²⁰Ed.: On this plant, seeHdt. 2.92.
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given to them, too. ey may not eat fish. 5)e E
sow no beans in their country; if any grow, they will not eat
them either raw or cooked; the priests cannot endure even to
see them, considering beans an unclean kind of legume. Many
(not only one) are dedicated to the service of each god. One
of these is the high priest; and when a high priest dies, his son
succeeds to his office.

38: 1)ey believe that bulls belong to Epaphus,²¹ and for
this reason scrutinize them as follows; if they see even one
black hair on them, the bull is considered impure. 2)One of
the priests, appointed to the task, examines the beast, mak-
ing it stand and lie, and drawing out its tongue, to determine
whether it is clean of the stated signs which I shall indicate
hereaer.²² He looks also to the hairs of the tail, to see if they
grow naturally. 3)If it is clean in all these respects, the priest
marks it by wrapping papyrus around the horns, then smears
it with sealing-earth and stamps it with his ring; and aer this
they lead the bull away. But the penalty is death for sacrificing
a bull that the priest has not marked. Such is the manner of
approving the beast; I will now describe how it is sacrificed.

²¹Ed.: Epaphus is the G form of Apis or Hapi, the bull-god of
M; for bulls cf. Mair’s Oppian (L.C.L.) Cyn. II. 86, note.

²²Ed.: Hdt. 3.28
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39: 1)Aer leading the marked beast to the altar where
they will sacrifice it, they kindle a fire; then they pour wine on
the altar over the victim and call upon the god; then they cut
its throat, and having done so sever the head from the body.
2)ey flay the carcass of the victim, then invoke many curses
on its head, which they carry away. Where there is a mar-
ket, and G traders in it, the head is taken to the mar-
ket and sold; where there are no G, it is thrown into
the river. 3)e imprecation which they utter over the heads is
that whatever ill threatens those who sacrifice, or the whole of
E, fall upon that head. 4)In respect of the heads of sacri-
ficed beasts and the libation of wine, the practice of all E-
 is the same in all sacrifices; and from this ordinance no
E will taste of the head of anything that had life.

40: 1)But in regard to the disembowelling and burning of
the victims, there is a different way for each sacrifice. I shall
now, however, speak of that goddess whom they consider the
greatest, and inwhose honor they keephighest festival. 2)Aer
praying in the foregoing way, they take the whole stomach out
of the flayed bull, leaving the entrails and the fat in the carcass,
and cut off the legs, the end of the loin, the shoulders, and the
neck. 3)Having done this, they fill what remains of the carcass
with pure bread, honey, raisins, figs, frankincense, myrrh, and
other kinds of incense, and then burn it, pouring a lot of oil
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on it. 4)ey fast before the sacrifice, and while it is burning,
they allmake lamentation; andwhen their lamentation is over,
they set out a meal of what is le of the victim.

41: 1)All E sacrifice unblemished bulls and
bull-calves; they may not sacrifice cows: these are sacred to
Isis. 2)For the images of Isis are in woman’s form, horned like
a cow, exactly as the G picture Io, and cows are held
by far the most sacred of all beasts of the herd by all E-
 alike. 3)For this reason, no E man or woman
will kiss a G man, or use a knife, or a spit, or a cauldron
belonging to a G, or taste the flesh of an unblemished
bull that has been cut up with a G knife. 4)Cattle that
die are dealt with in the following way. Cows are cast into the
river, bulls are buried by each city in its suburbs, with one or
both horns uncovered for a sign; then, when the carcass is de-
composed, and the time appointed is at hand, a boat comes
to each city from the island called P, 5)an island
in the Delta, nine schoeni in circumference. ere are many
other towns on P; the one from which the boats
come to gather the bones of the bulls is called A;²³
a temple ofAphrodite stands in it of great sanctity. 6)From this
town many go out, some to one town and some to another, to

²³Ed.: No doubt from Athor or Hathor, under which name Isis was
oen worshipped.
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dig up the bones, which they then carry away and all bury in
one place. As they bury the cattle, so do they all other beasts at
death. Such is their ordinance respecting these also; for they,
too, may not be killed.

42: 1)All that have a temple of Zeus of T or are of
the T district sacrifice goats, but will not touch sheep.
2)For no gods are worshipped by all E in common
except Isis andOsiris, who they say is Dionysus; these are wor-
shipped by all alike. ose who have a temple of Mendes²⁴ or
are of theM  sacrifice sheep, but will not
touch goats. 3)e T, and those who by the T
example will not touch sheep, give the following reason for
their ordinance:²⁵ they say that Heracles wanted very much
to see Zeus and that Zeus did not want to be seen by him,
but that finally, when Heracles prayed, Zeus contrived 4)to
show himself displaying the head and wearing the fleece of a
ram which he had flayed and beheaded. It is from this that
the E images of Zeus have a ram’s head; and in this,
the E are imitated by the A, who are

²⁴Ed.: Mendes, G form of Binded, a town in the Delta where
Osiris wasworshipped in the formof a ram, according tomonuments. Here
Mendes apparently = Osiris.

²⁵Ed.: e G identified with Heracles an E god Shu
(called at T Chonsu-Neferhotep,ἀαγαθοδαίμων).
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colonists from E and E and speak a language
compounded of the tongues of both countries. 5)It was from
this, I think, that the A got their name, too; for
the E call Zeus “Amon”. e T, then, con-
sider rams sacred for this reason, and do not sacrifice them.
6)But one day a year, at the festival of Zeus, they cut in pieces
andflay a single ramandput the fleece on the image ofZeus, as
in the story; then they bring an image ofHeracles near it. Hav-
ing done this, all that are at the templemourn for the ram, and
then bury it in a sacred coffin.

43: 1)ConcerningHeracles, I heard it said that he was one
of the twelve gods. But nowhere in E could I hear any-
thing about the other Heracles, whom the G know. 2)I
have indeed a lot of other evidence that the name of Hera-
cles did not come from H to E, but from E
to H (and in H to those G who gave the
name Heracles to the son of Amphitryon), besides this: that
Amphitryon and Alcmene, the parents of this Heracles, were
both E by descent²⁶ ; and that the E deny
knowing the names Poseidon and the Dioscuri, nor are these
gods reckoned among the gods of E. 3)Yet if they got the
name of any deity from the G, of these not least but in

²⁶Ed.: As grandchildren of Perseus, for whose E origin see
Hdt. 2.91.
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particular would they preserve a recollection, if indeed they
were alreadymaking sea voyages and some G, too, were
seafaringmen, as I expect and judge; so that the names of these
gods would have been even better known to the E
than the name of Heracles. 4)But Heracles is a very ancient
god in E; as the E themselves say, the change
of the eight gods to the twelve, oneofwhomthey acknowledge
Heracles to be, was made seventeen thousand years before the
reign of Amasis.

44: 1)Moreover, wishing to get clear information about
thismatterwhere it was possible so to do, I took ship forT
in P, where I had learned by inquiry that there was
a holy temple of Heracles.²⁷ 2)ere I saw it, richly equipped
with many other offerings, besides two pillars, one of refined
gold, one of emerald: a great pillar that shone at night; and
in conversation with the priests, I asked how long it was since
their temple was built. 3)I found that their account did not
tally with the belief of the G, either; for they said that
the temple of the god was founded when T first became a
city, and that was two thousand three hundred years ago. At
T I saw yet another temple of the so-called asian Hera-
cles. 4)en I went to T, too, where I found a temple of

²⁷Ed.: e T god Melkart.
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Heracles built by the P, who made a settlement
there when they voyaged in search of E; now they did
so as much as five generations before the birth of Heracles the
son of Amphitryon in H. 5)erefore, what I have dis-
covered by inquiry plainly shows that Heracles is an ancient
god. And furthermore, thoseG, I think, aremost in the
right, who have established and practise two worships of Her-
acles, sacrificing to oneHeracles as to an immortal, and calling
him the O, but to the other bringing offerings as to
a dead hero²⁸.

45: 1)And the G say many other ill-considered
things, too; among them, this is a silly story which they tell
about Heracles: that when he came to E, the E-
 crowned him and led him out in a procession to sac-
rifice him to Zeus; and for a while (they say) he followed qui-
etly, but when they started in on him at the altar, he resisted
and killed them all. 2)Now it seems tome that by this story the
G show themselves altogether ignorant of the character
and customs of the E; for how should they sacrifice
men when they are forbidden to sacrifice even beasts, except
swine and bulls and bull-calves, if they are unblemished, and

²⁸Ed.: ere is a dual Heracles in the Odyssey, Hom. Od. 11.601 ff.
An εἴδωλον of him is seen in the world of the dead; but “he himself ” is an
immortal among the gods of heaven.
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geese? 3)And furthermore, as Heracles was alone, and, still,
only a man, as they say, how is it natural that he should kill
many myriads? In talking so much about this, may I keep the
goodwill of gods and heroes!

46: 1)is is why the E of whom I have spoken
sacrifice no goats, male or female: the M reckon
Pan among the eight gods who, they say, were before the
twelve gods. 2)Now in their painting and sculpture, the im-
age of Pan is made with the head and the legs of a goat, as
among the G; not that he is thought to be in fact such,
or unlike other gods; but why they represent him so, I have
no wish to say. 3)e M consider all goats sacred,
the male even more than the female, and goatherds are held
in special estimation: one he-goat is most sacred of all; when
he dies, it is ordained that there should be great mourning in
all the M . 4)In the E language
Mendes is the name both for the he-goat and for Pan. In my
lifetime a strange thing occurred in this district: a he-goat had
intercourse openly with a woman. is came to be publicly
known.

47: 1)Swine are held by the E to be unclean
beasts. In the first place, if an E touches a hog in
passing, he goes to the river and dips himself in it, clothed
as he is; and in the second place, swineherds, though na-
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tive born E, are alone of all men forbidden to en-
ter any E temple; nor will any give a swineherd his
daughter in marriage, nor take a wife from their women; but
swineherds intermarry among themselves. 2)Nordo theE-
 think it right to sacrifice swine to any god except the
Moon and Dionysus; to these, they sacrifice their swine at the
same time, in the same season of full moon; then they eat the
meat. e E have an explanation of why they sacri-
fice swine at this festival, yet abominate themat others; I know
it, but it is not fitting that I relate it. 3)But this is how they sac-
rifice swine to the Moon: the sacrificer lays the end of the tail
and the spleen and the caul together and covers them up with
all the fat that he finds around the belly, then consigns it all to
the fire; as for the rest of the flesh, they eat it at the time of full
moon when they sacrifice the victim; but they will not taste
it on any other day. Poor men, with but slender means, mold
swine out of dough, which they then take and sacrifice.

48: 1)ToDionysus, on the evening of his festival, everyone
offers a piglet which he kills before his door and then gives to
the swineherd who has sold it, for him to take away. 2)e
rest of the festival of Dionysus is observed by the E
much as it is by theG, except for thedances; but inplace
of the phallus, they have invented the use of puppets two feet
high moved by strings, the male member nodding and nearly
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as big as the rest of the body, which are carried about the vil-
lages by women; a flute-player goes ahead, the women follow
behind singing of Dionysus. 3)Why the male member is so
large and is the only part of the body that moves, there is a
sacred legend that explains.

49: 1)Now then, it seems to me that Melampus son of
Amytheon was not ignorant of but was familiar with this sac-
rifice. ForMelampus was the one who taught theG the
name of Dionysus and the way of sacrificing to him and the
phallic procession; he did not exactly unveil the subject taking
all its details into consideration, for the teachers who came af-
ter him made a fuller revelation; but it was from him that the
G learned to bear the phallus along in honor of Diony-
sus, and they got their present practice from his teaching. 2)I
say, then, that Melampus acquired the prophetic art, being a
discerningman, and that, besides many other things which he
learned from E, he also taught the G things con-
cerning Dionysus, altering few of them; for I will not say that
what is done in E in connectionwith the god andwhat is
done among the G originated independently: for they
would then be of anH character and not recently in-
troduced. 3)Nor again will I say that the E took ei-
ther this or any other custom from the G. But I believe
that Melampus learned the worship of Dionysus chiefly from
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Cadmus of T and those who came with Cadmus from
P to the land now called B.

50: 1)In fact, the names of nearly all the gods came to
H from E. For I am convinced by inquiry that
they have come from foreign parts, and I believe that they
came chiefly from E. 2)Except the names of Poseidon
and the Dioscuri, as I have already said, and Hera, and Hes-
tia, andemis, and theGraces, and theNereids, the names of
all the gods have always existed in E. I only say what the
E themselves say. e gods whose names they say
they donot knowwere, as I think, namedby theP,
except Poseidon, the knowledge of whom they learned from
the L. 3)Alone of all nations the L have had
among them the name of Poseidon from the beginning, and
they have always honored this god. e E, how-
ever, are not accustomed to pay any honors to heroes.

51: 1)ese customs, then, and others besides, which I
shall indicate, were taken by the G from the E-
. It was not so with the ithyphallic images of Her-
mes; the production of these came from the P,
from whom the A were the first G to take
it, and then handed it on to others. 2)For the A
were then already counted as G when the P
came to live in the land with them and thereby began to be
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considered as G. Whoever has been initiated into the
rites of the C, which the S learned
from the P and now practice, understands what
my meaning is. 3)S was formerly inhabited by
those P who came to live among the A-
, and it is from them that the S take their
rites. 4)eA, then, were the first G tomake
ithyphallic images of Hermes, and they did this because the
P taught them. e P told a certain
sacred tale about this, which is set forth in the S-
 mysteries.

52: 1)Formerly, in all their sacrifices, the P
called upon gods without giving name or appellation to any
(I know this, because I was told at D); for as yet they
had not heard of such. ey called them gods²⁹ from the fact
that, besides setting everything in order, they maintained all
the dispositions. 2)en, aer a long while, first they learned
the names of the rest of the gods, which came to them from
E, and, much later, the name of Dionysus; and presently
they asked the oracle at D about the names; for this
place of divination, held to be the most ancient in H,
was at that time the only one. 3)When the P, then,

²⁹Ed.: On the supposition that θεόςmeant “a disposer,” connected with
θεσμός, τίθημι, etc.
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asked at D whether they should adopt the names that
had come from foreign parts, the oracle told them to use the
names. From that time onwards they used the names of the
gods in their sacrifices; and the G received these later
from the P.

53: 1)But whence each of the gods came to be, or whether
all had always been, and how they appeared in form, they did
not know until yesterday or the day before, so to speak; 2)for
I suppose Hesiod and Homer flourished not more than four
hundred years earlier than I; and these are the oneswho taught
the G the descent of the gods, and gave the gods their
names, and determined their spheres and functions, and de-
scribed their outward forms. 3)But the poets who are said to
have been earlier than these men were, in my opinion, later.
e earlier part of all this is what the priestesses of D
tell; the later, that which concernsHesiod andHomer, is what
I myself say.

54: 1)But about the oracles in H, and that one
which is inL, theE give the following account.
e priests of Zeus of T told me that two priestesses
had been carried away from T by P; one,
they said they had heard was taken away and sold in L,
the other in H; these women, they said, were the first
founders of places of divination in the aforesaid countries.
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2)When I asked them how it was that they could speak with
such certain knowledge, they said in reply that their people
had sought diligently for these women, and had never been
able to find them, but had learned later the story which they
were telling me.

55: 1)at, then, I heard from the T priests; and
what follows, the prophetesses of D say: that two
black doves had come flying from T in E, one to
L and one to D; 2)the latter settled on an oak
tree, and there uttered human speech, declaring that a place
of divination from Zeus must be made there; the people of
D understood that the message was divine, and there-
fore established the oracular shrine. 3)edovewhich came to
L told the L (they say) to make an oracle of Am-
mon; this also is sacred to Zeus. Suchwas the story told by the
D priestesses, the eldest of whom was Promeneia
and the next Timarete and the youngest Nicandra; and the
rest of the servants of the temple at D similarly held it
true.

56: 1)But my own belief about it is this. If the P-
 did in fact carry away the sacred women and sell one
in L and one in H, then, in my opinion, the place
where this woman was sold in what is now H, but was
formerly called P, was T; 2)and then, be-
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ing a slave there, she established a shrine of Zeus under an oak
that was growing there; for it was reasonable that, as she had
been a handmaid of the temple of Zeus at T , she would
remember that temple in the land to which she had come.
3)Aer this, as soon as she understood the G language,
she taught divination; and she said that her sister had been
sold in L by the same P who sold her.

57: 1)I expect that thesewomenwere called “doves” by the
people of D because they spoke a strange language,
and the people thought it like the cries of birds; 2)then the
woman spoke what they could understand, and that is why
they say that the dove uttered human speech; as long as she
spoke in a foreign tongue, they thought her voice was like
the voice of a bird. For how could a dove utter the speech of
men? e tale that the dovewas black signifies that thewoman
was E³⁰. 3)e fashions of divination at T of
E and at D are like one another; moreover, the
practice of divining from the sacrificed victim has also come
from E.

58: 1)It would seem, too, that the E were the
first people to establish solemn assemblies, and processions,

³⁰Ed.: Perhaps Herodotus’ explanation is right. But the name “doves”
may be purely symbolic; thus priestesses of Demeter and Artemis were
sometimes called Bees.
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and services; the G learned all that from them. I con-
sider this proved, because the E ceremonies areman-
ifestly very ancient, and the G are of recent origin.

59: 1)e E hold solemn assemblies not once
a year, but oen. e principal one of these and the most
enthusiastically celebrated is that in honor of Artemis at the
town of B³¹ , and the next is that in honor of Isis at
Busiris. 2)is town is in themiddle of the ED,
and there is in it a very great temple of Isis, who is Demeter in
the G language. 3)e third greatest festival is at S in
honor of Athena; the fourth is the festival of the sun at H-
, the fih of Leto at B, and the sixth of Ares at
P.

60: 1)When the people are on their way to B,
they go by river, a great number in every boat,men andwomen
together. Some of the women make a noise with rattles, oth-
ers play flutes all the way, while the rest of the women, and
the men, sing and clap their hands. 2)As they travel by river
to B, whenever they come near any other town they
bring their boat near the bank; then some of the women do
as I have said, while some shout mockery of the women of
the town; others dance, and others stand up and li their

³¹Ed.: B in theDelta, the “city of Pasht,” where the cat-headed
goddess Pasht (identified by Herodotus with Artemis) was worshipped.
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skirts. ey do this whenever they come alongside any river-
side town. 3)But when they have reached B, they
make a festival with great sacrifices, and more wine is drunk
at this feast than in the whole year besides. It is customary for
men and women (but not children) to assemble there to the
number of seven hundred thousand, as the people of the place
say.

61: 1)is is what they do there; I have already described
how they keep the feast of Isis at Busiris. ere, aer the sacri-
fice, all themen andwomen lament, in countless numbers; but
it is not pious for me to say who it is for whom they lament.
2)C who live in E do even more than this, inas-
much as they cut their foreheads with knives; and by this they
show that they are foreigners and not E.

62: 1)When they assemble at S on the night of the sac-
rifice, they keep lamps burning outside around their houses.
ese lamps are saucers full of salt and oil on which the wick
floats, and they burn all night. is is called the Feast of
Lamps. 2)E who do not come to this are mindful
on the night of sacrifice to keep their own lamps burning, and
so they are alight not only at S but throughout E. A
sacred tale is told showing why this night is lit up thus and
honored.

63: 1)When the people go to H and B,
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they offer sacrifice only. At P sacrifice is offered and
rites performed just as elsewhere; but when the sun is setting,
a few of the priests hover about the image, while most of them
go and stand in the entrance to the temple with clubs of wood
in their hands; others, more than a thousand men fulfilling
vows, who also carry wooden clubs, stand in a mass oppo-
site. 2)e image of the god, in a little gilded wooden shrine,
they carry away on the day before this to another sacred build-
ing. e few who are le with the image draw a four-wheeled
wagon conveying the shrine and the image that is in the shrine;
the others stand in the space before the doors and do not let
them enter, while the vow-keepers, taking the side of the god,
strike them, whodefend themselves. 3)Afierce fightwith clubs
breaks out there, and they are hit on their heads, and many, I
expect, even die from their wounds; although the E
said that nobody dies. 4)e natives say that they made this
assembly a custom from the following incident: the mother
of Ares lived in this temple; Ares had been raised apart from
her and came, when he grew up, wishing to visit his mother;
but as her attendants kept himout andwould not let himpass,
never having seen himbefore, Ares broughtmen fromanother
town, manhandled the attendants, and went in to his mother.
From this, they say, this hitting for Ares became a custom in
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the festival³².
64: 1)Furthermore, it was the E who first made

it amatter of religious observance not to have intercoursewith
women in temples or to enter a temple aer such intercourse
without washing. Nearly all other peoples are less careful in
this matter than are the E and G, and con-
sider a man to be like any other animal; 2)for beasts and birds
(they say) are seen to mate both in the temples and in the sa-
cred precincts; nowwere this displeasing to the god, the beasts
would not do so. is is the reason given by others for prac-
tices which I, for my part, dislike;

65: 1)but the E in this and in all other mat-
ters are exceedingly strict against desecration of their temples.
2)Although E has L on its borders, it is not a coun-
try ofmany animals. All of themare held sacred; some of these
are part of men’s households and some not; but if I were to say
why they are le alone as sacred, I should end up talking of
matters of divinity, which I am especially averse to treating;
I have never touched upon such except where necessity has
compelledme. 3)But I will indicate how it is customary to deal
with the animals. Men and women are appointed guardians

³²Ed.: It is uncertain what E deity Herodotus identifies with
Ares. In a G papyrus, “Ares” is the equivalent for the E An-
hur, a god, apparently, not clearly differentiated from “Shu” or “Heracles.”
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to provide nourishment for each kind respectively; a son in-
herits this office from his father. 4)Townsfolk in each place,
when they pay their vows, pray to the god to whom the ani-
mal is dedicated, shaving all or one half or one third of their
children’s heads, and weighing the hair in a balance against a
sum of silver; then the weight in silver of the hair is given to
the female guardian of the creatures, who buys fish with it and
feeds them. 5)us, food is provided for them. Whoever kills
one of these creatures intentionally is punished with death; if
he kills accidentally, he pays whatever penalty the priests ap-
point. Whoever kills an ibis or a hawk, intentionally or not,
must die for it.

66: 1)ere aremany household animals; and therewould
be many more, were it not for what happens among the cats.
When the females have a litter, they are no longer receptive
to the males; those that seek to have intercourse with them
cannot; 2)so their recourse is to steal and carry off and kill the
kittens (but they do not eat what they have killed). emoth-
ers, deprived of their young and desiring to have more, will
then approach the males; for they are creatures that love off-
spring. 3)And when a fire breaks out, very strange things hap-
pen among the cats. eE stand around in abroken
line, thinking more of the cats than of quenching the burn-
ing; but the cats slip through or leap over the men and spring
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into the fire. 4)When this happens, there is great mourning in
E. e occupants of a house where a cat has died a nat-
ural death shave their eyebrows and no more; where a dog has
died, the head and the whole body are shaven.

67: 1)Dead cats are taken away to sacred buildings in the
town of B, where they are embalmed and buried; fe-
male dogs are buriedby the townsfolk in their own towns in sa-
cred coffins; and the like is done with mongooses. Shrewmice
and hawks are taken away to B, ibises to the city of Her-
mes. 2)ere are fewbears, and thewolves are little bigger than
foxes; both these are buried wherever they are found lying.

68: 1)e nature of crocodiles is as follows. For the four
winter months, it eats nothing. It has four feet, and lives both
on land and in the water, for it lays eggs and hatches them out
on land and spends the greater part of the day on dry ground,
and the night in the river, the water being warmer than the
air and dew. 2)Nomortal creature of all which we know grows
from so small a beginning to such greatness; for its eggs are not
much bigger than goose eggs, and the young crocodile is of a
proportional size, but it grows to a length of twenty-eight feet
and more. 3)It has eyes like pigs’ eyes, and long, protruding
teeth. It is the only animal that has no tongue. It does not
move the lower jaw, but brings the upper jaw down upon the
lower, uniquely among beasts. 4)It also has strong claws, and
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a scaly, impenetrable hide on its back. It is blind in the water,
but very keen of sight in the air. Since it lives in the water, its
mouth is all full of leeches. All birds and beasts flee from it,
except the sandpiper³³ , with which it is at peace because this
bird does the crocodile a service; 5)for whenever the crocodile
comes ashore out of the water and then opens its mouth (and
it does this mostly to catch the west wind), the sandpiper goes
into its mouth and eats the leeches; the crocodile is pleased by
this service and does the sandpiper no harm.

69: 1)Some of the E consider crocodiles sa-
cred; others do not, but treat them as enemies. ose who
live near T and  M consider them very sa-
cred. 2)Every household raises one crocodile, trained to be
tame; they put ornaments of glass and gold on its ears and
bracelets on its forefeet, provide special food and offerings
for it, and give the creatures the best of treatment while they
live; aer death, the crocodiles are embalmed and buried
in sacred coffins. 3)But around E they are not
held sacred, and are even eaten. e E do not call
them crocodiles, but khampsae. e I named them
crocodiles, from their resemblance to the lizards which they
have in their walls³⁴.

³³Ed.: E spur-winged lapwing (Hoplopterus armatus).
³⁴Ed.: κροκόδειλος is I for a lizard; the commoner word is σαύρα
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70: 1)ere are many different ways of crocodile hunting;
I will write of the way that I think most worth mentioning.
e hunter baits a hook with a hog’s back, and lets it float
into themidst of the river; he himself stays on the bank with a
young live pig, whichhebeats. 2)Hearing the squeals of thepig,
the crocodile goes aer the sound, andmeets the bait, which it
swallows; then the hunters pull the line. When the crocodile
is drawn ashore, first of all the hunter smears its eyes over with
mud; when this is done, the quarry is very easilymastered—no
light matter, without that.

71: 1)Hippopotamuses are sacred in the district of P-
, but not elsewhere in E. ey present the fol-
lowing appearance: four-footed, with cloven hooves like cat-
tle; blunt-nosed; with a horse’s mane, visible tusks, a horse’s
tail and voice; big as the biggest bull. eir hide is so thick
that, when it is dried, spearshas are made of it.

72: 1)Otters are found in the river, too, which the E-
 consider sacred; and they consider sacred that fish, too,
which is called the scale-fish, and the eel. ese, and the fox-
goose³⁵ among birds, are said to be sacred to the god of the

or σαῦρος. χάμψα is the E “em-suh,” a name which survives in the
Arabic “timsah,” i.e. em-suh with the feminine article prefixed.

³⁵Ed.: Or “Nile-goose.” e E goose (Chenalopex Aegyp-
tica).
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N.
73: 1)ere is another sacred bird, too, whose name is

phoenix. Imyself have never seen it, only pictures of it; for the
bird seldom comes into E: once in five hundred years, as
the people of H say. 2)It is said that the phoenix
comes when his father dies. If the picture truly shows his size
and appearance, his plumage is partly golden and partly red.
He is most like an eagle in shape and size. 3)What they say this
bird manages to do is incredible to me. Flying from A
to the temple of the sun, they say, he conveys his father en-
cased inmyrrh and buries him at the temple of the Sun. 4)is
is howhe conveys him: he firstmolds an egg ofmyrrh as heavy
as he can carry, then tries liing it, and when he has tried it, he
then hollows out the egg and puts his father into it, and plas-
ters over withmoremyrrh the hollow of the egg into which he
has put his father, which is the same in weight with his father
lying in it, and he conveys him encased to the temple of the
Sun in E. is is what they say this bird does.

74: 1)Near T there are sacred snakes, harmless to
men, small in size, and bearing two horns on the top of their
heads. ese, when they die, are buried in the temple of Zeus,
to whom they are said to be sacred.

75: 1)ere is a place in A not far from the town of
Bwhere Iwent to learn about thewinged serpents. When
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I arrived there, I saw innumerable bones and backbones of ser-
pents: many heaps of backbones, great and small and even
smaller. 2)is place, where the backbones lay scattered, is
where a narrowmountain pass opens into a great plain, which
adjoins the plain of E. 3)Winged serpents are said to fly
from A at the beginning of spring, making for E;
but the ibis birds encounter the invaders in this pass and kill
them. 4)e A say that the ibis is greatly honored by
the E for this service, and the E give the
same reason for honoring these birds.

76: 1)Now this is the appearance of the ibis. It is all quite
black, with the legs of a crane, and a beak sharply hooked, and
is as big as a landrail. Such is the appearance of the ibis which
fights with the serpents. ose that most associate with men
(for there are two kinds of ibis³⁶ ) 2)have the whole head and
neck bare of feathers; their plumage is white, except the head
and neck and wingtips and tail (these being quite black); the
legs and beak of the bird are like those of the other ibis. e
serpents are like water-snakes. 3)eir wings are not feathered
but very like the wings of a bat.I have now said enough con-
cerning creatures that are sacred.

77: 1)Among the E themselves, those who live

³⁶Ed.: Geronticus Calvus and Ibis Aethiopica.
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in the cultivated country are the most assiduous of all men at
preserving the memory of the past, and none whom I have
questioned are so skilled in history. 2)ey practice the fol-
lowing way of life. For three consecutive days in every month
they purge themselves, pursuing health by means of emetics
and drenches; for they think that it is from the food they
eat that all sicknesses come to men. 3)Even without this, the
E are thehealthiest of allmen, next to theL;
the explanation of which, in my opinion, is that the climate
in all seasons is the same: for change is the great cause of
men’s falling sick, more especially changes of seasons. 4)ey
eat bread, making loaves which they call “cyllestis,”³⁷ of coarse
grain. For wine, they use a drink made from barley, for they
have no vines in their country. ey eat fish either raw and
sun-dried, or preserved with brine. 5)Quails and ducks and
small birds are salted and eaten raw; all other kinds of birds, as
well as fish (except those that theE consider sacred)
are eaten roasted or boiled.

78: 1)Aer rich men’s repasts, a man carries around an
image in a coffin, painted and carved in exact imitation of a
corpse two or four feet long. is he shows to each of the com-
pany, saying “While you drink and enjoy, look on this; for to

³⁷Ed.: Loaves twisted to a point, apparently.
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this state youmust come when you die.” Such is the custom at
their symposia.

79: 1)ey keep the customs of their fathers, adding none
to them. Among other notable customs of theirs is this,
that they have one song, the Linus-song,³⁸ which is sung in
P and C and elsewhere; each nation has a
name of its own for this, 2)but it happens to be the same song
that theG sing, and call Linus; so that ofmany things in
E that amaze me, one is: where did the E get
Linus? Plainly they have always sung this song; but in Egyp-
tian Linus is calledManeros.³⁹ 3)eE toldme that
Maneros was the only son of their first king, who died prema-
turely, and this dirgewas sungby theE inhis honor;
and this, they said, was their earliest and their only chant.

80: 1)ere is a custom, too, which noG except the
L have in common with the E:
younger men, encountering their elders, yield the way and
stand aside, and rise from their seats for them when they
approach. 2)But they are like none of the G in this:

³⁸Ed.: is is the hymn for a slain youth (said to typify the departure
of early summer), ammuz, Atys, Hylas, or Linus; the S refrain ai
lenu, “alas for us,” becomes the G αἴλινος, from which comes the name
Linus.

³⁹Ed.: Maneros, probably from the refrainma-n-hra, “come back to us.”
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passers-by do not address each other, but salute by lowering
the hand to the knee.

81: 1)ey wear linen tunics with fringes hanging about
the legs, called “calasiris,” and loosewhitewoolenmantles over
these. But nothing woolen is brought into temples, or buried
with them: that is impious. 2)ey agree in this with prac-
tices called Orphic and Bacchic, but in fact E and
Pythagorean: for it is impious, too, for one partaking of these
rites to be buried in woolen wrappings. ere is a sacred leg-
end about this.

82: 1)Other things originating with the E are
these. Each month and day belong to one of the gods, and
according to the day of one’s birth are determined how one
will fare and how one will end andwhat one will be like; those
G occupied with poetry exploit this. 2)More portents
have been discovered by them than by all other peoples; when
a portent occurs, they take note of the outcome and write it
down; and if something of a like kind happens again, they
think it will have a like result.

83: 1)As to the art of divination among them, it belongs to
noman, but to someof the gods; there are in their country ora-
cles ofHeracles, Apollo, Athena, Artemis, Ares, andZeus, and
of Leto (the most honored of all) in the town of B. Nev-
ertheless, they have several ways of divination, not just one.
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84: 1)e practice of medicine is so specialized among
them that each physician is a healer of one disease and no
more. All the country is full of physicians, some of the eye,
some of the teeth, some ofwhat pertains to the belly, and some
of internal diseases.

85: 1)eymourn and bury the dead like this: whenever a
man of note is lost to his house by death, all the women of the
house daub their faces or heads with mud; then they leave the
corpse in the house and roam about the city lamenting, with
their garments girt around them and their breasts showing,
and with them all the women of their relatives; 2)elsewhere,
the men lament, with garments girt likewise. When this is
done, they take the dead body to be embalmed.

86: 1)ere are men whose sole business this is and who
have this special cra. 2)When adead body is brought to them,
they show those who brought it wooden models of corpses,
painted likenesses; the most perfect way of embalming be-
longs, they say, toOnewhosename itwould be impious forme
to mention in treating such a matter; the second way, which
they show, is less perfect than the first, and cheaper; and the
third is the least costly of all. Having shown these, they ask
those who brought the body in which way they desire to have
it prepared. 3)Having agreed on a price, the bearers go away,
and the workmen, le alone in their place, embalm the body.
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If they do this in themost perfect way, they first draw out part
of the brain through the nostrils with an iron hook, and in-
ject certain drugs into the rest. 4)en, making a cut near the
flank with a sharp knife of Ethiopian stone, they take out all
the intestines, and clean the belly, rinsing it with palm wine
and bruised spices; 5)they sew it up again aer filling the belly
with pure groundmyrrh and casia and any other spices, except
frankincense. Aer doing this, they conceal the body for sev-
enty days, embalmed in saltpetre; no longer time is allowed
for the embalming; 6)and when the seventy days have passed,
they wash the body and wrap the whole of it in bandages of
fine linen cloth, anointed with gum, which the E
mostly use instead of glue; 7)then they give the deadman back
to his friends. ese make a hollow wooden figure like a man,
in which they enclose the corpse, shut it up, and keep it safe in
a coffin-chamber, placed erect against a wall.

87: 1)at is how they prepare the dead in themost costly
way;⁴⁰ those who want the middle way and shun the costly,
they prepare as follows. 2)eembalmers charge their syringes
with cedar oil and fill the belly of the dead man with it, with-
out making a cut or removing the intestines, but injecting the
fluid through the anus and preventing it from running out;

⁴⁰Ed.: τοὺς τὰ πολυτελέστατα, sc. βουλομένους.
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then they embalm the body for the appointed days; on the last
day they drain the belly of the cedar oil which they put in be-
fore. 3)It has such great power as to bring out with it the inter-
nal organs and intestines all dissolved; meanwhile, the flesh is
eaten away by the saltpetre, and in the end nothing is le of
the body but hide and bones. en the embalmers give back
the dead body with no more ado.

88: 1)e third manner of embalming, the preparation of
the poorer dead, is this: they cleanse the belly with a purge,
embalm the body for the seventy days and then give it back to
be taken away.

89: 1)Wives of notable men, and women of great beauty
and reputation, are not at once given to the embalmers, but
only aer they have been dead for three or four days; 2)this is
done to deter the embalmers fromhaving intercourse with the
women. For it is said that one was caught having intercourse
with the fresh corpse of a woman, and was denounced by his
fellow-workman.

90: 1)Anyone, E or foreigner, known to have
been carried off by a crocodile or drowned by the river itself,
must by all means be embalmed andwrapped as attractively as
possible and buried in a sacred coffinby the people of the place
where he is cast ashore; 2)none of his relatives or friends may
touch him, but his body is considered something more than
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human, and is handled and buried by the priests of the N
themselves.

91: 1)e E shun using G customs, and
(generally speaking) the customs of all other peoples as well.
Yet, though the rest are wary of this, there is a great city called
K, in the T district, near the N C. 2)In
this city is a square temple of Perseus son of Danae, in a grove
of palm trees. Before this temple stand great stone columns;
and at the entrance, two great stone statues. In the outer court
there is a shrine with an image of Perseus standing in it. 3)e
people of this K say that Perseus is seen oen up and
down this land, and oen within the temple, and that the san-
dal he wears, which is four feet long, keeps turning up, and
that when it does turn up, all E prospers. 4)is is what
they say; and their doings inhonor of Perseus areG, inas-
much as they celebrate games that include every form of con-
test, and offer animals and cloaks and skins as prizes. 5)When
I asked why Perseus appeared only to them, and why, unlike
all other E, they celebrate games, they told me that
Perseus was by lineage of their city; for Danaus and Lynceus,
who travelled toG, were of K; and they traced
descent from these down to Perseus. 6)ey told how he came
to K, too, when he came to E for the reason al-
leged by the G as well—namely, to bring the Gorgon’s
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head from L—and recognized all his relatives; and how
he had heard the name of K from his mother before
he came to E. It was at his bidding, they said, that they
celebrated the games.

92: 1)All these are the customs of E who live
above themarsh country. osewho inhabit themarshes have
the same customs as the rest of E, even that each
man has one wife just like G. ey have, besides, de-
vised means to make their food less costly. 2)When the river
is in flood and flows over the plains, many lilies, which the
E call lotus, grow in the water. ey gather these
and dry them in the sun; then they crush the poppy-like cen-
ter of the plant and bake loaves of it. 3)e root of this lotus
is edible also, and of a sweetish taste; it is round, and the size
of an apple. 4)Other lilies grow in the river, too, that are like
roses; the fruit of these is found in a calyx springing from the
root by a separate stalk, and ismost like a combmadebywasps;
this produces many edible seeds as big as olive pits, which are
eaten both fresh and dried. 5)ey also use the byblus which
grows annually: it is gathered from the marshes, the top of it
cut off and put to other uses, and the lower part, about twenty
inches long, eaten or sold. ose who wish to use the byblus
at its very best, roast it before eating in a red-hot oven. Some
live on fish alone. ey catch the fish, take out the intestines,
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then dry them in the sun and eat them dried.
93: 1)Fish that go in schools are seldom born in rivers;

they are raised in the lakes, and this is how they behave: when
the desire of spawning comes on them, they swim out to sea
in schools, the males leading, and throwing out their milt,
while the females come aer and swallowand conceive from it.
2)When the females have grown heavy in the sea, then all the
fish swim back to their own haunts. But the same no longer
lead; now the leadership goes to the females. ey go before
in a school as themales had, and now and then throw off some
of their eggs (which are likemillet-seeds), which themales de-
vour as they follow. ese millet-seeds, or eggs, are fish. 3)e
fish that are reared come from the eggs that survive and are
not devoured. ose fish that are caught while swimming sea-
wards show bruises on the le side of their heads; those that
are caught returning, on the right side. 4)is happens because
they keep close to the le bank as they swim seawards, and
keep to the samebank also on their return, grazing it andkeep-
ing in contact with it as well as they can, I suppose lest the cur-
rent make them miss their way. 5)When the N begins to
rise, hollow andmarshy places near the river are the first to be-
gin to fill, the water trickling through from the river, and as
soon as they are flooded, they are suddenly full of little fishes.
6)Where these probably come from, I believe that I can guess.
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When theN falls, the fish have dropped their eggs into the
mud before they leave with the last of the water; and when in
the course of time the flood comes again in the following year,
from these eggs at once come the fish.

94: 1)So much, then, for the fish. e E who
live around the marshes use an oil drawn from the castor-
berry, which they call kiki. ey sow this plant, which grows
wild in H, on the banks of the rivers and lakes; 2)sown
in E, it produces abundant fruit, though malodorous;
when they gather this, some bruise and press it, others boil af-
ter roasting it, and collect the liquid that comes from it. is
is thick and useful as oil for lamps, and gives off a strong smell.

95: 1)Against the mosquitos that abound, the following
have been devised by them: those who dwell higher up than
the marshy country are well served by the towers where they
ascend to sleep, for the winds prevent the mosquitos from fly-
ing alo; 2)those living about the marshes have a different re-
course, instead of the towers. Every one of themhas a net, with
which he catches fish by day, and at night he sets it around
the bed where he rests, then creeps under it and sleeps. 3)If
he sleeps wrapped in a garment or cloth, the mosquitos bite
through it; but through the net they absolutely do not even
venture.

96: 1)e boats in which they carry cargo are made of the
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acacia,⁴¹ which is most like the lotus of C in form, and
its sap is gum. Of this tree they cut logs of four feet long and lay
them like courses of bricks,⁴² and build the boat 2)by fastening
these four foot logs to long and close-set stakes; and having
done so, they set crossbeams athwart and on the logs. ey
use no ribs. ey caulk the seams within with byblus. 3)ere
is one rudder, passing through a hole in the boat’s keel. e
mast is of acacia-wood and the sails of byblus. ese boats
cannot move upstream unless a brisk breeze continues; they
are towed from the bank; but downstream they are managed
thus: 4)they have a ra made of tamarisk wood, fastened to-
gether withmatting of reeds, and a pierced stone of about two
talents’ weight; the ra is let go to float down ahead of the
boat, connected to it by a rope, and the stone is connected by
a rope to the aer part of the boat. 5)So, driven by the cur-
rent, the ra floats swily and tows the “baris” (which is the
name of these boats,) and the stone dragging behind on the
river bottom keeps the boat’s course straight. ere are many
of these boats; some are of many thousand talents’ burden.

97: 1)When the N overflows the land, only the towns
are seen high and dry above the water, very like the islands in

⁴¹Ed.: e “Mimosa Nilotica,” still used for boat-building in E.
⁴²Ed.: at is, like bricks laid not one directly over another butwith the

joints alternating.
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the A . ese alone stand out, the rest of E
being a sheet of water. So when this happens, folk are not
ferried, as usual, in the course of the stream, but clean over
the plain. 2)Indeed, the boat going up from N to
M passes close by the pyramids themselves, though
the course does not go by here,⁴³ but by the Delta’s point and
the town C; but your voyage from the sea and
C to N will take you over the plain near
the town of A and that which is called Arkhandrus’
town.

98: 1)A is a town of some reputation, and is es-
pecially assigned to the consort of the reigning king of E,
to provide her shoes. is has been done since E has
been under P dominion. 2)e other town, I think,
is named aer Arkhandrus son of Phthius the A, and
son-in-lawofDanaus; for it is calledArkhandrus’ town. Itmay
be that there was another Arkhandrus; but the name is not
E.

99: 1)So far, all I have said is the record of my own au-
topsy and judgment and inquiry. Henceforth I will record
E chronicles, according to what I have heard, adding

⁴³Ed.: e meaning of these words is not clear. Some think that they
mean “though here the course is not so” and that perhaps ὁ ἐωθώς has been
lost aer οὗτος.
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something of what I myself have seen. 2)e priests told me
that Min was the first king of E, and that first he sepa-
rated M from the N by a dam. All the river had
flowed close under the sandy mountains on the L side,
but Min made the southern bend of it, which begins about
twelve and one half miles above M, by damming the
stream, thereby drying up the ancient channel, and carried the
river by a channel so that it flowed midway between the hills.
3)And to this day the P keep careful watch on this
bend of the river, strengthening its dam every year to keep the
current in; for were the N to burst its dikes and overflow
here, all M would be in danger of flooding. 4)en,
when this first kingMinhadmade dry land ofwhat he thus cut
off, he first founded in it that city which is now called M-
 (for even M lies in the narrow part of E),
and outside of it he dug a lake from the river to its north and
west (for the N itself bounds it on the east); and secondly,
he built in it the great and most noteworthy temple of Hep-
haestus.

100: 1)Aer him came three hundred and thirty kings,
whose names the priests recited from a papyrus roll. In all
these many generations there were eighteen Ethiopian kings,
and one queen, native to the country; the rest were all E-
men. 2)enameof the queenwas the same as that of the
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B princess, Nitocris. She, to avenge her brother
(he was king of E andwas slain by his subjects, who then
gaveNitocris the sovereignty) putmany of the E to
death by treachery. 3)She built a spacious underground cham-
ber; then, with the pretence of inaugurating it, but with quite
another intent in hermind, she gave a great feast, inviting to it
those Ewhom she knew to have had themost com-
plicity in her brother’s murder; and while they feasted, she let
the river in upon them by a vast secret channel. 4)is was
all that the priests told of her, except that when she had done
this she cast herself into a chamber full of hot ashes, to escape
vengeance.

101: 1)But of the other kings they related no achieve-
ment or act of great note, except of Moeris, the last of them.
2)is Moeris was remembered as having built the northern
forecourt of the temple of Hephaestus, and dug a lake, of as
great a circumference as I shall later indicate; and built pyra-
mids there also, the size of which I will mention when I speak
of the lake. All this wasMoeris’ work, they said; of none of the
rest had they anything to record.

102: 1)Leaving the latter aside, then, I shall speak of the
king who came aer them, whose name was Sesostris⁴⁴. 2)is

⁴⁴Ed.: Rameses II., called by the G Sesostris; said to have ruled
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king, the priests said, set out with a fleet of long ships⁴⁵ from
the A G and subjugated all those living by the
R S, until he came to a sea which was too shallow for
his vessels. 3)Aer returning from there back to E, he
gathered a great army (according to the account of the priests)
and marched over the mainland, subjugating every nation to
which he came. 4)When those that he met were valiant men
and strove hard for freedom, he set up pillars in their land, the
inscription on which showed his own name and his country’s,
and how he had overcome them with his own power; 5)but
when the cities had made no resistance and been easily taken,
then he put an inscription on the pillars just as he had done
where the nations were brave; but he also drew on them the
private parts of awoman, wishing to show clearly that the peo-
ple were cowardly.

103: 1)He marched over the country doing this until he
had crossed over from A to E and defeated the
S and T. us far and no farther, I
think, the E army went; for the pillars can be seen
standing in their country, but in none beyond it. 2)From there,
he turned around and went back home; and when he came to
the P , that King, Sesostris, may have detached

in the fourteenth century B.C.
⁴⁵Ed.: Ships of war.
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some part of his army and le it there to live in the country
(for I cannot speak with exact knowledge), or it may be that
some of his soldiers grew weary of his wanderings, and stayed
by the P.

104: 1)For it is plain to see that the C are
E; and what I say, I myself noted before I heard it
from others. When it occurred to me, I inquired of both peo-
ples; and the C remembered the E bet-
ter than the E remembered the C; 2)the
E said that they considered the C part
of Sesostris’ army. I myself guessed it, partly because they are
dark-skinned and woolly-haired; though that indeed counts
for nothing, since other peoples are, too; but my better proof
was that the C and E and E
are the only nations that have from the first practised cir-
cumcision. 3)e P and the S of P-
 acknowledge that they learned the custom from the
E, and the S of the valleys of the T-
 and the P, as well as their neighbors the
M, say that they learned it lately from the C-
. ese are the only nations that circumcise, and it is seen
that they do just as the E. 4)But as to the E-
 and E themselves, I cannot say which na-
tion learned it from the other; for it is evidently a very an-
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cient custom. at the others learned it through traffic with
E, I consider clearly proved by this: that P
who traffic with H cease to imitate the E in
this matter and do not circumcise their children.

105: 1)Listen to something else about the C,
in which they are like the E: they and the E-
 alone work linen and have the same way of working
it, a way peculiar to themselves; and they are alike in all their
way of life, and in their speech. Linen has two names: the
Ckind is called by theGS⁴⁶ ; that
which comes from E is called E.

106: 1)As to the pillars that Sesostris, king of E, set
up in the countries, most of them are no longer to be seen. But
I myself saw them in the P district of S, with
the aforesaid writing and the women’s private parts on them.
2)Also, there are in I two figures⁴⁷ of this man carved in
rock, one on the road from E to P, and the
other on that from S to S. 3)In both places, the

⁴⁶Ed.: ere seems to be no reason for connecting C linen
with S (as Σαρδωνικόν would imply). e C word may
have had a similar sound.

⁴⁷Ed.: Two such figures have been discovered in the pass of K,
near the old road fromE to S. ey are not, however, E-
 in appearance.
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figure is over twenty feet high, with a spear in his right hand
and a bow in his le, and the rest of his equipment propor-
tional; for it is both E and Ethiopian; 4)and right
across the breast from one shoulder to the other a text is cut
in the E sacred characters, saying: “I myself won this
landwith the strength ofmy shoulders.” ere is nothing here
to show who he is and whence he comes, but it is shown else-
where. 5)Some of those who have seen these figures guess they
are Memnon, but they are far indeed from the truth.

107: 1)Nowwhen this E Sesostris (so the priests
said) reachedDof Ponhisway home, lead-
ing many captives from the peoples whose lands he had sub-
jugated, his brother, whom he had le in charge in E,
invited him and his sons to a banquet and then piled wood
around thehouse and set it onfire. 2)WhenSesostriswas aware
of this, he at once consulted his wife, whom (it was said) he
hadwith him; and she advised him to lay two of his six sons on
the fire and make a bridge over the burning so that they could
walk over the bodies of the two and escape. is Sesostris did;
two of his sons were thus burnt but the rest escaped alive with
their father.

108: 1)Aer returning to E, and avenging himself
on his brother, Sesostris found work for the multitude which
he brought with him from the countries which he had sub-
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dued. 2)It was these who dragged the great and long blocks of
stone which were brought in this king’s reign to the temple of
Hephaestus; and it was they whowere compelled to dig all the
canals which are now in E, and involuntarily made what
had been a land of horses and carts empty of these. 3)For from
this time E, although a level land, could use no horses
or carts, because there were so many canals going every which
way. e reasonwhy the king thus intersected the countrywas
this: 4)those E whose towns were not on the N,
but inland from it, lacked water whenever the flood le their
land, and drank only brackish water from wells.

109: 1)For this reason E was intersected. is king
also (they said) divided the country among all theE
by giving each an equal parcel of land, andmade this his source
of revenue, assessing the payment of a yearly tax. 2)And any
man who was robbed by the river of part of his land could
come to Sesostris and declare what had happened; then the
king would send men to look into it and calculate the part by
which the landwas diminished, so that thereaer it should pay
in proportion to the tax originally imposed. 3)From this, inmy
opinion, the G learned the art of measuring land; the
sunclock and the sundial, and the twelve divisions of the day,
came to H from B and not from E.

110: 1)Sesostris was the only E king who also
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ruled E. To commemorate his name, he set before
the temple of Hephaestus two stone statues, of himself and
of his wife, each fiy feet high, and statues of his four sons,
each thirty-three feet. 2)Long aerwards, Darius the P
would have set up his statue before these; but the priest of
Hephaestus forbade him, saying that he had achieved noth-
ing equal to the deeds of Sesostris the E; for Sesostris
(he said) had subjugated the S, besides asmany na-
tions as Darius had conquered, and Darius had not been able
to overcome the S; 3)therefore, it was not just that
Darius should set his statue before the statues of Sesostris,
whose achievements he had not equalled. Darius, it is said,
let the priest have his way.

111: 1)WhenSesostris died, hewas succeeded in the king-
ship (the priests said) by his son Pheros⁴⁸. is king waged
no wars, and chanced to become blind, for the following rea-
son: the N came down in such a flood as there had never
been, rising to a height of thirty feet, and thewater that flowed
over the fields was roughened by a strong wind; 2)then, it is
said, the king was so audacious as to seize a spear and hurl it
into the midst of the river eddies. Right aer this, he came
down with a disease of the eyes, and became blind. When he

⁴⁸Ed.: Manetho’s list shows no such name. It is probably not a name
but a title, Pharaoh.
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had been blind for ten years, an oracle from the city of B
declared to him that the term of his punishment was draw-
ing to an end, and that he would regain his sight by washing
his eyes with the urine of a woman who had never had inter-
course with any man but her own husband. 3)Pheros tried his
ownwife first; and, as he remained blind, all women, one aer
another. When he at last recovered his sight, he took all the
womenwhomhe had tried, except the onewho hadmade him
see again, and gathered them into one town, the one which is
now called “R C”; having concentrated them together
there, he burnt them and the town; 4)but thewoman bywhose
means he had recovered his sight, he married. Most worthy of
mention among the many offerings which he dedicated in all
the noteworthy temples for his deliverance from blindness are
the two marvellous stone obelisks which he set up in the tem-
ple of the Sun. Each of these is made of a single block, and
is over one hundred and sixty-six feet high and thirteen feet
thick.

112: 1)Pheros was succeeded (they said) by a man of
M, whose name in the G tongue was Proteus.
is Proteus has a very attractive and well-appointed temple
precinct at M, south of the temple of Hephaestus.
2)Around the precinct live P of T, and the
whole place is called theCampof theT. ere is in the
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precinct of Proteus a temple called the temple of the Stranger
Aphrodite; I guess this is a temple of Helen, daughter of Tyn-
darus, partly because I have heard the story of Helen’s abiding
with Proteus, and partly because it bears the name of the For-
eign Aphrodite: for no other of Aphrodite’s temples is called
by that name.

113: 1)When I inquired of the priests, they told me that
this was the story of Helen. Aer carrying off Helen from
S, Alexandrus sailed away for his own country; vio-
lent winds caught him in the A and drove him into
the E ; and from there (as the wind did not let
up) he came to E, to the mouth of the N called the
C , and to the Salters’. 2)Now there was (and
still is) on the coast a temple of Heracles; if a servant of any
man takes refuge there and is branded with certain sacred
marks, delivering himself to the god, he may not be touched.
is law continues today the same as it has always been from
the first. 3)Hearing of the temple law, some of Alexandrus’ ser-
vants ran away fromhim, threw themselves on themercy of the
god, and brought an accusation against Alexandrus meaning
to injure him, telling the whole story of Helen and the wrong
done Menelaus. ey laid this accusation before the priests
and the warden of the N mouth, whose name was onis.

114: 1)When onis heard it, he sent this message the
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quickest way to Proteus at M: 2)“A stranger has come,
a T, who has committed an impiety in H. Aer
defrauding his guest-friend, he has come bringing the man’s
wife and a very great deal of wealth, driven to your country by
the wind. Are we to let him sail away untouched, or are we
to take away what he has come with?” 3)Proteus sent back this
message: “Whoever this iswhohas acted impiously against his
guest-friend, seize him and bring him to me, that I may know
what he will say.”

115: 1)Hearing this, onis seized Alexandrus and de-
tained his ships there, and then brought him with Helen and
all the wealth, and the suppliants too, to M. 2)When
all had arrived, Proteus asked Alexandrus who he was and
whence he sailed; Alexandrus told him his lineage and the
name of his country, and about his voyage, whence he sailed.
3)en Proteus asked him where he had got Helen; when
Alexandrus was evasive in his story and did not tell the truth,
the men who had taken refuge with the temple confuted him,
and related the whole story of the wrong. 4)Finally, Proteus
declared the following judgment to them, saying, “If I did not
make it a point never to kill a stranger who has been caught by
the wind and driven to my coasts, I would have punished you
on behalf of the G, you most vile man. You committed
the gravest impiety aer you had had your guest-friend’s hos-
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pitality: you had your guest-friend’s wife. 5)And as if this were
not enough, you got her to fly with you and went off with her.
And not just with her, either, but you plundered your guest-
friend’s wealth and brought it, too. 6)Now, then, since I make
it a point not to kill strangers, I shall not let you take away this
woman and the wealth, but I shall watch them for the G
stranger, until he come and take them away; but as for you and
your sailors, I warn you to leavemy country for anotherwithin
three days, and if you do not, I will declare war on you.”

116: 1)is, the priests said, was how Helen came to Pro-
teus. And, in my opinion, Homer knew this story, too; but
seeing that it was not so well suited to epic poetry as the tale
of which he made use, he rejected it, showing that he knew it.
2)is is apparent from the passage in the Iliad (and nowhere
else does he return to the story) where he relates the wander-
ings of Alexander, and shows how he and Helen were carried
off course, and wandered to, among other places, S in
P. 3)is is in the story of theProwess ofDiomedes,
where the verses run as follows:

ere were the robes, all embroidered,
e work of women of S, whom godlike Alexandrus

himself
Brought from S, crossing the broad sea,
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e same voyage on which he brought back Helen of noble
descent.

Hom. Il. 6.289-92 4)[He mentions it in the Odyssey also:

e daughter of Zeus had such ingenious drugs,
Good ones, which she had from on’s wife, Polydamna, an

E,
Whose country’s fertile plains bear the most drugs,

Many mixed for good, many for harm:

Hom. Od. 4.227-30 ] 5)and again Menelaus says to
Telemachus:

I was eager to return here, but the gods still held me in
E,

Since I had not sacrificed entire hecatombs to them.

Hom. Od. 4. 351-2 6)In these verses the poet shows that
he knew of Alexander’s wanderings to E; for S bor-
ders on E, and the P, to whom S be-
longs, dwell in S.

117: 1)ese verses and this passage prove most clearly
that the C poems are not the work of Homer but of
someone else. For theC poems relate that Alexandrus
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reached I with Helen in three days from S, having
a fair wind and a smooth sea; but according to the Iliad, he
wandered from his course in bringing her.

118: 1)Enough, then, ofHomer and theCpoems.
But, when I asked the priests whether the G account of
what happened atTwere idle or not, they gaveme the fol-
lowing answer, saying that they had inquired and knew from
Menelaus himself. 2)Aer the rape of Helen, a great force of
G came to theT land onMenelaus’ behalf. Aer
disembarking and disposing their forces, they sent messengers
to I, one of whom was Menelaus himself. 3)When these
were let inside the city walls, they demanded the restitution of
Helen and of the property which Alexandrus had stolen from
Menelaus and carried off, and they demanded reparation for
the wrongs; but the T gave the same testimony then
and later, sworn and unsworn: that they did not have Helen
or the property claimed, but all of that was in E, and
they could not justly make reparation for what Proteus the
E had. 4)But the G, thinking that the T-
weremocking them, laid siege to the city, until they took
it; but there was no Helen there when they breached the wall,
but they heard the same account as before; so, crediting the
original testimony, they sent Menelaus himself to Proteus.

119: 1)Menelaus then went to E and up the river
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to M; there, relating the truth of the matter, he met
with great hospitality and got back Helen, who had not been
harmed, and also all his wealth, besides. 2)Yet, although get-
ting this, Menelaus was guilty of injustice toward the E-
. For adverse weather detained him when he tried to
sail away; aer this continued for some time, he carried out
something impious, 3)taking two native children and sacrific-
ing them. When it became known that he had done this, he
fled with his ships straight to L, hated and hunted; and
where he went from there, the E could not say. e
priests told me that they had learned some of this by inquiry,
but that they were sure of what had happened in their own
country.

120: 1)e E’ priests said this, and I myself be-
lieve their story about Helen, for I reason thus: had Helen
been in I, then with or without the will of Alexandrus
she would have been given back to the G. 2)For surely
Priam was not so mad, or those nearest to him, as to con-
sent to risk their own persons and their children and their
city so that Alexandrus might cohabit with Helen. 3)Even if
it were conceded that they were so inclined in the first days,
yet when not only many of the T were slain in fight-
ing against the G, but Priam himself lost to death two
or three or even more of his sons in every battle (if the po-
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ets are to be believed), in this turn of events, had Helen been
Priam’s own wife, I cannot but think that he would have re-
stored her to the G, if by so doing he could escape from
the evils besetting him. 4)Alexandrus was not even heir to the
throne, in which case matters might have been in his hands
since Priam was old, but Hector, who was an older and a
better man than Alexandrus, was going to receive the royal
power at Priam’s death, and ought not have acquiesced in his
brother’s wrongdoing, especially when that brother was the
cause of great calamity toHector himself and all the rest of the
T. 5)But since they did not have Helen there to give
back, and since theGwould not believe them although
they spoke the truth—I am convinced and declare—the di-
vine powers provided that the T, perishing in utter
destruction, should make this clear to all mankind: that ret-
ribution from the gods for terrible wrongdoing is also terrible.
is is what I think, and I state it.

121: 1)e next to reign aer Proteus (they said) was
Rhampsinitus. e memorial of his name le by him was the
western forecourt of the temple ofHephaestus; he set two stat-
ues here forty-one feet high; the northernmost of these the
E call Summer, and the southernmost Winter; the
one that they call Summer they worship and treat well, but do
the opposite to the statue called Winter.
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1)is king (they told me) had great wealth in silver, so
great that none of the succeeding kings could surpass or come
near it. To store his treasure safely, he had a stone chamber
built, one of its walls abutting on the outer side of his palace.
But the builder of it shrewdly provided that one stone be so
placed as to be easily removed by twomen or even by one. 2)So
when the chamber was finished, the king stored his treasure in
it, and as time went on, the builder, drawing near the end of
his life, summoned his sons (he had two) and told them how
he had provided for them, that they have an ample livelihood,
by the art with which he had built the king’s treasure-house;
explaining clearly to them how to remove the stone, he gave
the coordinates of it, and told them that if they kept these in
mind, they would be the custodians of the king’s riches. 3)So
when hewas dead, his sons got to work at once: coming to the
palace by night, they readily found and managed the stone in
the building, and took away much of the treasure.

1)When the king opened the building, he was amazed to
see the containers lacking their treasure; yet he did not know
whom to accuse, seeing that the seals were unbroken and the
building shut fast. But when less treasure appeared the second
and third times he opened the building (for the thieves did not
stop plundering), he had traps made and placed around the
containers in which his riches were stored. 2)e thieves came
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just as before, and one of them crept in; when he came near
the container, right away he was caught in the trap. When he
saw the trouble he was in, he called to his brother right away
and explained to him the problem, and told him to come in
quickly and cut off his head, lest he be seen and recognized
and destroy him, too. He seemed to have spoken rightly to
the other, who did as he was persuaded and then, replacing
the stone, went home, carrying his brother’s head.

1)When day came, the king went to the building, and was
amazed to see in the trap the thief ’s body without a head, yet
the building intact, with no way in or out. At a loss, he did
as follows: he suspended the thief ’s body from the wall and
set guards over it, instructing them to seize and bring to him
anywhom they sawweeping ormaking lamentation. 2)But the
thief ’s mother, when the body had been hung up, was terri-
bly stricken: she had words with her surviving son, and told
him that he was somehow to think of some way to cut loose
and bring her his brother’s body, and if he did not obey, she
threatened to go to the king and denounce him as having the
treasure.

1)So when his mother bitterly reproached the surviving
son and for all that he said he could not dissuade her, he de-
vised a plan: he harnessed asses and put skins full of wine on
the asses, then set out driving them; and when he was near
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those who were guarding the hanging body, he pulled at the
feet of two or three of the skins and loosed their fastenings;
2)and as the wine ran out, he beat his head and cried aloud
like one who did not know to which ass he should turn first,
while the guards, when they saw the wine flowing freely, ran
out into the road with cups and caught what was pouring out,
thinking themselves in luck; 3)feigning anger, the man cursed
all; but as the guards addressed him peaceably, he pretended
to be soothed and to relent in his anger, and finally drove his
asses out of the road and put his harness in order. 4)And af-
ter more words passed and one joked with him and got him
to laugh, he gave them one of the skins: and they lay down
there just as they were, disposed to drink, and included him
and told him to stay and drink with them; and he consented
and stayed. 5)When they cheerily saluted him in their drink-
ing, he gave themyet another of the skins; and the guards grew
very drunk with the abundance of liquor, and lay down right
there where they were drinking, overpowered by sleep; 6)but
he, when it was late at night, cut down the body of his brother
and shaved the right cheek of each of the guards for the indig-
nity, and loading the body on his asses, drove home, fulfilling
his mother’s commands.

1)When the king learned that the body of the thief had
been taken, he was beside himself and, obsessed with find-
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ing who it was who had managed this, did as follows—they
say, but I do not believe it. 2)He put his own daughter in a
brothel, instructing her to accept all alike and, before having
intercourse, to make each tell her the shrewdest and most im-
pious thing he had done in his life; whoever told her the story
of the thief, she was to seize and not let get out. 3)e girl did
as her father told her, and the thief, learning why she was do-
ing this, did as follows, wanting to get the better of the king
by cra. 4)He cut the arm off a fresh corpse at the shoulder,
and went to the king’s daughter, carrying it under his cloak,
and when asked the same question as the rest, he said that his
most impious act had been when he had cut the head off his
brother who was caught in a trap in the king’s treasury; and
his shrewdest, that aer making the guards drunk he had cut
down his brother’s hanging body. 5)When she heard this, the
princess grabbed for him; but in the darkness the thief let her
have the arm of the corpse; and clutching it, she held on, be-
lieving that she had the arm of the other; but the thief, aer
giving it to her, was gone in a flash out the door.

1)When this also came to the king’s ears, he was aston-
ished at theman’s ingenuity anddaring, and in the end, he sent
a proclamation to every town, promising the thief immunity
and a great reward if he would come into the king’s presence.
2)e thief trusted the king and came before him; Rhampsini-
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tus was very admiring and gave him his daughter to marry on
the grounds that he was the cleverest of men; for as the E-
 (he said) surpassed all others in cra, so he surpassed
the E.

122: 1)ey said that later this king went down alive
to what the G call Hades and there played dice with
Demeter, and aer winning some and losing some, came back
with a gi fromher of a goldenhand towel. 2)Fromthedescent
ofRhampsinitus, whenhe cameback, they said that theE-
 celebrate a festival, which I know that they celebrate to
this day, but whether this is why they celebrate, I cannot say.
3)On the day of the festival, the priests weave a cloth and bind
it as a headband on the eyes of one of their number, whom
they then lead, wearing the cloth, into a road that goes to the
temple of Demeter; they themselves go back, but this priest
with his eyes bandaged is guided (they say) by two wolves⁴⁹
to Demeter’s temple, a distance of three miles from the city,
and led back again from the temple by the wolves to the same
place.

123: 1)eseE stories are for the benefit ofwho-
ever believes such tales: my rule in this history is that I record
what is said by all as I have heard it. e E say

⁴⁹Ed.: Jackals appear on E monuments, symbolizing Anubis,
the guide of the dead.
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thatDemeter andDionysus are the rulers of the lowerworld.⁵⁰
2)e E were the first who maintained the follow-
ing doctrine, too, that the human soul is immortal, and at the
death of the body enters into some other living thing then
coming to birth; and aer passing through all creatures of
land, sea, and air, it enters once more into a human body
at birth, a cycle which it completes in three thousand years.
3)ere are G who have used this doctrine, some earlier
and some later, as if it were their own; I know their names, but
do not record them.

124: 1)ey said that E until the time of King
Rhampsinitus was altogether well-governed and prospered
greatly, but that Kheops, who was the next king, brought the
people to utter misery. For first he closed all the temples,
so that no one could sacrifice there; and next, he compelled
all the E to work for him. 2)To some, he assigned
the task of dragging stones from the quarries in the A
 to the N; and aer the stones were ferried
across the river in boats, he organized others to receive and
drag them to the mountains called L. 3)ey worked
in gangs of a hundred thousand men, each gang for three
months. For ten years the people wore themselves out build-

⁵⁰Ed.: Isis and Osiris.
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ing the road over which the stones were dragged, work which
was inmy opinion not much lighter at all than the building of
the pyramid⁵¹ 4)(for the road is nearly a mile long and twenty
yards wide, and elevated at its highest to a height of sixteen
yards, and it is all of stone polished and carved with figures).
e aforesaid ten years went to the building of this road and
of the underground chambers in the hill where the pyramids
stand; these, the king meant to be burial-places for himself,
and surrounded them with water, bringing in a channel from
the N. 5)e pyramid itself was twenty years in the mak-
ing. Its base is square, each side eight hundred feet long, and
its height is the same; the whole is of stone polished and most
exactly fitted; there is noblockof less than thirty feet in length.

125: 1)is pyramid was made like stairs, which some call
steps and others, tiers. 2)When this, its first form, was com-
pleted, the workmen used short wooden logs as levers to raise
the rest of the stones⁵² ; they heaved up the blocks from the
ground onto the first tier of steps; 3)when the stone had been
raised, it was set on another lever that stood on the first tier,

⁵¹Ed.: e “G P.”
⁵²Ed.: at is, the stones which were to fill up the angles of the steps,

and make the side of the pyramid a smooth inclined plane. e Pyramids
built byCheops, Chephren, andMycerinus respectively are the pyramids of
G, near C.
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and the lever again used to li it from this tier to the next.
4)It may be that there was a new lever on each tier of steps, or
perhaps there was only one lever, quite portable, which they
carried up to each tier in turn; I leave this uncertain, as both
possibilities werementioned. 5)But this is certain, that the up-
per part of the pyramid was finished off first, then the next be-
low it, and last of all the base and the lowest part. 6)ere are
writings on⁵³ the pyramid in E characters indicating
howmuchwas spent on radishes and onions and garlic for the
workmen; and I am sure that, when he read me the writing,
the interpreter said that sixteen hundred talents of silver had
been paid. 7)Now if that is so, howmuchmust have been spent
on the iron with which they worked, and the workmen’s food
and clothing, considering that the time aforesaid was spent in
building, while hewing and carrying the stone and digging out
the underground parts was, as I suppose, a business of long du-
ration.

126: 1)And so evil a man was Kheops that, needing
money, he put his own daughter in a brothel and made her
charge a fee (how much, they did not say). She did as her fa-
ther told her, but was disposed to leave amemorial of her own,
and asked of each coming to her that he give one stone; 2)and

⁵³Ed.: Or, “in.”
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of these stones they said the pyramid was built that stands
midmost of the three, over against the great pyramid; each side
of it measures one hundred and fiy feet.

127: 1)e E said that this Kheops reigned for
fiy years; at his death he was succeeded by his brother Khep-
hren, whowas in all respects like Kheops. Khephren also built
a pyramid, smaller than his brother’s. I have measured it my-
self. 2)It has no underground chambers, nor is it entered like
the other by a canal from the N, but the river comes in
through a built passage and encircles an island, in which, they
say, Kheops himself lies. 3)is pyramid was built on the same
scale as the other, except that it falls forty feet short of it in
height; it stands near the great pyramid; the lowest layer of it
is of variegated Ethiopian stone. Both of them stand on the
same ridge, which is about a hundred feet high. Khephren,
they said, reigned for fiy-six years.

128: 1)us, they reckon that for a hundred and six years
E was in great misery and the temples so long shut were
never opened. e people hate thememory of these two kings
so much that they do not much wish to name them, and call
the pyramids aer the shepherd Philitis, who then pastured
his flocks in this place⁵⁴.

⁵⁴Ed.: is is the form which Hdt. gives to the story of the rule of the
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129: 1)e next king of E, they said, was Kheops’
son Mycerinus. Disliking his father’s doings, he opened the
temples and let the people, ground down to the depth of mis-
ery, go to their business and their sacrifices; and he was the
most just judge among all the kings. 2)is is why he is praised
above all the rulers of E; for not onlywere his judgments
just, butMycerinuswould give anywhowere not satisfiedwith
the judgment a present out of his own estate to compensate
him for his loss. 3)ough mild toward his people and con-
ducting himself as he did, yet he suffered calamities, the first
of which was the death of his daughter, the only child of his
household. Deeply grieved over this misfortune, he wanted
to give her a burial somewhatmore sumptuous than ordinary;
he therefore made a hollow cow’s image of gilded wood and
placed the body of his dead daughter therein.

130: 1)is cow was not buried in the earth but was to be
seen even in my time, in the town of S, where it stood in
a furnished room of the palace; incense of all kinds is offered
daily before it, and a lamp burns by it all through every night.
2)Near this cow in another chamber statues ofMycerinus’ con-
cubines stand, so the priests of S said; and in fact there are
about twenty colossal wooden figures there, made like naked

“shepherds” (H) in LE, perhaps from2100 to 1600B.C.
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women; but except what I was told, I cannot tell who these
are.

131: 1)But some tell the following story about the cow
and the statues: that Mycerinus conceived a passion for his
own daughter and then had intercourse with her against her
will; 2)and they say that aerwards the girl strangled herself
for grief, and that he buried her in this cow, but that her
mother cut off the hands of the attendants who had betrayed
the daughter to her father, and that now their statues are in the
same condition as the living women were. 3)But this I believe
to be a silly story, especially about the hands of the figures. For
in fact we ourselves saw that the hands have fallen off through
age, and were lying at their feet even in my day.

132: 1)As for the cow, it is coveredwith apurple robe, only
the head and neck exposed, encrusted with a very thick layer
of gold. Between the horns is the golden figure of the sun’s
orb. 2)It does not stand, but kneels; it is as big as a live cow of
great size. is image is carried out of the chamber once every
year, whenever the E mourn the god whose name I
omit in speaking of these matters: 3)then the cow is brought
out into the light; for they say that before she died she asked
her father, Mycerinus, that she see the sun once a year⁵⁵.

⁵⁵Ed.: e cow-worship is no doubt the cult of Isis, honored at S
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133: 1)Aer what happened to his daughter, the follow-
ing happened next to this king: an oracle came to him from
the city of B, announcing that he had just six years to live
and was to die in the seventh. 2)e king took this badly, and
sent back to the oracle amessage of reproach, blaming the god
that his father and his uncle, though they had shut up the tem-
ples, and disregarded the gods, and destroyed men, had lived
for a long time, but that he who was pious was going to die so
soon. 3)But a second oracle came announcing that for this very
reason his life was hastening to a close: he had done what was
contrary to fate; E should have been afflicted for a hun-
dred and fiy years, and the two kings before him knew this,
but not he. 4)Hearing this,Mycerinus knew that his doomwas
fixed. erefore, he had many lamps made, and would light
these at nightfall and drink and enjoy himself, not letting up
day or night, roaming to themarsh country and the groves and
wherever he heard of the likeliest places of pleasure. 5)iswas
his recourse, so that by turning night into day he might make
his six years into twelve and so prove the oracle false.

134: 1)is king, too, le a pyramid, but far smaller
than his father’s, each side twenty feet short of three hun-
dred feet long, square at the base, and as much as half its

under the name Nit.
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height of Ethiopian stone. Some G say that it was built
by Rhodopis, the courtesan, but they are wrong; 2)indeed, it
is clear to me that they say this without even knowing who
Rhodopis was (otherwise, they would never have credited her
with the building of a pyramid onwhichwhat Imay call an un-
countable sum of money was spent), or that Rhodopis flour-
ished in the reign of Amasis, not of Mycerinus; 3)for very
many years later than these kings who le the pyramids came
Rhodopis, who was T by birth, and a slave of Iad-
mon son of Hephaestopolis the S, and a fellow-slave
of Aesop the story-writer. For he was owned by Iadmon, too,
as the following made crystal clear: 4)when the D,
obeying an oracle, issued many proclamations summoning
anyone who wanted it to accept compensation for the killing
of Aesop, no one accepted it except the son of Iadmon’s son,
another Iadmon; hence Aesop, too, was Iadmon’s.

135: 1)Rhodopis came to E to work, brought by
Xanthes of S, but upon her arrival was freed for a lot of
money by Kharaxus of M, son of Scamandronymus
and brother of Sappho the poetess. 2)us Rhodopis lived as
a free woman in E, where, as she was very alluring, she
acquired a lot of money—sufficient for such a Rhodopis, so
to speak, but not for such a pyramid. 3)Seeing that to this day
anyone who likes can calculate what one tenth of her worth
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was, she cannot be credited with great wealth. For Rhodopis
desired to leave a memorial of herself in G, by having
something made which no one else had thought of or dedi-
cated in a temple and presenting this at D to preserve
her memory; 4)so she spent one tenth of her substance on the
manufacture of a great number of iron beef spits, as many as
the tenthwould pay for, and sent them toD; these lie in
a heap to this day, behind the altar set up by the C and
in front of the shrine itself. 5)e courtesans of N
seem to be peculiarly alluring, for the woman of whom this
story is told became so famous that every G knew the
name of Rhodopis, and later on a certain Archidice was the
theme of song throughout G, although less celebrated
than the other. 6)Kharaxus, aer giving Rhodopis her free-
dom, returned to M. He is bitterly attacked by Sap-
pho in one of her poems. is is enough about Rhodopis.

136: 1)Aer Mycerinus, the priests said, Asukhis became
king of E. He built the eastern outer court of Hephaes-
tus’ temple; this is by far the finest and grandest of all the
courts, for while all have carved figures and innumerable fe-
licities of architecture, this court has far more than any. 2)As
not much money was in circulation during this king’s reign,
they told me, a law was made for the E allowing
a man to borrow on the security of his father’s corpse; and
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the law also provided that the lender become master of the
entire burial-vault of the borrower, and that the penalty for
one giving this security, should he fail to repay the loan, was
that he was not to be buried at his death either in that tomb
of his fathers or in any other, nor was he to bury any relative
of his there. 3)Furthermore, in his desire to excel all who ruled
E before him, this king le a pyramid of brick to com-
memorate his name, on which is this writing, cut on a stone:
4)“Do not think me less than pyramids of stone; for I excel
them as much as Zeus does other gods; for they stuck a pole
down into a marsh and collected what mud clung to the pole,
made bricks of it, and thus built me.” ese were the acts of
Asukhis.

137: 1)Aer him reigned a blindman calledAnysis, of the
town of that name. In his reign E was invaded by Saba-
cos king of E and a great army of E.⁵⁶
2)e blind man fled to the marshes, and the Ethiopian ruled
E for fiy years, during which he distinguished himself
for the following: 3)he would never put to death any E-
 wrongdoer but sentenced all, according to the severity
of their offenses, to raise embankments in their native towns.
us the towns came to stand yet higher than before; 4)for af-

⁵⁶Ed.: InManetho’s list three Ethiopian kings form the twenty-fih dy-
nasty, Sabacon, Sebichos, and Taracos (the Tirhaka of the Old Testament).
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ter first being built on embankmentsmade by the excavators of
the canals in the reign of Sesostris, they were yet further raised
in the reign of the Ethiopian. 5)Of the towns in E that
were raised, inmyopinion, B is especially prominent,
where there is also a temple of B, a building most
worthy of note. Other temples are greater and more costly,
but none more pleasing to the eye than this. B is, in
the G language, Artemis.

138: 1)Her temple is of this description: except for the
entrance, it stands on an island; for two channels approach it
from the N without mixing with one another, running as
far as the entryway of the temple, the one and the other flow-
ing around it, each a hundred feet wide and shaded by trees.
2)e outer court is sixty feet high, adorned with notable fig-
ures ten feet high. e whole circumference of the city com-
mands a view down into the temple in its midst; for the city’s
level has been raised, but that of the temple has been le as it
was from the first, so that it can be seen into from above. 3)A
stonewall, cut with figures, runs around it; within is a grove of
very tall trees growing around a great shrine where the image
of the goddess is; the temple is a square, each side measuring
an eighth of a mile. 4)A road, paved with stone, about three
eighths of a mile long leads to the entrance, running eastward
through the marketplace, towards the temple of Hermes; this
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road is about four hundred feet wide, and bordered by trees
reaching to heaven. Such is this temple.

139: 1)Now the departure of the Ethiopian (they said)
came about in this way. Aer seeing in a dream one who
stood over him andurgedhim to gather together all the Priests
in E and cut them in half, he fled from the country.
2)Seeing this vision, he said, he supposed it to be a manifesta-
tion sent to himby the gods, so that hemight commit sacrilege
and so be punished by gods ormen; he would not (he said) do
so, but otherwise, for the time foretold for his rule over E
was now fulfilled, aer which he was to depart: 3)for when he
was still in E, the oracles that are consulted by the
people of that country told him that he was fated to reign fiy
years over E. Seeing that this time was now completed
and that he was troubled by what he saw in his dream, Sabacos
departed from E of his own volition.

140: 1)When the Ethiopian le E, the blind man
(it is said) was king once more, returning from the marshes
where he had lived for fiy years on an island that he built of
ashes and earth; for the E who were to bring him
food without the Ethiopian’s knowledge were instructed by
the king to bring ashes whenever they came, to add to their
gi. 2)is island was never discovered before the time of
Amyrtaeus; all the kings before him sought it in vain for more
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than seven hundred years. e name of it is E, and it is
over a mile long and of an equal breadth.

141: 1)e next king was the priest of Hephaestus whose
name was Sethos. He despised and had no regard for the war-
rior E, thinking hewould never need them; besides
otherwise dishonoring them, he took away the chosen lands
whichhadbeengiven to them, twelvefields to eachman, in the
reign of former kings. 2)So when presently king Sanacharib⁵⁷
came against E, with a great force of A andA-
, the warrior E would not march against
him. 3)e priest, in this quandary, went into the temple
shrine and there before the god’s image bitterly lamented over
what he expected to suffer. Sleep came on him while he was
lamenting, and it seemed to him the god stood over him and
told him to take heart, that he would come to no harm en-
countering the power of A: “I shall send you champi-
ons,” said the god. 4)Sohe trusted the vision, and togetherwith
those E who would follow him camped at P-
, where the road comes into E; and none of the
warriors would go with him, but only merchants and cras-
men and traders. 5)eir enemies came there, too, and during

⁵⁷Ed.: Sennacherib’s attack on Hezekiah of J was made on his
march to E.—II Kings, xviii.
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the night were overrun by a horde of field mice⁵⁸ that gnawed
quivers and bows and the handles of shields, with the result
that many were killed fleeing unarmed the next day. 6)And to
this day a stone statue of the E king stands in Hep-
haestus’ temple, with a mouse in his hand, and an inscription
to this effect: “Look at me, and believe.”

142: 1)us far went the record given by the E
and their priests; and they showed me that the time from the
first king to that priest of Hephaestus, who was the last, cov-
ered three hundred and forty-one generations, and that in this
time this also had been the number of their kings, and of their
high priests. 2)Now three hundred generations are ten thou-
sand years, three generations being equal to a hundred. And
over and above the three hundred, the remaining forty-one
cover thirteen hundred and forty years. 3)us the whole pe-
riod is eleven thousand three hundred and forty years; in all
of which time (they said) they had had no king who was a god
in human form, nor had there been any such either before or
aer those years among the rest of the kings of E. 4)Four

⁵⁸Ed.: is isHdt.’s version of the J story of the pestilence which
destroyed the A army before J. Mice are a G sym-
bol of pestilence; it is Apollo Smintheus (the mouse god) who sends and
then ends the plague in Hom. Il. 1. It has long been known that rats are
carriers of the plague.
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times in this period (so they told me) the sun rose contrary to
experience; twice he came up where he now goes down, and
twice went downwhere he now comes up; yet E at these
times underwent no change, either in the produce of the river
and the land, or in the matter of sickness and death.

143: 1)Hecataeus⁵⁹ the historian was once at T
, where he made a genealogy for himself that had him de-
scended froma god in the sixteenth generation. But the priests
of Zeus did with him as they also did with me (who had not
traced my own lineage). 2)ey brought me into the great in-
ner court of the temple and showed me wooden figures there
which they counted to the total they had already given, for ev-
ery high priest sets up a statue of himself there during his life-
time; 3)pointing to these and counting, the priests showed me
that each succeeded his father; they went through the whole
line of figures, back to the earliest from that of the man who
had most recently died. 4)us, when Hecataeus had traced
his descent and claimed that his sixteenth forefatherwas a god,
the priests too traced a line of descent according to themethod
of their counting; for they would not be persuaded by him
that a man could be descended from a god; they traced de-
scent through the whole line of three hundred and forty-five

⁵⁹Ed.: Hecataeus died soon aer the P war.
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figures, not connecting it with any ancestral god or hero, but
declaring each figure to be a “Piromis” the son of a “Piromis”;
in G, one who is in all respects a good man.

144: 1)us they showed that all those whose statues
stood there had been good men, but quite unlike gods.
2)Before these men, they said, the rulers of E were gods,
but none had been contemporary with the human priests. Of
these gods one or another had in succession been supreme; the
last of them to rule the country was Osiris’ son Horus, whom
the G call Apollo; he deposed Typhon,⁶⁰ and was the
last divine king of E. Osiris is, in the G language,
Dionysus.

145: 1)Among the G, Heracles, Dionysus, and Pan
are held to be the youngest of the gods. But in E, Pan⁶¹
is the most ancient of these and is one of the eight gods who
are said to be the earliest of all; Heracles belongs to the sec-
ond dynasty (that of the so-called twelve gods); andDionysus
to the third, which came aer the twelve. 2)How many years
there were between Heracles and the reign of Amasis, I have
already shown; Pan is said to be earlier still; the years between
Dionysus and Amasis are the fewest, and they are reckoned
by the E at fieen thousand. 3)e E

⁶⁰Ed.: Typhon is the E Set, the god of destruction.
⁶¹Ed.: e E Khem.
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claim to be sure of all this, since they have reckoned the years
and chronicled them inwriting. 4)Now theDionysus whowas
called the son of Semele, daughter of Cadmus, was about six-
teen hundred years before my time, and Heracles son of Al-
cmene about nine hundred years; and Pan the son of Penelope
(for according to the G Penelope and Hermes were the
parents of Pan) was about eight hundred years before me, and
thus of a later date than the T war.

146: 1)With regard to these two, Pan and Dionysus, one
may followwhatever story one thinksmost credible; but I give
my own opinion concerning them here. Had Dionysus son
of Semele and Pan son of Penelope appeared in H and
lived there to old age, like Heracles the son of Amphitryon,
it might have been said that they too (like Heracles) were but
men, named aer the older Pan and Dionysus, the gods of an-
tiquity; 2)but as it is, the G story has it that no sooner
was Dionysus born than Zeus sewed him up in his thigh and
carried him away to N in E beyond E; and
as for Pan, theG do not knowwhat became of him aer
his birth. It is therefore plain to me that the G learned
the names of these two gods later than the names of all the oth-
ers, and trace the birth of both to the time when they gained
the knowledge.

147: 1)So far I have recorded what the E them-
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selves say. I shall now relate what is recorded alike by E-
 and foreigners, and shall add something of what I my-
self have seen. 2)Aer the reign of the priest ofHephaestus the
E were made free. But they could never live with-
out a king, so they divided E into twelve districts and set
up twelve kings. 3)ese kings intermarried, and agreed to be
close friends, no one deposing another or seeking to possess
more than another. 4)e reason for this agreement, which
they scrupulously kept, was this: no sooner were they estab-
lished in their districts than an oracle was given them that
whichever of them poured a libation from a bronze vessel in
the temple of Hephaestus (where, as in all the temples, they
used to assemble) would be king of all E.

148: 1)Moreover, they decided to preserve the memory
of their names by a common memorial, and so they made a
labyrinth⁶² a little way beyond  M and near the
place called the C  C. I have seen it myself,
and indeed words cannot describe it;⁶³ 2)if one were to col-
lect the walls and evidence of other efforts of the G, the
sumwould not amount to the labor and cost of this labyrinth.
And yet the temple at E and the one on S are

⁶²Ed.: is “labyrinth”was a horseshoe-shaped group of buildings, sup-
posed to have been near the pyramid of H (Sayce).

⁶³Ed.: I take ἤδη as = ἦ δή, with λόγου μέζω.
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noteworthy. 3)ough the pyramids beggar description and
each one of them is a match for many great monuments built
by G, this maze surpasses even the pyramids. 4)It has
twelve roofed courts with doors facing each other: six face
north and six south, in two continuous lines, all within one
outer wall. ere are also double sets of chambers, three thou-
sand altogether, fieen hundred above and the same number
under ground. 5)We ourselves viewed those that are above
ground, and speak of what we have seen, but we learned
through conversation about the underground chambers; the
E caretakers would by no means show them, as they
were, they said, the burial vaults of the kings who first built
this labyrinth, and of the sacred crocodiles. 6)uswe can only
speak from hearsay of the lower chambers; the upper we saw
for ourselves, and they are creations greater than human. e
exits of the chambers and themazy passages hither and thither
through the courtswere anunendingmarvel to us aswe passed
from court to apartment and from apartment to colonnade,
from colonnades again to more chambers and then into yet
more courts. 7)Over all this is a roof, made of stone like the
walls, and the walls are covered with cut figures, and every
court is set aroundwith pillars ofwhite stone very precisely fit-
ted together. Near the corner where the labyrinth ends stands
a pyramid two hundred and forty feet high, on which great
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figures are cut. A passage to this has been made underground.
149: 1)Such is this labyrinth; and still more marvellous is

 M, on which it stands. is lake has a circumfer-
ence of four hundred and fiymiles, or sixty schoeni: asmuch
as the whole seaboard of E. Its length is from north to
south; the deepest part has a depth of fiy fathoms. 2)at it
has been dug out and made by men’s hands the lake shows for
itself; for almost in the middle of it stand two pyramids, so
built that fiy fathoms of each are below and fiy above the
water; atop each is a colossal stone figure seated on a throne.
3)us these pyramids are a hundred fathoms high; and a hun-
dred fathoms equal a furlong of six hundred feet, the fathom
measuring six feet or four cubits, the foot four spans and the
cubit six spans. 4)e water of the lake is not natural (for the
country here is exceedingly arid) but brought by a channel
from the N; six months it flows into the lake, and six back
into the river. 5)For the sixmonths that it flows out of the lake,
the daily take of fish brings a silver talent into the royal trea-
sury, and twenty minae for each day of the flow into the lake.

150: 1)Furthermore, the natives said that this lake drains
underground into the L S, and extends under the
mountains that are above M, having the inland coun-
try on its west. 2)When I could not see anywhere the earth
taken from the digging of this lake, since this was curious to
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me, I asked those who live nearest the lake where the stuff was
that had beendug out. ey toldmewhere it had been carried,
and I readily believed them, for I had heard of a similar thing
happening in the A city of N. 3)Sardanapallus
king of N had great wealth, which he kept in an under-
ground treasury. Some thieves plotted to carry it off; they sur-
veyed their course and dug an underground way from their
own house to the palace, carrying the earth taken out of the
passage dug by night to the T, which runs past N,
until at last they accomplished their end. 4)is, I was told,
hadhappenedwhen theEwas dug, except that
the work went on not by night but by day. e E
bore the earth dug out by them to the N, to be caught and
scattered (as was to be expected) by the river. us is this lake
said to have been dug.

151: 1)Now the twelve kings were just, and in time came
to sacrifice in Hephaestus’ temple. On the last day of the
feast, as they were about to pour libations, the high priest
brought out the golden vessels which they commonly used
for this; but he counted wrongly and had only eleven for the
twelve. 2)So the last in line, Psammetichus, as he had no ves-
sel, took off his bronze helmet and held it out and poured the
libation with it. All the kings were accustomed to wear hel-
mets, and were then helmeted; 3)it was not in guile, then, that
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Psammetichus held out his headgear; but the rest perceived
what Psammetichus had done, and remembered the oracle
that promised the sovereignty of all E towhoever poured
a libation from a vessel of bronze; therefore, though they con-
sidered Psammetichus not deserving of death (for they exam-
ined him and found that he had acted without intent), they
decided to strip him of most of his power and to chase him
away into themarshes, and that he was not to concern himself
with the rest of E.

152: 1)is Psammetichus had formerly been in exile in
S, where he had fled from Sabacos the Ethiopian, who
killed his father Necos; then, when the Ethiopian departed
because of what he saw in a dream, the E of the dis-
trict of S brought him back from S. 2)Psammetichus
was king for the second time when he found himself driven
away into the marshes by the eleven kings because of the hel-
met. 3)Believing, therefore, that he had been abused by them,
he meant to be avenged on those who had expelled him. He
sent to inquire in the town of B, where the most infal-
lible oracle in E is; the oracle answered that he would
have vengeance when he saw men of bronze coming from the
sea. 4)Psammetichus did not in the least believe that men of
bronze would come to aid him. But aer a short time, I-
 and C, voyaging for plunder, were forced to put
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in on the coast of E, where they disembarked in their ar-
mor of bronze; and an E came into the marsh coun-
try and brought news to Psammetichus (for he had never be-
fore seen armored men) that men of bronze had come from
the sea and were foraging in the plain. 5)Psammetichus saw
in this the fulfillment of the oracle; he made friends with the
I and C, and promised them great rewards if
they would join him and, having won them over, deposed the
eleven kings with these allies and those E who vol-
unteered.

153: 1)Havingmadehimselfmaster of all E, hemade
the southern outer court of Hephaestus’ temple at M,
and built facing this a court for Apis, where Apis is kept and
fed whenever he appears; this court has an inner colonnade
all around it and many cut figures; the roof is held up by great
statues twenty feet high for pillars. Apis inG is Epaphus.

154: 1)To the I and C who had helped
him, Psammetichus gave places to live in called T C,
opposite each other on either side of the N; and besides
this, he paid them all that he had promised. 2)Moreover,
he put E boys in their hands to be taught G,
and from these, who learned the language, are descended
the present-day E interpreters. 3)e I and
C lived for a long time in these places, which are near
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the sea, on the arm of the N called the P, a lit-
tle way below the town of B. Long aerwards, king
Amasis removed them and settled them atM to be his
guard against the E. 4)It is a result of our communi-
cation with these settlers in E (the first of foreign speech
to settle in that country) that we G have exact knowl-
edge of the history of E from the reign of Psammetichus
onwards. 5)ere still remained in my day, in the places out of
which the I andCwere turned, the winches⁶⁴
for their ships and the ruins of their houses. is is howPsam-
metichus got E.

155: 1)I have oen mentioned the E oracle, and
shall give an account of this, as it deserves. is oracle is sacred
toLeto, and is situated in a great city by the S
of the N, on the way up from the sea. 2)B is the name
of the city where this oracle is; I have already mentioned it.
In B there is a temple of Apollo and Artemis. e shrine
of Leto where the oracle is, is itself very great, and its outer
court is sixty feet high. 3)But what caused me the most won-
der among the things apparent there I shall mention. In this
precinct is the shrine of Leto, the height and length of whose
walls is all made of a single stone slab; each wall has an equal

⁶⁴Ed.: Probably capstans for hauling the ships ashore.
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length and height; namely, seventy feet. Another slab makes
the surface of the roof, the cornice ofwhich is seven feet broad.

156: 1)us, then, the shrine is the most marvellous of all
the things that I saw in this temple; but of things of second
rank, themostwondrous is the island calledK. 2)is
lies in a deep and wide lake near the temple at B, and the
E say that it floats. I never saw it float, ormove at all,
and I thought it a marvellous tale, that an island should truly
float. 3)However that may be, there is a great shrine of Apollo
on it, and three altars stand there; many palm trees grow on
the island, and other trees too, some yielding fruit and some
not. 4)is is the story that the E tell to explainwhy
the islandmoves: that on this island that did notmove before,
Leto, oneof the eight godswhofirst came tobe, whowas living
at B where this oracle of hers is, taking charge of Apollo
from Isis, hid him for safety in this island which is now said to
float, when Typhon came hunting through the world, keen to
find the son of Osiris. 5)Apollo and Artemis were (they say)
children of Dionysus and Isis, and Leto was made their nurse
and preserver; in E, Apollo is Horus, Demeter Isis,
Artemis Bubastis. 6)It was from this legend and no other that
Aeschylus son of Euphorion took a notionwhich is in no poet
before him: that Artemis was the daughter of Demeter. For
this reason the island was made to float. So they say.
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157: 1)Psammetichus ruled E for fiy-three years,
twenty-nine of which he spent before A, a great city in
S, besieging it until he took it. A held out against
a siege longer than any city of which we know.

158: 1)Psammetichus had a son, Necos, who became king
of E. It was he who began building the canal into the
R S,⁶⁵ which was finished by Darius the P. is
is four days’ voyage in length, and it was dug wide enough
for two triremes to move in it rowed abreast. 2)It is fed by
the N, and is carried from a little above B by the
A town of P; it issues into the R S.
Digging began in the part of the E plain nearest to
A; themountains that extend toM (themoun-
tains where the stone quarries are) come close to this plain;
3)the canal is led along the foothills of these mountains in a
long reach from west to east; passing then into a ravine, it
bears southward out of the hill country towards theA
G. 4)Now the shortest and most direct passage from the
northern to the southern or R S is from the C
promontory, the boundary between E and S, to the
A G, and this is a distance of one hundred and

⁶⁵Ed.: is canal ran from near T B (B) apparently to
S. Inscriptions recording Darius’ construction of it have been found in
the neighborhood.
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twenty five miles, neither more nor less; 5)this is the most di-
rect route, but the canal is far longer, inasmuch as it is more
crooked. In Necos’ reign, a hundred and twenty thousand
E died digging it. Necos stopped work, stayed by
a prophetic utterance that he was toiling beforehand for the
barbarian. e E call all men of other languages
barbarians.

159: 1)Necos, then, stopped work on the canal and en-
gaged in preparations for war; some of his ships of war were
built on the northern sea, and some in the A G,
by the R S coast: the winches for landing these can still
be seen. 2)He used these ships when needed, andwith his land
army met and defeated the S at M,⁶⁶ taking
the great S city of C⁶⁷ aer the battle. 3)He sent
to B of M and dedicated there to Apollo
the garments in which he won these victories. en he died
aer a reign of sixteen years, and his son Psammis reigned in
his place.

160: 1)While this Psammis was king of E, he was
visited by ambassadors from E, the E boasting that
they had arranged theO gameswith all the justice and
fairness in the world, and claiming that even the E,

⁶⁶Ed.: M appears to be the M of O.T.
⁶⁷Ed.: G.
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although the wisest of all men, could not do better. 2)When
the E came to E and announced why they had
come, Psammis assembled the E reputed to be wis-
est. ese assembled and learned all that the E were to
do regarding the games; aer explaining this, the E said
that they had come to learn whether the E could
discover any juster way. 3)e E deliberated, and
then asked the E if their own citizens took part in the
contests. e E answered that they did: all G
from E or elsewhere might contend. 4)en the E-
 said that in establishing this rule they fell short of com-
plete fairness: “For there is noway that youwill not favor your
own townsfolk in the contest and wrong the stranger; if you
wish in fact to make just rules and have come to E for
that reason, you should admit only strangers to the contest,
and not E.” Such was the counsel of the E to
the E.

161: 1)Psammis reigned over E for only six years;
he invaded E, and immediately thereaer died, and
Apries⁶⁸ the son of Psammis reigned in his place. 2)He
was more fortunate than any former king (except his great-

⁶⁸Ed.: Apries is the Hophra of O.T.; he reigned from 589 to 570 B.C.,
apparently. But the statement that he attacked T and S is incon-
sistent with J history (Jerem.xxvii, Ezek.xvii.).
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grandfather Psammetichus) during his rule of twenty-five
years, duringwhich he sent an army against S and fought
at sea with the king of T. 3)But when it was fated that
evil should overtake him, the cause of it was something that I
will now deal with briefly, and at greater length in the L
part of this history. 4)Apries sent a great force againstC
and suffered a great defeat. e E blamed him for
this and rebelled against him; for they thought thatApries had
knowingly sent his men to their doom, so that aer their per-
ishing in this way he might be the more secure in his rule over
the rest of theE. Bitterly angeredby this, thosewho
returned home and the friends of the slain openly revolted.

162: 1)Hearing of this, Apries sent Amasis to dissuade
them. When Amasis came up with the E, he ex-
horted them to desist; but as he spoke an E came be-
hind him and put a helmet on his head, saying it was the token
of royalty. 2)And Amasis showed that this was not displeas-
ing to him, for aer being made king by the rebel E
he prepared to march against Apries. 3)When Apries heard
of it, he sent against Amasis an esteemed E named
Patarbemis, one of his own court, instructing him to take the
rebel alive and bring him into his presence. When Patarbemis
came and summonedAmasis, Amasis (whowas onhorseback)
rose up and farted, telling the messenger to take that back to
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Apries. 4)But when in spite of this Patarbemis insisted that
Amasis obey the king’s summons and go to him, Amasis an-
swered that he had long been preparing to do just that, and
Apries would find him above reproach, for he would present
himself, and bring others. 5)Hearing this, Patarbemis could
not mistake Amasis; he saw his preparations and hastened to
depart, the more quickly to make known to the king what was
going on. When Apries saw him return without Amasis, he
did not stop to reflect, but in his rage and fury had Patarbemis’
ears and nose cut off. 6)e rest of the E, who were
until now Apries’ friends, seeing this outrage done to the man
whowasmost prominent among them, changed sides without
delay and offered themselves to Amasis.

163: 1)Learning of this, too, Apries armed his guard
and marched against the E; he had a bodyguard
of C and I, thirty thousand of them, and his
royal palace was in the city of S, a great and marvellous
palace. 2)Apries’ men marched against the E, and
so did Amasis’ men against the foreigners. So they both came
to M and were going to make trial of one another.

164: 1)e E are divided into seven classes:
priests, warriors, cowherds, swineherds, merchants, inter-
preters, and pilots. ere are this many classes, each
named aer its occupation. 2)e warriors are divided into
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K and H, and they belong to the fol-
lowing districts (for all divisions in E aremade according
to districts).

165: 1)e H are from the districts of
Busiris, S, K, and P, the island called
P, and half of N—from all of these; their
number, at its greatest, attained to a hundred and sixty thou-
sand. None of these has learned any common trade; they are
free to follow the profession of arms alone.

166: 1)eK are from the districts of T
, B, A, T, M, S,
A, P, T, O, A,
M (this last is in an island opposite the city of
B�— 2)from all of these; their number, at its greatest,
attained to two hundred and fiy thousand men. ese too
may practise no trade but war, which is their hereditary
calling.

167: 1)Now whether this, too, the G have learned
from the E, I cannot confidently judge. I know that
in T and S and P and L and nearly
all foreign countries, those who learn trades are held in less es-
teem than the rest of the people, and those who have least to
do with artisans’ work, especially men who are free to prac-
tise the art of war, are highly honored. 2)is much is certain:
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that this opinion, which is held by all G and particu-
larly by the L, is of foreign origin. It is in
C that artisans are held in least contempt.

168: 1)ewarriors were the only E, except the
priests, who had special privileges: for each of them an un-
taxed plot of twelve acres was set apart. is acre is a square
of a hundred E cubits each way, the E cu-
bit being equal to the S. 2)ese lands were set apart
for all; it was never the same men who cultivated them, but
each in turn.⁶⁹ A thousand K and as many H-
 were the king’s annual bodyguard. ese men, be-
sides their lands, each received a daily provision of fiveminae’s
weight of roast grain, twominae of beef, and four cups ofwine.
ese were the gis received by each bodyguard.

169: 1)When Apries with his guards and Amasis with the
whole force of E came to the town of M-
, they engaged; and though the foreigners fought well,
they were vastly outnumbered, and therefore were beaten.
2)Apries, they say, supposed that not even a god could depose
him fromhis throne, so firmly did he think hewas established;
and now, defeated in battle and taken captive, he was brought
to S, to the royal dwelling which belonged to him once but

⁶⁹Ed.: at is, each twelve-acre plot was cultivated by a new occupier
every year.
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now belonged toAmasis. 3)ere, he was kept alive for a while
in the palace and well treated by Amasis. But presently the
E complained that there was no justice in keeping
alive one who was their own and their king’s bitterest enemy;
whereupon Amasis gave Apries up to them, and they stran-
gled him and then buried him in the burial-place of his fathers.
4)is is in the temple of Athena, very near to the sanctuary,
on the le of the entrance. e people of S buried within
the temple precinct all kings whowere natives of their district.
5)e tomb of Amasis is farther from the sanctuary than the
tomb ofApries and his ancestors; yet it, too, is within the tem-
ple court; it is a great colonnade of stone, richly adorned, the
pillars made in the form of palm trees. In this colonnade are
two portals, and the place where the coffin lies is within their
doors.

170: 1)ere is also at S the burial-place of one whose
name I think it impious tomention in speaking of such amat-
ter; it is in the temple ofAthena, behind and close to the length
of the wall of the shrine. 2)Moreover, great stone obelisks
stand in the precinct; and there is a lake nearby, adorned
with a stone margin and made in a complete circle; it is, as
it seemed to me, the size of the lake at D which they call
the R P.

171: 1)On this lake they enact by night the story of the
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god’s sufferings, a rite which the E call the Myster-
ies. I could say more about this, for I know the truth, but let
me preserve a discreet silence. 2)Let me preserve a discreet si-
lence, too, concerning that rite ofDemeterwhich theG
call esmophoria⁷⁰ , except as much of it as I am not forbid-
den to mention. 3)e daughters of Danaus were those who
brought this rite out of E and taught it to the P-
 women; aerwards, when the people of the P-
 were driven out by the D, it was lost, except in
so far as it was preserved by the A, the P-
 people which was not driven out but le in its home.

172: 1)Aer Apries was deposed, Amasis became king; he
was from a town called S in the district of S. 2)Nowat
first he was scorned and held in low regard by the E
on the ground that he was a common man and of no high
family; but presently he won them over by being shrewd and
not arrogant. 3)He had among his countless treasures a golden
washbowl, inwhichhe and all thosewho atewith himwere ac-
customed to clean their feet. is he broke in pieces and out of
it made a god’s image, which he set in amost conspicuous spot
in the city; and the E came frequently to this image
and held it in great reverence. 4)When Amasis learned what

⁷⁰Ed.: A festival celebrated by A women in autumn.
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the townsfolk were doing, he called the E together
and told them that the image had been made out of the wash-
bowl, in which E had once vomited and urinated
and cleaned their feet, but which now they greatly revered.
5)“Now then,” he said, “I have fared like the washbowl, since
if before I was a commonman, still, I am your king now.” And
he told them to honor and show respect for him.

173: 1)e following was how he scheduled his affairs: in
the morning, until the the hour when the marketplace filled,
he readily conducted whatever business was brought to him;
the rest of the day, he drank and joked at the expense of his
companions andwas idle and playful. 2)But this displeased his
friends, who admonished him thus: “OKing, you do not con-
duct yourself well by indulging too much in vulgarity. You, a
celebrated man, ought to conduct your business throughout
the day, sitting on a celebrated throne; and thus the E-
would know that they are governed by a greatman, and
you would be better spoken of; as it is, what you do is by no
means kingly.” 3)But he answered them like this: “Men that
have bows string themwhen theymust use them, and unstring
them when they have used them; were bows kept strung for-
ever, theywouldbreak, and so couldnot be usedwhenneeded.
4)Such, too, is the nature ofman. Were one to be always at seri-
ous work and not permit oneself a bit of relaxation, he would
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go mad or idiotic before he knew it; I am well aware of that,
and give each of the two its turn.” Such was his answer to his
friends.

174: 1)It is said that even when Amasis was a private man
he was fond of drinking and joking and was not at all a sober
man; and that when his drinking and pleasure-seeking cost
him the bare necessities, he would go around stealing. en
when he contradicted those who said that he had their posses-
sions, they would bring him to whatever place of divination
was nearby, and sometimes the oracles declared himguilty and
sometimes they acquitted him. 2)When he became king, he
did not take care of the shrines of the gods who had acquitted
him of the, or give them anything for maintenance, or make
it his practice to sacrifice there, for he knew them to be worth-
less and their oracles false; but he took scrupulous care of the
gods who had declared his guilt, considering them to be gods
in very deed and their oracles infallible.

175: 1)Amasis made amarvellous outer court for the tem-
ple of Athena⁷¹ at S, far surpassing all in its height and
size, and in the size and quality of the stone blocks; more-

⁷¹Ed.: Apparently, Nit; also identified with Demeter (Hdt. 2.132,
note).
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over, he set up huge images and vast man-headed sphinxes,⁷²
and brought enormous blocks of stone besides for the build-
ing. 2)Some of these he brought from the stone quarries of
M; the largest came from the city of E,⁷³
twenty days’ journey distant by river from S. 3)But what I
admire most of his works is this: he brought from E-
 a shrine made of one single block of stone; its transport
took three years and two thousand men had the carriage of it,
all of thempilots. is chamber is thirty-five feet long, twenty-
three feet wide, thirteen feet high. 4)ese are the external di-
mensions of the chamber which is made of one block; its in-
ternal dimensions are: thirty-one feet long, twenty feet wide,
eight feet high. It stands at the entrance of the temple; 5)it was
not dragged within (so they say) because while it was being
drawn the chief builder complained aloud of the great expense
of time and his loathing of the work, and Amasis taking this
to heart would not let it be drawn further. Some also say that
a man, one of those who heaved up the shrine, was crushed by
it, and therefore it was not dragged within.

176: 1)Furthermore, Amasis dedicated, besides monu-

⁷²Ed.: Visitors to K will remember the double row of sphinxes
leading to the temple.

⁷³Ed.: e island opposite A; the A quarries have always
been famous.
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ments of marvellous size in all the other temples of note,
the huge image that lies supine before Hephaestus’ temple at
M; this image is seventy-five feet in length; there stand
on the same base, on either side of the great image, two huge
statues hewn from the same block, each of them twenty feet
high. 2)ere is at S another stone figure of like size, supine
as is the figure at M. It was Amasis, too, who built the
great and most marvellous temple of Isis at M.

177: 1)It is said that in the reignofAmasis Eattained
to its greatest prosperity, in respect of what the river did for
the land and the land for its people: and that the number of
inhabited cities in the country was twenty thousand. 2)It was
Amasis also who made the law that every E declare
hismeans of livelihood to the ruler of his district annually, and
that omitting to do so or to prove that one had a legitimate
livelihood be punishable with death. Solon the A
got this law from E and established it among his people;
may they always have it, for it is a perfect law.

178: 1)Amasis became a philhellene, and besides other
services which he did for some of the G, he gave those
who came to E the city of N to live in; and to
those who travelled to the country without wanting to settle
there, he gave lands where they might set up altars and make
holy places for their gods. 2)Of these the greatest and most
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famous and most visited precinct is that which is called the
H, founded jointly by the I cities of C,
T, P, and C, the Dorian cities of
R, C, H, and Phaselis, and one
A city,M. 3)It is to these that the precinct be-
longs, and these are the cities that furnish overseers of the trad-
ing port; if any other cities advance claims, they claim what
does not belong to them. e A made a precinct
of their own, sacred toZeus; and so did the S forHera
and the M for Apollo.

179: 1)N was in the past the only trading port
in E. Whoever came to any other mouth of the N
had to swear that he had not come intentionally, and had then
to take his ship and sail to the C ; or if he
could not sail against contrary winds, he had to carry his cargo
in barges around the Delta until he came to N. In
such esteem was N held.

180: 1)When theApaid three hundred tal-
ents to have the temple that now stands at D finished
(as that which was formerly there burnt down by accident),
it was the D’ lot to pay a fourth of the cost. 2)ey
went about fromcity to city collecting gis, and gotmost from
E; for Amasis gave them a thousand talents’ weight of
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astringent earth,⁷⁴ and the G settlers in E twenty
minae.

181: 1)Amasis made friends and allies of the people of
C. And he decided tomarry from there, either because
he had his heart set on a G wife, or for the sake of the
C’ friendship; 2)in any case, he married a certain
Ladice, said by some to be the daughter of Battus, of Arcesi-
laus by others, and by others again of Critobulus, an esteemed
citizen of the place. But whenever Amasis lay with her, he be-
came unable to have intercourse, though he managed with ev-
ery other woman; 3)andwhen this happened repeatedly, Ama-
sis said to the woman called Ladice, “Woman, you have cast a
spell on me, and there is no way that you shall avoid perishing
themostwretchedly of allwomen.” 4)SoLadice, when theking
did not relent at all although she denied it, vowed in her heart
to Aphrodite that, if Amasis could have intercourse with her
that night, since that would remedy the problem, she would
send a statue to C to her. And aer the prayer, imme-
diately, Amasis did have intercourse with her. And whenever
Amasis came to her thereaer, he had intercourse, and he was
very fond of her aer this. 5)Ladice paid her vow to the god-
dess; she had an image made and sent it to C, where it

⁷⁴Ed.: Alum, apparently.
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stood safe until my time, facing outside the city. Cambyses,
when he had conquered E and learned who Ladice was,
sent her away to C unharmed.

182: 1)Moreover, Amasis dedicated offerings in H.
He gave to C a gilt image of Athena and a painted pic-
ture of himself; to Athena of L, two stone images and
a marvellous linen breast-plate; and to Hera in S, two
wooden statues of himself that were still standing in my time
behind the doors in the great shrine. 2)eofferings in S
were dedicated because of the friendship between Amasis and
Polycrates,⁷⁵ son of Aeaces; what he gave to L was not
out of friendship for anyone, but because the temple ofAthena
in L is said to have been founded by the daughters of
Danaus, when they landed there in their flight from the sons
of Egyptus. Such were Amasis’ offerings. Moreover, he was
the first conqueror of C, which he made tributary to
himself.

⁷⁵Ed.: Polycrates’ rule began probably in 532 B.C. For the friendship
between him and Amasis, seeHdt. 3.39.
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III
1: 1)Cyrus’ son Cambyses was leading an army of his subjects,
I and A G among them,¹ against this
Amasis for the following reason. Cambyses had sent a herald
to E asking Amasis for his daughter; he asked on the ad-
vice of anE,who advised it out of resentment against
Amasis, that out of all the E physicians Amasis had
dragged him away from his wife and children and sent him up
to P when Cyrus sent to Amasis asking for the best eye-

¹Ed.: e received date is 525 B.C.
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doctor in E. 2)Out of resentment, the E by his
advice induced Cambyses to ask Amasis for his daughter, so
that Amasis would either be wretched if he gave her, or hated
by Cambyses if he did not. Amasis, intimidated by the power
of P and frightened, could neither give his daughter nor
refuse her; for he knew well that Cambyses was not going to
take her as his wife but as his concubine. 3)Aer considering
the matter, he did as follows. ere was a daughter of the for-
mer king Apries, all that was le of that family, quite tall and
pretty, and her name was Nitetis; this girl Amasis adorned
with clothes and gold and sent toCambyses as his own daugh-
ter. 4)But aer a time, as he embraced her addressing her as the
daughter of Amasis, the girl said to him, “O King, you do not
understand how you have beenmade a fool of by Amasis, who
dressed me in finery and sent me to you as his own daughter,
when I am in fact the daughter of Apries, the ruler Amasis re-
volted from with the E and killed.” 5)is speech
and this crime that occurred turned Cyrus’ son Cambyses, fu-
riously angry, against E. So the P say.

2: 1)But the E, who say that Cambyses was the
son of this daughter of Apries, claim him as one of theirs; they
say that it was Cyrus who asked Amasis for his daughter, and
not Cambyses. 2)But what they say is false. ey are certainly
not unaware (for if any understand the customs of the P-
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 the E do) firstly, that it is not their custom
for illegitimate offspring to rule when there are legitimate off-
spring; and secondly, that Cambyses was the son of Cassan-
dane, the daughter of Pharnaspes, who was an Achaemenid,
and not of the E woman. But they falsify the story,
pretending to be related to the house of Cyrus. at is the
truth of the matter.

3: 1)efollowing story, incredible tome, is also told: that
one of the P women who came to visit Cyrus’ wives,
and saw the tall and attractive children who stood by Cassan-
dane, expressed her admiration in extravagant terms. en
Cassandane, Cyrus’ wife, said, 2)“Although I am the mother
of such children, Cyrus dishonors me and honors his new
woman from E.” So she spoke in her bitterness against
Nitetis; and Cambyses, the eldest of her sons, said, 3)“en,
mother, when I am grown up, I will turn all E upside
down.” When he said this, he was about ten years old, and the
women were amazed; but he kept it in mind, and it was thus
thatwhenhe grewup andbecameking, hemade the campaign
against E.

4: 1)It so happened, too, that something else occurred
contributing to this campaign. ere was among Amasis’
mercenaries a man who was a H by birth,
a clever man and a good soldier, whose name was Phanes.
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2)is Phanes had some grudge against Amasis, and fled from
E aboard ship, hoping to talk toCambyses. Since he was
a man much admired among the mercenaries and had an ex-
act knowledge of all E matters, Amasis was anxious
to catch him, and sent a trireme with his most trusted eunuch
to pursue him. is eunuch caught him in L but never
brought him back to E, for Phanes was too clever for
him. 3)He made his guards drunk and so escaped to P.
ere he found Cambyses prepared to set out against E,
but in doubt as to his march, how he should cross the water-
less desert; so Phanes showed himwhatwasAmasis’ condition
and how he should march; as to this, he advised Cambyses to
send and ask the king of the A for a safe passage.

5: 1)Now the only apparent way of entry into E is
this. e road runs from P as far as the borders of
the city of C,² which belongs to the so-called S-
 of P. 2)From C (which, as I judge, is a
city not much smaller than S) to the city of I
the seaports belong to the A; then they are S
again from I as far as the S marsh, beside
which the C promontory stretches seawards; 3)from
this S marsh, where Typho is supposed to have

²Ed.: Probably G.
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been hidden,³ the country is E. Now between I-
 and the C  and the S marsh
there lies a wide territory for as much as three days’ journey,
terribly arid.

6: 1)I am going to mention something now which few
of those who sail to E know. Earthen jars full of wine
are brought into E twice a year from all G and
Pbesides: yet onemight safely say there is not a sin-
gle empty wine jar anywhere in the country. 2)What then (one
may ask) becomes of them? I shall explain this too. Each gov-
ernor of a district must gather in all the earthen pots from his
own township and take them to M, and the people of
M must fill them with water and carry them to those
arid lands of S; so the earthen pottery that is brought to
E and unloaded or emptied there is carried to S to
join the stock that has already been taken there.

7: 1)Now as soon as the P took possession of
E, they became the caretakers of the entryway into it,
having it provisioned with water in the way I have described.
2)But at this time there was as yet no ready supply of wa-

³Ed.: Hot winds and volcanic agency were attributed by G
mythology to Typhon, cast down from heaven by Zeus and “buried” in hot
or volcanic regions. Typhon came to be identified with the E god
Set; and the legend grew that he was buried in the S marsh.
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ter; and so Cambyses, hearing what was said by the stranger
fromH, sentmessengers to theA and
asked and obtained safe conduct, giving to him and receiving
from him pledges.

8: 1)ere are no men who respect pledges more than the
A. is is how they give them: a man stands be-
tween the two pledging parties, and with a sharp stone cuts
the palms of their hands, near the thumb; then he takes a
piece of wood from the cloak of each and smears with their
blood seven stones that lie between them, meanwhile calling
onDionysus and theHeavenly Aphrodite; 2)aer this is done,
the one who has given his pledge commends the stranger (or
his countryman if the other be one) to his friends, and his
friends hold themselves bound to honor the pledge. 3)ey
believe in no other gods except Dionysus and the Heavenly
Aphrodite; and they say that they wear their hair as Dionysus
does his, cutting it round the head and shaving the temples.
ey call Dionysus, Orotalt; and Aphrodite, Alilat.⁴

9: 1)When, then, the A had made the pledge to
the messengers who had come from Cambyses, he devised
the following expedient: he filled camel-skins with water and

⁴Ed.: According to Movers, Orotalt is “the fire of God,” ôrath êl, and
Alilat the feminine of hêlêl, “morning star”; but a simpler interpretation is
Alilat = the goddess.
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loaded all his camels with these; then he drove them into the
waterless land and there awaited Cambyses’ army. 2)is is the
most credible of the stories told; but Imust relate the less cred-
ible tale also, since they tell it. ere is a great river in A
called C, emptying into the sea called Red. 3)From this
river (it is said) the king of theA broughtwater by an
aqueduct made of sewn oxhides and other hides and extensive
enough to reach to the dry country; and he had great tanks
dug in that country to try to receive and keep the water. 4)It is
a twelve days’ journey from the river to that desert. By three
aqueducts (they say) he brought the water to three different
places.

10: 1)Psammenitus, son of Amasis, was encamped by
the mouth of the N called P, awaiting Camby-
ses. 2)For when Cambyses marched against E, he found
Amasis no longer alive; he had died aer reigning forty-four
years, during which he had suffered no great misfortune; and
being dead he was embalmed and laid in the burial-place built
for him in the temple. 3)While his son Psammenitus was king
of E, the people saw an extraordinary thing, namely, rain
at T of E, where, as the T themselves say,
there had never been rain before, nor since to my lifetime; for
indeed there is no rain at all in the upper parts of E; but
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at that time a drizzle of rain fell at T .⁵
11: 1)When the P had crossed the waterless

country and encamped near the E intending to en-
gage them, the E mercenaries, G and C-
, devised a plan to punish Phanes, angered at him for
leading a foreign army into E. 2)Phanes had le sons
in E; these they brought to the camp, into their father’s
sight, and set a great bowl between the two armies; then they
brought the sons one by one and cut their throats over the
bowl. 3)When all the sons had been slaughtered, they poured
wine and water into the bowl, and the mercenaries drank this
and then gave battle. efightingwas fierce, andmany of both
armies fell; but at last the E were routed.

12: 1)I saw a strange thing on the site of the battle, of
which the people of the country had told me. e bones of
those killed on either side in this fight lying scattered sepa-
rately (for the P bones lay in one place and the E-
 in another, where the armies had first separately stood),
the skulls of the P are so brittle that if you throw no
more than a pebble it will pierce them, but the E
skulls are so strong that a blow of a stone will hardly crack
them. 2)And this, the people said (which for my own part

⁵Ed.: In modern times there is sometimes a little rain at T
(L); very little and very seldom.
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I readily believed), is the explanation of it: the E
shave their heads from childhood, and the bone thickens by
exposure to the sun. 3)is also is the reason why they do not
grow bald; for nowhere can one see so few bald heads as in
E. 4)eir skulls then are strong for this reason; while
the P skulls are weak because they cover their heads
throughout their lives with the felt hats (called tiaras) which
they wear. Such is the truth of the matter. I saw too the skulls
of those P at Pwhowere killed withDarius’
son Achaemenes by Inaros the L, and they were like the
others.

13: 1)Aer their rout in the battle the E fled
in disorder; and when they had been overtaken in M-
, Cambyses sent a P herald up the river aboard
a M boat to invite the E to an accord.
2)But when they saw the boat coming to M, they sal-
lied out all together from their walls, destroyed the boat, dis-
membered the crew (like butchers) and carried them within
the walls. 3)So the E were besieged, and aer a
long while surrendered; but the neighboring L, fright-
ened by what had happened in E, surrendered without
a fight, laying tribute on themselves and sending gis; and so
too did the people of C and B, frightened like
the L. 4)Cambyses received in all kindness the gis of
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the L; but he seized what came from C and,
displeased, I think, because it was so little—for the C-
 had sent five hundred silver minae—cast it with his
own hands among his army.

14: 1)On the tenth day aer the surrender of the walled
city of M, Cambyses took Psammenitus king of
E, who had reigned for six months, and confined him
in the outer part of the city with other E, to in-
sult him; having confined him there, he tried Psammenitus’
spirit, as I shall show. 2)He dressed the daughter of the king
as a slave and sent her out with a pitcher to fetch water, to-
gether with other girls from the families of the leading men,
dressed like the daughter of the king. 3)So when the girls
went out before their fathers’ eyes crying and lamenting, all
the rest answered with cries and weeping, seeing their chil-
dren abused; but Psammenitus, having seen with his own eyes
and learned all, bowed himself to the ground. 4)Aer the
water-carriers had passed by, Cambyses next made Psammeni-
tus’ son go out before him with two thousand E
of the same age, all with ropes bound round their necks and
bridle-bits in their mouths; 5)they were led out to be punished
for those M who had perished with their boat
at M; for such was the judgment of the royal judges,
that every man’s death be paid for by the deaths of ten no-
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ble E. 6)When Psammenitus saw them passing and
perceived that his son was being led out to die, and all the
E who sat with him wept and showed their afflic-
tion, he did as he had done at the sight of his daughter. 7)Aer
these too had gone out, it happened that there was one of
his companions, a man past his prime, who had lost all his
possessions, and had only what a poor man might have, and
begged of the army; thisman nowwent out before Psammeni-
tus son of Amasis and the E confined in the outer
part of the city. When Psammenitus saw him, he broke into
loud weeping, striking his head and calling on his companion
by name. 8)Now there were men set to watch Psammenitus,
who told Cambyses all that he did as each went forth. Won-
dering at what the king did, Cambyses made this inquiry of
him by a messenger: 9)“Psammenitus, Lord Cambyses wants
to know why, seeing your daughter abused and your son go-
ing to his death, you did not cry out or weep, yet you showed
such feeling for the beggar, who (asCambyses learns fromoth-
ers) is not one of your kindred?” So the messenger inquired.
Psammenitus answered: 10)“SonofCyrus,myprivate griefwas
too great for weeping; but the unhappiness of my compan-
ion deserves tears—a man fallen from abundance and pros-
perity to beggary come to the threshold of old age.” When
themessenger reported this, Cambyses and his court, it is said,
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thought the answer good. 11)And, the E say, Croe-
suswept (for it happened that he toohad comewithCambyses
to E) and the P thatwere therewept; Cambyses
himself felt some pity, and he ordered that Psammenitus’ son
be spared from those that were to be executed, and that Psam-
menitus himself be brought in from the outer part of the city
and brought before him.

15: 1)ose that went for him found that the son was
no longer alive, but had been the first to be slaughtered; but
they brought Psammenitus up and led him to Cambyses; and
there he lived, and no violence was done him for the rest of his
life. 2)And if he had known how to mind his own business, he
would have regained E to govern; for the P are
inclined to honor kings’ sons; even though kings revolt from
them, they give back to their sons the sovereign power. 3)ere
are many instances showing that it is their custom so to do,
and notably the giving back of his father’s sovereign power to
annyras sonof Inaros, and also toPausiris sonofAmyrtaeus;
yet none ever did the P more harm than Inaros and
Amyrtaeus.⁶ 4)But as it was, Psammenitus plotted evil and got
his reward; for hewas caught raising a revolt among the E-

⁶Ed.: e revolt of the E Inaros and Amyrtaeus against the
P governor lasted from 460 to 455 B.C.
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; and when Cambyses heard of it, Psammenitus drank
bull’s blood⁷ and died. Such was his end.

16: 1)From M Cambyses went to the city Sais,
anxious to do exactly what he did do. Entering the house of
Amasis, he had the body of Amasis carried outside from its
place of burial; and when this had been done, he gave orders
to scourge it and pull out the hair and pierce it with goads, and
to desecrate it in every way. 2)When they were weary of do-
ing this (for the body, being embalmed, remained whole and
did not fall to pieces), Cambyses gave orders to burn it, a sac-
rilegious command; for the P hold fire to be a god;
3)therefore neither nation thinks it right to burn the dead, the
P for the reason given, as they say it is wrong to give
the dead body of a man to a god; while the E be-
lieve fire to be a living beast that devours all that it catches, and
when sated with its meal dies together with that on which it
feeds. 4)Now it is by no means their custom to give the dead
to beasts; and this is why they embalm the corpse, that it may
not lie and feedworms. uswhatCambyses commandedwas
contrary to the custom of both peoples. 5)e E
say, however, that it was not Amasis to whom this was done,
but another E of the same age as Amasis, whom the

⁷Ed.: e blood was supposed to coagulate and choke the drinker.
(How and Wells, ad loc.)
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P abused thinking that they were abusing Amasis.
6)For their story is that Amasis learned from an oracle what
was to be done to him aer his death, and so to escape this
fate buried this dead man, the one that was scourged, near the
door inside his own vault, and ordered his son that he himself
should be laid in the farthest corner of the vault. 7)I think that
these commands of Amasis, regarding the burial-place and the
man, were never given at all, and that the E believe
in them in vain.

17: 1)Aer this Cambyses planned three expeditions,
against the C,⁸ against the A,
and against the “long-lived”⁹ E, who inhabit that
part of L that is on the southern sea. 2)He decided af-
ter consideration to send his fleet against the C-
 and a part of his land army against the A; to
E he would first send spies, to see what truth there
was in the story of a Table of the Sun in that country, and to
spy out all else besides, under the pretext of bringing gis for
the Ethiopian king.

18: 1)Now the Table of the Sun is said to be something of
this kind:¹⁰ there is a meadow outside the city, filled with the

⁸Ed.: C.
⁹Ed.: cp. beginning ofHdt. 3.23.
¹⁰Ed.: is story may be an indication of offerings made to the dead, or
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boiled flesh of all four-footed things; here during the night the
men of authority among the townsmen are careful to set out
the meat, and all day whoever wishes comes and feasts on it.
ese meats, say the people of the country, are ever produced
by the earth of itself. Such is the story of the Sun’s Table.

19: 1)When Cambyses determined to send the spies, he
sent for those F- from the city of E
who understood the Ethiopian language. 2)While they were
fetching them, he ordered his fleet to sail against C.
But the P said they would not do it; for they
were bound, they said, by strong oaths, and if they sailed
against their own progeny they would be doing an impious
thing; and the P being unwilling, the rest were
inadequate fighters. 3)us theC escaped be-
ing enslaved by the P; for Cambyses would not use
force with the P, seeing that they had willingly
surrendered to the P, and the whole fleet drew its
strength from them. e C too had come of their
own accord to aid the P against E.

20: 1)When the F- arrived from E-
 at Cambyses’ summons, he sent them to E,
with orders what to say, and bearing as gis a red cloak and

of a region of great fertility. In Homer the gods are fabled to feast with the
E.
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a twisted gold necklace and bracelets and an alabaster box of
incense and an earthenware jar of palmwine. ese E-
, to whom Cambyses sent them, are said to be the tallest
and most handsome of all men. 2)eir way of choosing kings
is different from that of all others, as (it is said) are all their
laws; they consider that man worthy to be their king whom
they judge to be tallest and to have strength proportional to
his stature.

21: 1)When the F- arrived among these men,
they gave the gis to their king and said: “Cambyses, the king
of the P, wishing to become your friend and ally, sent
us with orders to address ourselves to you; and he offers you
as gis these things which he enjoys using himself.” 2)But the
Ethiopian, perceiving that they had come as spies, spoke thus
to them: “It is not because he values my friendship that the
Persian King sends you with gis, nor do you speak the truth
(for you have come to spy on my realm), nor is that man just;
for were he just, he would not have coveted a land other than
his own, nor would he try to lead into slavery men by whom
he has not been injured. Now, give him this bow, and this
message: 3)‘e King of the E advises the King of
the P to bring overwhelming odds to attack the long-
livedEwhen theP candrawabowof this
length as easily as I do; but until then, to thank the gods who
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do not incite the sons of the E to add other land
to their own.’”

22: 1)So speaking he unstrung the bow and gave it to the
menwho had come. en, taking the red cloak, he askedwhat
it was and how it was made; and when the F- told
him the truth about the color and the process of dyeing, he
said that both the men and their garments were full of de-
ceit. 2)Next he inquired about the twisted gold necklace and
the bracelets; and when the F- told him how they
were made, the king smiled, and, thinking them to be fetters,
said: “We have stronger chains than these.” 3)irdly he in-
quired about the incense; and when they described making
and applying it, he made the same reply as about the cloak.
But when he came to the wine and asked about its making,
he was vastly pleased with the drink, and asked further what
food their king ate, and what was the greatest age to which a
P lived. 4)ey told him their king ate bread, show-
ing him how wheat grew; and said that the full age to which
a man might hope to live was eighty years. en, said the
Ethiopian, it was no wonder that they lived so few years, if
they atedung;¹¹ theywouldnot evenhavebeen able to live that
many unless they were refreshed by the drink—signifying to

¹¹Ed.: i.e. grain produced by the manured soil.
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theF- thewine—for in this, he said, theP
excelled the E.

23: 1)e F- then in turn asking of the
Ethiopian length of life and diet, he said that most of them at-
tained to a hundred and twenty years, and some even tomore;
their food was boiled meat and their drink milk. 2)e spies
showedwonder at the tale of years; whereupon he led them, it
is said, to a spring, by washing in which they grew sleeker, as
though it were of oil; and it smelled of violets. 3)So light, the
spies said, was this water, that nothing would float on it, nei-
ther wood nor anything lighter than wood, but all sank to the
bottom. If this water is truly such as they say, it is likely that
their constant use of it makes the people long-lived. 4)When
they le the spring, the king led them to a prison where all the
men were bound with fetters of gold. Among these E-
 there is nothing so scarce and so precious as bronze. en,
having seen the prison, they sawwhat is called the Table of the
Sun.

24: 1)Last aer this they viewed the Ethiopian coffins;
these are said to bemade of alabaster, as I shall describe: 2)they
cause the dead body to shrink, either as the E do or
in someotherway, then cover it with gypsumandpaint it all as
far as possible in the likeness of the living man; 3)then they set
it within a hollow pillar of alabaster, which they dig in abun-
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dance from the ground, and it is easily worked; the body can
be seen in the pillar through the alabaster, no evil stench nor
anything unpleasant proceeding from it, and showing clearly
all its parts, as if it were the man himself. 4)e nearest of kin
keep the pillar in their house for a year, giving it of the first-
fruits and offering it sacrifices; aer which they bring the pil-
lars out and set them round about the city.

25: 1)Having seen everything, the spies departed again.
When they reported all this, Cambyses was angry, and
marched at once against the E, neither giving di-
rections for any provision of food nor considering that he was
about to lead his army to the ends of the earth; 2)being not in
his rightmind butmad, however, hemarched at once on hear-
ing from the F-, ordering the G who were
with him to await him where they were, and taking with him
all his land army. 3)When he came in his march to T ,
he detached about fiy thousand men from his army, and di-
rected them to enslave the A and burn the oracle
of Zeus; and he himself went on towards E with the
rest of his host. 4)But before his army had accomplished the
fih part of their journey they had come to an end of all there
was in the way of provision, and aer the food was gone, they
ate the beasts of burden until there was none of these le ei-
ther. 5)Now had Cambyses, when he perceived this, changed
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his mind and led his army back again, he would have been a
wise man at last aer his first fault; but as it was, he went ever
forward, taking account of nothing. 6)While his soldiers could
get anything from the earth, they kept themselves alive by eat-
ing grass; but when they came to the sandy desert, some did
a terrible thing, taking by lot one man out of ten and eating
him. 7)Hearing this, Cambyses feared their becoming canni-
bals, and so gave up his expedition against the E
and marched back to T , with the loss of many of his
army; fromT he came down toM, and sent the
G to sail away.

26: 1)So fared the expedition against E. As for
those who were sent to march against the A, they
set out and journeyed from T with guides; and it is
known that they came to the city of Oasis,¹² inhabited by
S said to be of the A tribe, seven days’
march fromT across sandy desert; this place is called, in
the G language, I   B. 2)us far, it
is said, the army came; aer that, except for the A
themselves and those who heard from them, no man can say
anything of them; for they neither reached the A

¹²Ed.: Oasismeans simply a planted place;Herodotusmakes it a proper
name. What he means here is the “Great oasis” of K, about seven
days’ journey from T , as he says.
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nor returned back. 3)But this is what the A them-
selves say: when the P were crossing the sand from
Oasis to attack them, and were about midway between their
country and Oasis, while they were breakfasting a great and
violent south wind arose, which buried them in the masses of
sand which it bore; and so they disappeared from sight. Such
is the A tale about this army.

27: 1)When Cambyses was back at M, there ap-
peared in E thatApis¹³ whom theG call Epaphus;
at whose epiphany the E put on their best clothing
andheld a festival. 2)Seeing the E so doing, Camby-
ses was fully persuaded that these signs of joy were for his mis-
fortunes, and summoned the rulers of M; when they
came before him, he asked themwhy the E behaved
so at the moment he returned with so many of his army lost,
though they had done nothing like it when he was before at
M. 3)e rulers told him that a god, wont to appear
aer long intervals of time, had now appeared to them; and
that all E rejoiced and made holiday whenever he so ap-
peared. At this Cambyses said that they lied, and he punished
them with death for their lie.

28: 1)Having put them to death, he next summoned the

¹³Ed.: cp. Hdt. 2.38.
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priests before him. When they gave him the same account, he
said that if a tame god had come to the E he would
know it; and with no more words he bade the priests bring
Apis. So they went to fetch and bring him. 2)is Apis, or
Epaphus, is a calf born of a cow that can never conceive again.
By what the E say, the cow is made pregnant by a
light from heaven, and thereaer gives birth to Apis. 3)e
marks of this calf called Apis are these: he is black, and has on
his forehead a three-cornered white spot, and the likeness of
an eagle on his back; the hairs of the tail are double, and there
is a knot under the tongue.

29: 1)When the priests ledApis in, Cambyses—for hewas
all but mad—drew his dagger and, meaning to stab the calf in
the belly, stuck the thigh; then laughing he said to the priests:
2)“Simpletons, are these your gods, creatures of flesh andblood
that can feel weapons of iron? at is a god worthy of the
E. But for you, you shall suffer for making me your
laughing-stock.” So saying he bade those, whose business it
was, to scourge the priests well, and to kill any other E-
 whom they found holiday-making. 3)So the E
festival ended, and the priests were punished, and Apis lay in
the temple and died of the wound in the thigh. When he was
dead of the wound, the priests buried him without Cambyses’
knowledge.
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30: 1)But Cambyses, the E say, owing to this
wrongful act immediately went mad, although even before he
had not been sensible. His first evil act was to destroy his
full brother Smerdis, whom he had sent away from E to
P out of jealousy, because Smerdis alone could draw the
bow brought from the Ethiopian by the F- as far
as two fingerbreadths, but no other P could draw it.
2)Smerdis having gone to P, Cambyses saw in a dream a
vision, in which it seemed to him that a messenger came from
P and told him that Smerdis sitting on the royal throne
touched heaven with his head. 3)Fearing therefore for himself,
lest his brother might slay him and so be king, he sent Prexas-
pes, the most trusted of his P, to P to kill him.
Prexaspes went up to S and killed Smerdis; some say that
he took Smerdis out hunting, others that he brought him to
the Red¹⁴ Sea and there drowned him.

31: 1)is, they say, was the first of Cambyses’ evil acts;
next, he destroyed his full sister, who had come with him to
E, and whom he had taken to wife. 2)He married her in
this way (for before this, it had by no means been customary
for P to marry their sisters): Cambyses was infatu-

¹⁴Ed.: Not our R S (Ἀράβιος κόλπος) but the P G,
probably; but it is to be noted thatHerodotus has no definite knowledge of
a gulf between P and A.
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ated with one of his sisters and when he wanted to marry her,
because his intentionwas contrary to usage, he summoned the
royal judges¹⁵ and inquired whether there were any law en-
joining one, that so desired, to marry his sister. 3)ese royal
judges aremen chosen out from theP to functionun-
til they die or are detected in some injustice; it is they who
decide suits in P and interpret the laws of the land; all
matters are referred to them. 4)ese then replied to Camby-
ses with an answer which was both just and prudent, namely,
that they could find no law enjoining a brother to marry his
sister; but that they had found a law permitting the King of
P to do whatever he liked. 5)us, although they feared
Cambyses they did not break the law, and, to save themselves
fromdeath for keeping it, they found another law abetting one
who wished to marry sisters. 6)So Cambyses married the ob-
ject of his desire; yet not long aerwards he took another sister
as well. It was the younger of these who had comewith him to
E, and whom he now killed.

32: 1)ere are two tales of her death, as there are of the
death of Smerdis. e G say that Cambyses had set a
lion cub to fight a puppy, and that this woman was watching
too; and that as thepuppywas losing, its brother broke its leash

¹⁵Ed.: A standing body of seven; cp. Book of Esther, i. 14.
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and came to help, and the two dogs together got the better of
the cub. 2)Cambyses, they say, was pleased with the sight, but
the woman wept as she sat by. Cambyses perceiving it asked
why she wept, and she said that when she saw the puppy help
its brother she had wept, recalling Smerdis and knowing that
there would be no avenger for him. 3)For saying this, accord-
ing to the G story, she was killed by Cambyses. But the
E tale is that as the two sat at table the woman took
a lettuce and plucked off the leaves, then asked her husband
whether he preferred the look of it with or without leaves.
“With the leaves,” he said; whereupon she answered: 4)“Yet
you have stripped Cyrus’ house as bare as this lettuce.” An-
gered at this, they say, he sprang upon her, who was great with
child, and she miscarried and died of the hurt he gave her.

33: 1)Such were Cambyses’ mad acts to his own house-
hold, whether they were done because of Apis or grew from
some of the many troubles that are wont to beset men; for in-
deed he is said to have been afflicted from his birth with that
grievous disease which some call “sacred.”¹⁶ It is not unlikely
then that when his body was grievously afflicted his mind too
should be diseased.

34: 1)I will now relate his mad dealings with the rest of

¹⁶Ed.: Epilepsy.
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P. He said, as they report, to Prexaspes—whom he
held in particular honor, who brought him all his messages,
whose son held the very honorable office of Cambyses’ cup-
bearer—thus, I say, he spoke to Prexaspes: 2)“What manner
of man, Prexaspes, do the P think me to be, and how
do they speak of me?” “Sire,” said Prexaspes, “for all else they
greatly praise you, but they say that you love wine too well.”
3)So he reported of the P. e king angrily replied:
“If the P now say that it is my fondness for wine that
drives me to frenzy and madness, then it would seem that
their former saying also was a lie.” 4)For it is said that before
this, while someP andCroesuswere sittingwithhim,
Cambyses asked what manner of man they thought him to
be in comparison with Cyrus his father; and they answered,
“Cambyses was the better man; for he had all of Cyrus’ pos-
sessions and had won E and the sea besides.” 5)So said
the P; but Croesus, who was present, and was dissat-
isfied with their judgment, spoke thus to Cambyses: “To me,
son of Cyrus, you do not seem to be the equal of your father;
for you have as yet no son such as he le aer him in you.” is
pleased Cambyses, and he praised Croesus’ judgment.

35: 1)Remembering this, then, he said to Prexaspes in his
anger: “Judge then if the P speak the truth, or rather
are themselves out of their minds when they speak of me so.
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2)Yonder stands your son in the porch; now if I shoot and
pierce his heart, that will prove the P to be wrong;
if I miss, then say that they are right and that I am out of my
senses.” 3)So saying, he strung his bow and hit the boy, and
gave orders to open the fallen body and examine the wound:
and the arrow being found in the heart, Cambyses laughed in
great glee and said to the boy’s father: 4)“It is plain, Prexaspes,
that I am in my right mind and the P mad; now tell
me: whatman in theworld did you ever see that shot so true to
the mark?” Prexaspes, it is said, replied (for he saw that Cam-
byses wasmad, and he feared for his own life), “Master, I think
that not even the god himself could shoot so true.” 5)us did
Cambyses then; at another time he took twelve P,
equal to the noblest in the land, convicted them of some mi-
nor offense, and buried them alive up to the neck.

36: 1)For these acts Croesus the L thought fit to
take him to task, and addressed him thus: “Sire, do not sacri-
fice everything to youth and temper, but restrain and control
yourself; prudence is a good thing, forethought is wise. But
you kill men of your own country whom you have convicted
of some minor offense, and you kill boys. 2)If you do so of-
ten, beware lest the P revolt from you. As for me,
your father Cyrus earnestly begged me to counsel you and to
give you such advice as I think to be good.” Croesus gave him
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this counsel out of goodwill; but Cambyses answered: 3)“It is
very well that you should even dare to counsel me; you, who
governed your own country so well, and gave fine advice to
my father—telling him, when the M were willing
to cross over into our lands, to pass the A and attack
them; thus you worked your own ruin by misgoverning your
country and Cyrus’, who trusted you. But you shall regret it; I
have longwaited for anoccasion todealwith you.” 4)With that
Cambyses took his bow to shoot him dead; but Croesus leapt
up and ran out; andCambyses, being unable to shoot him, or-
dered his attendants to catch and kill him. 5)ey, knowing
Cambyses’ mood, hid Croesus; intending to reveal him and
receive gis for saving his life, if Cambyses should repent and
ask for Croesus, but if he should not repent nor wish Croesus
back, then to kill the L. 6)Not long aer this Camby-
ses did wish Croesus back, and the attendants, understanding
this, told him that Croesus was alive still. Cambyses said that
hewas glad of it; but that they, who had savedCroesus, should
not escape with impunity, but be killed; and this was done.

37: 1)Cambyses committed many such mad acts against
the P and his allies; he stayed atM, and there
opened ancient coffins and examined the dead bodies. 2)us
too he entered the temple of Hephaestus and jeered at the im-
age there. is image of Hephaestus is most like the P-
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 Pataici,¹⁷ which the P carry on the prows
of their triremes. I will describe it for anyonewho has not seen
these figures: it is the likeness of a dwarf. 3)Also he entered
the temple of the C, into which no one may enter save
the priest; the images here he even burnt, with bittermockery.
ese also are like the images ofHephaestus, and are said to be
his sons.

38: 1)I hold it then in every way proved that Cambyses
was quite insane; or he would never have set himself to de-
ride religion and custom. For if it were proposed to all nations
to choose which seemed best of all customs, each, aer exam-
ination, would place its own first; so well is each convinced
that its own are by far the best. 2)It is not therefore to be sup-
posed that anyone, except a madman, would turn such things
to ridicule. I will give this one proof among many fromwhich
it may be inferred that all men hold this belief about their cus-
toms. 3)When Darius was king, he summoned the G
whowere with him and asked them for what price they would
eat their fathers’ dead bodies. ey answered that therewas no
price for which they would do it. 4)en Darius summoned

¹⁷Ed.: the PΠατάικος (as the G called him) was the
Ptah or Patah of E whom the G identified with Hephaestus;
always in the form of a dwarf.
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those I who are called C,¹⁸ who eat their
parents, and asked them (the G being present and un-
derstanding through interpreters what was said) what would
make them willing to burn their fathers at death. e I-
 cried aloud, that he should not speak of so horrid an act.
So firmly rooted are these beliefs; and it is, I think, rightly said
in Pindar’s poem that custom is lord of all.¹⁹

39: 1)While Cambyses was attacking E, the
L too were making war upon S and
upon Aeaces’ son Polycrates, who had revolted and won
S.²⁰ 2)Andfirst, dividing the city into three parts, he gave
a share in the government to his brothers Pantagnotus and Sy-
loson; but presently he put one of them to death, banished the
younger, Syloson, and somade himself lord of all S; then
he made a treaty with Amasis king of E, sending to him
and receiving from him gis. 2)Very soon aer this, Polycrates
grew to such power that he was famous in I and all other
G lands; for all his military affairs succeeded. He had
a hundred fiy-oared ships, and a thousand archers. 4)And
he pillaged every place, indiscriminately; for he said that he

¹⁸Ed.: Apparently from Sanskrit kala=black.
¹⁹Ed.: νόμος ὁ πάντων βασιλεὺς θνατῶν τε καὶ ἀθανάτων; quoted inPlato’s

Gorgias from an otherwise unknown poem of Pindar.
²⁰Ed.: Probably in 532 B.C.
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would get more thanks if he gave a friend back what he had
taken than if he never took it at all. He had taken many of
the islands, and many of the mainland cities. Among others,
he conquered the L; they had brought all their force
to aid the M, and Polycrates defeated them in a sea-
fight; it was they who, being his captives, dug all the trench
around the acropolis of S.

40: 1)Now Amasis was somehow aware of Polycrates’
great good fortune; and as this continued to increase greatly,
he wrote this letter and sent it to S: “Amasis addresses
Polycrates as follows. 2)It is pleasant to learn that a friend and
ally is doing well. But I do not like these great successes of
yours; for I know the gods, how jealous they are, and I desire
somehow that both I and those for whom I care succeed in
some affairs, fail in others, and thus pass life faring differently
by turns, rather than succeed at everything. 3)For from all I
have heard I know of no man whom continual good fortune
did not bring in the end to evil, and utter destruction. ere-
fore if youwill be ruled byme do this regarding your successes:
4)consider what you hold most precious and what you will be
sorriest to lose, and cast it away so that it shall never again be
seen among men; then, if aer this the successes that come to
you are not mixed with mischances, strive to mend the matter
as I have counselled you.”
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41: 1)Reading this, and perceiving thatAmasis’ advicewas
good, Polycrates considered which of his treasures it would
most grieve his soul to lose, and came to this conclusion: he
wore a seal set in gold, an emerald, craed by eodorus son
of Telecles of S; 2)being resolved to cast this away, he
embarked in a fiy-oared ship with its crew, and told them to
put out to sea; and when he was far from the island, he took
off the seal-ring in sight of all that were on the ship and cast it
into the sea. is done, he sailed back and went to his house,
where he grieved for the loss.

42: 1)But on the fih or sixth day from this it happened
that a fisherman, who had taken a fine and great fish, and de-
sired to make a gi of it to Polycrates, brought it to the door
and said that he wished to see Polycrates. is being granted,
he gave the fish, saying: 2)“O King, when I caught this fish, I
thought best not to take it to market, although I am a man
who lives by his hands, but it seemed to me worthy of you
and your greatness; and so I bring and offer it to you.” Poly-
crates was pleased with what the fisherman said; “You have
done very well,” he answered, “and I give you double thanks,
for your words and for the gi; and I invite you to dine with
me.” 3)Proud of this honor, the fisherman went home; but the
servants, cutting up the fish, found in its belly Polycrates’ seal-
ring. 4)As soon as they saw and seized it, they brought it with
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joy to Polycrates, and giving the ring to him told him how it
hadbeen found. Polycrates saw thehandof heaven in thismat-
ter; he wrote a letter and sent it to E, telling all that he
had done, and what had happened to him.

43: 1)When Amasis had read Polycrates’ letter, he per-
ceived that no man could save another from his destiny, and
that Polycrates, being so continually fortunate that he even
found what he cast away, must come to an evil end. 2)So
he sent a herald to S to renounce his friendship, deter-
mined that when some great and terrible mischance overtook
Polycrates he himself might not have to sadden his heart for a
friend.

44: 1)It was against this ever-victorious Polycrates that the
L now made war, invited by the S
who aerwards foundedC inC. Polycrates had
without the knowledge of his subjects sent a herald toCamby-
ses, son ofCyrus, then raising an army against E, inviting
Cambyses to send to S too and request men from him.
2)At thismessageCambyses very readily sent to S, asking
Polycrates to send a fleet to aid him against E. Polycrates
chose those men whom he most suspected of planning a re-
bellion against him, and sent them in forty triremes, directing
Cambyses not to send the men back.

45: 1)Some say that these S who were sent never
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came to E, but that when they had sailed as far as
C discussed the matter among themselves and de-
cided to sail no further; others say that they did come to
E and there escaped from the guard that was set over
them. 2)But as they sailed back to S, Polycrates’ ships
met and engaged them; and the returning S were vic-
torious and landed on the island, but were there beaten in a
land battle, and so sailed to L. 3)ere are those
who say that the S from E defeated Polycrates;
but to my thinking this is untrue; for they need not have in-
vited the L if in fact they had been able to
master Polycrates by themselves. Besides, it is not even reason-
able to suppose that he, who had a great army of hired soldiers
and bowmen of his own, was beaten by a few men like the re-
turning S. 4)Polycrates took the children andwives of
the townsmen who were subject to him and shut them up in
the boathouses, with intent to burn them and the boathouses
too if their men should desert to the returned S.

46: 1)When the S who were expelled by Poly-
crates came to S, they came before the ruling men and
made a long speech to show the greatness of their need. But
the S at their first sitting answered that they had for-
gotten the beginning of the speech and could not understand
its end. 2)Aer this the S came a second time with a
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sack, and said nothing but this: “e sackwants flour.” To this
the S replied that they were over-wordy with “the
sack”;²¹ but they did resolve to help them.

47: 1)eL then equipped and sent an
army to S, returning a favor, as the S say, be-
cause they first sent a fleet to help the L
against M; but the L say that they
sent this army less to aid the S in their need than to
avenge the robbery of the bowl which they had been carrying
to Croesus and the breastplate which Amasis King of E
had sent them as a gi. 2)is breastplate had been stolen by
the S in the year before they took the bowl; it was of
linen, decked with gold and cotton embroidery, and embroi-
dered with many figures; 3)but what makes it worthy of won-
der is that each thread of the breastplate, fine as each is, ismade
up of three hundred and sixty strands, each plainly seen. It is
the exact counterpart of that one which Amasis dedicated to
Athena in L.

48: 1)e C also enthusiastically helped
to further the expedition against S. For an outrage
had been done them by the S a generation before
this expedition, about the time of the robbery of the bowl.

²¹Ed.: It would have been enough (the L meant) to
say ἀλφίτων δέεται, without using the word θύλακος.
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2)Periander son of Cypselus sent to Alyattes at S three
hundred boys, sons of notable men in C, to be made
eunuchs. e C who brought the boys put in
at S; and when the S heard why the boys were
brought, first they instructed them to take sanctuary in the
temple of Artemis, 3)then they would not allow the suppliants
to be dragged from the temple; and when the C
tried to starve the boys out, the S held a festival which
they still celebrate in the same fashion; throughout the time
that the boys were seeking asylum, they held nightly dances
of young men and women to which it was made a custom to
bring cakes of sesame and honey, so that the C
boysmight snatch these and have food. 4)is continued to be
done until the C guards le their charge and de-
parted; then the S took the boys back to C.

49: 1)If aer the death of Periander, the C
had been friendly towards the C, they would
not have taken part in the expedition against S for this
reason. But as it was, ever since the island was colonized, they
have been at odds with each other, despite their kinship. 2)For
these reasons then the C bore a grudge against
the S.Periander chose the sons of the notable C-
 and sent them to S to be made eunuchs as
an act of vengeance; for the C had first begun
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the quarrel by committing a terrible crime against him.
50: 1)For aer killing his own wife M, Perian-

der suffered yet another calamity on top of what he had al-
ready suffered. He had two sons by M, one seventeen
and one eighteen years old. 2)eir mother’s father, Procles,
the sovereign of E, sent for the boys and treated
them affectionately, as was natural, seeing that they were his
own daughter’s sons. When they le him, he said as he sent
them forth: 3)“Do you know, boys, who killed your mother?”
e elder of them paid no attention to these words; but the
younger, whose name was Lycophron, was struck with such
horror when he heard them that when he came to C
he would not speak to his father, his mother’s murderer, nor
would he answer him when addressed nor reply to his ques-
tions. At last Periander was so angry that he drove the boy
from his house.

51: 1)Having driven this one away, he asked the elder son
what their grandfather had said to them. e boy told him
that Procles had treated them kindly, but did not mention
what he had said at parting; for he had paid no attention. Pe-
riander said that by no means could Procles not have dropped
some hint, and interrogated him persistently; 2)until the boy
remembered, and told him. And Periander, comprehending,
and wishing to show no weakness, sent a message to those
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with whom his banished son was living and forbade them to
keep him. 3)So when the boy, driven out, would go to an-
other house, hewould be driven from this also, since Periander
threatened allwho receivedhimandordered them to shut him
out; so when driven forth, he would go to some other house
of his friends, and they, although he was the son of Periander,
and although they were afraid, nonetheless took him in.

52: 1)In the end Periander made a proclamation, that
whoever sheltered the boy in his house or spoke to him, would
owe a fine to Apollo, and he set the amount. 2)In view of this
proclamation no one wished to address or receive the boy into
his house; and besides, the boy himself did not think it right
to attempt what was forbidden, but accepting it slept in the
open. 3)On the fourth day, when Periander saw him starved
and unwashed, he took pity on him, and his anger being so-
ened, he camenear and said: “My son, which is preferable—to
follow your present way of life, or by being well-disposed to-
ward your father to inherit my power and the goods which
I now possess? 4)ough my son and a prince of prosperous
C, you prefer the life of a vagrant, by opposing and
being angry with me with whom you least ought to be. For if
something has happened as a result of which you have a suspi-
cion about me, it has happened to my disadvantage and I bear
the brunt of it, inasmuch as I am the cause. 5)But bearing in
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mind howmuch better it is to be envied than to be pitied, and
at the same time what sort of thing it is to be angry with your
parents and with those that are stronger than you, come back
to the house.” 6)With these words Periander tried to move his
son, but he said nothing else to his father, only told him that
because hehad conversedwithhimheowed thefine toApollo.
When Periander saw that his son’s stubbornness could not be
got around or overcome, he sent him away out of his sight in
a ship to C; for C too was subject to him.
7)And when he had sent him away, he sent an army against
Procles his father-in-law, since he was most to blame for his
present troubles; and he took E, captured Procles,
and imprisoned him.

53: 1)As time went on, Periander, now grown past his
prime and aware that he could no longer oversee and direct
all his affairs, sent to C inviting Lycophron to be
sovereign; for he saw no hope in his eldest son, who seemed
to him to be slow-witted. 2)Lycophron did not dignify the
invitation with a reply. en Periander, pressing the young
man, sent to him (as the next best way) his daughter, the boy’s
sister, thinking that he would listen to her. 3)She came and
said, “Child, would you want the power to fall to others, and
our father’s house destroyed, rather than to return and have it
yourself ? Come home and stop punishing yourself. 4)Pride is
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an unhappy possession. Do not cure evil by evil. Many place
the more becoming thing before the just; and many pursuing
their mother’s business have lost their father’s. Power is a slip-
pery thing; many want it, and our father is now old and past
his prime; do not lose what is yours to others.” 5)So she spoke
communicating their father’s inducements. But he answered
that he would never come toC as long as he knew his
fatherwas alive. 6)When she brought this answer back, Perian-
der sent a third messenger, through whom he proposed that
he should go to C, and that the boy should return to
C and be the heir of his power. 7)e son consented
to this; Periander got ready to go toCandLycophron
to go to C; but when the C learned of
all these matters, they put the young man to death so that Pe-
riander would not come to their country. It was for this that
Periander desired vengeance on the C.

54: 1)e L then came with a great
army, and besieged S. ey advanced to the wall and
entered the tower that stands by the seaside in the outer part
of the city; but then Polycrates himself attacked them with
a great force and drove them out. 2)e mercenaries and
many of the S themselves sallied out near the upper
tower on the ridge of the hill and withstood the L-
 advance for a little while; then they fled back, with
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the L pursuing and destroying them.
55: 1)Had all the L there that day been

like Archias and Lycopas, S would have been taken.
ese two alone entered the fortress along with the fleeing
crowd of S, and were cut off and killed in the city of
S. 2)I myself have met in his native town of P²²
another Archias son of Samius, and grandson of the Archias
mentioned above, who honored the S more than any
other of his guest-friends, and told me that his father had
borne the name Samius because he was the son of that Archias
who was killed fighting bravely at S. e reason that he
honored the S, he said, was that they had given his
grandfather a public funeral.

56: 1)So when the L had besieged
S for forty days with no success, they went away to
the P. 2)ere is a foolish tale abroad that
Polycrates bribed them to depart by making and giving them
a great number of gilded lead coins, as a native currency.
is was the first expedition to A made by D of
L.²³

²²Ed.: A part of the town of S; Herodotus calls it by the Attic
name of δῆμος; the P word would be κώμα.

²³Ed.: Not the first expedition, that is, made by any inhabitants of L-
, A from that country having taken part in the T
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57: 1)When the L were about to aban-
don them, the S who had brought an army against
Polycrates sailed away too, and went to S; 2)for they
were in need of money; and the S were at this time
very prosperous and the richest of the islanders, because of the
gold and silver mines on the island. ey were so wealthy that
the treasure dedicated by them at D, which is as rich as
any there, wasmade from a tenth of their income; and they di-
vided among themselves each year’s income. 3)Nowwhen they
were putting together the treasure they inquired of the oracle
if their present prosperity was likely to last long; whereupon
the priestess gave them this answer: 4)

“When the prytaneum on S becomes white
And white-browed the market, then indeed a shrewd man is

wanted
Beware a wooden force and a red herald.”

At this time the market-place and town-hall of S
were adorned with P marble.

58: 1)ey could not understand this oracle either when
it was spoken or at the time of the S’ coming. As soon
as the S put in at S, they sent ambassadors to

war.
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the town in one of their ships; 2)now in ancient times all ships
were painted with vermilion;²⁴ and this was what was meant
by the warning given by the priestess to the S, to
beware a wooden force and a red herald. 3)e messengers,
then, demanded from the S a loan of ten talents;
when the S refused them, the S set about
ravaging their lands. 4)Hearing this the S came out
at once to drive them off, but they were defeated in battle, and
many of them were cut off from their town by the S;
who presently exacted from them a hundred talents.

59: 1)en the S took from the men of
H, instead of money, the island H which is
near to the P, and gave it to men of T
for safekeeping; they themselves settled at C in
C, though their voyage had been made with no such
intent, but rather to drive Z out of the island.
2)Here they stayed and prospered for five years; indeed, the
temples now at C and the shrine of Dictyna are the
S’ work; 3)but in the sixth year A and
C came and defeated them in a sea-fight and made
slaves of them; moreover they cut off the ships’ prows, that
were shaped like boars’ heads, and dedicated them in the tem-

²⁴Ed.: μιλτοπάρῃοι is one of the Homeric epithets of ships.
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ple of Athena in A. 4)e A did this out of
a grudge against the S; for previously the S,
in the days when Amphicrates was king of S, sailing in
force against A, had hurt the A and been
hurt by them. is was the cause.

60: 1)I have written at such length of the S, be-
cause the three greatest works of all the G were engi-
neered by them. e first of these is the tunnel with a mouth
at either end driven through the base of a hill nine hundred
feet high; 2)the whole tunnel is forty-two hundred feet long,²⁵
eight feet high and eight feet wide; and throughout the whole
of its length there runs a channel thirty feet deep and three
feet wide, through which the water coming from an abundant
spring is carried by pipes to the city of S. 3)e designer
of this workwas Eupalinus son ofNaustrophus, aM.
is is one of the three works; the second is a breakwater in
the sea enclosing the harbor, sunk one hundred and twenty
feet, andmore than twelve hundred feet in length. 4)e third
S work is the temple, which is the greatest of all the
temples of which we know; its first builder was Rhoecus son
of Philes, a S. It is for this cause that I have expounded
at more than ordinary length of S.

²⁵Ed.: Remains of this work show that the tunnel was only 1100 feet
long.
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61: 1)Now aer Cambyses, son of Cyrus, had lost his
mind, while he was still in E, two M brothers re-
belled against him.²⁶ One of them had been le by Cambyses
as steward of his house; this man now revolted from him, per-
ceiving that the death of Smerdis was kept secret, and that few
knew of it, most believing him to be still alive. 2)erefore he
plotted to gain the royal power: he had a brother, his partner,
as I said, in rebellion; this brother was in appearance very like
Cyrus’ son Smerdis, whom Cambyses, his brother, had killed;
nor was he like him in appearance only, but he bore the same
name too, Smerdis. 3)Patizeithes the M persuaded this
man that hewouldmanage everything for him; he brought his
brother and set him on the royal throne; then he sent heralds
to all parts, one of whom was to go to E and proclaim to
the army that henceforth they must obey not Cambyses but
Smerdis, the son of Cyrus.

62: 1)So this proclamation was made everywhere. e
herald appointed to go to E, finding Cambyses and his
army at E in S, came out before them all and
proclaimed the message given him by the M. 2)When
Cambyses heard what the herald said, he supposed that it was
the truth, and that Prexaspes, when sent to kill Smerdis, had

²⁶Ed.: e story dropped atHdt. 3.38 is now taken up again.
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not done it but had played Cambyses false; and he said, fix-
ing his eyes on Prexaspes, “Is it thus, Prexaspes, that you car-
ried out my instructions?” 3)“No,” said Prexaspes, “this is not
true, sire, that your brother Smerdis has rebelled against you;
he cannot have any quarrel with you, small or great; I myself
did as you instructed, and I buried him with my own hands.
4)If then the dead can rise, you may expect to see Astyages
the M rise up against you; but if things are as usual, as-
suredly no harm to youwill arise fromSmerdis. Now then this
is my opinion, that we pursue this herald and interrogate him,
to learn from whom he comes with his proclamation that we
must obey Smerdis as our king.”

63: 1)Cambyses liked Prexaspes’ advice; the herald was
pursued at once and brought; and when he came, Prexaspes
put this question to him: “Fellow, you say that your mes-
sage is from Cyrus’ son Smerdis; tell me this now, and you
may go away unpunished: was it Smerdis who appeared to
you and gave you this charge, or was it one of his servants?”
2)“Since King Cambyses marched to E,” answered the
herald, “I have never seen Smerdis the son of Cyrus; the M-
 whom Cambyses made overseer of his house gave me the
message, saying that it was the will of Smerdis, son of Cyrus,
that I should make it known to you.” 3)So spoke the herald,
telling the whole truth; and Cambyses said, “Prexaspes, hav-
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ing done what you were told like a good man you are free
of blame; but who can this P be who rebels against
me and usurps the name of Smerdis?” 4)Prexaspes replied, “I
think, sire, that I understand what has been done here; the
rebels are theM, Patizeitheswhomyou le stewardof your
house, and his brother Smerdis.”

64: 1)e truth of the words and of a dream struck Cam-
byses the moment he heard the name Smerdis; for he had
dreamt that amessage had come tohim that Smerdis sitting on
the royal throne touched heaven with his head; 2)and perceiv-
ing that he had killed his brother without cause, he wept bit-
terly for Smerdis. Having wept, and grieved by all his misfor-
tune, he sprang uponhis horse, with intent tomarch at once to
S against the M. 3)As he sprang upon his horse, the
cap fell off the sheathof his sword, and thenakedblade pierced
his thigh, wounding him in the same place where he had once
wounded the E god Apis; and believing the wound
to be mortal, Cambyses asked what was the name of the town
where he was. 4)ey told him it was E. Now a
prophecy had before this come to him from B, that he
would end his life at E; Cambyses supposed this to
signify that hewould die in old age at theMedian E,
his capital city; but as the event proved, the oracle prophesied
his death at E of S. 5)Sowhen he now inquired
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and learned thenameof the town, the shockof hiswound, and
of themisfortune that came to him from theM, brought
him tohis senses; he understood theprophecy and said: “Here
Cambyses son of Cyrus is to die.”

65: 1)At this time he said no more. But about twenty
days later, he sent for the most prominent of the P
that were about him, and thus addressed them: “P,
I have to make known to you something which I kept most
strictly concealed. 2)When I was in E I had a dream,
which I wish I had not had; it seemed to me that a messenger
came from home to tell me that Smerdis sitting on the royal
throne touched heaven with his head. 3)en I feared that my
brother would take away my sovereignty from me, and I acted
withmore haste than wisdom; for it is not in the power of hu-
man nature to run away from what is to be; but I, blind as I
was, sent Prexaspes to S to kill Smerdis. When that great
wrong was done I lived without fear, for I never thought that
when Smerdis was removed another man might rise against
me. 4)But Imistook altogetherwhatwas tobe; I have killedmy
brother when there was no need, and I have lost my kingdom
none the less; for it was the M Smerdis that the divin-
ity forewarned in the dream would revolt. 5)Now he has been
done for by me, and I would have you believe that Smerdis
Cyrus’ son no longer lives; the M rule the kingdom, the
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one that I le caretaker of my house, and his brother Smerdis.
So then, the man is dead of an unholy destiny at the hands of
his relations who ought to have been my avenger for the dis-
grace I have suffered from the M; 6)and as he is no longer
alive, necessity constrains me to charge you, men of P,
in his place, with the last desire of my life. In the name of the
gods of my royal house I charge all of you, but chiefly those
Achaemenids that are here, not to let the sovereignty fall again
into Median hands; if they have it aer getting it by trickery,
take it back through trickery of your own; if they have got it
away by force, then by force all the stronger get it back. 7)And
if youdo this,may your landbring forth fruit, and yourwomen
and your flocks andherds be blessedwith offspring, remaining
free for all time; but if you do not get the kingdom back or at-
tempt to get it back, then I pray things turn out the opposite
for you, and on top of this, that every P meet an end
such as mine.” With that Cambyses wept bitterly for all that
had happened to him.

66: 1)When the P saw their king weep, they all
tore the clothing which they wore and wailed loud and long.
2)Butwhen aer this the bone rotted and the thigh rapidly pu-
trefied, it carried offCambyses son of Cyrus, who had reigned
in all seven years and fivemonths, but was altogether childless,
without male or female issue. 3)To the P who were
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present it was quite incredible that the M were masters of
the kingdom; they believed that Cambyses’ intent was to de-
ceive themwith his story of Smerdis’ death, so that all P
might be embroiled in a war against him.

67: 1)So they believed that it was Cyrus’ son Smerdis who
had been made king. For Prexaspes stoutly denied that he had
killed Smerdis, since now that Cambyses was dead, it was not
safe for him to say that he had slain the son of Cyrus with his
own hands. 2)Cambyses being dead, the M, pretending
to be the Smerdis of like name, Cyrus’ son, reigned without
fear for the sevenmonths by whichCambyses had fallen short
of reigning eight years. 3)In this time he benefitted all his sub-
jects to such an extent that aer his death all the A
except the P wished him back; for he sent to every
nation he ruled and proclaimed an exemption for three years
from military service and from tribute.

68: 1)Such was his proclamation at the beginning of his
reign; but in the eighth month he was exposed in the fol-
lowing manner. ere was one Otanes, son of Pharnaspes,
as well-born and rich a man as any P. 2)is Otanes
was the first to guess that the M was not Cyrus’ son
Smerdis andwho, in fact, he was; the reasonwas, that he never
le the acropolis nor summoned any notable P into
his presence. And having formed this suspicion Otanes did
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as follows: 3)Cambyses had taken his daughter, whose name
was Phaedyme; this same girl the M had now and he
lived with her and with all Cambyses’ other wives. Otanes
sent to this daughter, asking at what man’s side she lay, with
Smerdis, Cyrus’ son, or with some other? 4)She sent back a
message that she did not know; for (she said) she had never
seenCyrus’ son Smerdis, nor did she knowwho her bedfellow
was. enOtanes sent a secondmessage, to this effect: “If you
do not know Cyrus’ son Smerdis yourself, then find out from
Atossa who it is that she and you are living with; for surely
she knows her own brother.” 5)To this his daughter replied:
“I cannot communicate with Atossa, nor can I see any other
of the women of the household; for no sooner had this man,
whoever he is, made himself king, than he sent us to live apart,
each in her own appointed place.”

69: 1)When Otanes heard that, he saw more clearly
how the matter stood; and he sent her this third message:
2)“Daughter, your noble birth obliges you to run any risk that
your father commands you to face. If this man is not Smerdis
son of Cyrus but who I think he is, then he must not get away
with sleeping with you and sitting on the throne of P,
but be punished. 3)Now, then, when he lies with you and you
see that he is sleeping, feel his ears; if he has ears, rest assured
that you are living with Smerdis son of Cyrus; but if he has
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none, it is Smerdis the M.” 4)Phaedyme answered by
messenger that she would run a very great risk by so doing; for
if it should turn out that he had no ears, and she were caught
feeling for them, he would surely kill her; nevertheless she
would do it. 5)So she promised to do this for her father. Cyrus
son of Cambyses during his reign cut off the ears of this M-
 Smerdis for some grave reason. 6)So Phaedyme, daughter
of Otanes, performed her promise to her father. When it was
her turn to go to theM (for their wives go in sequence to
the P), she came to his bed and felt for the M’
ears while he slumbered deeply; and having with no great dif-
ficulty assured herself that he had no ears, she sent and told
this to her father as soon as it was morning.

70: 1)Otanes then took aside two P of the high-
est rank whom he thought worthiest of trust, Aspathines and
Gobryas, and told them thewhole story. ese, it would seem,
had themselves suspected that it was so; and now they read-
ily believed what Otanes revealed to them. 2)ey resolved
that each should take into his confidence that Pwhom
he most trusted; Otanes brought in Intaphrenes, Gobryas
brought Megabyzus, and Aspathines Hydarnes.²⁷ 3)When
they were six, Darius, whose father, Hystaspes, was a subor-

²⁷Ed.: e names in the B inscription (the trilingual inscrip-
tion set up by Darius at B, aer he had crushed the revolts in his
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dinate governor of the P, arrived at S. When he
came, then, the six P resolved to include Darius too.

71: 1)e seven then met and gave each other tokens of
good faith and spoke together; andwhen itwasDarius’ turn to
declare hismind, he spoke as follows: 2)“I thought that I alone
knew that it was the M who was king and that Smerdis
son of Cyrus was dead; and it was for this reason that I made
haste to come, that Imight effect theM’ death; but since
it turns out that you know too and not only I, I think that we
should act at once and not put it off.” 3)Otanes replied, “son of
Hystaspes, you have a good father and seem likely yourself to
be in no way inferior to your father; do not hurry this under-
taking without thinking, but take it up more prudently; there
must be more of us to try it.” 4)To this Darius answered: “You
gentlemen who are here, if you do as Otanes says, know that
you will die horribly; for someone will inform the M,
looking to enrich himself alone. 5)You ought to have done it
by yourselves; but since you decided to confide in others and
have included me, let us either act today or else understand
that if the present day passes, nobody else will betray you be-
fore I do, for I shall myself betray you to the M.”

empire) are: Vindapana, Utana, Gaubaruwa, Vidarna, Bagabukhsa, Ardu-
manis; all but the last corresponding with Herodotus’ list.
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72: 1)To this Otanes replied, seeing Darius’ vehemence,
“Since you force us to hurry and will tolerate no delay, tell
us now yourself how we shall pass into the palace and attack
them. For you know yourself, I suppose, if not because you
have seen them then you have heard, that guards are stationed
all around; how shall we go past the guards?” 2)“Otanes,”
answered Darius, “there are many things that cannot be de-
scribed in words, but in deed; and there are other things that
can be described in words, but nothing illustrious comes of
them. You know well that the guards who are set are easy to
go by. 3)ere is no one who will not allow us to pass, from re-
spect or from fear, because of who we are; and further, I have
myself the best pretext for entering, for I shall say that I have
just arrived fromP and have amessage for the king from
my father. 4)When it is necessary to lie, lie. For we want the
same thing, liars and those who tell the truth; some lie to win
credence and advantage by lies, while others tell the truth in
order to obtain some advantage by the truth and to be more
trusted; thus we approach the same ends by different means.
5)If the hope of advantage were taken away, the truth-teller
would be as ready to lie as the liar to tell the truth. Now if
any of the watchmen willingly let us pass, it will be better for
him later. But if any tries to withstand us, let us note him as
an enemy, and so thrust ourselves in and begin our work.”
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73: 1)en Gobryas said, “Friends, when shall we have
a better chance to win back the kingship, or, if we cannot,
to die, since we who are P are ruled by a M, a
M, and he a man that has no ears? 2)ose of you that
were with Cambyses at his death-bed of course remember the
cursewhichhepronounced ashediedon theP if they
should not try to get back the kingship, although we did not
believe Cambyses then, but thought that he spoke to deceive
us. 3)Now therefore my vote is that we follow Darius’ plan,
and not quit this council to do anything else but attack the
M at once.” So spoke Gobryas; and they all consented
to what he said.

74: 1)While theyweremaking these plans, by coincidence
the following happened. e M had resolved aer con-
sideration to make a friend of Prexaspes, because he had been
wronged by Cambyses (who had killed his son with an arrow)
and because he alone knew of the death ofCyrus’ son Smerdis,
having himself been the slayer; but besides this, because he
was in great repute among the P. 2)For these reasons
they summoned him and tried to make him a friend, having
bound him by tokens of good faith and oaths to keep to him-
self andbetray to noone their deception of theP, and
promising to give him all things in great abundance. 3)When
Prexaspes agreed to do this, since the M importuned him,
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theMmade this second proposal to him, that they should
call an assembly of all the P before the palace wall,
and he should go up on to a tower and declare that it was
Smerdis son of Cyrus and no other who was king of P.
4)ey gave him this charge, because they thought him to be
the man most trusted by the P, and because he had
oen asserted that Cyrus’ son Smerdis was alive, and had de-
nied the murder.

75: 1)When Prexaspes said that he was ready to do
this too, the M summoned the P together, and
brought him up on to a tower and bade him speak. en, de-
liberately forgetting all the M’s instructions, he traced the
lineage ofCyrus fromAchaemenes downwards; whenhe came
at last to the name of Cyrus, he recounted all the good which
that king had done to P, 2)and aer he had narrated this,
he revealed the truth, saying that he had concealed it before, as
it had not been safe for him to tell what had happened, but at
the present time necessity forced him to reveal it: and he said
that he himself, forced by Cambyses, had killed Smerdis son
of Cyrus, and that the M were in power. 3)en, invok-
ing a terrible curse on the P if they did not win back
the throne and take vengeance on theM, he threw himself
headlong down from the tower; so Prexaspes, a man who was
always well thought of, perished in this way.
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76: 1)e seven P, when they had decided to at-
tack the M at once and not delay, prayed to the gods and
set forth, knowing nothing of what had happened to Prexas-
pes. 2)But when they had gone half way they learned what had
happened to Prexaspes. en they argued there, standing be-
side the road, Otanes’ party demanding that they delay and
not attack while events were in flux, and Darius’ party that
they go directly and do what they had decided and not put it
off. 3)While they were arguing, they saw seven pairs of hawks
chase and slash and tear to bits two pairs of vultures. And see-
ing this all seven consented to Darius’ opinion, and went on
to the palace, encouraged by the birds.

77: 1)When they came to the gate, it turned out as Darius
had expected; the guards, out of respect for the leading men
in P and never suspecting that there would be trouble
from them, allowed them to pass, who enjoyed divine guid-
ance, and no one asked any questions. 2)And when they came
to the court, they met the eunuchs that carry messages, who
asked the sevenwhy they had come; andwhile theywere ques-
tioning these, they were threatening the watchmen for letting
them pass, and restraining the seven who wanted to go on.
3)ese gave each other the word, drew their knives, and stab-
bing the eunuchs who barred their way, went forward at a run
to the men’s apartment.
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78: 1)Both the M were within, deliberating about the
consequences of Prexaspes’ act. Seeing the eunuchs in confu-
sion and hearing their cries they both sprang up: and when
they realized what was happening they turned to defending
themselves. 2)One rushed to take down a bow, the other went
for a spear. en the fighting started. e one that had caught
up the bow found it was no use to him, as the antagonists were
close and jostling one another; but the other defended him-
self with his spear, wounding Aspathines in the thigh and In-
taphrenes in the eye; Intaphrenes lost his eye from the wound
but was not killed. 3)So one of the M wounded these;
the other, as the bow was no use to him, fled into a chamber
adjoining the men’s apartment and would have shut its door.
4)Two of the seven flung into the room with him, Darius and
Gobryas; as Gobryas and the M wrestled together, Dar-
ius stood helpless in the darkness, afraid of stabbing Gobryas.
5)Gobryas, seeing Darius stand helpless, asked why he did not
lend a hand; and he said, “Because I am afraid for you, that I
might stab you.” And Gobryas answered, “Stick your sword
even if it goes through us both.” SoDarius complying stabbed
with his knife and somehow stuck the M.

79: 1)When they had killed the M and cut off their
heads, they le their wounded there because of their infirmity
and for the sake of guarding the acropolis, while five of them
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carrying the M’s heads ran outside with much shouting
and commotion, calling all P to aid, tellingwhat they
had done and showing the heads; at the same time they killed
every M that came in their way. 2)e P, when
they learned what had been done by the seven and how the
M had tricked them, resolved to follow the example set,
and drew their daggers and killed all the M they could
find; and if nightfall had not stopped them they would not
have le one M alive. 3)is day is the greatest holy day
that all P alike keep; they celebrate a great festival on
it, which they call the Massacre of the M; while the festi-
val lasts no M may go outdoors, but during this day the
M remain in their houses.

80: 1)Aer the tumult quieted down, and five days passed,
the rebels against the M held a council on the whole state
of affairs, at which sentiments were uttered which to some
G seem incredible, but there is no doubt that they were
spoken. 2)Otanes was for turning the government over to the
P people: “It seems to me,” he said, “that there can
no longer be a single sovereign over us, for that is not pleas-
ant or good. You saw the insolence of Cambyses, how far it
went, and you had your share of the insolence of the M.
3)Howcanmonarchybe afit thing, when the ruler candowhat
he wants with impunity? Give this power to the best man on
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earth, and it would stir him to unaccustomed thoughts. Inso-
lence is created in him by the good things to hand, while from
birth envy is rooted in man. 4)Acquiring the two he possesses
complete evil; for being satiated he does many reckless things,
some from insolence, some from envy. And yet an absolute
ruler ought to be free of envy, having all good things; but he
becomes the opposite of this towards his citizens; he envies
the best who thrive and live, and is pleased by the worst of his
fellows; and he is the best confidant of slander. 5)Of all men
he is themost inconsistent; for if you admire himmodestly he
is angry that you do not give him excessive attention, but if
one gives him excessive attention he is angry because one is a
flatter. But I have yet worse to say of him than that; he upsets
the ancestral ways and rapes women and kills indiscriminately.
6)But the rule of the multitude has in the first place the loveli-
est name of all, equality, and does in the second place none of
the things that a monarch does. It determines offices by lot,
and holds power accountable, and conducts all deliberating
publicly. erefore I give my opinion that we make an end of
monarchy and exalt the multitude, for all things are possible
for the majority.”

81: 1)Such was the judgment of Otanes: but Megabyzus
urged that they resort to an oligarchy. “I agree,” said he, “with
all that Otanes says against the rule of one; but when he tells
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you to give the power to the multitude, his judgment strays
from the best. Nothing is more foolish and violent than a use-
less mob; 2)for men fleeing the insolence of a tyrant to fall vic-
tim to the insolence of the unguided populace is by no means
to be tolerated. Whatever the one does, he does with knowl-
edge, but for the other knowledge is impossible; how can they
have knowledge who have not learned or seen for themselves
what is best, but always rush headlong and drive blindly on-
ward, like a river in flood? 3)Let those like democracy who
wish ill to P; but let us choose a group of the best men
and invest these with the power. For we ourselves shall be
among them, and among the best men it is likely that there
will be the best counsels.”

82: 1)Such was the judgment of Megabyzus. Darius was
the third to express his opinion. “It seems tome,” he said, “that
Megabyzus speaks well concerning democracy but not con-
cerning oligarchy. For if the three are proposed and all are at
their best for the sake of argument, the best democracy and
oligarchy and monarchy, I hold that monarchy is by far the
most excellent. 2)One could describe nothing better than the
rule of the one best man; using the best judgment, he will gov-
ern themultitudewith perfect wisdom, and best conceal plans
made for the defeat of enemies. 3)But in an oligarchy, the de-
sire of many to do the state good service oen produces bit-
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ter hate among them; for because each one wishes to be first
and to make his opinions prevail, violent hate is the outcome,
from which comes faction and from faction killing, and from
killing it reverts to monarchy, and by this is shown how much
better monarchy is. 4)en again, when the people rule it is
impossible that wickedness will not occur; and when wicked-
ness towards the state occurs, hatred does not result among the
wicked, but strong alliances; for those thatwant to do the state
harm conspire to do it together. is goes on until one of the
people rises to stop such men. He therefore becomes the peo-
ple’s idol, and being their idol ismade theirmonarch; and thus
he also proves that monarchy is best. 5)But (to conclude the
whole matter in one word) tell me, where did freedom come
from for us and who gave it, from the people or an oligarchy
or a single ruler? I believe, therefore, that we who were lib-
erated through one man should maintain such a government,
and, besides this, that we should not alter our ancestral ways
that are good; that would not be better.”

83: 1)Having to choose between these three options, four
of the seven men preferred the last. en Otanes, whose pro-
posal to give the P equality was defeated, spoke thus
among them all: 2)“Fellow partisans, it is plain that one of us
must be made king (whether by lot, or entrusted with the of-
fice by the choice of the P, or in some other way), but
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I shall not compete with you; I desire neither to rule nor to be
ruled; but if Iwaivemy claim tobe king, Imake this condition,
that neither I nor any ofmydescendants shall be subject to any
one of you.” 3)To these terms the six others agreed; Otanes
took no part in the contest but stood aside; and to this day
his house (and no other in P) remains free, and is ruled
only so far as it is willing to be, so long as it does not transgress
P law.

84: 1)e rest of the seven then considered what was the
fairest way of making a king; and they decided that if an-
other of the seven than Otanes should gain the royal power,
that Otanes and his descendants should receive a yearly gi of
Median clothing and everything else that the P hold
most valuable. e reason for this decision was that it was he
who had first planned the matter and assembled the conspir-
ators. 2)For Otanes, then, they choose this particular honor;
but with regard to all of them they decreed that any one of
the seven should, if he wished, enter the king’s palace unan-
nounced, except when the king was sleeping with a woman;
and that the king should be forbidden to take a wife except
from the households of the conspirators. 3)As for the making
of a king, they decided that he should be elected whose horse,
aer they were all in their saddles in the suburb of the city,
should first be heard to neigh at sunrise.
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85: 1)Now Darius had a clever groom, whose name was
Oebares. When the council broke up, Darius said to him:
“Oebares, we have resolved to do as follows about the king-
ship: he shall be elected whose horse, aer we are all mounted
on our horses in the suburb of the city, neighs first at sunrise.
Now if you have any cunning, figure out how we and no one
else can win this prize.” 2)“Master,” Oebares answered, “if this
is to determine whether you become king or not, be confident
for this reason and have an easy mind, for no one else shall
be king before you, such are the tricks I have.” “en,” said
Darius, “if you have any trick such as you say, use it and don’t
put it off, for tomorrow is the day of decision.” 3)When Oe-
bares heard that, he did as follows. At nightfall he brought
one of themares whichDarius’ horse particularly favored, and
tethered her in the suburb of the city; then bringing Darius’
horse, he repeatedly led him near the horse, bumping against
the mare, and at last let the horse mount.

86: 1)At dawn of day the six came on horseback as they
had agreed. As they rode out through the suburb and came
to the place where the mare had been tethered in the past
night, Darius’ horse trotted forward and whinnied; 2)and as
he so did there came lightning and thunder out of a clear sky.
ese signs given to Darius were thought to be foreordained
andmadehis electionperfect; his companions leapt fromtheir
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horses and bowed to him.
87: 1)Some say that thiswasOebares’ plan; but there is an-

other story in P besides this: that he rubbed this mare’s
vulvawith his hand, whichhe then kept inside his clothing un-
til the six were about to let go their horses at sunrise, when he
took his hand out and held it to the nostrils of Darius’ horse,
which at once snorted and whinnied.

88: 1)So Darius son of Hystaspes was made king,²⁸ and
the whole of A, which Cyrus first andCambyses aer him
had conquered, was subject to him, except the A;
these did not yield as of slaves to the P, but were
united to them by friendship, having given Cambyses passage
into E, which the P could not enter without
the consent of the A. 2)Darius took wives from the
noblest houses of P, marrying Cyrus’ daughters Atossa
and Artystone; Atossa had been a wife of her brother Cam-
byses and aerwards of the M; Artystone was a virgin.
3)He also married a daughter of Cyrus’ son Smerdis, whose
name was Parmys, and the daughter of Otanes who had dis-
covered the truth about the M; and everything was full
of his power. First he made and set up a carved stone, upon
which was cut the figure of a horseman, with this inscription:

²⁸Ed.: 521 B.C.
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“Darius son ofHystaspes, aided by the excellence of his horse”
(here followed the horse’s name) “and of Oebares his groom,
got possession of the kingdom of P.”

89: 1)Having done these things in P, he divided his
dominions into twenty provinces, which they call satrapies;²⁹
and having divided his dominions and appointed governors,
he instructed each people to pay him tribute, consolidating
neighboring peoples and distributing outlying peoples among
different provinces, passing over those adjoining. 2)I will now
show how he divided his provinces and the tributes which
were paid him yearly. ose that paid in silver were required
to render the weight of a B talent; those that paid
in gold, of a E talent; the B talent being
equal to seventy-eight Eminae. 3)In the reigns ofCyrus
and Cambyses aer him there was no fixed tribute, but pay-
ment was made in gis. It is because of this fixing of tribute,
and other similar ordinances, that the P called Dar-
ius the merchant, Cambyses the master, and Cyrus the father;
for Darius made petty profit out of everything, Cambyses was
harsh and arrogant, Cyruswasmerciful and alwaysworked for
their well-being.

90: 1)e I, M of A, A-

²⁹Ed.: On the following list see the introduction to this book.
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, C, L, M, and P,
on whom Darius laid one joint tribute, paid a revenue of
four hundred talents of silver. is was established as his
first province. e M, L, L, C-
, and H paid five hundred talents; this
was the second province. 2)e third comprised the H-
 on the right of the entrance of the straits,
the P, T of A, P,
M, and S; these paid three hundred
and sixty talents of tribute. 3)e fourth province was C-
. is rendered three hundred and sixty white horses, one
for each day in the year, and five hundred talents of silver. A
hundred and forty of these were expended on the horsemen
who were the guard of C; the three hundred and sixty
that remained were paid to Darius.

91: 1)e fih province was the country (except the part
belonging to the A, which paid no tribute) between
P, a city founded on the C and S
border by Amphilochus son of Amphiaraus, and E; this
paid three hundred and fiy talents; in this province was all
P, and the part of S called P, and
C. 2)e sixth province was E and the neighbor-
ing parts of L, and C and B, all of which
were included in the province of E. From here came
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seven hundred talents, besides the income in silver from the
fish of the  M; 3)besides that silver and the assess-
ment of grain that was given also, seven hundred talents were
paid; for a hundred and twenty thousand bushels of grain
were also assigned to the P quartered at the W
W of M and their allies. 4)e S,
G, D, and A paid together a hun-
dred and seventy talents; this was the seventh province; the
eighth was S and the rest of the C country, paying
three hundred talents.

92: 1)From B and the rest of A came to
Darius a thousand talents of silver and five hundred castrated
boys; this was the ninth province; E and the rest
of Media, with the P and O-
, paid four hundred and fiy talents, and was the tenth
province. 2)e eleventh comprised the C, P,
P, and D, paying jointly two hundred;

93: 1)e twelh, the B as far as the land of the
A; these paid three hundred and sixty. e thirteenth,
the P country and A and the lands adjoining
as far as the E ; these paid four hundred. 2)efour-
teenth province was made up of the S, S,
T, U, M, and the inhabitants of those is-
lands of the southern sea on which the king settles the so-
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called displaced people;³⁰ these together paid a tribute of six
hundred talents. 3)e S and C were the fieenth,
paying two hundred and fiy. e P, C-
, S, and A were the sixteenth, paying three hun-
dred.

94: 1)e P and E of A, the
seventeenth, paid four hundred; the M, S,
and A were the eighteenth, and two hundred tal-
ents were the appointed tribute. 2)e M, T,
M, M, and Mares, the nineteenth
province, were ordered to pay three hundred. e I
made up the twentieth province. ese are more in number
than any nation of which we know, and they paid a greater
tribute than any other province, namely three hundred and
sixty talents of gold dust.

95: 1)Now if these B silver talents be calcu-
lated in E money, the sum is seen to be nine thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty E talents: 2)and the gold
coin being thirteen times the value of the silver, the gold-dust
is found to be worth four thousand six hundred and eighty
E talents. erefore it is seen by adding all together

³⁰Ed.: e regular term for the peoples of individuals who were trans-
planted from the western into the eastern parts of the P empire; the
ἀνα� implying removal from the sea to the highlands.
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thatDarius collected a yearly tribute of fourteen thousand five
hundred and sixty talents; I take no account of figures less than
ten.

96: 1)is was Darius’ revenue from A and a few parts
of L. But as time went on he drew tribute also from the
islands and the dwellers in E, as far asT. 2)e
tribute is stored by the king in this fashion: he melts it down
and pours it into earthen vessels; when the vessel is full he
breaks the earthenware away, and when he needs money coins
as much as serves his purpose.

97: 1)ese were the governments and appointments of
tribute. eP country is the only onewhich I have not
recorded as tributary; for theP live free fromall taxes.
2)As for those on whom no tribute was laid, but who ren-
dered gis instead, they were, firstly, the E near-
est to E, whom Cambyses conquered in his march to-
wards the long-lived E; and also those who dwell
about the holy N,³¹ whereDionysus is the god of their fes-
tivals. ese E and their neighbors use the same
seed as the IC, and they live underground.
3)ese together brought every other year and still bring a gi

³¹Ed.: Probably the mountain called B in Upper N; this is
called “sacred” in hieroglyphic inscriptions.
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of two choenixes³² of unrefined gold, two hundred blocks of
ebony, five Ethiopian boys, and twenty great elephants’ tusks.
4)Gis were also required of theC and their neigh-
bors as far as the C  (which is as far as
the P rule reaches, the country north of the C-
 paying no regard to the P); these were rendered
every four years and are still rendered, namely, a hundred boys
and asmanymaids. 5)eA rendered a thousand tal-
ents’ weight of frankincense yearly. Suchwere the gis of these
peoples to the king, besides the tribute.

98: 1)All this abundance of gold, from which the I-
 send the aforementioned gold-dust to the king, they ob-
tain in the following way. 2)To the east of the I coun-
try is sand. Of all the people of A whom we know - even
those about whom something is said with precision - the I-
 dwell nearest to the dawn and the rising sun; for on
the eastern side of I all is desolate because of the sand.
3)ere aremany Inations, none speaking the same lan-
guage; some of them are nomads, some not; some dwell in the
river marshes and live on raw fish, which they catch from reed
boats. Each boat is made of one joint of reed.³³ 4)ese I-

³²Ed.: e choenix was a measure of about the capacity of a quart.
³³Ed.: Not the bamboo, apparently, but the “kana,” which sometimes

grows to a height of 50 feet.
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 wear clothes of bullrushes; they mow and cut these from
the river, thenweave them crosswise like amat, andwear them
like a breastplate.

99: 1)Other I, to the east of these, are nomads and
eat raw flesh; they are called P. It is said to be their
custom that when anyone of their fellows, whether man or
woman, is sick, a man’s closest friends kill him, saying that if
wasted by disease he will be lost to them as meat; though he
denies that he is sick, they will not believe him, but kill and
eat him. 2)When a woman is sick, she is put to death like the
men by the women who are her close acquaintances. As for
one that has come to old age, they sacrifice him and feast on
his flesh; but not many reach this reckoning, for before that
everyone who falls ill they kill.

100: 1)ere are other I, again, who kill no liv-
ing creature, nor plant anything, nor are accustomed to have
houses; they eat grass, and they have a grain growing natu-
rally from the earth in its husk, about the size of a millet-seed,
which they gather with the husk and boil and eat. When any
one of them falls sick, he goes into the desert and lies there,
and no one notices whether he is sick or dies.

101: 1)ese I whom I have described have inter-
course openly like cattle; they are all black-skinned, like the
E. 2)eir semen too, which they ejaculate into
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the women, is not white like other men’s, but black like their
skin, and resembles in this respect that of the E.
ese I dwell far away from the P south-
wards, and were not subjects of King Darius.

102: 1)Other I dwell near the town of C-
 and the P country,³⁴ north of the rest of
I; these live like the B; they are of all I-
 the most warlike, and it is they who are sent for the gold;
for in these parts all is desolate because of the sand. 2)In this
sandy desert are ants,³⁵ not as big as dogs but bigger than foxes;
the P king has some of these, which have been caught
there. ese ants live underground, digging out the sand in
the same way as the ants in G, to which they are very
similar in shape, and the sand which they carry from the holes
is full of gold. 3)It is for this sand that the I set forth
into the desert. ey harness three camels apiece, males on ei-
ther side sharing the drawing, and a female in the middle: the
manhimself rides on the female, thatwhenharnessed has been
taken away from as young an offspring asmay be. eir camels

³⁴Ed.: N.E. A. C (or C) is said
to be probably C.

³⁵Ed.: It is suggested that the “ants” may have been really marmots. But
even this does not seem to make the story much more probable.
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are as swi as horses, andmuch better able to bear burdens be-
sides.

103: 1)I do not describe the camel’s appearance to
G, for they know it; but I shall tell them something that
they do not know concerning it: the hindlegs of the camel
have four thighbones and four knee-joints; its genitals are
turned towards the tail between the hindlegs.

104: 1)us and with teams so harnessed the I
ride aer the gold, being careful to be engaged in taking it
when the heat is greatest; for the ants are then out of sight
underground. 2)Now in these parts the sun is hottest in the
morning, not at midday as elsewhere, but from sunrise to the
hour of market-closing. rough these hours it is much hot-
ter than in H at noon, so that men are said to sprinkle
themselves with water at this time. 3)At midday the sun’s heat
is nearly the same in I as elsewhere. As it goes to aer-
noon, the sun of I has the power of the morning sun in
other lands; as day declines it becomes ever cooler, until at sun-
set it is exceedingly cold.

105: 1)Sowhen the I come to the place with their
sacks, they fill thesewith the sand and drive back as fast as pos-
sible; for the ants at once scent them out, the P say,
and give chase. ey say nothing is equal to them for speed, so
that unless the I have a headstart while the ants were
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gathering, not one of them would get away. 2)ey cut loose
the male trace-camels, which are slower than the females, as
they begin to lag, one at a time; the mares never tire, for they
remember the young that they have le. Such is the tale. Most
of the gold (say the P) is got in this way by the I-
; they dig some from mines in their country, too, but it is
less abundant.

106: 1)emost outlying nations of the world have some-
howdrawn the finest things as their lot, exactly asGhas
drawn the possession of far the best seasons. 2)As I have lately
said, I lies at the world’s most distant eastern limit; and
in I all living creatures four-footed and flying are much
bigger than those of other lands, except the horses, which
are smaller than the Median horses called N; more-
over, the gold there, whether dug from the earth or brought
down by rivers or got as I have described, is very abundant.
3)ere, too, wool more beautiful and excellent than the wool
of sheep grows on wild trees; these trees supply the I
with clothing.

107: 1)Again, A is the most distant to the south
of all inhabited countries: and this is the only country which
produces frankincense and myrrh and casia and cinnamon
and gum-mastich. All these except myrrh are difficult for the
A to get. 2)ey gather frankincense by burning that
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storax³⁶ which P carry to H; they burn
this and so get the frankincense; for the spice-bearing trees are
guarded by small winged snakes of varied color, many around
each tree; these are the snakes that attack E. Nothing ex-
cept the smoke of storax will drive them away from the trees.

108: 1)e A also say that the whole country
would be full of these snakes if the same thing did not occur
among them that I believe occurs among vipers. 2)Somehow
the forethought of God (just as is reasonable) being wise has
made all creatures prolific that are timid and edible, so that
they do not become extinct through being eaten, whereas few
young are born to hardy and vexatious creatures. 3)On the one
hand, because the hare is hunted by every beast and bird and
man, therefore it is quite prolific; alone of all creatures it con-
ceives during pregnancy; some of the unborn young are hairy,
some still naked, some are still forming in thewombwhile oth-
ers are just conceived. 4)On the one hand there is this sort of
thing, but on the other hand the lioness, that is so powerful
and so bold, once in her life bears one cub; for in the act of
bearing she casts her uterus out with her cub. e explanation
of this is that when the cub first begins to stir in the mother,
its claws, much sharper than those of any other creature, tear

³⁶Ed.: Akindof gum, producing an acrid smokewhenburnt, and there-
fore used as a disinfectant.
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the uterus, and the more it grows the more it scratches and
tears, so that when the hour of birth is near seldom is any of
the uterus le intact.

109: 1)So too if the vipers and the winged serpents of
A were born in the natural manner of serpents life
would be impossible for men; but as it is, when they copulate,
while themale is in the act of procreation and as soon as he has
ejaculated his seed, the female seizes himby the neck, and does
not let go until she has bitten through. 2)e male dies in the
way described, but the female suffers in return for themale the
following punishment: avenging their father, the young while
they are still within thewomb gnaw at theirmother and eating
through her bowels thus make their way out. 3)Other snakes,
that do no harm to men, lay eggs and hatch out a vast num-
ber of young. e A winged serpents do indeed seem
to be numerous; but that is because (although there are vipers
in every land) these are all in A and are found nowhere
else.

110: 1)e A get frankincense in the foregoing
way, and casia in the following way: when they go aer it they
bind oxhides and other skins all over their bodies and faces
except for the eyes. Casia grows in a shallow lake; around this
and in it live winged creatures, very like bats, that squeak sim-
ilarly and make a fierce resistance; these have to be kept away
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from the eyes in order to take the casia.
111: 1)As for cinnamon, they gather it in an even stranger

way. Where it comes fromandwhat land produces it they can-
not say, except that it is reported, reasonably enough, to grow
in the places where Dionysus was reared. 2)ere are great
birds, it is said, that take these dry stickswhichwehave learned
from the P to call cinnamon and carry them off
tonests stuckwithmud toprecipitous cliffs, wheremanhas no
means of approach. 3)e A solution to this is to cut
dead oxen and asses and other beasts of burden into the largest
possible pieces, then to set these near the eyries and withdraw
far off. e birds then fly down (it is said) and carry the pieces
of the beasts up to their nests, while these, not being able to
bear the weight, break and fall down the mountain side, and
then the A come and gather them up. us is cin-
namon said to be gathered, and so to come from A to
other lands.

112: 1)But ledanon, which theA call ladanon, is
produced yet more strangely than this. For it is the most fra-
grant thing produced in the most malodorous; for it is found
in he-goats’ beards, forming in them like gum among timber.
is is used in the manufacture of many perfumes; there is
nothing that the A burn so oen as incense.

113: 1)Enough of marvels, and yet the land of A
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gives off a scent as sweet as if divine. ey have besides two
marvellous kinds of sheep, found nowhere else. One of these
has tails no less than nine feet long. Were the sheep to trail
these aer them they would suffer by the chafing of the tails
on the ground; 2)but every shepherd there knows enough of
carpentry to make little carts which they fix under the tails,
binding the tail of each sheep on its own cart. e other kind
of sheep has a tail a full three feet broad.

114: 1)Where south inclines westwards, the part of the
world stretching farthest towards the sunset is E; this
produces gold in abundance, and huge elephants, and all sorts
of wild trees, and ebony, and the tallest and handsomest and
longest-lived people.

115: 1)ese then are the most distant lands in A and
L. But concerning those in E that are the farthest
away towards evening, I cannot speak with assurance; for I do
not believe that there is a river called by foreigners E
issuing into the northern sea, where our amber is said to come
from, nor do I have any knowledge of T I, where
our tin is brought from. 2)e very name E betrays
itself as not a foreign but a G name, invented by some
poet; nor for all my diligence have I been able to learn from
one who has seen it that there is a sea beyond E. All we
know is that our tin and amber come from the most distant
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parts.
116: 1)But in thenorthof E there is by far themost

gold. In this matter again I cannot say with assurance how
the gold is produced, but it is said that one-eyed men called
A steal it fromgriffins. 2)But I donot believe this,
that there are one-eyed men who have a nature otherwise the
same as other men. 3)emost outlying lands, though, as they
enclose andwholly surround all the rest of theworld, are likely
to have those things which we think the finest and the rarest.

117: 1)ere is a plain in A shut in on all sides
by mountains through which there are five passes.³⁷ is
plain was once the C’, being at the bound-
aries of the C, theH, P,
S, and T, but since the P
have held power it has been the king’s. 2)Now from the en-
circling mountains flows a great river whose name is the Aces.
Its stream divides into five channels and formerly watered the
lands of the above-mentioned peoples, going to each through
a different pass, but since the beginning of the P rule
3)the king has blocked the mountain passes, and closed each

³⁷Ed.: All this description appears to be purely imaginative. But “the
idea of the chapter” (say How and Wells) “is quite correct; the control of
irrigation is in the East one of the prerogatives of government, and great
sums are charged for the use of water.”
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passage with a gate; with the water barred from outlet, the
plain within the mountains becomes a lake, seeing that the
river pours into it and finds noway out. 4)ose thereforewho
before were accustomed to use the water endure great hard-
ship in not being able to use it; for during the winter, god
rains for them just as for the rest of mankind, but in the sum-
mer they are in need of the water for their sown millet and
sesame. 5)So whenever no water is given to them, they come
into P with their women, and cry and howl before the
door of the king’s palace, until the king commands that the
river-gate should be opened for those whose need is greatest;
6)then, when this land has drunk its fill of water, that gate is
shut, and the king has another opened for those of the rest
who most require it. I know by hearsay that he gets a lot of
money, over and above the tribute, for opening the gates. So
much for these matters.

118: 1)Of the seven men who revolted against the M-
, one, Intaphrenes, got his death through his own violence
immediately aer the rebellion. Hewanted to enter the palace
and speakwith the king; and in fact the lawwas, that the rebels
against theM could come into the king’s presence unan-
nounced, if the king were not having intercourse with one of
his wives. 2)Intaphrenes, as one of the seven, claimed his right
to enter unannounced; but the gatekeeper and the messenger
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forbade him, telling him that the king was having intercourse
with one of his wives. Intaphrenes thought that they were ly-
ing; drawing his scimitar he cut off their noses and ears, then
strung these on his horse’s bridle and hung it around themen’s
necks, and so let them go.

119: 1)ey showed themselves to the king and told him
why they had been treated so. Darius, fearing that the six had
done this by common consent, sent for each and asked his
opinion, whether they approved what had been done; 2)and
being assured that they had no part in it, he seized Intaphrenes
with his sons and all his household—for he strongly suspected
that the man was plotting a rebellion with his kinsmen—and
imprisoned themwith the intention of putting them to death.
3)en Intaphrenes’ wife began coming to the palace gates,
weeping and lamenting; and by continuing to do this same
thing she persuaded Darius to pity her; and he sent a messen-
ger to tell her, “Woman, King Darius will allow one of your
imprisoned relatives to survive, whomever you prefer of them
all.” 4)Aer considering she answered, “If indeed the king gives
me the life of one, I chose from them all my brother.” 5)Darius
was astonished when he heard her answer, and sent someone
who asked her: “Woman, the king asks youwithwhat inmind
you abandon your husband and your children and choose to
save the life of your brother, who is less close to you than your
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children and less dear than yourhusband?” 6)“OKing,” she an-
swered, “I may have another husband, if a god is willing, and
other children, if I lose these; but since my father and mother
are no longer living, there is no way that I can have another
brother; I saidwhat I didwith that inmind.” 7)Darius thought
that thewoman answeredwell, and for her sake he released the
one for whom she had asked, and the eldest of her sons as well;
he put to death all the rest. us immediately perished one of
the seven.

120: 1)While Cambyses was still ill, the following events
occurred. e governor of S appointed by Cyrus was
Oroetes, a P. is man had an impious desire; for al-
though he had not been injured or spoken badly of by Poly-
crates of S, and had in fact never even seen him before,
he desired to seize and kill him, for the following reason, most
people say. 2)As Oroetes and another P whose name
was Mitrobates, governor of the province at D,
sat at the king’s doors, they fell from talking to quarreling;
and as they compared their achievements Mitrobates said to
Oroetes, 3)“You are not to be reckoned a man; the island of
S lies close to your province, yet you have not added it to
the king’s dominion—an island so easy to conquer that some
native of it revolted against his rulers with fieen hoplites, and
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is now lord of it.”³⁸ 4)Some say that Oroetes, angered by this
reproach, did not so much desire to punish the source of it as
to destroy Polycrates utterly, the occasion of the reproach.

121: 1)A few people, however, say that whenOroetes sent
a herald to S with some request (it is not said what this
was), the herald found Polycrates lying in the men’s apart-
ments, in the company of Anacreon of T; 2)and, whether
on purpose to show contempt forOroetes, or bymere chance,
when Oroetes’ herald entered and addressed him, Polycrates,
then lying with his face to the wall, never turned or answered
him.

122: 1)ese are the two reasons alleged for Polycrates’
death; believe whichever you like. But the consequence was
that Oroetes, then at M which is above the river
M, sent Myrsus son of Gyges, a L, with a
message to S, having learned Polycrates’ intention; 2)for
Polycrates was the first of the G whom we know to
aim at the mastery of the sea, leaving out of account Minos
of C and any others who before him may have ruled
the sea; of what may be called the human race Polycrates was
the first, and he had great hope of ruling I and the Is-
lands. 3)Learning then that he had this intention,Oroetes sent

³⁸Ed.: See hdt. 3.39.
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him this message: “Oroetes addresses Polycrates as follows: I
find that you aim at great things, but that you have not suffi-
cient money for your purpose. Do then as I direct, and you
will succeed yourself and will save me. King Cambyses aims at
my death; of this I have clear intelligence. 4)Now if you will
transport me and my money, you may take some yourself and
let me keep the rest; thus you shall have wealth enough to rule
all H. If you mistrust what I tell you about the money,
send someone who is most trusted by you and I will prove it
to him.”

123: 1)Hearing this, Polycrates was pleased and willing;
and since he had a great desire for money he first sent one of
his townsmen,Maeandrius, son ofMaeandrius, to have a look;
this man was his scribe; it was he who not long aerwards
dedicated in theH all the splendid furnishings of the
men’s apartment in Polycrates’ house. 2)When Oroetes heard
that an inspection was imminent, he filled eight chests with
stones, leaving only a very shallow space at the top; then he
laid gold on top of the stones, locked the chests, and kept them
ready. Maeandrius came and saw, and brought word back to
his master.

124: 1)Polycrates then prepared to visit Oroetes, despite
the strong dissuasion of his diviners and friends, and a vision
seen by his daughter in a dream; she dreamt that she saw her
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father in the air overhead being washed by Zeus and anointed
by Helios; 2)aer this vision she used all means to persuade
him not to go on this journey to Oroetes; even as he went to
his fiy-oared ship she prophesied evil for him. When Poly-
crates threatened her that if he came back safe, she would long
remain unmarried, she answered with a prayer that his threat
might be fulfilled: for she would rather, she said, long remain
unmarried than lose her father.

125: 1)But Polycrates would listen to no advice. He sailed
to meet Oroetes, with a great retinue of followers, among
whom was Democedes, son of Calliphon, a man of C
and the most skillful physician of his time. 2)But no sooner
had Polycrates come toM than he was horriblymur-
dered in away unworthy of him and of his aims; for, except for
the sovereigns of S, no sovereign of G race is
fit to be compared with Polycrates formagnificence. 3)Having
killed him in some way not fit to be told, Oroetes then cru-
cified him; as for those who had accompanied him, he let the
S go, telling them to thank him that they were free;
those who were not S, or were servants of Polycrates’
followers, he kept for slaves. 4)And Polycrates hanging in the
air fulfilled his daughter’s vision in every detail; for he was
washed byZeuswhen it rained, andhewas anointed byHelios
as he exuded sweat from his body.
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126: 1)is was the end of Polycrates’ string of successes
[as Amasis king of E had forewarned him]. But not
long aer, atonement for Polycrates overtook Oroetes. Af-
ter the death of Cambyses and the rule of the M, Oroetes
stayed in S, where he did not help the P in
any way to regain the power taken from them by the M,
2)but, to the contrary, in this confusion killed two prominent
P, Mitrobates, the governor from D,
who had taunted him about Polycrates, and Mitrobates’ son
Cranaspes; and on top of many other violent acts, he set an
ambush down the road aer a messenger from Darius came
with a message which displeased him and killed that messen-
ger on his homeward journey, and concealed the man’s body
and horse.

127: 1)So when Darius became king, he wanted to pun-
ish Oroetes for all his wrongdoing, and especially for killing
Mitrobates and his son. But he thought it best not to send an
army openly against the satrap, seeing that everything was still
in confusion and he was still new to the royal power; more-
over he heard that Oroetes was very powerful, having a guard
of a thousand P spearmen and being governor of the
P and L and I province. 2)He had re-
course, then, to the following expedient: having summoned
an assembly of the most prominent P, he addressed
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them as follows: “P, which of you will promise to
do this for me, not with force and numbers, but by cunning?
Where there is need for cunning, force has no business. 3)So
then, which of you would either bring me Oroetes alive or
kill him? For he has done the P no good, but much
harm; he has destroyed two of us, Mitrobates and his son, and
is killing my messengers that are sent to recall him, displaying
an insolence that is not to be borne. So, then, before he does
the P some still greater harm, he has to be punished
by us with death.”

128: 1)Darius asked this and thirty men promised, each
wanting to do it himself. Darius told them not argue but
draw lots; they did, and the lot fell to Bagaeus, son of Ar-
tontes. 2)Bagaeus, having drawn the lot, did as follows: he
had many letters written concerning many things and put the
seal of Darius on them, and then went with them to S.
3)Whenhe got there and came intoOroetes’ presence, he took
out each letter in turn and gave it to one of the royal scribes to
read (all of the governors of the King have scribes); Bagaeus
gave the letters to test the spearmen, whether they would con-
sent to revolt against Oroetes. 4)Seeing that they were greatly
affected by the rolls and yetmore bywhatwaswritten in them,
he gave another, inwhichwere thesewords: “P! King
Darius forbids you to be Oroetes’ guard.” Hearing this, they
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lowered their spears for him. 5)When Bagaeus saw that they
obeyed the letter so far, he was encouraged and gave the last
roll to the scribe, inwhichwaswritten: “KingDarius instructs
the P in S to kill Oroetes.” Hearing this the
spearmen drew their scimitars and killed him at once. us
atonement for Polycrates the S overtook Oroetes the
P.

129: 1)Oroetes’ slaves and other possessions were brought
to S. Not long aer this, it happened that Darius twisted
his foot in dismounting from his horse while hunting 2)so vi-
olently that the ball of the ankle joint was dislocated from its
socket. Darius called in the best physicians of E, whom
he had until now kept near his person. But by violently twist-
ing the foot they made the injury worse; 3)and for seven days
and nights the king could not sleep because of the pain. On
the eighth day, when he was doing poorly, someone who had
heard in S of the skill of Democedes of C told
Darius of him; and he told them to bring him as quickly as
possible. When they found him among the slaves of Oroetes,
where he was forgotten, they brought him along, dragging his
chains and dressed in rags.

130: 1)Darius asked him when he was brought in if he
were trained in medicine. He refused to admit it, for he was
afraid that if he revealed himself he would be cut off from
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H for good. 2)It was clear to Darius, however, that he
was trained in deceit,³⁹ and he ordered thosewho had brought
him to bring along scourges and goads. en he confessed,
saying that his training was not exact, but that he had asso-
ciated with a physician and had a passing acquaintance with
medicine. 3)But when Darius turned the case over to him and
Democedes applied G remedies and used gentleness in-
stead of the E’ violence, he enabled him to sleep
and in a short time had him well, although Darius had had no
hope of regaining the use of his foot. 4)Aer this, Darius re-
wardedhimwith a giof twopairs of golden fetters. “Is it your
purpose,” Democedes asked, “to double my pains for making
you well?” Pleased by the retort, Darius sent him to his own
wives. e eunuchs who conducted him told the women that
this was the man who had given the king his life back. 5)Each
of them took a bowl and dipped it in a chest full of gold, so
richly rewarding Democedes that the servant accompanying
him, whose name was Sciton, collected a very great sum of
gold by picking up the staters that fell from the bowls.

131: 1)Now this is howDemocedes had come fromC-
 to live with Polycrates: he was oppressed by a harsh-
tempered father at C; since he could not stand him,

³⁹Ed.: Or, that he knew how to practice his art?
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he le him and went to A. Within the first year aer
settling there, he excelled the rest of the physicians, although
he had no equipment nor any medical implements. 2)In his
second year the A⁴⁰ paid him a talent to be their
public physician; in the third year the A hired him
for a hundredminae, and Polycrates in the fourth year for two
talents. us he came to S, and not least because of this
man the physicians of C were well-respected [ 3)for at
this time the best physicians in G countries were those
of C, and next to them those of C. About the
same time the A had the name of being the best musi-
cians].

132: 1)So now because he had healed Darius at S
Democedes had a very grand house and ate at the king’s ta-
ble; he had everything, except permission to return to the
G. 2)When the E physicians who until now
had attended the king were about to be impaled for being less
skilful than aG,Democedes intercededwith the king for
them and saved them; and he saved an E seer, too, who
hadbeen a retainer of Polycrates’ andwas forgotten among the
slaves. Democedes was a man of considerable influence with
the King.

⁴⁰Ed.: e A talent = about 82 Attic minae (60 of which
composed the Attic talent).
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133: 1)A short time aer this, something else occurred;
there was a swelling on the breast of Atossa, the daughter of
Cyrus and wife of Darius, which broke and spread further. As
long as it was small, she hid it out of shame and told no one;
but when it got bad, she sent for Democedes and showed it
to him. 2)He said he would cure her, but made her swear that
shewould repay himby grantingwhatever he asked of her, and
said that he would ask nothing shameful.

134: 1)And aer he treated her and did cure her, Atossa
addressed Darius in their chamber as she had been instructed
by Democedes: “O King, although you have so much power
you are idle, acquiring no additional people or power for the
P. 2)e right thing for amanwho is both young and
the master of great wealth is to be seen aggrandizing himself,
so that the P know too that they are ruled by a man.
On two counts it is in your interest to do this, both so that the
P know that their leader is a man, and so that they be
occupied by war and not have time to plot against you. 3)You
should show some industry now, while you are still young: for
sense growswith the growing body, but grows old toowith the
agingbody and loses its edge for all purposes.” 4)She said this as
instructed, but he replied with this: “Woman, what you have
said is exactly what I had in mind to do. For I have planned to
make a bridge from this continent to the other continent and
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lead an army against the S; and this will be done
in a short time.” 5)“Look,” Atossa said, “let the S
go for the present; you shall have them whenever you like; I
tell you, march against H. I have heard of L
andA andAttic andCwomen, andwould
like to have them as servants. You have a man who is fitter
than any other to instruct and guide you in everything con-
cerning H: Imean the physicianwho healed your foot.”
6)Darius answered, “Woman, since you think that we should
make an attempt on G first, it seems to me to be best
thatwefirst sendP spieswith themanwhomyoumen-
tion, who shall tell us everything that they learn and observe;
and thenwhen I am fully informed I shall rousemyself against
them.”

135: 1)He said this, andno sooner said thandid it. For the
next day at dawn he summoned fieen prominent P,
and instructed them to go with Democedes and sail along the
coast of H; telling them, too, by all means to bring the
physician back and not let him escape. 2)Having given these
instructions to them, he then sent for Democedes, and asked
of him that when he had shown andmade clear all of G
to the P, he would come back; and he told him to
take all his movable goods to give to his father and siblings,
saying that he would give him many times as much in return
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andwould sendwithhima shipwith a cargo of all good things.
3)Darius, I think, made this promise without a treacherous in-
tent, but Democedes was afraid that Darius was testing him;
therefore he was in no hurry to accept all that was offered, but
answered that he would leave his own possessions where they
were, so as to have them when he returned; the ship which
Darius promised him to carry the gis for his siblings, he said
he would accept. Having given the same instructions to De-
mocedes too, Darius sent them all to the coast.

136: 1)ey came down to the city of S in P-
, and there chartered two triremes, as well as a great gal-
ley laden with all good things; andwhen everything was ready
they set sail for H, where they surveyed and mapped
the coasts to which they came; until having viewed the greater
and most famous parts they reached T in I.
2)ere Aristophilides, king of the T, out of sym-
pathy for Democedes, took the steering gear off the Median
ships and put the P under a guard, calling them spies.
While they were in this plight, Democedes made his way to
C; and Aristophilides did not set the P free
and give them back what he had taken from their ships until
the physician was in his own country.

137: 1)e P sailed from T and pur-
sued Democedes to C, where they found him in the
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marketplace and tried to seize him. 2)Some C,
who feared the Ppower, would have given himup; but
others resisted and beat the Pwith their sticks. “Men
of C,watchwhat youdo,” said theP; “you are
harboring an escaped slave of the King’s. 3)How do you think
KingDarius will like this insolence? What goodwill it do you
if he gets away from us? What city will we attack first here?
Whichwill we try to enslave first?” 4)But themenof C
paid no attention to them; so the P lost Democedes
and the galley with which they had come, and sailed back for
A,making no attempt to visit and learn of the further parts
of H now that their guide was taken from them. 5)But
Democedes gave them amessage as they were setting sail; they
should tell Darius, he said, that Democedes was engaged to
the daughter of Milon. For Darius held the name of Milon
the wrestler in great honor; and, to my thinking, Democedes
sought this match and paid a great sum for it to show Darius
that he was a man of influence in his own country as well as in
P.

138: 1)e P then put out from C; but
their ships were wrecked on the coast of I, and they
were made slaves in the country until Gillus, an exile from
T, released and restored them to Darius, who was
ready to give himwhatever hewanted in return. 2)Gillus chose
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to be restored to T and told the story of his misfor-
tune; but, so as not to be the occasion of agitating G, if
on his account a great expedition sailed against I, he said
that it was enough that the C alone be his escort; for
he supposed that the Twould be the readier to re-
ceive him back as the C were their friends. 3)Darius
kept his word, and sent a messenger to the men of C,
telling them to take Gillus back to T. ey obeyed
Darius; but they could not persuade the T, and
were not able to apply force. 4)is is what happened, and
these Pwere the first who came fromA intoH-
, and they came to view the country for this reason.

139: 1)Aer this, King Darius conquered S, the
greatest of all city states, G or barbarian, the reason for
his conquest being this: when Cambyses, son of Cyrus, in-
vaded E, many G came with the army, some to
trade, aswas natural, and some to see the country itself; among
them was Syloson, son of Aeaces, who was Polycrates’ brother
and in exile from S. 2)is Syloson had a stroke of good
luck. He was in the market at M wearing a red cloak,
when Darius, at that time one of Cambyses’ guard and as yet a
man of no great importance, saw him, and coveting the cloak
came and tried to buy it. 3)When Syloson saw Darius’ eager-
ness, by good luck he said, “I will not sell this for any money,
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but I give it to you free if youmust have it so much.” Extolling
this, Darius accepted the garment.

140: 1)Syloson supposed that he had lost his cloak out of
foolish good nature. But in time Cambyses died, the seven
rebelled against the M, and Darius of the seven came
to the throne; Syloson then learned that the successor to the
royal powerwas theman towhomhehad given the garment in
E; so he went up to S and sat in the king’s antecham-
ber, saying that he was one of Darius’ benefactors. 2)When
the doorkeeper brought word of this to the king, Darius asked
“But towhatGbenefactor can I owe thanks? In the little
time since I have been king hardly one of that nation has come
to us, and I have, I may say, no use for any G. Neverthe-
less bring him in, so that I may know what he means.” 3)e
doorkeeper brought Syloson in and the interpreters asked him
ashe stood therewhohewas andwhathehaddone to call him-
self the king’s benefactor. en Syloson told the story of the
cloak, and said that it was he who had given it. 4)“Most gener-
ousman,” saidDarius, “it was youwho gaveme a present when
I had as yet no power; and if it was a small one, I was none the
less grateful then than I am now when I get a big one. In re-
turn, I give you gold and silver in abundance so youmay never
be sorry that you didDarius son ofHystaspes good.” 5)Syloson
answered, “Do not giveme gold, O king, or silver, but S,
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my country, which our slave has now that my brother Poly-
crates has been killed by Oroetes; give me this without killing
or enslaving.”

141: 1)Having heard this, Darius sent an army and
Otanes, one of the seven, to command it, instructing him to
dowhatever Syloson asked. SoOtaneswent down to the coast
and got his army ready.

142: 1)Now S was ruled by Maeandrius, son of
Maeandrius, who had authority delegated by Polycrates. He
wanted to be the justest ofmen, but that was impossible. 2)For
when he learned of Polycrates’ death, first he set up an altar
to Zeus the Liberator and marked out around it that sacred
enclosure which is still to be seen in the suburb of the city;
when this had been done, he called an assembly of all the cit-
izens, and addressed them thus: 3)“To me, as you know, have
come Polycrates’ scepter and all of his power, and it is in my
power now to rule you. But I, so far as it lies in me, shall not
do myself what I blame in my neighbor. I always disliked it
that Polycrates or any other man should lord it over men like
himself. Polycrates has fulfilled his destiny, and inviting you
to share his power I proclaim equality. 4)Only I claim for my
own privilege that six talents of Polycrates’ wealth be set apart
formy use, and that I andmy descendants keep the priesthood
of Zeus the Liberator, whose temple I have founded, and now
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I give you freedom.” 5)Such was Maeandrius’ promise to the
S. But one of them arose and answered: “But you are
not even fit to rule us, low-born and vermin, but you had bet-
ter give an account of the monies that you have handled.”

143: 1)is was the speech of Telesarchus, a man of con-
sequence among the citizens. But Maeandrius, realizing that
if he let go of the sovereignty someone else would make him-
self sovereign instead, resolved not to let it go. Withdrawing
into the acropolis, he sent for the citizens individually as if
he would give an account of the money; then he seized and
bound them. 2)So they were imprisoned, and aerwardsMae-
andrius fell sick. His brother Lycaretus thought him likely to
die, and, so that he might the more easily make himself mas-
ter of S, he put all the prisoners to death. ey had, it
would seem, no desire to be free.

144: 1)So when the P brought Syloson back to
S, no one raised a hand against them, but Maeandrius
and those of his faction offered to evacuate the island under
a flag of truce; Otanes agreed to this, and aer the treaty was
made, the P of highest rank sat down on seats facing
the acropolis.

145: 1)NowMaeandrius the sovereign had a crazy brother
named Charilaus, who lay bound in the dungeon for some
offense; this man heard what was going on, and by peering
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through the dungeon window saw the P sitting there
peaceably; 2)whereupon he cried with a loud voice that he
wanted to talk to Maeandrius. His brother, hearing him, had
Charilaus loosed and brought before him. No sooner had he
been brought than he attempted with reviling and abuse to
persuade Maeandrius to attack the P. “Although I
am your brother, you coward,” he said, “and did no wrong de-
serving of prison, you have bound and imprisoned me; but
when you see the P throwing you out of house and
home, you have no courage to avenge yourself, though you
could so easily beat them? 3)If you are yourself afraid of them,
givemeyour foreign guards, and Iwill punish themfor coming
here; as for you, I will give you safe conduct out of the island.”

146: 1)is was what Charilaus said; and Maeandrius
took his advice, to my thinking not because he was so fool-
ish as to suppose that he would be strong enough to defeat the
king, but because he did not want Syloson to recover S
safe and soundwith no trouble. 2)Hewanted therefore by pro-
voking the P to weaken S as much as he could
before surrendering it, for he was well aware that if the P-
were hurt theywould be furiously angrywith the S-
. Besides, he knew that he could get himself safely off the
island whenever he liked, having built a secret passage leading
from the acropolis to the sea. 3)Maeandrius then set sail from
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S; butCharilaus armed all the guards, opened the acrop-
olis’ gates, and attacked the P. ese supposed that a
full agreement had been made, and were taken unawares; the
guard fell upon themandkilled thePof highest rank,
those who were carried in litters. 4)ey were engaged in this
when the rest of the P force came up in reinforcement,
and, hard-pressed, the guards retreated into the acropolis.

147: 1)eP captainOtanes, seeing howbig a loss
the P had suffered, deliberately forgot the command
given him at his departure by Darius not to kill or enslave any
S but to deliver the island intact to Syloson; and he
commandedhis army tokill everyone they took,men andboys
alike. 2)en, while some of the P laid siege to the
acropolis, the rest killed everyone theymet, inside the temples
and outside the temples alike.

148: 1)Maeandrius sailed to L, escaping
from S; and aer he arrived there and brought up the
possessions with which he had le his country, it became his
habit to make a display of silver and gold drinking cups; while
his servants were cleaning these, he would converse with the
king of S, Cleomenes son of Anaxandrides, and would
bring him to his house. As Cleomenes marvelled greatly at
the cups whenever he saw them, Maeandrius would tell him
to take as many as he liked. 2)Maeandrius made this offer two
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or three times; Cleomenes showed his great integrity in that
he would not accept; but realizing that there were others in
L fromwhomMaeandrius would get help by of-
fering them the cups, he went to the ephors and told them it
would be best for S if this S stranger quit the
country, lest he persuade Cleomenes himself or some other
S todo evil. e ephors listened to his advice andban-
ished Maeandrius by proclamation.

149: 1)As for S, the P swept it clear and
turned it over uninhabited to Syloson. But aerwardsOtanes,
the P general, helped to settle the land, prompted by a
dream and a disease that he contracted in his genitals.

150: 1)While the fleet was away at S, the B-
 revolted.⁴¹ ey had made very good preparation; for
during the reign of theM, and the rebellion of the seven,
they had taken advantage of the time and the confusion to
provision themselves against the siege; and (I cannot tell how)
this went undetected. 2)At last they revolted openly and did
this:—sending away all the mothers, each chose one woman,
whomever he liked of his domestics, as a bread-maker; as for

⁴¹Ed.: According to the course of Herodotus’ narrative, the revolt
would seem to have taken place some considerable time aer Darius’ ac-
cession (531 B.C.). But the B inscription apparently makes it one
of the earliest events of his reign.
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the rest, they gathered them together and strangled them so
they would not consume their bread.

151: 1)When Darius heard of this, he collected all his
forces and led them against B, and he marched up to
the town and laid siege to it; but the B thought
nothing of the siege. ey came up on to the ramparts of the
wall and taunted Darius and his army with gesture and word,
and one of them uttered this mot: 2)“Why loiter there, P-
, and not go away? You will take us when mules give
birth.” One of the B said this, by no means ex-
pecting that a mule would give birth.

152: 1)A year and seven months passed, and Darius and
his whole army were bitter because they could not take B-
. Yet Darius had used every trick and every device against
it. He tried the stratagem by which Cyrus took it, and every
other stratagem and device, yet with no success; for the B-
 kept a vigilant watch, and he could not take them.

153: 1)But in the twentieth month of the siege a mar-
vellous thing befell Zopyrus, son of that Megabyzus who was
one of the seven destroyers of the M: one of his food-
carrying mules gave birth. Zopyrus would not believe the
news; but when he saw the foal for himself, he told those
who had seen it to tell no one; 2)then reflecting he recalled
the B’s word at the beginning of the siege—that
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the city would be taken when mules gave birth—and having
this utterance in mind he conceived that B might be
taken; for the hand of heaven, he supposed, was in the man’s
word and the birth from his own mule.

154: 1)As soon as he thought that it was B’s fate
to fall, he came and inquired of Darius if taking B
were very important to him; and when he was assured that
it was, he then cast about for a plan by which the city’s fall
would be accomplished by him alone; for good service among
the P is very much esteemed, and rewarded by high
preferment. 2)He could think of no other way to bring the city
down than to mutilate himself and then desert to the B-
; so, making light of it, he mutilated himself beyond
repair, and aer cutting off his nose and ears and cropping his
hair as a disfigurement and scourging himself, he came before
Darius.

155: 1)e king reacted very violently to seeing a man so
well-respectedmutilated, and springing from the throneheut-
tered a cry and asked Zopyrus who it was who had mutilated
him and why. 2)“ere is no man,” he said, “except you, who
has enoughpower to do this tome, andnoone but Imyself did
this, O King, because I felt it terribly that A were
laughing at P.” 3)Darius answered, “Unfeeling man,
you give a pretty name to an ugly act if you say that it was on
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account of those besieged that you did for yourself past cure.
Why, you poor fool, will the enemy surrender sooner because
you mutilated yourself ? How could you not have been out
of your mind to disfigure yourself ?” 4)“Had I told you,” said
Zopyrus, “what I intended to do, you would not have let me;
but now I have done it on my own. Now, then, if you do your
part we shall take B. I shall desert to the city as I am,
and I shall say to them that I suffered this at your hands; and
I think that I shall persuade them, and thus gain a command.
5)Now, on the tenth day aer I enter the city, take a thousand
men from the part of your army about which you will least
care if it is lost, and post them before the gate called the gate
of Semiramis; on the seventh day aer that, post two thou-
sand more before the gate called the gate of the N;
andwhen twenty days are past aer that seventh, lead out four
thousand more and post them before the C gate, as
they call it; allow neither these, nor the others that go before
them, to carry any weapons except daggers; leave them these.
6)But immediately aer the twentieth day command the rest
of your army to assault the whole circuit of the walls, and post
the P before the gate of Belus and the gate calledC-
. For I think that once I have done conspicuous things
the B will give me, among other things, the keys
of their gates; then it will depend onme and on the P
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to do what is necessary.”
156: 1)Having given these instructions, he went to the

gates, turning and looking back as though he were in fact a
deserter. When the watch posted on the towers saw him, they
ran down, and opening half the gate a little asked him who he
was and why he came; he told them that he was Zopyrus and
was deserting to them. 2)When they heard this, the gatekeep-
ers brought him before the general assembly of the B-
, where he made a pitiful sight, saying that he had suf-
fered at the hands of Darius what he had suffered at his own
because he had advised the king to lead his army away, since
they could find no way to take the city. 3)“Now,” he said in
his speech to them, “I come as a great boon to you, men of
B, and as a great bane to Darius and to his army and
to the P; for he shall not get away with having muti-
lated me so; and I know all the issues of his plans.” is was
what he said.

157: 1)When the B saw the most well-
respected man in P without his nose and ears and all
lurid with blood from the scourging, they were quite con-
vinced that he was telling them the truth and came as their
ally, and were ready to give him all that he asked; and he asked
for a command. 2)When he got this from them, he did ex-
actly as he had arranged with Darius. On the tenth day he led
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out the B army, surrounded and slaughtered the
thousand whom he had instructed Darius to put in the field
first. 3)Seeing that he produced works equal to his words, the
B were overjoyed and ready to serve him in ev-
ery way. When the agreed number of days was past, he led out
once more a chosen body of B, and slaughtered
the two thousand men of Darius’ army. 4)When the B-
 saw this work too, the praise of Zopyrus was on ev-
eryone’s lips. e agreed number of days once again passing,
he led out his men to the place he had named, where he sur-
rounded the four thousand and slaughtered them. And when
he had done this, Zopyrus was the one man for B:
he was made the commander of their armies and guard of the
walls.

158: 1)So when Darius assaulted the whole circuit of the
walls, according to the agreed plan, then Zopyrus’ treason was
fully revealed. For while the townsmen were on the wall de-
fending it against Darius’ assault, he opened the gates called
C and B, and let the P inside the walls.
2)ose B who saw what he did fled to the tem-
ple of that Zeus whom they call Belus; those who had not seen
it remained in position, until they too discovered how they
had been betrayed.

159: 1)usBwas taken a second time, andwhen
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Darius was master of the B, he destroyed their
walls and tore away all their gates, neither of which Cyrus
had done at the first taking of B; moreover he im-
paled about three thousand men that were prominent among
them; as for the rest, he gave them back their city to live in.
2)Further, as the B, fearing for their food, had
strangled their own women, as I described above, Darius pro-
vided wives to give them a posterity by appointing that each
of the neighboring nations should send a certain number of
women to B; the sum of the women thus collected
was fiy thousand: these were the mothers of those who now
inhabit the city.

160: 1)ere never was inDarius’ judgment any P
before or aer who did better service than Zopyrus, except
Cyrus, withwhomnoP could compare himself. Many
times Darius is said to have declared that he would rather
Zopyrus were free of disfigurement than have twenty B-
 on top of the one he had. 2)Hehonored him verymuch;
every year he sent him such gis as the P hold most
precious, and let him govern B all his life with no
tribute to pay, giving him many other things besides. is
Zopyrus was the father of Megabyzus, who was general of an
army in E against the A and their allies; and
Megabyzus’ sonwas that Zopyruswhodeserted from the P-
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 to A.
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IV
1: 1)Aer taking B, Darius himself marched against
the S. For since A was bursting with men and
vast revenues were coming in, Darius desired to punish the
S for thewrong they had begunwhen they invaded
Media first and defeated those who opposed them in battle.
2)For the S, as I have said before, ruled upperA¹
for twenty-eight years; they invaded A in their pursuit
of the C, and ended the power of the M,

¹Ed.: at is, the eastern highlands of the P empire.
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who were the rulers of A before the S came.
3)But when the S had been away from their homes
for twenty-eight years and returned to their country aer so
long an absence, as much trouble as their Median war awaited
them. ey found themselves opposed by a great force; for
the S women, when their husbands were away for
so long, turned to their slaves.

2: 1)Now the S blind all their slaves, because
of the milk² they drink; and this is how they get it: taking
tubes of bone very much like flutes, they insert these into the
genitalia of themares andblow into them, someblowingwhile
others milk. According to them, their reason for doing this is
that blowing makes the mare’s veins swell and her udder drop.
2)When done milking, they pour the milk into deep wooden
buckets, and make their slaves stand around the buckets and
shake the milk; they draw off what stands on the surface and
value this most; what lies at the bottom is less valued. is is
why the S blind all prisoners whom they take: for
they do not cultivate the soil, but are nomads.

3: 1)So it came about that a younger generation grew up,
born of these slaves and the women; and when the youths

²Ed.: Herodotus means that the slaves are blinded to prevent them
stealing the best of the milk. Probably the story of blind slaves arises from
some S name for slaves, misunderstood by the G.
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learned of their parentage, they came out to fight the S-
 returning fromMedia. 2)First they barred theway to their
country by digging a wide trench from the T -
 to the broadest part of the M ;³ and
then, when the S tried to force a passage, they
camped opposite them and engaged them in battle. 3)ere
were many fights, and the S could gain no advan-
tage; at last one of them said, “Men of S, look at what
we are doing! We are fighting our own slaves; they kill us,
and we grow fewer; we kill them, and shall have fewer slaves.
4)Now, then,my opinion is thatwe should drop our spears and
bows, and meet them with horsewhips in our hands. As long
as they see us armed, they imagine that they are our equals
and the sons of our equals; let them see us with whips and no
weapons, and they will perceive that they are our slaves; and
taking this to heart they will not face our attack.”

4: 1)eS heard this and acted on it; and their
enemies, stunned by what they saw, did not think of fighting,
but fled. us, the S ruled A and were driven

³Ed.: e S  A. It is not clear where the τάφρος was. Some
think that Herodotus may have had in his mind the so-called “P
S,” the narrow stretch of water between the A isthmus and the
C. is at least corresponds with the “point of greatest breadth” of
the Sea of A.
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out again by theM, and returned to their own country in
such a way. Desiring to punish them for what they had done,
Darius assembled an army against them.

5: 1)e S say that their nation is the youngest
in the world, and that it came into being in this way. A man
whose name was Targitaüs appeared in this country, which
was then desolate. ey say that his parents were Zeus and
a daughter of the B  (I do not believe the
story, but it is told).⁴ 2)Such was Targitaüs’ lineage; and he
had three sons: Lipoxaïs, Arpoxaïs, and Colaxaïs, youngest of
the three. 3)In the time of their rule (the story goes) certain
implements—namely, a plough, a yoke, a sword, and a flask,
all of gold—fell down from the sky into S. e el-
dest of them, seeing these, approached them meaning to take
them; but the goldbegan toburn as heneared, andhe stopped.
4)en the second approached, and the gold did as before.
When these twohadbeendrivenbackby theburning gold, the
youngest brother approached and the burning stopped, and
he took the gold to his own house. In view of this, the elder
brothers agreed to give all the royal power to the youngest.

6: 1)Lipoxaïs, it is said, was the father of the S
clan calledA; Arpoxaïs, the secondbrother, of those

⁴Ed.: e D.
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calledK andT; the youngest, whowas king,
of those calledP. 2)All these together bear thename
of S, aer their king; “S” is the name given
them by G. is, then, is the S’ account of
their origin,

7: 1)and they say that neither more nor less than a thou-
sand years in all passed from the time of their first king Targi-
taüs to the entry of Darius into their country. e kings guard
this sacred gold very closely, and every year offer solemn sac-
rifices of propitiation to it. 2)Whoever falls asleep at this fes-
tival in the open air, having the sacred gold with him, is said
by the S not to live out the year; for which reason⁵
(they say) asmuch land as he can ride round in one day is given
to him. Because of the great size of the country, the lordships
thatColaxaïs established for his sonswere three, one ofwhich,
where they keep the gold, was the greatest. 3)Above and north
of the neighbors of their country no one (they say) can see or
travel further, because of showers of feathers;⁶ for earth and
sky are full of feathers, and these hinder sight.

8: 1)is is what the S say about themselves
and the country north of them. But the story told by the

⁵Ed.: e “reason” is obscure; perhaps the gi of land is a compensa-
tion for his shortness of life.

⁶Ed.: SeeHdt. 4.31 for Herodotus’ explanation.
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G who live in P is as follows. Heracles, driv-
ing the cattle of G, came to this land, which was
then desolate, but is now inhabited by the S.
2)G lived west of the P,⁷ settled in the island
called by the G E, on the shore of Ocean near
G, outside the pillars of Heracles. As for Ocean, the
G say that it flows around the whole world from where
the sun rises, but they cannot prove that this is so. 3)Heracles
came from there to the country now called S, where,
encountering wintry and frosty weather, he drew his lion’s
skin over him and fell asleep, and while he slept his mares,
which were grazing yoked to the chariot, were spirited away
by divine fortune.

9: 1)When Heracles awoke, he searched for them, visit-
ing every part of the country, until at last he came to the land
called the Woodland, and there he found in a cave a creature
of double form that was half maiden and half serpent; above
the buttocks she was a woman, below them a snake. 2)When
he saw her he was astonished, and asked her if she had seen
his mares straying; she said that she had them, and would not
return them to him before he had intercourse with her; Hera-
cles did, in hope of this reward. 3)But though he was anxious

⁷Ed.: Very far west, G being identified with C.
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to take the horses and go, she delayed returning them, so that
she might have Heracles with her for as long as possible; at
last she gave them back, telling him, “ese mares came, and
I kept them safe here for you, and you have paid me for keep-
ing them, for I have three sons by you. 4)Now tell me what
I am to do when they are grown up: shall I keep them here
(since I am queen of this country), or shall I send them away
to you?” us she inquired, and then (it is said) Heracles an-
swered: 5)“When you see the boys are grown up, do as follows
and you will do rightly: whichever of them you see bending
this bow and wearing this belt so, make him an inhabitant of
this land; but whoever falls short of these accomplishments
that I require, send him away out of the country. Do so and
you shall yourself have comfort, and my will shall be done.”

10: 1)So he drew one of his bows (for until then Heracles
always carried two), and showed her the belt, and gave her the
bow and the belt, that had a golden vessel on the end of its
clasp; and, having given them, he departed. Butwhen the sons
born to herwere grownmen, she gave themnames, calling one
of them Agathyrsus and the next Gelonus and the youngest
Scythes; furthermore, remembering the instructions, she did
as she was told. 2)Two of her sons, Agathyrsus and Gelonus,
were cast out by their mother and le the country, unable to
fulfill the requirements set; but Scythes, the youngest, fulfilled
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them and so stayed in the land. 3)From Scythes son of Hera-
cles comes the whole line of the kings of S; and it is
because of the vessel that the S carry vessels on their
belts to this day. is alone his mother did for Scythes. is
is what the G dwellers in P say.

11: 1)ere is yet another story, to which account Imyself
especially incline. It is to this effect. e nomadic S-
 inhabiting A, when hard pressed in war by the M-
, fled across the A⁸ river to the Cimmerian
country (for the country which the S now inhabit
is said to have belonged to the C before), 2)and
the C, at the advance of the S, delib-
erated as men threatened by a great force should. Opinions
were divided; both were strongly held, but that of the princes
was the more honorable; for the people believed that their
part was to withdraw and that there was no need to risk their
lives for the dust of the earth; but the princes were for fight-
ing to defend their country against the attackers. 3)Neither
side could persuade the other, neither the people the princes
nor the princes the people; the one party planned to depart
without fighting and leave the country to their enemies, but

⁸Ed.: Herodotus’ idea of the course of this river is uncertain; cp. Hdt.
1.202. He appears to extend the A, which flowed from the west into
the C, into regions east of that sea.
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the princes were determined to lie dead in their own coun-
try and not to flee with the people, for they considered how
happy their situation had been and what ills were likely to
come upon them if they fled from their native land. 4)Having
made up their minds, the princes separated into two equal
bands and fought with each other until they were all killed by
each other’s hands; then the Cimmerian people buried them
by the T , where their tombs are still to be seen,
and having buried them le the land; and the S
came and took possession of the country le empty.

12: 1)And to this day there are Cimmerian walls in
S, and a Cimmerian ferry, and there is a country
C⁹ and a strait named Cimmerian. 2)Furthermore,
it is evident that the C in their flight from the
S into A also made a colony on the peninsula
where the G city of S has since been founded;
and it is clear that the S pursued them and invaded
Media, missing their way; 3)for the C always fled
along the coast, and the S pursued with the C-
 on their right until they came into the Median land,
turning inland on their way. at is the other story current
among G and foreigners alike.

⁹Ed.: ename survives in “C.” e “Cimmerian ferry” is prob-
ably the narrow entrance of the Sea of A.
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13: 1)ere is also a story related in a poem by Aristeas
son of Caüstrobius, a man of P. is Aristeas,
possessed by Phoebus, visited the I; beyond these
(he said) live the one-eyed A, beyond whom are
the griffins that guard gold, and beyond these again the Hy-
perboreans, whose territory reaches to the sea. 2)Except for
the Hyperboreans, all these nations (and first the A-
) are always at war with their neighbors; the I
were pushed from their lands by the A, and the
S by the I, and theC, living
by the southern sea, were hard pressed by the S and
le their country. us Aristeas’ story does not agree with the
S account about this country.

14: 1)Where Aristeas who wrote this came from, I have
already said; Iwill tell the story that I heard about him at P-
 andC. It is said that thisAristeas, whowas
aswell-born as any of his townsfolk, went into a fuller’s shop at
P and there died; the owner shut his shop and
went away to tell the dead man’s relatives, 2)and the report of
Aristeas’ death being spread about in the citywas disputed by a
manof C, whohad come from the townof A,¹⁰
and said that he had met Aristeas going toward C and

¹⁰Ed.: A M colony, the port of C.
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spoken with him. While he argued vehemently, the relatives
of the deadman came to the fuller’s shopwith all that was nec-
essary for burial; 3)but when the place was opened, there was
no Aristeas there, dead or alive. But in the seventh year af-
ter that, Aristeas appeared at P and made that
poemwhich the G now call the Arimaspea, aer which
he vanished once again.

15: 1)Such is the tale told in these two towns. But this, I
know, happened to the M in I, two hun-
dred and forty years aer the second disappearance of Aris-
teas, as reckoning made at P and M-
 shows me: 2)Aristeas, so the M say, ap-
peared in their country and told them to set up an altar to
Apollo, and set beside it a statue bearing the name of Aris-
teas the P; for, he said, Apollo had come to
their country alone of all I lands, and he—the man
whowas nowAristeas, but thenwhenhe followed the god had
been a crow—had come with him. 3)Aer saying this, he van-
ished. e M, so they say, sent to D and
asked the god what the vision of theman couldmean; and the
P priestess told them to obey the vision, saying that
their fortune would be better. 4)ey did as instructed. And
now there stands beside the image of Apollo a statue bearing
the name of Aristeas; a grove of bay-trees surrounds it; the im-
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age is set in the marketplace. Let it suffice that I have said this
much about Aristeas.

16: 1)As for the land of which my history has begun to
speak, no one exactly knows what lies north of it; for I can
find out from no one who claims to know as an eyewitness.
For even Aristeas, whom I recently mentioned—even he did
not claim to have gone beyond the I, even though
a poet; but he spoke by hearsay of what lay north, saying that
the I had told him. 2)But all that we have been able
to learn for certain by report of the farthest lands shall be told.

17: 1)North of the port of the B,¹¹ which
lies midway along the coast of S, the first inhabi-
tants are the C, who are S G;
and beyond them another tribe called A; these and
the C, though in other ways they live like the
S, plant and eat grain, onions, garlic, lentils, and
millet. 2)Above the A live S farmers, who
plant grain not to eat but to sell; north of these, the N;
north of theN, the land is uninhabited so far as we know.

18: 1)ese are the tribes by the H ,¹² west

¹¹Ed.: Another M colony, called by G generally O
(the Fortunate) orM; it was themost importantG center
north of the E.

¹²Ed.: e B.
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of the B. But on the other side of the B-
, the tribe nearest to the sea is the tribe of the Wood-
lands; and north of these live S farmers, whom the
Gcolonists on theH (who call themselves
O) call B. 2)ese farming
S inhabit a land stretching east a three days’ jour-
ney to a river called P,¹³ and north as far as an
eleven days’ voyage up the B; and north of these
the land is desolate for a long way; 3)aer the desolation is the
country of the M-, who are a nation apart and by
no means S; and beyond them is true desolation,
where no nation of men lives, as far as we know.

19: 1)But to the east of these farming S, across
the P , you are in the land of nomadic
S, who plant nothing, nor plough; and all these
lands except the Woodlands are bare of trees. ese nomads
inhabit a country to the east that stretches fourteen days’ jour-
ney to the G .¹⁴

20: 1)Across the G are those lands called Royal,
where the best and most numerous of the S are,
who consider all other S their slaves; their territory
stretches south to the T land, and east to the trench

¹³Ed.: Not identified.
¹⁴Ed.: Not identified.
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that was dug by the sons of the blind men, and to the port
called T C¹⁵ on the M ; and part of it
stretches to the T river. 2)North of the Royal S-
 live the B, who are of another and not a
S stock; and beyond the B the land is
all marshes and uninhabited by men, so far as we know.

21: 1)Across theT it is no longer S; the first
of the districts belongs to the S, whose country
begins at the inner end of the M  and stretches
fieen days’ journey north, and is quite bare of both wild and
cultivated trees. Above these in the second district, the B-
 inhabit a country thickly overgrown with trees of all
kinds.

22: 1)North of the B the land is uninhabited for
seven days’ journey; aer this desolation, and somewhat more
toward the east wind, live theT, a numerous and
a separate nation, who live by hunting. 2)Adjoining these and
in the same country live the people called I; these also
live by hunting, in the way that I will describe. e hunter
climbs a tree, and sits there concealed; for trees grow thickly
all over the land; and each man has his horse at hand, trained
to flatten on its belly for the sake of lowness, and his dog;

¹⁵Ed.: Apparently on the west coast of the Sea of A; cp. Hdt.
4.110.
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and when he sees the quarry from the tree, he shoots with the
bow and mounts his horse and pursues it, and the dog follows
close behind. 3)Beyond these and somewhat to the east live
S again, who revolted from the Royal S
and came to this country.

23: 1)As for the countryside of these S, all the
land mentioned up to this point is level and its soil deep; but
thereaer it is stony and rough. 2)Aer a long journey through
this rough country, there are men inhabiting the foothills of
high mountains, who are said to be bald from birth (male and
female alike) and snub-nosed andwith long beards; they speak
their own language, and wear S clothing, and their
food comes from trees. 3)e tree by which they live is called
“P”; it is about the size of a fig-tree, and bears a fruit as
big as a bean, with a stone in it. When this fruit is ripe, they
strain it through cloth, and a thick black liquid comes from it,
which they call “aschu”;¹⁶ they lick this up or drink it mixed
withmilk, and from the thickest lees of it theymake cakes, and
eat them. 4)ey have few cattle, for the pasture in their land
is not good. ey each live under a tree, covering it in winter
with a white felt cloth, but using no felt in summer. 5)ese
people are wronged by no man, for they are said to be sacred;

¹⁶Ed.: e fruit of the “Prunus Padus” is said to be made by the C-
 into a drink called “atschi.”
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nor have they any weapon of war. ey judge the quarrels be-
tween their neighbors; furthermore, whatever banished man
has taken refuge with them is wronged by no one. ey are
called A.

24: 1)Nowas far as the land of these baldmen, wehave full
knowledge of the country and the nations on the near side of
them; for some of the S make their way to them,
from whom it is easy to get knowledge, and from some of the
G, too, from the B port and the other
ports of P; such S as visit them transact
their business with seven interpreters and in seven languages.

25: 1)As far as these men this country is known, then, but
what lies north of the bald men no one can say with exact
knowledge; for high and impassable mountains bar the way,
and no one crosses them. ese bald men say (although I do
not believe them) that the mountains are inhabited by men
with goats’ feet, and that beyond these are men who sleep for
six months of the twelve. is I cannot accept as true at all.
2)But the country east of the bald-heads is known for certain
to be inhabited by the I; however, ofwhat lies north
either of the bald-heads or the I we have no knowl-
edge, except what comes from the report of these latter.

26: 1)It is said to be the custom of the I that,
whenever aman’s father dies, all the nearest of kin bring beasts
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of the flock and, having killed these and cut up the flesh, they
also cut up the dead father of their host, and set out all the
flesh mixed together for a feast. 2)As for his head, they strip
it bare and clean and gild it, and keep it for a sacred relic, to
which they offer solemn sacrifice yearly. Every son does this
for his father, just like the G in their festivals in honor
of the dead. In other respects, these are said to be a law-abiding
people, too, and thewomen tohave equal powerwith themen.

27: 1)Of these too, then, we have knowledge; but as for
what is north of them, it is from the I that the tale
comes of the one-eyed men and the griffins that guard gold;
this is told by the S, who have heard it from them;
and we have taken it as true from the S, and call
these people by the S name, A; for in
the S tongue “arima” is one, and “spou” is the eye.

28: 1)All the aforesaid country is exceedingly cold: for
eight months of every year there is unbearable frost, and dur-
ing these you do not make mud by pouring out water but by
lighting a fire; the sea freezes, as does all the C
B; and the S living on this side of the
trench lead armies over the ice, and drive their wagons across
to the land of the S. 2)So it is winter for eightmonths, and
cold in that country for the four that remain. Here, there is a
different sort of winter than the winters in other lands: for in
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the season for rain scarcely any falls, but all summer it rains un-
ceasingly; 3)and when there are thunderstorms in other lands,
here there are none, but in summer there are plenty of them; if
there is a thunderstorm inwinter they are apt towonder at it as
at a portent. And so, too, if there is an earthquake summer or
winter, it is considered a portent in S. 4)Horses have
the endurance to bear the S winter; mules and asses
cannot bear it at all; and yet in other lands, while asses and
mules can endure frost, horses that stand in it are frostbitten.

29: 1)And inmyopinion it is for this reason that the horn-
less kind of cattle grow no horns in S. A verse of
Homer in the Odyssey attests to my opinion:

“L, the land where lambs are born with horns on their
foreheads,”

Hom. Od. 4.85in which it is correctly observed that in
hot countries the horns grow quickly, whereas in very cold
countries beasts hardly grow horns, or not at all.

30: 1)In S, then, this happens because of the cold.
But I think it strange (for it was always the way of my history
to investigate excurses) that in thewhole of E nomules can
be conceived although the country is not cold, nor is there any
evident cause. e E themselves say that it is because
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of a curse that mules cannot be conceived among them; 2)but
whenever the season is at hand for the mares to conceive, they
drive them into the countries of their neighbors, and then send
the asses aer them, until the mares are pregnant, and then
they drive them home again.

31: 1)But regarding the feathers of which the S
say that the air is full, so thickly that no one can see or traverse
the land beyond, I have this opinion. North of that country
snow falls continually, though less in summer than in winter,
as is to be expected. 2)Whoever has seen snow falling thickly
near himknows himselfmymeaning; for snow is like feathers;
andbecause of thewinter, which is as I have said, the regions to
the north of this continent are uninhabited. I think therefore
that in this story of feathers the S and their neigh-
bors only speak of snow figuratively. So, then, I have spoken
of those parts that are said to be most distant.

32: 1)Concerning theHpeople, neither the
S nor any other inhabitants of these lands tell us
anything, except perhaps the I. And, I think, even
they say nothing; for if they did, then the S, too,
would have told, just as they tell of the one-eyed men. But
Hesiod speaks of Hyperboreans, and Homer too in his poem
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e Heroes’ Sons,¹⁷ if that is truly the work of Homer.
33: 1)But theD¹⁸ saymuchmore about them than

any others do. ey say that offerings wrapped in straw are
brought from the Hyperboreans to S; when these
have passed S, each nation in turn receives them from
its neighbors until they are carried to the A ,
which is themost westerly limit of their journey; 2)from there,
they are brought on to the south, the people of D be-
ing the first G to receive them. From D they
come down to the M gulf, and are carried across to E-
, and one city sends them on to another until they come
to C; aer this, A is le out of their journey,
for C carry them to T, and T toD-
. 3)us (they say) these offerings come toD. But on
the first journey, the Hyperboreans sent two maidens bearing
the offerings, to whom the D give the names Hyper-
oche and Laodice, and five men of their people with them as
escort for safe conduct, those who are now called Perpherees¹⁹

¹⁷Ed.: One of the “Cyclic” poems; a sequel to the “T” (story of
the seven against T).

¹⁸Ed.: is D story about the Hyperboreans is additional evi-
dence of the known fact that trade routes from the earliest times linked
northernwith southeastern E. Amber in particular was carried from
the B to the A.

¹⁹Ed.: at is, probably, the Bearers.
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and greatly honored at D. 4)But when those whom they
sent never returned, they took it amiss that they should be
condemned always to be sending people and not getting them
back, and so they carry the offerings, wrapped in straw, to their
borders, and tell their neighbors to send them on from their
own country to the next; 5)and the offerings, it is said, come
by this conveyance to D. I can say of my own knowledge
that there is a custom like these offerings; namely, that when
the T and P women sacrifice to the Royal
Artemis, they have straw with them while they sacrifice.

34: 1)I know that they do this. eD girls and boys
cut their hair in honor of theseHmaidens, who
died at D; the girls before their marriage cut off a tress
and lay it on the tomb, wound around a spindle 2)(this tomb is
at the foot of an olive-tree, on the le hand of the entrance of
the temple of Artemis); the D boys twine some of their
hair around a green stalk, and lay it on the tomb likewise.

35: 1)In this way, then, these maidens are honored by the
inhabitants of D. ese same D relate that two
virgins, Arge and O, came from the Hyperboreans by way
of the aforesaid peoples toD earlier thanHyperoche and
Laodice; 2)these latter came to bring to Eileithyia the tribute
which they had agreed to pay for easing child-bearing; but
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Arge andO, they say, camewith the gods themselves,²⁰ and
received honors of their own from the D. 3)For the
women collected gis for them, calling upon their names in
the hymn made for them by O of L; it was from D-
 that the islanders and I learned to sing hymns to
O and Arge, calling upon their names and collecting gis
(this O, aer coming from L, also made the other
and ancient hymns that are sung at D). 4)Furthermore,
they say that when the thighbones are burnt in sacrifice on
the altar, the ashes are all cast on the burial-place of O and
Arge, behind the temple of Artemis, looking east, nearest the
refectory of the people of C.

36: 1)I have said thismuch of theHyperboreans, and let it
suffice; for I do not tell the story of that Abaris, alleged to be a
H, who carried the arrow over the whole world,
fasting all the while. But if there are men beyond the north
wind, then there are others beyond the south. 2)And I laugh
to see how many have before now drawn maps of the world,
not one of them reasonably; for they draw the world as round
as if fashioned by compasses, encircled by the O ,
and A and E of a like extent. For myself, I will in a
fewwords indicate the extent of the two, and how each should

²⁰Ed.: Apollo and Artemis, probably.
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be drawn.
37: 1)e land where the P live extends to the

southern sea which is called Red; beyond these to the north
are theM, andbeyond theM the S, andbe-
yond the S the C, whose country extends
to the northern sea²¹ into which the P  flows; so
these four nations live between the one sea and the other.

38: 1)But west of this region two peninsulas stretch out
from it into the sea, which I will now describe. 2)On the north
side one of the peninsulas begins at the P and stretches
seaward along the P and the H, as far as
S in the T; on the south side, the same penin-
sula has a seacoast beginning at the M  that
is near P, and stretching seaward as far as the T-
 headland. On this peninsula live thirty nations.

39: 1)is is the first peninsula. But the second, begin-
ning with P, stretches to the R S, and is P
land; and next, the neighboring land of A; and aer
A, A; this peninsula ends (not truly but only
by common consent) at the A G, to which Dar-
ius brought a canal from the N. 2)Now from the P
country to P there is a wide and vast tract of land;

²¹Ed.: Here, the B S; in Hdt. 4.42, the “northern sea” is the
M.
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and from P this peninsula runs beside our sea by
way of the S P and E, which is at the
end of it; in this peninsula there are just three nations.

40: 1)So much for the parts of A west of the P-
. But what is beyond the P, and M, and
S, and C, east and toward the rising sun,
this is bounded on the one hand by the R S, and to the
north by the C S and the A , which
flows toward the sun’s rising. 2)As far as I, A is an in-
habited land; but thereaer, all to the east is desolation, nor
can anyone say what kind of land is there.

41: 1)Such is A, and such its extent. But L is on
this secondpeninsula; for L comes next aerE. e
E part of this peninsula is narrow; for from our sea
to the R S it is a distance of a hundred and twenty-five
miles; that is, a thousand stades; but aer this narrow part, the
peninsula which is called L is very broad.

42: 1)I wonder, then, at those who have mapped out and
divided the world into L, A, and E; for the dif-
ference between them is great, seeing that in length E
stretches along both the others together, and it appears to me
to be wider beyond all comparison. 2)For L shows clearly
that it is bounded by the sea, except where it borders on A.
Necos king of E first discovered this andmade it known.
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When he had finished digging the canal which leads from the
N to the AG, he sent P in ships,
instructing them to sail on their return voyage past the Pillars
of Heracles until they came into the northern sea and so to
E. 3)So theP set out fromtheRSand
sailed the southern sea; whenever autumn came they would
put in and plant the land in whatever part of L they had
reached, and there await the harvest; 4)then, having gathered
the crop, they sailed on, so that aer two years had passed,
it was in the third that they rounded the pillars of Heracles
and came to E. ere they said (what some may believe,
though I donot) that in sailing aroundL they had the sun
on their right hand.²²

43: 1)us was the first knowledge of L gained. e
next story is that of the C: for as for Sa-
taspes son of Teaspes, an Achaemenid, he did not sail around
L, although he was sent for that purpose; but he feared
the length and loneliness of the voyage and so returned with-
out accomplishing the task laid upon him by his mother.
2)For he had raped the virgin daughter of Zopyrus son of

²²Ed.: e detail which Herodotus does not believe incidentally con-
firms the story; as the ship sailed west round theCape of GH, the
sun of the southern hemispherewould be on its right. Most authorities now
accept the story of the circumnavigation.
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Megabyzus; and when on this charge he was to be impaled by
King Xerxes, Sataspes’ mother, who was Darius’ sister, inter-
ceded for his life, saying that she would impose a heavier pun-
ishment on him than Xerxes; 3)for he would be compelled to
sail around L, until he completed his voyage and came
to the A G. Xerxes agreed to this, and Sataspes
went to E where he received a ship and a crew from the
E, and sailed past the Pillars of Heracles. 4)Having
sailed out beyond them, and rounded the L promon-
tory called S,²³ he sailed south; but when he had been
many months sailing over the sea, and always more before
him, he turned back and made sail for E. 5)Coming to
King Xerxes from there, he related in his narrative that, when
he was farthest distant, he sailed by a country of little men,
who wore palm-leaf clothing; these, whenever he and his men
put in to land with their ship, le their towns and fled to the
hills; he and his men did no harmwhen they landed, and took
nothing from the people except cattle. 6)As to his not sailing
completely around L, the reason (he said) was that the
ship could move no farther, but was stopped. But Xerxes did
not believe that Sataspes spoke the truth, and, as the task ap-
pointed was unfulfilled, he impaled him, punishing him on

²³Ed.: Probably C C, in the latitude of M.
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the charge first brought against him. 7)is Sataspes had a eu-
nuch, who as soon as he heard of his master’s death escaped
to S, with a great hoard of wealth, of which a man of
S got possession. I know the man’s name but deliber-
ately omit it.

44: 1)But as to A, most of it was discovered by Dar-
ius. ere is a river, I, second of all rivers in the produc-
tion of crocodiles. Darius, desiring to knowwhere this I
empties into the sea, sent ships manned by Scylax, a man of
C, and otherswhosewordhe trusted; 2)these set out
from the city of C and the P country, and
sailed down the river toward the east and the sunrise until they
came to the sea; and voyaging over the sea west, they came in
the thirtieth month to that place from which the E
king sent the above-mentioned P to sail around
L. 3)Aer this circumnavigation, Darius subjugated the
I andmade use of this sea. us it was discovered that
A, except the parts toward the rising sun, was in other re-
spects like L.

45: 1)But it is plain that none have obtained knowledge of
E’s eastern or northern regions, so as to be able say if it
is bounded by seas; its length is known to be enough to stretch
along both A and L. 2)I cannot guess for what reason
the earth, which is one, has three names, all women’s, and why
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the boundary lines set for it are the E N 
and theCP  (though some say that the
M T  and the C F²⁴
are boundaries); and I cannot learn the names of thosewho di-
vided theworld, orwhere they got the nameswhich they used.
3)For L is said bymostG to be named aer a native
womanof that name, andA aer thewife of Prometheus;²⁵
yet the L claim a share in the latter name, saying that
A was not named aer Prometheus’ wife A, but af-
ter Asies, the son of Cotys, who was the son of Manes, and
that from him the A clan at S also takes its name.
4)But as for E, no men have any knowledge whether it
is bounded by seas or not, or where it got its name, nor is it
clear who gave the name, unless we say that the land took its
name from the T Europa, having been (it would seem)
before then nameless like the rest. 5)But it is plain that this
woman was of A birth, and never came to this land
which theG now call E, but only fromP-
 to C and from C to L. us much I have
said of these matters, and let it suffice; we will use the names
established by custom.

²⁴Ed.: cp. Hdt. 4.12.
²⁵Ed.: e Fire-giver celebrated by Aeschylus and Shelley; A is one

of the principal characters in Prometheus Unbound.
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46: 1)Nowhere are men so ignorant as in the lands by
the E P (excluding the S nation) into
which Darius led his army. For we cannot show that any
nation within the region of the P has any cleverness,
nor do we know of (overlooking the S nation and
Anacharsis) anynotablemanborn there. 2)But the S
race has made the cleverest discovery that we know in what is
the most important of all human affairs; I do not praise the
S in all respects, but in this, the most important:
that they have contrived that no one who attacks them can
escape, and no one can catch them if they do not want to be
found. 3)For when men have no established cities or forts, but
are all nomads and mounted archers, not living by tilling the
soil but by raising cattle and carrying their dwellings on wag-
ons, how can they not be invincible and unapproachable?

47: 1)ey have made this discovery in a land that suits
their purpose and has rivers that are their allies; for their
country is flat and grassy and well-watered, and rivers run
through it not very many fewer in number than the canals
of E. 2)As many of them as are famous and can be en-
tered from the sea, I shall name. ere is the I, which
has five mouths, and the T, and H, and B-
, andP, andH, andG,
and T. eir courses are as I shall indicate.
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48: 1)e I, the greatest of all rivers which we know,
flows with the same volume in summer and winter; it is most
westerly S  of all, and the greatest because
other rivers are its tributaries. 2)ose that make it great, five
flowing through the S country, are these: the river
called by S P and by G P,²⁶
and besides this the T, the A, theN,
and theO. 3)efirst-named of these rivers is a great
stream flowing east and uniting its waters with the I; the
second, the T, is more westerly and smaller; the
A, N, and O flow between these two
and pour their waters into the I.

49: 1)ese are the native-born S rivers that
help to swell it; but the M , which commingles
with the I, flows from the A. e A,
A, and T, three other great rivers that pour into
it, flow north from the heights of H.²⁷ e A,
theN, and theArtanes flow into the I from the coun-
try of the C in T; the C , which cuts

²⁶Ed.: Probably the P; the modern names of the other four rivers
mentioned here are matters of conjecture.

²⁷Ed.: e B range. None of the rivers in this chapter can be
certainly identified; the names Κάρπις and Ἄλπις must indicate tributaries
descending from the A and C.
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through the middle of H, from the P and
the mountain range of R. 2)e A 
flows north from I into the Triballic plain and the
B , and the B into the I, which
receives these two great rivers into itself. e C and an-
other river called A also flow northward, from the coun-
try north of the O, to flow into it; 3)for the I
traverses the whole of E, rising among the C,
who are the most westerly dwellers in E, except for
the C, and flowing thus clean across E it issues
forth along the borders of S.

50: 1)With these rivers aforesaid, and many others, too,
as its tributaries, the I becomes the greatest river of all,
while river for river theN surpasses it in volume, since that
owes its volume of water to no tributary river or spring. 2)But
the I is always the same height in summer andwinter, the
reason for which, I think, is this. In winter it is of its custom-
ary size, or only a little greater than is natural to it, for in that
country inwinter there is very little rain, but snoweverywhere.
3)In the summer, the abundant snow that has fallen in winter
melts and pours from all sides into the I; so this snow-
melt pours into the river andhelps to swell it andmuch violent
rain besides, as the summer is the season of rain. 4)And in pro-
portion as the sun draws to itself more water in summer than
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in winter, the water that commingles with the I is many
timesmore abundant in summer than it is in winter; these op-
posites keep the balance true, so that the volume of the river
appears always the same.

51: 1)One of the rivers of the S, then, is the
I. e next is the T;²⁸ this comes from the north,
flowing at first out of a great lake, which is the boundary be-
tween the S and the N countries; at the
mouth of the river there is a settlement of G, who are
called T.

52: 1)e third river is the H; this comes from
S, flowing out of a great lake, around which wild,
white horses graze. is lake is truly called the mother of
the H. 2)Here, then, the H rises; for five days’
journey its waters are shallow and still sweet; aer that for
four days’ journey seaward it is amazingly bitter, 3)for a spring
runs into it so bitter that although its volume is small its ad-
mixture taints the H, one of the few great rivers of
the world. is spring is on the border between the farming
S²⁹ and the A; the name of it and of the
place where it rises is in Scythian E; in the G
tongue, SW. 4)eT and theH draw

²⁸Ed.: e D.
²⁹Ed.: SeeHdt. 4.17.
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near together in the A’ country; aer that they flow
apart, the intervening space growing wider.

53: 1)e fourth is the B . is is the
next greatest aer the I, and the most productive, in our
judgment, not only of the S but of all rivers, except
the E N, with which no other river can be com-
pared. 2)But of the rest, the B is the most pro-
ductive; it provides the finest and best-nurturing pasture lands
for beasts, and the fish in it are beyond all in their excellence
and abundance. Its water is most sweet to drink, flowing with
a clear current, whereas the other rivers are turbid. ere is
excellent soil on its banks, and very rich grass where the land
is not planted; 3)and self-formed crusts of salt abound at its
mouth; it provides great spineless fish, called sturgeons, for
salting, and many other wonderful things besides. 4)Its course
is from the north, and it is known as far as the G
land; that is, for forty days’ voyage; beyond that, no one can
say through what nations it flows; but it is plain that it flows
through desolate country to the land of the farming S-
, who live beside it for a ten days’ voyage. 5)is is the only
river, besides the N, whose source I cannot identify; nor, I
think, can any G. When the B comes near
the sea, the H mingles with it, running into the same
marsh; 6)the land between these rivers, where the land projects
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like a ship’s beak, is calledHippolaus’ promontory; a temple of
Demeter stands there. e settlement of the B-
 is beyond the temple, on the H.

54: 1)is is the produce of these rivers, and aer these
there is a fih river called P; this also flows from
the north out of a lake, and the land between it and the B-
 is inhabited by the farming S; it flows
into the woodland country, aer passing which it mingles
with the B.

55: 1)e sixth is the H ,³⁰ which rises
from a lake, and flowing through the midst of the nomadic
S flows out near the city of C, bordering
on its right the Woodland and the region called the R-
  A.

56: 1)e seventh river, the G, separates from the
B at about the place which is the end of our
knowledge of that river; at this place it separates, and has the
same name as the place itself, G; then in its course to

³⁰Ed.: Perhaps in the M region, considerably east of the
D. e “city of C” lay at the eastern end of the S
coast, close to the T C (C). e R
 A was a strip of land, now broken into islands, about 80 miles
long, between the C and the mouth of the D.
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the sea it divides the country of theN and the country
of the Royal S, and empties into the H.

57: 1)eeighth is the T river;³¹ in its upper course,
this begins by flowing out of a great lake, and enters a yet
greater lake called the M, which divides the Royal
S from the S; another river, called
H,³² is a tributary of this T.

58: 1)ese are the rivers of note with which the S-
 are provided. For rearing cattle, the grass growing in
S is the most productive of bile of all pastures which
we know; that this is so can be judged by opening up the bod-
ies of the cattle.

59: 1)e most important things are thus provided them.
It remains now to show the customs which are established
among them. e only gods whom they propitiate are these:
Hestia in particular, and secondly Zeus and Earth, whom
they believe to be the wife of Zeus; aer these, Apollo, and
the Heavenly Aphrodite, and Heracles, and Ares. All the
S worship these as gods; the S called
Royal sacrifice to Poseidon also. 2)In the S tongue,
Hestia is called Tabiti; Zeus (in my judgment most correctly

³¹Ed.: e D.
³²Ed.: Perhaps the “S” of Hdt. 4.123; it may be the modern

D.
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so called) Papaeus;³³ Earth is Apia; Apollo Goetosyrus; the
Heavenly Aphrodite Argimpasa; Poseidon agimasadas. It
is their practice tomake images and altars and shrines forAres,
but for no other god.

60: 1)In all their sacred rites they follow the samemethod
of sacrifice; this is how it is offered. e victim stands with
its forefeet shackled together; the sacrificer stands behind the
beast, and throws it down by pulling the end of the rope; 2)as
the victim falls, he invokes whatever god it is to whom he sac-
rifices. en, throwing a noose around the beast’s neck, he
thrusts in a stick and twists it and so strangles the victim, light-
ing no fire nor offering the first-fruits, nor pouring any liba-
tion; and having strangled and skinned the beast, he sets about
cooking it.

61: 1)Now as the S land is quite bare of wood,
this is how they contrive to cook the meat. When they have
skinned the victims, they strip the meat from the bones and
throw it into the cauldrons of the country, if they have them:
these are most like L bowls, except that they are much
bigger; they throw the meat into these, then, and cook it by
lighting a fire beneath with the bones of the victims. But if
they have no cauldron, then they put all the meat into the vic-

³³Ed.: As the “All-Father”; cp. such words as πάπας, παπίας, etc.
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tims’ stomachs, adding water, and make a fire of the bones be-
neath, 2)which burn nicely; the stomachs easily hold the meat
when it is stripped from the bones; thus a steer serves to cook
itself, and every other victim does likewise. When the flesh is
cooked, the sacrificer takes the first-fruits of the flesh and the
entrails and casts them before him. ey use all grazing ani-
mals for sacrifice, but mainly horses.

62: 1)is is their way of sacrificing to other gods and
these are the beasts offered; but their sacrifices to Ares are of
this sort. Every district in each of the governments has a struc-
ture sacred to Ares; namely, a pile of bundles of sticks three
eighths of a mile wide and long, but of a lesser height, on the
top of which there is a flattened four-sided surface; three of its
sides are sheer, but the fourth can be ascended. 2)Every year
a hundred and fiy wagon-loads of sticks are heaped upon
this; for the storms of winter always make it sink down. On
this sacred pile an ancient scimitar of iron is set for each peo-
ple: their image of Ares. ey bring yearly sacrifice of sheep
and goats and horses to this scimitar, offering to these symbols
even more than they do to the other gods. 3)Of enemies that
they take alive, they sacrifice oneman in every hundred, not as
they sacrifice sheep and goats, but differently. ey pour wine
on themen’s heads and cut their throats over a bowl; then they
carry the blood up on to the pile of sticks and pour it on the
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scimitar. 4)ey carry the blood up above, but down below
by the sacred pile they cut off all the slain men’s right arms
and hands and throw these into the air, and depart when they
have sacrificed the rest of the victims; the arm lies where it has
fallen, and the body apart from it.

63: 1)ese then are their established rites of sacrifice; but
these S make no offerings of swine; nor are they
willing for the most part to rear them in their country.

64: 1)As to war, these are their customs. A S
drinks the blood of the first man whom he has taken down.
He carries the heads of all whom he has slain in the battle to
his king; for if he brings a head, he receives a share of the booty
taken, but not otherwise. 2)He scalps the head by making a
cut around it by the ears, then grasping the scalp and shaking
the head off. en he scrapes out the flesh with the rib of a
steer, and kneads the skin with his hands, and having made it
supple he keeps it for a hand towel, fastening it to the bridle of
the horse which he himself rides, and taking pride in it; for he
who has most scalps for hand towels is judged the best man.
3)Many S even make garments to wear out of these
scalps, sewing them together like coats of skin. Many too take
off the skin, nails and all, from their dead enemies’ right hands,
andmake coverings for their quivers;the human skin was, as it
turned out, thick and shining, the brightest and whitest skin
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of all, onemight say. 4)Manyflay the skin from thewhole body,
too, and carry it about on horseback stretched on a wooden
frame.

65: 1)e heads themselves, not all of them but those of
their bitterest enemies, they treat thisway. Each saws off all the
part beneath the eyebrows, and cleans the rest. If he is a poor
man, then he covers the outside with a piece of raw hide, and
so makes use of it; but if he is rich, he covers the head with the
raw hide, and gilds the inside of it and uses it for a drinking-
cup. 2)Such a cup a man also makes out of the head of his own
kinsman with whom he has been feuding, and whom he has
defeated in single combat before the king; and if guests whom
he honors visit him he will serve them with these heads, and
showhowthedeadwerehis kinsfolkwho foughthimandwere
beaten by him; this they call manly valor.

66: 1)Furthermore, once a year each governor of a
province brews a bowl of wine in his own province, which
those S who have slain enemies drink; those who
have not achieved this do not taste this wine but sit apart dis-
honored; and this they consider a very great disgrace; but as
many as have slain not one but many enemies have two cups
apiece and drink out of both.

67: 1)ere are many diviners among the S,
who divine by means of many wi!low wands as I will show.
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ey bring great bundles of wands, which they lay on the
ground and unfasten, and utter their divinations as they lay
the rods downonebyone; andwhile still speaking, they gather
up the rods once more and place them together again; 2)this
manner of divination is hereditary among them. e E-
, who are hermaphrodites, say that Aphrodite gave them
the art of divination, which they practise by means of lime-
tree bark. ey cut this bark into three portions, and prophesy
while they braid and unbraid these in their fingers.

68: 1)Whenever the king of the S falls ill, he
sends for the three most reputable diviners, who prophesy in
the aforesaid way; and they generally tell him that such and
such a man (naming whoever it may be of the people) has
sworn falsely by the king’s hearth; 2)for when the S
will swear their mightiest oath, it is by the king’s hearth that
they are accustomed to swear. Immediately, the man whom
they allege to have sworn falsely is seized and brought in, and
when he comes the diviners accuse him, saying that their div-
ination shows him to have sworn falsely by the king’s hearth,
and that this is the cause of the king’s sickness; and the man
vehemently denies that he has sworn falsely. 3)When he de-
nies it, the king sends for twice as many diviners: and if they
too, consulting their art, prove him guilty of perjury, thenhe is
instantly beheaded, and his goods are divided among the first
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diviners; 4)but if the later diviners acquit him, then other di-
viners come, and yet again others. If the greater number of
them acquit theman, it is decreed that the first diviners them-
selves be put to death.

69: 1)And this is how they die. Men yoke oxen to a wagon
laden with sticks and tie the diviners up in these, fettering
their legs and binding their hands behind them and gagging
them; then they set fire to the sticks and drive the oxen away,
stampeding them. 2)Oen the oxen are burnt to death with
the diviners, and oen the yoke-pole of their wagon is burnt
through and the oxen escapewith a scorching. ey burn their
diviners for other reasons, too, in the way described, calling
them false prophets. 3)When the king puts them to death, he
does not leave the sons alive either, but kills all the males of
the family; the females he does not harm.

70: 1)As for giving sworn pledges to those who are to re-
ceive them, this is the S way: they take blood from
the parties to the agreement by making a little cut in the body
with an awl or a knife, and pour it mixed with wine into a big
earthenware bowl, into which they then dip a scimitar and ar-
rows and an axe and a javelin; and when this is done those
swearing the agreement, and the most honorable of their fol-
lowers, drink the blood aer solemn curses.

71: 1)e burial-places of the kings are in the land of
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the G, which is the end of the navigation of the B-
. Whenever their king has died, the S
dig a great four-cornered pit in the ground there; when this
is ready, they take up the dead man—his body enclosed in
wax, his belly cut open and cleaned and filled with cut marsh-
plants and frankincense, and parsley and anise seed, and sewn
up again—and transport him on a wagon to another tribe.
2)en those who receive the dead man on his arrival do the
same as do the Royal S: that is, they cut off a part
of their ears, shave their heads, make cuts around their arms,
tear their foreheads and noses, and pierce their le hands with
arrows. 3)From there, the escorts transport the king’s body on
the wagon to another of the tribes that they rule, and those to
whom they have already come follow them; and having car-
ried the dead man to all in turn, they are at the place of burial,
in the country of the G, the farthest distant tribe of all
under their rule. 4)en, having laid the body on a couch in
the tomb, they plant spears on each side of the body and lay
wooden planks across them, which they then roof over with
braided osiers; in the open space which is le in the tomb they
bury one of the king’s concubines, his cupbearer, his cook, his
groom, his squire, and his messenger, aer strangling them,
besides horses, and first-fruits of everything else, and golden
cups; for theSdonotuse silver or bronze. 5)Having
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done this, they all build a great barrow of earth, vying eagerly
with one another to make this as great as possible.

72: 1)Aer a year has past, they next do as follows. ey
take the most trusted of the rest of the king’s servants (and
these are native-born S, for only those whom he
tells to do so serve the king, and none of the S have
servants bought by money) 2)and strangle fiy of these and
fiy of their best horses and empty and clean the bellies of
them all, fill them with chaff, and sew them up again. 3)en
they fasten half of a wheel to two posts, the hollow upward,
and the other half to another pair of posts, until many posts
thus prepared are planted in the ground, and, aer driving
thick stakes lengthways through the horses’ bodies to their
necks, they place the horses up on the wheels 4)so that the
wheel in front supports the horse’s forequarters and the wheel
behind takes the weight of the belly by the hindquarters, and
the forelegs and hindlegs hang free; and putting bridles and
bits in the horses’ mouths, they stretch the bridles to the front
and fasten them with pegs. 5)en they take each one of the
fiy strangled young men and mount him on the horse; their
way of doing it is to drive an upright stake through each body
passing up alongside the spine to the neck leaving enough of
the stake projecting below to be fixed in a hole made in the
other stake, which passes through the horse. So having set
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horsemen of this fashion around the tomb, they ride away.
73: 1)is is the way they bury their kings. All other

S, when they die, are laid in wagons and carried
about among their friends by their nearest of kin; each receives
them and entertains the retinue hospitably, setting before the
dead man about as much of the fare as he serves to the rest.
All but the kings are carried about like this for forty days and
then buried. 2)Aer the burial the S cleanse them-
selves as follows: they anoint and wash their heads and, for
their bodies, set up three poles leaning together to a point and
cover these overwithwoolmats; then, in the space so enclosed
to the best of their ability, they make a pit in the center be-
neath the poles and the mats and throw red-hot stones into
it.

74: 1)ey have hemp growing in their country, very like
flax, except that the hemp is much thicker and taller. is
grows both of itself and also by their cultivation, and the
T even make garments of it which are very like
linen; no one, unless he were an expert in hemp, could deter-
mine whether they were hempen or linen; whoever has never
seen hemp before will think the garment linen.

75: 1)e S then take the seed of this hemp
and, crawling in under the mats, throw it on the red-hot
stones, where it smoulders and sends forth such fumes that
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no G vapor-bath could surpass it. 2)e S
howl in their joy at the vapor-bath. is serves them instead
of bathing, for they never wash their bodies with water. 3)But
their women pound cypress and cedar and frankincense wood
on a rough stone, adding water also, and with the thick stuff
thus pounded they anoint their bodies and faces, as a result
of which not only does a fragrant scent come from them, but
when on the second day they take off the ointment, their skin
becomes clear and shining.

76: 1)But as regards foreign customs, the S
(like others) very much shun practising those of any other
country, and particularly of H, as was proved in the
case of Anacharsis and also of Scyles. 2)For when Anachar-
sis was coming back to the S country aer having
seen much of the world in his travels and given many exam-
ples of his wisdom, he sailed through the H and
put in at C; 3)where, finding the C cele-
brating the feast of the Mother of the Gods with great cere-
mony, he vowed to this same Mother that if he returned to
his own country safe and sound he would sacrifice to her as
he saw the C doing, and establish a nightly rite of
worship. 4)So when he came to S, he hid himself in
the country called Woodland (which is beside the Race of
Achilles, and is all overgrown with every kind of timber); hid-
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den there, Anacharsis celebrated the goddess’ ritual with ex-
actness, carrying a small drum and hanging images about him-
self. 5)en some S saw him doing this and told the
king, Saulius; who, coming to the place himself and seeing
Anacharsis performing these rites, shot an arrow at him and
killed him. And now the S, if they are asked about
Anacharsis, say they have no knowledge of him; this is because
he le his country for H and followed the customs of
strangers. 6)But according to what I heard from Tymnes, the
deputy for Ariapithes, Anacharsis was an uncle of Idanthyrsus
king of S, and he was the son of Gnurus, son of Ly-
cus, son of Spargapithes. Now if Anacharsis was truly of this
family, then let him know he was slain by his own brother;
for Idanthyrsus was the son of Saulius, and it was Saulius who
killed Anacharsis.

77: 1)It is true that I have heard another story told by the
P; namely, that Anacharsis had been sent by
the king of S and had been a student of the ways of
H, and aer his return told the king who sent him that
all G were keen for every kind of learning, except the
L; but that these were the only G
who spoke and listened with discretion. 2)But this is a tale
pointlessly invented by the G themselves; and be this
as it may, the man was put to death as I have said.
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78: 1)is, then, was how Anacharsis fared, owing to
his foreign ways and consorting with G; and a great
many years aerward, Scyles, son of Ariapithes, suffered a like
fate. Scyles was one of the sons born to Ariapithes, king of
S; but his mother was of I,³⁴ and not native-
born; and she taught him to speak and read G. 2)As
time passed, Ariapithes was treacherously killed by Spargap-
ithes, king of the A, and Scyles inherited the king-
ship and his father’s wife, a S woman whose name
was Opoea, and she bore Scyles a son, Oricus. 3)So Scyles
was king of S; but he was in no way content with the
Swayof life, andwasmuchmore inclined toG
ways, from the upbringing that he had received. So this iswhat
he would do: he would lead the S army to the city
of the B (who say that they are M),
and when he arrived there would leave his army in the suburb
of the city, 4)while he himself, entering within the walls and
shutting the gates, would take off his S apparel and
put on G dress; and in it he would go among the towns-
folk unattended by spearmen or any others (whowould guard
the gates, lest any S see him wearing this apparel),
and in every way follow the G manner of life, and wor-

³⁴Ed.: In what is now the D.
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ship the gods according toGusage. 5)Whenhehad spent
a month or more like this, he would put on S dress
and leave the city. He did this oen; and he built a house in
B, andmarried a wife of the people of the coun-
try and brought her there.

79: 1)But when things had to turn out badly for him, they
did so for this reason: he conceived a desire to be initiated into
the rites of the Bacchic Dionysus; and when he was about to
begin the sacredmysteries, he saw the greatest vision. 2)Hehad
in the city of the B a spacious house, grand
and costly (the same house I just mentioned), all surrounded
by sphinxes and griffins worked in white marble; this house
was struck by a thunderbolt. And though the house burnt to
the ground, Scyles none the less performed the rite to the end.
3)Now the S reproach the G for this Bac-
chic revelling, saying that it is not reasonable to set up a god
who leads men to madness. 4)So when Scyles had been initi-
ated into the Bacchic rite, some one of the B
scoffed at the S: “You laugh at us, S, be-
cause we play the Bacchant and the god possesses us; but now
this deity has possessed your own king, so that he plays the
Bacchant and is maddened by the god. If you will not believe
me, follow me now and I will show him to you.” 5)e leading
men among the S followed him, and the B-
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 brought themup secretly onto a tower; fromwhich,
when Scyles passed by with his company of worshippers, they
saw him playing the Bacchant; thinking it a great misfortune,
they le the city and told the whole army what they had seen.

80: 1)Aer this Scyles rode off to his own place; but the
S rebelled against him, setting uphis brotherOcta-
masades, son of the daughter of Teres, for their king. 2)Scyles,
learning what had happened concerning him and the reason
why it had happened, fled into T; and when Octa-
masades heard this he led his army there. But when he was be-
side the I, the T barred his way; andwhen the
armies were about to engage, Sitalces sent this message to Oc-
tamasades: 3)“Why should we try each other’s strength? You
are my sister’s son, and you have my brother with you; give
him back to me, and I will give up your Scyles to you; and
let us not endanger our armies.” 4)Such was the offer Sital-
ces sent to him; for Sitalces’ brother had fled from him and
was with Octamasades. e S agreed to this, and
took his brother Scyles, giving up his own uncle to Sitalces.
5)Sitalces then took his brother and carried him away, but Oc-
tamasades beheaded Scyles on the spot. is is how closely the
S guard their customs, and these are the penalties
they inflict on those who add foreign customs to their own.

81: 1)How numerous the S are, I was not able
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to learn exactly, and the accounts that I heard did not tally,
some saying that they are very numerous, and some that they
are few, so far as they are true S. 2)But this much
they let me see for myself: there is a region between the
B and H rivers, whose name is E-
; this is the land that Imentionedwhen I said that there
is a spring of salt water in it, whose water makes the H
unfit to drink. 3)In this region is a bronze vessel, as much as
six times greater than the cauldron dedicated by Pausanias son
of Cleombrotus at the entrance of the P.³⁵ 4)For any-
one who has not yet seen the latter, I will make my meaning
plain: the S bronze vessel easily contains five thou-
sand four hundred gallons, and it is of six fingers’ thickness.
is vessel (so the people of the country said) wasmade out of
arrowheads. 5)For their king, whose name was Ariantas, desir-
ing to know the census of the S, commanded every
S to bring him the point from an arrow, threatening
death to all who did not. 6)So a vast number of arrow-heads
was brought, and he decided to make and leave a memorial
out of them; and hemade of these this bronze vessel, and set it
up in this country E. is much I heard about the
number of the S.

³⁵Ed.: Pausanias, the victor of P, set up this cauldron in 477
B.C. to commemorate the taking of B.
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82: 1)As for marvels, there are none in the land, except
that it has by far the greatest and the most numerous rivers in
the world; and over and above the rivers and the great extent
of the plains there is onemostmarvellous thing forme tomen-
tion: they show a footprint of Heracles by the T 
stampedon rock, like themarkof aman’s foot, but forty inches
in length. Having described this, I will now return to the story
which I began to tell.³⁶

83: 1)WhileDarius wasmaking preparations³⁷ against the
S, and sending messengers to direct some to fur-
nish infantry and some to furnish ships, and others again to
bridge the T B, Artabanus, son of Hys-
taspes and Darius’ brother, by no means wanted him to make
an expedition against the S, telling him how hard
that people were to deal with. 2)But when, for all his good ad-
vice, he could not deter the king, Artabanus ceased to advise,
andDarius, all his preparationsmade, led his army fromS.

84: 1)en the P Oeobazus, who had three sons,
all with the army, asked Darius that one be le behind. “You
aremy friend,” said the king, “and your request is reasonable; I
will leave all your sons.” 2)Oeobazuswas very happy, supposing

³⁶Ed.: InHdt. 4.1.
³⁷Ed.: edate ofDarius’ expedition is uncertain. Grote thinks it prob-

able that it took place before 514 B.C.
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his sons released from service; butDarius told thosewhose job
it was to execute all of Oeobazus’ sons. So their throats were
cut, and they were le there.

85: 1)ButDarius, when he came to that place in his march
from S where the B was bridged in the territory
of C, went aboard ship and sailed to the D
R³⁸ (as they are called), which the G say formerly
moved; there, he sat on a headland and viewed the P,
a marvellous sight. 2)For it is the most wonderful sea of all. Its
length is eleven thousand one hundred stades, and its breadth
three thousand three hundred stades at the place where it is
widest.³⁹ 3)echannel at the entrance of this sea is four stades
across; the narrow neck of the channel, called B,
across which the bridge was thrown, is about one hundred
and twenty stades long. e B reaches as far as to
the P; 4)and the P is five hundred stades
wide and one thousand four hundred long; its outlet is the
H, which is no wider than seven stades and four

³⁸Ed.: Rocks (the “Wandering” or “Clashing”Rocks of G legend)
off the northern end of the B.

³⁹Ed.: Herodotus is wrong. e B S is 720 miles long (about
6280 stades), and, at the point ofHerodotus’measurement, about 270miles
broad; its greatest breadth is 380 miles. His estimates for the P
and H are also in excess, though not by much; the B
is a little longer than he says, but its breadth is correctly given.
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hundred long. e H empties into a gulf of the
sea which we call A.

86: 1)ese measurements have been made in this way: a
ship will generally accomplish seventy thousand orguiae ⁴⁰ in
a long day’s voyage, and sixty thousand by night. 2)is being
granted, seeing that from the P’ mouth to the P
(which is the greatest length of the sea) it is a voyage of nine
days and eight nights, the length of it will be one million one
hundred and ten thousand orguiai, which make eleven thou-
sand stades. 3)From the S region to T on
the T  (the greatest width of the P)
it is a voyage of three days and two nights; that is, of three
hundred and thirty thousand orguiai, or three thousand three
hundred stades. 4)us have I measured the P and the
B and H, and they are as I have said.
Furthermore, a lake is seen issuing into the P and not
much smaller than the sea itself; it is called the M
, and the mother of the P.

87: 1)Aerhaving viewed theP,Darius sailedback
to the bridge, whose architect wasMandrocles of S; and
when he had viewed the B also, he set up two pillars
of white marble by it, engraving on the one in A and

⁴⁰Ed.: e G ὀργυιά was the length of the outstretched arms,
about six feet.
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on the other in G characters the names of all the nations
that were in his army: all the nations subject to him. e full
census of these, over and above the fleet, was seven hundred
thousand men, including horsemen, and the number of ships
assembled was six hundred. 2)ese pillars were aerward car-
riedby theB into their city and there used tobuild
the altar of O⁴¹ Artemis, except for one column
covered with A writing that was le beside the tem-
ple of Dionysus at B. Now if my reckoning is cor-
rect, the place where king Darius bridged the B was
midway between B and the temple at the entrance
of the sea.

88: 1)Aer this, being pleased with his bridge of boats,
Darius made a gi of ten of everything⁴² to Mandrocles the
S, the architect of it; Mandrocles took the first-fruits
of these and had a picture made with them, showing the
whole bridge of the B, and Darius sitting alo on
his throne and his army crossing; he set this up in the temple
of Hera, with this inscription: 2)

⁴¹Ed.: A deity worshipped especially at S; the meaning of the
epithet is uncertain.

⁴²Ed.: Apparently a proverbial expression for great abundance; cp. a
similar phrase inHdt. 9.81.
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“Aer bridging the B that teems with fish,
Mandrocles dedicated a memorial of the floating bridge to

Hera,
Having won a crown for himself, and fame for the S,

Doing the will of King Darius.”

is memorialized the builder of the bridge.
89: 1)Darius, aer rewarding Mandrocles, crossed over to

E; he had told the I to sail into the P as
far as the I , and when they got to the I, to
wait there for him, bridging the river meanwhile; for the fleet
was led by I and A and men of the H-
. 2)So the fleet passed between the D R and
sailed straight for the I and, aer a two days’ voyage up
the river fromthe sea, set aboutbridging thenarrowchannel of
the riverwhere its variousmouths separate. 3)ButDarius, pass-
ing over the B on the floating bridge of ships, jour-
neyed through T to the sources of the T ,
where he camped for three days.

90: 1)e T is said by those living on it to be the
best river of all for purposes of healing, especially for healing
mange in men and horses. Its springs are thirty-eight in num-
ber, some cold and some hot, all flowing from the same rock.
2)ere are two roads to the place, one from the town of H-
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 near P, one from A on the E-
 ; each is a two days’ journey. is T is a tribu-
tary of theC, and that of theA,
and that of the H, which empties into the sea near the
city of A.

91: 1)Having come to this river and camped there, then,
Darius was pleased with the sight of it, and set up yet another
pillar there, cut with this inscription: 2)“From the headwaters
of the river T flows the best and finest water of all; and
to them came, leading an army against the S, the
best and finest man of all, Darius son of Hystaspes, king of
P and all the continent.” Such was the inscription.

92: 1)From there, Darius set out and came to another river
called A, which flows through the country of the
O; andhaving reached this river, he pointed out a spot
to the army, and told every man to lay one stone as he passed
in this spot that he pointed out. Aer his army did this, he led
it away, leaving behind there great piles of stones.

93: 1)But before he came to the I, he first took
the G, who pretend to be immortal. e T
of S and of the country above the towns of
A and M, who are called C
and N, surrendered without a fight to Darius; but the
G resisted stubbornly, and were enslaved at once, the
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bravest and most just T of all.
94: 1)eir belief in their immortality is as follows: they

believe that they do not die, but that one who perishes goes
to the deity Salmoxis, or Gebeleïzis, as some of them call him.
2)Once every five years they choose one of their people by lot
and send him as a messenger to Salmoxis, with instructions
to report their needs; and this is how they send him: three
lances are held by designated men; others seize the messenger
to Salmoxis by his hands and feet, and swing and toss him up
on to the spear-points. 3)If he is killed by the toss, they believe
that the god regards them with favor; but if he is not killed,
they blame themessenger himself, considering him a badman,
and send another messenger in place of him. It is while the
man still lives that they give him the message. 4)Furthermore,
when there is thunder and lightning these same T
shoot arrows skyward as a threat to the god, believing in no
other god but their own.

95: 1)I understand from the G who live beside the
H and P, that this Salmoxis was a man
who was once a slave in S, his master being Pythago-
ras son of Mnesarchus; 2)then, aer being freed and gaining
great wealth, he returned to his own country. Now the T-
 were a poor and backward people, but this Salmoxis
knew I ways and a more advanced way of life than the
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T; for he had consorted with G, and more-
over with one of the greatest G teachers, Pythagoras;
3)therefore he made a hall, where he entertained and fed the
leaders among his countrymen, and taught them that neither
he nor his guests nor any of their descendants would ever die,
but that they would go to a place where they would live for-
ever and have all good things. 4)While he was doing as I have
said and teaching this doctrine, he was meanwhile making an
underground chamber. When this was finished, he vanished
from the sight of the T, and went down into the
underground chamber, where he lived for three years, 5)while
theTwishedhimback andmournedhim for dead;
then in the fourth year he appeared to the T, and
thus they came to believe what Salmoxis had told them. Such
is the G story about him.

96: 1)Now I neither disbelieve nor entirely believe the
tale about Salmoxis and his underground chamber; but I
think that he lived many years before Pythagoras; 2)and as to
whether there was a man called Salmoxis or this is some deity
native to the G, let the question be dismissed.

97: 1)Such were the ways of the G, who were sub-
dued by the P and followed their army. When Dar-
ius and the land army with him had come to the I, and
all had crossed, he had the I break the bridge and fol-
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low him in his march across the mainland, together with the
men of the fleet. 2)So the I were preparing to break
the bridge and do Darius’ bidding; but Cöes son of Erxander,
the general of the M, aer first asking if Darius
werewilling to listen to advice fromonewhowanted to give it,
said, 3)“Since, O King, you are about to march against a coun-
try where you will not find tilled lands or inhabited cities, let
this bridge stay where it is, leaving those whomade it to guard
it. 4)us, if we find the S and dowhat wewant, we
have a way of return; and even if we do not find them, at least
our way back is safe; for my fear has never been that we shall
be overcome by the S in the field, but rather that
wemay not be able to find them, and so go astray to our harm.
5)Now it may perhaps be said that I say this for my own sake,
because Iwant to remain behind; but it is not so; I only declare
publicly the opinion that I think best for you, and Iwill follow
you and do not want to be le here.” 6)Darius was very pleased
with this advice, and he answeredCöes thus: “My friend from
L, do not fail to show yourself to me when I return to
my house safe, so that I may make you a good return for your
good advice.”

98: 1)Aer saying this, he tied sixty knots in a thong,
and summoning the I sovereigns to an audience said to
them: 2)“Gentlemen of I, I take back the decision which
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I delivered before about the bridge; now, take this thong and
do as follows. Begin to reckon from the day when you see me
march away against the S, and untie one knot each
day: and if the days marked by the knots have all passed and
I have not returned, embark for your own homes. 3)But until
then, since the plan is changed, guard the bridge, making ev-
ery effort to keep and watch it. You will please me very much
if you do this.” Having said this, Darius hastened to march
further.

99: 1)T runs farther out into the sea than
S; and S begins where a bay is formed in its
coast, and the mouth of the I, facing southeast, is in
that country. 2)Now I am going to describe the coast of the
true S from the I, and give its measurements.
e ancient S land begins at the I and faces
south and the south wind, as far as the city called C-
. 3)Beyond this place, the country fronting the same sea
is hilly and projects into the P; it is inhabited by the
T nation as far as what is called the R P-
; and this ends in the eastern sea.⁴³ 4)For the sea to the
south and the sea to the east are two of the four boundary
lines of S, just as seas are boundaries of A; and

⁴³Ed.: Here = the Sea of A.
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the T inhabit a part of S like A, as though
some other people, not Attic, were to inhabit the heights of
S from T to the town of A, if
S jutted farther out into the sea. 5)I mean, so to speak,
to compare small things with great. Such a land is the T
country. But those who have not sailed along that part of A-
 may understand from this other analogy: it is as though
in C some other people, not C, were to
live on the promontory within a line drawn from the harbor
of B to T. I am speaking of these two
countries, but there aremanyothers of a similar kind thatT-
 resembles.⁴⁴

100: 1)Beyond the T country the S be-
gin, living north of the T and beside the eastern sea, west
of the C B and the M , as
far as the T river, which empties into the end of that
lake. 2)Now it has been seen that on its northern and in-
land side, running from the I, S is bounded first

⁴⁴Ed.: All this is no more than to say that the T live on a promon-
tory (the T C), which is like the south-eastern promon-
tory of A (S) or the “heel” of I, i.e. the country east of a
line drawn between themodern B and T. e only differ-
ence is, says Herodotus, that the T inhabit a part of S yet are
not S, while the inhabitants of the Attic and I promon-
tories are of the same stock as their neighbors.
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by the A, next by the N, next by the M-
, and last by the B-.

101: 1)S, then, is a four-sided country, two of
whose sides are coastline, the frontiers running inland and
those that are by the sea making it a perfect square; 2)for it is a
ten days’ journey from the I to the B, and
the same from the B to the M ;
and it is a twenty days’ journey from the sea inland to the
country of the B- who live north of S.
3)Now, as I reckon a day’s journey at two hundred stades, the
cross-measurement of S would be a distance of five
hundredmiles, and the line drawn straight up inland the same.
Such then is the extent of this land.

102: 1)Convinced that they alone were not able to re-
pel Darius’ army in open warfare, the S sent mes-
sengers to their neighbors, whose kings had already gathered
and were deliberating on the presumption that a great army
was marching against them. 2)e assembled kings were those
of the T, A, N, M, B-
, G, B, and S.

103: 1)Among these, the T have the following cus-
toms: all ship-wreckedmen, and anyGwhomthey cap-
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ture in their sea-raids, they sacrifice to the Virgin goddess⁴⁵
as I will describe: aer the first rites of sacrifice, they strike
the victim on the head with a club; 2)according to some, they
then place the head on a pole and throw the body off the cliff
on which their temple stands; others agree as to the head,
but say that the body is buried, not thrown off the cliff. e
T themselves say that this deity to whom they sacrifice
is Agamemnon’s daughter Iphigenia. 3)As for enemies whom
theydefeat, each cuts his enemy’s headoff and carries it away to
his house, where he places it on a tall pole and stands it high
above the dwelling, above the smoke-vent for the most part.
ese heads, they say, are set up to guard thewhole house. e
T live by plundering and war.

104: 1)e A are the most refined of men
and especially given to wearing gold. eir intercourse with
women is promiscuous, so that they may be consanguine with
one another and, all being relations, not harbor jealousy or an-
imosity toward one another. In the rest of their customs they
are like the T.

105: 1)e N follow S customs; but one
generation before the advent of Darius’ army, they happened
to be driven from their country by snakes; for their land pro-

⁴⁵Ed.: A deity locally worshipped, identified by the G with
Artemis.
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duced great numbers of these, and still more came down on
them out of the desolation on the north, until at last the
N were so afflicted that they le their own country and
lived among the B. It may be that these people are
wizards; 2)for the S, and the G settled in
S, say that once a year every one of the N be-
comes a wolf for a few days and changes back again to his for-
mer shape. ose who tell this tale do not convince me; but
they tell it nonetheless, and swear to its truth.

106: 1)eM- are themost savage of allmen in
their way of life; they know no justice and obey no law. ey
are nomads, wearing a costume like the S, but speak-
ing a language of their own; of all these, they are the only peo-
ple that eat men.

107: 1)e B- all wear black clothing, from
which they get their name; their customs are S.

108: 1)e B are a great and populous nation; the
eyes of them all are very bright, and they are ruddy. ey have
a city built of wood, calledGelonus. ewall of it is three and
three quartersmiles in length on each side of the city; this wall
is high and all ofwood; and their houses arewooden, and their
temples; 2)for there are temples of G gods among them,
furnished inG stylewith images and altars and shrines of
wood; and they honorDionysus every two years with festivals
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and revelry. For the G are by their origin G, who
le their trading ports to settle among the B; and they
speak a language half G and half S. But the
B do not speak the same language as the G, nor
is their manner of life the same.

109: 1)e B are indigenous; they are nomads, and
the only people in these parts that eat fir-cones; the G
are farmers, eating grain and cultivating gardens; they are al-
together unlike the B in form and in coloring. Yet
the G call the B too G; but this is wrong.
2)eir whole country is thickly wooded with every kind of
tree; in the depth of the forest there is a great, wide lake and a
marsh surrounded by reeds; otter is trapped in it, and beaver,
besides certain square-faced creatures whose skins are used to
trim mantles, and their testicles are used by the people to heal
sicknesses of the womb.

110: 1)About the S, the story is as follows.
When the G were at war with the A (whom
the S call O, a name signifying in our
tongue killers of men, for in S a man is “oior” and
to kill is “pata”), the story runs that aer their victory on the
T they sailed away carrying in three ships asmany
A as they had been able to take alive; and out at sea
the A attacked the crews and killed them. 2)But they
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knew nothing about ships, or how to use rudder or sail or oar;
and with the men dead, they were at the mercy of waves and
winds, until they came to the Cliffs by the M ;
this place is in the country of the free S. eA-
 landed there, and set out on their journey to the inhab-
ited country, and seizing the first troop of horses they met,
they mounted them and raided the S lands.

111: 1)e S could not understand the busi-
ness; for they did not recognize the women’s speech or their
dress or their nation, but wondered where they had come
from, and imagined them to be men all of the same age; and
they met the A in battle. e result of the fight was
that the S got possession of the dead, and so came
to learn that their foes were women. 2)erefore, aer deliber-
ation they resolved by no means to slay them as before, but to
send their youngest men to them, of a number corresponding
(as they guessed) to the number of the women. ey directed
these youths to camp near the A and to imitate all
that they did; if the women pursued them, not to fight, but to
flee; and when the pursuit stopped, to return and camp near
them. is was the plan of the S, for they desired
that children be born of thewomen. eyoungmenwhowere
sent did as they were directed.

112: 1)When the A perceived that the youths
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meant them no harm, they let them be; but every day the two
camps drew nearer to each other. Now the young men, like
the A, had nothing but their arms and their horses,
and lived as did the women, by hunting and plunder.

113: 1)At midday the A would scatter and go
apart from each other singly or in pairs, roaming apart for
greater comfort. e S noticed this and did like-
wise; and as the women wandered alone, a young man laid
hold of one of them, and the woman did not resist but let him
do his will; 2)and since they did not understand each other’s
speech and she could not speak to him, she signed with her
hand that he should come the next day to the same place and
bring another youth with him (showing by signs that there
should be two), and shewould bring anotherwomanwith her.
3)eyouthwent away and toldhis comrades; and thenext day
he came himself with another to the place, where he found the
A and another with her awaiting them. When the rest
of the youngmen learnedof this, they had intercoursewith the
rest of the A.

114: 1)Presently they joined their camps and lived to-
gether, eachmanhaving for his wife thewomanwithwhomhe
had had intercourse at first. Now the men could not learn the
women’s language, but the women mastered the speech of the
men; 2)and when they understood each other, the men said to
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the A, “We have parents and possessions; therefore,
let us no longer live as we do, but return to our people and
be with them; and we will still have you, and no others, for
our wives.” To this the women replied: 3)“We could not live
with your women; for we and they do not have the same cus-
toms. We shoot the bow and throw the javelin and ride, but
have never learned women’s work; and your women do none
of the things of which we speak, but stay in their wagons and
dowomen’swork, and donot go out hunting or anywhere else.
4)So we could never agree with them. If you want to keep us
for wives and to have the name of fair men, go to your parents
and let them give you the allotted share of their possessions,
and aer that let us go and live by ourselves.” e young men
agreed and did this.

115: 1)So when they had been given the allotted share of
possessions that fell to them, and returned to the A,
the women said to them: 2)“We are worried and frightened
how we are to live in this country aer depriving you of your
fathers and doing a lot of harm to your land. 3)Since you pro-
pose to have us for wives, do this with us: come, let us leave
this country and live across the T river.”

116: 1)To this too the youths agreed; and crossing the
T, they went a three days’ journey east from the river,
and a three days’ journey north from  M; and
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when they came to the region inwhich they now live, they set-
tled there. 2)Ever since then the women of the S
have followed their ancient ways; they ride out hunting, with
their men or without them; they go to war, and dress the same
as the men.

117: 1)e language of the S is S,
but not spoken in its ancient purity, since theAnever
learned it correctly. In regard tomarriage, it is the custom that
no maiden weds until she has killed a man of the enemy; and
some of them grow old and die unmarried, because they can-
not fulfill the law.

118: 1)ekings of the aforesaid nations having gathered,
then, the Smessengers came and laid everything be-
fore them, explaining how the P, now that the whole
of the other continent was subject to him, had crossed over
to their continent by a bridge thrown across the neck of the
B, and how having crossed it and subjugated the
T he was now bridging the I, so as to make
that whole region subject to him like the others. 2)“By no
means stand aside and let us be destroyed,” they said; “rather,
let us unite and oppose this invader. If you will not, then we
shall either be driven out of our country or stay and make
terms. 3)For what is to become of us if you will not help us?
And aerward it will not be easy for you, either; for the P-
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 has come to attack you no less than us, and when he has
subjugated us he will not be content to leave you alone. 4)We
will give you a convincing proof of what we say: if indeed the
P were marching against us alone, wanting vengeance
for our former enslavement of his country, he ought to leave
others alone and make straight for us, and would show every-
one that S and no other country was his goal. 5)But
as it is, from the day he crossed over to this continent, he has
been taming all that come in his way, and he holds in subjec-
tion not only the rest of T, but also our neighbors the
G.”

119: 1)Aer the S had made this speech, the
kings who had come from the nations deliberated, and their
opinions were divided. e kings of the G and the B-
 and the S were of one mind and promised
to help the S; but the kings of theA and
N and M and B- and T
gave this answer to the messengers: 2)“Had it not been you
whowronged the P first and began thewar, what you
now ask would seem to us right, and we would listen and act
together with you. 3)But as it is, you invaded their land with-
out us and ruled the P for as long as god granted; and
the P, urged on by the same god, are only repaying
you in kind. 4)But we did these men no wrong at that former
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time, nor do we intend now to wrong them first; but if the
P comes against our land too and begins the wrong-
doing, then we will not accept it, either; but until we see that,
we shall keep to ourselves. For in our judgment the P
have not come for us but for those who were the agents of
wrong.”

120: 1)When this answer was brought back to the
S, they determined not to meet their enemy in the
open field, since they could not get the allies that they sought,
but rather to fall back driving off their herds, choking the
wells and springs on their way and destroying the grass from
the earth; and they divided themselves into two companies.
2)It was their decision that to one of their divisions, which
Scopasis ruled, the S be added; if the P
marched that way, this group was to retire before him and fall
back toward the T river, by the M , and
if the P turned to go back, then they were to pursue
and attack him. is was one of the divisions of the royal peo-
ple, and it was appointed to follow this course; 3)their two
other divisions, namely, the greater whose ruler was Idanthyr-
sus, and the third whose king was Taxakis, were to unite, and
taking with them also the G and B, to draw off
like the others at the P approach, always keeping one
day’s march ahead of the enemy, avoiding a confrontation and
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doing what had been determined. 4)First, then, they were to
retreat in a straight line toward the countries which refused
their alliance, so as to involve these, too, in the war; for if they
did not of their own accord support the war against the P-
, theymust be involved against their will; and aer that,
the division was to turn back to its own country, and attack
the enemy, if in deliberation they thought this best.

121: 1)Determined on this plan, the S sent an
advance guard of their best horsemen to meet Darius’ army.
As for the wagons in which their children and wives lived,
all these they sent forward, with instructions to drive always
northward; and they sent all their flocks with the wagons,
keeping none back except what was required for their food.

122: 1)Aer this convoy was first sent on its way, the ad-
vance guard of the S found the P about a
three days’ march distant from the I; and having found
them they camped a day’s march ahead of the enemy and set
about scorching the earth of all living things. 2)When the
P saw the S cavalry appear, they marched
on its track, the horsemen always withdrawing before them;
and then, making for the one S division, the P-
 held on in pursuit toward the east and the T
river; 3)when thehorsemencrossed this, theP crossed
also, and pursued until they had marched through the land of
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the S to the land of the B.
123: 1)As long as the P were traversing the

S and S territory there was nothing for
them to harm, as the land was dry and barren. But when they
entered the country of the B, they found themselves be-
fore the wooden-walled town; the B had abandoned
it and le nothing in it, and the P burnt the town.
2)engoing forward still on the horsemen’s track, they passed
through this country into desolation, which is inhabited by
no one; it lies to the north of the B and its breadth is
a seven days’ march. 3)Beyond this desolation live the T-
; four great rivers flow from their country through
the land of the M, and issue into the lake called the
M; their names are L, O, T, S-
.

124: 1)When Darius came into the desolate country, he
halted in his pursuit and camped on theO, where
he built eight great forts, the ruins of which were standing
even in my lifetime, all at an equal distance of about seven
miles from one another. 2)While he was occupied with these,
the S whom he was pursuing doubled north and
turned back into S. en, when they had altogether
vanished andwere no longerwithin theP’ sight,Dar-
ius le those forts only half finished, andhe toodoubled about
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and marched west, thinking that those S were the
whole army, and that they were fleeing toward the west.

125: 1)But when he came by forced marches into
S, he met the two divisions of the S, and
pursued them, who always kept a day’s march away from
him; 2)and because Darius would not stop pursuing them, the
S, according to the plan they had made, fell back
before him to the countries of those who had refused their al-
liance, to the land of the B- first. 3)eS-
 and P burst into their land, agitating them; and
from there, the S led the P into the coun-
try of the M-, agitating them too; from there, they
drew off into the country of the N and, agitating them
also, fled to the A. 4)But the A, seeing
their neighbors fleeing panic-stricken at the S’ ap-
proach, before the S could break into their land
sent a herald to forbid them to set foot across their borders,
warning the S that if they tried to break through
they would have to fight with the A first. 5)With
this warning, the A mustered on their borders, in-
tending to stop the invaders. When the P and the
S broke into their lands, the B and
M- and N put up no resistance, but forgot
their threats and fled panic-stricken north into the desolate
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country. 6)But warned off by the A, the S-
 made no second attempt on that country, but led the
P from the lands of the N into S.

126: 1)As this went on for a long time and did not stop,
Darius sent a horseman to Idanthyrsus the S king,
with this message: “You crazy man, why do you always run,
when you can do otherwise? If you believe yourself strong
enough to withstand my power, stand and fight and stop run-
ning; but if you know you are the weaker, then stop running
like this and come to terms with your master, bringing gis of
earth and water.”

127: 1)Idanthyrsus the S king replied: “It is like
this with me, P: I never ran from any man before out
of fear, and I am not running from you now; I am not doing
any differently now than I am used to doing in time of peace,
too. 2)As to why I do not fight with you at once, I will tell
you why. We S have no towns or cultivated land,
out of fear for which, that the onemight be taken or the other
wasted, we would engage you sooner in battle. But if all you
want is to come to that quickly, we have the graves of our fa-
thers. 3)Come on, find these and try to destroy them: you
shall know then whether we will fight you for the graves or
whether we will not fight. Until then, unless we have reason,
we will not engage with you. 4)As to fighting, enough; as to
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masters, I acknowledge Zeus my forefather and Hestia queen
of the S only. As for you, instead of gis of earth
and water I shall send such as ought to come to you; and for
your boast that you are my master, I say ‘Weep!’” Such is the
proverbial “S speech.”

128: 1)So the herald went to carry this message to Dar-
ius; but the S kings were filledwith anger when they
heard the word “slavery”. 2)ey then sent the division of
the S to which the S were attached,
and which was led by Scopasis, to speak with those I-
 guarding the bridge over the I; as for those of the
S who remained behind, it was decided that they
should no longer decoy the P, but attack themwhen-
ever they were foraging for provision. So they watched for
the time whenDarius’ menwere foraging, and did as they had
planned. 3)e S horse always routed the P
horse, andwhen the P cavalry would fall back in flight
on their infantry, the infantry would come up to their aid; and
the S, once they had driven in the horse, turned
back for fear of the infantry. e S attacked in this
fashion by night as well as by day.

129: 1)Very strange to say, what aided the P and
thwarted the S in their attacks on Darius’ army
was the braying of the asses and the appearance of the mules.
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2)For, as I have before indicated, S produces no asses
or mules; and there is not in most of S an ass or a
mule, because of the cold. erefore the asses frightened the
Shorseswhen theybrayed loudly; 3)andoen,when
they were in the act of charging the P, the horses
would shy in fear if they heard the asses bray or would stand
still with ears erect, never having heard a noise like it or seen a
like creature.

130: 1)e P thus gained very little in the war,
forwhen theS saw that thePwere shaken,
they formed a plan to have them remain longer in S
and, remaining, bedistressedby lackofnecessities: theywould
leave some of their flocks behind with the shepherds, moving
away themselves to another place; and the P would
come and take the sheep, and be encouraged by this achieve-
ment.

131: 1)Aer such a thing had happened several times,
Darius was finally at a loss; and when they perceived this, the
Skings sent a herald toDariuswith the gi of a bird,
a mouse, a frog, and five arrows. 2)e P asked the
bearer of these gis what they meant; but he said that he had
only been told to give the gis and then leave at once; he told
the P to figure out what the presents meant them-
selves, if they were smart enough.
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132: 1)When they heard this, the P deliberated.
Darius’ judgment was that the Swere surrendering
themselves and their earth and their water to him; for he rea-
soned that a mouse is a creature found in the earth and eating
the same produce as men, and a frog is a creature of the water
and a bird particularly like a horse; and the arrows signified
that the S surrendered their fighting power. 2)is
was the opinion declared by Darius; but the opinion of Gob-
ryas, one of the seven who had slain theM, was contrary
to it. He reasoned that the meaning of the gis was, 3)“Unless
you become birds, P, and fly up into the sky, or mice
and hide in the earth, or frogs and leap into the lakes, you will
be shot by these arrows and never return home.”

133: 1)e P reasoned thus about the gis.
But when the first division of the S came to the
bridge—the division that had first been appointed to stand
on guard by the M  and had now been sent to
the I to speakwith the I—they said, 2)“I,
we have come to bring you freedom, if you will only listen to
us. We understand that Darius has directed you to guard the
bridge for sixty days only, and if he does not come within that
time, then to go away to your homes. 3)Nowthen, dowhatwill
leave you guiltless in his eyes as in ours: stay here for the time
appointed; and aer that, leave.” So the I promised
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to do this, and the S made their way back with all
haste.

134: 1)But aer sending the gis to Darius, the S-
 who had remained there came out with foot and horse
and offered battle to the P. But when the S
ranks were set in order, a rabbit ran out between the armies;
and every S that saw it gave chase. So there was
confusion and shouting among the S;Darius asked
about the clamor among the enemy; and when he heard that
they were chasing a rabbit, he said to those with whom he was
accustomed to speak, 2)“esemen hold us in deep contempt;
and I think now thatGobryas’ opinion of the S gis
was true. Since, then, my own judgment agrees with his, we
need to consider carefully how we shall return safely.” To this
Gobryas said : “O King, I understood almost by reason alone
how difficult it would be to deal with these S; but
when I came here, I understood even better, watching them
toying with us. 3)Now then, my advice is that at nightfall we
kindle our campfires in the usual way, deceive those in our
army who are least fit to endure hardship, and tether all our
asses here, and ourselves depart, before the S can
march straight to the I to break up the bridge, or the I-
 take some action by which we may well be ruined.”

135: 1)is was Gobryas’ advice, and at nightfall Darius
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followed it. He le the men who were worn out, and those
whose loss mattered least to him, there in the camp, and all
the asses, too, tethered. 2)His reasons for leaving the asses, and
the infirm among his soldiers, were the following: the asses, so
that they would bray; the men, who were le because of their
infirmity, he pretended were to guard the camp while he at-
tacked the S with the fit part of his army. 3)Giving
this order to those who were le behind, and lighting camp-
fires, Dariusmade all haste to reach the I. When the asses
found themselves deserted by the multitude, they brayed the
louder for it; and the S heard them and assumed
that the P were in the place.

136: 1)But when it was day, the men le behind per-
ceived that Darius had betrayed them, and they held out their
hands to the S and explained the circumstances;
they, when they heard this, assembled their power in haste,
the two divisions of their horde and the one division that was
with the S and B and G, and made
straight for the I in pursuit of the P. 2)And as
the P army was for the most part infantry and did not
know the roads (which were not marked), while the S-
 were horsemen and knew the short cuts, they went wide
of each other, and the S reached the bridge long
before the P. 3)ere, perceiving that the P
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had not yet come, they said to the I, whowere in their
ships, “I, the days have exceeded the number, and you
arewrong to be here still. 4)Since it was fear that kept you here,
now break the bridge in haste and go, free and happy men,
thanking the gods and the S. eone thatwas your
master we shall impress in such a way that he will never lead
an army against anyone again.”

137: 1)en the I held a council. Miltiades the
A, general and sovereign of the C
of the H, advised that they do as the S
said and set I free. 2)But Histiaeus of M advised
the opposite. He said, “It is owing to Darius that each of us
is sovereign of his city; if Darius’ power is overthrown, we
shall no longer be able to rule, I in M or any of you
elsewhere; for all the cities will choose democracy rather than
despotism.” 3)When Histiaeus explained this, all of them at
once inclined to his view, although they had first sided with
Miltiades.

138: 1)ose high in Darius’ favor who gave their
vote were Daphnis of A, Hippoclus of L,
Herophantus of P, Metrodorus of P,
Aristagoras of C, Ariston of B, 2)all from
the H and sovereigns of cities there; and from
I, Strattis of C, Aiaces of S, Laodamas of
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P, andHistiaeus of M who opposed the plan
of Miltiades. As for the A, their only notable man
present was Aristagoras of C.

139: 1)When these acceptedHistiaeus’ view, they decided
to act upon it in the following way: to break as much of the
bridge on the S side as a bowshot from there car-
ried, so that they seem to be doing something when in fact
they were doing nothing, and that the S not try
to force their way across the bridge over the I; and to
say while they were breaking the portion of the bridge on the
S side, that they would do all that the S
desired. 2)is was the plan they adopted; and then Histiaeus
answered for them all, and said, “You have come with good
advice, S, and your urgency is timely: you guide us
well and we do you a convenient service; for, as you see, we are
breaking the bridge, and will be diligent about it, as we want
to be free. 3)But while we are breaking the bridge, this is your
opportunity to go and find the P, andwhen you have
found them, punish them as they deserve on our behalf and on
your own.”

140: 1)So the S, trusting the I’ word
once more, turned back to look for the P; but
they missed the way by which their enemies returned. e
S themselves were to blame for this, because they
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had destroyed the horses’ pasturage in that region and blocked
thewells. 2)Had they not done, they could, if they hadwished,
easily have found the P. But as it was, that part of
their plan which they had thought the best was the very cause
of their going astray. 3)So the S went searching for
their enemies through the parts of their own country where
there was forage for the horses and water, supposing that they,
too, were heading for such places in their flight; but the P-
kept to their own former tracks, and sowithmuch trou-
ble they found the crossing. 4)But as they arrived at night and
found the bridge broken, they were in great alarm lest the I-
 had abandoned them.

141: 1)ere was an E with Darius whose voice
was the loudest in the world; Darius had this man stand on
the bank of the I and call to Histiaeus the M.
is the E did; Histiaeus heard and answered the
first shout, and sent all the ships to ferry the army over, and
repaired the bridge.

142: 1)us the P escaped. e S
sought theP, butmissed themagain. eir judgment
of the I is that if they are regarded as freemen they are
the basest and most craven in the world; but if they are reck-
oned as slaves, none love their masters more, or desire less to
escape. us have the S taunted the I.
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143: 1)Darius marched through T to S on
the C; from there, he crossed over with his
ships to A, leaving Megabazus as his commander in E-
, a P whom he once honored by saying among
the P what I note here: 2)Darius was about to eat
pomegranates, and no sooner had he opened the first of them
than his brother Artabanus asked him what he would like to
have as many of as there were seeds in his pomegranate; then
Darius said that he would rather have that many men like
Megabazus than make all H subject to him. 3)By speak-
ing thus among P, the king honoredMegabazus; and
now he le him behind as his commander, at the head of
eighty thousand of his army.

144: 1)is Megabazus is forever remembered by the
people of the H for replying, 2)when he was
told at B that the people of C had
founded their town seventeen years before the B
had founded theirs, that the C must at that
time have been blind, for had they not been, they would never
have chosen the worse site for their city when theymight have
had the better. 3)is Megabazus, le now as commander in
the country, subjugated all the people of the H
who did not take the side of the P.

145: 1)At the same time that he was doing this, an-
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other great force was sent against L, for the reason that I
shall give aer I finish the story that I am going to tell now.
2)e descendants of the crew of the Argo were driven out
by the P who carried off the A women
from B; aer being driven out of L by them,
they sailed away to L, and there camped on
T and kindled a fire. 3)Seeing it, the L-
 sent a messenger to inquire who they were and
where they came from. ey answered the messenger that
they were M, descendants of the heroes who had sailed
in the Argo and put in at L and there begot their
race. 4)Hearing the story of the lineage of the M, the
L sent a second time and asked why they
had come into L and kindled a fire. ey replied that,
having been expelled by the P, they had come to
the land of their fathers, as was most just; and their wish was
to live with their fathers’ people, sharing in their rights and
receiving allotted pieces of land. 5)e L
were happy to receive the M⁴⁶ on the terms which their
guests desired; the chief cause of their consenting was that the
T⁴⁷ had been in the ship’s company of the Argo;

⁴⁶Ed.: As descendants of the Argonauts, who were M of T-
, living near the P gulf.

⁴⁷Ed.: Castor and Polydeuces.
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so they received the M and gave them land and dis-
tributed them among their own tribes. e M immedi-
ately married, and gave in marriage to others the women they
had brought from L.

146: 1)But in no time these M became imperious,
demanding an equal right to the kingship, and doing other
impious things; 2)hence the L resolved to
kill them, and they seized them and cast them into prison.
(When the L execute, they do it by night,
never by day.) 3)Now when they were about to kill the prison-
ers, the wives of the M, who were natives of the coun-
try, daughters of leading S, asked permission to enter
the prison and each converse with her husband; the L-
 granted this, not expecting that there would be any
treachery from them. 4)But when the wives came into the
prison, they gave their husbands all their own garments, and
themselves put on the men’s clothing; so the M passed
out in the guise of women dressed in women’s clothing; and
thus escaping, once more camped on T.

147: 1)Now, about this same time,eras, a descendant of
Polynices through ersander, Tisamenus, and Autesion, was
preparing to lead out colonists from L. 2)is
eras was of the line of Cadmus and was an uncle on their
mother’s side to Aristodemus’ sons Eurysthenes and Procles;
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andwhile these boys were yet children he held the royal power
of S as regent; 3)but when his nephews grew up and be-
came kings, theneras could not endure to be a subjectwhen
he had had a taste of supreme power, and said he would no
longer stay in L but would sail away to his fam-
ily. 4)On the island now called T, but then C,
there were descendants of Membliarus the son of Poeciles, a
P; for Cadmus son of Agenor had put in at the
place now called T during his search for Europa; and
having put in, either because the land pleased him, or because
for some other reason he desired to do so, he le on this island
his own relation Membliarus together with other P-
. 5)ese dwelt on the island of C for eight
generations before eras came from L.

148: 1)It was these that eras was preparing to join, tak-
ing with him a company of people from the tribes; his inten-
tion was to settle among the people of C and not
drive them out but claim them as in fact his own people.
2)So when the M escaped from prison and camped on
T, and the L were planning to
put them to death, eras interceded for their lives, that there
might be no killing, promising to lead them out of the coun-
try himself. 3)e L consented to this, and
eras sailed with three thirty-oared ships to join the descen-
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dants ofMembliarus, takingwith himnot all theM but
only a few; 4)for the greater part of themmade their way to the
lands of the P and C, and aer having
driven these out of their own country, they divided themselves
into six companies and established the cities of L,
M, P, P, E, andN in the
land they had won;⁴⁸ most of these were in my time taken and
sacked by the E. As for the island C, it was
called T aer its colonist.

149: 1)But as eras’ son would not sail with him, his fa-
ther said that he would leave him behind as a sheep among
wolves; aer which saying the boy got the nickname of Oe-
olycus,⁴⁹ and it so happened that this became his customary
name. He had a son, Aegeus, from whom the A, a
great S clan, take their name. 2)e men of this clan,
finding that none of their children lived, set up a temple of
the avenging spirits of Laïus and Oedipus, by the instruction
of an oracle,⁵⁰ aer which their children lived. It fared thus,

⁴⁸Ed.: ese six towns were in the western P, in T-
, a district between E and M.

⁴⁹Ed.: Literally “sheep-wolf.”
⁵⁰Ed.: Oedipus, son of Laius king of T and his wife Iocasta, was

exposed in infancy, but rescued and carried away to a far country. Returning
in manhood, ignorant of his lineage, he killed his father and married his
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too, with the children of the A at T.
150: 1)So far in the story the L and

T records agree; for the rest, we have only the
word of the T. 2)Grinnus son of Aesanius, king
of T, a descendant of this same eras, came to D-
 bringing a hecatomb from his city; among others of his
people, Battus son of Polymnestus came with him, a descen-
dant of Euphemus of theM clan. 3)WhenGrinnus king
of T asked the oracle about other matters, the priest-
ess’ answer was that he should found a city in L. “Lord, I
am too old and heavy to stir; command one of these younger
men to do this,” answered Grinnus, pointing to Battus as he
spoke. 4)Nomorewas said then. Butwhen they departed, they
neglected to obey the oracle, since they did not know where
L was, and were afraid to send a colony out to an uncer-
tain destination.

151: 1)For seven years aer this there was no rain in
T; all the trees in the island except one withered. e
T inquired at D again, and the priestess
mentioned the colony they should send to L. 2)So,
since there was no remedy for their ills, they sent messengers
to C to find any C or traveller there who had

mother; aer which the truthwas revealed to him, too late. e story is first
told by Homer, and is the subject of the Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles.
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travelled to L. In their travels about the island, these
came to the town of I, where they met a murex fish-
erman named Corobius, who told them that he had once
been driven off course by winds to L, to an island there
called P.⁵¹ 3)ey hired this man to come with them
to T; from there, just a few men were sent aboard ship
to spy out the land first; guided by Corobius to the aforesaid
island P, these le him there with provision for some
months, and themselves sailed back with all speed to T
to bring news of the island.

152: 1)But aer they had been away for longer than the
agreed time, and Corobius had no provisions le, a S
ship sailing for E, whose captainwasColaeus, was driven
off her course to P, where the S heard the
whole story from Corobius and le him provisions for a year;
2)they then put out to sea from the island and would have
sailed to E, but an easterly wind drove them from their
course, and did not abate until they had passed through the
Pillars of Heracles and came providentially to T.
3)Now this was at that time an untapped⁵² market; hence, the
S, of all the G whom we know with certainty,

⁵¹Ed.: e island now called B, east of C.
⁵²Ed.: at is, as yet unvisited by G. It was at or near the mouth

of the G; cp. Hdt. 1.163.
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brought back from it the greatest profit on their wares ex-
cept Sostratus of A, son of Laodamas; no one could
compete with him. 4)e S took six talents, a tenth
of their profit, and made a bronze vessel with it, like an A-
 cauldron, with griffins’ heads projecting from the rim
all around; they set this up in their temple ofHera, supporting
it with three colossal kneeling figures of bronze, each twelve
feet high. 5)What the S had done was the beginning
of a close friendship between them and the men of C
and T.

153: 1)As for the T, when they came to
T aer leaving Corobius on the island, they brought
word that they had established a settlement on an island off
L. e T determined to send out men from
their seven regions, taking by lot one of every pair of brothers,
and making Battus leader and king of all. en they manned
two fiy-oared ships and sent them to P.

154: 1)is is what the T say; and now begins
the part in which the T and C stories
agree, but not until now, for the C tell a wholly
different story about Battus, which is this. ere is a town in
C called O, of which one Etearchus became ruler.
He was a widower with a daughter whose name was Phron-
ime, and he married a second wife. 2)When the second wife
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came into his house, she thought fit to be the proverbial step-
mother to Phronime, ill-treating her and devising all sorts of
evil against her; at last she accused the girl of lewdness, and
persuaded her husband that the charge was true. So Etearchus
was persuaded by his wife and contrived a great sin against
his daughter. 3)ere was at O a T trader, one
emison; Etearchus made this man his guest and friend, and
got him to swear that hewould do himwhatever service he de-
sired; then he gave the man his own daughter, telling him to
take her away and throw her into the sea. 4)But emison was
very angry at being thus tricked on his oath and renounced
his friendship with Etearchus; presently, he took the girl and
sailed away, and so as to fulfill the oath that he had sworn to
Etearchus, when he was on the high seas he bound her with
ropes and let her down into the sea and drew her up again,
and presently arrived at T.

155: 1)ere Polymnestus, a notable T, took
Phronime andmade her his concubine. In time, a son of weak
and stammering speech was born to him, to whom he gave
the nameBattus,⁵³ as theT andC say;
but in my opinion the boy was given some other name, 2)and
changed it to Battus on his coming to L, taking this new

⁵³Ed.: at is, the Stammerer.
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name because of the oracle given to him at D and the
honorable office which he received. For the L word
for king is “Battus,” and this (I believe) is why the P
priestess called him so in her prophecy, using a L name
because she knew that he was to be king in L. 3)For when
he grew to adulthood, hewent toD to inquire about his
voice; and the priestess in answer gave him this:

“Battus, you have come for a voice; but Lord Phoebus Apollo
Sends you to found a city in L, nurse of sheep,”

just as if she addressed him using the G word for
“king,” “Basileus, you have come for a voice,” et cetera. 4)But
he answered: “Lord, I came to you to ask about my speech;
but you talk of othermatters, things impossible to do; you tell
me to plant a colony in L; where shall I get the power
or strength of hand for it?” Battus spoke thus, but as the god
would not give him another oracle and kept answering as be-
fore, he departed while the priestess was still speaking, and
went away to T.

156: 1)But aerward things turned out badly for Bat-
tus and the rest of the T; and when, ignorant of
the cause of their misfortunes, they sent to D to ask
about their present ills, 2)thepriestess declared that theywould
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fare better if they helped Battus plant a colony at C
in L. en the T sent Battus with two fiy-
oared ships; these sailed to L, but, not knowing what else
to do, presently returned toT. 3)ere, theT
shot at them as they came to land and would not let the ship
put in, telling them to sail back; which they did under con-
straint of necessity, and planted a colony on an island off the
L coast called (as I have said already) P. is is-
land is said to be as big as the city of C is now.

157: 1)Here they lived for two years; but as everything
went wrong, the rest sailed to D leaving one behind,
and on their arrival questioned the oracle, and said that they
were living in L, but that they were no better off for that.
2)en the priestess gave them this reply:

“If you know L nurse of sheep better than I,
ough I have been there and you have not, then I am very

much astonished at your knowledge.”

Hearing this, Battus and his men sailed back again; for
the god would not let them do anything short of colonizing
L itself; 3)and having come to the island and taken aboard
the one whom they had le there, they made a settlement at
a place in L itself, opposite the island which was called
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A. is is a place enclosed on both sides by the fairest of
groves, with a river flowing along one side of it.

158: 1)Here they dwelt for six years; but in the seventh,
the L got them to leave the place, saying that they
would lead them to a better; 2)and they brought the G
from A and led them west, so calculating the hours of
daylight that they led theGpast the fairest place in their
country, called I, at night, lest the G see it in their
journey. 3)en they brought the G to what is called
the Fountain of Apollo, and said to them: “Here, G, it
is suitable for you to live; for here the sky is torn.”⁵⁴

159: 1)Now in the time of Battus the founder of the
colony, who ruled for forty years, and of his son Arcesilaus
who ruled for sixteen, the inhabitants of C were no
more in number than when they had first gone out to the
colony. 2)But in the time of the third ruler, Battus, who
was called the Fortunate, the P priestess warned all
Gby anoracle to cross the sea and live inLwith the
C; for the C invited them, promis-
ing a distribution of land; 3)and this was the oracle:

“Whoever goes to beloved L aer
e fields are divided, I say shall be sorry aerward.”

⁵⁴Ed.: at is, there is abundance of rain.
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4)So a great multitude gathered at C, and cut out
great tracts of land from the territory of the neighboring
L. Robbed of their lands and treated violently by
the C, these then sent to E together with
their king, whose name was Adicran, and put their affairs in
the hands of Apries, the king of that country. 5)Apries mus-
tered a great force of E and sent it againstC;
the C marched out to I and the T
spring, and there fought with the E and beat them;
6)for theEhad as yet hadno experience of G,
and despised their enemy; as a result of which, theywere so ut-
terly destroyed that few of them returned to E. Because
of this misfortune, and because they blamed him for it, the
E revolted from Apries.⁵⁵

160: 1)is Battus had a son Arcesilaus; on his first com-
ing to reign, he quarrelledwith his brothers, until they le him
andwent away to another place in L, where they founded
a city for themselves, whichwas then and is nowcalledB;
and while they were founding it, they persuaded the L
to revolt from the C. 2)en Arcesilaus led an
army into the country of the L who had received his
brothers and had also revolted; and they fled in fear of him

⁵⁵Ed.: In 570 B.C.; cp. Hdt. 2.161.
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to the eastern L. 3)Arcesilaus pursued them until he
came in his pursuit to L in L, where the L
resolved to attack him; they engaged, and so wholly over-
came the C that seven thousand C
soldiers were killed there. 4)Aer this disaster, Arcesilaus, be-
ing worn down and having taken a drug, was strangled by his
brother Learchus; Learchus was dely killed by Arcesilaus’
wife, Eryxo.

161: 1)Arcesilaus’ kingship passed to his son Battus, who
was lame and infirm in his feet. e C, in view
of the affliction that had overtaken them, sent to D to
askwhat political arrangementwould enable them to live best;
2)the priestess told them bring a mediator from M
in A. When the C sent their request,
theM gave them theirmost valued citizen, whose
name was Demonax. 3)When this man came to C and
learned everything, he divided the people into three tribes;⁵⁶
of which the T and dispossessed L were
one, the P andC the second, and all
the islanders the third; furthermore, he set apart certain do-
mains and priesthoods for their king Battus, but all the rest,

⁵⁶Ed.: According to the principle of division customary in aDorian city
state.
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which had belonged to the kings, were now to be held by the
people in common.

162: 1)During the life of this Battus, these ordinances
held good, but in the time of his son Arcesilaus much con-
tention arose about the king’s rights. 2)Arcesilaus, son of the
lame Battus and Pheretime, would not abide by the ordi-
nances of Demonax, but demanded back the prerogatives of
his forefathers, and made himself head of a faction; but he
was defeated and banished to S, and his mother fled to
S in C. 3)Now S at this time was ruled
by Evelthon, who dedicated thatmarvellous censer atD
which stands in the treasury of the C. Phere-
time came to him, asking him for an army to bring her and her
son back toC; 4)Evelthonwas willing to give her every-
thing else, only not an army, and when she accepted what he
gave her, she said that it was fine, but it would be better to give
her an army as she asked. 5)is she said whatever the gi, un-
til at last Evelthon sent her a golden spindle and distaff, and
wool, and when Pheretime uttered the same words as before,
he answered that these, and not armies, were gis for women.

163: 1)Meanwhile Arcesilaus was in S, collecting all
the men that he could and promising them a new division of
land; and while a great army was thus gathering, he made a
journey to D, to ask the oracle about his return. 2)e
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priestess gave him this answer:

“For the lifetimes of four Battuses and four Arcesilauses, eight
generations of men, Loxias grants to your house the kingship
of C; more than this he advises you not even to try.

3)But you, return to your country and live there in peace. But
if you find the oven full of amphora, do not bake the

amphora, but let them go unscathed. And if you bake them
in the oven, do not go into the tidal place; for if you do, then
you shall be killed yourself, and also the bull that is fairest of

the herd.”

is was the oracle given by the priestess to Arcesilaus.
164: 1)But he returned to C with the men from

S, and having made himself master of it he forgot the
oracle, and demanded justice upon his enemies for his ban-
ishment. 2)Some of these le the country altogether; others,
Arcesilaus seized and sent away to C to be killed there.
esewere carried off their course toC, where theC-
 saved them and sent them to T. Others of the
C fled for refuge into a great tower that belonged
to one Aglomachus, a private man, and Arcesilaus piled wood
around it and burnt them there. 3)en, perceiving too late
that this was the meaning of the D oracle which for-
bade him to bake the amphora if he found them in the oven,
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he deliberately refrained fromgoing into the city of theC-
, fearing the death prophesied and supposing the tidal
place to be C. 4)Now he had a wife who was a relation
of his, a daughter of Alazir king of the B, andArce-
silauswent toAlazir; butmenof Band someof the exiles
from C were aware of him and killed him as he walked
in the town, and Alazir his father-in-law too. So Arcesilaus
whether with or without meaning to missed the meaning of
the oracle and fulfilled his destiny.

165: 1)WhileArcesilauswas living atB, accomplish-
ing his own destruction, his mother Pheretime held her son’s
prerogative at C, where she administered all his busi-
ness and sat with others in council. 2)But when she learned
of her son’s death at B, she made her escape to E,
trusting to the good service which Arcesilaus had done Cam-
byses the son of Cyrus; for this was the Arcesilaus who gave
C to Cambyses and agreed to pay tribute. 3)So, on her
arrival inE, Pheretime supplicatedAryandes, asking that
he avenge her, on the plea that her son had been killed for al-
lying himself with the M.

166: 1)is Aryandes had been appointed viceroy of
E by Cambyses; at a later day, he was put to death for
making himself equal to Darius. For, learning and seeing that
Darius desired to leave a memorial of himself such as no king
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ever had, Aryandes imitated him, until he got his reward; 2)for
Darius had coined money out of gold refined to an extreme
purity,⁵⁷ and Aryandes, then ruling E, made a similar sil-
ver coinage; and now there is no silver money so pure as is the
A. But when Darius heard that Aryandes was doing
so, he put him to death, not on this charge but as a rebel.

167: 1)At this time, Aryandes took pity on Pheretime and
gave her all the E land and sea forces, appointing
Amasis, a M, general of the army, and Badres of
the tribe of the P, admiral of the fleet. 2)But be-
fore despatching the troops, Aryandes sent a herald to B
to ask who it was who had killed Arcesilaus. e B
answered that it was the deed of the whole city, for the many
wrongs that Arcesilaus had done them; when he heard this,
Aryandes sent his troops with Pheretime. 3)is was the pre-
text; but I myself think that the troops were sent to subjugate
L. For the L tribes aremany and of different kinds,
and though a few of them were the king’s subjects, the greater
part cared nothing for Darius.

168: 1)Now, concerning the lands inhabited by L,
the A are the people that live nearest to
E; they followE customs for themost part, but

⁵⁷Ed.: e gold coins called δαρεικοί are said to contain only 3 percent
of alloy.
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dress like other L. eir women wear twisted bronze
ornaments on both legs; their hair is long; each catches her
own lice, then bites and throws them away. 2)ey are the
only L that do this, and who show the king all vir-
gins that are to be married; the king then takes the virginity
of whichever of these pleases him. ese A
extend from E to the harbor called P.

169: 1)Next to them are the G, who inhabit
the country to the west as far as the island of A;
in between lies the island of P, which the C-
 colonized, and on the mainland is the harbor called
M, and the A which was a settlement of the
C. Here the country of silphium begins, 2)which
reaches from the island of P to the entrance of the S-
. is people is like the others in its customs.

170: 1)e next people west of the G are the
A, who live inland of C, not coming down to
the coast, for that is C territory. ese drive four-
horse chariots to a greater extent than any other L; it
is their practice to imitate most of the C customs.

171: 1)Next west of the A are the A,
dwelling inland of B, and touching the coast at E-
. About the middle of the land of the A
lives the little tribe of the B, whose territory comes
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down to the sea at T, a town in the B
country; their customs are the same as those of the dwellers
inland of C.

172: 1)Next west of these A is the populous
country of theN, who in summer leave their flocks
by the sea and go up to the land called A to gather dates
from the palm-trees that grow there in great abundance and all
bear fruit. ey hunt locusts, which they dry in the sun, and
aer grinding sprinkle them intomilk and drink it. 2)It is their
custom for every man to have many wives; their intercourse
with women is promiscuous, as among the M; a
staff is placed before the dwelling, and then they have inter-
course. When a man of the N weds, on the first
night thebridemust by custom liewith eachof thewhole com-
pany in turn; and each man aer intercourse gives her what-
ever gi he has brought from his house. 3)As for their manner
of swearing and divination, they lay their hands on the graves
of themen reputed tohave been themost just and good among
them, andby thesemen they swear; their practice of divination
is to go to the tombs of their ancestors, where aer making
prayers they lie down to sleep, and take for oracles whatever
dreams come to them. 4)ey give and receive pledges by each
drinking from the hand of the other party; and if they have
nothing liquid, they take the dust of the earth and lick it up.
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173: 1)On the borders of the N is the country
of the P, who perished in this way: the force of the south
wind dried up their water-tanks, and all their country, lying
in the region of the S, was waterless. Aer deliberating
together, they marched south (I tell the story as it is told by
the L), and when they came into the sandy desert, a
strong south wind buried them. So they perished utterly, and
the N have their country.

174: 1)Inland of these to the south, the G
live in wild beast country. ey shun the sight and fellowship
of men, and have no weapons of war, nor know how to defend
themselves.

175: 1)ese live inland of the N; the neigh-
boring seaboard to thewest is the country of theM, who
shave their hair to a crest, leaving that on the top of their heads
to growand shaving cleanoffwhat is on either side; inwar they
carry shieldsmade of ostrich skins. 2)eC emp-
ties into their sea through their country from a hill called the
Hill of theGraces. is hill is thicklywooded, while the rest of
L of which I have spoken is bare of trees; it is twenty-five
miles from the sea.

176: 1)Next to these M are the G, where
everywomanwearsmany leather anklets, because (so it is said)
she puts on an anklet for every man with whom she has had
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intercourse; and she who wears the most is reputed to be the
best, because she has been loved by the most men.

177: 1)ere is a headland jutting out into the sea fromthe
land of the G; on it live the L E, whose
only fare is the lotus.⁵⁸ e lotus fruit is the size of a mastich-
berry: it has a sweet taste like the fruit of a date-palm; the
L E not only eat it, but make wine of it.

178: 1)Next to these along the coast are the M,
who also use the lotus, but less than the aforesaid people. eir
country reaches to a great river called theTriton,⁵⁹ which emp-
ties into the great T , in which is an island
called P. It is said that the L were told
by an oracle to plant a settlement on this island.

179: 1)e following story is also told: it is said that Ja-
son, when the Argo had been built at the foot of P, put
aboard besides a hecatomb a bronze tripod, and set out to sail
around the P, to go to D. 2)But when he
was off M, a north wind caught and carried him away to

⁵⁸Ed.: e fruit of the Rhamnus Lotus, which grows in this part of
A, is said to be eatable, but not so delicious as to justify its Home-
ric epithet “honey-sweet.”

⁵⁹Ed.: e“Triton” legendmay arise from theArgonauts’ finding a river
which reminded them of their own river Triton in B, and at the
same time identifying the local goddess (cp. Hdt. 4.180) with Athena, one
of whose epithets was Τριτογένεια (whatever that means).
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L; and before he saw land, he came into the shallows of
the T . ere, while he could find no way out
yet, Triton (the story goes) appeared to him and told Jason to
give him the tripod, promising to show the sailors the channel
and send them on their way unharmed. 3)Jason did, and Tri-
ton then showed them the channel out of the shallows and set
the tripod in his own temple; but first he prophesied over it,
declaring the whole matter to Jason’s comrades: namely, that
should any descendant of theArgo’s crew take away the tripod,
then a hundred G cities would be founded on the shores
of the T . Hearing this (it is said) the L
people of the country hid the tripod.

180: 1)Next to these M are the A; these
and the M, separated by the Triton, live on the
shores of the T . e M wear their
hair long behind, the A in front. 2)ey celebrate a
yearly festival of Athena, where their maidens are separated
into two bands and fight each other with stones and sticks,
thus (they say) honoring in the way of their ancestors that
native goddess whom we call Athena. Maidens who die of
their wounds are called false virgins. 3)Before the girls are
set fighting, the whole people choose the fairest maid, and
arm her with a C helmet and G panoply,
to be then mounted on a chariot and drawn all along the lake
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shore. 4)Withwhat armor they equipped theirmaidens before
G came to live near them, I cannot say; but I suppose
the armor was E; for I maintain that the G
took their shield and helmet from E. 5)As for Athena,
they say that she was daughter of Poseidon and the T-
 , and that, being for some reason angry at her fa-
ther, she gave herself to Zeus, whomade her his own daughter.
Such is their tale. e intercourse of men and women there
is promiscuous; they do not cohabit but have intercourse like
cattle. 6)When a woman’s child is well grown, the men assem-
ble within three months and the child is adjudged to be that
man’s whom it is most like.

181: 1)I have now described all the nomadic L
who live on the coast. Farther inland than these is thatL
country which is haunted bywild beasts, and beyond this wild
beasts’ haunt runs a ridge of sand that stretches from T
of E to the Pillars of Heracles.⁶⁰ 2)At intervals of about
ten days’ journey along this ridge there are masses of great

⁶⁰Ed.: Herodotus’ description is true in so far as it points to the un-
doubted fact of a caravan route from E to northwestern A; the
starting-point of which, however, should be M and not T .
But his distances between identifiable places are nearly always incorrect; the
whole description will not bear criticism. e reader is referred to the edi-
tions of Rawlinson, Macan, and How and Wells for detailed discussion of
difficulties.
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lumps of salt in hills; on the top of every hill, a fountain of
cold sweet water shoots up from themidst of the salt; men live
around it who are farthest away toward the desert and inland
from the wild beasts’ country. e first on the journey from
T , ten days distant from there, are the A,
who follow the worship of the Zeus of T ; for, as I have
saidbefore, the imageofZeus atThas theheadof a ram.
3)ey have another spring of water besides, which is warm at
dawn, and colder atmarket-time, and very cold at noon; 4)and
it is then that they water their gardens; as the day declines, the
coldness abates, until at sunset the water grows warm. It be-
comes ever hotter and hotter until midnight, and then it boils
andbubbles; aermidnight it becomes ever cooler until dawn.
is spring is called the Spring of the Sun.

182: 1)At a distance of ten days’ journey again from the
A along the sandy ridge, there is a hill of salt like
that of the A, and springs of water, where men
live; this place is called A; it is to this that the N-
 come to gather palm-fruit.

183: 1)Aer ten days’ journey again from A there
is yet another hill of salt and springs of water and many fruit-
bearing palms, as at the other places; men live there called
G, an exceedingly great nation, who sow in earth
which they have laid on the salt. 2)e shortest way to the L-
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 E’ country is from here, thirty days’ journey dis-
tant. Among the G are the cattle that go back-
ward as they graze, the reason being that their horns curve
forward; 3)therefore, not being able to go forward, since the
horns would stick in the ground, they walk backward grazing.
Otherwise, they are like other cattle, except that their hide is
thicker and harder to the touch. 4)ese G go in
their four-horse chariots chasing the cave-dwelling E-
: for the Ethiopian cave-dwellers are swier of foot than
any men of whom tales are brought to us. ey live on snakes
and lizards and such-like creeping things. eir speech is like
no other in the world: it is like the squeaking of bats.

184: 1)Another ten days’ journey from the G-
 there is again a salt hill and water, where men
live called A. ese are the only men whom we
know who have no names; for the whole people are called
A, but no man has a name of his own. 2)When the
sun is high, they curse and very foully revile him, because his
burning heat afflicts their people and their land. 3)Aer an-
other ten days’ journey there is again a hill of salt, and water,
and men living there. Near to this salt is a mountain called
Atlas, whose shape is slender and conical; and it is said to be
so high that its heights cannot be seen, for clouds are always
on them winter and summer. e people of the country call it
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the pillar of heaven. 4)ese men get their name, which is A-
, from this mountain. It is said that they eat no living
creature, and see no dreams in their sleep.

185: 1)I knowand can tell thenames of all the peoples that
live on the ridge as far as the A, but no farther than
that. But I know this, that the ridge reaches as far as the Pillars
of Heracles and beyond them. 2)ere is a mine of salt on it
every ten days’ journey, and men live there. eir houses are
all built of blocks of the salt; for these are parts of Lwhere
no rain falls; for the walls, being of salt, could not stand firm
if there were rain. 3)e salt there is both white and purple.
Beyond this ridge, the southern and inland parts of L are
desolate and waterless: there are no wild beasts, no rain, no
forests; this region is wholly without moisture.

186: 1)us from E to the T , the
L are nomads that eat meat and drink milk; for the
same reason as the E too profess, they will not
touch the flesh of cows; and they rear no swine. 2)e women
of C, too, consider it wrong to eat cows’ flesh, because
of the Isis of E; and they even honor her with fasts and
festivals; and the B women refuse to eat swine too,
as well as cows.

187: 1)us it is with this region. But west of the T-
  the L are not nomads; they do not fol-
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low the same customs, or treat their children as the nomads
do. 2)For the practice of many L nomads (I cannot say
absolutely whether it is the practice of all) is to take their chil-
dren when four years old, and to burn the veins of their scalps
or sometimes of their temples with grease of sheep’s wool, so
that the children may never aerward be afflicted by phlegm
draining from the head. 3)ey say that this makes their chil-
dren quite healthy. In fact, the L are the healthiest of
all men whom we know; whether it is because of this prac-
tice, I cannot say absolutely; but they certainly are healthy.
When the children smart from the pain of the burning, the
L have found a remedy; they soothe them by applica-
tions of goats’ urine. is is what the L themselves say.

188: 1)enomads’wayof sacrificing is to cut a piece from
the victim’s ear for first-fruits and throw it over thehouse; then
they wring the victim’s neck. ey sacrifice to no gods except
the sun and moon; that is, this is the practice of the whole
nation; but the dwellers by the T  sacrifice to
Athena chiefly, and next to Triton and Poseidon.

189: 1)It would seem that the robe and aegis of the im-
ages of Athena were copied by the G from the L
women; for except that L women dress in leather, and
that the tassels of their goatskin cloaks are not snakes but
thongs of hide, in everything else their equipment is the same.
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2)And in fact, the very name betrays that the attire of the stat-
ues of Pallas has come from L; for L women wear
the hairless tasselled “aegea” over their dress, colored with
madder, and the G have changed the name of these
aegeae into their “aegides.”⁶¹ 3)Furthermore, inmyopinion the
ceremonial chant⁶² first originated inL: for thewomenof
that country chant very tunefully. And it is from the L
that the G have learned to drive four-horse chariots.

190: 1)edead are buried by the nomads inG fash-
ion, except by the N. ey bury their dead sit-
ting, being careful to make the dying man sit when he releases
his spirit, and not die lying supine. eir dwellings are con-
structed of asphodel stalks⁶³ twined about reeds; they can be
carried here and there. Such are the L customs.

191: 1)West of the T  and next to the
A begins the country of Lwho cultivate the soil

⁶¹Ed.: eaegis is the conventional buckler of Pallas. Probably the con-
servatismof religious art retained for thewarrior goddess the goatskin buck-
ler which was one of the earliest forms of human armor.

⁶²Ed.: e ὀλολυγή (says Dr. Macan) was proper to the worship of
Athena; a cry of triumph or exultation, perhaps of Eastern origin and con-
nected with the Semitic Hallelu (which survives in Hallelu-jah).

⁶³Ed.: Asphodel is a long-stalked plant. e name has acquired pic-
turesque associations; but Homer’s “asphodel meadow” is in the unhappy
realm of the dead, and is intended clearly to indicate a place of rank weeds.
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and possess houses; they are called M; they wear their
hair long on the right side of their heads and shave the le, and
they paint their bodies with vermilion. 2)ese claim descent
from the men who came from T. eir country, and the
rest of the western part of L, is much fuller of wild beasts
and more wooded than the country of the nomads. 3)For the
eastern region of L, which the nomads inhabit, is low-
lying and sandy as far as the T; but the landwest
of this, where the farmers live, is exceedinglymountainous and
wooded and full of wild beasts. 4)In that country are the huge
snakes and the lions, and the elephants and bears and asps, the
horned asses, the dog-headed and the headless men that have
their eyes in their chests, as the L say, and thewildmen
and women, besides many other creatures not fabulous.

192: 1)But in the nomads’ country there are none of these;
but there are others, white-rumped antelopes, gazelles, har-
tebeest, asses, not the horned asses, but those that are called
“undrinking” (for indeed they never drink), the oryx, whose
horns are made the horns of the lyre (this is a beast the size
of a bull), 2)foxes, hyenas, porcupines, wild rams, the dictys,
jackals, panthers, theborys,⁶⁴ land crocodiles sixty inches long,
very like lizards, and ostriches and little one-horned serpents;

⁶⁴Ed.: e dictys and borys are not identifiable. (But there is a small
A deer called the Dik-dik).
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all these beasts besides those that are elsewhere too, except
deer and wild boar; of these two kinds there are none at all
in L. 3)ere are in this country three kinds of mice, the
two-footed,⁶⁵ the “zegeries” (this is a L word, mean-
ing in our language “hills”), and the bristly-haired, as they are
called. ere are also weasels found in the silphium, very like
to the weasels of T. So many are the wild creatures
of the nomads’ country, as far as by our utmost enquiry we
have been able to learn.

193: 1)Next to the M of L are the Z,
whose women drive their chariots to war.

194: 1)Next to these are the G, where much
honey is made by bees, and much more yet (so it is said) by
crasmen.⁶⁶ It is certain that they all paint themselves with
vermilion and eat apes, with which their mountains swarm.

195: 1)Off their coast (the C say) lies
an island called C, twenty-five miles long and narrow
across, accessible from the mainland; it is full of olives and
vines. 2)It is said that there is a lake on this island from which
the maidens of the country draw gold-dust out of the mud on
feathers smeared with pitch. I do not know whether this is

⁶⁵Ed.: Clearly, the jerboa.
⁶⁶Ed.: cp. Hdt. 7.31, where men are said to make honey out of wheat

and tamarisk.
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true; I just write what is said. But all things are possible; for I
myself saw pitch drawn from the water of a pool in Z-
. 3)e pools there are numerous; the greatest of them
is seventy feet long and broad, and twelve feet deep. Into this
they drop a pole with a myrtle branch fastened to its end, and
bring up pitch on the myrtle, smelling like asphalt, and for
the rest better than the pitch of P. en they pour it
into a pit that they have dug near the pool; and when a fair
amount is collected there, they fill their vessels from the pit.
4)Whatever falls into the pool is carried under the ground and
appears again in the sea, which is about a half a mile distant
from the pool. So, then, the story that comes from the island
lying off the L coast is like the truth, too.

196: 1)Another story is told by the C.
ere is a place in L, they say, where men live beyond
the Pillars ofHeracles; they come here and unload their cargo;
then, having laid it in order along the beach, they go aboard
their ships and light a smoking fire. e people of the coun-
try see the smoke, and, coming to the sea, they lay down gold
to pay for the cargo, and withdraw from the wares. 2)en
the C disembark and examine the gold; if it
seems to them a fair price for their cargo, they take it and go
away; but if not, they go back aboard and wait, and the peo-
ple come back and add more gold until the sailors are satis-
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fied. 3)In this transaction, it is said, neither party defrauds the
other: the C do not touch the gold until it
equals the value of their cargo, nor do the people touch the
cargo until the sailors have taken the gold.

197: 1)ese are all the Lwhomwe can name, and
the majority of their kings cared nothing for the king of the
M at the time of which I write, nor do they care for him
now. 2)I have this much further to say of this country: four
nations and no more, as far as we know, inhabit it, two of
which are aboriginal and two not; the L in the north
and theE in the southof Lare aboriginal; the
P and G are later settlers.

198: 1)In my opinion, there is in no part of L any
great excellence for which it should be compared to A or
E, except in the regionwhich is calledby the samename
as its river, C. 2)But this region is a match for the most
fertile farmland in the world, nor is it at all like to the rest of
L. For the soil is black and well-watered by springs, and
has no fear of drought, nor is it harmed by drinking excessive
showers (there is rain in this part of L). Its yield of grain
is of the same measure as in the land of B. 3)e land
inhabited by the E is also good; it yields at the
most a hundredfold; but the land of the C region yields
three hundredfold.
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199: 1)e country of C, which is the highest part
of the L that the nomads inhabit, has the marvellous ad-
vantage of three harvest seasons. e fruits of the earth are
ripe for reaping and picking on the coast first; when these have
been gathered, the middle region above the coast, which they
call the Hills, is ripe for gathering; 2)and no sooner has this
yield of the middle country been gathered than the highest-
lying crops are mellow and ripe, so that the latest fruits of the
earth are coming in when the earliest are already spent by way
of food and drink. us theC have a harvest last-
ing eight months. Enough of these matters, then.

200: 1)Nowwhen the P that Aryandes sent from
E to avenge Pheretime came to B,⁶⁷ they laid siege
to the city, demanding the surrender of those who were guilty
of the murder of Arcesilaus: but the B, whose
whole people were accessory to the deed, would not yield.
2)e P besieged B for nine months, digging
undergroundpassages leading to thewalls, andmaking violent
assaults. As for the tunnels, a blacksmith discovered them by
the means of a bronze shield, and this is how he found them:
carrying the shield around the inner side of thewalls, he struck
it against the ground of the city; 3)all the other places which

⁶⁷Ed.: e story broken off inHdt. 4.167 is resumed.
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he struck returned a dull sound; but where there were tun-
nels, the bronze of the shield rang clear. Here theB
made a counter-tunnel and killed those P who were
digging underground. us the tunnels were discovered, and
the assaults were repelled by the townsfolk.

201: 1)When much time had been spent and many on
both sides (not less of the P than of their enemies)
slain, Amasis the general of the foot soldiers devised a plot,
knowing that B could not be taken by force but might
be taken by guile: he dug by night a wide trench and laid frail
planks across it, which he then covered over with a layer of
earth level with the ground about it. 2)en when day came,
he invited the B to confer with him, and they read-
ily consented; at last all agreed to conditions of peace. is
was done thus: standing on the hidden trench, they gave and
accepted a sworn assurance that their treaty would hold good
while the ground where they stood was unchanged; the B-
 promised to pay a due sum to the king, and the P-
 to do the B no harm. 3)When the sworn
agreement was made, the townsfolk, trusting in it and open-
ing all their gates, themselves came out of the city, and let all
their enemies who so desired enter within the walls. But the
P broke down the hidden bridge and ran into the
city. ey broke down the bridge that they had made, so that
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they might keep the oath which they had sworn to the B-
: namely, that this treaty would hold good for as long
as the ground remained as it was; but if they broke the bridge
the treaty held good no longer.

202: 1)When theywere delivered to her by the P,
Pheretime took the most guilty of the B and set
them impaled around the top of the wall; the breasts of their
women she cut off and planted around thewall in likemanner.
2)As for the rest of the B, she told the P to
take them as their booty, except those who were of the house
of Battus and not accessory to themurder: to these she turned
over the city.

203: 1)e P thus enslaved the rest of the B-
, andwent home. When they appeared before the city
of C, the C let them pass through their
city, so that a certain oracle might be fulfilled. 2)As the army
was passing through, Badres the admiral of the fleet was for
taking the city, but Amasis the general of the land armywould
not consent, saying that he had been sent against B and
no other G city; at last they passed through C
and camped on the hill of Lycaean Zeus; there they regretted
not having taken the city, and tried to enter it again, but the
C would not let them. 1)en, although no one
attacked them, panic seized the P, and they fled to
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a place seven miles distant and camped there; and while they
were there, a messenger from Aryandes came to the camp ask-
ing them to return. e P asked and received from
theCprovisions for theirmarch, aerwhich they
le to go to E; 4)but then they fell into the hands of the
L, who killed the laggards and stragglers of the army
for the sake of their garments andpossessions; until at last they
came to E.

204: 1)is P force advanced as far as E-
 in L and no farther. As for the B
whom they had taken for slaves, they carried them from
E into banishment and brought them to the king, and
Darius gave thema townof B to live in. ey gave this
town the name B, and it remained an inhabited place in
B until my own lifetime.

205: 1)But Pheretime did not endwell, either. For as soon
as she had revenged herself on the B and returned
to E, she met an awful death. For while still alive she
teemed with maggots: thus does over-brutal human revenge
invite retribution from the gods. at of Pheretime, daughter
of Battus, against the B was revenge of this nature
and this brutality.
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V
1: 1)ose PwhomDarius had le in E under
the command of Megabazus, finding the P un-
willing to be Darius’ subjects, subdued them before any oth-
ers of the people of the H. ese P
had already been roughly handled by the P. 2)For
the oracle of the god ordered the P from the S-
 tomarch against P, and if the P,
who were encamped opposite them, should call to them, cry-
ing out their name, then to attack them. If, however, there
were no such call, they were not to attack. e P
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acted accordingly. When the P set up camp in
front of their city, the armies then challenged each other to a
threefold duel, in whichman was matched against man, horse
against horse, and dog against dog. 3)ePwere
victorious in two of the combats and raised the cry of “Paean”
in their joy. e P reasoned that this was what the
oracle had spoken of and must have said to each other, “is
is surely the fulfillment of the prophecy; now it is time for us
to act.” Accordingly, the P set upon the P-
 andwon a great victory, leaving few of their enemies alive.

2: 1)is, then, is what the P had previ-
ously suffered at the hands of the P. Now they
fought like brave men for their liberty, but Megabazus and
the P overcame them by weight of numbers. 2)When
P had been taken, Megabazus marched his army
through T, subduing to the king’s will every city
and every people of that region. For this, the conquest of
T, was the charge given him by Darius.

3: 1)e T are the biggest nation in the world,
next to the I. If they were under one ruler, or united,
they would, in my judgment, be invincible and the strongest
nation on earth. Since, however, there is no way or means
to bring this about, they are weak. 2)e T have
many names, each tribe according to its region, but they are
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very similar in all their customs, save the G, the T,
and those who dwell above the C.

4: 1)As for the G, who claim to be immortal, I have
already given an account of their practices.¹ eT, who
in all else conform to the customs of other T, do
as I will show at the times of birth and death. 2)When a child
is born, the kinsmen sit around it and lament all the ills that
it must endure from its birth onward, recounting all the sor-
rows of men. e dead, however, they bury with celebration
and gladness, asserting that he is rid of so many ills and has
achieved a state of complete blessedness.

5: 1)osewhodwell above theChave yet
other practices. Each man has many wives, and at his death
there is both great rivalry among his wives and eager con-
tention on their friends’ part to prove which wife was best
loved by her husband. She to whom the honor is adjudged is
praised bymen andwomen alike and then slain over the tomb
by her nearest of kin. Aer the slaying she is buried with the
husband. e rest of the wives are greatly displeased by this,
believing themselves to be deeply dishonored.

6: 1)Among the rest of the T, it is the custom
to sell their children for export and to take no care of their

¹Ed.: Hdt. 4.94
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maidens, allowing them tohave intercoursewith anyman they
wish. eir wives, however, they strictly guard, and buy them
for a price from the parents. 2)To be tattooed is a sign of noble
birth, while to bear no such marks is for the baser sort. e
idler is most honored, the tiller of the soil most scorned; he is
held in highest honor who lives by war and robbery.

7: 1)ese are most notable of their usages. ey wor-
ship no gods but Ares, Dionysus, and Artemis.² eir princes,
however, unlike the rest of their countrymen, worship Her-
mes above all gods and swear only by him, claiming him for
their ancestor.

8: 1)e wealthy have the following funeral practices.
First they lay out the dead for three days, and aer killing all
kinds of victims and making lamentation, they feast. Aer
that they do away with the body either by fire or else by burial
in the earth, and when they have built a barrow, they initiate
all kinds of contests, in which the greatest prizes are offered
for the hardest type of single combat. Such are theT
funeral rites.

9: 1)As for the region which lies north of this country,
none can tell with certainty what men dwell there, but what
lies beyond the I is a desolate and infinitely large tract

²Ed.: Herodotus as usual identifies foreign with G deities: v.
How and Wells ad loc.
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of land. I can learn of no men dwelling beyond the I
save certain that are called S and wearMedian dress.
2)eir horses are said to be covered all over with shaggy hair³
five fingers’ breadth long, and to be small, blunt-nosed, and
unable to bear men on their backs, but very swi when yoked
to chariots. It is for this reason that driving chariots is the us-
age of the country. ese men’s borders, it is said, reach al-
most as far as the E on the A S. 3)ey call
themselves colonists from Media. How this has come about I
myself cannot understand, but all is possible in the long pas-
sage of time. However that may be, we know that the L
who dwell inland of M use the word “sigynnae” for
hucksters, and the C use it for spears.

10: 1)According to the T, all the land beyond
the I is full of bees, and that by reason of these none can
travel there. is, to my mind, is not a credible tale, for those
creatures are ill able to bear cold. It appears tome rather that it
is by reason of the cold that the northern lands are not inhab-
ited. Such, then, are the stories about this region. Whatever
the truth may be, Megabazus made its coastal area subject to
the P.

³Ed.: Strabo says much the same of the S, according to him a
C tribe.
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11: 1)As soon as Darius had crossed the H
and come to S,⁴ he remembered the good service done
him by Histiaeus of M and the counsel of Coes
the M, and aer sending for them to come to
S, he offered them a choice of whatever they wanted.
2)Histiaeus, seeing that he was tyrant of M, desired no
further sovereignty than that, but asked for M⁵ in
the E land so that he might build a city there. is,
then, was Histiaeus’ choice, but Coes, inasmuch as he was no
tyrant but a plain citizen, asked that he might be made tyrant
of M.

12: 1)When the wishes of each had been granted, they
made their way to the places of their choice, but Darius, as it
fell out, saw a sight which put it in his mind to bidMegabazus
take the P and take them from their homes out of
E into A. ere were two P, Pigres and
Mantyes, who themselves desired to be rulers of their coun-
trymen. When Darius had crossed into A, they came to
S, bringing with them their sister, a tall and beautiful
woman. 2)ere, waiting till Darius should be sitting in state
in the suburb of the L city, they put on their sister the
best adornment they had, and sent her to draw water, bearing

⁴Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 4.143.
⁵Ed.: A district rich in timber and precious metals; cp. Hdt. 5.23.
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a vessel on her head, leading a horse by the bridle and spinning
flax at the same time. 3)Darius took note of the woman as she
passed by him, for what she did was not in the manner of the
P or L or any of the peoples of A. Having
taken note of this, he sent some of his guards, bidding them
watch what the woman would do with the horse. 4)ey, ac-
cordingly, followed behind her, and she, coming to the river,
watered the horse. When she had done this and had filled her
vessel with water, she passed back again by the same way, bear-
ing the water on her head, leading the horse on her arm, and
plying her distaff.

13: 1)Marvelling at what he heard from his watchers and
what he saw for himself, Darius bade the woman be brought
before him. When she had been brought, her brothers, who
watched all this from a place nearby, came too. Darius asked
of what nation she was, and the youngman told him that they
were P and that she was their sister. 2)“But who,” he
answered, “are the P, and where do they dwell, and
with what intent have you come to S?” ey told him,
that they had come to be his men, that the towns of P
lay on the S, a river not far from the H,
and that they were colonists from the T of T.
3)So they told him all this, and the king asked them if all the
women of their country were so industrious. To this too they
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very readily answered (for itwas for this very purpose that they
had come), that it was indeed so.

14: 1)en Darius wrote a letter to Megabazus, whom
he had le as his general in T, bidding him take the
P from their houses, and bring them to him, men,
women, and children. 2) Immediately a horseman sped with
this message to the H, and upon crossing it, gave
the letter to Megabazus, who, aer reading it, took guides
from T and led his army to P.

15: 1)When the P learned that the P-
 were coming against them, they gathered together and
marched away to the sea, thinking that the P would
attempt to attack them by that way. 2)So the P
were ready to withstand the onset of Megabazus’ army, but
the P, learning that the P had gathered
their forces andwere guarding the coast route into their coun-
try, got guides and marched instead by the highland road.
ey accordingly took the P unaware and won en-
trance into their cities, which were le without men, and
finding these empty at their attack, they easily gained them.
3)e P, learning that their towns had been taken,
straightway disbanded, each going his own way, and surren-
dered themselves to the P. us of the P
the S and P and all who lived as far as
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the P were taken away from their homes and led
into A.

16: 1)But those near the P⁶  and
the country of the D and the A and the
O and the P  itself were never sub-
dued at all by Megabazus. He did in fact try to take the lake-
dwellers⁷ and did so in the following manner. ere is set in
the midst of the lake a platform made fast on tall piles, to
which one bridge gives a narrow passage from the land. 2)In
olden times all the peopleworking together set the piles which
support the platform there, but they later developed another
methodof setting them. emenbring thepiles fromamoun-
tain called O,⁸ and every man plants three for each of
the three women that he weds. 3)Each man has both a hut
on the platform and a trap-door in the platform leading down
into the lake. ey make a cord fast to the feet of their little
children out of fear that they will fall into the water. 4)ey
give fish as fodder to their horses and beasts of burden, and
there is such an abundance of fish that a man can open his
trap-door, let down an empty basket by a line into the lake,

⁶Ed.: East of the S.
⁷Ed.: Dwellings of a similar kind have been found in North I,

I, and other parts of Western E.
⁸Ed.: Between the S and the N.
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and draw it up aer a short time full of fish. ere are two
kinds of these, some called “paprakes,” some “tilones.”

17: 1)So those of the P who had been captured
were taken into A. en Megabazus, having made the
P captive, sent as messengers into M⁹
the sevenPwho (aer himself )were themost honor-
able in his army. ese were sent to Amyntas to demand earth
and water for Darius the king. 2)Now there is a very straight
way from the P  to M. First there is
near the lake that mine from which Alexander later drew a
daily revenue of a talent of silver, andwhen a personhas passed
themine, he need only cross themountain calledD¹⁰
to be in M.

18: 1)ePwho had been sent as envoys came to
Amyntas and demanded earth and water for Darius the king.
He readily gave to them what they asked and invited them
to be his guests, preparing a dinner of great splendor and re-
ceiving them hospitably. 2)Aer dinner, the P said to
Amyntas as they sat drinking together, “M, our
host, it is our custom in P to bring in also the concu-
bines and wedded wives to sit by the men aer the giving of

⁹Ed.: i.e. the country as extended by Alexander I east of the A to
the S.

¹⁰Ed.: Apparently not far from the lower S.
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any great banquet. We ask you, then, (since you have received
us heartily, are entertaining us nobly and are givingDarius our
king earth and water) to follow our custom.” 3)To this Amyn-
tas replied, “ We have no such custom, P. Among us,
men and women sit apart, but since you are our masters and
are making this request, it shall be as you desire.” With that,
Amyntas sent for the women. Upon being called, the women
entered and sat down in a row opposite the P. 4)en
the P, seeing beautiful women before them, spoke to
Amyntas and said that therewas no sense inwhat he had done.
Itwould be better if thewomenhadnever come at all than that
they should come and not sit beside the men, but sit opposite
themto torment their eyes. 5)Amyntas, now feeling compelled
to do so, bade the women sit beside them. When the women
had done as they were bidden, the P, flushed as they
were with excess of wine, at once laid hands on the women’s
breasts, and one or another tried to kiss them.

19: 1)is Amyntas saw, but held his peace despite his
anger because he greatly feared the P. Amyntas’ son
Alexander, however, because of his youth and ignorance of ill
deeds, could not bear it longer and said to Amyntas in great
wrath, “My father, do as your age demands. Leave us and take
your rest; do not continue drinking. I will stay here and give
our guests all that is needful.” 2)At this Amyntas saw that
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Alexander had some wild deed in mind and said, “My son,
you are angered, and if I guess your meaning correctly, you are
sending me away so that you may do some violent deed. I for
mypart, for fear that youwill bring about our undoing, entreat
you not to act rashly against these men, but to bear patiently
the sight of what they do. If you want me to leave, to that I
consent.”

20: 1)When Amyntas made this request and had gone his
way, Alexander said to the P, “Sirs, you have full free-
dom to deal with thesewomen, andmay have intercoursewith
all or any of them. 2)As to that, you may make your own deci-
sion, but now, since the hour of your rest is drawing near and
I see that you are all completely drunk, allow these women
to depart and wash, if this is your desire. When they have
washed, wait for them to come to you again.” 3)When he
had said this and the P had given their consent, he
sent the women out and away to their apartments. Alexan-
der then took as many beardless men as there were women,
dressed them in the women’s clothes, and gave them daggers.
ese he brought in, and said to the P, 4)“I believe,
men of P, that you have feasted to your hearts’ content.
All that we had and all besides that we could find to give you
has been set before you, and nowwemake you a free gi of our
best andmost valued possession, our ownmothers and sisters.
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Be aware that in so doing we are giving you all the honor that
you deserve, and tell your king who sent you how his G
viceroy of M has received you hospitably, provid-
ing food and bedfellows.” 5)With that, Alexander seated each
of his M next to a P, as though they
were women, and when the P began to lay hands on
them, they were killed by the M.

21: 1)iswas theway inwhich they perished, they and all
their retinue. Carriages toohad comewith them, and servants,
and all the great train they had. e M made
away with all that, as well as with all the envoys themselves.
2)No long time aerwards the P made a great search
for these men, but Alexander had cunning enough to put an
end to it by the gi of a great sum and his own sister Gygaea to
Bubares, a Pand the general of thosewhowere looking
for the slain men. It was in this way, then, that the death of
these P was kept silent.

22: 1)Now that these descendants of Perdiccas are
G, as they themselves say, I myself chance to know and
will prove it in the later part of my history. Furthermore, the
Hellenodicae¹¹ who manage the contest at O deter-
mined that it is so, 2)for whenAlexander chose to contend and

¹¹Ed.: E citizens, usually ten, who presided at the O
games.
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entered the lists for that purpose, theGwhowere to run
against him wanted to bar him from the race, saying that the
contest should be for G and not for foreigners. Alexan-
der, however, proving himself to be an A, was judged
to be a G. He accordingly competed in the furlong race
and tied step for first place. is, then, is approximately what
happened.

23: 1)Megabazus, bringing with him the P,
came to theH, and aer crossing it from there, he
came to S. Histiaeus the M was by this time
fortifying the place which he hadasked of Darius as his re-
ward for guarding the bridge, a place called M by
the river S. Megabazus discovered what he was do-
ing, and upon his arrival at S with the P, he
said to Darius, 2)” Sire, what is this that you have done? You
have permitted a clever and cunning G to build a city in
T, where there are abundant forests for ship-building,
much wood for oars, mines of silver, and many people both
G and foreign dwelling around, who, when they have a
champion to lead them, will carry out all his orders by day or
by night. 3)Stop this man, then, from doing these things so
that you will not be entangled in a war with your own sub-
jects, but use gentle means to do so. When you have him in
your grasp, see to it that he never returns to H.”
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24: 1)Megabazus easily persuaded Darius, who believed
that his vision of the futurewas correct. Presently the king sent
a message to M which read as follows: “ Histiaeus,
these are the words of Darius the king: my thoughts can show
me no man who is more devoted to me and my affairs. Not
words but deeds have proven this to me. 2)Now, therefore, let
nothing prevent you from coming to me so that I may inform
you of certain great purposes which I have in mind.” Trust-
ing these words, and proud, moreover, that he would be the
king’s counsellor, Histiaeus came to S. 3)When he had
come, Darius said to him, “Histiaeus, I will tell you the rea-
son why I sent for you. As soon as I returned from S
and you were gone from my sight, there was nothing which I
longed for so much as seeing you and speaking with you, for
I knew that the most precious of all possessions is a wise and
loyal friend. at you are such I can bear witness to as regards
my affairs. 4)Now, since you have done well in coming here,
I make you this proposal. Leave M and your newly
founded T city and follow me to S, where you
will have all that is mine, sharing my table and my counsels.”

25: 1)is, then, is what Darius said, and aer appointing
Artaphrenes, his father’s son, to be viceroy of S, he rode
away to S, taking Histiaeus with him. First, however, he
made Otanes governor of the people on the coast. Otanes’ fa-
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ther Sisamnes had been one of the royal judges,¹² and Camby-
ses had cut his throat and flayed off all his skin because he had
been bribed to give an unjust judgment. en he cut leather
strips of the skin which had been torn away and with these he
covered the seat upon which Sisamenes had sat to give judg-
ment. 2)Aer doing this, Cambyses appointed the son of this
slain and flayed Sisamnes to be judge in his place, admonish-
ing him to keep in mind the nature of the throne on which he
was sitting.

26: 1)is Otanes, then, who sat upon that seat, was
now made successor to Megabazus in his governorship. He
captured B, C, A in the
T, and L, and with ships he had taken from
the L, he took L and I, both of which
were still inhabited by P.

27: 1)e L fought well and defended them-
selves, till at last they were brought to evil plight, and the P-
 set as governor over those that were le of themLycare-
tus the brother of Maeandrius who had been king of S.
2)is Lycaretus met his end while ruling in L because
he tried to enslave and subdue all the people, accusing some of
shunning service against the S and others of plun-

¹²Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 3.31.
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dering Darius’ army on its way back from S.
28: 1)All this Otanes achieved when he had been made

governor. Aer only a short period of time without evils,
trouble began once more to come on the I, and this
from N and M. N surpassed all the other
islands in prosperity, and at about the same time M,
at the height of her fortunes, was the glory of I. Two
generations before this, however, she had been very greatly
troubled by factional strife, till the P, chosen out of all
the G by the M for this purpose, made peace
among them,

29: 1)e P reconciled them in the following
manner. eir best men came to M, and seeing the
M households sadly wasted, they said that they de-
sired to go about the country. ey then made their way
through all the territory of M, and whenever they
found any well-tilled farm in the desolation of the land, they
wrote down the name of the owner of that farm. 2)Aer travel-
ling over the whole country and finding only a few such men,
they assembled the people immediately upon their return to
the city and appointed as rulers of the state those whose lands
they had foundwell tilled. is they did in the belief that these
men were likely to take as good care of public affairs as they
had of their own, and they ordained that the rest of theM-
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 who had been at feud should obey these men.
30: 1)It was in this way that the P made peace in

M, but now these cities began to bring trouble upon
I. Certain men of substance who had been banished
by the common people, went in exile to M. 2)Now it
chanced that the deputy ruling M was Aristagoras son
of Molpagoras, son-in-law and cousin of that Histiaeus son of
Lysagoras whomDarius keptwith him at S. Histiaeus was
tyrant of M but was at Swhen theN, who
had been his guests and friends, arrived. 3)When the N-
 came toM, they askedAristagoras if he could give
them enough power to return to their own country. Believing
that he would become ruler of N if they were restored
to their city with his help and using as a pretext their friend-
ship with Histiaeus, he made them this proposal: 4)“I myself
do not have the authority to give you such power as will re-
store you against the will of theN who hold your city,
for I know that the N have eight thousand men that
bear shields, and many ships of war. Nevertheless, I will do
everything I can to realize your request. 5)is is my plan. Ar-
taphrenes is my friend, and he is not only Hystaspes’ son and
brother to Darius the king but also governor of all the coastal
peoples of A. He accordingly has a great army and many
ships at his disposal. is man, then, will, I think, do what-
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ever we desire.” 6)Hearing this, the N le the matter
for Aristagoras to deal with as best he could, asking him to
promise gis and the costs of the army, for which they them-
selves would pay since they had great hope that when they
should appear off N, the N would obey all their
commands. e rest of the islanders, they expected, would do
likewise since none of these C  was as yet
subject to Darius.

31: 1)Aristagoras came to S and told Artaphrenes
that N was indeed an island of no great size, but that it
was otherwise a beautiful and noble island lying near I.
Furthermore it had a store of wealth and slaves. “erefore
send an army against that country,” he said, “ and bring back
the men who have been banished from there. 2)If you so do,
I have a great sum of money at your disposal, over and above
the costs of the force, for it is only fair that we, who bring you,
should furnish that. Furthermore, you will win new domin-
ions for the king, N itself and the islands which are its
dependents, P, A, and the rest of those that are
called C. 3)Making these your starting point, you
will easily attack E, which is a great and a wealthy is-
land, no smaller than C and very easy to take. A hun-
dred ships suffice for the conquest of all these.” 4)“is plan
which you set forth,” Artaphrenes answered, “is profitable for
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the king’s house, and all your advice is good except as regards
the number of the ships. Not one hundred but two hundred
ships will be ready for you when the spring comes. e king
too, however, must himself consent to this.”

32: 1)When Aristagoras heard that, he went away to
M in great joy. Artaphrenes sent a messenger to S
with the news of whatAristagoras said, andwhenDarius him-
self too had consented to the plan, he equipped two hundred
triremes and a very great company of P and their al-
lies in addition. For their general he appointed Megabates,
a P of the Achaemenid family, cousin to himself and
to Darius. is was he whose daughter (if indeed the tale is
true) Pausanias the L, son of Cleombrotus,
at a later day betrothed to himself, since it was his wish to pos-
sess the sovereignty of H. Aer appointing Megabates
general, Artaphrenes sent his army away to Aristagoras.

33: 1)enMegabates,¹³ bringingAristagoras fromM-
, the I army, and the N, pretended to be
sailing to the H, but when he came to C, he
put inwith his ships atC¹⁴ so that hemight crosswith
a northwind toN. 2)Since itwas not fated that theN-
 were to be destroyed by this force, the following things

¹³Ed.: Megabates’ expedition was in 499.
¹⁴Ed.: Evidently a harbor on the S.W. coast of C.
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took place. As Megabates was making his rounds among the
ships’ watches, it chanced that there was no watch on the ship
of M. Megabates, very angry at this, orderedhis guards
to find the captain of this ship, whose name was Scylax, and
thrust him partly through an oar-hole of the ship and bound
him there so that his headwas outside the ship andhis body in-
side. 3)When Scylax had been bound, someone brought word
to Aristagoras, that his M friend was bound and be-
ing disgracefully treated byMegabates. Aristagoras then went
and pleaded with the P for Scylax, but since he ob-
tained nothing that he requested, he went and released the
man himself. When Megabates learned this, he took it very
badly and was angry at Aristagoras. 4)Aristagoras, however,
said, “But you, what have you to do with these matters? Did
not Artaphrenes send you to obey me and to sail wherever I
bid you? Why are you so meddlesome?” is response on the
part of Aristagoras enraged Megabates, who, went night fell,
sentmen in a boat toN to tell theN of the trou-
ble in store for them.

34: 1)Now the N had no suspicion at all that it
was they who were to be attacked by that force. However,
when they learned the truth, they immediately brought in-
side their walls all that was in their fields, stored both meat
and drink in case of a siege, and strengthened their walls. 2)
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e N, then, made all preparations to face the on-
set of war. When their enemies had brought their ships over
from C to N, it was a fortified city that they at-
tacked, and for fourmonths they besieged it. 3)When theP-
had exhausted all themoneywithwhich theyhad come,
and Aristagoras himself had spent much beside, they built a
stronghold for the banished N, and went off to the
mainland in poor spirits since still more money was needed
for the siege.

35: 1)Aristagoras had no way of fulfilling his promise to
Artaphrenes, and he was hard-pressed by demands for the
costs of the force. Furthermore he feared what might come of
the failure of the army andMegabates’ displeasure against him.
It was likely, he thought, that his lordship of M would
be taken away from him. 2)With all these fears in his mind,
he began to plan revolt, for it chanced that at that very time
there came from SHistiaeus’ messenger, themanwith the
marked head, signifying that Aristagoras should revolt from
the king. 3)Since Histiaeus desired to give word to Aristago-
ras that he should revolt and had no other safe way of doing
so because the roads were guarded, he shaved and branded the
head of his most trustworthy slave. He waited till the hair had
grown again, and as soon as it was grown, he sent the man to
M with no other message except that when he came
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toM hemust bid Aristagoras shave his hair and exam-
ine his head. e writing branded on it signified revolt, as I
have already said. 4)is Histiaeus did because he greatly dis-
liked his detention at S and fully expected to be sent away
to the coast in the case that there should be a revolt. If, how-
ever,M remained at peace, he calculated that hewould
never return there.

36: 1)With this intent, then, Histiaeus sent his messen-
ger, and it chanced that all these things came uponAristagoras
at one and the same time. He accordingly took counsel with
the members of his faction, stating his own opinion as well
as the message which had come to him from Histiaeus. 2)All
the rest spoke their minds to the same effect, favoring revolt,
with the exception of Hecataeus the historian who, listing all
the nations subject to Darius and all his power, advised them
that they should notmake war on the king of P. When,
however, he failed to persuade them, he counselled them that
their next best plan was to make themselves masters of the
sea. 3)is, he said, could only be accomplished in one way
(M, he knew, was a city of no great wealth), namely if
they took away from the temple at B¹⁵ the trea-
sure which Croesus the L had dedicated there. With

¹⁵Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 1.46.
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this at their disposal, he fully expected them to gain the mas-
tery of the sea. ey would then have the use of that treasure
and their enemies would not be able to plunder it. 4)e trea-
sure was very great, as I have shown in the beginning of my ac-
count. is planwasnot approved, and they resolved that they
would revolt. One out of their number was to sail to M,
to the armywhich had leN andwas there, and attempt
to seize the generals who were aboard the ships.

37: 1)Iatragoras, who had been sent for this very purpose,
craily seized Oliatus of M son of Ibanollis; Histiaeus
of T sonofTymnes;Coes sonofErxandrus, towhom
Darius gave M; Aristagoras of C, son of Her-
aclides; and many others besides. en Aristagoras revolted
openly, devising all he could to harm Darius. 2)First he made
pretence of giving up his tyranny and gave M equal-
ity of government so that the M might readily join
in his revolt. en he proceeded to do the same things in the
rest of I. Some of the tyrants he banished, and as for
those tyrants whom he had taken out of the ships that sailed
with him against N, he handed them each over to their
respective cities, which he wished to please.

38: 1)Coes, when the M received him, was
taken out and stoned, but the C, as well as most of
the others, let their own man go. 2)In this way, then, an end
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was made of tyrants in the cities. Aer doing away with the
tyrants, Aristagoras of M ordered all the peoples to set
up governors in each city. en he went on an embassy in a
trireme to L, for it was necessary for him to find
some strong ally.¹⁶

39: 1)At S, Anaxandrides the son of Leon, who
had been king, was now no longer alive but was dead, and
Cleomenes son of Anaxandrides held the royal power. is
he had won not bymanly merit but by right of birth. Anaxan-
drides had as his wife his own sister’s daughter, and although
hewas contentwithher, no childrenwere born tohim. 2)Since
this was the case, the Ephors called him to them and said,
“Even if you have no interest in caring for yourself, we can-
not allow the house of Eurysthenes to perish. erefore send
away the wife that you have, seeing that she bears you no chil-
dren, and wed another. If you do this, you will please the
S.” Anaxandrides, however, said in response that he
would do neither of these things and that they were not giving
him good advice in bidding him to get rid of his present wife,
who was blameless, and to marry another.

40: 1)en the Ephors and Elders took counsel, and
placed this proposal before Anaxandrides: “Since, as we see,

¹⁶Ed.: Aristagoras went to L in 499.
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you cling to the wife that you have, carry out our command,
and do not hold out against it, bearing inmind that the S-
 will certainly find some other way of dealing with you.
2)As for thewife that you have, we do not ask that you send her
away. Keep providing her with all that you give her now and
marry anotherwoman in additionwho can give you children.”
So they spoke, and Anaxandrides consented. Presently he had
two wives and kept two households, a thing which is not at all
customary at S.

41: 1)Aer no long time the second wife gave birth to
Cleomenes. She, then, gave the S an heir to the royal
power, and as luck would have it, the first wife, who had been
barren before, conceived at that very time. 2)When the friends
of the new wife learned that the other woman was pregnant,
they began to make trouble for her. ey said that she was
making an empty boast, so that she might substitute a child.
e Ephors were angry, and when her time drew near, they sat
around to watch her in childbirth because of their skepticism.
3)She gave birth first toDorieus, then straightway toLeonidas,
and right aer him to Cleombrotus. Some, however, say that
Cleombrotus and Leonidas were twins. As for the later wife,
the mother of Cleomenes and the daughter of Prinetadas son
of Demarmenus, she bore no more children.

42: 1)Now Cleomenes, as the story goes, was not in
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his right mind and really quite mad, while Dorieus was first
among all of his peers and fully believed that he would be
made king for his manly worth. 2)Since he was of this opin-
ion, Dorieus was very angry when at Anaxandrides’ death
the L followed their custom and made
Cleomenes king by right of age. Since he would not tolerate
beingmade subject toCleomenes, he asked the S for
a group of people whomhe took away as colonists. He neither
inquired of the oracle atD inwhat landhe should estab-
lish his settlement, nor did anything else that was customary
but set sail in great anger for L, with men of T to
guide him. 3)When he arrived there, he settled by the C
 in the fairest part of L, but in the third year hewas
driven out by theM, the L and theC-
 and returned to the P.

43: 1)ere Antichares, a man of E,¹⁷ advised him,
on the basis of the oracles of Laius, to plant a colony at H-
 in S, for Heracles¹⁸ himself, said Antichares, had
won all the region of E, which accordingly belonged to
his descendants. When Dorieus heard that, he went away to
D to enquire of the oracle if he should seize the place to

¹⁷Ed.: In B, near T.
¹⁸Ed.: e reference appears to be to a cult of the P

Melkart (identified with Heracles) on M. E.
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which he was preparing to go. e priestess responded that it
should be so, and he took with him the company that he had
led to L and went to I.

44: 1)Now at this time,¹⁹ as the S say, they and
their king Telys were making ready to march against C-
, and the men of C, who were very much afraid,
entreated Dorieus to come to their aid. eir request was
granted, andDorieus marched with them to S helping
them to take it. 2)is is the storywhich the S tell of
Dorieus and his companions, but the C say that
theywere aided by no stranger in their war with Swith
the exception of Callias, an E diviner of the Iamid clan.
About him therewas a story that he had fled toC from
Telys, the tyrant of S, because as he was sacrificing for
victory over C, he could obtain no favorable omens.

45: 1)is is their tale, and both cities have proof of the
truth of what they say. e S point to a precinct
and a temple beside the dry bed of the C, which, they
say, Dorieus founded in honor of Athena of C aer
he had helped to take their city. and find their strongest proof
in his death. He perished through doing more than the oracle
bade him, for if he had accomplished nomore than thatwhich

¹⁹Ed.: About 510.
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he set out to do, he would have taken and held the E
region without bringing about the death of himself and his
army. 2)e C, on the other hand, show many
plots of land which had been set apart for and given to Cal-
lias of E and on which Callias’ posterity dwelt even to my
time but show no gi to Dorieus and his descendants. ey
claim, however,that if Dorieus had aided them in their war
with S, he would have received a reward many times
greater than what was given to Callias. is, then is the evi-
dence brought forward by each party, and each may side with
that which seems to him to deserve more credence.

46: 1)Other S too sailed with Dorieus to found
his colony, namely, essalus, Paraebates, Celees, and Eu-
ryleon. When these men had come to S with all their
company, they were all overcome and slain in battle by the
P and E, all, that is, except Euryleon,
whowas the only settler that survived this disaster. 2) Hemus-
tered the remnant of his army and took M, the colony
from S, and aided in freeing the people of S
from their monarch Pithagoras. Aer deposing this man,
he himself attempted to become tyrant of S but was
monarch there for only a little while since the people of the
place rose against him and slew him at the altar of Zeus of the
marketplace, to which he had fled for refuge.
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47: 1)Philippus of C, son of Butacides, was among
those who followed Dorieus and were slain with him. He
had been betrothed to the daughter of Telys of S but
was banished from C. Cheated out of his marriage,
he sailed away to C, from where he set forth and fol-
lowed Dorieus, bringing his own trireme and covering all ex-
penses for his men. is Philippus was a victor at O
and the fairest G of his day. 2) For his physical beauty he
received from the E honors accorded to no one else.
ey built a hero’s shrine by his grave and offer him sacrifices
of propitiation.

48: 1)Such, then, was the manner of Dorieus’ death. Had
he endured Cleomenes’ rule and stayed at S he would
have been king of L, for Cleomenes reigned no
long time, and died leaving no son but one only daughter,
whose name was Gorgo.

49: 1)It was in the reign of Cleomenes that Aristagoras
the tyrant of M came to S. When he had an
audience with the king, as the L report, he
brought with him a bronze tablet on which the map of all the
earth was engraved, and all the sea and all the rivers. 2)Having
been admitted to conversewithCleomenes, Aristagoras spoke
thus to him: “Do not wonder, Cleomenes, that I have been
so eager to come here, for our present situation is such that
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the sons of the I are slaves and not free men, which
is shameful and grievous particularly to ourselves but also, of
all others, to you, inasmuch as you are the leaders of H.
3)Now, therefore, we entreat you by the gods of H to
save your I kinsmen from slavery. is is a thing which
you can easily achieve, for the strangers are not valiant men
while your valor in war is preeminent. As for their manner
of fighting, they carry bows and short spears, and they go to
battle with trousers on their legs and turbans on their heads.
4)Accordingly, they are easy to overcome. Furthermore, the
inhabitants of that continent have more good things than all
other men together, gold first but also silver, bronze, colored
cloth, beasts of burden, and slaves. All this you can have to
your heart’s desire. 5)e lands in which they dwell lie next to
each other, as I shall show: next to the I are the L-
, who inhabit a good land and have great store of silver.”
(is he said pointing to the map of the earth which he had
brought engraved on the tablet.) “Next to the L,” said
Aristagoras, “you see the P to the east, men that of
all known tome are the richest in flocks and in the fruits of the
earth. 6)Close by themare theC, whomwe call
S, and their neighbors are the C, whose land
reaches to the sea over there, in which you see the island of
C lying. e yearly tribute which they pay to the king
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is five hundred talents. Next to theC, are theA-
, another people rich in flocks, and aer the A-
, the M, whose country I show you. 7)Adjoining
these you see the C land, in which, on the C,
lies that S where the great king lives and where the store-
houses of his wealth are located. Take that city, and you need
not fear to challenge Zeus for riches. 8)You should suspend
your war, then, for strips of land of no great worth—for that
fight with with M, who are matched in strength
with you, and A and A, men who have
nothing in the way of gold or silver (for which things many
are spurred by zeal to fight and die). Yet when you can readily
be masters of all A, will you refuse to attempt it?” 9)us
spoke Aristagoras, and Cleomenes replied: “M, my
guest, wait till the third day for my answer.”

50: 1)At that time, then, they got so far. When, on
the day appointed for the answer, they came to the place
upon which they had agreed, Cleomenes asked Aristagoras
how many days’ journey it was from the I  to the
king. 2)Till now, Aristagoras had been cunning and fooled
the S well, but here he made a false step. If he de-
sired to take the S away into A he should never
have told the truth, but he did tell it, and said that it was a
three months’ journey inland. 3)At that, Cleomenes cut short
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Aristagoras’ account of the prospective journey. He then bade
his M guest depart from S before sunset, for
never, he said, would the L listen to the
plan, if Aristagoras desired to lead them a three months’ jour-
ney from the sea.

51: 1)Cleomenes went to his house aer this exchange,
but Aristagoras took a suppliant’s garb and followed him
there. Upon entering, he used a suppliant’s right to beg
Cleomenes to listen to him. He first askedCleomenes to send
away the child, his daughter Gorgo, whowas standing by him.
She was his only child, and was about eight or nine years of
age. Cleomenes bade him say whatever he wanted and not
let the child’s presence hinder him. 2)en Aristagoras began
to promise Cleomenes from ten talents upwards, if he would
grant his request. When Cleomenes refused, Aristagoras of-
fered him ever more and more. When he finally promised
fiy talents the child cried out, “Father, the stranger will cor-
rupt you, unless you leave him and go away.” 3)Cleomenes was
pleased with the child’s counsel and went into another room
while Aristagoras departed from S, finding no further
occasion for telling of the journey inland to the king’s palace.

52: 1)Now the nature of this road²⁰ is as I will show.

²⁰Ed.: “e royal road from S to S is far older than the P-
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All along it are the king’s road stations and very good rest-
ing places, and the whole of it passes through country that
is inhabited and safe. Its course through L and P-
 is of the length of twenty stages, and ninety-four and a
half parasangs. 2)Next aer P it comes to the river
H, where there is both a defile which must be passed be-
fore the river can be crossed and a great fortress to guard it.
Aer the passage into C, the road in that land
as far as the borders of C is of twenty-eight stages and
one hundred and four parasangs. On this frontier you must
ride through two defiles and pass two fortresses. 3)Ride past
these, and you will have a journey through C of three
stages and fieen and a half parasangs. e boundary of C-
 and A is a navigable river, the name of which
is the E. In A there are fieen resting-
stages and fiy-six and a half parasangs. Here too there is a
fortress. From A the road enters the M
land, in which there are thirty-four stages and one hundred
and thirty-seven parasangs. 4)rough this land flow four nav-
igable rivers which must be passed by ferries, first the T,
then a second and a third of the same name, yet not the same

 empire,” say How and Wells. Evidence points to the existence of a
H capital in C, to connect which with S on the
one hand and A on the other was the purpose of the road.
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streamnor flowing from the same source. efirst-mentioned
of them flows from the A and the second from the
M. 5)e fourth river is called G, that G-
 which Cyrus parted once into three hundred and sixty
channels.²¹ 6)When this country is passed, the road is in the
C land, where there are eleven stages and forty-two
and a half parasangs, as far as yet another navigable river, the
C, on the banks of which stands the city of S.

53: 1)us the sum total of stages is one hundred and
eleven. So many resting-stages, then, are there in the jour-
ney up from S to S. If I have accurately counted
the parasangs of the royal road, and the parasang is of thirty
furlongs’ length, which assuredly it is, then between S
and the king’s abode called M²² there are thirteen
thousand and five hundred furlongs, the number of parasangs
being four hundred and fiy. If each day’s journey is one hun-
dred and fiy furlongs, then the sum of days spent is ninety,
neither more nor less.

54: 1)Aristagoras of M accordingly spoke the

²¹Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 1.189.
²²Ed.: Memnon was the legendary king of the “eastern E,”

or A. When tradition began to place the Homeric E
in L, Memnon, the E king, came to be associated with T
in E.
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truth to Cleomenes the L when he said that
the journey inland was three months long. If anyone should
desire a more exact measurement, I will give him that too, for
the journey from E to S must be added to the
rest. 2) So, then, from the G  to S, which is the
city called M, it is a journey of fourteen thousand
and forty stages, for there are five hundred and forty furlongs
from E to S. e three months’ journey is ac-
cordingly made longer by three days.

55: 1)When he was forced to leave S, Aristagoras
went toA, which had been freed from its ruling tyrants
in the manner that I will show. First Hipparchus, son of Pisi-
stratus and brother of the tyrant Hippias, had been slain by
Aristogiton and Harmodius, men of G descent.
iswas in fact an evil ofwhich he had received a premonition
in a dream. Aer this the A were subject for four
years to a tyranny not less but evenmore absolute than before.

56: 1)Now this was the vision which Hipparchus saw in a
dream: in the night before the Panathenaea he thought that a
tall and handsomeman stood over him uttering these riddling
verses:

O lion, endure the unendurable with a lion’s heart.
No man on earth does wrong without paying the penalty.
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2)As soon as it was day, he imparted this to the interpreters
of dreams, and presently putting the vision from his mind, he
led the procession in which he met his death.²³

57: 1)Now the G clan, of which the slay-
ers of Hipparchus were members, claim to have come at first
from E, but my own enquiry shows that they were
among the P²⁴ who came with Cadmus to the
country now called B. In that country the lands of
T were allotted to them, and this is where they set-
tled. 2)e C had first been expelled from there by
the A,²⁵ and these G were forced to go
to A aer being expelled in turn by the B.
eA received them as citizens of their own on set
terms, debarring them from many practices not deserving of
mention here.

58: 1)ese P who came with Cadmus and
of whom the G were a part brought with them
toH, amongmanyother kindsof learning, the alphabet,

²³Ed.: Hipparchus was killed in 513.
²⁴Ed.: G (=bridge or dam) was another name for T;

perhaps Herodotus’ theory of an oriental origin is based on the fact that
there was a place called G in S.

²⁵Ed.: is happened sixty years aer the fall of T, according to
ucydides.
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which had been unknown before this, I think, to theG.
As time went on the sound and the form of the letters were
changed. 2)At this time the G who were settled around
them were for the most part I, and aer being taught
the letters by the P, they used them with a few
changes of form. In so doing, they gave to these characters
the name of P, as was quite fair seeing that the
P had brought them into G.²⁶ 3)e I-
 have also from ancient times called sheets of papyrus
skins, since they formerly used the skins of sheep and goats
due to the lack of papyrus. Even to this day there are many
foreigners who write on such skins.

59: 1)I have myself seen C writing in the temple
of Ismenian Apollo at T of B engraved on cer-
tain tripods and for themost part looking like I letters.
On one of the tripods there is this inscription:

Amphitryon dedicated me from the spoils of²⁷ Teleboae.

²⁶Ed.: Whether Herodotus’ theory of derivation be right or not, there
is certainly a similarity in the form and order of early G and P-
 letters.

²⁷Ed.: is is reading ἑλών,M’s change for the MSS ἐών.
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is would date from about the time of Laius the son of
Labdacus, grandson of Polydorus and great-grandson of Cad-
mus.

60: 1)A second tripod says, in hexameter verse:

Scaeus the boxer, victorious in the contest,
Gave me to Apollo, the archer god, a lovely offering.

Scaeus the son ofHippocoon, if he is indeed the dedicator
and not another of the same name, would have lived at the
time of Oedipus son of Laius.

61: 1)e third tripod says, in hexameter verse again:

Laodamas, while he reigned, dedicated this cauldron
To Apollo, the sure of aim, as a lovely offering.

2)During the rule of this Laodamas son of Eteocles, the
C were expelled by the A and went away
to the E. e G were le behind
but were later compelled by the B to withdraw to
A. ey have certain set forms of worship at A
in which the rest of the A take no part, particularly
the rites and mysteries of Achaean Demeter.
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62: 1)I have told both of the vision of Hipparchus’ dream
and of the first origin of the G, to whom the slay-
ers ofHipparchusbelonged. NowImust go further and return
to the story which I began to tell, namely how the A-
were freed from their tyrants. 2)Hippias, their tyrant, was
growing ever more bitter in enmity against the A
because of Hipparchus’ death, and the Alcmeonidae, a family
of A stock banished by the sons of Pisistratus, at-
tempted with the rest of the exiled A tomake their
way back by force and free A. ey were not successful
in their return and suffered instead a great reverse. Aer for-
tifying L north of P, they, in their desire
to use all devices against the sons of Pisistratus, hired them-
selves to the A for the building of the temple at
D which exists now but was not there yet then. 3)Since
they were wealthy and like their fathers men of reputation,
they made the temple more beautiful than the model showed.
In particular, whereas they had agreed to build the temple of
tufa, they made its front of P marble.

63: 1)ese men, as the A say, established
themselves at D and bribed the P priestess to
bid any S who should come to inquire of her on a
private or a public account to set A free. 2)en the
L, when the same command was ever re-
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vealed to them, sent Anchimolius the son of Aster, a citizen
of repute, to drive out the sons of Pisistratus with an army de-
spite the fact that the Pisistratidae were their close friends, for
the god’s will weighed with them more than the will of man.
3)ey sent these men by sea on shipboard. Anchimolius put
in at P and disembarked his army there. e sons
of Pisistratus, however, had received word of the plan already,
and sent to ask help from the T with whom they
had an alliance. e T, at their entreaty, joined
together and sent their own king, Cineas of C, with
a thousand horsemen. When the Pisistratidae got these al-
lies, they devised the following plan. 4)First they laid waste
the plain of P so that all that land could be rid-
den over and then launched their cavalry against the enemy’s
army. en the horsemen charged and slew Anchimolius and
many more of the L, and drove those that
survived to their ships. Accordingly, the first L-
 army drew off, and Anchimolius’ tomb is at A
in A, near to the H in C.²⁸

64: 1)Aer this the L sent out a greater
army to attack A, appointing as its general their king

²⁸Ed.: e sites of A and C are doubtful; recent
research places them(but with no certainty) south of the I towards
P. See How and Wells ad loc.
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Cleomenes son of Anaxandrides. is army they sent not by
sea but by land. 2)When they broke into A, the T-
 horsemen were the first to meet them. ey were
routed aer only a short time, and more than forty men were
slain. ose whowere le alivemade off for T by the
nearest way they could. en Cleomenes, when he and the
A who desired freedom came into the city, drove
the tyrants’ family within the P wall²⁹ and besieged
them there.

65: 1)e L would never have taken
the Pisistratid stronghold. First of all they had no intention to
blockade it, and secondly the Pisistratidae were well furnished
with food and drink. e L would only
have besieged the place for a few days and then returned to
S. As it was, however, there was a turn of fortunewhich
harmed the one party and helped the other, for the sons of the
Pisistratid familywere taken as theywere being secretly carried
out of the country. 2)When this happened, all their plans were
confounded, and they agreed to depart from A within
five days on the terms prescribed to them by the A
in return for the recovery of their children. 3)Aerwards they
departed to Son the S. ey had ruled the

²⁹Ed.: An ancient fortification on the N.W. slope of the Acropolis.
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A for thirty-six years³⁰ and were in lineage of the
house of P andNeleus, born of the same ancestors as the
families of Codrus and Melanthus, who had formerly come
from foreign parts to be kings of A. 4) It was for this
reason that Hippocrates gave his son the name Pisistratus as a
remembrance, calling him aer Pisistratus the son of Nestor.
5)is is the way, then, that the A got rid of their
tyrants. As regards all the noteworthy things which they did
or endured aer they were freed and before I revolted
from Darius and Aristagoras of M came to A
to ask help of its people, of these I will first give an account.

66: 1)A, which had been great before, now grew
even greater when her tyrants had been removed. e two
principal holders of power were Cleisthenes an Alcmaeonid,
who was reputed to have bribed the P priestess, and
Isagoras son ofTisandrus, amanof a notable house but his lin-
eage I cannot say. His kinsfolk, at any rate, sacrifice to Zeus of
C. 2)ese men with their factions fell to contending for
power, Cleisthenes was getting the worst of it in this dispute
and took the commons into his party.³¹ Presently he divided
theA into ten tribes instead of four as formerly. He

³⁰Ed.: From 545 to 509.
³¹Ed.: For a comprehension of the reform briefly recorded by

Herodotus, readers are referred to Grote, ch. xxxi.
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called none aer the names of the sons of Ion—Geleon, Aegi-
cores, Argades, and Hoples—but invented for them names
taken from other heroes, all native to the country except Aias.
Him he added despite the fact that he was a stranger because
he was a neighbor and an ally.

67: 1)In doing this, to my thinking, this Cleisthenes was
imitating his own mother’s father, Cleisthenes the tyrant of
S,³² for Cleisthenes, aer going to war with the A-
, made an end of minstrels’ contests at S by rea-
son of the Homeric poems, in which it is the A and
A which are primarily the theme of the songs. Further-
more, he conceived the desire to cast out from the landAdras-
tus son of Talaus, the hero whose shrine stood then as now
in the very marketplace of S because he was an A-
. 2)He went then to D, and asked the oracle if he
should cast Adrastus out, but the priestess said in response:
“Adrastus is king of S, and you but a stone thrower.”
When the god would not permit him to do as he wished in
this matter, he returned home and attempted to devise some
plan which might rid him of Adrastus. When he thought
he had found one, he sent to Boeotian ebes saying that he
would gladly bring Melanippus son of Astacus into his coun-

³²Ed.: Cleisthenes ruled at S from 600 to 570.
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try, and the T handed him over. 3)When Cleisthenes
had brought him in, he consecrated a sanctuary for him in the
government house itself, where hewas established in the great-
est possible security. Now the reasonwhyCleisthenes brought
in Melanippus, a thing which I must relate, was that Mela-
nippus was Adrastus’ deadliest enemy, for Adrastus had slain
his brother Mecisteus and his son-in-law Tydeus. 4)Having
then designated the precinct for him, Cleisthenes took away
all Adrastus’ sacrifices and festivals and gave them toMelanip-
pus. e S had been accustomed to pay very great
honor to Adrastus because the country had once belonged to
Polybus, his maternal grandfather, who died without an heir
and bequeathed the kingship to him. 5)Besides other hon-
ors paid to Adrastus by the S, they celebrated his
lamentable fate with tragic choruses in honor not ofDionysus
but of Adrastus. Cleisthenes, however, gave the choruses back
to Dionysus and the rest of the worship to Melanippus.

68: 1)is, then, is what he did regarding Adrastus, but
as for the tribes of the D, he changed their names so
that these tribes should not be shared by S and
A. In this especially he made a laughing-stock of the
S, for he gave the tribes names derived from the
words ‘donkey’ and ‘pig’ changing only the endings. ename
of his own tribe, however, he did not change in this way,
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but rather gave it a name indicating his own rule, calling it
A, rulers of the people. e rest were S,
A and P. 2)ese were the names of the tribes
which the S used under Cleisthenes’ rule and for
sixty years more aer his death. Aerwards, however, they
took counsel together and both changed the names of three to
H, P, and D, and added a fourth
which they called A aer Aegialeus son of Adrastus.

69: 1)is is what the S Cleisthenes had done,
and the A Cleisthenes, following the lead of his
grandfather and namesake, decided out of contempt, I imag-
ine, for the I, that his tribes should not be the same
as theirs. 2)When he had drawn into his own party the A-
 people, whichwas then debarred from all rights, he gave
the tribes new names and increased their number, making ten
tribe-wardens in place of four, and assigning ten districts to
each tribe. When he hadwon over the people, he was stronger
by far than the rival faction.

70: 1)Isagoras, who was on the losing side, devised a
counter-plot, and invited the aid ofCleomenes, who had been
his friend since the besieging of the Pisistratidae. It was even
said of Cleomenes that he regularly went to see Isagoras’ wife.
2)en Cleomenes first sent a herald to A demanding
the banishment of Cleisthenes and many other A
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with him, the Accursed, as he called them. is he said in
his message by Isagoras’ instruction, for the Alcmeonidae and
their faction were held to be guilty of that bloody deed while
Isagoras and his friends had no part in it.

71: 1)How the Accursed at A had received their
name, I will now relate. ere was an A named Cy-
lon, who had been a winner at O. is man put on
the air of one who aimed at tyranny, and gathering a company
of men of like age, he attempted to seize the citadel. When
he could not win it, he took sanctuary by the goddess’ statue.
2)He and his men were then removed from their position by
the presidents of the naval boards,³³ the rulers of A at
that time. Although they were subject to any penalty save
death, they were slain, and their death was attributed to the
Alcmaeonidae. All this took place before the time of Pisistra-
tus.³⁴

72: 1)When Cleomenes had sent for and demanded the
banishment of Cleisthenes and the Accursed, Cleisthenes
himself secretly departed. Aerwards, however, Cleomenes

³³Ed.: “e naucraries were local districts whose presidents were re-
sponsible for levying money and contingents for the army and ships for the
fleet” (How and Wells). But the statement that they “ruled A” ap-
pears to be inaccurate.

³⁴Ed.: e probable date is between 620 and 600.
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appeared in A with no great force. Upon his arrival,
he, in order to take away the curse, banished seven hundred
A families named for him by Isagoras. Having so
done he next attempted to dissolve the Council,³⁵ entrusting
the offices of government to Isagoras’ faction. 2)e Council,
however, resisted him, whereupon Cleomenes and Isagoras
and his partisans seized the acropolis. e rest of theA-
 united and besieged them for two days. On the third day
as many of them as were L le the coun-
try under truce. 3)e prophetic voice that Cleomenes heard
accordingly had its fulfillment, for when he went up to the
acropolis with the intention of taking possession of it, he ap-
proached the shrine of the goddess to address himself to her.
e priestess rose up from her seat, and before he had passed
through the door-way, she said, “Go back, L
stranger, and do not enter the holy place since it is not lawful
that D should pass in here. “My lady,” he answered,
“I am not a Dorian, but an A.” 4)So without taking
heed of the omen, he tried to do as he pleased and was, as I
have said, then again cast out together with his L-
. As for the rest, the A imprisoned them un-
der sentence of death. Among the prisoners was Timesitheus

³⁵Ed.: Herodotus probably means the new Council of 500, fiy from
each tribe.
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the D, whose achievements of strength and courage
were quite formidable.

73: 1)ese men, then, were bound and put to death.
Aer that, the A sent to bring back Cleisthenes
and the seven hundred households banished by Cleomenes.
en, desiring to make an alliance with the P, they
despatched envoys to S, for they knew that they had
provoked the L and Cleomenes to war.
2)When the envoys came to S and spoke as they
had been bidden, Artaphrenes son of Hystaspes, viceroy of
S, asked them, “What men are you and where do you
live, who desire alliance with the P?” When he had
received the information he wanted from the envoys, he gave
them an answer the substance of which was that if the A-
 gave king Darius earth and water, then he would make
an alliance with them, but if not, his command was that they
should depart. 3)e envoys consulted together, and in their
desire to make the alliance, they consented to give what was
asked. ey then returned to their own country and were
there greatly blamed for what they had done.

74: 1)Cleomenes, however, fully aware that the A-
had done himwrong inword anddeed,mustered an army
from the whole of the P. He did not declare
the purpose for which he mustered it, namely to avenge him-
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self on the A people and set up Isagoras, who had
come with him out of the acropolis, as tyrant. 2)Cleomenes
broke in as far as E with a great host, and the B-
, by a concerted plan, took O and H, dis-
tricts on the borders of A, while the C
attacked on another side and raided lands in A. e
A, who were now caught in a ring of foes, decided
to oppose the S at E and to deal with the
B and C later.

75: 1)When the armies were about to join battle, the
C, coming to the conclusion that they were act-
ing wrongly, changed their minds and departed. Later De-
maratus son of Ariston, the other king of S, did like-
wise, despite the fact that he had come with Cleomenes from
L in joint command of the army and had not till
now been at variancewith him. 2)As a result of this dissension,
a lawwasmade at S that when an armywas despatched,
both kings would not be permitted to go with it. Until that
time they had both gone together, but now one of the kings
was released from service and one of the sons of Tyndarus too
could be le at home. Before that time, both of these alsowere
asked to give aid and went with the army. 3)So now at E-
, when the rest of the allies saw that the L
kings were not of one mind and that the C had
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le their host, they too went off.
76: 1)is was the fourth time that D had come

into A. ey had come twice as invaders in war and
twice as helpers of the A people. e first time was
when they planted a settlement at M³⁶(this expedition
may rightly be said to have been in the reign of Codrus), the
second and third when they set out from S to drive
out the sons of Pisistratus, and the fourth was now, when
Cleomenes broke in as far as E with his following of
P. is was accordingly the fourth Dorian
invasion of A.

77: 1)When this force then had been ingloriously scat-
tered, the A first marched against the C-
 to punish them. e B came to the E
tohelp theC and as soon as theA saw
these allies, they resolved to attack the B before the
C. 2)When they met the B in battle,
they won a great victory, slaying very many and taking seven
hundred of them prisoner. On that same day the A-
 crossed to E where they met the C
too in battle, and aer overcoming them as well, they le four

³⁶Ed.: ere is a clear tradition that this happened soon aer theDorian
invasion of the P.
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thousand tenant farmers³⁷ on the lands of the horse-breeders.
3)Horse-breeders was the name given to the men of substance
among the C. ey fettered as many of these as
they took alive and kept them imprisoned with the captive
B. In time, however, they set them free, each for an
assessed ransomof twominae. e fetters inwhich the prison-
ers had been bound they hung up in the acropolis, where they
could still be seen in my time hanging from walls which the
P’ fire had charred, opposite the temple which faces
west. 4) Moreover, they made a dedication of a tenth part of
the ransom, and thismoney was used for themaking of a four-
horse chariot which stands on the le hand of the entrance
into the outer porch of the acropolis and³⁸ bears this inscrip-
tion:

A with C and B fought,
Bound them in chains and brought their pride to naught.

Prison was grief, and ransom cost them dear-
One tenth to Pallas raised this chariot here.

³⁷Ed.: Settlers among whom the confiscated land, divided into equal
lots, was distributed.

³⁸Ed.: Probably in the open space in front of the old P; there
would not have been room for this monument in the new P, fin-
ished in 432 B.C.
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78: 1)So the A grew in power and proved, not
in one respect only but in all, that equality is a good thing.
Evidence for this is the fact that while they were under tyran-
nical rulers, the A were no better in war than any
of their neighbors, yet once they got rid of their tyrants, they
were by far the best of all. is, then, shows that while they
were oppressed, they were, as men working for a master, cow-
ardly, but when they were freed, each one was eager to achieve
for himself.

79: 1)is, then, is the course of action which the
A took, and the T, desiring vengeance on
A, aerwards appealed to D for advice. e
P priestess said that the T themselves would
not be able to obtain the vengeance they wanted and that they
should lay the matter before the “many-voiced” and entreat
their “nearest.” 2)Upon the return of the envoys, an assem-
bly was called and the oracle put before it. When the T-
heard that theymust entreat their “nearest,” they said, “If
this is so, our nearest neighbors are themen of T and
C and T. ese are always our comrades in
battle and zealously wage our wars. What need, then, is there
to entreat them? Perhaps this is the meaning of the oracle.”

80: 1)ey reasoned in this way, till at last one under-
stood, and said: “I think that I perceive what the oracle is try-
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ing to tell us. ebe and Aegina, it is said, were daughters of
Asopus and sisters. e god’s answer is, I think, thatwe should
ask the A to be our avengers.” 2) Seeing that there
seemed to be no better opinion before them than this, they
sent straightaway to entreat the A and invite their
aid, since this was the oracle’s bidding, and the A
were their nearest. ese replied to their demand that they
were sending the Sons of Aeacus in aid.

81: 1)e T took the field on the strength of
their alliance with that family but were soundly beaten by
the A. ereupon they sent a second message to
A, giving back the sons of Aeacus and asking for some
men instead. 2)e A, who were enjoying great
prosperity and remembered their old feud with A, ac-
cordingly made war on the A at the entreaty of the
T without sending a herald. 3)While the A-
 were busy with the B, they descended on A-
 in ships of war, and ravaged P andmany other
seaboard townships. By so doing they dealt the A
a very shrewd blow.

82: 1)is was the beginning of the A’ long-
standing debt of enmity against the A. e E-
’ land bore no produce. For this reason they in-
quired at D concerning this calamity, and the priestess
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bade them set up images of Damia and Auxesia,³⁹ saying that
if they so did their luck would be better. e E
then asked in addition whether they should make the images
of bronze or of stone, and the priestess bade them do neither,
but make them of the wood of the cultivated olive. 2)So the
men of E asked the A to permit them
to cut down some olive trees, supposing the olives there to
be the holiest. Indeed it is said that at that time there were
no olives anywhere save at A. 3)e A con-
sented to give the trees, if the E would pay yearly
sacred dues to Athena, the city’s goddess, and to Erechtheus.
e E agreed to this condition, and their request
was granted. When they set up images made of these olive
trees, their land brought forth fruit, and they fulfilled their
agreement with the A.

83: 1)Now at this time, as before it, the A
were in all matters still subject to the E and even
crossed to E for the hearing of their own private
lawsuits. From this time, however, they began to build ships,
and stubbornly revolted from the E. 2)In the
course of this struggle, they did the Emuch dam-
age and stole their images of Damia and Auxesia. ese they

³⁹Ed.: e name Damia is probably connected with δᾶ (=γῆ), Earth;
Auxesia clearly with αὐξάνω. ey were goddesses of increase and fertility.
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took away and set them up in themiddle of their own country
at a place calledO, about twenty furlongs distant from their
city. 3)Having set them up in this place they sought their favor
with sacrifices and female choruses in the satirical and abusive
mode. Tenmenwere appointed providers of a chorus for each
of the deities, and the choruses aimed their raillery not at any
men but at the women of the country. e E too
had the same rites, and they have certain secret rites as well.

84: 1)When these images were stolen, the E
ceased from fulfilling their agreement with the A.
en the A sent an angry message to the E-
 who pleaded in turn that they were doing no wrong.
“For as long,” they said, “as we had the images in our country,
we fulfilled our agreement. Now thatwe are deprived of them,
it is not just thatwe should still be paying. Ask your dues of the
men of A, who have the images.” 2) e A
therefore sent to A and demanded that the images be
restored, but the A answered that they had noth-
ing to do with the A.

85: 1)e A report that aer making this de-
mand, they despatched one trireme with certain of their citi-
zenswho, coming in thenameof thewhole people toA,
attempted to tear the images, as being made of Attic wood,
from their bases so that they might carry them away. 2)When
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they could not obtain possession of them in this manner,
they tied cords around the images with which they could be
dragged. While they were attempting to drag them off, they
were overtaken both by a thunderstorm and an earthquake.
is drove the trireme’s crew to such utter madness that they
began to slay each other as if they were enemies. At last only
one of all was le, who returned by himself to P.

86: 1)is is the A version of thematter, but the
A say that the A came not in one ship
only, for they could easily have kept off a single ship, or sev-
eral, for that matter, even if they had no navy themselves. e
truth was, they said, that the A descended upon
their coasts with many ships and that they yielded to them
without making a fight of it at sea. 2)ey are not able to de-
termine clearly whether it was because they admitted to be-
ing weaker at sea-fighting that they yielded, or because they
were planning what they then actually did. 3)When, as the
A say, no man came out to fight with them, the
A disembarked from their ships and turned their
attention to the images. Unable to drag them from the bases,
they fastened cords on them and dragged them until they
both—this I cannot believe, but another might—fell on their
knees. Both have remained in this position ever since. 4)is is
what theA did, but theA say that they
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discovered that theAwere about tomakewarupon
them and therefore assured themselves of help from the A-
. So when the A disembarked on the land of
A, the A came to aid the A, cross-
ing over fromE to the island secretly. ey then fell
upon the A unaware and cut them off from their
ships. It was at this moment that the thunderstorm and earth-
quake came upon them

87: 1)is, then, is the story told by the A and
A, and the A too acknowledge that
only one man of their number returned safely to A.
2)e A, however, say that he escaped aer they had
destroyed the rest of the A force, while the A-
 claim that the whole thing was to be attributed to di-
vine power. is one man did not survive but perished in
the following manner. It would seem that he made his way
to A and told of the mishap. When the wives of the
men who had gone to attack A heard this, they were
very angry that he alone should be safe. ey gathered round
him and stabbed him with the brooch-pins of their garments,
each asking him where her husband was. 3)is is how this
man met his end, and the A found the action of
their women to be more dreadful than their own misfortune.
ey could find, it is said, no other way to punish the women
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than changing their dress to the I fashion. Until then
the A women had worn Dorian dress, which is very
like the C. It was changed, therefore, to the linen
tunic, so that they might have no brooch-pins to use.

88: 1)e truth of thematter, however, is that this form of
dress is not in its origin I, but C, for in ancient
times all women in G wore the costume now known
as Dorian. 2)As for the A and A, this was
the reason of their passing a law in both their countries that
brooch-pins should be made half as long as they used to be
and that brooches should be the principal things offered by
women in the shrines of these two goddesses. Furthermore,
nothing else Attic should be brought to the temple, not even
pottery, and from that time on only drinking vessels made in
the country should be used.

89: 1)Ever since that day even to my time the women of
A andAwore brooch-pins longer than before, by
reason of the feud with the A. e enmity of the
A against the A began as I have told,
and now at the T’ call the A came read-
ily to the aid of the B, remembering the matter of
the images. 2)While the A were laying waste to
the seaboard of A, the A were setting out
to march against them, but an oracle from D came to
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them bidding them to restrain themselves for thirty years af-
ter the wrongdoing of the A, and in the thirty-
first to mark out a precinct for Aeacus and begin the war with
A. In this way their purpose would prosper. If, how-
ever, they sent an army against their enemies straightaway,
they would indeed subdue them in the end but would in the
meantime both suffer anddomany things. 3)When theA-
 heard this reported to them, they marked out for Aea-
cus that precinct which is now set in their marketplace, but
they could not stomach the order that they must hold their
hand for thirty years, seeing that the A had dealt
them a foul blow.

90: 1)As they were making ready for vengeance, a mat-
ter which took its rise in L hindered them, for
when the L learned of the plot of the Al-
cmaeonids with the P priestess⁴⁰ and of her plot
against themselves and the Pisistratidae, they were very an-
gry for two reasons, namely that they had driven their own
guests and friends from the country they dwelt in, and that
the A showed themno gratitude for their doing so.
2)Furthermore, they were spurred on by the oracles⁴¹ which

⁴⁰Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 5.63.
⁴¹Ed.: ePisistratid family appears to have had a special knowledge of

current oracles: cp. Hdt. 5.93, andHdt. 7.6.
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foretold that many deeds of enmity would be perpetrated
against them by the A. Previously they had had no
knowledge of these oracles but nowCleomenes brought them
to S, and the L learned their con-
tents. It was from the A acropolis that Cleomenes
took the oracles, which had been in the possession of the Pi-
sistratidae earlier. When they were exiled, they le them in
the temple from where they were retrieved by Cleomenes.

91: 1)Now the L, when they regained
the oracles and saw the A increasing in power and
in no way inclined to obey them, realized that if the A-
 remained free, they would be equal in power with them-
selves, but that if they were held down under tyranny, they
would be weak and ready to serve a master. Perceiving all this,
they sent to bring Pisistratus’ son Hippias from S on
the H, the Pisistratidae’s place of refuge. 2)When
Hippias arrived, the S sent for envoys from the rest
of their allies and spoke to them as follows: “Sirs, our allies,
we do acknowledge that we have acted wrongly, for, led astray
by lying divinations, we drove from their native landmenwho
were our close friends and promised to make A subject
to us. en we handed that city over to a thankless people
which had no sooner lied up its head in the freedom which
we gave it, than it insolently cast out us and our king. Now it
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has bred such a spirit of pride and is growing somuch inpower,
that its neighbors in B and C have really no-
ticed it, and others too will soon recognize their error. 3)Since
we erred in doing what we did, we will now attempt with your
aid to avenge ourselves on them. It is on this account and no
other that we have sent for Hippias, whom you see, and have
brought you from your cities, namely that uniting our coun-
sels and our power, we may bring him to A and restore
that which we took away.”

92: 1)ese were the words of the L,
but their words were ill-received by the greater part of their
allies. e rest then keeping silence, Socles, a C,
said,

1)“In truth heaven will be beneath the earth and the earth
alo above the heaven, andmenwill dwell in the sea and fishes
where men dwelt before, now that you, L,
are destroying the rule of equals and making ready to bring
back tyranny into the cities, tyranny, a thingmore unrighteous
and bloodthirsty than anything else on this earth. 2)If indeed
it seems to you to be a good thing that the cities be ruled by
tyrants, set up a tyrant among yourselves first and then seek
to set up such for the rest. As it is, however, you, who have
never made trial of tyrants and take the greatest precautions
that none will arise at S, deal wrongfully with your al-
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lies. If you had such experience of that thing as we have, you
would be more prudent advisers concerning it than you are
now.”

1)e C state was ordered in such manner as
I will show.ere was an oligarchy, and this group of men,
called the Bacchiadae, held sway in the city, marrying and giv-
ing in marriage among themselves. Now Amphion, one of
these men, had a crippled daughter, whose name was Labda.⁴²
Since none of the Bacchiadae would marry her, she was wed-
ded to Eetion son of Echecrates, of the township of P,
a Lapith by lineage and of the posterity of Caeneus. 2)When
no sons were born to him by this wife or any other, he set out
to D to enquire concerning the matter of acquiring off-
spring. As soon as he entered, the P priestess spoke
these verses to him:

Eetion,worthy of honor, no man honors you.
Labda is with child, and her child will be a millstone

Which will fall upon the rulers and will bring justice to
C.

⁴²Ed.: Because (according to the Etymologicum Magnum) the “out-
ward distortion of the feet” resembled the letter Λ.
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3)is oracle which was given to Eetion was in some way
made known to the Bacchiadae. e earlier oracle sent to
C had not been understood by them, despite the fact
that its meaning was the same as the meaning of the oracle of
Eetion, and it read as follows:

An eagle in the rocks has conceived, and will bring forth a
lion,

Strong and fierce. e knees of many will it loose.
is consider well, C,

You who dwell by lovely P and the overhanging
heights of C.

1)is earlier prophecy had been unintelligible to the Bac-
chiadae, but as soon as they heard the one which was given to
Eetion, they understood it at once, recognizing its similarity
with the oracle of Eetion. Now understanding both oracles,
they kept quiet but resolved to do away with the offspring of
Eetion. en, as soon as his wife had given birth, they sent
ten men of their clan to the township where Eetion dwelt to
kill the child. 2)ese men came to P and passing into
Eetion’s courtyard, asked for the child. Labda, knowing noth-
ing of the purpose of their coming and thinking that they
wished to see the baby out of affection for its father, brought
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it and placed it into the hands of one of them. Now they had
planned on their way that the first of them who received the
child should dash it to the ground. 3)When, however, Labda
brought and handed over the child, by divine chance it smiled
at the man who took it. is he saw, and compassion pre-
vented him from killing it. Filled with pity, he handed it to
a second, and this man again to a third.In fact it passed from
hand to hand to each of the ten, for none would make an end
of it. 4)ey then gave the child back to its mother, and af-
ter going out, they stood before the door reproaching and up-
braiding one another, but chiefly him who had first received
it since he had not acted in accordance with their agreement.
Finally they resolved to go in again and all have a hand in the
killing.

1)Fate, however, had decreed that Eetion’s offspring
should be the source of ills for C, for Labda, stand-
ing close to this door, heard all this. Fearing that they would
change their minds and that they would take and actually kill
the child, she took it away and hid it where she thought it
would be hardest to find, in a chest, for she knew that if they
returned and set about searching they would seek in every
place—which in fact they did. 2)ey came and searched, but
when they did not find it, they resolved to go off and say to
those who had sent them that they had carried out their or-
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ders. ey then went away and said this.
1)Eetion’s son, however, grew up, and because of his es-

cape from that danger, he was called Cypselus, aer the chest.
When he had reached manhood and was seeking a divina-
tion, an oracle of double meaning was given him at D.
Putting faith in this, he made an attempt on C and
won it. 2)e oracle was as follows:

at man is fortunate who steps into my house,
Cypselus, son of Eetion, the king of noble C,

He himself and his children, but not the sons of his sons.

Such was the oracle. Cypselus, however, when he had
gained the tyranny, conducted himself in this way: many of
the C he drove into exile, many he deprived of
their wealth, and by far the most he had killed.

1)Aer a reign of thirty years,⁴³ he died in the height of
prosperity, and was succeeded by his son Periander. Now Pe-
riander was to begin with milder than his father, but aer he
hadheld converse bymessengerwithrasybulus the tyrant of
M, he becamemuchmore bloodthirsty thanCypselus.
2)He had sent a herald to rasybulus and inquired in what

⁴³Ed.: 655 to 625.
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way he would best and most safely govern his city. rasy-
bulus led the man who had come from Periander outside the
town, and entered into a sown field. As hewalked through the
corn, continually asking why the messenger had come to him
fromC, he kept cutting off all the tallest ears ofwheat
which he could see, and throwing them away, until he had de-
stroyed the best and richest part of the crop. 3)en, aer pass-
ing through the place and speaking noword of counsel, he sent
the herald away. When the herald returned to C, Pe-
riander desired to hear what counsel he brought, but the man
said that rasybulus had given him none. e herald added
that it was a strange man to whom he had been sent, a mad-
man and a destroyer of his own possessions, telling Periander
what he had seen rasybulus do.

1)Periander, however, understood what had been done,
and perceived that rasybulus had counselled him to slay
those of his townsmen who were outstanding in influence or
ability; with that he began to deal with his citizens in an evil
manner. Whatever act of slaughter or banishment Cypselus
had le undone, that Periander brought to accomplishment.
In a single day he stripped all the women of C naked,
because of his ownwifeM.⁴⁴ 2)Periander had sentmes-

⁴⁴Ed.: Killed by her husband, perhaps accidentally; cp. Hdt. 3.50.
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sengers to the Oracle of the Dead on the river A in
T to enquire concerning a deposit that a friend
had le, but M, in an apparition, said that she would
tell him nothing, nor reveal where the deposit lay, for she was
cold and naked. e garments, she said, with which Periander
had buried with her had never been burnt, and were of no use
to her. en, as evidence for her husband that she spoke the
truth, she added that Periander had put his loaves into a cold
oven. 3)When this message was brought back to Periander
(for he had had intercourse with the dead body of M
and knew her token for true), immediately aer the message
he made a proclamation that all the C women
should come out into the temple ofHera. ey then came out
as to a festival, wearing their most beautiful garments, and Pe-
riander set his guards there and stripped them all alike, ladies
and serving-women, and heaped all the clothes in a pit, where,
as he prayed to M, he burnt them. 4)When he had
done this and sent a second message, the ghost of M
told him where the deposit of the friend had been laid. “is,
then, L, is the nature of tyranny, and such
are its deeds. 5)WeCmarvelled greatly whenwe
saw that you were sending for Hippias, and now we marvel
yet more at your words to us. We entreat you earnestly in the
name of the gods of H not to establish tyranny in the
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cities, but if you do not cease from so doing and unrighteously
attempt to bring Hippias back, be assured that you are pro-
ceeding without the C’ consent.”

93: 1)ese were the words of Socles, the envoy from
C, and Hippias answered, calling the same gods as
Socles had invoked to witness, that theCwould
be the first to wish the Pisistratidae back, when the time ap-
pointed should come for them to be vexed by the A-
. 2)Hippias made this answer, inasmuch as he had more
exact knowledge of the oracles than any man, but the rest of
the allies, who had till now kept silence, spoke out when they
heard the free speech of Socles and sided with the opinion of
the C, entreating the L not
to harm a G city.

94: 1)His plan, then, came to nothing, and Hippias was
forced to depart. Amyntas king of the M of-
fered him Anthemus, and the T Iolcus, but he
would have neither. He withdrew to S, which Pi-
sistratus had taken at the spear’s point from the M-
 and where he then established as tyrant Hegesistra-
tus, his own bastard son by an A woman. Hegesistra-
tus, however, could not keep what Pisistratus had given him
without fighting, 2)for there was constant war over a long pe-
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riod of time⁴⁵ between the A at S and the
M at A. e M were
demanding the place back, and the A, bringing
proof to show that the A had no more part or lot
in the land of I than they themselves and all the other
G who had aided Menelaus to avenge the rape of He-
len, would not consent.

95: 1)Among the various incidents of this war, one in par-
ticular is worth mention; In the course of a battle in which
the A had the upper hand, Alcaeus the poet took
to flight and escaped, but his armor was taken by the A-
 and hung up in the temple of Athena at S.
2)Alcaeus wrote a poem about this and sent it to M.
In it he relates his own misfortune to his friend Melanippus.
As for theM andA, however, peace
was made between them by Periander son of Cypselus, to
whose arbitration they committed the matter, and the terms
of peace were that each party should keep what it had.

96: 1)It was in this way, then, that S came to
be under A rule, but Hippias, having come from
L into A, le no stone unturned, malign-

⁴⁵Ed.: Herodotus, whose sixth-century chronology is oen inaccurate,
appears to bewrong in assigning this war to the period of Pisistratus; its date
cannot be later than 600.
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ing the A to Artaphrenes, and doing all he could
to bring A into subjection to himself and Darius.
2)While Hippias was engaged in these activities, the A-
 heard of it and sent messengers to S, warning the
Pnot tobelieve banishedA. Artaphrenes,
however, bade them receive Hippias back, if they wanted to
be safe.When his words were brought back to the A-
, they would not consent to them, and since they would
not consent, it was resolved that they should be openly at war
with P.

97: 1)It was when the A had made their
decision and were already on bad terms with P,
that Aristagoras the M, driven from S by
Cleomenes the L, came to A, since
that city was more powerful than any of the rest. Coming
before the people, Aristagoras spoke to the same effect as at
S, of the good things of A, and how the P
carriedneither shield nor spear inwar and could easily be over-
come. 2)is he said adding that the M were settlers
fromA, whom it was only right to save seeing that they
themselves were a very powerful people. ere was nothing
which he did not promise in the earnestness of his entreaty, till
at last heprevailedupon them. It seems, then, that it is easier to
deceivemany than one, for he could not deceiveCleomenes of
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L, one single man, but thirty thousand⁴⁶ A-
 he could. 3)eA, now persuaded, voted to
send twenty ships to aid the I, appointing for their ad-
miral Melanthius, a citizen of A who had an unblem-
ished reputation. ese ships were the beginning of troubles
for both G and foreigners.

98: 1)Aristagoras sailed before the rest, andwhen he came
to M, he devised a plan from which no advantage was
to accrue to the I (nor indeed was that the purpose of
his plan, but rather to vex king Darius). He sent a man into
P, to the P who had been led captive from
the S by Megabazus, and now dwelt in a P
territory and village by themselves. When the man came to
the P, he spoke as follows: 2)“Men of P, I
have been sent by Aristagoras, tyrant of M, to show
you the way to deliverance, if you are disposed to obey. All
I is now in revolt against the king, and it is possible for
you to win your own way back safely to your own land, but
aerwards we will take care of you.” 3)e P were
very gladwhen they heard that, and although someof them re-
mained where they were for fear of danger, the rest took their
children and women and fled to the sea. Aer arriving there,

⁴⁶Ed.: But even in the palmiest days of A the number of voters
did not exceed 20,000.
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the P crossed over to C. 4)ey were already
in C, when a great host of P horsemen came af-
ter them in pursuit. Unable to overtake them, the P
sent to C, commanding the P to go back. e
Pwouldnot consent to this, butwere brought from
C by the C to L and carried by the L-
 toD, fromwhere theymade their way by land
to P.

99: 1)e A came with their twenty ships as
well as five triremes of the E who came to the war
to please not theA but theM themselves,
thereby repaying their debt (for the M had once
been the allies of the E in thewar againstC,
when the S came to aid the C against
the E and M). When these, then, and
the rest of the allies had arrived, Aristagoras planned a march
against S. 2)He himself did not go with the army but
remained at M, and appointed others to be generals
of the M, namely his own brother Charopinus and
another citizen named Hermophantus.

100: 1)When the I had come to E with
this force, they le their ships at C⁴⁷ in the E

⁴⁷Ed.: Ahill (or a part of the town of E built thereon) south of
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territory and marched inland with a great host, taking E-
 to guide them on their way. ey made their way
along the river C, and aer crossing the T, they
came to S and captured it without any resistance. ey
took all of it except the citadel, whichwas held byArtaphrenes
himself with a great force of men.

101: 1)ey were prevented from plundering the city by
the fact thatmost of the houses in Sweremade of reeds,
and thosemade of brick had roofs of reeds. Accordingly, when
one of these was seton fire by a soldier, the flames spread from
house to house all over the whole city. 2)While the city was
burning, the L and all the P who were in the
citadel, being hemmed in on every side since the fire was con-
suming the outer parts and having no exit from the city, came
thronging into the marketplace and to the river P,
which flows through themarketplace carrying down gold dust
from T and issues into the river H, which in
turn issues into the sea. ey assembled in the marketplace by
this P and were forced to defend themselves there.
3)When the I saw some of their enemies defending
themselves and a great multitude of others approaching, they
were afraid and withdrew to the mountain called T,

the C.
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from where they departed to their ships at nightfall.
102: 1)In the fire at S,⁴⁸ a temple of Cybebe,⁴⁹ the

goddess of that country, was burnt, and the P aer-
wardsmade this their pretext for burning the temples of H-
. At this time, the P of the provinces this side⁵⁰ of
theH, onhearing of thesematters, gathered together and
came to aid the L. 2)It chanced that they found the I-
no longer at S, but followingon their tracks, they
caught thematE. ere the I stood arrayed to
meet them, but were utterly routed in the battle. 3)e P-
 put to the sword many men of renown including Eu-
alcides the general of the E who had won crowns
as victor in the games and been greatly praised by Simonides
of C. ose of the I who escaped from the battle
fled, each to his city.

103: 1)is, then is how they fared in their fighting.
Presently, however, the A wholly separated them-
selves from the I and refused to aid them, although
Aristagoras sent messages of earnest entreaty. Despite the fact
that they had been deprived of their A allies, the

⁴⁸Ed.: In 498.
⁴⁹Ed.: Or Cybele, the great goddess of the P and L.
⁵⁰Ed.: Lit. “within”; that is, from the G point of view, and so west

of the H.
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I fervently continued their war against the king (for
they remained committed by what they had done to Darius).
2)ey sailed to theHandmadeBand
all the other cities of that region subject to themselves. en
sailing out from the H they gained to their cause
the greater part of C, for even C, which till then
had not wanted to be their ally, now joined itself to them aer
the burning of S.

104: 1)e C did likewise of their own free will,
all save the people of A, for these too revolted from
the M in such manner as I will show. ere was a certain
Onesilus, a younger brother of Gorgus king of the S-
,⁵¹ son of Chersis, whose father was Siromus, and grand-
son of Euelthon. 2)is man had oen before advised Gorgus
to revolt from Darius, and now when he heard that the I-
 too had revolted, he was insistent in striving to move
him. When, however, he could not persuade Gorgus, he and
his faction waited till his brother had gone out of the city of
S, and shut him out of the gates. 3)Gorgus, aer hav-
ing lost his city, took refuge with the M, and Onesilus,
now king of S, persuaded all C to revolt with
him, all save the A, whowould not consent. He

⁵¹Ed.: Of S in C.
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accordingly stationed his forces in front of their city and be-
sieged it.

105: 1)Onesilus, then, besieged A. When it was
reported to Darius that S had been taken and burnt by
theA and I and thatAristagoras theM-
 had been leader of the conspiracy for the making of this
plan, he at first, it is said, tookno accountof the I since
he was sure that they would not go unpunished for their re-
bellion. Darius did, however, ask who the A were,
and aer receiving the answer, he called for his bow. is he
took and, placing an arrow on it, and shot it into the sky, pray-
ing as he sent it alo, 2)“O Zeus, grant me vengeance on the
A.” en he ordered one of his servants to say to
him three times whenever dinner was set before him, “Master,
remember the A.”

106: 1)Aer giving this order, he called before him His-
tiaeus the M, whom Darius had kept with him for a
long time now, and said, “I hear, Histiaeus, that the viceregent
whom you put in charge of M has donemewrong. He
has brought men from the mainland overseas, and persuaded
certain I—who shall yet pay me the penalty for their
deeds—to follow them and has robbedme of S. 2)Now
then, I ask you, do you think that this state of affairs is good?
How did such things come to pass without any advice from
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your side? See to it that you do not have cause to blame your-
self hereaer.” 3)To this Histiaeus answered: “My lord, what
is this you say—that I and none other should devise a plan
as a result of which any harm, great or small, was likely to
come to you? What desire or feeling of deprivation would
prompt me to do such a thing? All that you have is mine, and
I am regarded worthy of hearing all your deliberations. 4)If my
vicegerent is indeed doing what you say, be assured that he has
acted of his own accord. For myself, I cannot even go so far as
to believe the report that the M and my vicegerent
are doing you some dreadful wrong. If, however,it is true that
they are engaged in such activities and what you, O king, have
heard has a basis in fact, then you can see how unwisely you
acted when you forced me to leave the coast. 5)It would seem,
then, that as soon as Iwas out of sight, the Idid exactly
what their hearts had long been set on. If I had been in I
no city would have stirred. Now send me off to I right
away, so that I may restore that country to peace and deliver
into your hands that vicegerent of M who has devised
all this. 6) en, when I have done this to your satisfaction,
I swear by the gods of your royal house⁵² that I will not take

⁵²Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 3.65. In the inscription at PDarius invokes
Ormazd and the “gods of his race.”
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off the tunic I am wearing on my arrival in I until I have
made S,⁵³ the largest of the islands, tributary to you.”

107: 1)With these words Histiaeus successfully deceived
Darius who gave his consent and let him go, charging Histi-
aeus to appear before him at Swhen he had achievedwhat
he promised.

108: 1)Now while the message concerning S was
making its way to the king, and Darius, having done as I said
with his bow, held converse withHistiaeus and permitted him
to go to the sea, the following events took place. When One-
silus of Swas besieging theA, newswas
brought him that Artybius, a P, was thought to be
coming to C with a great P host. 2)Upon hear-
ing this, Onesilus sent heralds all through I to summon
the people, and the I, aer no long deliberation, came
with a great force. So the I were in C when the
P, crossing from C, marched to S by
land, and thePwere sailing around theheadland
which is called the keys of C.⁵⁴

109: 1)In this turn of affairs, the tyrants of C
called together the generals of the I, and said to them:

⁵³Ed.: S
⁵⁴Ed.: “e promontory (C S. A) at the end of the long

tongue of land now ‘the C’” (How and Wells).
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“I, we C offer you the choice of engaging ei-
ther the P or the P. 2)If you want to
draw up your army on land and try your strength against the
P, then it is time for you to disembark and array your-
selves on land and for us to embark in your ships to contend
with the P. If, however, you desire rather to en-
gage the P, do so, but whichever you choose, see
to it that I andCbecome free.” 3)To this the I-
 answered, “We were sent by the common voice of I
to guard the seas, not to deliver our ships to men of C
and encounter the P on land. We will attempt then
to bear ourselves bravely in the task which was given us. It is
for you to prove yourselves valiant men, remembering what
you suffered when you were enslaved by the Medians.”

110: 1)is was the I’ response, and when the
P army aerwards arrived on the plain of S,
the C kings ordered their battle line. ey drew up
the best of the S and S against the P-
, leaving the remaining C to face the rest of the
enemy’s army. Onesilus placed himself opposite Artybius, the
P general.

111: 1)Now the horse whichArtybius rode was trained to
fight with infantrymen by rearing up. Hearing this, Onesilus
said to his attendant, a C of great renown in war and a
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valiant man , 2)“I learn that Artybius’ horse rears up and kicks
and bites to death whomever he encounters. In light of this
decide and tellme straightwaywhich youwill watch and strike
down, Artybius himself or his horse.” 3)To this his henchman
answered, “MyKing, ready am I to do either or both, whatever
you desire. Nevertheless, I will tell you what I think is in your
best interest. 4)To my mind, a king and general should be met
in battle by a king and general (For if you lay low amanwho is
a general, you have achieved a great feat. Failing that, if he lays
you low, as I pray he may not, it is but half the misfortune to
be slain by a noble enemy). For us servants it is fitting that we
fight with servants like ourselves and with that horse. Do not
fear his tricks, for I promise that he will never again do battle
with any man.”

112: 1)is, then, was his response, and immediately af-
terwards war broke out on land and sea. e I in
their ships, displaying surpassing excellence that day, over-
came the P, and it was the S whowere
most brave. On land, when the armies met, they charged and
fought. 2)As for the two generals, Artybius rode against One-
silus who as he had agreed with his attendant, dealt Artybius
a blow as he bore down upon him. When the horse struck his
hooves onOnesilus’ shield, theC shore away thehorse’s
legs with a stroke of his curved sword.
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113: 1)It was in this way that Artybius the P gen-
eral, together with his horse, fell. While the rest were still
fighting, Stesenor the ruler of C, allegedly an A
settlement, played the traitor with great company of men un-
der him. e war-chariots of the S immediately
followed their lead, and the P accordingly gained the
upper hand over the C. 2)So the army was routed,
and many were slain, among them Onesilus, son of Chersis,
who had contrived the C revolt, as well as the king
of the S, Aristocyprus son of Philocyprus, that Philo-
cyprus whom Solon of A, when he came to C,
extolled in a poem above all other tyrants.

114: 1)As for Onesilus, the A cut off his
head and brought it to A, where they hung it above
their gates, because he had besieged their city. When this
head became hollow, a swarm of bees entered it and filled it
with their honeycomb. 2)In consequence of this the A-
, who had inquired concerning thematter, received an
oracle which stated that they should take the head down and
bury it, and offer yearly sacrifice to Onesilus as to a hero. If
they did this, things would go better for them.

115: 1)is the A did, and have done to
this day. When, however, the I engaged in the sea-
battle off C learned that Onesilus’ cause was lost and
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that the cities of C, with the exception of S
which the S had handed over to their former
king Gorgus, were besieged, they sailed off to I without
delay. 2)S was the C city which withstood siege
longest; the P took it in the fih month by digging a
mine under its walls.

116: 1)So the C, aer winning freedom for a
year, were enslaved once more.⁵⁵ Daurises, Hymaees, and
Otanes, all of them P generals and married to daugh-
ters of Darius, pursued those I who had marched to
S, and drove them to their ships. Aer this victory they
divided the cities among themselves and sacked them.

117: 1)Daurises made for the cities of the H
and took D, A, P, L,
and P, each in a single day. en as he marched from
P against P, news came to him that the C-
 hadmade common cause with the I and revolted
from the P. For this reason he turned aside from the
H and marched his army to C.

118: 1)It so happened that news of this was brought to
the C before Daurises’ coming, and when the C-
 heard, theymustered at the place called theWhite Pillars

⁵⁵Ed.: In 497.
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by the river Marsyas⁵⁶ which flows from the region of I
and issues into the M. 2)When they had gathered
together, many plans were laid before them, the best of which,
in my judgment, was that of Pixodarus of C, the son
of Mausolus and husband of the daughter of Syennesis, king
of C. He proposed that the C should cross the
M and fight with the river at their back, so that be-
ing unable to flee and compelled to stand their ground they
might prove themselves even braver than nature made them.
3)is opinion, however, did not prevail, and it was decided
instead that the P and not the C should
have theM at their back, the intent being that if the
P were overcome in the battle and put to flight, they
would not escape but be hurled into the river.

119: 1)Presently, when the P had come and had
crossed theM, they and the C joined battle
by the riverMarsyas. eC fought obstinately and for
a long time, but at the last theywere overcome by the odds. Of
the P, as many as two thousand men fell, and of the
C ten thousand. 2)ose of them who escaped were
driven into the precinct of Zeus of Armies at L,⁵⁷

⁵⁶Ed.: Modern Tshina; not to be confused with the better known
Marsyas in P, also a tributary of the M.

⁵⁷Ed.: Site of the cult of a war-god, whose emblem was the λάβρυς or
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a large and a holy grove of plane-trees. (e C are the
only peoplewhomweknowwhooffer sacrifices toZeusby this
name.) When they had been driven there, they deliberated
how best to save themselves, whether it would be better for
them to surrender to the P or to depart from A.

120: 1)While they took counsel, the M and
their allies came to their aid, whereupon the C put
aside their former plans, and prepared to wage a new war over
again. eymet the P attack and suffered a heavier de-
feat in the battle than the first; many of their whole army fell,
but the M were hardest stricken.

121: 1)e C, however, rallied and fought again
aer this disaster, for learning that the P had set
forth to march against their cities, they beset the road with
an ambush at P. e P fell into this by night
and perished, they and their generals, Daurises and Amorges
and Sisimaces. With these fell also Myrsus, son of Gyges.
e leader of this ambush was Heraclides of Mylasas, son of
Ibanollis.

122: 1)is, then, is how these P perished. Hy-
maees, who had been one of those who went in pursuit of the
I who marched on S, now turned towards the

battle-axe.
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P, and there took C in M. 2)When he had
taken this place and heard that Daurises had le the H-
 and was marching towards C, he le the P-
 and led his army to the H, making him-
self master of all the A who dwell in the territory
of I, and of the G, a remnant of the ancient
T. While he was conquering these nations, however,
Hymaees himself died of a sickness in the T.

123: 1)is is how he met his end, and Artaphrenes,
viceroy of S, and Otanes, the third general, were ap-
pointed to lead the army against I and the A ter-
ritory on its borders. ey tookC in I, and
C in A.

124: 1)Aristagoras the M, as he clearly demon-
strated, was a man of little courage, for aer he had disturbed
I and thrown all into utter confusion, he, perceiving
what he had done, began to deliberate flight. Moreover, it
seemed to him to be impossible to overcome Darius. 2)While
the cities were being taken, he accordingly called his fellow-
rebels together and took counsel with them, saying that it was
best for them to have some place of refuge in case they should
be thrown out of M. He also asked them whether he
should lead them from there to a settlement in S, or
M in E, whichHistiaeus had received as a gi
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from Darius and fortified.
125: 1)Hecataeus the historian, son of Hegesander, was

of the opinion that they should set forth to neither of these
places, but thatAristagoras should build a fortress in the island
of L and reside there, if he were driven from M.
Aerwards, with this as a base, he could return to M.

126: 1)Such was the advice of Hecataeus, but Aristagoras
himself thought it best to depart for M. He accord-
ingly entrusted M to Pythagoras, a citizen of repute,
and himself sailed toTwith any thatwould followhim
and then took possession of the place towhich he had come. 2)

Aer this he was put to the sword by the T, he and
his army, as he was besieging a town, even though the T-
 were ready to depart from it under treaty.
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VI
1: 1)is was the end of Aristagoras, aer he had brought
about the I revolt. Histiaeus, the tyrant of M,
arrived in S aer he was let go by Darius. When he
came there from S, Artaphrenes, the governor of S,
asked him for what reason he supposed the I had re-
belled; Histiaeus said that he did not know and marvelled at
what had happened, pretending to have no knowledge of the
present troubles. 2)But Artaphrenes saw that he dissembled
and, knowing the exact story of the revolt, said: “Iwill tell you,
Histiaeus, the truth of this business: it was you who stitched
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this shoe, and Aristagoras who put it on.”
2: 1)us spoke Artaphrenes regarding the revolt. His-

tiaeus was frightened by Artaphrenes’ understanding of the
matter and fled the next night to the sea, for he had deceived
Darius by promising to subdue S, the greatest of the
islands, while secretly intending to make himself leader of
the I in their war against Darius. 2)Crossing over to
C, hewas taken and bound by theC, because they
judged him to have been sent by Darius to make trouble for
them. But when they learned the whole story of his hostility
to the king, they set him free.

3: 1)enHistiaeuswas asked by the Iwhyhe had
so zealously ordered Aristagoras to revolt from the king and
done the I such great harm. He did not at all reveal
the true reason to them, telling them instead that king Darius
had planned to remove the P and settle them in
I, and the I in P; for this reason, he
said, he had sent the order. e king had made no such plan,
but Histiaeus wanted to frighten the I.

4: 1)en Histiaeus, using Hermippus, a man of
A, as messenger, sent letters to the P at
S, because they had previously talked with him about
revolt. But Hermippus did not give the letters to the men
to whom he was sent, and went and delivered them to Ar-
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taphrenes instead. 2)Artaphrenes, learning all that was afoot,
bade Hermippus carry Histiaeus’ letters to those for whom he
was bringing them, and give him those which the P
sent in answer to Histiaeus. us these men became known,
and then Artaphrenes put many P to death.

5: 1)So troubles arose in S. Since he failed in this
hope, the C brought Histiaeus back to M at his
own request. But the M were glad enough to be rid
of Aristagoras himself, and they had no wish to receive an-
other tyrant into their country now that they had tasted free-
dom. 2)When Histiaeus tried to force his way into M
by night, he was wounded in the thigh by a M. Since
he was thrust out from his own city, he went back to C;
when he could not persuade the C to give him ships,
he then crossed over to M and persuaded the L-
 to give him ships. 3)ey manned eight triremes, and
sailed with Histiaeus to B; there they encamped,
and seized all the ships that were sailing out of the E,
except when the crews consented to serve Histiaeus.

6: 1)Such were the doings of Histiaeus and the M-
. Against M itself a great fleet and army were
expected, for the P generals had joined their power to-
gether and made one army, which they led against M,
taking less account of the other fortresses. Of the fleet, the
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P were the most eager to fight, and there came
with them to the war the newly subdued C, and the
C and E.

7: 1)esewere coming to attackM and the rest of
I. When the I learned of it, they sent deputies to
take counsel for them in the P.¹ When they came
to that place and consulted, they resolved not to collect a land
army to meet the P, but to leave the M to
defend their walls themselves, and to man their fleet to the
last ship and gather as quickly as possible at L to fight for
M at sea. is L is a small island lying off the city
of M.

8: 1)e I then came there with their ships
manned, andwith them theAwho dwell in L.
iswas their order of battle: eM themselves had
the eastern wing, bringing eighty ships; next to themwere the
Pwith twelve ships, and theMwith three;
next to theMwere theTwith seventeen ships;
next to these the C with a hundred; near these in the
line were the E, bringing eight ships, and the
Pwith three, andnext to these the Lwith
seventy; last of all in the line were the S, holding the

¹Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 1.148.
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western wing with sixty ships. 2)e total number of all these
together was three hundred and fiy-three triremes.

9: 1)esewere the I ships; the ships of the foreign-
erswere six hundred. When these, too, reached theM
shore, and all their land power was present, the P gen-
erals, learning the number of the I ships, feared they
would be too weak to overcome the G. If they did not
have mastery of the sea, they would not be able to take M-
, andwould be in danger of some evil treatment byDarius.
2)With this inmind, they gathered the tyrants of the I
who had been deposed from their governments byAristagoras
of M and had fled to the M, and who now were
with the army that was led against M. ey gathered
as many of these men as were with them and said to them:
3)“Men of I, let each one of you now show that he has
done good service to the king’s house; let each one of you try
to separate your own countrymen from the rest of the allied
power. Set this promise before them: they will suffer no harm
for their rebellion, neither their temples nor their houses will
be burnt, nor will they in any way be treated more violently
than before. 4)But if theywill not do so and are set on fighting,
then utter a threat that will restrain them: if they are defeated
in battle, they will be enslaved; we will make eunuchs of their
boys, and carry their maidens captive to B, and hand
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over their land to others.”
10: 1)So they spoke; the I tyrants sent their mes-

sages by night, each to his own countrymen. But the I
to whom these messages came were stubborn and would have
no part of the treachery, each thinking that the P
made this offer to them alone. is happened immediately
aer the P arrived at M.

11: 1)en the I who had gathered at L held
assemblies; among those whom I suppose to have addressed
themwasDionysius, thePgeneral, who spoke thus:
2)“Our affairs, men of I, stand on the edge of a razor,
whether to be free men or slaves, and runaway slaves at that.
If you now consent to endure hardships, you will have toil for
the present time, but it will be in your power to overcome your
enemies and gain freedom; but if you will be weak and disor-
derly, I see nothing that can save you from paying the penalty
to the king for your rebellion. 4)Believe me and entrust your-
selves to me; I promise you that (if the gods deal fairly with
us) either our enemies shall not meet us in battle, or if they do
they shall be utterly vanquished.”

12: 1)When the I heard this, they put themselves
in Dionysius’ hands. He then each day put out to sea with
ships in column, using the rowers to pierce each other’s line
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of ships,² and arming the fighting men on board; for the rest
of the day he kept the fleet at anchor; all day he made the I-
 work. 2)For seven days they obeyed him and did his
bidding; but on the next day, untried as they were in such la-
bor and worn out by hard work and by the sun, the I
began to say each to other: 3)“Againstwhat godhavewe sinned
that we have to fulfill this task? We have lost our minds and
launched out into folly, committing ourselves into the hands
of this P braggart, who brings but three ships; and
having got us he afflicts us with afflictions incurable. Many
of us have fallen sick already, and many are likely to suffer the
same thing; instead of these ills, it would be better for us to
suffer anything, and endure this coming slavery, whatever it
will be, rather than be oppressed by that which is now upon
us. Come, let us obey him no longer!” 4)So they spoke, and
from then on no man would obey. As if they were an army,
they raised tents on the island where they stayed in the shade,
and they were unwilling to embark upon their ships or to con-
tinue their exercises.

13: 1)When the generals of the S learned what
the I were doing, they recalled that message which
Aeaces son of Syloson had already sent them at the P’

²Ed.: is manoeuvre consisted in forcing a way through the enemy’s
line and attacking the broadside or stern of his ships.
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bidding, entreating them todesert the I alliance; seeing
great disorder on the I side, they consented to themes-
sage; moreover, it seemed impossible to them to overcome the
king’s power, and they were well assured that if they overcame
Darius’ present fleet, another one five times as large would
come. 2)erefore, as soon as they saw the I refusing
to be useful, they took up that for a pretext, considering it ad-
vantageous to save their own temples and houses. isAeaces,
from whom they received the message, was the son of Syloson
son of Aeaces, and had been tyrant of S until he was de-
posed from his rule by Aristagoras of M, just like the
other I tyrants.

14: 1)Now when the P fleet came sailing
against them, the I put out to sea against them with
their ships in column. When they drew near and met each
other in battle, which of the I were bravemen or cow-
ards then in that sea-fight I cannot exactly say; for they all
blame each other. 2)e S are said, according to their
agreement with Aeaces, to have raised their sails and gone off
to S, leaving their post, all except eleven ships. 3)e
captains of these stood their ground and fought, disobeying
their admirals. For this deed the S people granted that
their names and patronymics should be engraved on a pillar as
brave men; this pillar now stands in their market-place. But
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the L, seeing their neighbors fleeing, did the same as
the S; and most of the I did likewise.

15: 1)e most roughly handled of those that stood their
ground in the sea-fight were the C, since they refused
to be cowards and achieved deeds of renown. ey brought a
hundred ships to the fleet, as was mentioned above, and on
each ship were forty picked men of their citizens. 2)Seeing
themselves betrayed by the greater part of their allies, they did
not think it right to act like the worst among them; with only
a few allies to aid them they fought on and broke the enemy’s
line, until they had taken many ships but lost most of their
own.

16: 1)e C escaped to their own country with
their remaining ships, but the crews of the C ships that
were damaged and disabled were pursued and took refuge in
M. ere the men beached and le their ships, and
made their way across the mainland. 2)But when the C-
 entered the lands of E on their march, they came
by night while the women were celebrating the esmopho-
ria; then the E, never having heard the story of the
C and seeing an army invading their country, were fully
persuaded that these were robbers come aer their women; so
they mustered all their force and killed the C.

17: 1)So these men met with such a fate. As for Diony-
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sius the P, when he saw that the I cause was
lost, he sailed away with the three enemy ships that he had
captured; but not to P, now that he knew well that
it would be enslaved with the rest of I; he right away
sailed straight to P instead, sunk some merchant
ships, took a lot ofmoney, and sailed to S; from this base
he set himself up as a pirate, robbing C and
T, but no G.

18: 1)When the P had conquered the I
by sea, they laid siege toM by sea and land, mining the
walls and using every device against it, until they utterly cap-
tured it in the sixth year aer the revolt of Aristagoras.³ ey
enslaved the city, and thus the calamity agreed with the oracle
concerning M.

19: 1)When the A inquired at D about the
safety of their city, a common response was given, one part re-
garding the A themselves, but there was an additional
response for the M. 2)I will mention the part con-
cerning the A when I come to that part of my history;
this was the prophecy given to the M in their ab-
sence:

en, M, contriver of evil deeds,

³Ed.: In 494.
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For many will you become a banquet and glorious gis;
Your wives will wash the feet of many long-haired men;

Other ministers will tend my D⁴ shrine!

3)All this now came upon the M, since most of
their men were slain by the P, who wore long hair,
and their women and children were accounted as slaves, and
the temple at D with its shrine and place of divination
was plundered and burnt. Of the wealth that was in this tem-
ple I have oen spoken elsewhere in my history.

20: 1)Aer that, the captive M were brought to
S. King Darius did them no further harm, settling them
by the sea called Red, in the city of A, by which the river
T flows as it issues into the sea. Of the M land
the P themselves held what was nearest to the city,
and the plain, giving the hill country into the possession of
C from P.

21: 1)Now when the M suffered all this at the
hands of the P, the S (who had lost their
city and dwelt in L and S) did not give them equal
return for what they had done. When S was taken by
the C, all the people of M, young and

⁴Ed.: D (oener called B), was near M;
the temple was of Apollo Διδυμέυς. Cp. Hdt. 1.46.
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old, shaved their heads andmade great public lamentation; no
cities which we know were ever so closely joined in friendship
as these. 2)eA acted very differently. eA-
 made clear their deep grief for the taking of M
in many ways, but especially in this: when Phrynichus wrote
a play entitled “e Fall of M” and produced it, the
whole theater fell to weeping; they fined Phrynichus a thou-
sand drachmas for bringing to mind a calamity that affected
them so personally, and forbade the performance of that play
forever.

22: 1)M then was le empty of M. e
men of property among the S were displeased by the
dealings of their generals with the M, so aer the sea-
fight they took counsel immediately and resolved that before
Aeaces the tyrant came to their country they would sail to a
colony, rather than remain and be slaves of the M and
Aeaces. 2)e people of Z⁵ in S about this time
sent messengers to I inviting the I to the F
C, desiring there to found an I city. is F
C, as it is called, is in S, in that part which looks
towards T. At this invitation, the S alone
of the I, with those M who had escaped, set

⁵Ed.: Z is the later M, modern M.
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forth.
23: 1)In their journey a thing happened to them such as

I will show. As they voyaged to S, the S came
to the country of the E⁶ L at a time
when the people of Z and their king (whose name was
Scythes) were besieging a S town desiring to take it.
2)Learning this, Anaxilaus the tyrant of R, being then
in a feudwith theZ, joined forceswith the S-
 and persuaded them to leave off their voyage to the F
C and seize Z while it was deserted by its men.
3)e S consented and seized Z; when they
learned that their city was taken, the Z came to
deliver it, calling to their aid Hippocrates the tyrant of G,
whowas their ally. 4)ButHippocrates, when he came bringing
his army to aid them, put Scythes the monarch of Z
and his brother Pythogenes in chains for losing the city, and
sent them away to the city of I. He betrayed the rest of the
Z to the S, with whom he had made an
agreement and exchanged oaths. 5)e price which the S-
 agreed to give him was that Hippocrates should take for
his share half of the movable goods and slaves in the city, and
all that was in the country. 6)Most of the Z were

⁶Ed.: “e epithet distinguishes the I colony from the L-
 of the mother country” (How and Wells).
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kept in chains as slaves by Hippocrates himself; he gave three
hundred chiefmen to the S to be put to death, but the
S did not do so.

24: 1)Scythes the monarch of Z escaped from
I to H, and from there he came to A and went
up country to king Darius. Darius considered him the most
honest man of all who had come up to him from H; 2)

for he returned by the king’s permission to S and from
S back again to Darius, until in old age he ended his
life in P in great wealth. Without trouble the S
planted themselves in that most excellent city of Z, af-
ter they had escaped from the M.

25: 1)Aer the fight at sea for M, the P-
 at the P’ bidding brought Aeaces son of Sylo-
son back to S, for the high worth of his service to them
and for his great achievements. Because of the desertion of
their ships in the sea-fight, the S were the only rebel
people whose city and temples were not burnt. 2)Aer M-
was captured, the P at once gained possession of
C. Someof the towns submitted voluntarily; otherswere
brought over by force.

26: 1)All this happened so. Histiaeus the M was
at B, seizing the I merchant ships as they
sailed out of the E, when he had news of the business of
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M. Leaving all matters concerning the H
in charge of Bisaltes of A, son of Apollophanes, he
himself sailed with the L to C and, when the
C guardships would not receive him, fought in the Hol-
lows of C (as they are called). 2)Many of their crews he
killed; the rest of the people of the country, since they were
crippled by the sea-fight, were mastered by Histiaeus with his
L, setting out from P in C.

27: 1)It is common for some sign to be given when great
ills threaten cities or nations; for before all this plain signs had
been sent to the C. 2)Of a band of a hundred youths
whom they had sent to D only two returned, ninety-
eight being caught and carried off by pestilence; moreover, at
about this same time, a little before the sea-fight, the roof fell
in on boys learning their letters: of one hundred and twenty
of them one alone escaped. 3)ese signs a god showed to
them; then the sea-fight broke upon them and beat the city to
its knees; on top of the sea-fight came Histiaeus and the L-
. Since the C were in such a bad state, he easily
subdued them.

28: 1)en Histiaeus brought a great force of I
and A against T. While he was besieging
T amessage came that the Pwere putting
out to sea from M to attack the rest of I. When
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he learned this, he le T unsacked, and hastened in-
steadwith all his army toL. 2)From there, since his army
suffered fromhunger, he crossed over to reap fromA
the corn there and the M corn of the C plain.
Now it chanced that in that region was Harpagus, a P-
, with no small force under him; when Histiaeus landed,
Harpagus met him in battle and took Histiaeus himself alive
and killed most of his army.

29: 1)Histiaeus was taken prisoner in this way: the
G fought with the P at M in the coun-
try of A; the armies fought for a long time, until
the P cavalry charged and fell upon the G. So
thiswas the accomplishment of the cavalry; when theG
were routed,Histiaeus, supposing that the kingwould not put
him to death for his present transgression, did what showed
that he loved his life too well. 2)He was overtaken in his
flight by a P, and when he was caught and about to be
stabbed, he cried out in the P language and revealed
himself to be Histiaeus the M.

30: 1)Now if he had been taken prisoner and brought to
kingDarius, he would have suffered no harm (tomy thinking)
and the king would have forgiven his guilt; but as it was, when
Histiaeuswas brought to S, bothbecause ofwhathehad
done, and for fear that he might escape and again win power
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at the court, Artaphrenes, governor of S, and Harpa-
gus, who had captured him, impaled his body on the spot,
and sent his head embalmed to king Darius at S. 2)When
Darius learned of this, he blamed those who had done it be-
cause they had not broughtHistiaeus before him alive, and he
commanded that the head should be washed and buried with
due ceremony, as of a manwho had done great good toDarius
himself and to P.

31: 1)us it fared with Histiaeus. e P fleet
wintered at M, and putting out to sea in the next year
easily subdued the islands that lie off the mainland, C
and L and T. Whenever they took an island,
the foreigners would (net) the people. 2)is is the manner of
their doing it: the men link hands and make a line reaching
from the northern sea to the southern, and then advance over
thewhole island hunting the people down. ey also captured
the I cities of the mainland in the same way, but not by
netting the people; for that was not possible.

32: 1)en the P generals were not false to the
threats they had made against the I when they were
encamped opposite them. When they had gained mastery
over the cities, they chose out the most handsome boys and
castrated them, making them eunuchs instead of men, and
they carried the fairest maidens away to the king; they did all
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this, and they burnt the cities with their temples. us three
times had the I been enslaved, first by the L
and now twice in a row by the P.

33: 1)en the fleet departed from I and captured
everything which lies to the le of one sailing up the H-
; the right side had been subdued by the P
themselves from the mainland. ese are the regions of E-
 that belong to theH: theC, in
which there aremany cities; P, and the forts that lie
towards T, and S and B. 2)e
B and the C beyond them did
not even wait for the attack of the P, but le
their own land and fled away into the E, and there set-
tled in the city of M. eP burnt the
aforementioned places and turned against P
and A; aer giving these also to the flames they sailed
back to the C to finish off the remaining cities,
as many as they had not destroyed at their former landing.
3)But they didnot sail againstC at all; theC
had already made themselves the king’s subjects before the
P expedition, by an agreement with the governor
at D, Oebares son of Megabazus.

34: 1)e P subdued all the cities in the
C except C. Miltiades son of Cimon son
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of Stesagoras was tyrant there. Miltiades son of Cypselus had
gained the rule earlier in the following manner: the T-
 D held possession of this C. ey
were crushed in war by the A, so they sent their
kings to D to inquire about the war. 2)e Pythia an-
swered that they should bring to their land as founder the
first man who offered them hospitality aer they le the sa-
cred precinct. But as the D passed through P
and B, going along the SW,⁷ no one invited
them, so they turned toward A.

35: 1)At that time in A, Pisistratus held all
power, but Miltiades son of Cypselus also had great influ-
ence. His household was rich enough to maintain a four-
horse chariot, and he traced his earliest descent to Aeacus
and A, though his later ancestry was A. Phi-
laeus son of Ajax was the first of that house to be an A-
. 2)Miltiades was sitting on his porch when he saw the
D go by with their foreign clothing and spears, so he
called out to them, and when they came over, he invited them
in for lodging and hospitality. ey accepted, and aer he en-

⁷Ed.: “e S W seems to have led E. by D, Panopeus,
and C, then S.E. by C, H, and T,
then S. overC toE, whence it was continued toA
by the best-known ὁδὸς ἱερά.” (How and Wells.)
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tertained them, they revealed the whole story of the oracle to
him and asked him to obey the god. 3)He was persuaded as
soon as he heard their speech, for he was tired of Pisistratus’
rule andwanted tobe away from it. He immediately set out for
D to ask the oracle if he should do what the D
asked of him.

36: 1)e Pythia also bade him do so. en Miltiades son
of Cypselus, previously an O victor in the four-horse
chariot, recruited any A who wanted to take part in
the expedition, sailed off with the D, and took pos-
session of their land. ose who brought him appointed him
tyrant. 2)His first act was to wall off the isthmus of the C-
 from the city of C across to P,⁸ so that
the A would not be able to harm them by invad-
ing their land. e isthmus is thirty-six stadia across, and to
the south of the isthmus the C is four hundred
and twenty stadia in length.

37: 1)AerMiltiades had pushed away theA
bywalling off the neck of theC, hemadewar first
on the people of L, but the L laid
an ambush and took him prisoner. However, Miltiades stood
high in the opinion of Croesus the L, and when Croe-

⁸Ed.: Across the isthmus of the peninsula of G, near B-
; a distance of about four and a half miles.
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sus heard what had happened, he sent to the L
and commanded them to release Miltiades. If they did not
do so, he threatened to cut them down like a pine tree. 2)e
Lwent astray in their counsels as towhat the ut-
terance meant which Croesus had threatened them with, say-
ing hewould devastate them like a pine tree, until at last one of
the elders understood and saidwhat itwas: the pine is the only
tree that once cut down never sends out any shoots; it is ut-
terly destroyed. So out of fear of Croesus the L
released Miltiades and let him go.

38: 1)So he escaped by the intervention of Croesus, but
he later died childless and le his rule and possessions to Ste-
sagoras, the son of his half-brother Cimon. Since his death,
the people of the C offer sacrifices to him as
their founder in the customary manner, instituting a contest
of horse races and gymnastics. No one from L
is allowed to compete. 2)But in the war against the L-
Stesagoras toomethis end anddied childless; hewas
struck on the head with an axe in the town-hall by a man who
pretended to be a deserter but in truth was an enemy and a
man of violence.

39: 1)Stesagoras met his end in this way. e sons of Pisi-
stratus sent Miltiades, son of Cimon and brother of the dead
Stesagoras, in a trireme to the C to take control
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of the country; they had already treated him well at A,
feigning that they had not been accessory to the death of Ci-
monhis father, which Iwill relate in another place. 2)Reaching
the C, Miltiades kept himself within his house,
professing thus to honor the memory of his brother Stesago-
ras. When the people of the C learned this, their
ruling men gathered together from all the cities on every side,
and came together in a group to show fellow-feeling with his
mourning; but he put them in bonds. SoMiltiadesmade him-
self master of the C; there he maintained a guard
of five hundred men, and married Hegesipyle the daughter of
Olorus, king of T.

40: 1)But not long aer this Miltiades son of Cimon
had come to the C, greater difficulties than the
present afflictions overtookhim. Hehadbeen driven from the
country three years before this⁹ by the S. e no-
madic S, provoked by Darius, gathered themselves
together and rode as far as the C. 2)Miltiades did
not await their attack and fled from the C, un-
til the S departed and the D brought him
back again. All this had happened three years before the mat-
ters that now engaged him.

⁹Ed.: In 493. τρίτῳ μὲν γάρ, κ.τ.λ. explains how it was that Miltiades
had been till now absent from the C.
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41: 1)But now, learning that the P were
in T, he sailed away to A with five triremes
loaded with the possessions that he had nearby. He set out
from C and crossed the B B, and as he was
sailing along the C the P fell upon
him with their ships. 2)Miltiades himself escaped with four
of his ships to I, but the fih was pursued and over-
taken by the P. It happened that the captain of
this ship was Metiochus, the eldest son of Miltiades by an-
other wife, not the daughter of Olorus the T. 3)e
P took this man captive with his ship; andwhen
they heard that he was Miltiades’ son, they brought him up
to the king, thinking that this would be a very favorable ser-
vice, because Miltiades had declared his opinion among the
I that they should obey the S in their de-
mand tobreak the bridge of boats and sail away to their homes.
4)But when the P brought Miltiades’ son Meti-
ochus before him, Darius did him no harm but much good,
giving him a house and possessions and a P wife, who
borehimchildrenwhowere reckoned asP. Miltiades
made his way from I to A.

42: 1)In this year¹⁰ the P caused no further trou-

¹⁰Ed.: 493.
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ble for the I, and at this same time certain things
happened which greatly benefited the I. Artaphrenes
governor of S summoned ambassadors from the cities
and compelled the I to make agreements among
themselves that they would abide by the law and not rob and
plunder each other. 2)He compelled them to do this, and
he measured their lands by parasangs, which is the P
name for a distance of thirty stadia, andordered that each peo-
ple should according to this measurement pay a tribute which
has remained fixed as assessed by Artaphrenes ever since that
time up to this day; the sum appointed was about the same
as that which they had rendered before. is then kept them
peaceable.

43: 1)But at the beginning of spring¹¹ the other gener-
als were deposed by the king from their offices, and Mardo-
nius son of Gobryas, a man young in years and recently mar-
ried to Darius’ daughter Artozostre, came down to the coast
at the head of a very great army and fleet. 2)When Mardo-
nius reached C at the head of this army, he himself
embarked on shipboard and sailed with the rest of his ships,
while other captains led the land army to the H.
3)When Mardonius arrived in I in his voyage along the

¹¹Ed.: 492.
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coast of A, he did a thing which I here set down for the
wonder of those G who will not believe Otanes to have
declared his opinion among the Seven that democracy was
best for P:¹² Mardonius deposed all the I tyrants
and set up democracies in their cities. 4)He did this and hur-
ried to the H. When a great multitude of ships
and a great army were assembled, the P crossed the
H on shipboard and marched through E,
with E and A as their goal.

44: 1)is was the stated end of their expedition, but they
intended to subdue asmany of theG cities as they could.
eir fleet subdued the T, who did not so much as
li up their hands against it; their land army added theM-
 to the slaves that they had already, for all the na-
tions nearer to them than M had been made sub-
ject to the P before this. 2)Crossing over from T-
 they travelled near the land as far as A, and
putting out from there they tried to roundA. But a great
and irresistible north wind fell upon them as they sailed past
and dealt very roughly with them, driving many of their ships
upon A. 3)It is said that about three hundred ships were
lost, and more than twenty thousand men. Since the coasts of

¹²Ed.: Hdt. 3.80
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A abound in wild beasts, some men were carried off by
beasts and so perished; others were dashed against the rocks;
those who could not swim perished because of that, and still
others by the cold.

45: 1)us it fared with the fleet; as for Mardonius and
his land army, while they were encamped in M,
the B of T attacked them by night and killed
many of them, wounding Mardonius himself. But not even
these could escape being enslaved by the P; Mardo-
nius did not depart from those lands before he had subjugated
them. 2)Aer conquering them, he led his army away home-
wards, since the B had dealt a heavy blow to his army and
A an even heavier blow to his fleet. is expedition aer
an inglorious adventure returned back to A.

46: 1)In the next year aer this,¹³ Darius first sent a mes-
sage bidding the T, who were falsely reported by
their neighbors to be planning rebellion, to destroy their walls
and bring their ships to A. 2)Since they had been be-
sieged by Histiaeus of M and had great revenues, the
Thadused theirwealth to build ships ofwar and sur-
round themselves with stronger walls. 3)eir revenue came
from the mainland and from the mines. About eighty talents

¹³Ed.: 491.
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on average came in from the gold-mines of the “D F-
”,¹⁴ and less from the mines of T itself, yet so much
that theT, paying no tax on their crops, drew a yearly
revenue from the mainland and the mines of two hundred
talents on average, and three hundred when the revenue was
greatest.

47: 1)I myself have seen these mines; by far the most mar-
vellous were those that were found by the Pwho
with T colonized this island, which is now called aer
that P T. 2)ese P mines are
between the place calledA andC inT,
opposite S; they are in a great hill that has been
dug up in the searching. So much for that. e T
at the king’s command destroyed their walls and brought all
their ships to A.

48: 1)en Darius attempted to learn whether the
G intended to wage war against him or to surrender
themselves. He sent heralds this way and that throughout
H, bidding them demand a gi of earth and water for
the king. 2)He despatched some to H, and he sent oth-
ers to his own tributary cities of the coast, commanding that
ships of war and transports for horses be built.

¹⁴Ed.: On the T coast, opposite T.
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49: 1)So the cities set about these preparations. e her-
alds who went to H received what the king’s proclama-
tion demanded from many of those dwelling on the main-
land and from all the islanders to whom they came with the
demand. Among the islanders who gave earth and water to
Darius were the A. 3)e A immedi-
ately came down upon them for doing this, for they supposed
the A to have given the gi out of enmity for
A, so they might join with the P in attacking
the A. Gladly laying hold of this pretext, they went
to S and there accused the A of acting to
betray H.

50: 1)Regarding this accusation, Cleomenes son of
Anaxandrides, king of S, crossed over to A in-
tending to arrest the most culpable of its people. 2)But when
he attempted to make the arrests, the A opposed
him, especiallyCrius sonof Polycritus, who toldhimhewould
not take away any A with impunity, for he had no
authority from the S for what he was doing; instead
he had been bribed by the A; otherwise he would
have come tomake the arrestswith the other king. He said this
because of a letter from Demaratus. 3)Driven from A,
Cleomenes asked Crius his name; and when Crius told him
what it was, Cleomenes said to him, “Now is the time to put
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bronze on your horns, Mr. Ram,¹⁵ for great calamity will con-
front you.”

51: 1)All this time Demaratus son of Ariston remained at
S and spread evil reports of Cleomenes. is Demara-
tus was also king of S, but of the inferior house; not
indeed inferior in any other regard (for they have a common
ancestor), but the house of Eurysthenes has in some sort the
greater honor by right of primogeniture.¹⁶

52: 1)e L say (but no poet agrees)
that itwasAristodemus sonofAristomachus sonofCleodaeus
son of Hyllus, and not his sons, who led them to that land
which they now possess. 2)Aer no long time Aristodemus’
wife, whose namewas Argeia, bore him offspring; they say she
was daughter of Autesion son of Tisamenus son ofersander
son of Polynices; she bore him twins; Aristodemus lived to
see the children, then died of a sickness. 3)e L-
 of that day planned to follow their custom and make
the eldest of the children king. But the children were iden-
tical in all respects, so the L did not know
which to choose; when they could not judge between them,

¹⁵Ed.: Κριός = ram.
¹⁶Ed.: “e most probable origin of this anomaly” (the dual kingship)

“is the fusion of two distinct communities whose chiefs shared the throne.”
How and Wells, p. 82.
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or perhaps even before this, they asked the mother. 4)She said
she knew no better than the L which was
the elder; she knew perfectly well, but she said this because
she desired that by some means both might be made kings.
e L were at a loss, so they sent to D-
 to inquire how they should deal with the matter. 5)e
priestess bade them make both children kings but give greater
honor to the elder. When the priestess gave this response, the
L knew no better than before how to dis-
cover the elder child, and a man of M, whose name
was Panites, gave them advice: 6)he advised them to watch the
mother and see which of the children she washed and fed be-
fore the other; if she was seen to do this always in the same
order, they would then have all that they sought and desired
to discover; but if she changed her practice haphazardly, then
itwould bemanifest to theL that she know
no more than they did, and they must have recourse to some
other means. 7)en the S did as the M
advised; as they watched the mother of Aristodemus’ chil-
dren, they found her always preferring the elder when she fed
and washed them, since she did not know why she was be-
ing watched. So they took the child that was preferred by
its mother and brought it up at public expense as the first-
born; and they called it Eurysthenes, and the other Procles.
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8)ey say that when these two brothers grew to manhood,
they feuded with each other as long as they lived, and their
descendants continued to do likewise.

53: 1)e L are the only G who
tell this story. But in what I write I follow the G report,
and hold that theG correctly recount these kings of the
D as far back as Perseus son of Danae—they make no
mention of the god¹⁷ —and prove these kings to be G;
for by that time they had come to be classified as G.
2)I said as far back as Perseus, and I took the matter no fur-
ther than that, because no one is named as themortal father of
Perseus, as Amphitryon is named father ofHeracles. So I used
correct reasoningwhen I said that theG record is correct
as far back as Perseus; farther back than that, if the king’s an-
cestors in each generation, from Danae daughter of Acrisius
upward, be reckoned, then the leaders of the D will
be shown to be true-born E.

54: 1)us have I traced their lineage according to the
G story; but the P tale is that Perseus himself was
an A, and became a G, which his forebears had
not been; the P say that the ancestors of Acrisius¹⁸

¹⁷Ed.: i.e. Zeus; Perseus being by one legend son of Zeus and Danae.
¹⁸Ed.: But inHdt. 7.150 the P story is, that Perseus was son of
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had no bond of kinship with Perseus, and they indeed were, as
the G say, E.

55: 1)Enough of these matters. Why and for what
achievements these men, being E, won the kingship
of theD has been told by others, so I will let it go, and
will make mention of matters which others have not touched.

56: 1)ese privileges the S have given to their
kings: two priesthoods, of Zeus called L¹⁹ and
of Zeus of Heaven; they wage war against whatever land they
wish, and no S can hinder them in this on peril of be-
ing put under a curse; when the armies go forth the kings go
out first and return last; one hundred chosenmen guard them
in their campaigns; they sacrifice as many sheep and goats as
they wish at the start of their expeditions, and take the hides
and backs of all sacrificed beasts.

57: 1)Such are their rights in war; in peace the powers
given them are as follows: at all public sacrifices the kings first
sit down to the banquet and are first served, each of them re-
ceiving a portion double of what is given to the rest of the
company; they make the first libations, and the hides of the

Danae daughter of Acrisius. Evidently the Perseus legends aremanifold and
inconsistent.

¹⁹Ed.: Here, as oen the cult of an “O” deity is identifiedwith
an earlier local worship; cp. Zeus Amphiaraus, Zeus Agamemnon.
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sacrificed beasts are theirs. 2)At each new moon and each sev-
enth day of the first part of the month, a full-grown victim
for Apollo’s temple, a bushel of barley-meal, and a L
quart²⁰ of wine are given to each from the public store, and
chief seats are set apart for them at the games. 3)It is their
right to appoint whatever citizens they wish to be protectors
of foreigners;²¹ and they each choose two P. (e
P are the ambassadors to D and eat with the
kings at the public expense.) If the kings do not come to the
public dinner, two choenixes of barley-meal and half a pint of
wine are sent to their houses, but when they come, they re-
ceive a double share of everything; and the same honor shall
be theirs when they are invited by private citizens to dinner.
4)ey keep all oracles that are given, though the P
also know them. e kings alone judge cases concerning the
rightful possessor of an unwedded heiress, if her father has not
betrothed her, and cases concerning public roads. 5)If a man
desires to adopt a son, it is done in the presence of the kings.

²⁰Ed.: e content of a “L τετάρτη“ is uncertain; for the date,
see How and Wells ad loc.

²¹Ed.: Usually, the πρόξενος is a citizen who out of friendship for a par-
ticular state undertakes the protection of its nationals in his city; e.g. Mil-
tiades at A is the πρόξενος of S. But here he is apparently an
official appointed to watch over the interests of all foreign residents.
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ey sit with the twenty-eight elders in council; if they do not
come, the elders most closely related to them hold the king’s
privilege, giving two votes over and above the third which is
their own.²²

58: 1)e kings are granted these rights from the S-
 commonwealth while they live; when they die, their
rights are as follows: Horsemen proclaim their death in all
parts of L, and in the city women go about beating
on cauldrons. When this happens, two free persons from each
house, a man and a woman, are required to wearmourning, or
incur heavy penalties if they fail to do so. 2)eL-
 have the same custom at the deaths of their kings as
the foreigners in A; most foreigners use the same custom
at their kings’ deaths. When a king of the L
dies, a fixed number of their subject neighbors must come to
the funeral from all L, besides the S.
6)When these and the helots and the S themselves
have assembled in oneplace to thenumber ofmany thousands,
together with the women, they zealously beat their foreheads
and make long and loud lamentation, calling that king that is

²²Ed.: “Herodotus, though the expression is obscure, probably means
not that each king had two votes, but that two votes were given for the two
absent kings, and that the vote of the relative who acted as proxy for both
was the third.” How and Wells, p. 87.
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most recently dead the best of all their kings. Whenever a king
dies in war, they make an image of him and carry it out on a
well-spread bier. For ten days aer the burial there are no as-
semblies or elections, and they mourn during these days.

59: 1)e L also resemble the P-
 in this: when one king is dead and another takes his of-
fice, this successor releases from debt any S who owes
a debt to the king or to the commonwealth. Among the P-
 the king at the beginning of his reign forgives all cities
their arrears of tribute.

60: 1)e L resemble the E
in that their heralds and flute-players and cooks inherit the
cra from their fathers, a flute-player’s son being a flute-player,
and a cook’s son a cook, and a herald’s son a herald; no others
usurp their places, making themselves heralds by loudness of
voice; they ply their cra by right of birth. Such is the way of
these matters.

61: 1)While Cleomenes was in A working for the
commongood of H,Demaratus slandered him, not out
of care for the A, but out of jealousy and envy.
Once Cleomenes returned home from A, he planned
to remove Demaratus from his kingship, using the following
affair as a pretext against him: Ariston, king of S, had
married twice but had no children. 2)He did not admit that
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he himself was responsible, so he married a third time. is is
how it came about: he had among the S a friend to
whom he was especially attached. is man’s wife was by far
the most beautiful woman in S, but she who was now
most beautiful had once been the ugliest. 3)Her nurse consid-
ered her inferior looks and how she was of wealthy people yet
unattractive, and, seeing how the parents felt her appearance
to be a great misfortune, she contrived to carry the child ev-
ery day to the sacred precinct of Helen, which is in the place
called T,²³ beyond the sacred precinct of Phoebus.
Every time the nurse carried the child there, she set her beside
the image and beseeched the goddess to release the child from
her ugliness. 4)Once as shewas leaving the sacred precinct, it is
said that a woman appeared to her and asked her what she was
carrying in her arms. e nurse said she was carrying a child
and the woman bade her show it to her, but she refused, say-
ing that the parents had forbidden her to show it to anyone.
But the woman strongly bade her show it to her, 5)and when
the nurse saw how important it was to her, she showed her
the child. e woman stroked the child’s head and said that
she would be the most beautiful woman in all S. From
that day her looks changed, andwhen she reached the time for

²³Ed.: S.E. of S; the legendary burial-place of Menelaus and He-
len. e foundations of a temple are still visible.
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marriage, Agetus son of Alcidas married her. is man was
Ariston’s friend.

62: 1)So love for this woman prickedAriston, and he con-
trived as follows: He promised to give to his comrade any one
thing out of all he owned, whatever Agetusmight choose, and
he bade his comrade make him the same promise. Agetus had
no fear about hiswife, seeing thatAristonwas alreadymarried,
so he agreed and they took oaths on these terms. 2)Ariston
gave Agetus whatever it was that he chose out of all his trea-
sures, and then, seeking equal recompense from him, tried to
take the wife of his comrade. Agetus said that he had agreed
to anything but that, but he was forced by his oath and by the
deceitful trick to let his wife be taken.

63: 1)In this way Ariston married his third wife, aer
divorcing the second one. But his new wife gave birth to
Demaratus too soon, before ten lunar months had passed.
2)When one of his servants announced to him as he sat in
council with the ephors that he had a son, Ariston, knowing
the time of the marriage, counted up the months on his fin-
gers and swore on oath, “It’s not mine.” e ephors heard this
but did not make anything of it. When the boy grew up, Aris-
ton regretted having said that, for he firmly believed Demara-
tus to be his own son. 3)He named him Demaratus because
before his birth all the S populace had prayed that
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Ariston, the man most highly esteemed out of all the kings
of S, might have a son. us he was namedDemaratus,
which means “answer to the people’s prayer.”

64: 1)Time passed and Ariston died, so Demaratus held
the kingship. But it seems that these matters had to become
known and cause Demaratus to lose his kingship. He had al-
ready fallen out with Cleomenes when he had brought the
army back from E, and now they were even more at
odds when Cleomenes crossed over aer the A
who were Medizing.

65: 1)Cleomenes wanted revenge, so he made a deal with
Leotychides son of Menares son of Agis, of the same fam-
ily as Demaratus. e deal was that Leotychides would go
with Cleomenes against the A if he became king.
2)Leotychides had already become strongly hostile toDemara-
tus for the following reason: Leotychides was betrothed to
Percalus, daughter of Demarmenus, but Demaratus plotted
and robbed him of his marriage, stealing Percalus and mar-
rying her first. 3)From this affair Leotychides was hostile to-
wardDemaratus, so atCleomenes’ instigation he took an oath
against him, saying that he was not king of the S
by right, since he was not Ariston’s son. Aer making this
oath, he prosecuted him, recalling that utterance which Aris-
ton had made when the servant told him he had a son, and he
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counted up themonths and swore that it was not his. 4)Taking
his stand on this remark, Leotychides declared that Demara-
tus was not Ariston’s son and that he was not rightly king of
S, bringing aswitnesses the ephorswhohadbeen sitting
beside Ariston and heard him say this.

66: 1)Disputes arose over it, so the S resolved to
ask the oracle at D if Demaratus was the son of Ariston.
2)At Cleomenes’ instigation this was revealed to the Pythia.
He had won over a man of great influence among the D-
, Cobon son of Aristophantus, and Cobon persuaded
the priestess, Periallus, to say what Cleomenes wanted her to.
3)When the ambassadors asked if Demaratus was the son of
Ariston, the Pythia gave judgment that he was not. All this
came to light later; Cobon was exiled from D, and Pe-
riallus was deposed from her position.

67: 1)So it was concerning Demaratus’ loss of the king-
ship, and from S he went into exile among the M
because of the following reproach: aer he was deposed from
the kingship, he was elected to office. 2)When it was the time
of theGymnopaidia,²⁴ Leotychides, now king in his place, saw
him in the audience and, as a joke and an insult, sent amessen-
ger to him to askwhat itwas like to hold office aer being king.

²⁴Ed.: A midsummer festival, celebrated at S by bands of naked
boys and men.
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3)He was grieved by the question and said that he had experi-
ence of both,whileLeotychides didnot, and that this question
would be the beginning for S of either immense evil or
immense good fortune. He said this, covered his head, le the
theater, and went home, where he immediately made prepa-
rations and sacrificed an ox to Zeus. en he summoned his
mother.

68: 1)When she came in, he put some of the entrails in her
hands and entreatedher, saying, “Mother, appealing toZeus of
the household and to all the other gods, I beseech you to tell
me the truth. Who is my father? Tell me truly. 2)Leotychides
said in the disputes that you were already pregnant by your
former husband when you came to Ariston. Others say more
foolishly that you approached to one of the servants, the ass-
keeper, and that I am his son. 3)I adjure you by the gods to
speak what is true. If you have done anything of what they
say, you are not the only one; you are in company with many
women. ere is much talk at S that Ariston did not
have child-bearing seed in him, or his formerwiveswould have
given him children.”

69: 1)ushe spoke. Hismother answered, “My son, since
you adjure me by entreaties to speak the truth, I will speak out
to you all that is true. On the third night aerAriston brought
me to his house, a phantom resembling him came to me. It
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came and lay with me and then put on me the garlands which
it had. 2)It went away, and whenAriston came in later and saw
me with the garlands, he asked who gave them to me. I said
he did, but he denied it. I swore an oath that just a little while
before he had come in and lain with me and given me the gar-
lands, and I said it was not good of him to deny it. 3)When
he sawme swearing, he perceived that this was some divine af-
fair. For the garlands had clearly come from the hero’s precinct
which is established at the courtyarddoors, which they call the
precinct of Astrabacus, and the seers responded that this was
the same hero who had come to me. us, my son, you have
all you want to know. 4)Either you are from this hero and As-
trabacus the hero is your father, or Ariston is, for I conceived
you that night. As for how your enemies chiefly attack you,
saying that Ariston himself, when your birth was announced,
denied in front of a large audience that you were his because
the ten months had not yet been completed, he spoke an idle
word, out of ignorance of such things. 5)Some women give
birth aer ninemonths or sevenmonths; not all complete the
ten months. I gave birth to you, my son, aer seven months.
A little later Ariston himself recognized that he had blurted
out that speech because of foolishness. Do not believe other
stories about your manner of birth. You have heard the whole
truth. May the wife of Leotychides himself, and the wives of
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the others who say these things, give birth to children fathered
by ass-keepers.”

70: 1)us his mother spoke. Aer learning what he de-
sired, Demaratus took provisions and travelled to E, pre-
tending that he was going to D to inquire of the oracle.
But the L suspected that he planned to es-
cape and went in pursuit. 2)Demaratus somehow went across
to Z fromE before them; the L-
 crossed over aer him and laid hands on him, carrying off
his servants. But the Z refused to give him up,
and later he crossed from there to A and went to kingDar-
ius, who received him in grand style and gave him lands and
cities. 3)So Demaratus reached A through such chances, a
man who had gained much renown in L by his
many achievements and his wisdom, and by conferring on the
state the victory in a chariot-race he had won at O; he
was the only king of S who did this.

71: 1)Leutychides son of Menares succeeded to the king-
ship aer Demaratus was deposed. A son was born to him,
Zeuxidemus, called by some of the S Cyniscus. is
Zeuxidemus never became king of S, for he died before
Leutychides, leaving his son Archidemus. 2)Aer the loss of
Zeuxidemus, Leutychides married a second wife, Eurydame,
sister of Menius and daughter of Diactorides; by her he had
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nomale offspring, but adaughter, Lampito, towhomArchide-
mus son of Zeuxidemus was married by Leutychides.

72: 1)But Leutychides also did not come to old age in
S; he was punished for his dealings withDemaratus as I
will show. He led a L army to T,²⁵
and when he could have subdued all the country he took a
great bribe. 2)Aer being caught in the act of hoarding a sleeve
full of silver there in the camp, he was brought before a court
and banished from S, and his house was destroyed. He
went into exile at T and died in that country.

73: 1)is happened long aerwards. When Cleomenes’
dealings with Demaratus came off successfully, he immedi-
ately took Leutychides with him and went to punish the
A, with whom he was terribly angry because of
their insulting behavior. 2)When the A saw that
both kings had come aer them, they now deemed it best
to offer no further resistance; the kings chose ten men of
A who were most honored for wealth and lineage,
among them Crius son of Polycritus and Casambus son of
Aristocrates, the twomost powerfulmen inA; they car-
ried them to A and gave them into the keeping of the
A, the bitterest foes of the A.

²⁵Ed.: e date is uncertain; about 475 or 470, probably.
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74: 1)Later Cleomenes’ treacherous plot against Demara-
tus became known; he was seized with fear of the S
and secretly fled to T. From there he came to A-
 and stirred up disorder, uniting the A against
S; among his methods of binding them by oath to fol-
low himwherever he led was his zeal to bring the chief men of
A to the city of N and make them swear by
the water of the S.²⁶ 2)Near this city is said to be the A-
water of the S, and this is its nature: it is a stream
of small appearance, dropping from a cliff into a pool; a wall
of stones runs round the pool. N, where this spring
rises, is a city of A near P.

75: 1)When the L learned that
Cleomenes was doing this, they took fright and brought
him back to S to rule on the same terms as before.
Cleomenes had already been not entirely in his right mind,
and on his return from exile amad sickness fell upon him: any
S that he happened to meet he would hit in the face
with his staff. 2)For doing this, and because he was out of his
mind, his relatives bound him in the stocks. When he was in
the stocks and saw that his guard was le alone, he demanded
a dagger; the guard at first refused to give it, but Cleomenes

²⁶Ed.: e “water of S” is a mountain torrent flowing through a
desolate ravine on the N. face of C.
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threatened what he would do to him when he was freed, until
the guard, who was a helot, was frightened by the threats
and gave him the dagger. 3)Cleomenes took the weapon and
set about slashing himself from his shins upwards; from the
shin to the thigh he cut his flesh lengthways, then from the
thigh to the hip and the sides, until he reached the belly, and
cut it into strips; thus he died, as most of the G say,
because he persuaded the P priestess to tell the tale
of Demaratus. e A alone say it was because he
invaded E and laid waste the precinct of the gods. e
A say it was because when A had taken refuge
aer the battle in their temple of Argus²⁷ he brought them
out and cut them down, then paid no heed to the sacred grove
and set it on fire.

76: 1)As Cleomenes was seeking divination at D,
the oracle responded that he would take A. When he
came with S to the river E, which is said
to flow from the S²⁸ lake (this lake issues into
a cle out of sight and reappears at A, and from that
place onwards the stream is called by the A E-

²⁷Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 6.80.
²⁸Ed.: e S , near the base of C, dis-

charges itself into a cavern at the foot of a cliff; the river which reappears
nearA (the E) has been generally identifiedwith this stream.
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�—when Cleomenes came to this river he offered sacri-
fices to it. 2)e omens were in no way favorable for his cross-
ing, so he said that he honored the E for not betray-
ing its countrymen, but even so the A would not go
unscathed. en he withdrew and led his army seaward to
T, where he sacrificed a bull to the sea and carried his
men on shipboard to the region of T and to N.

77: 1)eA heard of this and came to the coast to
do battle with him. When they had come near T and
were at the place called H, they encamped opposite
the L, leaving only a little space between
the armies. ere the A had no fear of fair fighting,
but rather of being captured by a trick. 2)iswas the affair re-
ferred to by that oracle which the P priestess gave to
the A and M in common, which ran thus:

When the female defeats the male²⁹
And drives him away, winning glory in A,

She will make many A women tear their cheeks.
As someday one of men to come will say:

e dread thrice-coiled serpent died tamed by the spear.

²⁹Ed.: iswould be fulfilled by a victory of the femaleΣπάρτη over the
male Ἀργος.
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3)All these things coming together spread fear among the
A. erefore they resolved to defend themselves by
making use of the enemies’ herald, and they performed their
resolve in this way: whenever the S herald signalled
anything to the L, the A did the
same thing.

78: 1)When Cleomenes saw that the A did what-
ever was signalled by his herald, he commanded that when the
herald cried the signal for breakfast, they should then put on
their armor and attack the A. 2)e L-
 performed this command, and when they assaulted the
A they caught them at breakfast in obedience to the
herald’s signal; they killedmany of them, and far more fled for
refuge into the grove ofArgus, which the L
encamped around and guarded.

79: 1)en Cleomenes’ plan was this: He had with him
some deserters fromwhomhe learned the names, then he sent
a herald calling by name theA that were shut up in the
sacred precinct and inviting them to come out, saying that he
had their ransom. (Among the P there is a
fixed ransom of two minae to be paid for every prisoner.) So
Cleomenes invited about fiy A to come out one aer
another and murdered them. 2)Somehow the rest of the men
in the temple precinct did not know this was happening, for
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the grove was thick and those inside could not see how those
outside were faring, until one of them climbed a tree and saw
what was being done. ereaer they would not come out at
the herald’s call.

80: 1)enCleomenes bade all the helots pilewood about
the grove; they obeyed, and he burnt the grove. When the fire
was now burning, he asked of one of the deserters to what god
the grove belonged; the man said it was of A. When he
heard that, he groaned aloud, “Apollo, god of oracles, you have
gravely deceived me by saying that I would take A; this,
I guess, is the fulfillment of that prophecy.”

81: 1)en Cleomenes sent most of his army back to
S, while he himself took a thousand of the best warriors
andwent to the temple ofHera³⁰ to sacrifice. Whenhewished
to sacrifice at the altar the priest forbade him, saying that itwas
not holy for a stranger to sacrifice there. Cleomenes ordered
the helots to carry the priest away from the altar andwhiphim,
and he performed the sacrifice. Aer doing this, he returned
to S.

82: 1)But aer his return his enemies brought him before
the ephors, saying that he had been bribed not to take A-
 when he might have easily taken it. Cleomenes alleged

³⁰Ed.: About four miles N.E. of A.
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(whether falsely or truly, I cannot rightly say; but this he al-
leged in his speech) that he had supposed the god’s oracle to
be fulfilled by his taking of the temple of Argus; therefore he
had thought it best not tomake any attempt on the city before
he had learned from the sacrifices whether the god would de-
liver it to him or withstand him; 2)when he was taking omens
inHera’s temple a flame of fire had shone forth from the breast
of the image, and so he learned the truth of thematter, that he
would not take A. If the flame had come out of the head
of the image, he would have taken the city from head to foot
utterly; but its coming from the breast signified that he had
done as much as the god willed to happen. is plea of his
seemed to the S to be credible and reasonable, and
he far outdistanced the pursuit of his accusers.

83: 1)But A was so wholly deprived of men that
their slaves took possession of all affairs, ruling and govern-
ing until the sons of the slain men grew up. en they recov-
ered A for themselves and cast out the slaves; when they
were drivenout, the slaves tookpossessionof Tby force.
2)For awhile theywere at peacewith eachother; but then there
came to the slaves a prophet, Cleander, a man of P
in A by birth; he persuaded the slaves to attack their
masters. From that time there was a long-lasting war between
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them, until with difficulty the A got the upper hand.³¹
84: 1)e A say this was the reason Cleomenes

went mad and met an evil end; the S themselves
say that Cleomenes’ madness arose from no divine agent, but
that by consorting with S he became a drinker of
strong wine, and the madness came from this. 2)e nomadic
S, aer Darius had invaded their land, were eager
for revenge, so they sent to S and made an alliance.
ey agreed that the S would attempt to invade
Media by way of the river P, and they urged the S-
 to set out andmarch inland fromEandmeet the
S. 3)ey say that when the S had come
for this purpose, Cleomenes kept rather close company with
them, and by consorting with them more than was fitting he
learned from them to drink strong wine. e S con-
sider him tohave gonemad fromthis. Ever since, as they them-
selves say, whenever they desire a strong drink they call for “a
S cup.” Such is the S story of Cleomenes;
but to my thinking it was for what he did to Demaratus that
he was punished thus.

85: 1)When the A heard that Cleomenes was
dead, they sent messengers to S to cry out against Leu-

³¹Ed.: About 468, apparently.
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tychides concerning the hostages that were held at A.
e L then assembled a court and gave
judgment that Leutychides had done violence to theA-
; and they condemned him to be given up and carried
to A in requital for the men that were held at A.
2)Butwhen theAwere about to carry Leutychides
away, a man of repute at S, easides son of Leoprepes,
said to them, “Men of A, what are you planning to do?
To have the king of the S given up to you by the citi-
zens and carry himaway? If the Shavenow so judged
in their anger, see that they do not bring utter destruction
upon your country if you do this.” 3)e A heard
this and refrained from carrying the king away, and made an
agreement that Leutychides should go with them to A
and restore the men to the A.

86: 1)When Leutychides came to A and de-
manded back the hostages, the A were unwilling
to give themback andmade excuses, saying that two kings had
given them the trust and they deemed it wrong to restore it to
one without the other.

1)When the A refused to give them back, Leu-
tychides said to them: “Men of A, do whichever thing
you desire. If you give them back, you do righteously; if you
do not give them back, you do the opposite. But I want to tell
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you the story of what happened at S in the matter of a
trust. 2)WeS say that three generations ago therewas
at L one Glaucus, the son of Epicydes. We say
that this man added to his other excellences a reputation for
justice above allmenwhoat that timedwelt inL.
3)Butwe say that at the fitting time this befell him: ere came
to S a certain man of M, who desired to have a
talk withGlaucus andmade him this offer: ‘I am aM,
and I have come to have the benefit of your justice, Glaucus.
4)Since there is much talk about your justice throughout all
the rest of H, and even in I, I considered the fact
that I is always in danger while the P is se-
curely established, and nowhere in I are the same men
seen continuing in possession of wealth. 5)Considering and
taking counsel concerning these matters, I resolved to turn
half of my property into silver and deposit it with you, being
well assured that it will lie safe for me in your keeping. Accept
the money for me, and take and keep these tokens; restore the
money to whoever comes with the same tokens and demands
it back.’

1)us spoke the stranger who had come from M,
and Glaucus received the trust according to the agreement.
Aer a long time had passed, the sons of the man who had
deposited the money came to S; they spoke with Glau-
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cus, showing him the tokens and demanding the money back.
2)But Glaucus put them off and answered in turn: ‘I do not
remember the matter, and nothing of what you say carries my
mind back. Let me think; I wish to do all that is just. If I took
the money, I will duly restore it; if I never took it at all, I will
deal with you according to the customs of the G. I will
put off making my decision for you until the fourth month
from this day.’

1)So the M went away in sorrow, as men robbed
of their possessions; but Glaucus journeyed to D to
question the oracle. When he asked the oracle whether he
should seize the money under oath, the P priestess
threatened him in these verses: 2)

Glaucus son of Epicydes, it is more profitable now
To prevail by your oath and seize the money.

Swear, for death awaits even the man who swears true.
But Oath has a son, nameless; he is without hands
Or feet, but he pursues swily, until he catches
And destroys all the family and the entire house.

e line of a man who swears true is better later on.

WhenGlaucus heard this, he entreated the god to pardon
him forwhat he had said. epriestess answered that to tempt
the god and to do the deed had the same effect.
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1)So Glaucus summoned the M strangers and
gave them back theirmoney. But hear now, A, why
I began to tell you this story: there is today no descendant of
Glaucus, nor any household that bears Glaucus’ name; he has
been utterly rooted out of S. So good is it not even to
think anything concerning a trust except giving it back on de-
mand!”

87: 1)us spoke Leutychides; but even so the A-
 would not listen to him, and he departed. e A-
, before paying thepenalty for the violence theyhaddone
to the A to please the T, acted as follows:
blaming the A and deeming themselves wronged,
they prepared to take vengeance on the A, who
were now celebrating a quinquennial festival at S. e
A set an ambush and captured the sacred ship,
with many leading A on board, and put in prison
the men they seized.

88: 1)Suffering this from the A, the A-
 no longer put off devising all mischief against A.
ere was a notable man in A, Nicodromus son of
Cnoethus by name, who held a grudge against the A-
 for his former banishment from the island. When he
learned that the A were now set upon harming the
A, he agreed to betray A to the A-
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, naming the day when he would make the attempt and
when they must come to aid him.

89: 1)LaterNicodromus, according to his agreement with
the A, took possession of the O C, as it
was called; but the A were not there at the right
time, for they did not have ships worthy to fight the A-
. While they were asking the C to lend
them ships, the affair was ruined. e C at that
time were their close friends, so they consented to the A-
’ plea and gave them twenty ships, at a price of five
drachmas apiece; by their law they could not make a free gi
of them. Taking these ships and their own, the A
manned seventy in all and sailed for A, but they came a
day later than the time agreed.

90: 1)When the A did not show up at the
right time, Nicodromus took ship and escaped fromA.
Other A followed him, and the A gave
them S to dwell in; setting out from there they harried
the A of the island.

91: 1)But this happened later.³² e rich men of A
gained mastery over the people, who had risen against them
with Nicodromus, then made them captive and led them out

³²Ed.: at is, it was done between 490 and 480.
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to be killed. Because of this a curse fell upon them, which de-
spite all their efforts they could not get rid of by sacrifice, and
they were driven out of their island before the goddess would
be merciful to them. 2)ey had taken seven hundred of the
people alive; as they led these out for slaughter one of them
escaped from his bonds and fled to the temple gate of Deme-
ter the Lawgiver, where he laid hold of the door-handles and
clung to them. ey could not tear him away by force, so they
cut off his hands and carried himoff, and those handswere le
clinging fast to the door-handles.

92: 1)us the A dealt with each other.
When the A came, they fought them at sea with
seventy ships; the Awere defeated in the sea-fight
and asked for help from the A, as they had done be-
fore. But this time the A would not aid them, holding
a grudge because ships of A had been taken by force
by Cleomenes and put in on the A coast, where their
crews landed with the L; men from ships
of S also took part in the same invasion. 2)e A-
 laid on them the payment of a fine of a thousand tal-
ents, five hundred each. e S confessed that they
had done wrong and agreed to go free with a payment of a
hundred talents, but the A made no such confes-
sion and remained stubborn. For this cause the A state
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sent no one to aid them at their request, but about a thousand
came voluntarily, led by a captain whose name was Eurybates,
a man who practiced the pentathlon.³³ 3)Most of these never
returned, meeting their death at the hands of theA
in A; Eurybates himself, their captain, fought in single
combat and thus killed three men, but was slain by the fourth,
Sophanes the son of Deceles.

93: 1)e A ships found the A in
disarray and attacked and overcame them, taking four A-
 ships and their crews.

94: 1)us A and A grappled together in
war. e P was going about his own business, for
his servant was constantly reminding him to remember the
A,³⁴ and the Pisistratidae were at his elbowmalign-
ing the A; moreover, Darius desired to take this
pretext for subduing all the men of H who had not
given him earth and water. 2)He dismissed from command
Mardonius, who had fared so badly on his expedition, and ap-
pointed other generals to lead his armies against A and
E, Datis, a M by birth, and his own nephew Ar-
taphrenes son of Artaphrenes; the order he gave them at their

³³Ed.: e ‘Pentathlon’ consisted of jumping, discus-throwing, spear-
throwing, running, and wrestling.

³⁴Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 5.105.
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departure was to enslave A and E and bring the
slaves into his presence.

95: 1)When these appointed generals on their way from
the king reached the A plain in C, bringing with
them a great and well-furnished army, they camped there and
were overtaken by all the fleet that was assigned to each; there
also arrived the transports for horses, which in the previous
year Darius had bidden his tributary subjects to make ready.
2)Having loaded the horses into these, and embarked the land
army in the ships, they sailed to I with six hundred
triremes. From there they held their course not by the main-
land and straight towards the H and T,
but setting forth from S they sailed by the I 
and from island to island; this, to my thinking, was because
they feared above all the voyage around A, seeing that
in the previous year they had come to great disaster by hold-
ing their course that way; moreover, N was still uncon-
quered and constrained them.

96: 1)When they approached N from the I
 and came to land (for it wasNwhich the P
intended to attack first), the N, remembering what
had happened before,³⁵ fled away to the mountains instead

³⁵Ed.: is probably refers to the P treatment of rebels, de-
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of waiting for them. e P enslaved all of them that
they caught, and burnt their temples and their city. Aer do-
ing this, they set sail for the other islands.

97: 1)While they did this, the D also le D
and fled away to T. As his expedition was sailing land-
wards, Datis went on ahead and bade his fleet anchor not off
D, but across the water off R. Learning where
the D were, he sent a herald to them with this procla-
mation: 2)“Holy men, why have you fled away, and so mis-
judgedmy intent? It ismyowndesire, and theking’s command
to me, to do no harm to the land where the two gods³⁶ were
born, neither to the land itself nor to its inhabitants. So return
now to your homes and dwell on your island.” He made this
proclamation to the D, and then piled up three hun-
dred talents of frankincense on the altar and burnt it.

98: 1)Aer doing this, Datis sailed with his army against
E first, takingwith him I andA; and
aer he had put out from there, D was shaken by an
earthquake, the first and last, as the D say, before my
time. is portent was sent by heaven, as I suppose, to be an
omen of the ills that were coming on the world. 2)For in three
generations, that is, in the time ofDarius son ofHystaspes and

scribed inHdt. 6.31 and 32.
³⁶Ed.: Apollo and Artemis.
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Xerxes son of Darius and Artaxerxes son of Xerxes,³⁷ more ills
happened to H than in twenty generations before Dar-
ius; some coming from the P, some from the wars
for preeminence among the chief of the nations themselves.
3)us it was no marvel that there should be an earthquake in
D when there had been none before. Also there was an
oracle concerning D, where it was written:

I will shake D, though unshaken before.

In the G language these names have the following
meanings: Darius is the Doer, Xerxes the Warrior, Artaxerxes
the Great Warrior. e G would rightly call the kings
thus in their language.

99: 1)Launching out to sea from D, the foreigners
put in at the islands and gathered an army from there, taking
the sons of the islanders for hostages. 2)When in their voyage
about the islands they put in at C, the C
gave themno hostages and refused to join them against neigh-
boring cities, meaning E and A; the P
besieged them and laid waste their land, until the C-
 too came over to their side.

³⁷Ed.: 522-424.
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100: 1)When the E learned that the P
expeditionwas sailing to attack them, they asked for help from
the A. e A did not refuse the aid,
but gave them for defenders the four thousand tenant farm-
ers who held the land of the C horse-breeders.³⁸
But it seems that all the plans of the E were un-
sound; they sent to the A for aid, but their coun-
sels were divided. 2)Some of them planned to leave the city
and make for the heights of E; others plotted treason
in hope of winning advantages from the P. 3)When
Aeschines son of Nothon, a leading man in E, learned
of both designs, he told the A who had come how
matters stood, and asked them to depart to their own coun-
try so they would not perish like the rest. e A
followed Aeschines’ advice.

101: 1)So they saved themselves by crossing over to O-
; the P sailed holding their course for T
and C and A, all in E territory.
Landing at these places, they immediately unloaded their
horses and made preparation to attack their enemies. 2)e
E had no intention of coming out and fighting; all
their care was to guard their walls if they could, since it was

³⁸Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 5.77.
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the prevailing counsel not to leave the city. e walls were
strongly attacked, and for six days many fell on both sides;
but on the seventh two E of repute, Euphorbus son
of Alcimachus and Philagrus son of Cineas, betrayed the city
to the P. 3)ey entered the city and plundered and
burnt the temples, in revenge for the temples that were burnt
at S; moreover, they enslaved the townspeople, accord-
ing to Darius’ command.

102: 1)Aer subduing E, the P waited a
few days and then sailed away to the land of A, press-
ing ahead in expectation of doing to the A exactly
what they had done to the E. Marathon³⁹ was the
place in A most suitable for riding horses and closest to
E, so Hippias son of Pisistratus led them there.

103: 1)When the A learned this, they too
marched out to Marathon, with ten generals leading them.
e tenth was Miltiades, and it had befallen his father Cimon
son of Stesagoras to be banished from A by Pisistratus
son of Hippocrates. 2)While in exile he happened to take the
O prize in the four-horse chariot, and by taking this
victory he won the same prize as his half-brother Miltiades.

³⁹Ed.: For a detailed discussion of various questions connected with
the battle of Marathon, readers are referred to How and Wells, Appendix
XVIII.
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At the nextO games he wonwith the same horses but
permitted Pisistratus to be proclaimed victor, and by resigning
the victory tohimhe cameback fromexile to his ownproperty
under truce. 3)Aer taking yet another O prize with
the same horses, he happened to be murdered by Pisistratus’
sons, since Pisistratus was no longer living. ey murdered
him by placing men in ambush at night near the town-hall.
Cimon was buried in front of the city, across the road called
“rough theHollow”, and buried opposite him are themares
who won the three O prizes. 4)e mares of Evagoras
the L did the same as these, but none others. Ste-
sagoras, the elder of Cimon’s sons, was then being brought up
with his uncle Miltiades in the C. e younger
was with Cimon at A, and he took the name Miltiades
from Miltiades the founder of the C.

104: 1)It was this Miltiades who was now the A
general, aer coming from the C and escaping a
two-fold death. e P pursued him as far as I-
, considering it of great importance to catch him and
bring him to the king. 2)He escaped from them, but when he
reached his own country and thought he was safe, then his en-
emies met him. ey brought him to court and prosecuted
him for tyranny in the C, but he was acquitted
and appointed A general, chosen by the people.
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105: 1)While still in the city, the generals first sent to
S the herald Philippides, an A and a long-
distance runner who made that his calling. As Philippides
himself saidwhenhe brought themessage to theA,
when he was in the P  above T
he encountered Pan. 2)Pan called out Philippides’ name and
bade him ask the A why they paid him no atten-
tion, though he was of goodwill to the A, had of-
ten been of service to them, and would be in the future. 3)e
A believed that these things were true, and when
they became prosperous they established a sacred precinct of
Pan beneath the Acropolis. Ever since that message they pro-
pitiate him with annual sacrifices and a torch-race.

106: 1)is Philippides was in S on the day aer
leaving the city of A,⁴⁰ that time when he was sent
by the generals and said that Pan had appeared to him. He
came to the magistrates and said, 2)“L, the
A ask you to come to their aid and not allow the
most ancient city among the H to fall into slavery at
the hands of the foreigners. Even now E has been en-
slaved, andH has becomeweaker by an important city.”
3)He told them what he had been ordered to say, and they re-

⁴⁰Ed.: According to Isocrates the distance traversed was 150 miles.
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solved to send help to the A, but they could not do
this immediately, for they were unwilling to break the law. It
was the ninth day of the rising month, and they said that on
the ninth they could not go out to war until the moon’s circle
was full.⁴¹

107: 1)So they waited for the full moon, while the for-
eignerswere guided toMarathonbyHippias sonofPisistratus.
epreviousnightHippias had adream inwhichhe sleptwith
his mother. 2)He supposed from the dream that he would re-
turn from exile to A, recover his rule, and end his days
an old man in his own country. us he reckoned from the
dream. en as guide he unloaded the slaves from E
onto the island of the S calledA, and brought
to anchor the ships that had put ashore at Marathon, then
marshalled the foreigners who had disembarked onto land.
3)As he was tending to this, he happened to sneeze and cough
more violently than usual. Since he was an elderly man, most
of his teeth were loose, and he lost one of them by the force
of his cough. It fell into the sand and he expended much ef-
fort in looking for it, but the tooth could not be found. 4) He
groaned aloud and said to those standing by him: “is land is

⁴¹Ed.: is statement probably applies only to the month Carneius
(A Metageitnion), when the Carneia was celebrated at S in
honor of Apollo, from the 7th to the 15th of the month.
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not ours and we will not be able to subdue it. My tooth holds
whatever share of it was mine.”

108: 1)Hippias supposed that the dream had in this
way come true. As the A were marshalled in the
precinct of Heracles, the P came to help them in
full force. e P had put themselves under the
protection of the A,⁴² and the A had
undergone many labors on their behalf. is is how they
did it: 2)when the P were pressed by the T-
, they first tried to put themselves under the protection
of Cleomenes son of Anaxandrides and the L-
, whohappened to be there. But they did not accept them,
saying, “We live too far away, and our helpwould be cold com-
fort to you. You could be enslaved many times over before
any of us heard about it. 3)We advise you to put yourselves
under the protection of the A, since they are your
neighbors andnot badmenat givinghelp.” eL-
 gave this advice not so much out of goodwill toward
the P as wishing to cause trouble for the A-
 with the B. 4)So the L gave
this advice to the P, who did not disobey it. When

⁴²Ed.: In 519, according toucydides (uc. 3.68); Grote gives a later
date.
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the A were making sacrifices to the twelve gods,⁴³
they sat at the altar as suppliants and put themselves under
protection. When the T heard this, they marched
against the P, but the A came to their
aid. 5)As they were about to join battle, the C,
whohappened to be there, prevented themandbrought about
a reconciliation. Since both sides desired them to arbitrate,
they fixed the boundaries of the country on condition that
the T leave alone those B who were un-
willing to be enrolled as B. Aer rendering this
decision, the C departed. e B at-
tacked theA as theywere leaving butwere defeated
in battle. 6)e A went beyond the boundaries
the C had made for the P, fixing the
A  as the boundary for the T in the di-
rection of P and H. So the P had
put themselves under the protection of theA in the
aforesaid manner, and now came to help at Marathon.

109: 1)e A generals were of divided opinion,
some advocating not fighting because they were too few to
attack the army of the M; others, including Miltiades,

⁴³Ed.: e twelve gods were Zeus, Hera, Poseidon, Demeter, Apollo,
Artemis, Hephaestus, Athena, Ares, Aphrodite, Hermes,Hestia. e βωμὸς
was a central altar in the agora, from which distances were reckoned.
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advocating fighting. 2)us they were at odds, and the in-
ferior plan prevailed. An eleventh man had a vote, chosen
by lot to be polemarch⁴⁴ of A, and by ancient custom
the A had made his vote of equal weight with the
generals. Callimachus of A was polemarch at this
time. Miltiades approached him and said, 3)“Callimachus, it
is now in your hands to enslave A ormake her free, and
thereby leave behind for all posterity a memorial such as not
evenHarmodius and Aristogeiton le. Now the A
have come to their greatest danger since they first came into
being, and, if we surrender, it is clear what we will suffer when
handed over to Hippias. But if the city prevails, it will take
first place among H cities. 4)I will tell you how this
can happen, and how the deciding voice on these matters has
devolved upon you. e ten generals are of divided opinion,
some urging to attack, others urging not to. 5)If we do not at-
tack now, I expect that great strife will fall upon and shake
the spirit of the A, leading them to medize. But if
we attack now, before anything unsound corrupts the A-
, we can win the battle, if the gods are fair. 6)All this
concerns and depends on you in this way: if you vote withme,
your country will be free and your city the first in H.

⁴⁴Ed.: One of the nine archons, all chosen by lot.
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But if you side with those eager to avoid battle, you will have
the opposite to all the good things I enumerated.”

110: 1)By saying this Miltiades won over Callimachus.
e polemarch’s vote was counted in, and the decision to at-
tackwas resolved upon. ereaer the generalswhohad voted
to fight turned the presidency over to Miltiades as each one’s
day came in turn.⁴⁵ He accepted the office but did not make
an attack until it was his own day to preside.

111: 1)When the presidency came round to him, he ar-
rayed the A for battle, with the polemarch Cal-
limachus commanding the right wing, since it was then the
A custom for the polemarch to hold the right wing.
He led, and the other tribes were numbered out in succession
next to each other.⁴⁶ e P were marshalled last,
holding the lewing. 2)Ever since that battle, when theA-
 are conducting sacrifices at the festivals every fourth
year,⁴⁷ the A herald prays for good things for the
A and P together. 3)As theA
were marshalled at Marathon, it happened that their line of

⁴⁵Ed.: Each general seems to have been head commander in turn.
⁴⁶Ed.: erewas a fixed official order; but Plutarch’s account of the bat-

tle places certain tribes according to a different system. Perhaps the battle-
order was determined by lot.

⁴⁷Ed.: e.g. the great Panathenaea, and the festival of Poseidon.
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battle was as long as the line of the M. e center, where
the line was weakest, was only a few ranks deep, but each wing
was strong in numbers.

112: 1)When they had been set in order and the sacrifices
were favorable, the A were sent forth and charged
the foreigners at a run. e space between the armies was no
less than eight stadia. 2)eP saw themrunning to at-
tack and prepared to receive them, thinking the A
absolutely crazy, since they saw how few of them there were
and that they ran up so fast without either cavalry or archers.
3)So the foreigners imagined, butwhen theAall to-
gether fell upon the foreigners they fought in a way worthy of
record. ese are the firstHwhomweknowof to use
running against the enemy. ey are also the first to endure
looking at Median dress and men wearing it, for up until then
just hearing the name of the M caused the H to
panic.

113: 1)ey fought a long time atMarathon. In the center
of the line the foreigners prevailed, where the P and
Swere arrayed. e foreigners prevailed there and broke
through in pursuit inland, but on each wing the A
andPprevailed. 2)In victory they let the routed for-
eigners flee, andbrought thewings together to fight thosewho
had broken through the center. e A prevailed,
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then followed the fleeing P and struck them down.
When they reached the sea they demanded fire and laid hold
of the P ships.

114: 1)In this labor Callimachus the polemarch was slain,
a brave man, and of the generals Stesilaus son of rasylaus
died. Cynegirus⁴⁸ son of Euphorion fell there, his hand cut
off with an ax as he grabbed a ship’s figurehead. Many other
famous A also fell there.

115: 1)In this way the A overpowered seven
ships. e foreigners pushed off with the rest, picked up the
E slaves from the island where they had le them,
and sailed around Shoping to reach the city before the
A. ere was an accusation at A that they
devised this by a plan of the Alcmaeonidae, who were said to
have arranged to hold up a shield as a signal once the P-
 were in their ships.

116: 1)ey sailed around S, but the A
marched back to defend the city as fast as their feet could carry
them and got there ahead of the foreigners. Coming from the
sacred precinct of Heracles in Marathon, they pitched camp
in the sacred precinct of Heracles in C. e for-
eigners lay at anchor off P, the A naval

⁴⁸Ed.: Brother of the poet Aeschylus.
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port at that time. Aer riding anchor there, they sailed their
ships back to A.

117: 1)In the battle at Marathon about six thousand four
hundred men of the foreigners were killed, and one hun-
dred and ninety-two A; that many fell on each
side. 2) e following marvel happened there: an A,
Epizelus son of Couphagoras, was fighting as a brave man in
the battle when he was deprived of his sight, though struck
or hit nowhere on his body, and from that time on he spent
the rest of his life in blindness. 3)I have heard that he tells this
story about his misfortune: he saw opposing him a tall armed
man, whose beard overshadowed his shield, but the phantom
passed him by and killed the man next to him. I learned by
inquiry that this is the story Epizelus tells.

118: 1)Datis journeyed with his army to A, and when
he arrived atMhe saw a vision in his sleep. What that
vision was is not told, but as soon as day broke Datis made a
search of his ships. He found in a P ship a gilded
image ofApollo, and askedwhere this plunder hadbeen taken.
Learning from what temple it had come, he sailed in his own
ship to D. 2)e D had now returned to their
island, and Datis set the image in the temple, instructing the
D to carry it away to T D, on the coast
opposite C. 3)Datis gave this order and sailed away,
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but the D never carried that statue away; twenty years
later the T brought it to D by command of an
oracle.

119: 1)When Datis and Artaphrenes reached A in
their voyage, they carried the enslaved E inland to
S. 2)Before the E were taken captive, king Dar-
ius had been terribly angry with them for doing him unpro-
voked wrong; but when he saw them brought before him and
subject to him, he did them no harm, but settled them in a
domain of his own called A in the C land;
this place is two hundred and ten stadia distant from S,
and forty from the well that is of three kinds. 3)Asphalt and
salt and oil are drawn from it in the following way: a wind-
lass is used in the drawing, with half a skin tied to it in place
of a bucket; this is dipped into the well and then poured into
a tank; then what is drawn is poured into another tank and
goes three ways: the asphalt and the salt congeal immediately;
the oil,⁴⁹ which the P call rhadinace, is dark and evil-
smelling. 4)ere king Darius settled the E, and
they dwelt in that place until my time, keeping their ancient
language. Such was the fate of the E.

120: 1)Aer the full moon two thousand L-

⁴⁹Ed.: Petroleum.
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 came to A, making such great haste to reach
it that they were in A on the third day aer leaving
S. Although they came too late for the battle, they de-
sired to see the M, so they went to Marathon and saw
them. en they departed again, praising the A
and their achievement.

121: 1)It is a wonder to me, and I do not believe the
story, that the Alcmeonidae would ever have agreed to hold
up a shield as a sign for the P out of a desire to make
A subject to foreigners and to Hippias; for it is plain
to see that they were tyrant-haters as much as Callias (son
of Phaenippus and father of Hipponicus), or even more so.
2)Callias was the only A who dared to buy Pisistra-
tus’ possessions when they were put up for sale by the state
aer Pisistratus’ banishment from A; and he devised
other acts of bitter hatred against him.

122: 1)⁵⁰ [is Callias is worthy of all men’s remembrance
for many reasons: first, because he so excellently freed his
country, as I have said; second, for what he did at O,
wherehewonahorserace, andwas second in a four-horse char-
iot, aer already winning a P prize, and was the cyno-

⁵⁰Ed.: is chapter is generally held to be an interpolation; it is only
found in one (not the best) class of the MSS., and contains un-Herodotean
words and phrases.
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sure of all H for the lavishness of his spending; 2)and
third, for his behavior regarding his three daughters. When
they were of marriageable age, he gave them a most splendid
gi and one very pleasant to them, promising that each would
wed that man whom she chose for herself from all the A-
.]

123: 1)e Alcmeonidae were tyrant-haters as much as
Callias, or not less so. erefore I find it a strange and unbe-
lievable accusation that they of all men should have held up a
shield; at all times they shunned tyrants, and it was by their
contrivance that the sons of Pisistratus were deposed from
their tyranny. 2)us in my judgment it was they who freed
A much more than did Harmodius and Aristogeiton.
ese only enraged the remaining sons of Pisistratus by killing
Hipparchus, and did nothing to end the tyranny of the rest of
them; but the Alcmeonidae plainly liberated their country, if
they truly were the ones who persuaded the P priest-
ess to signify to the L that they should free
A, as I have previously shown.

124: 1)Perhaps out of some grudge against the A-
 people they betrayed their country. But there were no
others atAmore esteemed ormore honored than they;
2)therefore plain reason forbids believing that they of all men
could have held up the shield for any such cause. A shield was
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held up; this cannot be denied, for it happened; but who did
it I do not know, and I can say no further.

125: 1)e Alcmeonidae had been men of renown at
A even in the old days, and from the time ofAlcmeon⁵¹
and thenMegacles their renown increased. 2)When the L-
 from S came from Croesus to the D ora-
cle, Alcmeon sonofMegaclesworkedwith themand zealously
aided them; when Croesus heard from the L who vis-
ited the oracle ofAlcmeon’s benefits to him, he summonedAl-
cmeon toS, and theremadehima giof asmuchgold as
he could carry away at one time on his person. 3)Considering
the nature of the gi, Alcmeon planned and employed this de-
vice: he donned a wide tunic, leaving a deep fold in it, and
put on the most spacious boots that he could find, then went
into the treasury to which they led him. 4)Falling upon a heap
of gold-dust, first he packed next to his legs as much gold
as his boots would contain; then he filled all the fold of his
tunic with gold and strewed the dust among the hair of his
head, and took more of it into his mouth; when he came out
of the treasury, hardly dragging the weight of his boots, he
was like anything rather than a human being, with his mouth

⁵¹Ed.: Alcmeon ‘flourished’ about 590; Croesus’ reign was 560-546; it
wasMegacles son of Alcmeon, and not Alcmeon himself, whowasCroesus’
contemporary.
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crammed full and all his body swollen. 5)Croesus burst out
laughing at the sight and gave him all the gold he already had
and thatmuchmore again. us the family grew very rich; Al-
cmeon came to keep four-horse chariots and won with them
at O.

126: 1)In the next generation Cleisthenes⁵² the tyrant of
S raised that house still higher, so that it grew much
more famous in H than it had formerly been. Cleis-
thenes son of Aristonymus son of Myron son of Andreas had
one daughter, whose name was Agariste. He desired to wed
her to the best man he could find in H. 2)It was the
time of the O games, and when he was victor there
with a four-horse chariot, Cleisthenes made a proclamation
that whichever G thought himself worthy to be his son-
in-law should come on the sixtieth day from then or earlier
to S, and Cleisthenes would make good his promise
of marriage in a year from that sixtieth day. 3)en all the
G who were proud of themselves and their country
came as suitors, and to that end Cleisthenes had them com-
pete in running and wrestling contests.

127: 1)From I came Smindyrides of S, son of
Hippocrates, themost luxurious liver of his day (and S

⁵²Ed.: Cleisthenes of S was contemporary with Alcmeon.
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was then at the height of its prosperity), and Damasus of
S, son of that Amyris who was called the Wise. 2)ese
came from I; from the I G, Amphimnestus
son of Epistrophus, an E; he was from the I-
 G. From A came Males, the brother of that
Titormus who surpassed all the G in strength, and fled
from the sight of men to the farthest parts of the A
land. 3)From the P came Leocedes, son of Phi-
don the tyrant of A, that Phidon who made weights
and measures for the P⁵³ and acted more
arrogantly than any other G; he drove out the E
contest-directors and held the contests at O himself.
isman’s son now came, andAmiantus, anA from
T, son of Lycurgus; and anA from the town
of P, Laphanes, son of that Euphorion who, as the A-
 tale relates, gave lodging to the Dioscuri, and ever
since kept open house for all men; andOnomastus fromE,
son of Agaeus. 4)ese came from the P itself;
fromAthensMegacles, sonof thatAlcmeonwhovisitedCroe-
sus, and also Hippocleides son of Tisandrus, who surpassed
the A in wealth and looks. From E, which

⁵³Ed.: P. introduced the “A” system of weights and mea-
sures. For the chronological difficulty connected with this mention of him,
see the commentators.
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at that time was prosperous, came Lysanias; he was the only
man from E. From T came a S, Diac-
torides of C; and from the M, Alcon.

128: 1)ese were the suitors. When they arrived on the
appointed day, Cleisthenes first inquired the country and lin-
eage of each; then he kept them with him for a year, testing
their manliness and temper and upbringing and manner of
life; this he did by consorting with them alone and in com-
pany, putting the younger of them to contests of strength, but
especially watching their demeanor at the common meal; for
as long as he kept them with him, he did everything for them
and entertained them with magnificence. 2)e suitors that
most pleased himwere the oneswho had come fromA,
and of these Hippocleides son of Tisandrus was judged fore-
most, both for his manliness and because in ancestry he was
related to the Cypselids of C.

129: 1)When the appointed day came for the marriage
feast and for Cleisthenes’ declaration of whom he had chosen
out of themall, Cleisthenes sacrificed ahundredoxen and gave
a feast to the suitors and to the whole of S. 2)Aer din-
ner the suitors vied with each other in music and in anecdotes
for all to hear. As they sat late drinking,Hippocleides, now far
outdoing the rest, ordered the flute-player to play him a dance-
tune; the flute-player obeyed and he began to dance. I sup-
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pose he pleased himself with his dancing, but Cleisthenes saw
the whole business with much disfavor. 3)Hippocleides then
stopped for awhile and ordered a table to be brought in; when
the table arrived, he danced L figures on it first, and
then Attic; last of all he rested his head on the table and made
gestures with his legs in the air. 4)Now Cleisthenes at the first
and the second bout of dancing could no more bear to think
of Hippocleides as his son-in-law, because of his dancing and
his shamelessness, but he had held himself in check, not want-
ing to explode at Hippocleides; but when he saw him making
gestureswith his legs, he could no longer keep silence and said,
“son ofTisandrus, you have danced away yourmarriage.” Hip-
pocleides said in answer, “It does notmatter toHippocleides!”
Since then this is proverbial.

130: 1)enCleisthenes bade them all be silent and spoke
to the company at large: “Suitors for my daughter’s hand, I
thank you one and all; if it were possible I would grant each
of you his wish, neither choosing out one to set him above
another nor disparaging the rest. 2)But since I have but one
maiden to plan for and so cannot please all of you, to those
of you whose suit is rejected I make a gi of a talent of sil-
ver to each, for his desire to take a wife from my house and
for his sojourn away from his home; and to Megacles son of
Alcmeon do I betroth my daughter Agariste, by the laws of
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theA.” Megacles accepted the betrothal, andCleis-
thenes brought the marriage to pass.

131: 1)Such is the tale of the choice among the suitors;
and thus the fame of the Alcmeonidae resounded through-
out H. From this marriage was born that Cleisthenes,
named aer his mother’s father from S, who gave the
A their tribes and their democracy; 2)he and Hip-
pocrates were born to Megacles; Hippocrates was father of
another Megacles and another Agariste, called aer Agariste
who was Cleisthenes’ daughter. She was married to Xanthip-
pus sonofAriphron, andwhen shewas pregnant she saw inher
sleep a vision in which she thought she gave birth to a lion. In
a few days she bore Xanthippus a son, Pericles.

132: 1)Aer the P disaster at Marathon, the rep-
utation of Miltiades, already great at A, very much in-
creased. He asked the A for seventy ships, an army,
and money, not revealing against what country he would lead
them, but saying that he would make them rich if they fol-
lowedhim; hewould bring them to a country fromwhich they
could easily carry away an abundance of gold; so he said when
he asked for the ships. eAwere induced by these
promises and granted his request.

133: 1)Miltiades took his army and sailed for P, on
the pretext that the P had brought this on themselves
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by first sending triremes with the P fleet to Marathon.
Such was the pretext of his argument, but he had a grudge
against the P because Lysagoras son of Tisias, a man
of P descent, had slandered him to Hydarnes the P-
. 2)When he reached his voyage’s destination, Miltiades
with his army drove the P inside their walls and be-
sieged them; he sent in a herald and demanded a hundred tal-
ents, saying that if they did not give it to him, his army would
not return home before it had stormed their city. 3)e P-
 had no intention of giving Miltiades any money at all,
and they contrived how to defend their city. ey did this by
building their wall at night to double its former height where
it was most assailable, and also by other devices.

134: 1)All the G tell the same story up to this
point; aer this theP themselves say that the following
happened: as Miltiades was in a quandary, a captive woman
named Timo, P by birth and an under-priestess of the
goddesses of the dead, came to talk with him. 2)Coming be-
fore Miltiades, she advised him, if taking P was very im-
portant to him, to do whatever she suggested. en, follow-
ing her advice, he passed through to the hill in front of the
city and jumped over the fence of the precinct of Demeter the
Lawgiver, since he was unable to open the door. Aer leaping
over, he went to the shrine, whether to move something that
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should not bemoved, or with some other intention. When he
was right at the doors, he was immediately seized with panic
and hurried back by the same route; leaping down from the
wall he twisted his thigh, but some say he hit his knee.

135: 1)SoMiltiades sailed back home in a sorry condition,
neither bringing money for the A nor having won
P; he had besieged the town for twenty-six days and rav-
aged the island. 2)e P learned that Timo the under-
priestess of the goddesses had been Miltiades’ guide and de-
sired to punish her for this. Since they now had respite from
the siege, they sentmessengers toD to ask if they should
put the under-priestess to death for guiding their enemies to
the capture of her native country, and for revealing to Milti-
ades the rites that no male should know. 3)But the P
priestess forbade them, saying that Timo was not responsible:
Miltiades was doomed to make a bad end, and an apparition
had led him in these evils.

136: 1)Such was the priestess’ reply to the P.
e A had much to say about Miltiades on his
return from P, especially Xanthippus son of Ariphron,
who prosecuted Miltiades before the people for deceiving the
A and called for the death penalty. 2)Miltiades
was present but could not speak in his own defense, since his
thigh was festering; he was laid before the court on a couch,
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and his friends spoke for him, oen mentioning the fight at
Marathon and the conquest of L: how Miltiades had
punished the P and taken L, delivering it
to the A. 3)e people took his side as far as not
condemning him to death, but they fined him fiy talents for
his wrongdoing. Miltiades later died of gangrene and rot in
his thigh, and the fiy talents were paid by his son Cimon.

137: 1)Miltiades son of Cimon took possession of L-
 in this way: When the P⁵⁴ were driven out of
A by the A, whether justly or unjustly I can-
not say, beyond what is told; namely, that Hecataeus the son
of Hegesandrus declares in his history that the act was unjust;
2)for when the A saw the land under H,
formerly theirs, which they had given to the P as a
dwelling-place in reward for the wall that had once been built
around the acropolis—when the A saw how well
this placewas tilledwhich previously had been bad andworth-
less, they were envious and coveted the land, and so drove
the P out on this and no other pretext. But the
A themselves say that their reason for expelling the
P was just. 3)e P set out from their
settlement at the foot of H andwronged theA-

⁵⁴Ed.: e P were driven into A by the B
immigration, about sixty years aer the T war according to legend.
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 in this way: Neither the A nor any other
H had servants yet at that time, and their sons and
daughters used to go to the N W⁵⁵ for water; and
whenever they came, the P maltreated them out
of mere arrogance and pride. And this was not enough for
them; finally they were caught in the act of planning to attack
A. 4)e A were much better men than the
P, since when they could have killed them, caught
plotting as they were, they would not so do, but ordered them
out of the country. e P departed and took pos-
session of L, besides other places. is is the A-
 story; the other is told by Hecataeus.

138: 1)ese P dwelt at that time in L
and desired vengeance on the A. Since they well
knew the time of the A festivals, they acquired fiy-
oared ships and set an ambush for the A women
celebrating the festival of Artemis at B. ey seized
many of the women, then sailed away with them and brought
them to L to be their concubines. 2)esewomen bore
more andmore children, and they taught their sons the speech
of A and A manners. ese boys would not
mix with the sons of the P women; if one of them

⁵⁵Ed.: S.E. of A, near the I.
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was beaten by one of the others, they would all run to his aid
and help each other; these boys even claimed to rule the oth-
ers, and were much stronger. 3)When the P per-
ceived this, they took counsel together; it troubled themmuch
in their deliberations to think what the boys would do when
they grew tomanhood, if theywere resolved tohelp eachother
against the sons of the lawful wives and attempted to rule
them already. 4)ereupon the P resolved to kill
the sons of the Attic women; they did this, and then killed the
boys’ mothers also. From this deed and the earlier one which
was done by the women when they killed their own husbands
who were oas’ companions, a “L crime” has been a
proverb in H for any deed of cruelty.

139: 1)But when the P had murdered their
own sons and women, their land brought forth no fruit, nor
did their wives and their flocks and herds bear offspring as
before. Crushed by hunger and childlessness, they sent to
D to ask for some release from their present ills. 2)e
P priestess ordered them to pay the A
whatever penalty the A themselves judged. e
P went to A and offered to pay the penalty
for all their wrongdoing. 3)eA set in their town-
hall a couch adorned as finely as possible, and placed beside it
a table covered with all manner of good things, then ordered
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the P to deliver their land to them in the same con-
dition. 4)eP answered, “Wewill deliver it when
a ship with a north wind accomplishes the voyage from your
country to ours in one day”; they supposed that this was im-
possible, since A is far to the south of L.

140: 1)At the time that was all. But a great many years
later, when theC on theHwasmade
subject toA,Miltiades sonofCimon accomplished the
voyage from E on the C to L with
the E⁵⁶ winds then constantly blowing; he proclaimed
that the Pmust leave their island, reminding them
of the oracle which the P thought would never
be fulfilled. 2)e H obeyed, but the M-
would not agree that theCwasA
and were besieged, until they too submitted. us did Milti-
ades and the A take possession of L.

⁵⁶Ed.: North-east winds, blowing in July, August, and September.
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VII
1: 1)When the message concerning the fight at Marathon
came toDarius son ofHystaspes, already greatly angry against
the A for their attack upon S, he was now
much more angry and eager to send an expedition against
H. 2)Immediately he sent messengers to all the cities
and commanded them to equip an army, instructing each to
providemanymore ships and horses and provisions and trans-
port vessels than they had before. A was in commotion
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with these messages for three years,¹ as the best men were
enrolled for service against H and made preparations.
3)In the fourth year the E, whomCambyses had en-
slaved, revolted from the P; thereupon Darius was
even more eager to send expeditions against both.

2: 1)But while Darius was making preparations against
E andA, a great quarrel arose amonghis sons con-
cerning the chief power in the land. ey held that before his
army marched he must declare an heir to the kingship accord-
ing to P law. 2)ree sons had been born to Darius
before he became king by his first wife, the daughter of Gob-
ryas, and fourmore aer he becameking byAtossa daughter of
Cyrus. Artobazanes was the oldest of the earlier sons, Xerxes
of the later; 3)and as sons of different mothers they were ri-
vals. Artobazanes pleaded that he was the oldest of all Dar-
ius’ offspring and that it was everywhere customary that the
eldest should rule; Xerxes argued that hewas the son ofCyrus’
daughter Atossa and that it was Cyrus who had won the P-
 their freedom.

3: 1)WhileDarius delayedmaking his decision, it chanced
that at this time Demaratus son of Ariston had come up to
S, in voluntary exile from L aer he had

¹Ed.: 489-487.
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lost the kingship of S. 2)Learning of the contention be-
tween the sons of Darius, this man, as the story goes, came
and advised Xerxes to add this to what he said: that he had
been born whenDarius was already king and ruler of P,
but Artobazanes when Darius was yet a subject; 3)therefore it
was neither reasonable nor just that anyone should have the
royal privilege before him. At S too (advised Demara-
tus) it was customary that if sons were born before their fa-
ther became king, and another son born later when the father
was king, the succession to the kingship belongs to the later-
born. 4)Xerxes followedDemaratus advice, andDarius judged
his plea to be just and declared him king. But to my thinking
Xerxes would have been made king even without this advice,
for Atossa held complete sway.

4: 1)Aer declaring Xerxes king, Darius was intent on his
expedition. But in the year aer this and the revolt of E,
death came upon him in the midst of his preparations, aer a
reign of six and thirty years² in all, and it was not granted to
him to punish either the revolted E or the A-
.

5: 1)Aer Darius’ death, the royal power descended to
his son Xerxes. Now Xerxes was at first by no means eager

²Ed.: 521-485.
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to march against H; it was against E that he mus-
tered his army. But Mardonius son of Gobryas, Xerxes cousin
and the son of Darius’ sister, was with the king and had more
influence with him than any P. He argued as follows:
“Master, it is not fitting that the A should go un-
punished for their deeds, aer all the evil they have done to the
P. 2)For now you should do what you have in hand;
then, when you have tamed the insolence of E, lead your
armies against A, so that youmay have fair fame among
men, and others may beware of invading your realm in the fu-
ture.” 3)is argument was for vengeance,³ but he kept adding
that E was an extremely beautiful land, one that bore
all kinds of orchard trees, a land of highest excellence, worthy
of no mortal master but the king.

6: 1)He said this because he desired adventures and
wanted to be governor of H. Finally he worked on
Xerxes and persuaded him to do this, and other things hap-
pened that helped him to persuade Xerxes. 2)Messengers
came from T from the Aleuadae (who were princes
of T) and invited the king into H with all
earnestness; the Pisistratidae who had come up to S used
the same pleas as the Aleuadae, offering Xerxes even more

³Ed.: Some take the G to mean “this argument was his helper”;
but the statement seems rather pointless.
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than they did. 3)ey had come up to S with Ono-
macritus, an A diviner⁴ who had set in order the or-
acles of Musaeus. ey had reconciled their previous hostil-
ity with him; Onomacritus had been banished from A
by Pisistratus’ son Hipparchus, when he was caught by Lasus⁵
of H in the act of interpolating into the writings
of Musaeus an oracle showing that the islands off L
would disappear into the sea. 4)Because of this Hipparchus
banished him, though they had previously been close friends.
Now he had arrived at S with the Pisistratidae, and when-
ever he came into the king’s presence they used loy words
concerning him and he recited from his oracles; all that por-
tended disaster to the P he le unspoken, choosing
and reciting such prophecies as were most favorable, telling
how the H must be bridged by a man of P
and describing the expedition. 5)So he brought his oracles to
bear, while the Pisistratidae and Aleuadae gave their opinions.

7: 1)Aer being persuaded to send an expedition against
H, Xerxes first marched against the rebels in the year
aer Darius death. He subdued them and laid E un-
der a much harder slavery than in the time of Darius, and he

⁴Ed.: e word sometimes means “a diviner”; here, probably, rather a
“selecter and publisher” of existing oracles, by recitation or otherwise.

⁵Ed.: A poet and musician, Pindar’s teacher.
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handed it over to Achaemenes, his own brother and Darius’
son. While governing E, this Achaemenes was at a later
time⁶ slain by a L, Inaros son of Psammetichus.

8: 1)Aer the conquest of E, intending now to take
in hand the expedition against A, Xerxes held a spe-
cial assembly of the noblest among the P, so he could
learn their opinions anddeclare hiswill before themall. When
they were assembled, Xerxes spoke to them as follows:

1)“Men of P, I amnot bringing in and establishing a
newcustom, but followingone that I have inherited. As I learn
fromour elders, we have never yet remained at peace ever since
Cyrus deposedAstyages andwewon this sovereignty from the
M. It is the will of heaven; and we ourselves win advan-
tage by our many enterprises. No one needs to tell you, who
already know them well, which nations Cyrus and Cambyses
and Darius my father subdued and added to our realm. 2)Ever
since I came to this throne, I have considered how Imight not
fall short of my predecessors in this honor, and not add less
power to the P; and my considerations persuade me
that we may win not only renown, but a land neither less nor
worse, and more fertile, than that which we now possess; and
we would also gain vengeance and requital. For this cause I

⁶Ed.: In 460; cp. Hdt. 3.15.
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have now summoned you together, that I may impart to you
what I intend to do.

1)It is my intent to bridge the H and lead my
army throughE toH, so Imaypunish theA-
 for what they have done to the P and to my
father. 2)You saw that Darius my father was set on making
an expedition against these men. But he is dead, and it was
not granted him to punish them. On his behalf and that of
all the P, I will never rest until I have taken A
and burnt it, for the unprovoked wrong that its people did to
my father and me. 3)First they came to S with our slave
Aristagoras the M and burnt the groves and the tem-
ples; next, how they dealt with us when we landed on their
shores, when Datis and Artaphrenes were our generals, I sup-
pose you all know.

1)For these reasons I am resolved to send an army against
them; and I reckon that we will find the following benefits
among them: if we subdue those men, and their neighbors
who dwell in the land of Pelops the P, we will make
the borders of P territory and of the firmament of
heaven be the same. 2)No land that the sun beholdswill border
ours, but I will make all into one country, when I have passed
over the whole of E. 3)I learn that this is the situation:
no city of men or any human nation which is able to meet us
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in battle will be le, if those of whom I speak are taken out of
our way. us the guilty and the innocent will alike bear the
yoke of slavery.

1)is is howyouwould best pleaseme: when I declare the
time for your coming, every one of you must eagerly appear;
and whoever comes with his army best equipped will receive
from me such gis as are reckoned most precious among us.
2)us it must be done; but so that I not seem to you to have
my own way, I lay the matter before you all, and bid whoever
wishes to declare his opinion.” So spoke Xerxes and ceased.

9: 1)Aer him Mardonius said: “Master, you surpass not
only all P that have been but also all that shall be;
besides having dealt excellently and truly with all other mat-
ters, you will not suffer the I⁷ who dwell in E
to laugh at us, which they have no right to do. 2)It would be
strange indeed if we who have subdued and made slaves of
S and I and E and A and
many other great nations, for nowrong done to the P
but ofmere desire to add to our power, will not take vengeance
on the G for unprovoked wrongs.

⁷Ed.: To an oriental all G alike were “I,” Persian Yauna;
cp. the “Javan” of the Bible. InAristoph. Ach. 104 the P ambassador
addresses a G as χαυνόπρωκτ Ιαοναῦ.
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1)What have we to fear from them? Have they a massive
population or abundance of wealth? eir manner of fighting
we know, andwe know howweak their power is; we have con-
quered and hold their sons, those who dwell in our land and
are called I and A and D. 2)I myself
have made trial of these men, when by your father’s command
Imarched against them. Imarched as far asM and
almost toA itself, yet none came out tomeetme in bat-
tle.

1)Yet the G are accustomed to wage wars, as I learn,
and they do it most senselessly in their wrongheadedness and
folly. When they have declared war against each other, they
come down to the fairest and most level ground that they can
find and fight there, so that the victors come off with great
harm; of the vanquished I say not so much as a word, for they
are utterly destroyed. 2)Since they speak the same language,
they should end their disputes by means of heralds or mes-
sengers, or by any way rather than fighting; if they must make
war upon each other, they should each discover where they
are in the strongest position and make the attempt there. e
G custom, then, is not good; and when I marched as far
as the land of M, it had not come into their minds
to fight.

1)But against you, O king, who shall make war? You will
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bring themultitudes of A, and all your ships. I think there
is not so much boldness inH as that; but if time should
show me wrong in my judgment, and those men prove fool-
hardy enough to do battle with us, they would be taught that
we are the greatest warriors on earth. Let us leave nothing un-
tried; for nothing happens by itself, and all men’s gains are the
fruit of adventure.”

10: 1)us Mardonius smoothed Xerxes’ resolution and
stopped. e rest of thePheld their peace, notdaring
to utter any opinion contrary to what had been put forward;
then Artabanus son of Hystaspes, the king’s uncle, spoke. Re-
lying on his position, he said,

1)“O king, if opposite opinions are not uttered, it is im-
possible for someone to choose the better; the one which has
been spoken must be followed. If they are spoken, the bet-
ter can be found; just as the purity of gold cannot be deter-
mined by itself, but when gold is compared with gold by rub-
bing,⁸ we then determine the better. 2)Now I advised Darius,
your father and my brother, not to lead his army against the
S, who have no cities anywhere to dwell in. But
he hoped to subdue the nomadic S and would not
obey me; he went on the expedition and returned aer losing

⁸Ed.: i.e. rubbing against the touchstone, which would be stained by
pure gold.
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many gallantmen fromhis army. 3)You,O king, are proposing
to lead your armies against far better men than the S-
—men who are said to be excellent warriors by sea and
land. It is right that I should show you what danger there is in
this.

1)You say that you will bridge the H and
march your army through E toH. Now suppose
you happen to be defeated either by land or by sea, or even
both; themen are said to be valiant, andwemaywell guess that
it is so, since the A alone destroyed the great army
that followed Datis and Artaphrenes to A. 2)Suppose
they do not succeed in both ways; but if they attack with their
ships and prevail in a sea-fight, and then sail to the H-
 and destroy your bridge, that, O king, is the hour of
peril.

1)It is from no wisdom of my own that I thus conjec-
ture; it is because I know what disaster once almost overtook
us, when your father, making a highway over the T
B and bridging the river I, crossed over to at-
tack the S. At that time the S used ev-
ery means of entreating the I, who had been charged
to guard the bridges of the I, to destroy the way of pas-
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sage.⁹ 2)If Histiaeus the tyrant of M had consented
to the opinion of the other tyrants instead of opposing it, the
power of P would have perished. Yet it is dreadful even
in the telling, that one man should hold in his hand all the
king’s fortunes.

1)So do not plan to run the risk of any such danger when
there is no need for it. Listen to me instead: for now dis-
miss this assembly; consider thematter by yourself and, when-
ever you so please, declare what seems best to you. 2)A well-
laid plan is always to my mind most profitable; even if it is
thwarted later, the plan was no less good, and it is only chance
that has baffled the design; but if fortune favor one who has
planned poorly, then he has gotten only a prize of chance, and
his plan was no less bad.

1)You see how the god smites with his thunderbolt crea-
tures of greatness and does not suffer them to display their
pride, while little ones do not move him to anger; and you
see how it is always on the tallest buildings and trees that his
bolts fall; for the god loves to bring low all things of surpass-
ing greatness. us a large army is destroyed by a smaller, when
the jealous god sends panic or the thunderbolt among them,
and they perish unworthily; for the god suffers pride in none

⁹Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 4.136 ff.
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but himself.
1)Nowhaste is always the parent of failure, and great dam-

ages are likely to arise; but in waiting there is good, and in
time this becomes clear, even though it does not seem so in
the present.

1)is, O king, is my advice to you. But you, Mardonius
son of Gobryas, cease your foolish words about the G,
for they do not deserve to be maligned. By slandering the
G you incite the king to send this expedition; that is
the end to which you press with all eagerness. Let it not be
so. 2)Slander is a terrible business; there are two in it who do
wrong and one who suffers wrong. e slanderer wrongs an-
other by accusing an absent man, and the other does wrong in
that he is persuaded before he has learned thewhole truth; the
absentmandoes not hearwhat is said of himand sufferswrong
in the matter, being maligned by the one and condemned by
the other.

1)If an army must by all means be sent against these
G, hearmenow: let the kinghimself remain in theP-
 land, and let us two stake our children’s lives upon it;
you lead out the army, choosing whatever men you wish and
taking as great an army as you desire. 2)If the king’s fortunes
fare as you say, let my sons be slain, and myself with them;
but if it turns out as I foretell, let your sons be so treated, and
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you likewise, if you return. 3)But if you are unwilling to sub-
mit to this and will at all hazards lead your army overseas to
H, then I think that those le behind in this place will
hear that Mardonius has done great harm to P, and has
been torn apart by dogs and birds in the land of A or of
L, if not even before that on the way there; and
that you have learned what kind ofmen you persuade the king
to attack.”

11: 1)us spoke Artabanus. Xerxes answered angrily,
“Artabanus, you are my father’s brother; that will save you
from receiving the fitting reward of foolish words. But for
your cowardly lack of spirit I lay upon you this disgrace, that
youwill not gowithme andmy army againstH, butwill
stay here with the women; I myself will accomplish all that I
have said, with no help from you. 2)May I not be the son of
Darius sonofHystaspes sonofArsames sonofAriaramnes son
of Teispes son of Cyrus son of Cambyses son of Teispes son
of Achaemenes,¹⁰ if I do not have vengeance on the A-

¹⁰Ed.: e first seven names represent two parallel lines of descent
fromTeispes son of Achaemenes (except that the first “Teispes” is a fiction),
which Herodotus has apparently fused into one direct line. Xerxes could
claim descent from both, in virtue of his mother Atossa, Cyrus’ daughter;
hence perhaps the confusion. For a complete discussion seeHowandWells,
Appendix IV. It may be remembered that Herodotus probably deals with
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; I well know that if we remain at peace they will not; they
will assuredly invade our country, if we may infer from what
they have done already, for they burnt S and marched
into A. 3)It is not possible for either of us to turn back:
to do or to suffer is our task, so that what is ours be under
the G, or what is theirs under the P; there is
no middle way in our quarrel. 4)Honor then demands that we
avenge ourselves for what has been done to us; thus will I learn
what is this evil that will befall me when I march against these
G—men that even Pelops the P, the slave of
my forefathers, did so utterly subdue that to this day they and
their country are called by the name of their conqueror.”

12: 1)e discussion went that far; then night came, and
Xerxes was pricked by the advice of Artabanus. inking it
over at night, he saw clearly that to send an army againstH-
 was not his affair. He made this second resolve and fell
asleep; then (so the P say) in the night he saw this vi-
sion: It seemed to Xerxes that a tall and handsome man stood
over him and said, 2) “Are you then changing your mind, P-
, and will not lead the expedition against H, al-
though you have proclaimed the mustering of the army? It
is not good for you to change your mind, and there will be no

E chronology in the same way, making a sequence out of lists of
kings some of whom were contemporaries.
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one here to pardon you for it; let your course be along the path
you resolved upon yesterday.”

13: 1)So the vision spoke, and seemed to Xerxes to van-
ish away. When day dawned, the king took no account of this
dream, and he assembled the P whom he had before
gathered together and addressed them thus: 2)“P,
forgive me for turning and twisting in my purpose; I am not
yet come to the fullness of my wisdom, and I am never free
from people who exhort me to do as I said. It is true that
when I heard Artabanus’ opinion my youthful spirit immedi-
ately boiled up, and I burst out with an unseemly and wrong-
ful answer to one older thanmyself; but now I seemy fault and
will follow his judgment. 3)Be at peace, since I have changed
my mind about marching against H.”

14: 1)When the P heard that, they rejoiced and
made obeisance to him. But when night came on, the same
vision stood again over Xerxes as he slept, and said, “Son of
Darius, have you then plainly renounced your army’s march
among the P, and made my words of no account, as
though you had not heard them? Know for certain that, if
you do not lead out your army immediately, this will be the
outcome of it: as you became great andmighty in a short time,
so in a moment will you be brought low again.”

15: 1)Greatly frightened by the vision, Xerxes leapt up
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from his bed, and sent a messenger to summon Artabanus.
When he came, Xerxes said, “Artabanus, for a moment I was
of unsoundmind, and I answered your good advice with fool-
ish words; but aer no long time I repented, and saw that it
was right for me to follow your advice. 2)Yet, though I de-
sire to, I cannot do it; ever since I turned back and repented,
a vision keeps coming to haunt my sight, and it will not al-
low me to do as you advise; just now it has threatened me and
gone. 3)Now if a god is sending the vision, and it is his full plea-
sure that there this expedition againstH take place, that
same dream will hover about you and give you the same com-
mand it gives me. I believe that this is most likely to happen,
if you take all my apparel and sit wearing it upon my throne,
and then lie down to sleep in my bed.”

16: 1)Xerxes said this, but Artabanus would not obey the
first command, thinking it was not right for him to sit on the
royal throne; at last he was compelled and did as he was bid,
saying first:

1)“O king, I judge it of equal worth whether a man is wise
or is willing to obey good advice; to both of these you have
attained, but the company of bad men trips you up; just as
they say that sea, of all things the most serviceable to men, is
hindered from following its nature by the blasts of winds that
fall upon it. 2)It was not that I heard harsh words from you
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that stung me so much as that, when two opinions were laid
before the P, one tending to the increase of pride, the
other to its abatement, showing how evil a thing it is to teach
the heart continual desire of more than it has, of these two
opinions you preferred that one which was more fraught with
danger to yourself and to the P.

1)Now when you have turned to the better opinion, you
say that, while intending to abandon the expedition against
the G, you are haunted by a dream sent by some god,
which forbids you to disband the expedition. 2)But this is
none of heaven’s working, my son. e roving dreams that
visit men are of such nature as I shall teach you, since I am
many years older than you. ose visions that rove about us in
dreams are for the most part the thoughts of the day; and in
these recent days we have been very busy with this expedition.

1)But if this is not as I determine and it has something di-
vine to it, then you have spoken the conclusion of the matter;
let it appear tome just as it has to you, and utter its command.
If it really wishes to appear, it should do so to me no more by
virtue ofmywearing your dress instead ofmine, andmy sleep-
ing in your bed rather than in my own. 2)Whatever it is that
appears to you in your sleep, surely it has not come to such folly
as to infer from your dress that I am you when it sees me. We
now must learn if it will take no account of me and not deign
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to appear and haunt me, whether I am wearing your robes or
my own, but will come to you; if it comes continually, I myself
would say that it is something divine. 3)If you are determined
that this must be done and there is no averting it, and I must
lie down to sleep in your bed, so be it; this duty I will fulfill,
and let the vision appear also to me. But until then I will keep
my present opinion.”

17: 1)So spoke Artabanus and did as he was bid, hoping
to prove Xerxes’ words vain; he put on Xerxes’ robes and sat
on the king’s throne. en while he slept there came to him
in his sleep the same dream that had haunted Xerxes; it stood
over him and spoke thus: 2)“Are you the one who dissuades
Xerxes from marching against H, because you care for
him? Neither in the future nor now will you escape with im-
punity for striving to turn aside whatmust be. ToXerxes him-
self it has been declared what will befall him if he disobeys.”

18: 1)With this threat (so it seemed to Artabanus) the vi-
sion was about to burn his eyes with hot irons. He leapt up
with a loud cry, then sat by Xerxes and told him the whole
story of what he had seen in his dream, and next he said: 2)“O
King, since I have seen, as much as amanmay, how the greater
has oen been brought low by the lesser, I forbade you to
always give rein to your youthful spirit, knowing how evil a
thing it is to have many desires, and remembering the end of
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Cyrus’ expedition against the M and of Camby-
ses’ against the E, and I myself marched withDar-
ius against the S. 3)Knowing this, I judged that you
had only to remain in peace for allmen to deem you fortunate.
But since there is some divine motivation, and it seems that
the gods mark H for destruction, I myself change and
correct my judgment. Now declare the gods’ message to the
P, and bid them obey your first command for all due
preparation. Do this, so that nothing on your part be lack-
ing to the fulfillment of the gods’ commission.” 4)Aer this
was said, they were incited by the vision, and when daylight
came Xerxes imparted all this to the P. Artabanus
now openly encouraged that course which he alone had be-
fore openly discouraged.

19: 1)Xerxes was now intent on the expedition and then
saw a third vision in his sleep, which the M interpreted
to refer to the whole earth and to signify that all men should
be his slaves. is was the vision: Xerxes thought that he was
crowned with an olive bough, of which the shoots spread over
the whole earth, and then the crown vanished from off his
head where it was set. 3)e M interpreted it in this way,
and immediately every single man of the P who had
been assembled rode away to his own province and there used
all zeal to fulfill the kings command, each desiring to receive
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the promised gis. us it was that Xerxes mustered his army,
searching out every part of the continent.

20: 1)For full four years¹¹ aer the conquest of E
he was equipping his force and preparing all that was needed
for it; before the fih year was completed, he set forth on
his march with the might of a great multitude. 2)is was
by far the greatest of all expeditions that we know of. e
one that Darius led against the S is nothing com-
pared to it; neither is the S expedition when they
burst into Media¹² in pursuit of the C and sub-
dued and ruled almost all the upper lands of A (it was for
this that Darius aerwards attempted to punish them). Ac-
cording to the reports, the expedition led by the sons ofAtreus
againstT is also nothing by comparison; neither is the one
of the M and T which before the T
war crossed the B into E,¹³ subdued all the
T, and came down to the I , marching
southward as far as the river P.

¹¹Ed.: 484-481.
¹²Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 1.103;Hdt. 4.1.
¹³Ed.: It seems fairly clear that there was some sort of movement from

the one continent to the other; Herodotusmakes it fromA to E;
but on the evidence it is just as likely to have been the other way. See How
and Wells, ad loc.
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21: 1)All these expeditions andwhatever others have hap-
pened in addition could not together be compared with this
single one. For what nation did Xerxes not lead from A
against H? What water did not fail when being drunk
up, except only the greatest rivers? 2)Some people supplied
him with ships, some were enrolled in his infantry, some were
assigned the provision of horsemen, others of horse-bearing
transports to follow the army, and others again of warships
for the bridges, or of food and ships.

22: 1)Since thosewhohad earlier attempted to sail around
A had suffered shipwreck, for about three years prepara-
tions had been underway there. Triremes were anchored off
E in the C; with these for their headquar-
ters, all sorts ofmen in the armywere compelled bywhippings
to dig a canal, coming by turns to the work; the inhabitants
about A also dug. 2)Bubares son of Megabazus and Ar-
tachaees son ofArtaeus, both P, were the overseers of
the workmen. A is a great and famous mountain, run-
ning out into the sea and inhabited by men. At the moun-
tain’s landward end it is in the form of a peninsula, and there
is an isthmus about twelve stadia wide; here is a place of level
ground or little hills, from the sea by A to the sea
opposite T. 3)On this isthmus which is at the end of
A, there stands aG town, Sane; there are others sit-
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uated seaward of Sane and landward of A, and the P-
 now intended to make them into island and not main-
land towns; they are D, O, A,
T, and C.

23: 1)ese are the towns situated on A. e for-
eigners dug as follows,¹⁴ dividing up the ground by nation:
they made a straight line near the town of Sane; when the
channel had been dug to some depth, some men stood at the
bottomof it anddug, others took the dirt as it was dug out and
delivered it to yet others that stood higher on stages, and they
again to others as they received it, until they came to those that
were highest; these carried it out and threw it away. 2)For all
except the P, the steep sides of the canal caved
in, doubling their labor; since they made the span the same
breadth at its mouth and at the bottom, this was bound to
happen. 3)But the P showed the same skill in
this as in all else they do; taking in hand the portion that fell
to them, they dug by making the topmost span of the canal
as wide again as the canal was to be, and narrowed it as they
worked lower, until at the bottom their work was of the same
span as that of the others. 4)ere is a meadow there, where

¹⁴Ed.: In spite of the incredulity of antiquity the canal was no doubt
actually made and used. Traces of it are said to exist. See, e.g. How and
Wells, ad loc.
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they made a place for buying and marketing; much ground
grain frequently came to them from A.

24: 1)As far as I can judge by conjecture, Xerxes gave the
command for this digging out of pride, wishing to display his
power and leave a memorial; with no trouble they could have
drawn their ships across the isthmus, yet he ordered them to
dig a canal from sea to sea, wide enough to float two triremes
rowed abreast. e same men who were assigned the digging
were also assigned to join the banks of the river S by
a bridge.

25: 1)us Xerxes did this. He assigned the P-
 and E to make ropes of papyrus and white
flax for the bridges,¹⁵ and to store provisions for his army, so
that neither the army nor the beasts of burden would starve
on the march to H. 2)Aer making inquiry, he ordered
them to store it in the most fitting places, carrying it to the
various places from all parts of A in cargo ships and trans-
ports. ey broughtmost of it to theWH (as
it is called) in T; some were dispatched to T
in the P country or toD, others to E
on the S or to M.

¹⁵Ed.: λευκόλινον is apparently not really flax but “Esparto grass,” im-
ported from S by the P.
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26: 1)While these worked at their appointed task, all the
land force had been mustered and was marching with Xerxes
to S, setting forth from C in C,
which was the place appointed for gathering all the army that
was tomarchwithXerxes himself by land. 2)Nowwhich of his
governors received the promised gis from the king for bring-
ing the best-equipped army, I cannot say; I donot evenknow if
the matter was ever determined. 3)When they had crossed the
river H and entered P, they marched through
that country to C,¹⁶ where rises the source of the
river M and of another river no smaller, which is
called Cataractes; it rises right in the market-place of C-
 and issues into the M. e skin of Marsyas the
S also hangs there; the P story tells that it
was flayed off him and hung up by Apollo.¹⁷

27: 1)In this city Pythius son of Atys, a L, sat await-
ing them; he entertained Xerxes himself and all the king’s

¹⁶Ed.: is implies a considerable divergence to the south from the
“Royal road,” for which see Hdt. 5.52. Xerxes here turns south to avoid
the difficult route through the H , probably; cp. How and
Wells, ad loc.

¹⁷Ed.: e legend of the contest between Marsyas the flute-player and
Apollo the lyre-player seems to indicate a change in the national music, the
importance of which was more easily understood by a G than it is by
us.
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army with the greatest hospitality, and declared himself will-
ing to provide money for the war. 2)When Pythius offered the
money, Xerxes asked the P present who this Pythius
was and how much wealth he possessed in making the offer.
ey said, “O king, this is the onewho gave your fatherDarius
the gi of a golden plane-tree and vine; he is now the richest
man we know of aer you.”

28: 1)Xerxes marvelled at this last saying and next him-
self asked Pythius how much wealth he had. “O king,” said
Pythius, “I will not conceal the quantity of my property from
you, nor pretend that I do not know; I know and will tell you
the exact truth. 2)As soon as I learned that you were coming
down to the G , I wanted to give you money for the
war, so I inquired into the matter, and my reckoning showed
me that I had two thousand talents of silver, and four mil-
lion Daric staters of gold,¹⁸ lacking seven thousand. 3)All this
I freely give to you; for myself, I have a sufficient livelihood
from my slaves and my farms.”

29: 1)ushe spoke. Xerxeswas pleasedwithwhat he said
and replied: “MyL friend, since I came out of P I
have so far met with no man who was willing to give hospital-
ity to my army, nor who came into my presence unsummoned

¹⁸Ed.: e Daric stater was equivalent to about 22s. of our money.
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and offered to furnish money for the war, besides you. 2)But
you have entertained my army nobly and offer me great sums.
In return for this I give you these privileges: I make you my
friend, and out of my own wealth I give you the seven thou-
sand staters which will complete your total of four million, so
that your four million not lack the seven thousand and the
even number be reached by my completing it. 3)Remain in
possession of what you now possess, and be mindful to be al-
ways such as you are; neither for the present nor in time will
you regret what you now do.”

30: 1)Xerxes said this andmade goodhiswords, then jour-
neyed ever onward. Passing by the P town called
A, and the lake from which salt is obtained, he came to
C, a great city in P; there the river L
plunges into a cle in the earth and disappears,¹⁹ until it reap-
pears about five stadia away; this river issues into the M-
. 2)From C the army held its course for the
borders of P and L, and came to the city of C-
, where there stands a pillar set up by Croesus which
marks the boundary with an inscription.

31: 1)Passing from P into L, he came to the
placewhere the roads part; the roadon the le leads toC,

¹⁹Ed.: e L here flows in a narrow gorge, but there is no indica-
tion of its ever having flowed underground, except for a few yards.
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the one on the right to S; on the latter the travellermust
cross the river M and pass by the city of C-
, where crasmenmake honey out ofwheat and tamarisks.
Xerxes went by this road and found a plane-tree, which he
adorned with gold because of its beauty, and he assigned one
of his immortals to guard it. On the next day he reached the
city of the L.

32: 1)Aer he arrived in S, he first sent heralds to
H to demand earth and water and to command the
preparation of meals for the king. He sent demands for earth
everywhere except to A and L. e rea-
son for his sending for earth and water the second time was
this: he fully believed that whoever had not previously given
it to Darius’ messengers would now be compelled to give by
fear; so he sent out of desire to know this for certain.

33: 1)Aer this he prepared to march to A; mean-
while his men were bridging the H from A
to E. On the C, which is on the H-
, between the city of S and M there is a
broad headland²⁰ running out into the sea opposite A.
It was here that not long aerwards the A, when
Xanthippus sonofAriphronwas their general, tookArtayctes,

²⁰Ed.: Between the modern bays of Z (S) and K:
some four miles broad.
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a P and the governor of S, and crucified him
alive; he had been in the habit of bringing women right into
the temple of Protesilaus at E and doing impious deeds
there.

34: 1)e men who had been given this assignment made
bridges starting from A across to that headland; the
P one of flaxen cables, and the E a pa-
pyrus one. FromA to the opposite shore it is a distance
of seven stadia.²¹ But no sooner had the strait been bridged
than a great storm swept down, breaking and scattering every-
thing.

35: 1)When Xerxes heard of this, he was very angry and
commanded that the H be whipped with three
hundred lashes, and a pair of fetters be thrown into the sea. I
have even heard that he sent branders with them to brand the
H. 2)He commanded them while they whipped
to utter words outlandish and presumptuous, “Bitter water,
our master thus punishes you, because you did him wrong
though he had done you none. Xerxes the king will pass over
you, whether youwant it or not; in accordance with justice no

²¹Ed.: e modern width at the narrowest part is nearly half as much
again; perhaps this can be explained by the washing away of the coasts, be-
cause of a current which strikes them near S and rebounds on A-
.
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one offers you sacrifice, for you are a turbid and briny river.”
3)He commanded that the sea receive these punishments and
that the overseers of the bridge over the H be be-
headed.

36: 1)So this was done by those who were appointed to
the thankless honor, and new engineers set about making
the bridges. ey made the bridges as follows: in order to
lighten the strain of the cables, they placed fiy-oared ships
and triremes alongside each other, three hundred and sixty to
bear the bridge nearest the E , and three hundred
and fourteen to bear the other; all lay obliquely to the line
of the P and parallel with the current of the H-
.²² 2)Aer putting the ships together they let down very
great anchors, both from the end of the ships on the P-
 side to hold fast against the winds blowing from within
that sea, and from the other end, towards the west and the
A, to hold against the west and south winds. ey
le a narrow opening to sail through in the line of fiy-oared
ships and triremes, that so whoever wanted to could sail by
small cra to the P or out of it. 3)Aer doing this, they

²²Ed.: Or it may mean, as Stein thinks, that the ships of the upper or
N.E. bridge were ἐπικαρσίαι, and those of the lower or S.W. one were κατὰ
ῥόον. For a discussion of the various difficulties and interpretations of the
whole passage, see How and Wells’ notes, ad loc.
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stretched the cables from the land, twisting them taut with
wooden windlasses; they did not as before keep the two kinds
apart, but assigned for each bridge two cables of flax and four
of papyrus. 4)All these had the same thickness and fine appear-
ance, but the flaxen were heavier in proportion, for a cubit of
them weighed a talent.²³ 5)When the strait was thus bridged,
they sawed logs of wood to a length equal to the breadth of the
floating supports,²⁴ and laid them in order on the taut cables;
aer placing them together they then made them fast. Aer
doing this, they carried brushwood onto the bridge; when this
was all laid in order they heaped earth on it and stamped it
down; then theymade a fence on either side, so that the beasts
of burden and horses not be frightened by the sight of the sea
below them.

37: 1)When the bridges and the work at A were
ready, and both the dikes at the canal’s entrances, built to pre-
vent the surf from silting up the entrances of the dug passage,
and the canal itself were reported to be now completely fin-
ished, the army then wintered. At the beginning of spring²⁵
the army made ready and set forth from S to march
to A. 2)As it was setting out, the sun le his place in

²³Ed.: About 80 lbs.
²⁴Ed.: i.e. the line of ships supporting the cables.
²⁵Ed.: Probably about the middle of April 480.
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the heaven and was invisible, although the sky was without
clouds and very clear, and the day turned into night. When
Xerxes saw and took note of that, he was concerned and asked
the M what the vision might signify. 4)ey declared to
him that the god was showing the G the abandonment
of their cities; for the sun (they said) was the prophet of the
G, as the moon was their own. Xerxes rejoiced exceed-
ingly to hear that and continued on his march.

38: 1)As Xerxes led his army away, Pythius the L,
frightened by the heavenly vision and encouraged by the gis
that he had received, came to Xerxes and said, “Master, I have
a favor to ask that I desire of you, easy for you to grant and
precious for me to receive.” 2)Xerxes supposed that Pythius
would demand anything rather than what he did ask and an-
swered that he would grant the request, bidding him declare
what he desired. When Pythius heard this, he took courage
and said: “Master, I have five sons, and all of them are con-
strained to march with you against H. 3)I pray you, O
king, take pity on me in my advanced age, and release one of
my sons, the eldest, from service, so that he may take care of
me and of my possessions; take the four others with you, and
may you return back with all your plans accomplished.”

39: 1)Xerxes became very angry and thus replied: “Vil-
lain, you see me marching against H myself, and tak-
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ing with me my sons and brothers and relations and friends;
do you, my slave, who should have followed me with all your
household and your very wife, speak to me of your son? Be
well assured of this, that a man’s spirit dwells in his ears; when
it hears good words it fills the whole body with delight, but
when it hears the opposite it swells with anger. 2)When you
did me good service and promised more, you will never boast
that you outdid your king in the matter of benefits; and now
that you have turned aside to the way of shamelessness, you
will receive a lesser requital than you merit. You and four of
your sons are saved by your hospitality; but you shall be pun-
ished by the life of that one you most desire to keep.” 3)With
that reply, he immediately ordered those who were assigned
to do these things to find the eldest of Pythius sons and cut
him in half, then to set one half of his body on the right side
of the road and the other on the le, so that the army would
pass between them.

40: 1)is they did, and the army passed between. First
went the baggage train and the beasts of burden, and aer
them a mixed army of all sorts of nations, not according to
their divisions but all mingled together; when more than half
had passed there was a space le, and these did not come near
the king. 2) Aer that, first came a thousand horsemen, cho-
sen out of all P; next, a thousand spearmen, picked
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men like the others, carrying their spears reversed; and aer
them ten horses of the breed calledN, equippedmost
splendidly. 3)e horses are called N because there is
in Media a wide plain of that name, where the great horses are
bred. 4)Behind these ten horses was the place of the sacred
chariot of Zeus,²⁶ drawn by eight white horses, with the char-
ioteer following the horses on foot and holding the reins; for
no mortal man may mount into that seat. Aer these came
Xerxes himself in a chariot drawn by N horses; beside
him was his charioteer, whose name was Patiramphes, the son
of Otanes, a P.

41: 1)In thiswayXerxes rode out fromS; butwhen-
ever the thought took him he would alight from the chariot
into a carriage. Behind him came a thousand spearmen of the
best and noblest blood of P, carrying their spears in the
customary manner; aer them a thousand picked P
horsemen, and aer the horse ten thousand that were foot sol-
diers, chosen out of the rest of the P. 3)One thou-
sand of these had golden pomegranates on their spear-shas
instead of a spike, and surrounded the rest; the nine thousand
who were inside them had silver pomegranates. ose who
held their spears reversed also carried golden pomegranates,

²⁶Ed.: at is, of Ormuzd.
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and those following nearest to Xerxes had apples of gold. Af-
ter the ten thousand came ten thousand P horsemen
in array. Aer these there was a space of two stadia, and then
the rest of the multitude followed all mixed together.

42: 1)From L the army took its course to the river
C and the land of M; leaving the C, they
went through A to the city of C, keeping the
mountain of C²⁷ on the le. From there they journeyed
over the plain of ebe, passing the city of A
and the P city of A. 2)en they came
into the territory of I, with I on their le. When they
had halted for the night at the foot of I, a storm of thunder
and lightning fell upon them, killing a great crowd of them
there.

43: 1)When the army had come to the river S,
which was the first river aer the beginning of their march
from S that fell short of their needs and was not suf-
ficient for the army and the cattle to drink—arriving at this
river, Xerxes ascended to the citadel of Priam, having a de-
sire to see it. 2)Aer he saw it and asked about everything
there, he sacrificed a thousand cattle to Athena of I, and
the M offered libations to the heroes. Aer they did this,

²⁷Ed.: Modern K D.
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a panic fell upon the camp in the night. When it was day
they journeyed on from there, keeping on their le the cities
of R and O and D, which
borders A,²⁸ and on their right the T G-
.

44: 1)When they were at A, Xerxes wanted to see
the whole of his army. A loy seat of white stone had been
set up for him on a hill²⁹ there for this very purpose, built by
the people of A at the king’s command. ere he sat
and looked down on the seashore, viewing his army and his
fleet; as he viewed them he desired to see the ships contend in
a race. ey did so, and the P of S won;
Xerxes was pleased with the race and with his expedition.

45: 1)Whenhe saw thewholeH coveredwith
ships, and all the shores and plains of A full of men,
Xerxes first declared himself blessed, and then wept.

46: 1)His uncle Artabanus perceived this, he who in the
beginning had spoken his mind freely and advised Xerxes not
to march against H. Marking how Xerxes wept, he
questioned him and said, “O king, what a distance there is
between what you are doing now and a little while ago! Af-

²⁸Ed.: It was about nine miles from A.
²⁹Ed.: Probably what is called M-T, on the promontory of N-

.
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ter declaring yourself blessed you weep.” 2)Xerxes said, “I was
moved to compassion when I considered the shortness of all
human life, since of all this multitude of men not one will be
alive a hundred years from now.” 3)Artabanus answered, “In
one life we have deeper sorrows to bear than that. Short as our
lives are, there is no human being either here or elsewhere so
fortunate that it will not occur to him, oen and not just once,
to wish himself dead rather than alive. Misfortunes fall upon
us and sicknesses trouble us, so that they make life, though
short, seem long. 4)Life is so miserable a thing that death has
become themost desirable refuge forhumans; the god is found
to be envious in this, giving us only a taste of the sweetness of
living.”

47: 1)Xerxes answered and said, “Artabanus, human life is
such as you define it to be. Let us speak no more of that, nor
remember evils in our present prosperous estate. But tell me
this: if you had not seen the vision in your dream so clearly,
would you still have held your former opinion and advised
me not tomarch againstH, or would you have changed
your mind? Come, tell me this truly.” 2)Artabanus answered
and said, “O king, may the vision that appeared in my dream
bring such an end as we both desire! But I am even now full
of fear and beside myself for many reasons, especially when I
see that the two greatest things in the world are your greatest
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enemies.”
48: 1)Xerxes made this response: “Are you possessed?

What are these two things that you say are my greatest ene-
mies? Is there some fault with the numbers of my land army?
Does it seem that the G army will be many times greater
than ours? Or do you think that our navy will fall short of
theirs? Or that the fault is in both? If our power seems to you
to lack anything in this regard, it would be best to muster an-
other army as quickly as possible.”

49: 1)Artabanus answered and said, “O king, there is no
fault that any man of sound judgment could find either with
this army or with the number of your ships; and if you gather
more, those two things I speak of become even much more
your enemies. ese two are the land and the sea. 2)e sea
has nowhere any harbor, as I conjecture, that will be able to
receive this navy and save your ships if a storm arise. Yet there
has to be not just one such harbor, but many of them all along
the land you are sailing by. 3)Since there are no harbors able to
receive you, understand that men are the subjects and not the
rulers of their accidents. I have spoken of one of the two, and
now I will tell you of the other. 4)e land is your enemy in
this way: if nothing is going to stand in your way and hinder
you, the land becomes more your enemy the further you ad-
vance, constantly unaware of what lies beyond; noman is ever
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satisfiedwith success. 5)So I say that if no one opposes you, the
increase of your territory and the time passed in getting it will
breed famine. e best man is one who is timid while mak-
ing plans because he takes into account all that may happen to
him, but is bold in action.”

50: 1)Xerxes answered, “Artabanus, you define these mat-
ters reasonably. But do not fear everything, nor take account
of all alike; If you wanted to take everything equally into ac-
count on every occasion that happens, you would never do
anything; it is better to do everything boldly and suffer half
of what you dread than to fear all chances and so never suffer
anything. 2)But if you quarrel with whatever is said yet cannot
put forth a secure position, you must be proved as wrong on
your part as he who holds the contrary opinion. In this both
are alike: how can someone who is only human know where
there is security? I think it is impossible. ose who have the
will to act most oen win the rewards, not those who hesitate
and take account of all chances. 3)You see what power P-
 has attained. Now if those kings who came before me had
held such opinions as yours, or if they had not held them but
had had advisers like you, you would never have seen our for-
tunes at their present height; but as it is those kings ran the
risks and advanced them to this height. 4)Great successes are
not won except by great risks. Sowewill do as they did; we are
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travelling in the fairest season of the year, and we will return
home the conquerors of all E without suffering famine
or any other harm anywhere. First, we carry ample provisions
with us on our march; second, we will have the food of those
whose land and nation we invade; for we aremarching against
men who are tillers of the soil, not nomads.”

51: 1)ensaidArtabanus: “Oking, I see that youwill not
allow us to fear any danger. But take from me this advice, as
there is need for much speaking when our affairs are so great.
2)Cyrus son of Cambyses subdued andmade tributary to P-
 all I except only the A. I advise you by
no means to lead these I against the land of their fa-
thers, since evenwithout their aidwe arewell able to overcome
our enemies. If they come with our army, they must either be-
have very unjustly by enslaving their mother city, or very justly
by aiding it to be free. 3)If they deal very unjustly they bring
us no great advantage, but by dealing very justly they may well
do great harm to your army. Take to heart the truth of that
ancient saying, that the end of every matter is not revealed at
its beginning.”

52: 1)Xerxes answered, “Artabanus, in all your pro-
nouncements you are most mistaken when you fear that the
Imight change sides; we have the surest guarantee for
them, and you and all who marched with Darius against the
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S can bear witness. ey had the power to destroy
or to save the whole P army, and they gave proof of
their justice and faithfulness, with no evil intent. 2)Moreover,
since they have le their children andwives and possessions in
our country, we need not consider it even possible that they
will make any violent change. So be rid of that fear; keep a
stout heart and guardmyhousehold and tyranny; to you alone
I entrust the symbols of my kingship.”

53: 1)Xerxes spoke thus and sentArtabanus away to S.
He next sent for the most notable among the P, and
when they were present he said, “P, I have assembled
you tomake this demand, that you bear yourselves bravely and
never sully the great and glorious former achievements of the
P. Let us each and all be zealous, for the good that we
seek is common to all. 2)For these reasons I bid you set your
hands to the war strenuously; I know that we march against
valiant men, and if we overcome them it is certain that no
other human army will ever withstand us. Let us now cross
over, aer praying to the gods who hold P for their al-
lotted realm.”

54: 1)All that day they made preparations for the cross-
ing. On the next they waited until they could see the sun rise,
burning all kinds of incense on the bridges and strewing the
road with myrtle boughs. 2)At sunrise Xerxes poured a liba-
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tion from a golden phial into the sea, praying to the sun that
no accident might befall him which would keep him from
subduing E before he reached its farthest borders. Af-
ter the prayer, he cast the phial into the H, and
along with it a golden bowl, and a P sword which they
call “acinaces.”³⁰ 3)As for these, I cannot rightly determine
whether he cast them into the sea for offerings to the sun, or
repented having whipped the H and gave gis to
the sea as atonement.

55: 1)When they had done this they crossed over, the
foot and horse all by the bridge nearest to the P, the
beasts of burden and the service train by the bridge towards
the A. 2)e ten thousand P, all wearing gar-
lands, led the way, and aer them came the mixed army of
diverse nations. All that day these crossed; on the next, first
crossed the horsemen and the ones who carried their spears
reversed; these also wore garlands. 3)Aer them came the sa-
cred horses and the sacred chariot, then Xerxes himself and
the spearmen and the thousand horse, and aer them the rest
of the army. Meanwhile the ships put out and crossed to the
opposite shore. But I have also heard that the king crossed last
of all.

³⁰Ed.: Sometimes translated “scimitar”; but that is, I believe, a curved
weapon, whereas the ἀκινάκης appears to have been a short, straight dagger.
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56: 1)When Xerxes had passed over to E, he
viewed his army crossing under the lash. Seven days and
seven nights it was in crossing, with no pause. 2)It is said that
whenXerxes had now crossed theH, aman of the
H cried, “OZeus, why have you taken the likeness
of a P man and changed your name to Xerxes, leading
the whole world with you to remove H from its place?
You could have done that without these means.”

57: 1)When all had passed over and were ready for the
road, a great portent appeared among them. Xerxes took no
account of it, although it was easy to interpret: a mare gave
birth to a hare. emeaning of itwas easy to guess: Xerxeswas
to march his army to H with great pomp and pride, but
to come back to the same place fleeing for his life. 2)ere was
another portent thatwas shown tohimat S: amule gave
birth to amule that haddouble genitals, bothmale and female,
themale above the other. Buthe tookno account of either sign
and journeyed onward; the land army was with him.

58: 1)His navy sailed out of the H and trav-
elled along the land, going across from the land army. 2)e
ships sailed westwards, laying their course for the headland
of Sarpedon, where Xerxes had ordered them to go and wait
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for him; the army of the mainland travelled towards the east³¹
and the sunrise through the C, with the tomb
of Athamas’ daughter Helle on its right and the town of
C on its le, marching through the middle of a city
called A. 3)From there they rounded the head of the
B B (as it is called) and crossed the B R,
which could not hold its own then against the army, but gave
out—crossing this river, which gives its name to the bay, they
went westwards, past the A city of A and the
marsh of S, until they came to D.

59: 1)e territory of D is in T, a wide
plain by the sea, and through it flows a great river, the H-
; here had been built that royal fortress which is called
D, and a P guard had been posted there by
Darius ever since the time of his march against S. 2)It
seemed to Xerxes to be a fit place for him to arrange and
number his army, and he did so. All the ships had now ar-
rived at D, and the captains at Xerxes’ command
brought them to the beach near D, where stands the
S city of Sane, and Zone; at the end is S-
, a well-known headland. is country was in former
days possessed by the C. 3)To this beach they brought

³¹Ed.: North-east, strictly speaking: they marched through the
promontory of G.
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in their ships and hauled them up for rest. Meanwhile Xerxes
made a reckoning of his forces at D.

60: 1)I cannot give the exact number that each part con-
tributed to the total, for there is no one who tells us that; but
the total of the whole land army was shown to be one mil-
lion and seven hundred thousand. 2)ey were counted in
this way: ten thousand men were collected in one place, and
when they were packed together as closely as could be a line
was drawn around them; when this was drawn, the ten thou-
sand were sent away and a wall of stones was built on the line
reachingup to aman’s navel; 3)when thiswas done, otherswere
brought into the walled space, until in this way all were num-
bered. When they had been numbered, they were marshalled
by nations.

61: 1)e men who served in the army were the follow-
ing: the P were equipped in this way: they wore on
their heads loose caps called tiaras, andon their bodies embroi-
dered sleeved tunics, with scales of iron like the scales of fish
in appearance, and trousers on their legs; for shields they had
wicker bucklers, with quivers hanging beneath them; they car-
ried short spears, long bows, and reed arrows, and daggers that
hung from the girdle by the right thigh. 2)eir commander
was Otanes, son of Amestris and father of Xerxes’ wife. ey
were formerly called by theGC, but by them-
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selves and their neighbors A. 3)When Perseus son of
Danae and Zeus had come to Cepheus son of Belus and mar-
ried his daughterAndromeda, a sonwas born to himwhomhe
called Perses, and he le him there; for Cepheus had no male
offspring; itwas from this Perses that theP took their
name.³²

62: 1)eM in the armywere equipped like the P-
; indeed, that fashionof armor isMedian, not P.
eir commander was Tigranes, anAchaemenid. eM
were formerly called by everyone A,³³ but when the
C woman Medea came from A to the A-
 they changed their name, like the P. is is the
M’ own account of themselves. 2)e C in the
army were equipped like the P, but they wore tur-
bans instead of caps. eir commander was Anaphes son of
Otanes. e H³⁴ were armed like the P;

³²Ed.: Herodotus is always prone to base ethnological conclusions on
G legends and the similarity of names; so in the next chapter Medea
supplies the name of the M. But it is strange that Perseus, being com-
monly held great-grandfather of Heracles, is here made to marry the grand-
daughter of Belus, who inHdt. 1.7, is Heracles’ grandson.

³³Ed.: Modern philology gives the name “A” of course a very
much wider extension; which indeed was beginning even in the time of
Strabo.

³⁴Ed.: Notmentioned in the list ofDarius subjects inHdt. 3; they lived
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their leader wasMegapanus, who was aerwards the governor
of B.

63: 1)e A in the army wore on their heads
helmets of twisted bronze made in an outlandish fashion not
easy to describe. ey carried shields and spears and daggers
of E fashion, and also wooden clubs studded with
iron, and they wore linen breastplates. ey are called by the
G S, but the foreigners called them A-
. With them were the C. eir commander
was Otaspes son of Artachaees.

64: 1)e B in the army wore a headgear very
similar to the Median, carrying their native reed bows and
short spears. 2)e S, who are S, had on their
heads tall caps, erect and stiff and tapering to a point; they
wore trousers, and carried their native bows, and daggers, and
also axes which they call “sagaris.” ese were A
S, but were called S; that is the P
name for all S. e commander of theB
and S was Hystaspes, son of Darius and Cyrus’ daughter
Atossa.

65: 1)eIwore garments of tree-wool,³⁵ and car-
ried reed bows and iron-tipped reed arrows. Such was their

on the S.E. coast of the C.
³⁵Ed.: Cotton.
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equipment; they were appointed to march under the com-
mand of Pharnazathres son of Artabates.

66: 1)eAwere equipped withMedian bows, but
in all else like theB; their commanderwas Sisamnes
son of Hydarnes. e P, C, S-
, G, and D in the army had the
same equipment as the B. 2)e P and
C had for their commander Artabazus son of
Pharnaces, the SogdiansAzanes son of Artaeus, theG-
 and Dadicae Artyphius son of Artabanus.

67: 1)e C in the army wore cloaks and car-
ried their native reed bows and short swords. Such was their
equipment; their leader was Ariomardus, brother of Arty-
phius. e S were conspicuous in their dyed gar-
ments and knee-high boots, carrying bows andMedian spears.
eir commander was Pherendates son of Megabazus. 3)e
Pactyes wore cloaks and carried their native bows and daggers;
their commander was Artayntes son of Ithamitres.

68: 1)e U and M and P
were equipped like the Pactyes; the U and M
had for their commander Arsamenes son of Darius, the Pari-
canians Siromitres son of Oeobazus.

69: 1)e A wore mantles girded up, and car-
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ried at their right side long bows curving backwards.³⁶ e
Ewerewrapped in skins of leopards and lions, and
carried bows made of palmwood strips, no less than four cu-
bits long, and short arrows pointed not with iron but with a
sharpened stone that they use to carve seals; furthermore, they
had spears pointedwith a gazelle’s horn sharpened like a lance,
and also studded clubs. 2)When they went into battle they
painted half their bodies with gypsum and the other half with
vermilion. e A and the E who dwell
above E had as commander Arsames, the son of Darius
and Artystone daughter of Cyrus, whom Darius loved best of
his wives; he had an image made of her of hammered gold.

70: 1)eE above E and theA
had Arsames for commander, while the E of the
east³⁷ (for there were two kinds of them in the army) served
with the I; theywere not different in appearance from
the others, only in speech and hair: the E from
the east are straight-haired, but the ones from L have the
woolliest hair of all men. 2)ese E of A were

³⁶Ed.: at is, the ends of the bow when unstrung curved upwards,
against the natural curve of the whole; which would of course increase its
power.

³⁷Ed.: For these seeHdt. 3.94. e “eastern E” were appar-
ently in or near B.
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for the most part armed like the I; but they wore on
their heads the skins of horses’ foreheads, stripped from the
head with ears and mane; the mane served them for a crest,
and theywore thehorses’ ears stiff andupright; for shields they
had bucklers of the skin of cranes.

71: 1)e L came in leather garments, using
javelins of burnt wood. eir commander was Massages son
of Oarizus.

72: 1)e P in the army had woven
helmets on their heads, and small shields and short spears,
and also javelins and daggers; they wore their native shoes
that reach midway to the knee. e L and M
and M and S were equipped like the P-
. ese S are called by the P
C. 2)Dotus son of Megasidrus was comman-
der of the P and M, Gobryas son of
Darius and Artystone of the M and L and
S.

73: 1)e P equipment was very similar to
the P, with only a small difference. As the
M say, these P were called B
as long as they dwelt in E, where they were neighbors
of the M; but when they changed their home
to A, they changed their name also and were called P-
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.³⁸ e A, who are settlers from P,
were armed like the P. Both these together had as
their commander Artochmes, who had married a daughter of
Darius.

74: 1)e L armor was most similar to the G.
e L were formerly called M, until they
changed their name and were called aer Lydus son of Atys.
e M wore on their heads their native helmets, car-
rying small shields and javelins of burnt wood. 2)ey are
settlers from L, and are called O aer the
mountain O. e commander of the L and
M was that Artaphrenes son of Artaphrenes, who at-
tacked Marathon with Datis.

75: 1)e T in the army wore fox-skin caps on
their heads, and tunics on their bodies; over these they wore
embroideredmantles; they had shoes of fawnskin on their feet
and legs; they also had javelins and little shields and daggers.
2)ey took the name of B aer they crossed over
to A; before that they were called (as they themselves say)
S, since they lived by the S; they say
that they were driven from their homes by T and

³⁸Ed.: is tends to support a reversal of Herodotus account of racial
migration inHdt. 7.20; see the note there.
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M. e commander of the T of A was
Bassaces son of Artabanus.

76: 1)ePhad little shields of rawoxhide; each
man carried two wolf-hunters’ spears; they wore helmets of
bronze, and on these helmets were the ears and horns of oxen
wrought in bronze, and also crests; their legs were wrapped
around with strips of purple rags. Among these men is a place
of divination sacred to Ares.

77: 1)e C,³⁹ who are M and are called
L, had the same equipment as the C; when
I come in my narrative to the place of the C, I will
then declare what it was. e M had short spears and
garments fastened by brooches; some of them carried L
bows andwore caps of skin on their heads. e commander of
all these was Badres son of Hystanes.

78: 1)e M wore wooden helmets on their heads,
and carried shields and small spears with long points. e
T and M and M in the army
were equipped like the M. e commanders who
marshalled them were, for the M and T, Ar-
iomardus son of Darius and Parmys, the daughter of Cyrus’
son Smerdis; for the M and M, Ar-

³⁹Ed.: From a district bordered by C, P, P, and L-
.
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tayctes son ofCherasmis, whowas governor of S on the
H.

79: 1)e M wore on their heads their native wo-
ven helmets, and carried javelins and small hide shields. e
Chadwoodenhelmets and small shields of rawox-
hide and short spears, and also swords. e commander of the
Mares and C was Pharandates son of Teaspis. e
A and S in the army were armed like the
C; Masistius son of Siromitres was their comman-
der.

80: 1)e island tribes that came from the R S, and
from the islands where the king settles those who are called
Exiles, wore dress and armor very similar to the Median. e
commander of these islanders was Mardontes son of Bagaeus,
who in the next year⁴⁰ was general atM and died in the
battle.

81: 1)ese are the nations that marched by the main-
land and had their places in the infantry. e commanders
of this army were those whom I have mentioned, and they
were the ones who marshalled and numbered them and ap-
pointed captains of thousands and ten thousands; the captains
of ten thousands appointed the captains of hundreds and of

⁴⁰Ed.: 479.
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tens. ere were others who were leaders of companies and
nations.⁴¹

82: 1)ese were the commanders, as I have said; the gen-
erals of these and of the whole infantry were Mardonius son
of Gobryas, Tritantaechmes son of that Artabanus who deliv-
ered the opinion that there should be no expedition against
H, Smerdomenes son of Otanes (these two latter were
sons of Darius’ brothers, and thus they were Xerxes’ cousins),
Masistes son of Darius and Atossa, Gergis son of Ariazus, and
Megabyzus son of Zopyrus.

83: 1)ese were the generals of the whole infantry, ex-
cept the Ten ousand. Hydarnes son of Hydarnes was gen-
eral of these picked ten thousand P, who were called
Immortals for this reason: when any one of them was forced
to fall out of the number by death or sickness, another was
chosen so that they were never more or fewer than ten thou-
sand. 3)e P showed the richest adornment of all,
and they were the best men in the army. eir equipment was
such as I have said; beyond this they stood out by the abun-
dance of gold that they had. ey also brought carriages bear-
ing concubines and many well-equipped servants; camels and
beasts of burden carried food for them, apart from the rest of

⁴¹Ed.: at is, native leaders, not the regular officers of the army.
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the army.
84: 1)ere are horsemen in these nations, but not all of

them furnished cavalry. Only the following did so: the P-
, equipped like their infantry, except that some of them
wore headgear of hammered bronze and iron.

85: 1)ere are also certain nomads called S;
they are P in speech, and the fashion of their equip-
ment is somewhat between the P and the P;
they furnished eight thousand horsemen. It is their custom to
carry no armor of bronze or iron, except only daggers, and to
use ropes of twisted leather.⁴² 2)ey go to battle relying on
these. is is the manner of fighting of these men: when they
are at close quarters with their enemy, they throw their ropes,
which have a noose at the end; whatever he catches, horse or
man, each man drags to himself, and the enemy is entangled
in the coils and slain. Such is their manner of fighting; they
were marshalled with the P.

86: 1)e M cavalry were equipped like their in-
fantry, and the C similarly. e I were armed
in the same manner as their infantry; they rode swi horses
and drove chariots drawn by horses and wild asses. e B-
 were equipped as were their foot, and the C

⁴²Ed.: i.e. lassoes.
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in the same manner. 2)e L, too, were armed like
the men of their infantry, and all of them also drove chariots.
In the same manner the C and P were
armed as the men of their infantry. e A had the
same equipment as the men of their infantry, and all of them
rode on camels no less swi than horses.

87: 1)ese nations alone were on horseback; the num-
ber of the horsemenwas shown to be eighty thousand, besides
the camels and the chariots. All the rest of the horsemen were
ranked with their companies, but the A were posted
last. Since horses cannot endure camels, their place was in the
rear, so that the horses would not be frightened.

88: 1)e captains of cavalry were Harmamithres and
Tithaeus, sons of Datis; the third who was captain with them,
Pharnuches, had been le behind sick at S. As they set
forth from S, an unwelcome mishap befell him: a dog
ran under the feet of the horse he was riding, and the horse
was taken by surprise and frightened, so it reared up and threw
Pharnuches; aer his fall he vomited blood andbegan towaste
away. 2)e horse was immediately dealt with according to
Pharnuces’ command; his servants led it away to the place
where it had thrown their master, and cut off its legs at the
knee. us it was that Pharnuches lost his command.

89: 1)enumber of the triremes was twelve hundred and
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seven, and theywere furnished by the following: the P-
 with the S of P furnished three hun-
dred; for their equipment, they had on their heads helmets
very close to the G in style; they wore linen breast-
plates, and carried shields without rims, and javelins. 2)ese
P formerly dwelt, as they themselves say, by the
R S; they crossed from there and now inhabit the sea-
coast of S. is part of S as far as E is all
called P. 3)eE furnished two hundred
ships. ey wore woven helmets and carried hollow shields
with broad rims, and spears for sea-warfare, and great battle-
axes. Most of them wore cuirasses and carried long swords.

90: 1)Such was their armor. e C furnished
a hundred and fiy ships; for their equipment, their princes
wore turbans wrapped around their heads, and the people
wore tunics, but in all else they were like the G. ese
are their tribes:⁴³ some are from S and A,
some from A, some from C, some from
P, and some from E, as the C
themselves say.

91: 1)e C furnished a hundred ships. ey
also wore on their heads their native helmets, carried bucklers

⁴³Ed.: at is, the entire population contains everywhere these compo-
nent parts; they are not locally separate.
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of rawoxhide for shields, andwere clad inwoollen tunics; each
had two javelins and a sword very close in style to the knives of
E. ese C were formerly called H,
and took their name from Cilix son of Agenor, a P-
.⁴⁴ e P furnished a hundred ships: they
were armed like the G. ese P are de-
scended from theTof the diasporawho followedAm-
philochus and Calchas.

92: 1)e L furnished fiy ships; they wore
cuirasses and greaves, and carried cornel-wood bows and un-
feathered arrows and javelins; goat-skins hung from their
shoulders, and they wore on their heads caps crowned with
feathers; they also had daggers and scimitars. e L
are from C and were once called T; they took
their name from Lycus son of Pandion, an A.

93: 1)eD of A furnished thirty ships; their
armorwasG; they are of Pdescent. e
C furnished seventy ships; theyhad scimitars anddag-
gers, but the rest of their equipmentwasG. I have said in
the beginning of my history⁴⁵ what they were formerly called.

94: 1)e I furnished a hundred ships; their
equipment was like the G. ese I, as long as

⁴⁴Ed.: Agenor appears to represent the P Baal.
⁴⁵Ed.: InHdt. 1.171.
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they were in the P, dwelt in what is now called
A, and before Danaus and Xuthus came to the P-
, as the G say, they were called A
P.⁴⁶ ey were named I aer Ion the son
of Xuthus.

95: 1)e islanders provided seventeen ships and were
armed like G; they were also of P stock,
which was later called I for the same reason as were
the I of the twelve cities,⁴⁷ who came from A.
e A furnished sixty ships and were equipped
like G; formerly they were called P, as the
G story goes. 2)Of the people of the H, the
people of A had been charged by the king to remain at
home and guard the bridges; the rest of the people from P-
 who came with the army furnished a hundred ships and
were equipped like G. ey were settlers from the I-
 and D.

96: 1)P andM andS served as soldiers
on all the ships. e most seaworthy ships were furnished by
the P, and among them by the S. All
of these, as with those who were marshalled in the infantry,

⁴⁶Ed.: Herodotus generally uses the name “P” for the oldest
known population of G: cp. Hdt. 1.146;Hdt. 2.171.

⁴⁷Ed.: For the twelve cities, seeHdt. 1.142.
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each had their native leaders, whose names I do not record,
since it is not necessary for the purpose of my history. 2)e
leaders of each nation are not worthy of mention, and every
city of each nation had a leader of its own. ese came not
as generals but as slaves, like the rest of the expedition; I have
already said who were the generals of supreme authority and
the P commanders of each nation.

97: 1)e admirals of the navy were Ariabignes son
of Darius, Prexaspes son of Aspathines, Megabazus son of
Megabates, and Achaemenes son of Darius. Ariabignes, son
of Darius and Gobryas’ daughter, was admiral of the I-
 and C fleet; the admiral of the E was
Achaemenes, full brother of Xerxes; and the two others were
admirals of the rest. e ships of thirty and of fiy oars, the
light galleys, and the great transports for horses came to a total
of three thousand all together.

98: 1)Aer the admirals, the most famous of those on
board were these: from S, Tetramnestus son of Any-
sus; fromT,Matten son of Siromus; fromA, Mer-
balus son of Agbalus; fromC, Syennesis son ofOrome-
don; from L, Cyberniscus son of Sicas; from C,
Gorgus son of Chersis and Timonax son of Timagoras; and
from C, Histiaeus son of Tymnes, Pigres son of Hyssel-
domus, and Damasithymus son of Candaules.
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99: 1)I see no need to mention any of the other captains
except Artemisia. I find it a great marvel that a woman went
on the expedition against H: aer her husband died,
she took over his tyranny, though she had a young son, and
followed the army from youthful spirits and manliness, under
no compulsion. 2)Artemisia was her name, and she was the
daughter of Lygdamis; on her fathers’ side she was of H-
 lineage, and on her mothers’ C. She
was the leader of the men of H and C and
N and C, and provided five ships. 3)Her
ships were reputed to be the best in the whole fleet aer the
ships of S, and she gave the king the best advice of all
his allies. e cities that I said she was the leader of are all of
Dorian stock, as I can show, since theH are
from T, and the rest are from E.

100: 1)Here ends what I have said of the fleet. When his
army had been numbered and marshalled, Xerxes desired to
ride through and view it. en he did this; as he rode in a
chariot past themen of each nation, he questioned themwhile
his scribeswrote it all down, until he had gone fromone end to
the other of the cavalry and infantry. 2)Aer he had done this,
the ships were drawn down and launched into the sea. Xerxes
alighted from his chariot into a S ship and sat under
a golden canopy while he was carried past the prows of the
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ships, questioning the men in the same way as the army and
having the answers written down. 3)e captains put out and
anchored in line four hundred feet from the shore, with their
prows turned landward and themarines armed forwar; Xerxes
viewed them by passing between the prows and the land.

101: 1)Aer he passed by all his fleet and disembarked
from the ship, he sent for Demaratus⁴⁸ son of Ariston, who
was on the expedition with him against H. He sum-
moned him and said, “Demaratus, it is nowmy pleasure to ask
you what I wish to know. You are a G, and, as I am told
both by you and by the other G whom I have talked
to, a man from neither the least nor the weakest of G
cities. 2)So tell me: will the G offer battle and oppose
me? I think that even if all the G and all the men of the
western lands were assembled together, they are not powerful
enough towithstandmy attack, unless they are united. 3)Still I
want to hear from youwhat you say of them.” To this question
Demaratus answered, “O king, should I speak the truth or try
to please you?” Xerxes bade him speak the truth and said that
it would be no more unpleasant for him than before.

102: 1)Demaratus heard this and said, “OKing, since you
bid me by all means to speak the whole truth, and to say what

⁴⁸Ed.: e exiled king of S; seeHdt. 7.3.
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you will not later prove to be false, in H poverty is al-
ways endemic, but courage is acquired as the fruit of wisdom
and strong law; by use of this courageH defends herself
frompoverty and tyranny. 2)Now I praise all theGwho
dwell in those Dorian lands, yet I am not going to speak these
words about all of them, but only about the L-
. First, they will never accept conditions from you that
bring slavery upon H; and second, they will meet you
in battle even if all the other G are on your side. 3)Do
not askme howmany thesemen are who can do this; they will
fight with you whether they have an army of a thousand men,
or more than that, or less.”

103: 1)When he heard this, Xerxes smiled and said,
“What a strange thing to say, Demaratus, that a thousandmen
would fight with so great an army! Come now, tell me this:
you say that you were king of these men. Are you willing right
now to fight with ten men? Yet if your state is entirely as you
define it,⁴⁹ you as their king should by right encounter twice
as many according to your laws. 2)If each of them is a match
for ten men of my army, then it is plain to me that you must
be a match for twenty; in this way you would prove that what
you say is true. But if you G who so exalt yourselves

⁴⁹Ed.: is no doubt alludes to the double portion given to a S
king at feasts; cp. Hdt. 6.57.
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are just like you and the others who come to speak with me,
and are also the same size, then beware lest the words you have
spokenbe only idle boasting. 3)Let us look at itwith all reason-
ableness: how could a thousand, or ten thousand, or even fiy
thousand men, if they are all equally free and not under the
rule of one man, withstand so great an army as mine? If you
G are five thousand, we still would bemore than a thou-
sand to one. 4)If they were under the rule of one man accord-
ing to our custom, theymight out of fear of himbecomebetter
than they naturally are, and under compulsion of the lash they
might go against greater numbers of inferior men; but if they
are allowed to go free they would do neither. I myself think
that even if they were equal in numbers it would be hard for
the G to fight just against the P. 5)What you
are talking about is found among us alone, and even then it
is not common but rare; there are some among my P
spearmen who will gladly fight with three G at once.
You have no knowledge of this and are spouting a lot of non-
sense.”

104: 1)To this Demaratus answered, “O king I knew from
the first that the truth would be unwelcome to you. But since
you compelled me to speak as truly as I could, I have told you
how it stands with the S. 2)You yourself best know
what love I bear them: they have robbed me of my office and
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the privileges of my house, and made me a cityless exile; your
father received me and gave me a house and the means to live
on. It is not reasonable for a sensible man to reject goodwill
when it appears; rather he will hold it in great affection. 3)I
myself do not promise that I can fight with ten men or with
two, and I would not even willingly fight with one; yet if it
were necessary, or if some great contest spurred me, I would
most gladly fight with one of those men who claim to be each
a match for three G. 4)So is it with the L-
; fighting singly they are as brave as any man living, and
together they are the best warriors on earth. ey are free,
yet not wholly free: law is their master, whom they fear much
more than your men fear you. 5)ey do whatever it bids; and
its bidding is always the same, that they must never flee from
the battle before anymultitude ofmen, butmust abide at their
post and there conquer or die. If I seem to you to speak fool-
ishness when I say this, then let me hereaer hold my peace;
it is under constraint that I have now spoken. But may your
wish be fulfilled, King.”

105: 1)us Demaratus answered. Xerxes made a joke of
the matter and showed no anger, but sent him away kindly.
Aer he had conversed with Demaratus, and appointed Mas-
cames son of Megadostes governor of this D, depos-
ing the governor Darius had appointed, Xerxes marched his
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army through T towards H.
106: 1)Xerxes le behind this Mascames, who so con-

ducted himself that to him alone Xerxes always sent gis, as
being the most valiant of all the governors that he or Darius
appointed; he sent these gis every year, and so didArtaxerxes
son of Xerxes to Mascames’ descendants. Before this march,
governors had been appointed everywhere inT and on
the H. 2)All of these in T and the H-
, except the governor of D, were aer this ex-
pedition captured by theG; but no one could ever drive
outMascames inD, thoughmany tried. For this rea-
son gis are sent by the successive kings of P.

107: 1)e only one of those who were driven out by the
G whom king Xerxes considered a valiant man was Bo-
ges, fromwhomthey tookE. Henever ceasedpraising this
man, and gave very great honor to his sons who were le alive
in P; indeed Boges proved himself worthy of all praise.
When he was besieged by the A under Cimon son
of Miltiades, he could have departed under treaty from E
and returned to A, but he refused, lest the king think that
hehad savedhis life out of cowardice; insteadhe resisted to the
last. 2)When there was no food le within his walls, he piled
up a great pyre and slew his children and wife and concubines
and servants and cast them into the fire; aer that, he took all
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the gold and silver from the city and scattered it from thewalls
into the S; aer he had done this, he cast himself into
the fire. us he is justly praised by the P to this day.

108: 1)From D Xerxes went on his way towards
H, compelling all that he met to go with his army. As
I have shown earlier, all the country as far as T had
been enslaved and was tributary to the king, by the conquests
of Megabazus and Mardonius aer him. 2)On his road from
D he first passed the S fortresses;⁵⁰
of these, the city built farthest to the west is called M-
. Next to it is the T city of S; between
them runs the river L, which now could not furnish wa-
ter enough for Xerxes’ army, but was exhausted. 3)All this re-
gionwas once calledG, but it is nowcalledB;
however, by rights it also belongs to the C.

109: 1)Aer he had crossed the dried-up bed of the river
L, he passed by theG cities of M,D,
and A. He passed by these, and along certain well-
known lakes near them: the I  that lies between
M and S, and near D the B
, into which the rivers T and C dis-
charge. Near A Xerxes passed no well-known lake, but

⁵⁰Ed.: Erected doubtless by the S to protect their pos-
sessions on the mainland.
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crossed the river N where it flows into the sea. 2)From
these regions he passed by the cities of the mainland, one of
which has near it a lake of about thirty stadia in circuit, full of
fish and very salty; this was drained dry by watering the beasts
of burden alone. is city is called P.

110: 1)Xerxes marched past these G cities of the
coast, keeping themonhis le. eT tribes through
whose lands he journeyed were the P, C, B-
, S, D, E, and S.⁵¹ Of these,
the ones who dwelt by the sea followed his army on ship-
board; the ones living inland, whose names I have recorded,
were forced to join with his land army, all of them except the
S.

111: 1)eS, as far aswe know, have never yet been
subject to any man; they alone of the T have con-
tinued living in freedom to this day; they dwell on highmoun-
tains covered with forests of all kinds and snow, and they are
excellent warriors. 2)It is they who possess the place of divina-
tion sacred to Dionysus. is place is in their highest moun-
tains; the B, a clan of the S, are the prophets of the
shrine; there is a priestess who utters the oracle, as at D;

⁵¹Ed.: All these are tribes of the N and S valleys or the
intervening hill country.
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it is no more complicated here than there.⁵²
112: 1)Aer passing through the aforementioned land,

Xerxes next passed the fortresses of the P, one called
P and the other P. By going this way he
marched right under their walls, keeping on his right the
great and high P , where the P and
O and especially the S have gold and silver
mines.

113: 1)Marching past the P, D, and
P, who dwell beyond and northward of the P-
 ,⁵³ he kept going westwards, until he
came to the river Sand the city of E; its governor
was that Boges, then still alive, whom I mentioned just before
this. 2)All this region about the P  is called
P; it stretches westwards to the river A, which
issues into the S, and southwards to the S
itself; at this river theM sought good omens by sacrificing
white horses.

⁵²Ed.: Hdt. appears to mean that the method of divination is the
“usual” one, as at D; perhaps there were exaggerated accounts of the
mysterious rites of the B.

⁵³Ed.: In Hdt. 7.112 Xerxes was marching along the coast; here he is
far inland. Doubtless the explanation lies in the division of his army into
three parallel columns (Hdt. 7.121).
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114: 1)Aer using these enchantments and many others
besides on the river, they passed over it at the N W in
E country,⁵⁴ by the bridges which they found thrown
across the S. When they learned that N W
was the name of the place, they buried alive that number of
boys andmaidens, children of the local people. 2)To bury peo-
ple alive is a P custom; I have learned by inquiry that
when Xerxes’ wife Amestris reached old age, she buried twice
seven sons of notable P as an offering on her own be-
half to the fabled god beneath the earth.

115: 1)Journeying from the S, the army passed
by A, a G town standing on a stretch of coast
further westwards; the territory of this town and that which
lies inland of it are called B. 2)From there, keeping on
his le hand the gulf off P, Xerxes traversed the
plain of S (as they call it), passing by the G town
of S, and came to A. He took along with
him all these tribes and those that dwelt about the P
, just as he did those previously mentioned, themen of
the coast serving in his fleet and the inland men in his land
army. 3)e entire road along which king Xerxes led his army
the T neither break up nor sow, but they hold it in

⁵⁴Ed.: About three miles above E on the S.
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great reverence to this day.
116: 1)WhenXerxes came toA, hedeclared the

A his guests and friends, and gave them Median
clothing, praising them for the zeal with which he saw them
furthering his campaign, and for what he heard of the digging
of the canal.

117: 1)WhileXerxes was atA, it happened that
Artachaees, overseer of the digging of the canal, died of an ill-
ness. He was high in Xerxes’ favor, an Achaemenid by lineage,
and the tallest man in P, lacking four finger-breadths of
five royal cubits⁵⁵ in stature, and his voice was the loudest on
earth. For this reason Xerxes mourned him greatly and gave
him a funeral and burial of great pomp, and the whole army
poured libations on his tomb. 2)e A hold Ar-
tachaees a hero, and sacrifice to him, calling upon his name.
is they do at the command of an oracle.

118: 1)King Xerxes, then, mourned for the death of Ar-
tachaees. But the G who received Xerxes’ army and en-
tertained the king himself were brought to such a degree of
misery, that they were driven from house and home. Witness
the case of the T, who received and feasted Xerxes’
army on behalf of their towns on the mainland; Antipatrus

⁵⁵Ed.: is would make Artachaees eight feet high.
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son of Orgeus, as notable a man as any of his townsmen, cho-
sen by them for this task, rendered them an account of four
hundred silver talents expended on the dinner.

119: 1)Similar accounts were returned by the officers in
the other towns. Now the dinner, about which a great deal of
fuss had been made and for the preparation of which orders
had been given long ago, proceeded as I will tell. 2)As soon as
the townsmen had word from the herald’s proclamation, they
divided corn among themselves in their cities and all of them
for many months ground it to wheat and barley meal; more-
over, they fed the finest beasts that money could buy, and kept
landfowl and waterfowl in cages and ponds, for the entertain-
ing of the army. ey alsomade gold and silver cups and bowls
and all manner of service for the table. 3)ese things were
provided for the king himself and those that ate with him. For
the rest of the army they provided only food. At the coming
of the army, there was always a tent ready for Xerxes to take
his rest in, while the men camped out in the open air. 4)When
the hour came for dinner, the real trouble for the hosts began.
When they had eaten their fill and passed the night there, the
army tore down the tent on the next day andmarched offwith
all the movables, leaving nothing but carrying all with them.

120: 1)Itwas then that a very apt sayingwas uttered by one
Megacreon of A. He advised his townsmen, men and
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women alike, to gather at their temples, and there in all hu-
mility to entreat the gods to defend them in the future from
half of every threatened ill. ey should also, he said, thank
the gods heartily for their previous show of favor, for it was
Xerxes’ custom to take ameal only once a day. Otherwise they
would have been commanded to furnish a breakfast similar to
the dinner. 2)e people of A would then have had
no choice but to flee before Xerxes’ coming, or to perish most
miserably if they awaited him.

121: 1)So the townsmen, oppressed as they were, never-
theless did as they were commanded. Upon leaving A-
, Xerxes sent his ships on their course away from him,
giving orders to his generals that the fleet should await him at
T, the town on the T  which gives the
gulf its name, for this, he learned, was his shortest way. 2)e
order of the army’s march, from D to A,
had been such as I will show. Dividing his entire land army
into three parts, Xerxes appointed one of them to march be-
side his fleet along the coast. 3)Mardonius and Masistes were
the generals of this segment, while another third of the army
marched, as appointed, further inland under Tritantaechmes
and Gergis. e third part, with which Xerxes himself went,
marchedbetween the two, and its generalswere Smerdomenes
and Megabyzus.
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122: 1)Now when the fleet had le Xerxes, it sailed
through the A canal which reached to the gulf in which
are located the townsof A, P, S, andS.
e fleet took on board troops from all these cities and then
headed for the T . en rounding A,
the headland of T, it passed the G towns of
T, G, S, M, and O-
, all of which gave them ships and men.

123: 1)is country is called S. e fleet held
a straight course from the headland of A to the
C , where P runs farthest
out to sea, and received ships and men from the towns of
what is now P but was formerly called P,
namely, P, Aphytis, N, A, T-
, S, Mende, and Sane. 2)Sailing along this coast
they made for the appointed place, taking troops from the
towns adjacent to P andnear theT, of
which the names are L, C, A, G,
C, S, A; the territory of these cities is called
C to this day. 3)From A, the last-named in my
list of the towns, the course of the fleet lay from the T-
 itself and theM territory until its voy-
age ended at T, the place appointed, and the towns of
S and C, where it came to the river A;
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this is the boundary, between theM and the B-
 territory, in which are located the towns of I
and P on the narrow strip of coast.

124: 1)So the fleet lay there off the river A and the
city of T and the towns between them, awaiting the
king. But Xerxes and his land army marched from A-
 by the straightest inland course, making for T.
eirway lay through theP and theC
country to the river C, which, rising in the C-
 land, flows through the M country
and issues by the marshes of the A.

125: 1)AsXerxesmarched by this route, lions attacked the
camels which carried his provisions; nightly they would come
down out of their lairs and made havoc of the camels alone,
seizing nothing else, man or beast of burden. I wonder what
prevented the lions from touching anything but the camels,
creatures which they had not seen and had no knowledge of
until then.

126: 1)In these parts there are many lions and wild oxen,
whose horns are those very long ones which are brought into
H. e boundary of the lions’ country is the river N-
 which flows through A and the river A
which flows through A. Neither to the east of the
N anywhere in the nearer part of E, nor to the
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west of the A in the rest of the mainland, is any lion
to be seen, but they are found in the country between those
rivers.

127: 1)When he had arrived at T, Xerxes quar-
tered his army there. Its encampment by the sea covered all
the space fromT and theM country to the
rivers L and H, which unite their waters in
one stream and so make the border between the B
and the M⁵⁶ territory. 2) In this place the for-
eigners lay encamped; of the rivers just mentioned, the C-
, which flows from the C country, was
the only one which could not suffice for the army’s drinking
but was completely drained by it.

128: 1)When Xerxes saw from T the very great
height of the T  O and
O and learned that the P flows through them in a
narrow pass, which was the way that led into T, he
desired to view themouth of the P because he intended
to march by the upper road through the highland people of
M to the country of the P and the town

⁵⁶Ed.: Not the whole of M, but the region originally ruled
by the Temenid dynasty, between the rivers H and A and
the foothills of B. E was the chief town.
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of G;⁵⁷ this, it was told him, was the safest way. 2)He
did exactly as he desired. He embarked on a S ship
whichhe always usedwhenhehad some suchbusiness inhand,
and hoisted his signal for the rest also to put out to sea, leav-
ing his land army where it was. Great wonder took him when
he came and viewed themouth of the P, and calling his
guides, he asked them if it were possible to turn the river from
its course and lead it into the sea by another way.

129: 1)T, as tradition has it, was in old times a
lake enclosed all round by highmountains. On its eastern side
it is fenced in by the joining of the lower parts of the moun-
tains P and O, to the north by O, to the
west by P, towards the south and the southerly wind
by O. In the middle, then, of this ring of mountains,
lies the vale of T. 2)A number of rivers pour into
this vale, the most notable of which are P, A,
O, E, P. ese five, while they
flow towards their meeting place from the mountains which

⁵⁷Ed.: Xerxes’ army might have entered T by marching along
the coast between O and the sea, and up the P  (the
pass of T) to G. Instead, it crossed the mountains; proba-
bly both by a route which runs across the southern slope of O to
G, and also by the P pass, further inland, between O
and B. But Herodotus is mistaken in making the ἄνω ὁδός alone
reach G; the T route would have done the same.
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surround T, have their several names, until their wa-
ters all unite and issue into the sea by one narrow passage.
3)As soon as they are united, the name of the P prevails,
making the rest nameless. In ancient days, it is said, there was
not yet this channel and outfall, but those rivers and the B-
 ,⁵⁸ whichwas not yet named, had the same volume
of water as now, and thereby turned all T into a sea.
4)Now the T say that Poseidon made the passage
by which the P flows. is is reasonable, for whoever
believes that Poseidon is the shaker of the earth and that ris
made by earthquakes are the work of that god will conclude,
upon seeing that passage, that it is of Poseidon’smaking. It was
manifest to me that it must have been an earthquake which
forced the mountains apart.⁵⁹

130: 1)Xerxes asked his guides if there were any other
outlet for the P into the sea, and they, with their full
knowledge of the matter, answered him: “e river, O king,
has no other way into the sea, but this alone. is is so because
there is a ring of mountains around the whole of T.”

⁵⁸Ed.: In eastern T, west of P. Naturally, with the
whole country inundated, the lake would have no independent existence.

⁵⁹Ed.: e correspondence in formation of the two sides of the pass
(salients onone side answering to recesses on the other) gives the impression
that they were once united and have been violently separated.
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Uponhearing thisXerxes said: “eseT arewise
men; 2)this, then, was the primary reason for their precaution
long before⁶⁰ when they changed to a better mind, for they
perceived that their country would be easily and speedily con-
querable. It would only have been necessary to let the river
out over their land by barring the channel with a dam and to
turn it from its present bed so that the whole of T,
with the exception of the mountains, might be under water.”
3)is he said with regard in particular to the sons of Aleues,
the T who were the first G to surrender
themselves to the king. Xerxes supposed that when they of-
fered him friendship they spoke for the whole of their nation.
Aer delivering this speech and seeing what he had come to
see, he sailed back to T.

131: 1)Xerxes stayed for many days in the region of
P while a third part of his army was clearing a road
over the M  so that the whole army
might pass by that way to the P country. Now it
was that the heralds who had been sent toH to demand
earth, some empty-handed, some bearing earth and water, re-
turned.

⁶⁰Ed.: As a matter of fact the T had determined on their
policy very recently indeed; but Xerxes apparently supposes that they had
resolved to join him from the first.
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132: 1)Among those who paid that tribute were the
T,⁶¹ D, E, P,
L, M, M, A of P-
, T, and all the B except the men of
T and P. 2)Against all of these the G
who declared war with the foreigner entered into a sworn
agreement, which was this: that if they should be victorious,
they would dedicate to the god of D the possessions
of all G who had of free will surrendered themselves
to the P. Such was the agreement sworn by the
G.

133: 1)ToA and SXerxes sent no heralds to
demand earth, and this he did for the following reason. When
Darius had previously sent men with this same purpose, those
who made the request were cast at the one city into the Pit⁶²
and at the other into a well, and bidden to obtain their earth
and water for the king from these locations. 2)What calamity
befell the A for dealing in this way with the heralds
I cannot say, save that their land and their city were laid waste.

⁶¹Ed.: Not all the inhabitants of T, here, but the tribe of that
name which had settled in the P  and given its name to the
surrounding peoples.

⁶²Ed.: Into which criminals condemned to death were thrown.
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I think, however, that there was another reason for this, and
not the aforesaid.⁶³

134: 1)Be that as it may, the anger of Talthybius,
Agamemnon’s herald, fell upon the L. At
S there is a shrine of Talthybius and descendants of
Talthybius called Talthybiadae, who have the special privilege
of conducting all embassies from S. 2)Now there was a
long period aer the incident I have mentioned above during
which the Swere unable to obtain good omens from
sacrifice. e L were grieved and dismayed
by this and frequently called assemblies, making a procla-
mation inviting some L to give his life for
S. en twoSof noble birth and greatwealth,
Sperthias son of Aneristus and Bulis son of Nicolaus, under-
took of their own free will to make atonement to Xerxes for
Darius’ heralds who had been killed at S. 3)ereupon
the S sent these men to Media for execution.

135: 1)Worthy of admiration was thesemen’s deed of dar-
ing, and so also were their sayings. On their way to S, they
came to Hydarnes, a P, who was general of the coast
of A. He entertained and feasted them as his guests, and
as they sat at his board, he asked: 2)“L, why

⁶³Ed.: Possibly the burning of the temple at S (Hdt. 5.102).
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do you shun the king’s friendship? You can judge from what
you see of me and my condition how well the king can honor
men of worth. So might it be with you if you would but put
yourselves in the king’s hands, being as you are of provenworth
in his eyes, and every one of you might by his commission be
a ruler of H.” 3)To this the S answered: “Your
advice to us, Hydarnes, is not completely sound; one half of
it rests on knowledge, but the other on ignorance. You know
well how tobe a slave, but you, whohave never tasted freedom,
do not know whether it is sweet or not. Were you to taste of
it, not with spears you would counsel us to fight for it, no, but
with axes.”

136: 1)is was their answer to Hydarnes. From there
they came to S, into the king’s presence, and when the
guards commanded and would have compelled them to fall
down and bow to the king, they said theywould never do that.
is they would refuse even if they were thrust down head-
long, for it was not their custom, said they, to bow to mor-
tal men, nor was that the purpose of their coming. Having
averted that, they next said, 2)“e L have
sent us, O king of the M, in requital for the slaying of
your heralds at S, to make atonement for their death,”
andmore to that effect. To this Xerxes, with great magnanim-
ity, replied that hewould not imitate the L.
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“You,” said he, “made havoc of all human law by slaying her-
alds, but I will not do that for which I censure you, nor by
putting you in turn to death will I set the L
free from this guilt.”

137: 1)is conduct on the part of the S suc-
ceeded for a time in allaying the anger of Talthybius, in spite
of the fact that Sperthias and Bulis returned to S. Long
aer that, however, it rose up again in the war between the
P and A, as the L-
 say. at seems to me to be an indication of something
divine. 2)It was just that the wrath of Talthybius descended on
ambassadors, nor abated until it was satisfied. e venting of
it, however, on the sons of those men whowent up to the king
to appease it, namely on Nicolas son of Bulis and Aneristus
son of Sperthias (that Aneristus who landed a merchant ships
crew at the T settlement of H and took it),⁶⁴
makes it plain to me that this was the divine result of Talthy-
bius’ anger. 3)ese two had been sent by the L-
 as ambassadors to A, and betrayed by the T
king Sitalces son of Tereus and Nymphodorus son of Pyth-
eas of A, they were made captive at B on the

⁶⁴Ed.: H was a port in A. e event took place proba-
bly between 461 and 450, when A and A were allied against
S.
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H, and carried away toA, where theA-
 put them, and with them Aristeas son of Adimantus,
a C, to death.⁶⁵ is happened many years aer
the king’s expedition, and I return now to the course of my
history.

138: 1)e professed intent of the king’s march was to at-
tack A, but in truth all H was his aim. is the
G had long since learned, but not all of them regarded
the matter alike. 2)ose of them who had paid the tribute of
earth and water to the P were of good courage, think-
ing that the foreigner would do them no harm, but they who
had refused tribute were afraid, since there were not enough
ships in H to do battle with their invader; furthermore,
the greater part of them had no stomach for grappling with
the war, but were making haste to side with the P.

139: 1)Here I am forced to declare an opinion which
will be displeasing to most, but I will not refrain from say-
ing what seems to me to be true. 2)Had the A been
panic-struck by the threatened peril and le their own coun-
try, or had they not indeed le it but remained and surren-
dered themselves to Xerxes, none would have attempted to
withstand the king by sea. What would have happened on

⁶⁵Ed.: In 430; cp. uc. 2.67.
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land if no one had resisted the king by sea is easy enough to
determine. 3)Although the P had built not
one butmanywalls across the Isthmus for their defense,⁶⁶ they
would nevertheless have been deserted by their allies (these
having no choice or free will in the matter, but seeing their
cities taken one by one by the foreign fleet), until at last they
would have stood alone. ey would then have put up quite
a fight and perished nobly. 4)Such would have been their fate.
Perhaps, however, when they saw the rest of H siding
with the enemy, they would have made terms with Xerxes. In
either case H would have been subdued by the P-
, for I cannot see what advantage could accrue from
the walls built across the isthmus, while the king was master
of the seas. 5)As it is, to say that the A were the
saviors of H is to hit the truth. It was the A-
 who held the balance; whichever side they joined was
sure to prevail. choosing that G should preserve her
freedom, the A roused to battle the other G
states which had not yet gone over to the P and, af-
ter the gods, were responsible for driving the king off. 6)Nor
were they moved to desert H by the threatening oracles
which came fromD and sorely dismayed them, but they

⁶⁶Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 1.181, where the wall of B is called a θώρηξ.
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stood firm and had the courage to meet the invader of their
country.

140: 1)e A had sent messages to D
asking that an oracle be given them, and when they had per-
formed all due rites at the temple and sat down in the inner
hall, the priestess, whose name was Aristonice, gave them this
answer: 2)

Wretches, why do you linger here? Rather flee from your
houses and city,

Flee to the ends of the earth from the circle embattled of
A!

e head will not remain in its place, nor in the body,
Nor the feet beneath, nor the hands, nor the parts between;

But all is ruined, for fire and the headlong god of war
speeding in a S chariot will bring you low.

3)

Many a fortress too, not yours alone, will he shatter;
Many a shrine of the gods will he give to the flame for

devouring;
Sweating for fear they stand, and quaking for dread of the

enemy,
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Running with gore are their roofs, foreseeing the stress of
their sorrow;

erefore I bid you depart from the sanctuary.
Have courage to lighten your evil.⁶⁷

141: 1)When the Amessengers heard that, they
were very greatly dismayed, and gave themselves up for lost by
reason of the evil foretold. enTimon son ofAndrobulus, as
notable aman as anyD, advised them to take boughs
of supplication and in the guise of suppliants, approach the or-
acle a second time. 2)eA did exactly this; “Lord,”
they said, “regardmercifully these suppliant boughs which we
bring to you, and give us some better answer concerning our
country. Otherwise we will not depart from your temple, but
remain here until we die.” ereupon the priestess gave them
this second oracle: 3)

Vainly does Pallas strive to appease great Zeus of O;
Words of entreaty are vain, and so too cunning counsels of

wisdom.
Nevertheless I will speak to you again of strength

adamantine.

⁶⁷Ed.: Lit. spread courage over your evils. But most commentators
translate “steep your souls in woe.”
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All will be taken and lost that the sacred border of Cecrops
Holds in keeping today, and the dales divine of C;

Yet a wood-built wall will by Zeus all-seeing be granted
To the Trito-born, a stronghold for you and your children.

4)

Await not the host of horse and foot coming from A,
Nor be still, but turn your back and withdraw from the foe.
Truly a day will come when you will meet him face to face.
Divine S, you will bring death to women’s sons
When the corn is scattered, or the harvest gathered in.

142: 1)is answer seemed to be and really wasmoremer-
ciful than the first, and the envoys, writing it down, departed
for A. When the messengers had le D and laid
the oracle before the people, there wasmuch inquiry concern-
ing its meaning, and among the many opinions which were
uttered, two contrary ones were especially worthy of note.
Some of the elder men said that the gods answer signified that
the acropolis should be saved, for in old time the acropolis of
A had been fenced by a thorn hedge, 2)which, by their
interpretation, was thewoodenwall. But others supposed that
the god was referring to their ships, and they were for doing
nothing but equipping these. ose who believed their ships
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to be the wooden wall were disabled by the two last verses of
the oracle:

Divine S, you will bring death to women’s sons
When the corn is scattered, or the harvest gathered in.

3)ese verses confounded the opinion of those who said
that their shipswere thewoodenwall, for the readers of oracles
took the verses to mean that they should offer battle by sea
near S and be there overthrown.

143: 1)Now there was a certain A, by name and
title emistocles son of Neocles, who had lately risen to be
among their chief men. He claimed that the readers of ora-
cles had incorrectly interpreted the whole of the oracle and
reasoned that if the verse really pertained to the A,
it would have been formulated in less mild language, calling
S “cruel” rather than “divine ” seeing that its inhab-
itants were to perish. 2)Correctly understood, the gods’ ora-
cle was spoken not of the A but of their enemies,
and his advice was that they should believe their ships to be
the wooden wall and so make ready to fight by sea. 3)When
emistocles put forward this interpretation, the A-
 judged him to be a better counsellor than the readers of
oracles, who would have had them prepare for no sea fight,
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and, in short, offer no resistance at all, but leave A and
settle in some other country.

144: 1)e advice of emistocles had prevailed on a pre-
vious occasion. e revenues from the mines at L⁶⁸
had brought great wealth into the A’ treasury, and
when each man was to receive ten drachmae for his share,
emistocles persuaded the A to make no such di-
vision but to use the money to build two hundred ships for
the war, that is, for the war with A. 2)is was in fact
the war the outbreak of which saved H by compelling
the A to become seamen. e ships were not used
for the purpose for which they were built, but later came to
serve H in her need. ese ships, then, had been made
and were already there for the A’ service, and now
they had to build yet others. 3)In their debate aer the giv-
ing of the oracle they accordingly resolved that theywould put
their trust in the god andmeet the foreign invader of H

⁶⁸Ed.: Silver, lead, and perhaps copper mines in A, from which
the state drew an annual revenue. Apparently when this exceeded the usual
amount the general public received a largess. Even if the population num-
bered 30,000 (cp. Hdt. 5.97) ten drachmae per head would be only 50
talents; far too small a sum for the building of 200 ships; Herodotus cannot
mean more than that the L money was a contribution towards a
ship-building fund.
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with the whole power of their fleet, ships and men, and with
all other G who were so minded.

145: 1)eseoracles, then, hadbeen given to theA-
. All the G who were concerned about the general
welfare of H met in conference and exchanged guar-
antees. ey resolved in debate to make an end of all their
feuds and wars against each other, whatever the cause from
which they arose; among others that were in course at that
time, the greatest was the war between the A and
the A. 2)Presently, learning that Xerxes was at
S with his army, they planned to send men into A
to spy out the king’s doings and to despatch messengers, some
to A, who should make the A their brothers in
arms against the P, some to Gelon son of Dinomenes
in S, some to C, praying aid for H, and
some to C. is they did in the hope that since the dan-
ger threatened all G alike, all of G blood might
unite and work jointly for one common end. Now the power
of Gelon was said to be very great, surpassing by far any power
in H.

146: 1)Being so resolved and having composed their quar-
rels, they first sent threemen as spies intoA. ese came to
S and took note of the king’s army. ey were discov-
ered, however, and aer examination by the generals of the
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land army, they were led away for execution. 2)ey were con-
demned to die, but when Xerxes heard of it, he blamed the
judgment of his generals and sent some of his guards, charg-
ing them to bring the spies before him if they should be found
alive. 3)eywere found still living and brought into the king’s
presence; then Xerxes, having inquired of them the purpose
of their coming, ordered his guards to lead them around and
show them his whole army. When the spies had seen all to
their heart’s content, they were to send them away unharmed
to whatever country they pleased.

147: 1)e reason alleged for his command was this: had
the spies been put to death, the G would not so soon
have learned the unspeakable greatness of his power, and the
P would have done their enemy no great harm by
putting three men to death. Xerxes said that if they should
return to H, the G would hear of his power and
would surrender their peculiar freedom before the expedition
with the result that there would be no need to march against
them. 2)is was like that other saying of Xerxes when he was
at A and saw ships laden with corn sailing out of the
P through the H on their way to A
and the P. His counsellors, perceiving that they
were enemy ships, were for taking them, and looked to the
king for orders to do so. 3)Xerxes, however, asked them where
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the ships were sailing, and they answered: “To your enemies,
Sire, carrying corn.” Xerxes then answered, “And are not we
too sailing to the same places as they, with corn among all our
other provisions? What wrong are they doing us in carrying
food there?”

148: 1)So the spies were sent back aer they had seen all
and returned to E. Aer sending the spies, those of the
G who had sworn alliance against the P next
sent messengers to A. 2)Now this is what the A
say of their own part in the matter. ey were informed from
the first that the foreigner was stirring up war against H-
. When they learned that the G would attempt to
gain their aid against the P, they sent messengers to
D to inquire of the god how it would be best for them
to act, for six thousand of them had been lately⁶⁹ slain by a
Larmy andCleomenes sonofAnaxandrides
its general. For this reason, they said, themessengerswere sent.
3)e priestess gave this answer to their question:

Hated by your neighbors, dear to the immortals,
Crouch with a lance in rest, like a warrior fenced in his armor,

⁶⁹Ed.: In the battle of T, 494; cp. Hdt. 6.77.
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Guarding your head⁷⁰ from the blow, and the head will
shelter the body.

is answer had already been uttered by the priestess
when the envoys arrived in A and entered the council
chamber to speak as they were charged. 4)en the A
answered to what had been said that they would do as was
asked of them if theymight firstmake a thirty years peacewith
L and if the command of half the allied power
were theirs. It was their right to have the full command, but
they would nevertheless be content with half.

149: 1)is, they say, was the answer of their council, al-
though the oracle forbade them to make the alliance with the
G; furthermore, they, despite their fear of the oracle,
were eager to secure a thirty years treaty so that their children
might have time in those years to grow to be men. If there
were to be no such treaty—so they reasoned—then, if aer
the evil that had befallen them the P should deal them
yet another blow, it was to be feared that they would be at
the L’ mercy. 2)en those of the envoys
who were S replied to the demands of the council,
saying that they would refer the question of the truce to their

⁷⁰Ed.: at is, those with full citizenship, the nucleus of the popula-
tion;σῶμα being the remainder.
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own government at home; as for the command, however, they
themselves had been commissioned to say that the S
had twokings, and theA but one. Now itwas impossi-
ble to deprive either S of his command, but there was
nothing to prevent the A from having the same right
of voting as their two had. 3)At that, say the A, they
decided that the S’ covetousness was past all bearing
and that it was better to be ruled by the foreigners than give
way to the L. ey then bade the envoys
depart from the land of A before sunset, for they would
otherwise be treated as enemies.

150: 1)Such is the A’ account of this matter, but
there is another story told in H, namely that before
Xerxes set forth onhismarch againstH, he sent a herald
toA, who said on his coming (so the story goes), 2)“Men
of A, this is themessage to you fromKingXerxes. Perses
our forefather had, as we believe, Perseus son of Danae for his
father, and Andromeda daughter of Cepheus for his mother;
if that is so, then we are descended from your nation. In all
right and reason we should therefore neither march against
the land of our forefathers, nor should you become our ene-
mies by aiding others or do anything but abide by yourselves
in peace. If all goes as I desire, I will hold none in higher es-
teem than you.” 3)e A were strongly moved when
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they heard this, and although they made no promise imme-
diately and demanded no share, they later, when the G
were trying to obtain their support, did make the claim, be-
cause they knew that the L would refuse to
grant it, and that they would thus have an excuse for taking no
part in the war.

151: 1)is is borne out, some of the G say, by the
tale of a thing which happened many years aerwards. It hap-
pened that while A envoys, Callias son of Hippon-
icus, and the rest who had come up with him, were at S,
called the M,⁷¹ about some other business,⁷² the
A also had at this same time sent envoys to S, ask-
ing of Xerxes’ son Artoxerxes whether the friendship which
they had forged with Xerxes still held good, as they desired,
or whether he considered them as his enemies. Artoxerxes re-
sponded to this that it did indeed hold good and that he be-
lieved no city to be a better friend to him than A.”

152: 1)Now, whether it is true that Xerxes sent a her-
ald with such a message to A, and that the A en-
voys came up to S and questioned Artoxerxes about their
friendship, I cannot say with exactness, nor do I now declare

⁷¹Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 5.53.
⁷²Ed.: In 448, apparently. See How and Wells ad loc. for a full discus-

sion of the matter.
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that I consider anything true except what the A them-
selves say. 2)is, however, I know full well, namely if all men
should carry their own private troubles to market for barter
with their neighbors, there would not be a single one who,
when he had looked into the troubles of othermen, would not
be glad to carry home againwhat he had brought.⁷³ 3)econ-
duct of theAwas accordingly not utterly shameful. As
for myself, although it is my business to set down that which
is told me, to believe it is none at all of my business. is I ask
the reader to hold true for the whole of my history, for there is
another tale current, according to which it would seem that it
was the A who invited the P intoH, be-
cause the war with the L was going badly,
and they would prefer anything to their present distresses.

153: 1)Such is the end of the story of theA. As for
S, envoys were sent there by the allies to hold converse
with Gelon, Syagrus from L among them. e
ancestor of this Gelon, who settled at G, was from the is-
land of Twhich lies off T. When the founding
of G by Antiphemus and the L of R was
happening, he would not be le behind. 2)His descendants

⁷³Ed.: egeneral idea,—rather obscurely expressed,—seems to be that
some who judge the A harshly have really just as many κακά and
αἰσχρά (which Herodotus appears to confuse) of their own.
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in time became and continue to be priests of the goddesses of
the underworld;⁷⁴ this office had been won, as I will show, by
Telines, one of their forefathers. erewere certainG
who had been worsted in party strife and had been banished
to the town of M, inland of G. 3)ese men
Telines brought to G with no force of men but only the
holy instruments of the goddesses worship to aid him. From
where he got these, and whether or not they were his own in-
vention, I cannot say; however that may be, it was in reliance
upon them that he restored the exiles, on the condition that
his descendants should beministering priests of the goddesses.
4)Now it makes me marvel that Telines should have achieved
such a feat, for I have always supposed that such feats cannot
be performed by any man but only by such as have a stout
heart andmanly strength. Telines, however, is reported by the
dwellers in S to have had a so and effeminate disposi-
tion.

154: 1)At the death⁷⁵ of Cleandrus son of Pantares, who
had been tyrant of G for seven years, and had been slain
by aman of that city named S, the sovereignty passed
to Cleandrus’ brother Hippocrates. While Hippocrates was
tyrant, Gelon, a descendant of the ministering priest Telines,

⁷⁴Ed.: Demeter and Persephone.
⁷⁵Ed.: In 498.
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was one of Hippocrates’ guard, as were Aenesidemus son of
Pataecus andmany others. 2)In no long time hewas appointed
for his worth to be captain of the entire cavalry, for his per-
formance had been preeminent while he served under Hip-
pocrates in the assaults against C, N, Z-
, L, S, and many other of the foreign-
ers’ towns. None of these cities, with the exception of S-
, escaped enslavement by Hippocrates; the S-
 were defeated in battle on the river E. 3)ey
were, however, rescued by the C and C-
, whomade a peace for them on the condition that
the S should deliver up to Hippocrates C-
, which had formerly been theirs.

155: 1)When Hippocrates, too, aer reigning the same
number of years as his brotherCleandrus, came to his endnear
the town of H—from where he had marched against
the S—thenGelonmade a pretence of serving the cause
of Hippocrates’ sons Euclides and Cleandrus, whose rule the
citizens would no longer bear. When he had defeated the
men of G, however, he deposed the sons of Hippocrates
and held sway himself. 2)Aer this stroke of good fortune,
Gelon brought back from the town of C to S-
 both the so-called landed gentry of S, who
had been driven into exile by the common people, and their
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slaves, the C. He then took possession of that city
also, for the S common people surrendered them-
selves and it to Gelon at his coming.

156: 1)When he had made S his own, he took
less account of his rule over G, which he gave in charge to
his brotherHiero; over S he reigned, and all his care
was for S. 2)Straightway that city grew and became
great, for not only did Gelon bring all the people of C-
 to S and give them its citizenship, razing the
township of C, but he did the same thing to more
than half of the townsmen of G, and when the M-
⁷⁶ in S surrendered to him on terms aer a siege,
he took the wealthier of them, who had made war on him
and expected to be put to death for this, and brought them
to S to be citizens there. As for the common people
of M, who had had no hand in the making of that war
and expected that no harm would be done them, these too he
brought to S and sold them for slaves to be taken out
of S. 3)Hedealt in a similarwaywith theE⁷⁷ of
S, making the same distinction. e reason for his treat-
ing the people of both places in this way was that he held the
common people to be exceedingly disagreeable to live with.

⁷⁶Ed.: At H, N. of S, on the E. coast of S.
⁷⁷Ed.: A colony from C, at L.
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157: 1)By these means Gelon had grown to greatness as a
tyrant, and now, when the G envoys had come to S-
, they had audience with him and spoke as follows: “e
L and their allies have sent us to win your
aid against the foreigner, for it cannot be, we think, that you
have no knowledge of the P invader of H, how
he proposes to bridge the H and lead all the hosts
of the east from A against us, making an open show of
marching against A, but actually with intent to sub-
due all H to his will. 2)Now you are rich in power, and
as lord of S you rule what is not the least part of H-
; therefore, we beg of you, sendhelp to thosewho are going
to free H, and aid them in so doing. e uniting of all
those of G stock entails the mustering of a mighty host
able to meet our invaders in the field. If, however, some of us
play false and others will not come to our aid, while the sound
part of H is but small, then it is to be feared that all
G lands alike will be destroyed. 3)Do not for a moment
think that if the P defeats us in battle and subdues us,
he will leave you unassailed, but rather look well to yourself
before that day comes. Aid us, and you champion your own
cause; in general a well-laid plan leads to a happy issue.”

158: 1)is is what they said, and Gelon, speaking very
vehemently, said in response to this: “Men of H, it
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is with a self-seeking plea that you have dared to come here
and invite me to be your ally against the foreigners; yet what
of yourselves? 2)When I was at odds with the C-
,⁷⁸ and asked you to be my comrades against a foreign
army, and when I desired that you should avenge the slaying
ofDorieus⁷⁹ son of Anaxandrides on themen of E, and
when I promised to free those trading ports from which great
advantage and profit have accrued to you,—then neither for
my sake would you come to aid nor to avenge the slaying of
Dorieus. Because of your position in these matters, all these
lands lie beneath the foreigners’ feet. 3)Let that be; for all
ended well, and our state was improved. But now that the war
has come round to you in your turn, it is time for remember-
ing Gelon! 4)Despite the fact that you slighted me, I will not
make an example of you; I am ready to send to your aid two
hundred triremes, twenty thousand men-at-arms, two thou-
sand horsemen, two thousand archers, two thousand slingers,
and two thousand light-armed men to run with horsemen.⁸⁰
I also pledge to furnish provisions for the whole G army

⁷⁸Ed.: e C were as influential in the west of the is-
land as Gelon in the east; G and S continually competed for
commercial supremacy.

⁷⁹Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 5.42-46.
⁸⁰Ed.: Probably active infantry troops, able to keep up with the cavalry.
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until we have made an end of the war. 5)All this, however, I
promise on one condition, that I shall be general and leader
of the G against the foreigner. On no other condition
will I come myself or send others.”

159: 1)When Syagrus heard that, he could not contain
himself; “In truth,” he cried, “loudly would Agamemnon son
of Pelops lament, when hearing that the S had been
bere of their command byGelon and his S! No,
rather, put the thought out of your minds that we will give up
the command to you. If it is your will to aid H, know
that youmust obey the L; but if, as I think,
you are too proud to obey, then send no aid.”

160: 1)ereupon Gelon, seeing how unfriendly Syagrus’
words were, for the last time declared his opinion to them:
“My S friend, the hard words that a man hears are
likely to arouse his anger; but for all the arrogant tenor of your
speech you will not move me to make an unseemly answer.
2)When you set such store by the command, it is but reason-
able that it should be still more important to me since I am
the leader of an army many times greater than yours and more
ships by far. But seeing that your response tome is so haughty,
we will make some concession in our original condition. It
might be that you should command the army, and I the fleet;
or if it is your pleasure to lead by sea, then I am ready to take
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charge of the army. With that you will surely be content, un-
less you want depart from here without such allies as we are.”

161: 1)Such was Gelon’s offer, and the A en-
voy answered him before the L could speak.
“King of the S,” he said, “H sends us to you
to ask not for a leader but for an army. You however, say no
word of sending an army without the condition of your being
the leader of H; it is the command alone that you de-
sire. 2)Now as long as you sought the leadership of the whole
force, we A were content to hold our peace, know-
ing that the Lwas well able to answer for both of us;
but since, failing towin thewhole, youwould gladly command
the fleet, wewant to let you knowhow thematter stands. Even
if theL should permit you to command it, wewould
not do so, for the command of the fleet, which the L-
 do not desire for themselves, is ours. If they should
desire to lead it, we will not withstand them, but we will not
allow anyone else to be admiral. 3)It would be for nothing,
then, that we possess the greatest number of seafaring men in
H, if we A yield our command to S-
,—wewho can demonstrate the longest lineage of all and
who alone among the G have never changed our place
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ofhabitation;⁸¹ of our stock toowas themanofwhomthepoet
Homer says that of all who came to I, hewas the bestman
in ordering and marshalling armies.⁸² We accordingly cannot
be reproached for what we now say. ”

162: 1)“My A friend,” Gelon answered, “it
would seem that you have many who lead, but none who will
follow. Since, then, you will waive no claim but must have the
whole, it is high time that you hasten home and tell yourH-
 that her year has lost its spring.” 2) e significance of this
statement was that Gelon’s army was the most notable part of
the G army, just as the spring is the best part of the year.
He accordingly compared H deprived of alliance with
him to a year bere of its spring.⁸³

163: 1)Aer such dealings with Gelon the G en-
voys sailed away. Gelon, however, feared that the G
would not be able to overcome the barbarian, while believ-
ing it dreadful and intolerable that he, the tyrant of S,
should go to the P to be at the beck and call

⁸¹Ed.: Most G populations had traditionally immigrated into
their present localities from elsewhere; but the A had no such
tradition; their writers oen dwell on the fact with pride.

⁸²Ed.: Menestheus: Hom. Il. 2.552.
⁸³Ed.: According to Aristotle (Aristot. Rh. 1.7 and Aristot. Rh. 3.10)

Pericles used the same simile in a funeral oration, referring to the State’s loss
of its young men.
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of L. For this reason he took no more
thought of this plan but followed another instead. 2)As soon
as he was informed that the P had crossed theH-
, he sent Cadmus son of Scythes,⁸⁴ a man of C, to
D with three fiy-oared ships, bringing them money
and messages of friendship. Cadmus was to observe the out-
come of the battle, and if the barbarian should be victorious,
he was to give him both the money, and earth and water on
behalf of Gelon’s dominions. If, however, the G were
victorious, he was to bring everything back again.

164: 1)isCadmus had previously inherited from his fa-
ther the tyranny of C. Although the tyranny was well es-
tablished, he nevertheless handed the government over to the
whole body of C of his own free will. is he did un-
der no constraint of danger, but out of a sense of justice, and
he then went to S, where he was given by the S
the city of Zwhich he colonized and changed its name
to M. 2)is is how Cadmus had come, and it was he
whom Gelon now sent because of his sense of justice. What I
will now relate was not the least of the many just acts of Cad-
mus’ life; he had in his possession great wealth entrusted to
him by Gelon and might have kept it. He nevertheless would

⁸⁴Ed.: Probably the expelled ruler of Z; cp. the following chap-
ter, andHdt. 6.23.
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not do so, butwhen theG had prevailed in the sea-fight
and Xerxes had headed home, Cadmus returned to S
with all that money.

165: 1)ere is, however, another story told by the S-
: even though he was to be under L-
 authority, Gelon would still have aided the G
had it not been for Terillus son of Crinippus, the tyrant of
H. isman, who had been expelled fromH by
eron son of Aenesidemus, sovereign ruler of A, at
this very time brought against Gelon three hundred thousand
P, L, I, L, E, S-
, andC,⁸⁵ led byAmilcas son ofAnnon, the
king of the C. Terillus had induced him to
do this partly through the prerogative of personal friendship,
but mainly through the efforts of Anaxilaus son of Cretines,
tyrant of R. He had handed over his own children
as hostages to Amilcas, and brought him into S to the

⁸⁵Ed.: e C invaded S with a force drawn
from A and the western M. e L are L-
, the C C; the E an I people
living on the coast between the P and the R. According to
a statement quoted from the historian Ephorus, this C ex-
pedition was part of a concerted plan, whereby the G world was to be
attacked by theC in thewest and the P in the east
simultaneously.
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help of his father-in-law; for Anaxilaus had as his wife Teril-
lus’ daughter Cydippe. Accordingly Gelon sent the money to
D, because he could not aid the G.

166: 1)ey add this tale too—that Gelon and eron
won a victory over Amilcas the C in S
on the same day that the G defeated the P at
S. is Amilcas was, on his father’s side, a C-
, and a S on his mother’s and had been
made king of C for his virtue. When the armies
met andhewas defeated in the battle, it is said that he vanished
from sight, for Gelon looked for him everywhere but was not
able to find him anywhere on earth, dead or alive.

167: 1)e story told by the C them-
selves seems to have some element of truth. ey say that the
barbarians fought with the G in S from dawn un-
til late evening (so long, it is said, the battle was drawn out),
during which time Amilcas stayed in his camp offering sacri-
fice and striving to obtain favorable omens by burning whole
bodies on a great pyre. When he saw his army routed, he cast
himself into the firewhere hewas pouring libations on the sac-
rifice; he was consumed by this and was not seen any more.
2)Whether he vanished as the P say, or in the
manner related by the C and S,
sacrifice is offered to him, and monuments have been set up
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in all the colonists’ cities, the greatest of which is in C-
 itself.

168: 1)is is how the campaign in S fell out. As for
the C, their answer to the envoys and their acts
were as I will show. e men who had gone to S sought
their aid too, using the same arguments which they had used
with Gelon. e C straightaway promised to
send help and protection, declaring that they would not al-
low H to perish, for if she should fall, the very next day
would certainly see them also enslaved. ey would accord-
ingly have to help to the best of their ability. 2)Now this an-
swer seemed fair enough, but when the time came for send-
ing help, their minds changed. ey manned sixty ships and
put out to sea, making for the coast of the P.
ere, however, they anchored off P and T in
the L territory, waiting like the others to see
which way the war should incline. ey had no hope that the
G would prevail, but thought that the P would
win a great victory andbe lord of allH. 3)eir course of
action, therefore, had been planned with a view to being able
to say to the P, “O king, we whose power is as great as
any and who could have furnished as many ships as any state
save A,—we, when the G attempted to gain our
aid in this war, would not resist you nor do anything displeas-
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ing to you.” is plea, they hoped, would win them some ad-
vantage more than ordinary; and so, I believe, it would have
been. 4)ey were, however, also ready with an excuse which
they could make to the G, and in the end they made
it; when the G blamed them for sending no help, they
said that they had manned sixty triremes, but that they could
not round M because of the E winds. It was for
this reason, they said, that they could not arrive at S; it
was not cowardliness which made them late for the sea-fight.
With such a plea they put the G off.

169: 1)But the C, when the G appointed
to deal with them were trying to gain their aid, acted as I will
show. ey sent messengers to D, inquiring if it would
be to their advantage to help the G. 2)e Pythia an-
swered them, “Foolish men, was not the grief enough which
Minos sent upon your people for the help given to Menelaus,
out of anger that those others⁸⁶ would not help to avenge his
death atC, while you helped them to avenge the steal-
ing of that woman from S by a barbarian?” When this
was brought to the ears of the C, they would have
nothing to do with aiding the G.

⁸⁶Ed.: at is, the G would not help the C to avenge the
death ofMinos; yet aerwards theC helped theG to avenge
the carrying off of Helen.
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170: 1)Now Minos, it is said, went to S, which is
now called S, in search for Daedalus, and perished there
by a violent death. Presently all the C except the men
of P andPwere bidden by a god to gowith a
great host to S. Here they besieged the town of C-
, where in my day the men of A dwelt, for five
years. 2)Presently, since they could neither take it nor remain
there because of the famine which afflicted them, they de-
parted. However, when they were at sea off I, a great
storm caught and drove them ashore. Because their ships had
beenwrecked and therewasnoway leof returning toC,
they founded there the town of H, and made this their
dwelling place, accordingly changing fromC toM-
 of I, and from islanders to dwellers on the
mainland. 3)From H they made settlements in those
other towns which a very long time aerwards the T-
 attempted to destroy, thereby suffering great disaster.
e result was that no one has ever heard of so great a slaugh-
ter of G as that of the T and R;
three thousand townsmen of the latter, men who had been
coerced by Micythus son of Choerus to come and help the
T, were killed, and no count was kept of the T-
 slain. 4)Micythus was a servant of Anaxilaus and had
been le in charge of R; it was he who was banished
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from R and settled in T of A, and who
set up those many statues at O.

171: 1)In relating the matter of the R and T-
, however, I digress from the main thread of my his-
tory. e P say that when C was le deso-
late, it was populated especially byG, among other peo-
ples. en, in the third generation aerMinos, the events sur-
rounding the Trojan War, in which the C bore them-
selves as bravely as any in the cause of Menelaus, took place.
2)Aer this, when they returned from T, they and their
flocks and herds were afflicted by famine and pestilence, until
C was once more le desolate. en came a third influx
of C, and it is theywho, with those thatwere le, now
dwell there. It was this that the priestess bade them remember,
and so prevented them from aiding the G as they were
previously inclined.

172: 1)eT had at first sided with the P-
, not willingly but of necessity. is their acts revealed,
because they disliked the plans of theAleuadae; as soon as they
heard that the Pwas about to cross over into E,
they sent messengers to the Isthmus, where men chosen from
the cities which were best disposed towards H were as-
sembled in council for theG cause. 2)To these the T-
messengers came and said, “Men of H, the pass
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of Omust be guarded so thatT and allH-
may be sheltered from thewar. Nowwe are ready to guard
it with you, but you toomust send a great force. If youwill not
send it, be assured that we will make terms with the P,
for it is not right that we should be le to stand guard alone
and so perish for your sakes. 3)If you will not send help, there
is nothing you can do to constrain us, for no necessity can pre-
vail over lack of ability. As for us, we will attempt to find some
means of deliverance for ourselves.” ese are the words of the
men of T.

173: 1)ereupon the G resolved that they would
send a land army to T by sea to guard the pass.
When the forces had assembled, they passed through the E-
 and came to A in A, where they disem-
barked and took the road for T, leaving their ships
where they were. ey then came to the pass of T,
which runs from the lower⁸⁷ M into T
along the river P, between the mountains O
and O. 2)ere the G were encamped, about ten
thousand men-at-arms altogether, and the cavalry was there
as well. e general of the Lwas Euaenetus
son of Carenus, chosen from among the Polemarchs, yet not

⁸⁷Ed.: As opposed to the hill country further inland.
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of the royal house, and emistocles son of Neocles was the
general of the A. 3)ey remained there for only a
few days, for messengers came from Alexander son of Amyn-
tas, the M. ese, pointing out the size of the
army and the great number of ships, advised them to depart
and not remain there to be trodden under foot by the invad-
ing host. When they had received this advice from the mes-
sengers (as they thought their advice was sound and that the
M meant well by them), the G followed
their counsel. 4)To my thinking, however, what persuaded
themwas fear, since they had found out that therewas another
pass leading into T by the hill country of M-
 through the country of the P, near the town of
G; this was indeed the way by which Xerxes’ army de-
scended on T. e G accordingly went down
to their ships and made their way back to the Isthmus.

174: 1)is was the course of their expedition into T-
, while the king was planning to cross into E from
A and was already at A. e T, now
bere of their allies, sided with the P wholeheartedly
and unequivocally. As a result of this they, in their acts, proved
themselves to be most useful to the king.

175: 1)When they had come to the Isthmus, the G,
taking into account what was said by Alexander, deliberated
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as a body how and where they should stand to fight. It was
decided that they should guard the pass of T,
for they saw that it was narrower than the pass into T-
 and nearer home. 2)epass, then, which brought about
the fall of those G who fell at T, was
unknown to them until they came to T and
learned of it from the men of T. is pass they were
resolved to guard and so stay the barbarian’s passage intoH-
, while their fleet should sail to A in the ter-
ritory of H. ese places are near to each other, and
each force could therefore be informed of the other’s doings.
As for the places themselves, their nature is as follows.

176: 1)A is where the wide T 
contracts until the passage between the island of S
and the mainland of M is but narrow. is strait
leads next to A, which is a beach on the coast of
E, on which stands a temple of Artemis. 2)e pass
through T into H⁸⁸ is fiy feet wide at its nar-
rowest point. It is not here, however, but elsewhere that the
way is narrowest, namely, in front of T and be-
hind it; at A, which lies behind, it is only the breadth
of a cart-way, and it is the same at the Phoenix stream, near

⁸⁸Ed.: H in the narrower sense, not including T.
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the town of A. 3)To the west⁸⁹ of T
rises a high mountain, inaccessible and precipitous, a spur of
O; to the east of the road there is nothing butmarshes and
sea. In this pass arewarm springs for bathing, called the Basins
by the people of the country, and an altar of Heracles stands
nearby. Across this entry a wall had been built, and formerly
there was a gate in it. 4)It was the P⁹⁰ who built it
for fear of the T when these came from T-
 to dwell in the A land, the region which they
now possess. Since the T were trying to subdue
them, the P made this their protection, and in their
search for everymeans to keep the T from invad-
ing their country, they then turned the stream from the hot
springs into the pass, so that it might be a watercourse. 5)e
ancient wall had been built long ago and most of it lay in ru-
ins; thosewhobuilt it up again thought that theywould in this
way bar the foreigner’s way into H. Very near the road
is a village called A, and it is from here that the G

⁸⁹Ed.: Herodotus’ points of the compass are wrong throughout in his
description of T; the road runs east and west, not north and
south as he supposes; so “west” here should be “south” and “east” “north.”
“In front” and “behind” are equivalent to “west” and “east” respectively.

⁹⁰Ed.: It is to be noted that in 480 the pass of T was no
longer in P territory.
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expected to obtain provisions.
177: 1)ese places, then, were thought by the G

to suit their purpose. Aer making a thorough survey, they
concluded that the barbarians could not make use of their en-
tire army, nor of their horsemen. ey therefore resolved, that
they would meet the invader of H here. en, when
they heard that the P was in P, they broke up
from the Isthmus and set out with their army to T-
 and with their fleet to A.

178: 1)So with all speed the G went their several
ways to meet the enemy. In the meantime, the D,
whowere afraid for themselves and forH, consulted the
god. ey were advised to pray to the winds, for these would
be potent allies for H. 2)When they had received the
oracle, the D first sent word of it to those G
who desired to be free; because of their dread of the barbarian,
they were forever grateful. Subsequently they erected an altar
to the winds at T, the present location of the precinct of
T the daughter of Cephisus, and they offered sacrifices
to them. is, then, is the reason why the D to this
day offer the winds sacrifice of propitiation.

179: 1)Xerxes’ fleet, however, set forth from the city of
T, and the ten swiest of the ships laid their course
straight for S, where there lay an advance guard of
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three G ships, a T, an A, and an
Attic. ese, when they sighted the foreigners ships, took to
flight.

180: 1)e ship of T, of which Prexinus was cap-
tain, was pursued and straightway captured by the foreigners,
who brought the best of its fightingmen and cut his throat on
the ship’s prow, thinking that the sacrifice⁹¹ of the foremost
and fairest of their G captives would be auspicious. e
name of the sacrificed man was Leon, and it was perhaps his
name that he had to thank for it.

181: 1)e A trireme, of which Asonides was
captain, did however give them some trouble. On board
this ship was Pytheas son of Ischenous, who acted heroically
on that day. When his ship had been taken, he would not
stop fighting until he had been entirely hacked to mincemeat.
2)When he finally did fall, he still had life in him, and the P-
 soldiers on the ships took great pains to keep him alive
for his valor, tending his wounds with ointments and wrap-
ping him in bandages of linen cloth⁹². 3)Upon returning to

⁹¹Ed.: διαδέξιον has been otherwise translated, as meaning “of good au-
gury”; Stein derives it rather from διαδέξεσθαι, supposing the meaning to be
“a sacrifice where the portions of the victim are handed round among the
sacrificers.”

⁹²Ed.: Commonly used for mummy-wrappings in E; cp. Hdt.
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their own station, they showed him to the whole host, and
made much of him and treated him with kindness. e rest
of those whom they took in that ship, however, they used as
slaves.

182: 1)Two of the ships, then, were made captive, and the
third trireme, of which Phormus an A was captain,
ran aground in her flight at themouth of the P; the bar-
barians took her hull but not the crew, for the A, as
soon as they had run their cra aground, leapt out and made
their way through T to A.

183: 1)e G who were stationed at A
were informed of these matters by beacons from S.
ey were frightened by this and accordingly changed their
anchorage from A to C, proposing to
guard the E and leaving watchmen on the heights of
E. 2)ree of the ten barbarian ships ran aground on
the reef called the Ant, which lies between S and
M. e barbarians then brought a pillar of stone
and set it on the reef, and when their course was plain be-
fore them, the whole fleet set forth and sailed from T,
eleven days aer the king had marched from there. 3)It was
Pammonof Swho showed themwhere in the strait the

2.86.
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reef lay. Aer sailing along all day, the foreign fleet reached
S in M and the beach between the town of
C and the S headland.

184: 1)Until the whole host reached this place andT-
 it suffered no hurt, and calculation proves to me
that its numbers were still such as I will now show. e ships
fromA were twelve hundred and seven in number, and in-
cluding the entire host of nations involved, there were a to-
tal of two hundred and forty-one thousand and four hundred
men, two hundred being reckoned for each ship. 2)⁹³Onboard
all these ships were thirty fighting men of the P and
M and S in addition to the company which each
had of native fighters; the number of this added contingent
is thirty-six thousand, two hundred and ten. 3)To this and
to the first number I add the crews of the ships of fiy oars,
calculating eighty men for each, whether there were actually
more or fewer. Now seeing that, as has already been said,⁹⁴
three thousand of these vessels were assembled, the number
of men in them must have been two hundred and forty thou-
sand. 4)ese, then, were the ships’ companies from A,

⁹³Ed.: 200 was the usual complement for a G trireme—170 row-
ers, 30 fighters.

⁹⁴Ed.: In 97. But Herodotus’ total of 3000 there is only partly com-
posed of fiy-oared ships.
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and the total number of them was five hundred and seven-
teen thousand, six hundred and ten. ere were seven hun-
dred thousand and one hundred footsoldiers and eighty thou-
sand cavalrymen; to these I add the A camel-riders
and L charioteers, estimating them to have been twenty
thousand in number. 5)e forces of sea and land added to-
getherwould consist of twomillion, three hundred and seven-
teen thousand, six hundred and tenmen. So far I have spoken
of the force which came from A itself, without the train
of servants which followed it and the companies of the grain-
bearing cra.

185: 1)I must, however, also take into account the force
brought from E, and I will rely on my best judgment
in doing so. e G of T and the islands off
T furnished one hundred and twenty ships, and the
companies of these ships must then have consisted of twenty-
four thousandmen. 2)As regards the land army supplied by all
the nations—T, P, E, B,
C, B, P, M, P-
, E, D, M, A,
dwellers on the coast of T—of all these I suppose the
number to have been three hundred thousand. 3)When these
numbers are added to the numbers from A, the sum to-
tal of fighting men is two million, six hundred and forty-one
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thousand, six hundred and ten.
186: 1)is then is the number of soldiers. As for the

service-train which followed them and the crews of the light
corn-bearing vessels and all the other vessels besides which
came by sea with the force, these I believe to have been not
fewer but more than the fighting men. 2)Suppose, however,
that they were equal in number, neither more nor fewer. If
they were equal to the fighting contingent, they made up as
many tens of thousands as the others. e number, then, of
those whom Xerxes son of Darius led as far as the S
headland and T was five million, two hundred
and eighty-three thousand, two hundred and twenty.

187: 1)at is the number ofXerxes’ whole force. No one,
however, can say what the exact number of cooking women,
and concubines, and eunuchs was, nor can one determine the
number of the beasts of draught and burden, and the I
dogs which accompanied the host; so many of them were
there. It is accordingly not surprising to me that some of the
streams of water ran dry. I do, however, wonder how there
were provisions sufficient for so many tens of thousands, 2)for
calculation showsme, that if eachman received one choenix of
wheat a day and no more, eleven hundred thousand and three
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hundred and forty bushels would be required every day.⁹⁵ In
this calculation I take no account of the provisions for the
women, eunuchs, beasts of burden and dogs. Of all those
tens of thousands of men, there was not one, as regards looks
and grandeur, worthier than Xerxes himself to hold that com-
mand.

188: 1)e P fleet put to sea and reached
the beach of the M land, between the city of
C and the headland of Sepia. e first ships to
arrive moored close to land, with the others aer them at an-
chor; since the beach was not large, they lay at anchor in rows
eight ships deep out into the sea. 2)ey spent the night in this
way, but at dawn a storm descended upon them out of a clear
andwindless sky, and the sea began to boil. A strong east wind
blew, which the people living in those parts call H-
. 3)ose who felt the wind rising or had proper moor-
ing dragged their ships up on shore ahead of the storm and so
survived with their ships. e wind did, however, carry those

⁹⁵Ed.: e figure is wrong. Reckoning 48 choenixes to the medimnus,
Herodotus has of course divided 5,283, 220 by 48. e right quotient is
110,067.083. 5,280,000 divided by 48 produces 110,000; 3220 divided by
48 leaves a dividend, aer the first stage of division, of 340, and this for some
unexplained reasonHerodotus has added to the quotient. emedimnus is
the chief Attic unit for dry measure; said to be the equivalent of six gallons.
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ships caught out in the open sea against the rocks called the
Ovens at Por onto the beach. Some shipswerewrecked
on the S headland, others were cast ashore at the city of
M or at C. e storm was indeed un-
bearable.

189: 1)e story is told that because of an oracle the
A invoked Boreas, the north wind, to help them,
since another oracle told them to summon their son-in-law as
an ally. According to the H story, Boreas had an At-
tic wife, Orithyia, the daughter of Erechtheus, ancient king of
A. 2)Because of this connection, so the tale goes, the
A considered Boreas to be their son-in-law. ey
were stationed off C in E, and when they saw
the storm rising, they then, if they had not already, sacrificed
to and called upon Boreas and Orithyia to help them by de-
stroying the barbarian fleet, just as before at A. 3)I can-
not say whether this was the cause of Boreas falling upon the
barbarians as they lay at anchor, but the A say that
he had come to their aid before and that he was the agent this
time. When they went home, they founded a sacred precinct
of Boreas beside the I .

190: 1)ey say that at the very least no fewer than 400
ships were destroyed in this labor, along with innumerable
men and abundant wealth. is shipwreck proved useful to
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Ameinocles son ofCretines, aman of Mwho owned
land around S, for he later picked up many gold and sil-
ver cups cast up on shore, found the P treasures, and
acquired other untold riches. Although he became very rich
from his findings, he did not enjoy luck in everything, for he
suffered greatly when his son was murdered.

191: 1)ere was no counting how many grain-ships and
other vessels were destroyed. e generals of the fleet were
afraid that the T might attack them now that
they had been defeated, so they built a high palisade out of
the wreckage. 2)e storm lasted three days. Finally theM
made offerings and cast spells upon the wind, sacrificing also
toetis and theNereids. In this way theymade thewind stop
on the fourth day—or perhaps it died down on its own. ey
sacrificed to etis aer hearing from the I the story
that it was from this place that Peleus had carried her off and
that all the headland of Sepia belonged to her and to the other
Nereids.

192: 1)e storm, then, ceased on the fourth day. Now
the scouts stationed on the headlands of E ran down
and told theH all about the shipwreck on the second
day aer the storm began. 2)Aer hearing this they prayed to
Poseidon as their savior and poured libations. en they hur-
ried toAhoping to find few ships opposing them.
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So they came to A a second time and made their
station there. From that time on they call Poseidon their sav-
ior.

193: 1)e barbarians, when the wind ceased and the
waves no longer ran high, put to sea and coasted along the
mainland; they sailed around theheadlandof M and
sailed straight into the gulf which stretches toward P.
2)ere is a place on this gulf in M, where, it is said,
Heracles was sent for water and was le behind by Jason and
his comrades of the Argo, when they were sailing to A in
C for the fleece; their purposewas to drawwater from
there and then to put out to sea. is is the reason why that
place has been called A.⁹⁶ Here Xerxes’ men made
their anchorage.

194: 1)Fieen of those ships had put to sea a long time af-
ter all the rest, and it chanced that they sighted the G
ships off A. Supposing these to be their own
fleet, the barbarians proceeded into themidst of their enemies.
eir captain was the viceroy from C in A, Sando-
ces son of amasius. is man, who was one of the king’s
judges, had once before been taken and crucified byDarius be-
cause he had given unjust judgment for a bribe. 2)When San-

⁹⁶Ed.: More probably, the name (from ἀφίημι, to send off or launch)
gave rise to the legend.
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doces had been hung on the cross, Darius found on consid-
eration that his good services to the royal house outweighed
his offenses. e king then perceived that he had acted with
more haste than wisdom and set Sandoces free. 3)In this way
he escaped from being put to death by Darius. Now that he
was taken into the midst of the G, however, he was not
to escape a second time, for when the G saw the P-
 bearing down on them, they perceived their mistake
and putting to sea, easily took them captive.

195: 1)In one of these ships they took A, the
tyrant of A inC, and in another the P
captain Penthylus, son of Demonous; of the twelve ships
which he had brought from P he had lost eleven in the
storm off the S headland and was in the one which re-
mained when he was taken as he headed down on A-
. Having questioned these men and learned what they
desired to know of Xerxes’ force, the G sent them away
to the isthmus of C in bonds.

196: 1)So the foreign fleet, ofwhich, with the exception of
fieen ships Sandoces was captain, came to A. Xerxes
and his land armymarched throughT andA,
and it was three days since he had entered M. In T-
 he held a race for his own cavalry; this was also a test of
theThorsemen, whomhehadheardwere the best
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in H. e G horses were far outpaced in this con-
test. Of the T rivers, the O was the
only one which could not provide enough water for his army
to drink. In A, however, even the greatest river there,
the A,⁹⁷ gave out, remaining but a sorry trickle.

197: 1)When Xerxes had come to A in A, his
guides, desiring to inform him of all they knew, told him the
story which is related in that country concerning the wor-
ship of Laphystian Zeus, namely how Athamas son of Ae-
olus plotted Phrixus’ death with Ino, and further, how the
A by an oracle’s bidding compel Phrixus descen-
dants to certain tasks. 2)ey order the eldest of that fam-
ily not to enter their town-hall (which the A call
the P’ H�⁹⁸ and themselves keep watch there. If
he should enter, he may not come out, save only to be sacri-
ficed. ey say as well that many of those who were to be sac-
rificed had fled in fear to another country, and that if they re-
turned at a later day and were taken, they were brought into
the town-hall. e guides showed Xerxes how the man is sac-
rificed, namely with fillets covering him all over and a pro-

⁹⁷Ed.: e A and E unite; the whole stream, a trib-
utary of the P, is sometimes called A and sometimes
E.

⁹⁸Ed.: From λεώς or ληός.
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cession to lead him forth. 3)It is the descendants of Phrixus’
son Cytissorus who are treated in this way, because when the
A by an oracle’s bidding made Athamas son of Ae-
olus a scapegoat for their country and were about to sacrifice
him, this Cytissorus came from A in C and deliv-
ered him, thereby bringing the god’s wrath on his own descen-
dants. 4)Hearing all this, Xerxes, when he came to the temple
grove, refrained from entering it himself and bade all his army
do likewise, holding the house and the precinct of Athamas’
descendants alike in reverence.⁹⁹

198: 1)ese were Xerxes’ actions in T and
A. From here he came into M along a gulf of
the sea, in which the tide ebbs and flows daily.¹⁰⁰ ere is
low-lying ground about this gulf, sometimes wide and some-
times very narrow, and around it stand high and inaccessible
mountains which enclose the whole of M and are called
the Rocks of T. 2)Now the first town by the gulf on

⁹⁹Ed.: e legend, in its main features, originates in the cult of “Zeus
Laphystius,” a tribal god who, like the Jehovah of the O. T. and the Moloch
andMelqart of the P, has a right to all first-born, especially of
the priestly house. In time human sacrifice is avoided by the substitution of
a ram; but even then the first-born child must leave the country.

¹⁰⁰Ed.: Tidal movement is rare in the M. But there is
a strong ebb and flood in the E, which is not far from the M
gulf.
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the way from A is A, near to which the river
S flows from the country of the E and is-
sues into the sea. About twenty furlongs from that river is
another named D, which is said to have risen from the
ground to aidHeracles against the fire that consumedhim and
twenty furlongs again from that there is another river called
the B .

199: 1)e town of T is five furlongs away from
this B . Here is the greatest distance in all this re-
gion between the sea and the hills on which T stands,
for the plain is twenty-two thousand plethra in extent.¹⁰¹ In
the mountains which hem in the T land there is
a ravine to the south of T, through which the river
A flows past the lower slopes of the mountains.

200: 1)ere is another river south of the A, the
P, a little stream which flows from those mountains
into the A. Near this stream is the narrowest place;
there is only space for a single cart-way. T is
fieen furlongs away from the river Phoenix. 2)Between the
river and T there is a village named A,
past which the A flows out into the sea, and there is a
wide space around it in which stand a temple of Amphicty-

¹⁰¹Ed.: is must be a measure not of length but of superficial extent:
more than 5000 acres.
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onid Demeter, seats for the A,¹⁰² and a temple
of Amphictyon himself

201: 1)King Xerxes lay encamped in T in M
and the H in the pass.¹⁰³ is place is called T-
 by most of the H, but by the natives and
their neighbors P.¹⁰⁴ Each lay encamped in these places.
Xerxes was master of everything to the north¹⁰⁵ from T-
, and the H of all that lay toward the south on
the mainland.¹⁰⁶

202: 1)eHwho awaited the P in that
place were these: three hundred S armed men; one
thousand fromT andM, half from each place;
one hundred and twenty from O in A
and one thousand from the rest of A; that many A-
, four hundred from C, two hundred from
P, and eighty M. ese were the P-

¹⁰²Ed.: Lit. dwellers around: neighboring tribes forming a league, and
sending representatives (Pylagori) to a conference held twice a year.

¹⁰³Ed.: In the space between the eastern and western narrow ἔσοδοι.
¹⁰⁴Ed.: “theGates”, since it served as the entrance intoG from the

north. T means “the H G”, from the warm springs
there.

¹⁰⁵Ed.: West, properly speaking; “southward” below should be “east-
ward.”

¹⁰⁶Ed.: at is, G.
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 present; from B there were seven hun-
dred T and four hundred T.

203: 1)In addition, the O L in full
force and one thousand P came at the summons.
e H had called upon them through messengers
who told them that this was only the advance guard, that the
rest of the allies were expected any day now, and that the sea
was being watched, with the A and A
and all those enrolled in the fleet on guard. ere was nothing
for them to be afraid of. 2)e invader of H was not a
godbut ahumanbeing, and therewasnot, andneverwouldbe,
any mortal on whom some amount of evil was not bestowed
at birth, with the greatest men receiving the largest share. e
onemarching against themwas certain to fall frompride, since
he was a mortal. When they heard this, the L and
P marched to T to help.

204: 1)Each city had its own general, but the onemost ad-
mired and the leader of the whole army was a L-
, Leonidas, son of Anaxandrides, son of Leon, son of Eu-
rycratides, son of Anaxandrus, son of Eurycrates, son of Poly-
dorus, son ofAlcamenes, son ofTeleclus, son ofArchelaus, son
of Hegesilaus, son of Doryssus, son of Leobotes, son of Eche-
stratus, son of Agis, son of Eurysthenes, son of Aristodemus,
son of Aristomachus, son of Cleodaeus, son of Hyllus, son of
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Heracles. Leonidas had gained the kingship at S unex-
pectedly.

205: 1)Since he had two older brothers, Cleomenes
and Dorieus, he had renounced all thought of the king-
ship. Cleomenes, however, died without male offspring,
and Dorieus, who had met his end in S, was also no
longer alive. e succession therefore fell to Leonidas since
he was older than Anaxandrides’ youngest son Cleombrotus
and had married Cleomenes’ daughter. 2)He now came to
T with the appointed three hundred he had se-
lected,¹⁰⁷ all of whom had sons. He also brought those T-
 whom I counted among the number and whose general
was Leontiades son of Eurymachus. 3)Leonidas took pains
to bring only the T among the H, because
theywere accused ofmedizing; he summoned them to thewar
wishing to knowwhether theywould send theirmenwith him
or openly refuse the H alliance. ey sent the men
but intended something quite different

¹⁰⁷Ed.: eregular number of the royal body-guard, the so-called ἱππεῖς.
No other translation of this sentence than what I have given is possible; but
if “all of whom had sons” are added to the 300, this is inconsistent with the
received tradition that there were only 300 S at T.
ere seems to be no explanation of the matter except Dr. Macan’s theory
that Herodotus made a mistake. Of course if ἐπιλεξάμενος could mean “se-
lecting from,” the difficulty might be removed; but I do not think it can.
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206: 1)e S sent the men with Leonidas on
ahead so that the rest of the allies would see them and march,
instead of medizing like the others if they learned that the
S were delaying. At present the Carneia¹⁰⁸ was in
their way, but once they had completed the festival, they in-
tended to leave a garrison at S and march out in full
force with all speed. 2)e rest of the allies planned to do like-
wise, for the Olympiad coincided with these events. ey ac-
cordingly sent their advance guard, not expecting the war at
T to be decided so quickly.

207: 1)is is what they intended, but the H
at T, when the P drew near the pass,
fearfully took counsel whether to depart. e rest of the
P were for returning to the P
and guarding the isthmus, but the P and L
were greatly angered by this counsel. Leonidas voted to re-
main where they were and send messengers to the cities bid-
ding them to send help, since theywere too few toward off the
army of the M.

208: 1)While they debated in this way, Xerxes sent a
mounted scout to see how many there were and what they
were doing. While he was still in T, he had heard

¹⁰⁸Ed.: e national festival in honor of Apollo, held in September.
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that a small army was gathered there and that its leaders were
L, includingLeonidas, whowas of theHer-
acleid clan. 2)Riding up to the camp, the horseman watched
and spied out the place. He could, however, not see the whole
camp, for it was impossible to see those posted inside the wall
which they had rebuilt and were guarding. He did take note
of those outside, whose arms lay in front of the wall, and it
chanced that at that time theLwere posted
there. 3)He saw some of the men exercising naked and others
combing their hair. Hemarvelled at the sight and took note of
their numbers. When he had observed it all carefully, he rode
back in leisure, since no one pursued him or paid him any at-
tention at all. So he returned and told Xerxes all that he had
seen.

209: 1)When Xerxes heard that, he could not compre-
hend the fact that the L were actually, to
the best of their ability, preparing to kill or be killed. What
they did appeared laughable to him, so he sent for Demaratus
the son of Ariston, who was in his camp. 2)When this man
arrived, he asked him about each of these matters, wanting to
understandwhat it was that the Lwere do-
ing. Demaratus said, “Youhave already heard about thesemen
fromme, whenwewere setting out forH, butwhen you
heard, you mocked me, although I told you how I expected
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things to turn out. It is my greatest aim, O King, to be truth-
ful in your presence. 3)So hear me now. ese men have come
to fight us for the pass, and it for this that they are preparing.
is is their custom: when they are about to risk their lives,
they arrange their hair. 4)Rest assured that if you overcome
these men and those remaining behind at S, there is no
one else on earthwhowill raise his hands towithstand you,my
King. You are now attacking the fairest kingdom in H
and men who are the very best.” 5)What he said seemed com-
pletely incredible to Xerxes, so he then asked how they, who
were so few in number, would fight against his army. Demara-
tus answered, “MyKing, takeme for a liar if this does not turn
out as I say.” So he spoke, but he did not persuade Xerxes.

210: 1)He let four days go by, expecting them to run
away at any minute. ey did not leave, and it seemed to
him that they stayed out of folly and lack of due respect. On
the fih day he became angry and sent the M and C-
 against them, bidding them take them prisoner and
bring them into his presence. 2)e M bore down upon
theH and attacked. Many fell, but others attacked in
turn, and they made it clear to everyone, especially to the king
himself, that among so many people there were few real men.
e battle lasted all day.

211: 1)When theM had been roughly handled, they
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retired, and the P whom the king called Immortals,
led by Hydarnes, attacked in turn. It was thought that they
would easily accomplish the task. 2)When they joined battle
with the H, they fared neither better nor worse than
theMedian army, since they used shorter spears than theH-
 and could not use their numbers fighting in a narrow
space. 3)e L fought memorably, show-
ing themselves skilled fighters amidst unskilled onmany occa-
sions, as when they would turn their backs and feign flight.
e barbarians would see them fleeing and give chase with
shouting and noise, but when the L were
overtaken, they would turn to face the barbarians and over-
throw innumerable P. A few of the S them-
selves were also slain. When the P could gain no inch
of the pass, attacking by companies and in every other fashion,
they withdrew.

212: 1)It is said that during these assaults in the battle the
king, as he watched, jumped up three times from the throne
in fear for his army. is, then, is how the fighting progressed,
and on the next day the barbarians fought no better. ey
joined battle supposing that their enemies, being so few, were
now disabled by wounds and could no longer resist. 2)e
H, however, stood ordered in ranks by nation, and
each of them fought in turn, except the P, who were
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posted on the mountain to guard the path.¹⁰⁹ When the P-
 found nothing different fromwhat they saw the day be-
fore, they withdrew.

213: 1)e king was at a loss as to how to deal with the
present difficulty. Epialtes son of Eurydemus, a M,
thinking he would get a great reward from the king, came
to speak with him and told him of the path leading over
the mountain to T. In so doing he caused the
destruction of the H remaining there. 2)Later he
fled into T in fear of the L, and
while he was in exile, a price was put on his head by the Py-
lagori¹¹⁰ when the A assembled at P. Still
later he returned from exile to A and was killed by
Athenades, a T. 3)Athenades slew Epialtes for a
different reason, which I will tell later in my history,¹¹¹ but he
was given no less honor by the L. It was in
this way, then, that Epialtes was later killed.

214: 1)ere is another story told, namely that Onetes
son of Phanagoras, a C, and Corydallus of A-

¹⁰⁹Ed.: For which see below,Hdt. 7.215, 216.
¹¹⁰Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 7.200 (note).
¹¹¹Ed.: e expression suggests Herodotus’ intention of continuing his

history beyond 479, the year with which Book IX ends; but see How-Wells
ad loc.
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 are the ones who gave the king this information and
guided the P around the mountain, but I find it to-
tally incredible. 2)Onemust judge by the fact that the Pylagori
set a price not on Onetes and Corydallus but on Epialtes the
T, and I suppose they had exact knowledge; fur-
thermore, we know that Epialtes was banished on this charge.
3)Onetes might have known the path, although he was not
a M, if he had oen come to that country, but Epi-
altes was the one who guided them along the path around the
mountain. It is he whom I put on record as guilty.

215: 1)Xerxes was pleased by what Epialtes promised to
accomplish. He immediately became overjoyed and sent out
Hydarnes and the men under Hydarnes command, who set
forth from the camp at about lamp-lighting time. is path¹¹²
had been discovered by the native M, who used it to
guide the T into P when the P
had fenced off the pass with a wall and were sheltered from
the war. So long ago the M had discovered that the
pass was in no way a good thing.¹¹³

¹¹²Ed.: Plutarch in his life of Cato (13) describes the difficulty which
troops under Cato’s command encountered in trying to follow it.

¹¹³Ed.: is is Steins interpretation; others make οὐδὲν χρηστὴ refer to
the ἀτραπός, meaning there “pernicious.”
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216: 1)e course of the path is as follows: it begins
at the river A as it flows through the ravine, and this
mountain and the path have the same name, A. is
A stretches along the ridge of the mountain and ends
at A, the L city nearest to M, near the
rock called B and the seats of the Cercopes,
where it is narrowest.¹¹⁴

217: 1)is, then, was the nature of the pass. e P-
 crossed the A and travelled all night along this
path, with the O  on their right and the
T on their le. At dawn they came to the sum-
mit of the pass. 2) In this part of the mountain one thousand
armedmen of the Pwere onwatch, as I have already
shown, defending their own country and guarding the path.
e lower pass was held by those I have mentioned, but the
P had voluntarily promised Leonidas to guard the
path over the mountain.

218: 1)e P learned in the following way that
the P had climbed up: they had ascended without

¹¹⁴Ed.: e Cercopes, mischievous dwarfs, had been warned against a
“μελάμπυγος” enemy. Heracles, to rid the country of them, carried off two
on his back, hanging head downwards, in which position they had every
opportunity of observing his title to the above epithet; until their jests on
the subject moved him to release them.
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the P’ notice because themountainwas entirely cov-
ered with oak trees. Although there was no wind, a great
noise arose like leaves being trodden underfoot. e P-
 jumped up and began to put on their weapons, and
in a moment the barbarians were there. 2)When they saw the
men arming themselves, they were amazed, for they had sup-
posed that no oppositionwould appear, but they had nowmet
with an army. Hydarnes feared that the P might
be L and asked Epialtes what country the
army was from. When he had established what he wanted
to know with certainty, he arrayed the P for battle.
3)eP, assailed by thick showers of arrows and sup-
posing that the P had set out against them from the
start, fled to the top of the mountain and prepared to meet
their destruction. is is what they intended, but the P-
 with Epialtes and Hydarnes paid no attention to the
P and went down the mountain as fast as possible.

219: 1)e seer Megistias, examining the sacrifices, first
told the H at T that death was com-
ing to them with the dawn. en deserters came who an-
nounced the circuit made by the P. ese gave their
signals while it was still night; a third report came from the
watchers running down from the heights at dawn. 2)eH-
 then took counsel, but their opinions were divided.
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Some advised not to leave their post, but others spoke against
them. ey eventually parted, some departing and dispersing
each to their own cities, others preparing to remain there with
Leonidas.

220: 1)It is said that Leonidas himself sent them away be-
cause he was concerned that they would be killed, but felt it
not fitting for himself and the S to desert that post
which they had come to defend at the beginning. 2)I, however,
tend to believe that when Leonidas perceived that the allies
were dispirited and unwilling to run all risks with him, he told
then to depart. For himself, however, it was not good to leave;
if he remained, he would leave a name of great fame, and the
prosperity of S would not be blotted out. 3)When the
S asked the oracle about this war when it broke out,
the Pythia had foretold that either L would be
destroyed by the barbarians or their king would be killed. She
gave them this answer in hexameter verses running as follows:
4)

For you, inhabitants of wide-wayed S,
Either your great and glorious city must be wasted by

P men,
Or if not that, then the bound of L must

mourn a dead king, from Heracles’ line.
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e might of bulls or lions will not restrain him with
opposing strength; for he has the might of Zeus.

I declare that he will not be restrained until he utterly tears
apart one of these.

Considering this and wishing to win distinction for the
S alone, he sent away the allies rather than have them
leave in disorder because of a difference of opinion.

221: 1)Not the least proof I have of this is the fact that
Leonidas publicly dismissed the seer who attended the expe-
dition, for fear that he might die with them. is was Megis-
tias the A, said to be descended from Melampus,
the onewho told from the sacrifices what was going to happen
to them. He was dismissed but did not leave; instead he sent
away his only son who was also with the army.

222: 1)ose allies who were dismissed went off in obe-
dience to Leonidas, only the T and T re-
maining with the L. e T re-
mained against their will and desire, for Leonidas kept them
ashostages. eT very gladly remained, saying they
would not abandon Leonidas and those with him by leaving;
instead they would stay and die with them. eir general was
Demophilus son of Diadromes.
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223: 1)Xerxes made libations at sunrise and waiting till
about mid-morning, made his assault. Epialtes had advised
this, for the descent from the mountain is more direct, and
the way is much shorter than the circuit and ascent. 2)Xerxes
and his barbarians attacked, but Leonidas and hisH,
knowing they were going to their deaths, advanced nowmuch
farther than before into the wider part of the pass. In all the
previous days they had sallied out into the narrow way and
fought there, guarding the defensive wall. 3)Now, however,
they joined battle outside the narrows and many of the bar-
barians fell, for the leaders of the companies beat everyone
with whips from behind, urging them ever forward. Many of
them were pushed into the sea and drowned; far more were
trampled alive by each other, with no regard for who perished.
4)Since the H knew that they must die at the hands
of those who had come around the mountain, they displayed
the greatest strength they had against the barbarians, fighting
recklessly and desperately.

224: 1)By this timemost of themhad had their spears bro-
ken and were killing the P with swords. Leonidas,
provinghimself extremely valiant, fell in that struggle andwith
him other famous S, whose names I have learned by
inquiry since they were worthy men. Indeed, I have learned
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by inquiry the names of all three hundred.¹¹⁵ 2)Many fa-
mous P also fell there, including two sons of Darius,
Abrocomes and Hyperanthes, born to Darius by Phratagune
daughter of Artanes. Artanes was the brother of king Dar-
ius and son of Hystaspes son of Arsames. When he gave his
daughter in marriage to Darius, he gave his whole house as
dowry, since she was his only child.

225: 1)Two brothers of Xerxes accordingly fought and
fell there. ere was a great struggle between the P-
 and L over Leonidas’ body, until the
H by their courageous prowess dragged it away and
routed their enemies four times. e battle went on until the
men with Epialtes arrived. 2)When the H saw that
they had come, the contest turned, for they retired to the nar-
rowpart of theway, passed behind thewall, and took their po-
sition crowded together on the hill, all except the T.
is hill is at the mouth of the pass, where the stone lion in
honor of Leonidas now stands. 3)In that place they defended
themselves with swords, if they still had them, and with hands
and teeth. e barbarians buried them with missiles, some at-

¹¹⁵Ed.: Leonidas’ body was brought to S and there buried in 440;
a column was erected on his grave bearing the names of the three hundred,
which Herodotus probably saw.
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tacking from the front and throwing down the defensive wall,
others surrounding them on all sides.

226: 1)is then is how the L and
T conducted themselves, but the S Di-
eneces is said to have exhibited the greatest courage of all.
ey say that hemade the following speech before they joined
battle with the M: he had learned from a T
that there were so many of the barbarians that when they shot
their missiles, the sun was hidden by themultitude of their ar-
rows. 2)He was not at all disturbed by this and made light of
the multitude of the M, saying that their T
foreigner brought them good news. If theM hid the sun,
they could fight them in the shade instead of in the sun. is
saying and others like it, they claim, Dieneces the L-
 le behind as a memorial.

227: 1)Next aer him two L brothers,
Alpheus and Maron, sons of Orsiphantus, are said to have
been most courageous. e T who gained most
renown was one whose name was Dithyrambus son of Har-
matides.

228: 1)ere is an inscriptionwritten over thesemen, who
were buried where they fell, and over those who died before
the others went away, dismissed by Leonidas. It reads as fol-
lows:
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Here four thousand from the P once fought
three million.

2)at inscription is for them all, but the S have
their own:

Foreigner, go tell the S that we lie here obedient to
their commands.

3)at one is to the L, this one to the
seer:

is is a monument to the renowned Megistias,
Slain by the M who crossed the S .

e seer knew well his coming doom,
But endured not to abandon the leaders of S.

4)Except for the seer’s inscription, theA are
the ones who honored them by erecting inscriptions and pil-
lars. at of the seer Megistias was inscribed by Simonides
son of Leoprepes because of his tie of guest-friendship with
the man.¹¹⁶

¹¹⁶Ed.: As a matter of fact Simonides composed all three inscriptions;
but the epitaph of Megistias was the only one which he made at his own
cost.
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229: 1)It is said that two of these three hundred, Eurytus
and Aristodemus, could have agreed with each other either to
comehome safely together to S, since Leonidas had dis-
missed them from the camp and they were lying at A
very sick of ophthalmia, or to die with the others, if they were
unwilling to return home. ey could have done either of
these things, but they could not agree and had different inten-
tions. When Eurytus learned of the P circuit, he de-
manded his armor and put it on, bidding his helot to lead him
to the fighting. ehelot led him there andfled, but he rushed
into the fray and was killed. Aristodemus, however, lost his
strength and stayed behind. 2)Now if Aristodemus alone had
been sick and returned to S, or if they had both made
the trip, I think the S would not have been angry
with them. When, however, one of them died, and the other
had the same excuse but was unwilling to die, the S
had no choice but to display great anger towardsAristodemus.

230: 1)Some say that Aristodemus came home safely to
S in this way and by this excuse. Others say that he had
been sent out of the camp as a messenger and could have got-
ten back in time for the battle but chose not to, staying be-
hind on the road and so surviving, while his fellow-messenger
arrived at the battle and was killed.

231: 1)When Aristodemus returned to L,
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he was disgraced and without honor. He was deprived of his
honor in this way: no S would give him fire or speak
with him, and they taunted him by calling him Aristodemus
the Trembler. In the battle at P, however, he made up
for all the blame brought against him.

232: 1)It is said that another of the three hundred survived
because he was sent as a messenger to T. His name
was Pantites. When he returned to S, he was dishon-
ored and hanged himself.

233: 1)e T, whose general was Leontiades,
fought against the king’s army as long as they were with the
H and under compulsion. When, however, they
saw the P side prevailing and the H with
Leonidas hurrying toward the hill, they split off and ap-
proached the barbarians, holding out their hands. With the
most truthful words ever spoken, they explained that they
wereMedizers, had been among the first to give earth and wa-
ter to the king, had come toTunder constraint,
and were guiltless of the harm done to the king. 2)By this
plea they saved their lives, and the T bore wit-
ness to theirwords. eywere not, however, completely lucky.
When the barbarians took hold of them as they approached,
they killed some of them even as they drewnear. Most of them
were branded byXerxes commandwith the kingsmarks, start-
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ing with the general Leontiades. His son Eurymachus long af-
terwards¹¹⁷ wasmurdered by the Pwhen, as general
of four hundred T, he seized the town of P.

234: 1)is, then, is how the G fought at T-
. Xerxes then sent for Demaratus and questioned
him, saying first, “Demaratus you are a good man. I hold
that proven by the plain truth, for things have turned out no
differently than you foretold. Now, tell me this: how many
L are le, and how many of them are war-
riors like these? or is it so with them all?” 2)“My king,” said
Demaratus, “the number of the L is great,
and so too the number of their cities. But what youwould like
to know, I will tell you: there is in L a city called
S, a city of about eight thousandmen, all of them equal
to thosewhohave foughthere; the rest of theL-
 are not equal to these, yet they are valiant men.” 3)“And
how, Demaratus,” answered Xerxes, “can we overcome those
men with the least trouble to ourselves? Come, disclose that
to me, for you have been their king and know the plan and
order of their counsels.”

235: 1)“My king,” Demaratus replied, “if you in sincer-
ity ask my counsel, it is but right that I should point out to

¹¹⁷Ed.: In 431; cp. uc. 2.2 ff.
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you the best way. It is this, namely that you should send three
hundred ships of your fleet to the L land. 2)ere
is an island lying off their coasts called C. Chilon, a
man of much wisdom among us, says about it that it would be
better for the S if C were beneath the sea
rather than above it. is he said because he expected that it
would provide an opportunity for attack just as I am suggest-
ing—not that he had any foreknowledge of your force, but
he dreaded all men’s forces alike. 3)Let them then make that
island their station and set out from there to strike fear into
the L. If these have a war of their own on
their borders, you will have no cause to fear that they will send
men to save the rest of H from being overrun by your
armies; furthermore, the enslavement of the rest of H
mustweakenL if it is le to stand alone. 4)If, however,
you do not do this, then expect what I will now tell you: a nar-
row isthmus leads to the P; all the P-
 will be banded together there against you, and you
may expect battles more stubborn than those that you have
fought already. But if you do as I have said, then youmay have
that isthmus and all their cities without striking a blow.”

236: 1)Next spoke Achaemenes, Xerxes’ brother and ad-
miral of the fleet; it chanced that he was present during their
conversation, and he feared that Xerxes would be persuaded
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to follow Demaratus’ counsel. “O king,” he said, “I see that
you are listening to a man who is jealous of your good fortune
or is perhaps even a traitor to your cause. ese are the ways
that are dear to the hearts of all G: they are jealous of
success and they hate power. 2)No, if aer the recent calamity
which has wrecked four hundred of your ships you send away
three hundred more from your fleet to sail round the P-
, your enemies will be enough to do battle with you;
while your fleet is united, however, it is invincible, and your
enemies will not be so many as to be enough to fight; more-
over, all your navy will be a help to your army and your army
to your navy, both moving together. If you separate some of
your fleet fromyourself, youwill be of nouse to them, nor they
to you. 3)My counsel is rather that you make your own plans
well, and take no account of the business of your adversaries,
what battlefields they will choose, what they will do, and how
many they are. ey are able enough to think for themselves,
andwe similarly for ourselves. As for the L,
if they meet the P in the field, they will in no way re-
pair their most recent losses.”

237: 1)“Achaemenes,” Xerxes answered, “I think that you
speak well, and I will do as you counsel. Despite the fact that
your advice is better thanhis, Demaratus does saywhat he sup-
poses to be most serviceable to me, 2)for assuredly I will never
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believe that he is no friend to my cause. I believe this of him
because of all that he has already said and by what is the truth,
namely, that if one citizen prospers, another citizen is jealous
of him and shows his enmity by silence, and no one, (except
if he has attained the height of excellence; and such are sel-
dom seen) if his own townsman asks for counsel, will give him
what he thinks to be the best advice. 3)If one stranger prospers,
however, another stranger is beyond all men his well-wisher
and will, if he is asked, impart to him the best counsel he has.
It is for this reason that I bid you all to refrain frommaligning
Demaratus, seeing that he is a stranger and a friend.”

238: 1)Having spoken in this way, Xerxes passed over the
place where the dead lay and hearing that Leonidas had been
king and general of the L, he gave orders to
cut offhis head and impale it. 2)It is plain tome by this piece of
evidence among many others, that while Leonidas lived, king
Xerxes was more incensed against him than against all others;
otherwise he would never have dealt so outrageously with his
dead body, for the P are beyond allmen known in the
habit of honoring valiant warriors. ey, then, who received
these orders did as I have said.

239: 1)I return now to that place in my history where it
earlier le off.¹¹⁸ e L were the first to be

¹¹⁸Ed.: Hdt. 7.220, where Herodotus mentioned the bare fact of the
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informed that the king was equipping himself to attack H-
; with this knowledge it was that they sent to the oracle at
D, where they received the answer about which I spoke
a littlewhile ago. Now theway inwhich theywere informedof
this was strange. 2)Demaratus son of Ariston, an exile among
the M, was, as I suppose (reason being also my ally), no
friend to theL, and I leave it tobe imagined
whether what he did was done out of goodwill or spiteful tri-
umph. When Xerxes was resolved to march against H,
Demaratus, who was then at S and had knowledge of this,
desired to send word of it to the L. 3)He,
however, feared detection and had no other way of inform-
ing them than this trick:—taking a double tablet, he scraped
away the wax from it, and then wrote the king’s plan on the
wood. Next he melted the wax back again over the writing,
so that the bearer of this seemingly blank tablet might not
be troubled by the way-wardens. 4)When the tablet came to
L, the L could not guess its
meaning, until at last (as I have been told) Gorgo, Cleomenes’
daughter and Leonidas’ wife, discovered the trick herself and
advised them to scrape the wax away so that they would find
writing on the wood. When they did so, they found and read

S getting early intelligence of Xerxes’ plans against G. Now
he completes the story.
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the message, and presently sent it to the rest of the G.
is is the story, as it is told.
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VIII
1: 1)e G appointed to serve in the fleet were these:
theA furnished a hundred and twenty-seven ships;
the P manned these ships with the A,
not that they had any knowledge of seamanship, but be-
cause of mere valor and zeal. e C furnished
forty ships and the M twenty; 2)the C-
 manned twenty, the A furnishing the ships;
the A eighteen, the S twelve, the
L ten, the E eight, the E-
 seven, the T five, the S two,
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and the C two, and two fiy-oared barks; the O-
 L brought seven fiy-oared barks to their aid.

2: 1)ese are the forces which came to A for
battle, and I have now shown how they individually furnished
the whole sum. e number of ships mustered at A-
 was two hundred and seventy-one, besides the fiy-
oared barks. 2)e S, however, provided the admiral
who had the chief command, Eurybiades, son of Euryclides,
for the allies said that if the L were not their leader,
theywould rathermake an end of the fleet thatwas assembling
than be led by the A.

3: 1)In the first days, before the sending to S for
alliance, there had been talk of entrusting the command at
sea to the A. However, when the allies resisted,
the A waived their claim, considering the safety of
H of prime importance and seeing that if they quar-
relled over the leadership, H must perish. In this they
judged rightly, for civil strife is as muchworse than united war
as war is worse than peace. 2)Knowing that, they gave ground
andwaived their claim, but only so long as they had great need
of the others. is is clear, for when they had driven the P-
 back and the battle was no longer for their territory but
for his, they made a pretext of Pausanias’ highhandedness and
took the command away from the L. All
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that, however, took place later.
4: 1)But now, the G who had at last come to

A saw amultitude of ships launched at A
and forces everywhere, and contrary to all expectation, the
barbarian was shown to be in much different shape than they
had supposed. ey accordingly lost heart and began to delib-
erate about flight from A homewards into H-
. 2)en the E, noticing that they were mak-
ing such plans, entreated Eurybiades to wait a little while, till
they themselves had removed their children and households.
When they could not prevail with him, they tried another
way and gave emistocles, the A admiral, a bribe
of thirty talents on the condition that the G fleet should
remain there and fight, when they fought, to defend E.

5: 1)is was the way in which emistocles made the
G stay where they were: he gave Eurybiades for his
share five talents of that money, as though he were making the
present of his own money. When Eurybiades had been won
over in thisway, noneof the restwas inclined to resist saveAdi-
mantus, son of Ocytus, the C admiral, who said
that hewould not remain but sail away fromA; to
him emistocles, adding an oath, said: 2)“No, you of all men
will not desert us, for I will give you a greater gi than the king
of theMwould send you for deserting your allies.” With
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that he sent three talents of silver to Adimantus ship. 3)ese
two, then, were won over by gis, the E got what
theywanted, andemistocles himself was the gainer. Noone
knew that he had kept the rest of the money, and those who
had received a part of it supposed that it had been sent for that
purpose by the A.

6: 1)So the G remained in E and fought
there; this came about as I will now reveal. Having arrived
at A in the early part of the aernoon, the barbarians
saw for themselves the few G ships that they had already
heardwere stationedoff A, and theywere eager to
attack so that theymight take them. 2)eywere not prepared
to make a head-on attack since they feared that the G
would see them coming and turn to flee with night close upon
them as they fled; it was their belief that the G would
save themselves by flight, and they did not want even so much
as a firebearer to be saved.

7: 1)Taking these things into consideration, they devised
the following plan; separating two hundred ships from the
whole number, they sent them to cruise outside S so
that the enemies might not see them sailing round E
and by way of C round G to the E-
 so that they might catch the G between them, the
one part holding that course and barring the retreat, and they
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themselves attacking in front. 2)Uponmaking these plans they
sent the appointed ships on their way, intending not to make
an attack upon the G either on that day or before the
signal should be seen, whereby the ships that sailed roundwere
to declare their coming. So they sent those ships to sail round,
and set about counting the rest at A.

8: 1)Now when they were engaged in this count, there
was in the fleet one Scyllias, a man of S; he was the
best diver of the time, and in the shipwreck at P he had
saved for the P much of their possessions and gotten
much for himself in addition; this Scyllias had before now, it
would seem, intended to desert to the G, but he never
had had so fair an occasion as now. 2)By what means he did at
last make his way to the G, I cannot with exactness say.
If the story is true, it is marvellous indeed, for it is said that he
dove into the sea at A and never rose to the surface till
he came to A, thus passing underneath the sea for
about eighty furlongs. 3)ere are many tales about this man,
some similar to lies and some true, but as regards the present
business it is my opinion that he came to A in a
boat. Aer arriving, he straightway told the admirals the story
of the shipwreck, and of the ships that had been sent round
E.

9: 1)Hearing that, the G took counsel together;
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there was much talk, but the opinion prevailed that they
should remain and encamp where they were for that day, and
then, aer midnight, to put to sea and meet the ships which
were sailing around. Presently, however, meeting with no op-
position, they waited for the late aernoon of the day and
themselves advanced their ships against the barbarian, desir-
ing to put to the proof his fashion of fighting and the art of
breaking the line.

10: 1)When Xerxes’ men and their generals saw the
G bearing down on them with but a few ships, they
thought that theywere definitelymad andput out to sea them-
selves, thinking that they would win an easy victory; this ex-
pectation was very reasonable, since they saw that the G
ships so fewwhile their ownweremany timesmore numerous
and more seaworthy. With this assurance, they hemmed in
the G in their midst. 2)Now all the I who were
friendly to the G came unwillingly to the war and were
distressed to see theG surrounded. ey supposed that
not one of them would return home, so powerless did the
G seem to them to be. 3)ose who were glad about
the business, however, vied each with each that he might be
the first to take an Attic ship and receive gis from the king,
for it was the A of whom there wasmost talk in the
fleet.
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11: 1)But the G, when the signal was given them,
first drew the sterns of their ships together, their prows turned
towards the foreigners; then at the second signal they put their
hands to the work, despite the fact that they were hemmed in
within a narrow space and were fighting face-to-face. 2)ere
they took thirty of the foreigners ships as well as the brother
of Gorgus king of S, Philaon son of Chersis, a man of
note in the fleet. efirstG to take an enemy shipwas an
A, Lycomedes, son of Aeschraeus, and he it was who
received the prize for valor. 3)ey fought that sea-fight with
doubtful issue, and nightfall ended the battle; the G
sailed back toA, and the barbarians toA,
aer faring far below their hopes in the fight. In that battle
Antidorus of L, the only one of the G siding
with the P, deserted to the G, and for that the
A gave him land in S.

12: 1)Whendarkness came on, the season being thenmid-
summer, there was abundance of rain all through the night
and violent thunderings from P. e dead and the
wrecks were driven towards A, where they were en-
tangled with the ships’ prows and jumbled the blades of the
oars. 2)e ships crews who were there were dismayed by the
noise of this, and considering their present bad state, expected
utter destruction; for before theyhad recovered from the ship-
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wreck and the storm off P, they next endured a stub-
born sea-fight, and aer the sea-fight, rushing rain andmighty
torrents pouring seaward and violent thunderings.

13: 1)is is how the night dealt with them. To thosewho
were appointed to sail round E, however, that same
night was still more cruel since it caught them on the open
sea. eir end was a terrible one, for when the storm and the
rain cameon them in their course off theHollows of E,
they were driven by the wind in an unknown direction and
were driven onto the rocks. All this was done by the god so
that the P powermight bemore equallymatchedwith
the G, and not much greater than it.

14: 1)ese men, then, perished at the Hollows of E-
. As for the barbarians at A, when to their great
comfort the day dawned, they kept their ships unmoved, be-
ing in their evil plight well content to do nothing for the mo-
ment. Now fiy-three Attic ships came to aid the G,
2)who were encouraged both by the ships coming and by the
news that the barbarians sailing round E had all per-
ished in the recent storm. ey waited then for the same hour
as before, and fell upon certainC ships when they put
to sea. Aer destroying these when night fell, they sailed back
to A.

15: 1)On the third day, however, the barbarian admirals,
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finding it hard to bear that so few ships should do them hurt
and fearing Xerxes’ anger, waited no longer for the G
to begin the fight, but gave the word and put out to sea
about midday. So it came to pass that these sea-battles were
fought on the samedays as the land-battles atT;
2)the seamen’s whole endeavor was to hold the Ewhile
Leonidas’ men strove to guard the passage; the G were
ordered to give the barbarian no entry into H, and the
P to destroy the G host and win the strait.

16: 1)So when Xerxes’ men ordered their battle and ad-
vanced, the G remained in their station off A-
, and the barbariansmade a half circle of their ships striv-
ing to encircle and enclose them. At that theG charged
and joined battle. In that sea-fight both had equal success.
2)Xerxes’ fleet did itself harm by its numbers and size. e
ships were thrown into confusion and ran foul of each other;
nevertheless they held fast and did not yield, for they could
not bear to be put to flight by a few ships. 3)Many were the
G ships and men that perished there, and far more yet
of the foreigners’ ships and men; this is how they fought until
they drew off and parted from each other.

17: 1)In that sea-fight of all Xerxes’ fighters the E-
 conducted themselves with the greatest valor; besides
other great feats of arms which they achieved, they took
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five G ships together with their crews. As regards the
G, it was the Awho bore themselves best on
that day, and of the Athenians Clinias son of Alcibiades. He
brought to the war two hundred men and a ship of his own,
all at his own expense.

18: 1)So they parted, and each hurried gladly to his own
place of anchorage. When the G had withdrawn and
come out of the battle, they were le in possession of the dead
and the wrecks. ey had, however, had a rough time of it
themselves, chiefly the A, half of whose ships had
suffered some damage. Now their counsel was to flee to the
inner waters of H

19: 1)emistocles thought that if the I and C-
 nations were removed from the forces of the barbarians,
the G might be strong enough to prevail over the rest.
Now it was the custom of the E to drive their flocks
down to the sea there. Gathering the admirals together, he
told them that he thought he had a device whereby he hoped
todrawaway thebest of theking’s allies. 2)Somuchhe revealed
for the moment, but merely advised them to let everyone slay
as many from the E flocks as he wanted; it was better
that the fleet should have them, than the enemy. Moreover, he
counselled them each to order hismen to light a fire; as for the
time of their departure from that place, he would see to it that
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they would return to H unscathed. All this they agreed
to do and immediately lit fires and set upon the flocks.

20: 1)Now the E had neglected the oracle of
Bacis, believing it to be empty of meaning, and neither by car-
rying away nor by bringing in anything had they shown that
they feared an enemy’s coming. In so doing theywere the cause
of their own destruction, 2)for Bacis’ oracle concerning this
matter runs as follows

When a strange-tongued man casts a yoke of papyrus on the
waves,

en take care to keep bleating goats far from the coasts of
E

To these verses the E gave no heed; but in the
evils then present and soon to come they suffered the greatest
calamity.

21: 1)While the G were doing as I have said, there
came to them their lookout fromT. ere was a scout
at A, one Polyas, a native of A, who
was charged (and had a rowing boat standing ready for it),
if the fleet should suffer a reverse to declare it to the men at
T. Similarly, if any ill should befall the land
army, Abronichus son of Lysicles, an A, was with
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Leonidas, ready for his part to bring the news in a thirty-oared
bark to the G at A. 2)So this Abronichus
came and declared to them the fate of Leonidas and his army.
When the G learned this, they no longer delayed their
departure but went their ways in their appointed order, the
C first and last of all the A.

22: 1)emistocles, however, picked out the seaworthi-
est A ships and made his way to the places where
drinkingwater could be found. Here he engraved on the rocks
words which the I read on the next day when they
came to A. is was what the writing said: “Men
of I, you do wrongly to fight against the land of your fa-
thers and bring slavery upon H. 2)It would best for you
to join yourselves to us, but if that should be impossible for
you, then at least now withdraw from the war, and entreat the
C to do the same as you. If neither of these thingsmay
be and you are fast bound by such constraint that you can-
not rebel, yet we ask you not to use your full strength in the
day of battle. Remember that you are our sons and that our
quarrel with the barbarian was of your making in the begin-
ning.” 3)To my thinking emistocles wrote this with a dou-
ble intent, namely that if the king knew nothing of the writ-
ing, itmight induce the I to change sides and joinwith
the G, while if the writing were maliciously reported to
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Xerxes, he might thereby be led to mistrust the I and
keep them out of the sea-fights.

23: 1)Such was emistocles’ writing. Immediately aer
this there came to thebarbarians amanof H in aboat,
telling them of the flight of the G from A.
Not believing this, they kept the bringer of the news in con-
finement and sent swi ships to spy out the matter. When the
crews of these brought word of the truth, the whole armada
sailed all together toA at the crack of dawn. Here
they waited till midday and then sailed to H. Upon
their arrival they tookpossession of theH’ city and
overran all the villages on the seaboard of the E re-
gion, which is a district belonging to H.

24: 1)While they were there, Xerxes sent a herald to the
fleet. Before sending him, Xerxes had made the following
preparations: of all his own soldiers who had fallen at T-
 (that is, as many as twenty thousand) he le about
a thousand, and the rest he buried in trenches, which he cov-
ered with leaves and heaped earth so that the men of the fleet
might not see them. 2)When the herald had crossed over to
H, he assembled all the men of the fleet and said:
“Men of our allies, King Xerxes permits any one of you who
should so desire to leave his place and come to see how he
fights against those foolishmenwho thought they could over-
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come the king’s power.”
25: 1)Aer this proclamation, there was nothing so hard

to get as a boat, so many were they who wanted to see this.
ey crossed over and went about viewing the dead. All of
them supposed that the fallen G were all L-
 and T, though helots were also there for
them to see. 2)For all that, however, those who crossed over
werenot deceivedbywhatXerxes haddonewithhis owndead,
for the thingwas truly ridiculous; of theP a thousand
lay dead before their eyes, but the G lay all together as-
sembled in one place, to the number of four thousand. 3)All
that day they spent in observation, and on the next the ship-
men returned to their fleet at H while Xerxes’ army
set forth on its march.

26: 1)ere had come to them a few deserters, men of A-
, lacking a livelihood and desirous to find some service.
Bringing thesemen into the king’s presence, the P in-
quired of themwhat the G were doing, there being one
whoput this question in thenameof all. 2)When theA-
 told them that the G were holding the O
festival and viewing sports and horseraces, the P asked
what was the prize offered, for which they contended. ey
told him of the crown of olive that was given to the victor.
en Tigranes son of Artabanus uttered a most noble saying
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(but the king deemed him a coward for it); 3)when he heard
that the prize was not money but a crown, he could not hold
his peace, but cried, “Good heavens, Mardonius, what kind
of men are these that you have pitted us against? It is not for
money they contend but for glory of achievement!” Such was
Tigranes’ saying.

27: 1)In the meantime, immediately aer the misfortune
at T, the T sent a herald to the
P, because they bore an old grudge against themand
still more because of their latest disaster. 2)Now a few years
before the king’s expedition, the T and their al-
lies had invaded P with their whole army but had been
worsted and roughly handled by the P. 3)When
the P were besieged on P, they had with
them the diviner Tellias of E; Tellias devised a stratagem
for them: he covered six hundred of the bravest P
with gypsum, themselves and their armor, and led them to at-
tack theT by night, bidding them slaywhomever
they should see not whitened. 4)e T sentinels
were the first to see these men and to flee for fear, suppos-
ing falsely that it was something supernatural, and aer the
sentinels the whole army fled as well. e P made
themselves masters of four thousand dead, and their shields,
of which they dedicated half at A and the rest at D.
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5)A tithe of what they won in that fight went to the making of
the great statues that stand around the tripod in front of the
shrine at D, and there are others like them dedicated at
A.

28: 1)is is what the besieged P did with the
T footsoldiers. When the T horse-
men rode into their country, the P did them mortal
harm; they dug a great pit in the pass near H and
put empty jars inside it. ey then covered it with earth till
all was like the rest of the ground and awaited the onset of the
T. ese rode on intending to sweep the P-
 before them, and fell in among the jars, whereby their
horses’ legs were broken.

29: 1)ese two deeds had never been forgiven by the
T, and now they sent a herald with this message:
“Men of P, it is time now that you confess yourselves
to be no match for us. 2)We were even formerly preferred
to you by the G, as long as we were on their side, and
now we bear such weight with the foreigner that it lies in our
power to have you deprived of your lands and to have you en-
slaved. Nevertheless, althoughwe could easily do these things,
we bear you no ill-will for the past. Pay us fiy talents of silver
for what you did, and we promise to turn aside what threatens
your land.”
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30: 1)is was the T’ offer. e P
alone of all that region would not take the P’ side,
and that for noother reason (if I argue correctly) than their ha-
tred of theT. 2)Had theT aided the
G side, then the P would certainly have stood
for the P. ey replied to the offer of the T-
 that they would give nomoney; they could do as the
T did and take the P part, if for any cause
they so wished, but they would not willingly betray the cause
of H.

31: 1)When this answer was returned to them, the T-
 in their wrath against the P began to guide
the barbarian on his march. From the lands of T they
broke into Doris; there is a narrow tongue of Dorian land
stretching that way, about thirty furlongs wide, between the
M territory and the P, which in old time was
D. is region is the motherland of the D
of the P. To this Dorian territory the barbar-
ians did no harm at their invasion, for the people took the
P side, and the T would not have them
harmed.

32: 1)When they entered P fromDoris, they could
not take the P themselves, for some of the P-
 ascended to the heights of P. e peak of
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P called T, which rises by itself near the
townNeon, has roomenough for amultitude of people. Itwas
there that they carried their goods and themselves ascended to
it, 2)but most of them made their way out of the country to
the O L, where the town of A lies
above the C plain. e barbarians, while the T-
 so guided their army, overran the whole of P.
All that came within their power they laid waste to and burnt,
setting fire to towns and temples.

33: 1)Marching this way down the river C, they
ravaged everything that lay in their way, burning the towns
of D, C, E, T, A-
, N, P, T, E, H,
P, and A, where there was a richly endowed
temple of Apollo, provided with wealth of treasure and offer-
ings. ere was also then as now a place of divination at this
place. is temple, too, they plundered and burnt, and they
pursued and caught some of the P near the moun-
tains. Certain women too perished because of the multitude
of their violators.

34: 1)Passing P, the foreigners came to
P. ere their army parted into two companies. e
greater and stronger part of the host marched with Xerxes
himself towards A and broke into the territory of O-
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 in B. Now the whole population of
B took the P side, and men of M
sent by Alexander safeguarded their towns, each in his ap-
pointed place; the reason of the safeguarding was that Xerxes
should see that the B were on the P side.

35: 1)So this part of the barbarian armymarched as I have
said, and others set forth with guides for the temple at D-
, keeping P on their right. ese, too, laidwaste
to every part of P which they occupied, burning the
towns of the P and D and A. 2)e
purpose of their parting from the rest of the army and march-
ing this way was that they might plunder the temple at D-
 and lay its wealth before Xerxes, who (as I have been told)
had better knowledge of the most notable possessions in the
temple than of what he had le in his own palace, chiefly the
offerings of Croesus son of Alyattes; so many had always spo-
ken of them.

36: 1)When the D learned all this, they were
very much afraid, and in their great fear they inquired of the
oracle whether they should bury the sacred treasure in the
ground or take it away to another country. e god told them
to move nothing, saying that he was able to protect what be-
longed to him. 2)Upon hearing that, the D took
thought for themselves. ey sent their children and women
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overseas to A. Most of themenwent up to the peaks of
P and carried their goods into theC cave,
but some escaped to A in L. In short, all the
D le the town save sixty men and the prophet.

37: 1)Now when the barbarians drew near and could see
the temple, the prophet, whose name was Aceratus, saw cer-
tain sacred arms, which no man might touch without sacri-
lege, brought out of the chamber within and laid before the
shrine. 2)So he went to tell the D of this miracle,
but when the barbarians came with all speed near to the tem-
ple ofAthenaPronaea, theywere visited bymiracles yet greater
than the aforesaid. Marvellous indeed it is, that weapons of
war should of their own motion appear lying outside in front
of the shrine, but the visitationwhich followedwasmorewon-
drous than anything else ever seen. 3)When the barbarians
were near to the temple of Athena Pronaea, they were struck
by thunderbolts from the sky, and two peaks broken off from
P came rushing among them with a mighty noise
and overwhelmed many of them. In addition to this a shout
and a cry of triumph were heard from the temple of Athena.

38: 1)All of this together struck panic into the barbarians,
and the D, perceiving that they fled, descended
upon them and killed a great number. e survivors fled
straight to B. ose of the barbarians who returned
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said (as I have been told) that they had seen other divine signs
besides what I have just described: twomen-at-arms of stature
greater than human,they said, had come aer them, slaying
and pursuing.

39: 1)ese two, say the D, were the native
heroes Phylacus and Autonous, whose precincts are near the
temple, Phylacus’ by the road itself above the shrine of Athena
Pronaea, and Autonous’ near the C spring, under
the H P. 2)e rocks that fell from P-
 were yet to be seen in my day, lying in the precinct of
Athena Pronaea, from where their descent through the for-
eigners’ ranks had hurled them. Such, then, was the manner
of those men’s departure from the temple.

40: 1)At the request of the A, the fleet of the
H came from A and put in at S.
e A requested them to put in at S so
that they take their children and women out of A and
also take counsel what they should do. ey had been disap-
pointed in their plans, so they were going to hold a council
about the current state of affairs. 2)ey expected to find the
entire population of the P in B await-
ing the barbarian, but they found no such thing. ey learned
that they were fortifying the Isthmus instead and considered
the defense of the P the most important thing,
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disregarding all the rest. When the A learned this,
they asked the fleet to put in at S.

41: 1)While the others put in at S, the A-
 landed in their own country. When they arrived, they
made a proclamation that every A should save his
children and servants as he best could. ereupon most of
them sent the members of their households to T, and
some toA and S. 2)eywere anxious to get ev-
erything out safely because theywished to obey the oracle, and
also not least because of this: the A say that a great
snake lives in the sacred precinct guarding the acropolis. ey
say this and even put out monthly offerings for it as if it re-
ally existed. e monthly offering is a honey-cake. 3)In all the
time before this the honey-cake had been consumed, but this
time itwas untouched. When the priestess interpreted the sig-
nificance of this, the A were all the more eager to
abandon the city since the goddess had deserted the acropolis.
When they had removed everything to safety, they returned
to the camp.

42: 1)When those from A had put in at
S, the rest of the H fleet learned of this and
streamed in from T, for they had been commanded
to assemble at P, the harbor of T. Many more
ships assembled now than had fought at A, and
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from more cities. 2)e admiral was the same as at A-
, Eurybiades son of Euryclides, a S but not of
royal descent. e ships provided by the A were
by far the most numerous and the most seaworthy.

43: 1)e following took part in the war: from the P-
, the L provided sixteen ships;
the C the same number as at A; the
S furnished fieen ships, the E ten,
the T five, the H three. All of
these except the H are Dorian and M-
 and had last come from E and P and the
D region. e H are D,
driven out of the country now called Doris by Herakles and
the M.

44: 1)ese, then, were the P who took
part in the war. From the mainland outside the P-
 came the following: the A provided more
than all the rest, one hundred and eighty ships. ey pro-
vided these alone, since the P did not fight with
the A at S for this reason: when the H-
 departed from A and were off C,
the P landed on the opposite shore of B
and attended to the removal of their households. In bring-
ing these to safety they were le behind. 2)e A,
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while the P ruled what is now called H,
were P, bearing the name of C. When Ce-
crops was their king theywere calledC, andwhen
Erechtheus succeeded to the rule, they changed their name
and becameA. When, however, Ion son of Xuthus
was commander of the A army, they were called af-
ter him I.

45: 1)e M provided the same number as
at A. e A came to help with
seven ships, and the L, who are D from
C, with three.

46: 1)Of the islanders, the A provided thirty
ships. ey had other manned ships, but they guarded their
own land with these and fought at S with the thirty
most seaworthy. e A are D from E-
, and their island was formerly called O.
2)Aer the A came the C with their
twenty ships from A, and the E with
the same seven; these are I. Next were the C,
I from A, with the same ships as before. 3)e
Nprovided four ships. eyhadbeen sent by their fel-
low citizens to the P, like the rest of the islanders, but
they disregarded their orders and came to the H at
the urging ofDemocritus, an esteemedman among the towns-
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men and at that time captain of a trireme. e N
are I descended fromA. 4)eS pro-
vided the same number of ships as at A, and the
Cone trireme and afiy-oaredboat; these are both
D. e S, S, and M
also took part, since they were the only islanders who had not
given earth and water to the barbarian.

47: 1)All these people who live this side of T
and the A  took part in the war. e T-
 border on the A and L,
who were the ones who came from the most distant coun-
tries to take part in the war. e only ones living beyond
these to help H in its danger were the C,
with one ship. Its captain was Phayllus, three times victor in
the P games. e C are A by
birth.

48: 1)All of these came to the war providing triremes,
except the M and S and S,
who brought fiy-oared boats. e M (who are of
L stock) provided two; the S and
S, who are I fromA, one each. e
total number of ships, besides the fiy-oared boats, was three
hundred and seventy-eight.

49: 1)When the generals from the aforementioned cities,
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met at S, they held a council andEurybiades proposed
that whoever wanted to should give his opinion onwhat place
under their control was most suitable for a sea battle. A-
 was already lost, and he proposed that they consider the
places whichwere le. 2)econsensus ofmost of the speakers
was to sail to the Isthmus and fight at sea for the P-
, giving this reason: if they were defeated in the fight at
S they would be besieged on an island, where no help
could come to them, but if theywere at the Isthmus they could
go ashore to their own lands.

50: 1)While the generals from the P con-
sidered this argument, an A came with the message
that the barbarians had reached A and were destroy-
ing all of it by fire. 2)e army with Xerxes had made its
way through B and burnt the city of the T,
who had abandoned it and gone to the P, and
P likewise. Now the army had come to A and
was devastating everything there. e army burnt T
andPupon learning from theT that they had
not medized.

51: 1)Since the crossing of the H, where the
barbarians began their journey, they had spent one month
there crossing into E and in three more months were
in A, when Calliades was archon at A. 2)When
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they took the town it was deserted, but in the sacred precinct
they found a few A, stewards of the sacred precinct
and poor people, who defended themselves against the as-
sault by fencing the acropolis with doors and logs. ey had
not withdrawn to S not only because of poverty but
also because they thought they had discovered themeaning of
the oracle the Pythia had given, namely that the wooden wall
would be impregnable. ey believed that according to the
oracle this, not the ships, was the refuge.

52: 1)e P took up a position on the hill op-
posite the acropolis, which the A call the Areopa-
gus, andbesieged them in thisway: theywrapped arrows in tar
and set them on fire, and then shot them at the barricade. Still
the besiegedAdefended themselves, although they
had come to the utmost danger and their barricade had failed
them. 2)When the Pisistratids proposed terms of surrender,
they would not listen but contrived defenses such as rolling
down boulders onto the barbarians when they came near the
gates. For a long time Xerxes was at a loss, unable to capture
them.

53: 1)In time a way out of their difficulties was revealed to
the barbarians, since according to the oracle all the mainland
of A had to become subject to the P. In front
of the acropolis, and behind the gates and the ascent, was a
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place where no one was on guard, since no one thought any
man could go up that way. Here some men climbed up, near
the sacred precinct of Cecrops’ daughter Aglaurus, although
the place was a sheer cliff. 2)When the A saw that
they had ascended to the acropolis, some threw themselves off
thewall andwere killed, and others fled into the chamber. e
P who had come up first turned to the gates, opened
them, and murdered the suppliants. When they had levelled
everything, they plundered the sacred precinct and set fire to
the entire acropolis.

54: 1)So it was that Xerxes took complete possession of
A, and he sent a horseman to S to announce his
present success to Artabanus. On the day aer the messenger
was sent, he called together the A exiles who accom-
panied him and asked them go up to the acropolis and per-
form sacrifices in their customary way, an order given because
he had been inspired by a dream or because he felt remorse af-
ter burning the sacred precinct. e A exiles did as
they were commanded.

55: 1)I will tell why I have mentioned this. In that acrop-
olis is a shrine of Erechtheus, called the “Earthborn,” and in
the shrine are an olive tree and a pool of salt water. e story
among theA is that theywere set there byPoseidon
and Athena as tokens when they contended for the land. It
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happened that the olive tree was burnt by the barbarians with
the rest of the sacred precinct, but on the day aer its burning,
when the A ordered by the king to sacrifice went
up to the sacred precinct, they saw a shoot of about a cubit’s
length sprung from the stump, and they reported this.

56: 1)When this business concerning the A
acropolis was announced to theH at S, some
of the P generals became so alarmed that they
did not even wait for the proposed matter to be decided, but
jumped into their ships andhoisted their sails for flight. ose
le behind resolved that the fleet should fight for the Isthmus.
Night fell, and they dissolved the assembly and boarded their
ships.

57: 1)When emistocles returned to his ship, Mne-
siphilus, an A, asked him what had been decided.
Learning from him that they had resolved to sail to the Isth-
mus andfight for the P, he said, 2)“If they depart
from S, youwill no longer be fighting for one country.
Eachwillmake his way to his own city, and neither Eurybiades
nor any other man will be able to keep them from disbanding
the army. H will be destroyed by bad planning. If there
is any way at all that you could persuade Eurybiades to change
his decision and remain here, go try to undo this resolution.”

58: 1)is advice greatly pleased emistocles. He made
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no answer and went to the ship of Eurybiades. When he ar-
rived there, he said he wanted to talk with him on a matter of
common interest, so Eurybiades bade him come aboard and
say what he wanted. 2)emistocles sat next to him and told
him all that he had heard fromMnesiphilus, pretending it was
his own idea and adding many other things. Finally by his en-
treaty he persuaded him to disembark and gather the generals
for a council of war.

59: 1)When they were assembled and before Eurybiades
had a chance to put forward the reason he had called the
generals together, emistocles spoke at length in accordance
with the urgency of his request. While he was speaking,
the C general Adeimantus son of Ocytus said,
“emistocles, at the games those who start before the sig-
nal are beaten with rods.” emistocles said in justification,
“ose le behind win no crown.”

60: 1)He answered the C mildly and said to
Eurybiades nothing ofwhat hehad said before, how if they put
out fromS theywould flee differentways, for it would
be unbecoming for him to accuse the allies in their presence.
Instead he relied on a different argument and said,

1)“It is in your hands to save H, if you will obey me
and remain here to fight, and not obey the words of these oth-
ers and move your ships back to the Isthmus. Compare each
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plan aer you have heard. If you join battle at the Isthmus,
youwill fight in the open sea where it is least to our advantage,
since our ships are heavier and fewer in number. You will also
lose S and M and A, even if we succeed
in all else. eir land army will accompany their fleet, and so
youwill lead them to the P and risk allH.

1)But if you do what I say, you will find it useful in these
ways: first, by engaging many ships with our few in the strait,
we shall win a great victory, if the war turns out reasonably, for
it is to our advantage to fight in a strait and to their advantage
to fight in a wide area. Second, S will survive, where
we have carried our children and women to safety. It also has
in it something you are very fond of: by remaining here you
will be fighting for the P just as much as at the
Isthmus, and you will not lead them to the P, if
you exercise good judgment.

1)If what I expect happens andwewin the victorywith our
ships, you will not have the barbarians upon you at the Isth-
mus. ey will advance no further than A and depart
in no order, and we shall gain an advantage by the survival of
M, A, and S, where it is prophesied that
wewill prevail against our enemies. Menusually succeedwhen
they have reasonable plans. If their plans are unreasonable, the
god does not wish to assent to human intentions.”
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61: 1)As emistocles said this, Adeimantus the
C attacked him again, advising that a man with-
out a city should keep quiet and that Eurybiades should not
ask the vote of a man without a city. He advised emistocles
to contribute his opinion when he provided a city—attacking
him in this way because A was captured and occupied.
2) is time emistocles said many things against him and
the C, declaring that so long as they had two
hundred manned ships, the A had both a city and
a land greater than theirs, and that none of the H
could repel them if they attacked.

62: 1)Next he turned his argument to Eurybiades, saying
more vehemently than before, “If you remain here, you will be
an noble man. If not, you will ruin H. All our strength
for war is in our ships, so listen to me. 2)If you do not do this,
we will immediately gather up our households and travel to
S in I, which has been ours since ancient times, and
the prophecies say we must found a colony there. You will re-
member these words when you are without such allies.”

63: 1)When emistocles said this, Eurybiades changed
his mind. I think he did so chiefly out of fear that the A-
might desert them if they set sail for the Isthmus. If the
A le, the rest would be no match for the enemy,
so he made the choice to remain there and fight.
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64: 1)Aer this skirmish of words, since Eurybiades had
so resolved, the men at S prepared to fight where they
were. At sunrise on the next day there was an earthquake on
land and sea, 2)and they resolved to pray to the gods and sum-
mon the sons of Aeacus as allies. When they had so resolved,
they did as follows: they prayed to all the gods, called Ajax
and Telamon to come straight from S, and sent a ship
to A for Aeacus and his sons.

65: 1)Dicaeus son of eocydes, an A exile who
had become important among the M, said that at the
timewhen the land of Awas being laidwaste byXerxes’
army and there were no A in the country, he was
with Demaratus the L on the T
plain and saw advancing from E a cloud of dust as if
raised by the feet of about thirty thousand men. ey mar-
velled at what men might be raising such a cloud of dust and
immediately heard a cry. e cry seemed to be the “Iacchus”
of the mysteries, 2)and when Demaratus, ignorant of the rites
of E, asked him what was making this sound, Dicaeus
said, “Demaratus, there is no way that some great disaster will
not befall the king’s army. Since A is deserted, it is ob-
vious that this voice is divine and comes fromE to help
the A and their allies. 3)If it descends upon the
P, the king himself and his army on the main-
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land will be endangered. If, however, it turns towards the
ships at S, the king will be in danger of losing his
fleet. 4)Every year theA observe this festival for the
Mother and the Maiden, and any A or other H-
 who wishes is initiated. e voice which you hear is the
‘Iacchus’ they cry at this festival.” To this Demaratus replied,
“Keep silent and tell this to no one else. 5)If these words of
yours are reported to the king, you will lose your head, and
neither I nor any other man will be able to save you, so be
silent. e gods will see to the army.” 6)us he advised, and
aer the dust and the cry came a cloud, which rose alo and
floated away towards S to the camp of theH.
In this way they understood that Xerxes’ fleet was going to be
destroyed. Dicaeus son of eocydes used to say this, appeal-
ing to Demaratus and others as witnesses.

66: 1)When those stationed with Xerxes’ fleet had been
to see theLdisaster atT, they crossed
over fromT toH,waited three days, and then
sailed through the E, and in threemore days they were
at P, the port of A. I think no less a num-
ber invaded A by land and sea than came to Sepias and
T. 2)ose killed by the storm, at T-
, and in the naval battles at A, I offset with
those who did not yet follow the king: theM andD-
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 and L and the whole force of B ex-
cept the T and P; and the C
andA andT and all the rest of the islanders,
except thefive citieswhosenames I previouslymentioned. e
farther intoH thePadvanced, themorenations
followed him.

67: 1)All these came to A except the P.
e P stayed behind in C watching to see
whichway thewar turned out. When the rest of them reached
P, Xerxes himself went down to the ships, wishing
tomixwith the sailors and hear their opinions. 2)He came and
sat on his throne, and present at his summons were the tyrants
of all the peoples and the company leaders from the fleet. ey
sat according to the honor which the king had granted each
of them, first the king of S, then the king of T, then
the rest. When they sat in order one aer another, Xerxes sent
Mardonius to test each by asking if they should fight at sea.

68: 1)Mardonius went about questioning them, starting
with the S, and all the others were unanimous, ad-
vising to fight at sea, but Artemisia said,

1)“Tell the king, Mardonius, that I, who neither was most
cowardly in the sea battles off E nor performed the
least feats of arms, say this: ‘Master, it is just for me to declare
my real opinion, what I consider to be best for your cause. And
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I say to you this: spare your ships, anddonot fight at sea. eir
men are as much stronger than your men by sea as men are
stronger than women. 2)Why is it so necessary for you to risk
everything byfighting at sea? Do younot possessA, for
which you set out on this march, and do you not have the rest
of H? No one stands in your way. ose who opposed
you have received what they deserved.

1)I will tell you how I think the affairs of your enemies will
turnout: If youdonothurry tofight at sea, but keep your ships
here and stay near land, or even advance into the P-
, then, my lord, you will easily accomplish what you had
inmindon coming here. 2)eH are not able to hold
out against you for a long time, but you will scatter them, and
they will each flee to their own cities. I have learned that they
have no food on this island, and it is not likely, if you lead your
army against the P, that those of themwho have
come from there will sit still, nor will they care to fight at sea
for A.

1)But if you hurry to fight at sea immediately, I fear that
your fleet if reduced to cowardicemay also injure your armyon
land. In addition, my King, take this to heart: Good people’s
slaves tend to be base, and the slaves of the base tend to be
good. You, who are best among men, have base slaves, who
are accounted your allies, the E andC and
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C and P, who are of no use at all.’”
69: 1)When she said this to Mardonius, all who were well

disposed towards Artemisia lamented her words, thinking she
would suffer some ill from the king because she advised against
fighting at sea. osewhowere jealous and enviedher, because
she was given honor among the chief of all the allies, were glad
at her answer, thinking she would be killed. 2)But when the
counsels were reported to Xerxes, he was greatly pleased by
Artemisia’s opinion. Even before this he had considered her of
excellent character, and nowhe praised hermuchmore highly.
Still he ordered that the majority be obeyed, for he believed
that at E they had purposely fought badly because he
was not there. is time he had made preparations to see the
battle in person.

70: 1)When the command to put out to sea was given,
they set sail for S and were calmly marshalled in line.
ere was not enough daylight le for them to fight, since
night came on, so they made preparations for the next day.
2) Fear and dread possessed the H, especially those
from the P. ey were afraid because they were
stationed in S and were about to fight at sea on behalf
of the land of the A, and if they were defeated they
would be trapped on an island and besieged, leaving their own
land unguarded.
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71: 1)at very night the land army of the barbarians be-
gan marching to the P. Yet every possible de-
vice had been used to prevent the barbarians from invading
by the mainland. As soon as the P learned
that Leonidas and hismen at Twere dead, they
ran together from their cities and took up their position at
the Isthmus. eir general was Cleombrotus son of Anaxan-
drides, the brother of Leonidas. 2) When they were in po-
sition at the Isthmus, they demolished the S road
and then, aer resolving in council, built a wall across the Isth-
mus. Since there were many tens of thousands and everyone
worked, the taskwas completed, as they brought in stones and
bricks and logs and baskets full of sand. At no moment of the
day or night did those who had marched out there rest from
their work.

72: 1)ese were the H who marched out in a
body to the Isthmus: the L and all the A-
, the E andC and S
and E and P andT and
H. ese were the ones who marched out and
feared for H in her peril. e rest of the P-
 cared nothing, though the Olympian and Carnean
festivals were now past.

73: 1)Seven nations inhabit the P. Two of
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these are aboriginal and are now settled in the landwhere they
lived in the old days, the A and C. One
nation, the A, has never le the P, but
it has le its own country and inhabits another nation’s land.
2)e four remaining nations of the seven are immigrants,
theD andA andD andL-
. eDhavemany famous cities, theA
only E, the D H and A near L-
 C, the L all the P.
3)e C are aboriginal and seem to be the only I-
, but they have been Dorianized by time and by A-
 rule. ey are the O and the perioikoi. All the
remaining cities of these seven nations, except those I enumer-
ated, stayed neutral. If I may speak freely, by staying neutral
they medized.

74: 1)ose at the Isthmus were involved in so great a la-
bor, since all they had was at stake and they did not expect
the ships to win distinction. ose at S heard of their
labors but still were full of dread, fearing not for themselves
but for the P. 2)For a time each man talked qui-
etly to his neighbor, wondering at Eurybiades’ folly, but finally
it came out into the open. ey held an assembly and talked at
length on the samematters as before: some said theymust sail
away to the P and risk battle for that country,
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not stay and fight for a captured land; but the A
and A and M said they must stay and
defend themselves.

75: 1)When the P were outvoting him,
emistocles secretly le the assembly, and sent aman by boat
to the Median fleet aer ordering him what to say. His name
was Sicinnus, and he was emistocles’ servant and his sons’
attendant. Later emistocles enrolled him as a T,
when the T were adopting citizens, and made him
wealthy with money. 2)He now came by boat and said to the
generals of the barbarians, “e A general has sent
me without the knowledge of the other H. He is
on the king’s side and prefers that your affairs prevail, not the
H’. I am to tell you that the H are terrified
and plan flight, and you can now perform the finest deed of
all if you do not allow them to escape. 3)ey do not all have
the same intent, and they will no longer oppose you. Instead
you will see them fighting against themselves, those who are
on your side against those who are not.” Aer indicating this
to them he departed.

76: 1)Finding themessage credible, they first landedmany
of the P on the islet of P, which lies be-
tween S and the mainland. When it was midnight,
they brought their western wing in a circle towards S,
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and those stationed at C and C also put out
to sea, occupying all the passage as far as M with
their ships. 2)ey launched their ships in this way so that
the H would have no escape: they would be trapped
at S and pay the penalty for the battles at A-
. e purpose of their landing P on the islet
called Pwas this: when the battle took place, it was
chiefly there that themenandwreckswouldbewashed ashore,
for the island lay in the path of the impending battle. eP-
would be able to save some of thosewhowashed up and
kill the others. 3) ey did this in silence for fear that their en-
emies hear, making their preparations at night without sleep.

77: 1)I cannot say against oracles that they are not true,
and I do not wish to try to discredit them when they speak
plainly. Look at the following matter:

When the sacred headland of golden-sworded Artemis and
C by the sea they bridge with ships,
Aer sacking shiny A in mad hope,

Divine Justice will extinguish mighty Greed the son of
Insolence

Lusting terribly, thinking to devour all.

2)
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Bronze will come together with bronze, and Ares
Will redden the sea with blood. To H the day of

freedom
Far-seeing Zeus and august Victory will bring.

Considering this, I dare to say nothing against Bacis con-
cerning oracles when he speaks so plainly, nor will I consent
to it by others.

78: 1)Among the generals at S there was fierce ar-
gument. ey did not yet know that the barbarians had encir-
cled them with their ships, supposing them still marshalled in
the place where they had seen them by day.

79: 1)As the generals disputed, Aristides son of Lysi-
machus, an A, crossed over from A. Al-
though he had been ostracized by the people, I, learning by
inquiry of his character, have come to believe that he was the
best andmost justman inA. 2)isman stood at the as-
sembly and calledemistocles out, althoughhewas no friend
of his, but his bitter enemy. Because of the magnitude of the
present ills, he deliberately forgot all that and called him out,
wanting to talk to him. He had already heard that those from
the P were anxious to set sail for the Isthmus,
3)so when emistocles came out he said, “On all occasions
and especially now our contention must be over which of us
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will do our country more good. 4)I say that it is all the same
for the P to speak much or little about sail-
ing away fromhere, for I have seenwithmy own eyes that even
if the C and Eurybiades himself wanted to, they
would not be able to escape. We are encircled by the enemy.
Go in and indicate this to them.”

80: 1)emistocles answered, “Your exhortation is most
useful and you bring good news. You have come as an eye-
witness of just what I wanted to happen. Know that I am the
cause of what the M are doing. When the H
would notwillingly enter battle, it was necessary to force them
against their will. Since you have come bringing good news,
tell it to them yourself. 2)If I say these things, they will think
I invented it, and they will not believe that the barbarians are
doing this. Go in yourself and let them know how it stands.
It would be best if they believe you when you tell them, but if
they find these things incredible it is all the same to us. ey
will not be able to run away, if indeed we are surrounded on
all sides as you say.”

81: 1)Aristides went in and told them, saying that he had
come from A and had barely made it past the block-
ade when he sailed out, since all the H camp was sur-
rounded by Xerxes’ ships. He advised them to prepare to de-
fend themselves. He said this and le, and again a dispute
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arose among them. e majority of the generals did not be-
lieve the news.

82: 1)While they were still held by disbelief, a trireme
of T deserters arrived, captained by Panaetius son of
Sosimenes, which brought them the whole truth. For this
deed the T were engraved on the tripod at D
with thosewhohad conquered the barbarian. 2)With this ship
that deserted at S and the L which deserted
earlier at A, the H fleet reached its full
number of three hundred and eighty ships, for it had fallen
short of the number by two ships.

83: 1)When they found the words of the T wor-
thy of belief, the H prepared to fight at sea. As dawn
glimmered, they held an assembly of the fighting men, and
emistocles gave the best address among the others. His en-
tire speech involved comparing the better and lesser elements
in human nature and the human condition. 2)He concluded
his speech by advising them to choose the better of these, then
gave the command tomount the ships. Just as they embarked,
the trireme which had gone aer the sons of Aeacus arrived
from A.

84: 1)en theH set sail with all their ships, and
as they were putting out to sea the barbarians immediately at-
tacked them. e rest of the H began to back wa-
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ter and tried to beach their ships, but Ameinias of P,
an A, charged and rammed a ship. When his ship
became entangled and the crew could not free it, the others
came to help Ameinias and joined battle. 2)e A
say that the fighting at sea began this way, but the A-
 say that the ship which had been sent to A aer
the sons of Aeacus was the one that started it. e story is also
told that the phantom of a woman appeared to them, who
cried commands loud enough for all the H fleet to
hear, reproaching them first with, “Men possessed, how long
will you still be backing water?”

85: 1)e P were marshalled against the
A, holding the western wing toward E.
Against the L were the I, on the
easternwing toward P, and a few of them fought badly
according to emistocles’ instructions, but the majority did
not. 2)I can list the names of many captains who captured
H ships, but I will mention none except eomestor
sonofAndrodamas andPhylacus sonofHistiaeus, bothS-
. 3)I mention only these because eomestor was ap-
pointed tyrant of S by the P for this feat, and
Phylacus was recorded as a benefactor of the king and granted
much land. e king’s benefactors are called “orosangae” in
the P language.
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86: 1)us it was concerning them. But the majority of
the ships at Swere sunk, somedestroyed by theA-
, some by the A. Since the H
fought in an orderly fashion by line, but the barbarians were
no longer in position anddid nothingwith forethought, it was
likely to turn out as it did. Yet they were brave that day, much
more brave than they hadbeen at E, for they all showed
zeal out of fear of Xerxes, each one thinking that the king was
watching him.

87: 1)I cannot say exactly howeach of the other barbarians
orH fought, but this is what happened to Artemisia,
and it gave her still higher esteem with the king: 2)When the
king’s side was all in commotion, at that time Artemisia’s ship
was pursued by a ship of A. She could not escape, for
other allied ships were in front of her and hers was the near-
est to the enemy. So she resolved to do something which
did in fact benefit her: as she was pursued by the Attic ship,
she charged and rammed an allied ship, with a C
crew and Damasithymus himself, king of the C,
aboard. 3)I cannot say if she had some quarrel with him while
theywere still at theH, or whether she did this in-
tentionally or if the ship of the C fell in her path
by chance. 4)But when she rammed and sank it, she had the
luck of gaining two advantages. When the captain of theAttic
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ship saw her ram a ship with a barbarian crew, he decided that
Artemisia’s ship was either H or a deserter from the
barbarians fighting for them, so he turned away to deal with
others.

88: 1)us she happened to escape and not be destroyed,
and it also turned out that the harmful thing which she had
done won her exceptional esteem fromXerxes. 2)It is said that
the king, as he watched the battle, saw her ship ram the other,
and one of the bystanders said, “Master, do you see how well
Artemisia contends in the contest andhow she has sunk an en-
emy ship?” When he asked if the deed was truly Artemisia’s,
they affirmed it, knowing reliably themarking of her ship, and
they supposed that the ruined ship was an enemy. 3)As I have
said, all this happened to bring her luck, and also that no one
from the C ship survived to accuse her. It is said
that Xerxes replied to what was told him, “My men have be-
come women, and my women men.” ey say this is what
Xerxes said.

89: 1)In this struggle the general Ariabignes died, son of
Darius and the brother of Xerxes. Many other famous men
of the P and M and other allies also died, but
only a few H, since they knew how to swim. ose
whose ships were sunk swam across to S, unless they
were killed in action, 2)but many of the barbarians drowned
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in the sea since they did not know how to swim. Most of the
ships were sunk when those in the front turned to flee, since
those marshalled in the rear, as they tried to go forward with
their ships so they too could display some feat to the king, ran
afoul of their own side’s ships in flight.

90: 1)It also happened in this commotion that certain
P whose ships had been destroyed came to the
king and accused the I of treason, saying that it was
by their doing that the ships had been lost. It turned out
that the I generals were not put to death, and those
P who slandered them were rewarded as I will
show. 2)While they were still speaking, a S
ship rammed an Attic ship. e A ship sank and an
A ship bore down and sank the S
ship, but the S, being javelin-throwers, by
pelting them with missiles knocked the fighters off the ship
that had sunk theirs and boarded and seized it. 3)is saved
the I. In his deep vexation Xerxes blamed every-
one. When he saw the I performing this great feat,
he turned to the P and commanded that their
heads be cut off, so that they who were base not slander men
more noble. 4)Whenever Xerxes, as he sat beneath the moun-
tain opposite Swhich is called A, saw one of
his own men achieve some feat in the battle, he inquired who
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did it, and his scribes wrote down the captain’s name with his
father and city of residence. e presence of Ariaramnes, a
P and a friend of the I, contributed still more
to this calamity of the P. us they dealt with
the P.

91: 1)e barbarians were routed and tried to flee by sail-
ing out to P, but the A lay in wait for
them in the strait and then performed deeds worth telling.
e A in the commotion destroyed those ships
which either resisted or tried to flee, the A those
sailing out of the strait. Whoever escaped from the A-
 charged right into the A.

92: 1)e ships of emistocles, as he was pursuing a
ship, and of Polycritus son of Crius, an A, then
met. Polycritus had rammed a S ship, the one which
had captured the A ship that was on watch off
S, and on it was Pytheas son of Ischenous, the one
the P marvelled at when severely wounded and kept
aboard their ship because of his virtue. is S ship
carrying him with the P was now captured, so Pyth-
eas came back safe to A. 2)When Polycritus saw the At-
tic ship, he recognized it by seeing the flagship’s marking and
shouted to emistocles, mocking and reproaching him con-
cerning the Medizing of the A. Aer ramming
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an enemy ship, Polycritus hurled these insults atemistocles.
e barbarians whose ships were still intact fled and reached
P under cover of the land army.

93: 1)In this battle the H with the reputa-
tion as most courageous were the A, then the
A. Among individuals they were Polycritus the
A and the A Eumenes of A
and Aminias of P, the one who pursued Artemisia. If
he had known she was in that ship, he would not have stopped
before either capturing it or being captured himself. 2)Such
were the orders given to the A captains, and there
was a prize offered of ten thousand drachmas to whoever took
her alive, since they were indignant that a woman waged war
against A. But she escaped, as I said earlier, and the
others whose ships survived were also in P.

94: 1)eA say thatwhen the ships joined bat-
tle, theC general Adeimantus, struckwith bewil-
derment and terror, hoisted his sails and fled away. When
the C saw their flagship fleeing, they departed
in the same way, 2)but when in their flight they were opposite
the sacred precinct of Athena Sciras on S, by divine
guidance a boat encountered them. No one appeared to have
sent it, and the C knew nothing about the af-
fairs of the fleet when it approached. ey reckon the affair to
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involve the gods because when the boat came near the ships,
the people on the boat said, 3)“Adeimantus, you have turned
your ships to flight and betrayed the H, but they are
overcoming their enemies to the fulfillment of their prayers
for victory.” Adeimantus did not believe them when they said
this, so they spoke again, saying that they could be taken as
hostages and killed if the H were not seen to be vic-
torious. 4)So he and the others turned their ships around and
came to the fleet, but it was all over. e A spread
this rumor about them, but the C do not agree
at all, and they consider themselves to have been among the
foremost in the battle. e rest of H bears them wit-
ness.

95: 1)Aristides son of Lysimachus, the A whom
I mentioned a little before this as a valiant man, did this in
the commotion that arose at S: taking many of the
armed men who were arrayed along the shore of S, he
brought them across and landed them on the island of P-
, and they slaughtered all the P who were on
that islet.

96: 1)When the battle was broken off, the H
towed toS asmanyof thewrecks aswere still there and
kept ready for another battle, supposing that the king could
still make use of his surviving ships. 2)A west wind had caught
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many of the wrecks and carried them to the shore in A
calledC. us not only was all the rest of the oracle ful-
filled which Bacis and Musaeus had spoken about this battle,
but also what had been said many years before this in an or-
acle by Lysistratus, an A soothsayer, concerning the
wrecks carried to shore there. Its meaning had eluded all the
H:

e C women will cook with oars.
But this was to happen aer the king had marched away.

97: 1)When Xerxes understood the calamity which had
taken place, he feared that some of the I might advise
the H, if they did not think of it themselves, to sail
to the H and destroy the bridges. He would be
trapped in E in danger of destruction, so he resolved
on flight. He did not want to be detected either by the H-
 or by his own men, so he attempted to build a dike
across to S, and joined together P cargo
ships to be both a bridge and a wall, making preparations as if
to fight another sea battle. 2)All who saw himdoing this confi-
dently supposed that he fully intended to stay and fight there,
but none of this eluded Mardonius, who had the most experi-
ence of the king’s intentions. While doing all this, Xerxes sent
a messenger to P to announce the disaster.
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98: 1)While Xerxes did thus, he sent a messenger to P-
with news of his presentmisfortune. Now there is nothing
mortal that accomplishes a course more swily than do these
messengers, by the P’ skillful contrivance. It is said
that as many days as there are in the whole journey, so many
are the men and horses that stand along the road, each horse
and man at the interval of a day’s journey. ese are stopped
neither by snow nor rain nor heat nor darkness from accom-
plishing their appointed course with all speed. 2)efirst rider
delivers his charge to the second, the second to the third, and
thence it passes on from hand to hand, even as in the G
torch-bearers’ race in honor of Hephaestus. is riding-post
is called in P, angareion.

99: 1)When the first message came to S, saying that
Xerxes had taken A, it gave such delight to the P-
 who were le at home that they strewed all the roads
withmyrtle boughs and burnt incense and gave themselves up
to sacrificial feasts and jollity. 2)e second, however, coming
on the heels of the first, so confounded them that they all tore
their tunics, and cried and lamented without ceasing, holding
Mardonius to blame; it was not somuch in grief for their ships
that they did this as because they feared for Xerxes himself.

100: 1)Such was the plight of the P for all the
time until the coming of Xerxes himself ended it. Mardo-
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nius, however, seeing that Xerxes was greatly distressed be-
cause of the sea-fight, and suspecting that he planned flight
from A, thought that he would be punished for per-
suading the king tomarch againstH and that it was bet-
ter for him to risk the chance of either subduing H or
dying honorably while engaged in a noble cause; yet his hope
rather inclined to the subduing of H. Taking all this
into account, he made this proposal: 2)“Sire, be not grieved
nor greatly distressed because of what has befallen us. It is
not on things of wood that the issue hangs for us, but on men
and horses; furthermore, there is no one among these men,
who thinks that he has now won a crowning victory and will
disembark from his ship in an attempt to withstand you, no,
nor anyone from thismainland. osewho havewithstood us
have paid the penalty. 3)If then you so desire, let us straight-
way attack the P, or if it pleases you to wait, that
also we can do. Do not be downcast, for the G have no
way of escaping guilt for their former and their later deeds and
from becoming your slaves. It is best then that you should do
as I have said, but if you have resolved to lead your army away,
even then I have another plan. 4)Do not, O king, make the
P the laughing-stock of the G, for if you have
suffered harm, it is by no fault of the P. Nor can you
say that we have anywhere done less than brave men should,
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and if P and E and C and
C have so done, it is not the Pwhohave any
part in this disaster. 5)erefore, since the P are in no
way to blame, be guided by me; if you are resolved not to re-
main, march homewards with the greater part of your army. It
is for me, however, to enslave and deliver H to you with
three hundred thousand of your host whom I will choose.”

101: 1)When Xerxes heard that, he was as glad and joy-
ful as a man in his situation might be and said to Mardonius
that he would answer him aer deliberating which of the two
plans he would follow. When he consulted with those P-
whomhe summoned, he resolved to send forArtemisia
as well, because he saw that she alone at the former sitting
had discerned what was best to do. 2)When Artemisia came,
Xerxes bade all others withdraw, both P councillors
and guards, and said to her: “It is Mardonius’ advice that
I should follow here and attack the P, for the
P, he says, and the land army are not to blame for our
disaster; of that they would willingly give proof. 3)erefore
he advises me to do this, or else he offers to choose three hun-
dred thousand men of the army and deliver H to me
enslaved, while I myself by his counsel march homeward with
the rest of the host. 4)Now I ask of you, seeing that you cor-
rectly advised me against the late sea-fight, counsel me as to
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which of these two things would be best for me to do.”
102: 1)When she was asked for advice, she replied: “It is

difficult, O king, to answer your plea for advice by saying that
which is best, but in the present turn of affairs I think it best
that you march back and that Mardonius, if he so wishes and
promises to do as he says, be le here with those whom he de-
sires. 2)For if he subdues all that he offers to subdue and pros-
pers in his design, the achievement, Sire, is yours since it will
be your servants who have accomplished it. If, on the other
hand, the issue is contrary to Mardonius’ expectation, it is no
greatmisfortune so long as you and all that household of yours
are safe; 3)for while you and the members of your household
are safe, many a time will the G have to fight for their
lives. As for Mardonius, if any disaster befalls him, it is does
not much matter, nor will any victory of the G be a real
victory when they have but slain your servant. As for you, you
will be marching home aer the burning of A, which
thing was the whole purpose of your expedition.”

103: 1)Artemisia’s counsel pleasedXerxes, for it happened
that she spoke what he himself had in mind. In truth, I think
that he would not have remained even if all men and women
had counselled him so to do—so panic-stricken was he. Hav-
ing then thanked Artemisia, he sent her away to take his sons
to E, for he had some bastard sons with him.
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104: 1)With these sons he sent Hermotimus as guardian.
is man was by birth of P, and the most honored by
Xerxes of all his eunuchs. e people of P dwell above
H. e following thing happens among these
people: when anything untoward is about to befall those who
dwell about their city, the priestess of Athena then grows a
great beard. is had already happened to them twice.

105: 1)Hermotimus, who came from P, had
achieved a fuller vengeance for wrong done to him than had
any man whom we know. When he had been taken captive by
enemies andputup for sale, hewas bought byonePanionius of
C, a man who had set himself to earn a livelihood out of
most wicked practices. He would procure beautiful boys and
castrate and take them to S and Ewhere he sold
them for a great price, 2)for the barbarians value eunuchsmore
than perfect men, by reason of the full trust that they have in
them. Now among the many whom Panionius had castrated
was Hermotimus, who was not entirely unfortunate; he was
brought from S together with other gis to the king,
and as time went on, he stood higher in Xerxes’ favor than any
other eunuch.

106: 1)Now while the king was at S and prepar-
ing to lead his P army against A, Hermotimus
came for some business down to the part of M which is
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inhabited by C and called A. ere he found
Panionius. 2)Perceiving who he was, he held long and friendly
converse with him, telling him that it was to him that he owed
all this prosperity and promising that he would make him
prosperous in return if he were to bring his household and
dwell there. Panionius accepted his offer gladly, and brought
his children and his wife. 3)When Hermotimus had gotten
the man and all his household into his power, he said to him:
“Tell me, youwho havemade a livelihood out of thewickedest
trade on earth, what harm had I or any of my forefathers done
to you or yours, that you made me to be no man, but a thing
of nought? You no doubt thought that the gods would have
no knowledge of your former practices, but their just law has
brought you for your wicked deeds into my hands. Now you
will be well content with the fullness of that justice which I
will execute upon you.” 4)With these words of reproach, he
broughtPanionius’ sons before himand compelledhim to cas-
trate all four of them—his own children; this Panionius was
compelled to do. When he had done this, the sons were com-
pelled to castrate their father in turn. is, then, was the way
in which Panionius was overtaken by vengeance at the hands
of Hermotimus.

107: 1)Having given his sons to Artemisia’s charge to be
carried toE,Xerxes calledMardonius tohimandbade
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him choose whom he would from the army, and make his
words good so far as endeavor availed. at is as far as matters
went on that day; in the night, however, the admirals, by the
king’s command, put out to sea from P and made
for theH againwith all speed to guard the bridges
for the king’s passage. 2)When the barbarians came near to the
“Girdle” in their course, they thought that certain little head-
lands, which here jut out from the mainland, were ships, and
they fled for a long way. When they learned at last that they
were no ships but headlands, they drew together and went on
their way.

108: 1)When it was day, the G saw the land army
abiding where it had been and supposed the ships also to be
at P. inking also that there would be a sea-fight
they prepared to defend themselves. When, however, they
learned that the ships were gone, they straightway resolved on
pursuit; so they pursued Xerxes’ fleet as far as A, but
failed to catch sight of it. When they came to A, they
held a council there. 2)emistocles declared his opinion that
they should hold their course through the islands, and having
pursued the ships, should sail forthwith to the H
to break the bridges. Eurybiades, on the other hand, offered
a contrary opinion, saying that to break the bridges would
be the greatest harm that they could do to H. 3)“For,”
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said he, “if the P is cut off and compelled to remain in
E, he will attempt not to be inactive. is he will do
because if he remains inactive, he can neither make his cause
prosper nor find any way of return home, but his army will
perish of hunger. If, on the other hand, he is enterprising and
active, it may well be that every town and nation in E
will join itself to him, by conquest or, before that, by compact.
Hewill then live onwhatever yearly fruits of the earthH
produces. 4)But, as I think that the P will not remain
in E aer his defeat in the sea-fight, let us permit him
to flee to his own country. ereaer let it be that country and
not ours which is at stake in the war.” With that opinion the
rest of the P admirals also agreed.

109: 1)When emistocles perceived that he could not
persuade the greater part of them to sail to the H,
he turned to theA (for theywere the angriest at the
P’ escape, and theywereminded to sail to theH-
 even by themselves, if the rest would not) and ad-
dressed them as follows: 2)“is I have oen seenwithmy eyes
and heard yet more oen, namely that beatenmen, when they
be driven to bay, will rally and retrieve their former mishap.
erefore I say to you,—as it is to a fortunate chance that we
owe ourselves and H, and have driven away so mighty
a band of enemies—let us not pursue men who flee, 3)for it is
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notwewhohavewon this victory, but the gods and the heroes,
who deemedA and E too great a realm for oneman
to rule, and that a wicked man and an impious one who dealt
alike with temples and bones, burning and overthrowing the
images of the gods,—yes, and one who scourged the sea and
threw fetters into it. 4)But as it is well with us for themoment,
let us abide now in H and take thought for ourselves
and our households. Let us build our houses again and be dili-
gent in sowing, when we have driven the foreigner completely
away. en when the next spring comes, let us set sail for the
H and I.” 5)is he said with intent to have
something to his credit with the P, so that he might
have a place of refuge if ever (as might chance) he should suf-
fer anything at the hands of the A—and just that
did in fact happen.

110: 1)us spoke emistocles with intent to deceive,
and theA obeyed him; since he had always been es-
teemed wise and now had shown himself to be both wise and
prudent, they were ready to obey whatever he said. 2)Having
won them over, emistocles straightway sent men in a boat
whom he could trust not to reveal under any question the
message which he charged them to deliver to the king; one of
these was his servant Sicinnus. When these men came to A-
, the rest remained with the boat, and Sicinnus went up
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toXerxes; 3)“emistocles sonofNeocles,” he said, “who is the
A general and of all the allies the worthiest and wis-
est, has sent me to tell you this: emistocles the A
has out of his desire to do you a service stayed the G
when they wanted to pursue your ships and break the bridges
of the H. Now he bids you go your way, none
hindering you.” With that message, the men returned in their
boat.

111: 1)But the G, now that they were no longer
minded to pursue the barbarians’ ships farther or sail to the
H and break the way of passage, besieged A-
 so that they might take it, 2)for the men of that place,
the first islanders of whom emistocles demanded money,
would not give it. When, however, emistocles gave them
to understand that the A had come with two great
gods to aid them, Persuasion and Necessity, and that the A-
 must therefore certainly give money, they said in re-
sponse, “It is then but reasonable that A is great and
prosperous, being blessed with serviceable gods. 3)As for us
A, we are but blessed with a plentiful lack of land,
andwe have two unserviceable gods who never quit our island
but want to dwell there forever, namely Poverty and Helpless-
ness. Since we are in the hands of these gods, we will give no
money; the power of A can never be stronger than our
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inability.”
112: 1)It was for giving this answer and refusing to give

what was asked of them that they were besieged. ere was
no end to emistocles’ avarice; using the same agents whom
he had used with the king, he sent threatening messages to
the other islands, demanding money and saying that if they
would not give what he asked he would bring the G ar-
mada upon them and besiege and take their islands. 2)ereby
he collected great sums from the C and P,
for these were informed that A was besieged for tak-
ing the P side and that emistocles was of all the
generals the most esteemed. is frightened them so much
that they sent money. I suppose that there were other is-
landers too who gave and not these alone, but I cannot with
certainty say. 3)Nevertheless, the C got no respite
frommisfortune by doing this. eP, however, propi-
tiated emistocles with money and so escaped the force. So
emistocles went away fromA and tookmoney from
the islanders, unknown to the other generals.

113: 1)ose who were with Xerxes waited for a few days
aer the sea-fight and then marched away to B by the
road by which they had come. Mardonius wanted to give the
king safe conduct and thought the time of year unseasonable
for war; it was better, he thought, to winter in T,
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and then attack the P in the spring. 2)When
they had arrived in T, Mardonius first chose all the
P called Immortals, save only Hydarnes their gen-
eral who said that he would not quit the king’s person, and
next, the P cuirassiers and the thousand horse and the
M and S andB and I, alike their
infantrymen and the rest of the horsemen. 3)ese nations
he chose in their entirety; of the rest of his allies he picked
out a few from each people, the best men and those whom he
knew to have done some good service. e P whom
he chose (men who wore torques and bracelets) were more in
number than those of any other nation and next to them the
M; these indeed were as many as the P, but not
such stout fighters. ereby the whole number, together with
the horsemen, grew to three hundred thousand men.

114: 1)Now while Mardonius was choosing his army and
Xerxes was in T, there came an oracle from D
to the L, that they should demand justice
of Xerxes for the slaying of Leonidas and take whatever he
should offer them. e S then sent a herald with all
speed. He found the army yet undivided in T, came
intoXerxes’ presence, and spoke as follows: 2)“eL-
 and theHeraclidae of Sdemandof you, king
of the M, that you pay the penalty for the death of their
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king, whom you killed while he defended H.” At that
Xerxes laughed, and aer a long while, he pointed to Mardo-
nius, who chanced to be standing by him and said, “en here
is Mardonius, who shall pay those you speak of such penalty
as befits them.”

115: 1)So the herald took that response and departed, but
Xerxes le Mardonius in T. He himself journeyed
with all speed to theH and came in forty-five days
to the passage for crossing, bringing back with him as good as
none (if one may say so) of his host. 2)Wherever and to what-
ever people they came, they seized and devoured its produce.
If they found none, they would eat the grass of the field and
strip the bark and pluck the leaves of the trees, garden and
wild alike, leaving nothing—such was the degree of their star-
vation. 3)Moreover, pestilence anddysentery broke out among
them on their way, from which they died. Some who were
sickXerxes le behind, charging the cities towhich he came in
his march to care for them and nourish them, some in T-
 and some in S of P and in M.
4)In S he had le the sacred chariot of Zeus when he was
marching to H, but on his return he did not get it back
again. e P had given it to the T, and
when Xerxes demanded it back, they said that the horses had
been carried off from pasture by the T of the hills
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who dwelt about the headwaters of the S.
116: 1)It was then that a monstrous deed was done by

the T king of the B and the C
country. He had refused to be of his own free will Xerxes’
slave, and fled to the mountains called R. He for-
bade his sons to go with the army to H, 2)but they took
no account of that; they had always wanted to see the war, and
they followed the P’ march. For this reason, when all
the six of them returned back scatheless, their father tore out
their eyes.

117: 1)is was their reward. Now the P, jour-
neying throughT to the passage,made haste to cross to
A in their ships, for they found the bridges no longer
made fast but broken by a storm. ere their march halted,
and more food was given them than on their way. 2)en by
reason of their immoderate gorging and the change of the wa-
terwhich theydrank,manyof the army that had surviveddied.
e rest came with Xerxes to S.

118: 1)ere is, however, another tale, which is this: when
Xerxes came inhismarch fromA toEon the S-
, he travelled no farther than that by land, but commit-
ted his army to Hydarnes to be led to the H. He
himself embarked and set sail for A in a P
ship. 2)In the course of this voyage he was caught by a strong
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wind called the S,which liedup thewaves. is
stormbearing the harder uponhimby reason of the heavy load
of the ship (for the P of his companywhowere on the
deckwere somany), the king grew afraid and cried to the ship’s
pilot asking him if there were any way of deliverance. To this
theman said, 3)“Sire, there is none, if we donot rid ourselves of
these many who are on board.” Hearing that, it is said, Xerxes
said to theP, “Now it is for you toprove your concern
for your king, for it seems that my deliverance rests with you.”
4)At this they bowed and leapt into the sea. e ship, now
much lighter, came by these means safe to A. No sooner
had Xerxes disembarked on land, than hemade the pilot a gi
of a golden crown for saving the king’s life but cut off his head
for being the death of many P.

119: 1)is is the other tale of Xerxes’ return; but I formy
part believe neither the story of the P’ fate nor any
other part of it. For if indeed the pilot had spoken to Xerxes
in this way, I think that there is not one in ten thousand who
would not say that the king would have bidden the men on
deck (who were P and of the best blood of P)
descend into the ship’s hold, and would have taken from the
P rowers a number equal to the number of the
P and cast them into the sea. No, the truth is that
Xerxes did as I have already said, and returned to A with
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his army by road.
120: 1)ere is further proof of this, for it is known that

when Xerxes came to A in his return, he made a com-
pact of friendship with its people and gave them a golden
sword and a gilt tiara. As the people of A say (but for
my part I wholly disbelieve them), it was here that Xerxes in
his flight back from A first loosed his girdle, as being
here in safety. Now A lies nearer to the H
than the S and E, where they say that he took
ship.

121: 1)As for the G, not being able to take A-
, they went to C. When they had laid it waste,
they returned to S. First of all they set apart for the
gods, among other first-fruits, three P triremes,
one to be dedicated at the Isthmus, where it was till my
lifetime, the second at S, and the third for Ajax at
Swhere theywere. 2)Aer that, they divided the spoils
and sent the first-fruits of it to D; of this was made a
man’s image twelve cubits high, holding in his hand the fig-
urehead of a ship. is stood in the same place as the golden
statue of Alexander the M.

122: 1)Having sent the first-fruits to D, the
G, in the name of the country generally, made inquiry
of the god whether the first-fruits which he had received were
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of full measure and whether he was content. To this he said
that he was content with what he had received from all other
G, but not from the A. From these he de-
manded the victor’s prize for the sea-fight of S. When
the A learned that, they dedicated three golden
stars which are set on a bronze mast, in the angle, nearest to
Croesus’ bowl.

123: 1)Aer the division of the spoils, the G sailed
to the Isthmus, there to award the prize of excellence to him
who had shown himself most worthy of it in that war. 2)But
when the admirals came and at the altar of Poseidon gave their
votes to judgewhowasfirst andwho secondamong them, each
of them voted for himself, supposing himself to have done the
best service. e greater part of them, however, united in giv-
ing the second place toemistocles. So they each gained but
one vote, whileemistocles far outstripped them in votes for
the second place.

124: 1)e G were too jealous to assign the prize
and sailed away each to his own place, leaving the matter un-
decided; nevertheless, emistocles was lauded, and through-
out all of H was deemed the wisest man by far of the
G. 2)However, because he had not received from those
that fought at S the honor due to his preeminence, he
immediately aerwards went to L in order that
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he might receive honor there. e L wel-
comed him and paid him high honor. ey bestowed on Eu-
rybiades a crown of olive as the reward of excellence and an-
other such crown on emistocles for his wisdom and clever-
ness. ey also gave him the finest chariot in S, 3)and
withmany words of praise, they sent him homewith the three
hundred pickedmen of Swho are called Knights to es-
cort him as far as the borders of T. emistocles was the
onlyman ofwhomwe know towhom the S gave this
escort.

125: 1)But whenemistocles returned to A from
L, Timodemus of A, who was one of
emistocles’ enemies but not a man of note, was crazed
with envy and spoke bitterly to emistocles of his visit
to L, saying that the honors he had from the
Lwere paid him for A’ sake and not
for his own. 2)is he kept saying until emistocles replied,
“is is the truth of the matter: if I had been a man of B-
 I would not have been honored in this way by the S-
, nor would you, sir, for all you are a man of A.”
Such was the end of that business.

126: 1)Artabazus son of Pharnaces, whowas already a no-
table man among the P and grew to be yet more so
through the P business, escorted the king as far as
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the passage with sixty thousand men of the army that Mardo-
nius had chosen. 2)Xerxes, then, was now in A, and when
Artabazus came near P in his return (for Mardonius
waswintering inT andM andmaking no
haste to come to the rest of his army), he thought it right that
he should enslave the people of P, whom he found
in revolt. 3)When the king had marched away past the town
and the P fleet had taken flight from S, P-
 had openly revolted from the barbarians and so too had
the rest of the people of P.

127: 1)ereuponArtabazus laid siege to P, and
suspecting that O too was plotting revolt from the
king, he laid siege to it also. is town was held by B-
 who had been driven from the T  by
theM. Having besieged and takenO,
he brought these men to a lake and there cut their throats
and delivered their city over to the charge of Critobulus of
T and theCpeople. It was in thisway that
the C gained possession of O.

128: 1)Having taken O, Artabazus dealt imme-
diately with P, and his zeal was aided by Timox-
enus the general of the S, who agreed to betray
the place to him. I do not know how the agreement was first
made, since there is no information available about it. e
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result, however, was as I will now show. Whenever Timox-
enus wrote a letter to be sent to Artabazus, or Artabazus to
Timoxenus, they would wrap it around the sha of an arrow
at the notches, attach feathers to the letter, and shoot it to a
place upon which they had agreed. 2)Timoxenus’ plot to be-
tray P was, however, discovered, for Artabazus in
shooting an arrow to the place agreed upon, missed it and
hit the shoulder of a man of P. A throng gathered
quickly around the man when he was struck (which is a thing
that always happens in war), and they straightway took the
arrow, found the letter, and carried it to their generals; the
rest of their allies of P were also there present. 3)e
generals read the letter and perceived who was the traitor, but
they resolved for S’s sake that they would not condemn
Timoxenus with a charge of treason, for fear that the people
of S should hereaer be called traitors.

129: 1)is is how Timoxenus’ treachery was brought to
light. But when Artabazus had besieged P for three
months, there was a great ebb-tide in the sea which lasted for
a long while, and when the foreigners saw that the sea was
turned to amarsh, they prepared to pass over it into P.
2)When they had made their way over two-fihs of it, how-
ever, and three yet remained to cross before they could be in
P, there came a great flood-tide, higher, as the people
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of the place say, than any one of themany that had been before.
Some of themwho did not know how to swimwere drowned,
and those who knew were slain by the P, who
came among them in boats. 3)e P say that the
cause of the high sea and flood and the P disaster lay
in the fact that those same P who now perished in
the sea had profaned the temple and the image of Poseidon
which was in the suburb of the city. I think that in saying that
this was the cause they are correct. ose who escaped alive
were led away by Artabazus to Mardonius in T. is
is how the men who had been the king’s escort fared.

130: 1)All that was le of Xerxes’ fleet, having in its flight
fromS touched the coast of A and ferried the king
and his army over from the C to A, win-
tered atC. enearly in thefirst dawnof spring theymus-
tered at S, where some of the ships had wintered. e
majority of their fighting men were P and M.
2)Mardontes son of Bagaeus and Artayntes son of Artachaees
came to be their admirals, and Artayntes chose also his own
nephew Ithamitres to have a share in the command. But by
reason of the heavy blow dealt them they went no further out
to sea westwards, nor did anyone insist that they should so do.
ey did, however, lie off S keeping watch against a re-
volt in I. e whole number of their ships, I and
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other, was three hundred. 3)In truth they did not expect that
theGwould come to I, but rather that theywould
be content to guard their own country. is they thought be-
cause the G had not pursued themwhen they fled from
S, but had been glad to be quit of them. In regard to
the sea, the Pwere at heart beatenmen, but they sup-
posed that on land Mardonius would easily prevail. 4)So they
were at S, and there planned to dowhat harm they could
to their enemies and to listen in the interim for news of how
Mardonius’ affairs were proceeding.

131: 1)As for theG, the coming of spring andMar-
donius’ being in T moved them to action. ey
had not yet begun the mustering of their army, but their
fleet, one hundred and ten ships, came to A. 2)eir
general and admiral was Leutychides son of Menares, who
traced his lineage from son to father throughHegesilaus,Hip-
pocratides, Leutychides, Anaxilaus, Archidemus, Anaxan-
drides, eopompus, Nicandrus, Charilaus, Eunomus, Poly-
dectes, Prytanis, Euryphon, Procles, Aristodemus, Aristom-
achus, Cleodaeus, to Hyllus who was the son of Heracles.
He was of the second royal house. 3)All the aforesaid had
been kings of S, save the seven named first aer Leuty-
chides. e general of the A was Xanthippus son
of Ariphron.
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132: 1)When all the ships had arrived at A, there
came to the G quarters messengers from the I,
the same who a little while before that had gone to S
and entreated the L to free I. 2)One
of these was Herodotus the son of Basileides. ese, who at
first were seven, made a faction and conspired to slay Strat-
tis, the tyrant of C, but when their conspiracy became
known, one of the accomplices having revealed their enter-
prise, the six who remained got them secretly out of C,
from where they went to S and now to A, en-
treating the G to sail to I. 3)e G took
them as far as D, and that not readily, for they, having no
knowledge of those parts and thinking that armed men were
everywhere, feared all that lay beyond. ey supposed too that
S was no nearer to them than the Pillars of Heracles. So
it happened that the barbarians were too disheartened to dare
to sail farther west than S, while at the same time the
G dared to go at the C’ request no farther east
thanD. It was fear which kept themiddle space between
them.

133: 1)e G, then, sailed to D, and Mardo-
nius wintered in T. Having his headquarters there
he sent a man of E called Mys to visit the places of
divination, charging him to inquire of all the oracles which he
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could test. What it was that he desired to learn from the or-
acles when he gave this charge, I cannot say, for no one tells
of it. I suppose that he sent to inquire concerning his present
business, and that alone.

134: 1)is man Mys is known to have gone to L
and to have bribed a man of the country to go down into the
cave of Trophonius and to have gone to the place of divina-
tion at A in P. He went first to T where he
inquired of Ismenian Apollo (sacrifice is there the way of div-
ination, as atO), andmoreover he bribedonewhowas
no T but a stranger to lie down to sleep in the shrine of
Amphiaraus. 2)No T may seek a prophecy there, for
Amphiaraus bade them by an oracle to choose which of the
two they wanted and forgo the other, and take him either for
their prophet or for their ally. ey chose that he should be
their ally. erefore no Tmay lie down to sleep in that
place.

135: 1)But at this time there happened, as the T
say, a thing at which I marvel greatly. It would seem that this
man Mys of E came in his wanderings among the
places of divination to the precinct of PtoanApollo. is tem-
ple is called P, and belongs to the T. It lies by
a hill, above lake C, very near to the town A.
2)When the man called Mys entered into this temple together
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with threemen of the townwhowere chosen on the state’s be-
half to write down the oracles that should be given, straight-
way the diviner prophesied in a foreign tongue. 3)e T-
 who followed him were astonished to hear a strange
language instead of G and knew not what this present
matter might be. Mys of E, however, snatched from
them the tablet which they carried and wrote on it that which
was spoken by the prophet, saying that the words of the oracle
were C. Aer writing everything down, he went back
to T.

136: 1)Mardonius read whatever was said in the ora-
cles, and presently he sent a messenger to A, Alexan-
der, a M, son of Amyntas. Him he sent, partly
because the P were akin to him; Bubares, a P-
, had taken to wife Gygaea Alexander’s sister and Amyn-
tas’ daughter, who had borne to him that Amyntas of A
who was called by the name of his mother’s father, and to
whom the king gave A a great city in P for
his dwelling. Partly too he sent him because he learned that
Alexanderwas a protector and benefactor to theA.
2)It was thus that he supposed he could best gain the A-
 for his allies, of whom he heard that they were a numer-
ous and valiant people, and knew that they had been the chief
authors of the calamities which had befallen the P at
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sea. 3)If he gained their friendship he thought he would easily
become master of the seas, as truly he would have been. On
land he supposed himself to be by much the stronger, and he
accordingly reckoned that thus he would have the upper hand
of the G. is chanced to be the prediction of the ora-
cles which counseled him to make the A his ally. It
was in obedience to this that he sent his messenger.

137: 1)is Alexander was seventh in descent from
Perdiccas, who got for himself the tyranny of M
in the way that I will show. ree brothers of the lineage
of Temenus came as banished men from A to I,
Gauanes and Aeropus and Perdiccas; and from I they
crossed over into the highlands of M till they came
to the town L. 2)ere they served for wages as thetes
in the king’s household, one tending horses and another oxen.
Perdiccas, who was the youngest, tended the lesser flocks.
Now the king’s wife cooked their food for them, for in old
times the ruling houses among men, and not the common
people alone, were lacking in wealth. 3)Whenever she baked
bread, the loaf of the thete Perdiccas grew double in size. See-
ing that this kept happening, she told her husband, and it
seemed to him when be heard it that this was a portent sig-
nifying some great matter. So he sent for his thetes and bade
themdepart fromhis territory. 4)ey said it was only just that
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they shouldhave theirwages before theydeparted. When they
spoke of wages, the king was moved to foolishness and said,
“at is the wage you merit, and it is that I give you,” pointing
to the sunlight that shonedown the smoke vent into thehouse.
5)Gauanes and Aeropus, who were the elder, stood astonished
when they heard that, but the boy said, “We accept what you
give, O king,” andwith that he took a knife which he hadwith
him and drew a line with it on the floor of the house round
the sunlight. When he had done this, he three times gathered
up the sunlight into the fold of his garment and went his way
with his companions.

138: 1)So they departed, but one of those who sat nearby
declared to the king what this was that the boy had done and
how it was of set purpose that the youngest of them had ac-
cepted the gi offered. When the king heard this, he was
angered, and sent riders aer them to slay them. ere is,
however, in that land a river, to which the descendants from
A of these men offer sacrifice as their deliverer. 2)is
river, when the sons of Temenus had crossed it, rose in such
flood that the riders could not cross. So the brothers came
to another part of M and settled near the place
called the garden of Midas son of Gordias, where roses grow
of themselves, each bearing sixty blossoms and of surpassing
fragrance. 3)In this garden, according to the M
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story, Silenus was taken captive. Above it rises the mountain
called B, which none can ascend for the wintry cold.
From there they issued forth when they had won that country
and presently subdued also the rest of M.

139: 1)From that Perdiccas Alexander was descended, be-
ing the son of Amyntas, who was the son of Alcetes; Alcetes’
father was Aeropus, and his was Philippus; Philippus’ father
was Argaeus, and his again was Perdiccas, who won that lord-
ship.

1)Such was the lineage of Alexander son of Amyntas.
When he came to A from Mardonius who had sent
him, he spoke as follows : “is, A, is whatMardo-
nius says to you:—there is amessage come tome fromtheking,
saying, ‘I forgive the A all the offenses which they
have committed against me; 2)and now, Mardonius, I bid you
do this:—Give them back their territory and let them choose
more for themselves besides, where ever they will, and dwell
under their own laws. Rebuild all their temples which I burnt,
if they will make a pact with me.’ is is the message, and I
must obey it (says Mardonius), unless you take it upon your-
selves to hinder me. 3)is too I say to you:—Why are you so
insane as to wage war against the king? You cannot overcome
him, nor can you resist him forever. As for the multitude of
Xerxes’ army, what it did, you have seen, and you have heard of
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the power that I now have withme. Even if you overcome and
conquer us (whereof, if you be in your right minds, you can
have no hope), yet there will come another host many times as
great as this. 4)Benot thenminded tomatch yourselves against
the king, and thereby lose your land and always be yourselves
in jeopardy, but make peace. is you can most honorably do
since the king is that way inclined. Keep your freedom, and
agree to be our brothers in arms in all faith and honesty.—

1)is A, is the message which Mardonius
charges me to give you. For my own part I will say nothing
of the goodwill that I have towards you, for it would not be
the first that you have learned of that. But I entreat you to fol-
low Mardonius’ counsel. 2)Well I see that you will not have
power to wage war against Xerxes forever. If I saw such power
in you, I would never have come to you with such language as
this, for the king’s might is greater than human, and his arm is
long. 3)If, therefore, you will not straightway agree with them,
when the conditions which they offer you are so great, I fear
what may befall you. For of all the allies you dwell most in the
very path of the war, and you alone will never escape destruc-
tion, your country being marked out for a battlefield. 4)No,
rather follow his counsel, for it is not to be lightly regarded by
youwho are the onlymen inHwhose offenses the great
king is ready to forgive and whose friend he would be.”
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141: 1)ese were the words of Alexander. e
L, however, had heard that Alexander had
come to A to bring the A to an agreement
with the barbarian. Remembering the oracles, how that they
themselves with the rest of the D must be driven out
of the P by the M and the A,
they were greatly afraid that the A should agree
with the P, and they straightway resolved that they
would send envoys. 2)Moreover, it so fell out for both that
theymade their entry at one and the same time, for the A-
 delayed and waited for them, being certain that the
L were going to hear that the messenger
had come from the P for an agreement. ey had
heard that the L would send their envoys
with all speed. erefore it was of set purpose that they did
this in order that they might make their will known to the
L.

142: 1)So when Alexander had made an end of speaking,
the envoys from S said, “We on our part have been sent
by theL to entreat you todonothingharm-
ful to H and accept no offer from the barbarian. 2)at
would be unjust and dishonorable for any G, but for you
most of all, on many counts; it was you who stirred up this
war, by no desire of ours, and your territory was first the stake
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of that battle in which all H is now engaged. 3)Apart
from that, it is unbearable that not all this alone but slavery
too should be brought upon theG by youA,
who have always been known as givers of freedom to many.
Nevertheless, we grievewith you in your afflictions, seeing that
you have lost two harvests and your substance has been for a
long time wasted. 4)In requital for this the L-
 and their allies declare that theywill nourish yourwomen
and all of your household members who are unserviceable for
war, so long as this war will last. Let notAlexander theM-
 win you with his smooth-tongued praise of Mardo-
nius’ counsel. It is his business to follow that counsel, 5)for as
he is a tyrant somust he be the tyrant’s fellow-worker; it is not
your business, if you are men rightly minded, for you know
that in foreigners there is no faith nor truth.” ese are the
words of the envoys.

143: 1)But to Alexander the A replied as fol-
lows: “We know of ourselves that the power of the M is
many times greater than ours. ere is no need to taunt us
with that. Nevertheless in our zeal for freedomwewill defend
ourselves to the best of our ability. But as regards agreements
with the barbarian, do not attempt to persuade us to enter into
them, nor will we consent. 2)Now carry this answer back to
Mardonius fromtheA, that as long as the sunholds
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the course by which he now goes, we will make no agreement
with Xerxes. We will fight against him without ceasing, trust-
ing in the aid of the gods and the heroes whom he has disre-
garded and burnt their houses and their adornments. 3)Come
no more to A with such a plea, nor under the sem-
blance of rendering us a service, counsel us to actwickedly. For
we do not want those who are our friends and protectors to
suffer any harm at A hands.”

144: 1)Such was their answer to Alexander, but to the
S envoys they said, “It was most human that the
L should fear our making an agreement
with the barbarian. We think that it is an ignoble thing to be
afraid, especially since we know the A temper to be
such that there is nowhere on earth such store of gold or such
territory of surpassing fairness and excellence that the gi of
it should win us to take the P part and enslave H-
. 2)For there are many great reasons why we should not
do this, even if we so desired; first and foremost, the burning
and destruction of the adornments and temples of our gods,
whom we are constrained to avenge to the utmost rather than
make pacts with the perpetrator of these things, and next the
kinship of all G in blood and speech, and the shrines
of gods and the sacrifices that we have in common, and the
likeness of our way of life, to all of which it would not befit
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the A to be false. 3)Know this now, if you knew
it not before, that as long as one A is le alive we
will make no agreement with Xerxes. Nevertheless we thank
you for your forethought concerning us, in that you have so
provided for our wasted state that you offer to nourish our
households. 4)For your part, you have given us full measure
of kindness, yet for ourselves, we will make shi to endure as
best we may, and not be burdensome to you. But now, seeing
that this is so, send your army with all speed, 5)for as we guess,
the barbarian will be upon us and invade our country in no
long time as soon as the message comes to him that we will do
nothing that he requires of us; therefore, before he comes into
A, now is the time for us to march first into B.”
At this reply of the A the envoys returned back to
S.
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IX
1: 1)When Alexander returned and told him what he had
heard from theA,Mardonius set forth fromT-
 and led his army with all zeal against A;¹ he also
tookwith him all the people towhose countries he came along
the way. e rulers of T did not repent of what
they had already done and were readier than before to fur-
ther his march. orax of Larissa, who had given Xerxes safe-
conduct in his flight, now, without any attempt of conceal-

¹Ed.: In the summer of 479. Mardonius occupied A in July.
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ment, opened a passage for Mardonius into H.
2: 1)But when, in the course of its march, the army had

come into B, the T attempted to stay Mar-
donius, advising him that he could find no country better fit-
ted than theirs for encampment; he should not (they begged)
go further, but rather halt there and subdue all H with-
out fighting. 2)As long as the G who were previously in
accord remained so, it would be difficult even for the whole
world to overcome them by force of arms; “but if you do as
we advise,” said the T, “you will without trouble be
master of all their battle plans. 3)Send money to the men who
have power in their cities, and thereby youwill divideH
against itself; aer that, with your partisans to aid you, youwill
easily subdue those who are your adversaries.”

3: 1)Such was their counsel, but he would not follow it.
What he desired was to take A once more; this was
partly out of mere perversity, and partly because he intended
to signify to the king at S by a line of beacons across the
islands that he held A. 2) When he came to A,
however, he found the city as unpopulated as before, for, as he
learned, the majority of them were on shipboard at S.
So he took the city, but without any of itsmen. erewere ten
months between the kings taking of the place and the later in-
vasion of Mardonius.
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4: 1)When Mardonius came to A, he sent to
S a certain Murychides, a man from H,
bearing the same offer as Alexander the M had
ferried across to theA. 2)Hesent this for the second
time because although he already knew the A’ un-
friendly purpose, he expected that they would abandon their
stubbornness now that A was the captive of his spear
and lay at his mercy.

5: 1)For this reason he sent Murychides to S who
came before the council and conveyed to them Mardonius
message. en Lycidas, one of the councillors, said that it
seemed best to him to receive the offer brought to them by
Murychides and lay it before the people. 2)is was the opin-
ion which he declared, either because he had been bribed by
Mardonius, or because the plan pleased him. e A-
 in the council were, however, very angry; so too were
those outside when they heard of it. ey made a ring round
Lycidas and stoned him to death. Murychides the H-
, however, they permitted to depart unharmed.
3)ere was much noise at S over the business of Lyci-
das; andwhen theAwomen learnedwhatwas afoot,
one calling to another and bidding her follow, they went on
their own impetus to the house of Lycidas and stoned to death
his wife and his children.
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6: 1)Now this was how the A had crossed over
to S. As long as they expected that the P-
 army would come to their aid, they remained in A-
. But when the P took longer and
longer to act and the invader was said to be in B al-
ready, they then conveyed all their goods out of harmsway and
themselves crossed over to S. ey also sent envoys to
L,whowere to upbraid the L
for permitting the barbarian to invade A and not help-
ing the A to meet him in B; and who were
to remind the L of the promises which the
P hadmade toA if she would change sides, and
warn them that the A would devise some means of
salvation for themselves if the L sent them
no help.

7: 1)eLwere at this time celebrating
the festival ofHyacinthus,² and their chief concernwas to give
the god his due; moreover, the wall which they were building
on the Isthmus was by now getting its battlements. When the
A envoys arrived in L, bringing with
them envoys from M and P, they came before
the ephors and said:

²Ed.: A festival said to be of pre-Dorian origin, commemorating the
killing of Hyacinthus by Apollo.
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1)“e A have sent us with this message: the
king of the M is ready to give us back our country, and
to make us his confederates, equal in right and standing, in all
honor and honesty, and to give us whatever land we ourselves
may choose besides our own. 2)But we, since we do not want
to sin against Zeus the god of H and think it shame-
ful to betray H, have not consented. is we have done
despite the fact that the G are dealing with us wrong-
fully and betraying us to our hurt; furthermore, we know that
it is more to our advantage to make terms with the P
than to wage war with him, yet we will not make terms with
him of our own free will. For our part, we act honestly by the
G;

1)but what of you, who once were in great dread lest we
should make terms with the P? Now that you have
a clear idea of our sentiments and are sure that we will never
betray H, and now that the wall which you are build-
ing across the Isthmus is nearly finished, you take no account
of the A, but have deserted us despite all your
promises that you would withstand the P in B-
, and have permitted the barbarian tomarch intoA.
2)For the present, then, the A are angry with you
since you have acted in a manner unworthy of you. Now they
ask you to send with us an army with all speed, so that we
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may await the foreigner’s onset in A; since we have lost
B, in our own territory the most suitable place for a
battle is the T plain.”

8: 1)When the ephors heard that, they delayed answering
till the next day, and again till the day aer. is they did for
ten days, putting it off from day to day. In the meantime all
the Pwere doing all they could to fortify the
Isthmus, and they had nearly completed the task. 2)I cannot
say for certain why it was that when Alexander the M-
 came toA³ the L insisted that
the A should not join the side of the P, yet
now took no account of that; it may be that with the Isthmus
fortified, they thought they had no more need of the A-
, whereas when Alexander came to A, their wall
was not yet built and they were working at this in great fear of
the P.

9: 1)enatureof their responsewas as follows: on theday
before the final hearing of theAdelegation,Chileus,
amanof T, whohadmore authoritywith theL-
 than any other of their guests, learned from the
ephors all that the A had said. 2)Upon hearing this
he, as the tale goes, said to the ephors, “Sirs, if the A-

³Ed.: cp. Hdt. 8.135
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 are our enemies and the barbarians allies, then although
you push a strong wall across the Isthmus, a means of access
into the P lies wide open for the P. No,
give heed to what they say before the A take some
new resolve which will bring calamity to H.”

10: 1)is was the counsel he gave the ephors, who
straightway took it to heart. Without saying a word to the
envoys who had come from the cities, they ordered five thou-
sand S to march before dawn. Seven helots were ap-
pointed to attend each of them, and they gave the command
to Pausanias son of Cleombrotus. 2)e leader’s place right-
fully belonged to Pleistarchus son of Leonidas, but he was still
a boy, and Pausanias his guardian and cousin. Cleombrotus,
Pausanias’ father andAnaxandrides’ son, was no longer living.
3)Aer he led the armywhich had built the wall away from the
Isthmus, he lived but a littlewhile before his death. e reason
for Cleombrotus leading his army away from the Isthmus was
that while he was offering sacrifice for victory over the P-
, the sun was darkened in the heavens. Pausanias chose
as his colleague a man of the same family,⁴ Euryanax son of
Dorieus.

⁴Ed.: His cousin; Euryanax was son of Dorieus, who was a brother of
Pausanias father Cleombrotus.
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11: 1)So Pausanias’ army had marched away from
S; but as soon as it was day, the envoys came before
the ephors, having no knowledge of the expedition, and being
minded themselves too to depart each one to his own place.
When they arrived, “You L,” they said, “re-
main where you are, observing your Hyacinthia and celebrat-
ing, leaving your allies deserted. For the wrong that you do
them and for lack of allies, the A, will make their
peace with the P as best they can, 2)and thereaer, in
so far as wewill be king’s allies, wewill marchwith him against
whatever land his men lead us. en will you learn what the
issue of this matter will be for you.” In response to this the
ephors swore to them that they believed their army to be even
now at O,⁵ marching against the “strangers,” as
they called the barbarians. 3)Having no knowledge of this,
the envoys questioned them further as to the meaning of this
and thereby learned the whole truth; they marvelled at this
and hastened with all speed aer the army. With them went
five thousandmen-at-armsof theLcountry-
men.⁶

⁵Ed.: Other references placeON.W. of S, therefore
hardly on the direct route to the Isthmus.

⁶Ed.: Inhabitants of the country districts of L, not enjoying
the full privileges of S.
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12: 1)So they made haste to reach the Isthmus. e A-
, however, had already promised Mardonius that they
would prevent the S from going out to war. As soon
as they were informed that Pausanias and his army had de-
parted from S, they sent as their herald to A
the swiest runner of long distances whom they could find.
2)When he came to A, he spoke to Mardonius in the
following manner: “I have been sent by the A to tell
you that the young men have gone out from L
to war, and that the A cannot prevent them from so
doing; therefore, make plans accordingly.”

13: 1)So spoke the herald, and went back again. When
Mardonius heard that, he no longer desired to remain in A-
. Before he had word of it, he had held his land, desiring
to know the A’ plan and what they would do; he
neither harmed nor harried the land of A, for he still
supposed that they would make terms with him. 2)But when
he could not prevail upon them and learned the truth of the
matter, he withdrew before Pausanias’ army prior to its enter-
ing the Isthmus. First, however, he burntA, and utterly
overthrew and demolished whatever wall or house or temple
was le standing. 3)e reason for his marching away was that
A was not a land fit for horses, and if he should be de-
feated in a battle, there was no way of retreat save one so nar-
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row that a few men could prevent his passage.⁷ He therefore
planned to retreat to T and do battle where he had a
friendly city at his back and ground suitable for horsemen.

14: 1)So Mardonius drew his men off, and when he had
now set forth on his road there came a message that in addi-
tion to the others, an advance guard of a thousand L-
 had arrived at M. When he heard this, he
deliberated how he might first make an end of these. He ac-
cordingly turned about and led his army againstM, his
cavalry going first and overrunning the lands of that city. at
was the westernmost place in E which this P
army reached.

15: 1)Presently there came a message to Mardonius that
the G were gathered together on the Isthmus. ere-
upon he marched back again through D; the rulers
of B sent for those of the A country who lived
nearby, and these guided him to S and from there
toT. 2)Here he camped for the night, and on the next
day he turned from there to S, where he was in T-
 territory. ere he laid waste the lands of the T,
though they sided with the P part. is he did, not
for any ill-will that he bore them, but because sheer necessity

⁷Ed.: He would have to retreat into B by way of the pass over
C.
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drove him to make a stronghold for his army and to have this
for a refuge if the fortune of battle were other than he wished.
3)His army, stationed along the A , covered the
ground from E past H and up to the lands of
P. I do notmean to say that thewalled campwhich he
made was of this size; each side of it was of a length of about
ten furlongs.

16: 1)While the barbarians were engaged in this task,
Attaginus son of Phrynon, a T, made great prepara-
tions and invitedMardonius with fiy whowere themost no-
table of theP to be his guests at a banquet. ey came
as they were bidden; the dinner was held at T. What
follows was told me by ersander of O, one of
the most notable men of that place. ersander too (he said)
was invited to this dinner, and fiy T in addition.
Attaginusmade them sit, not eachman by himself but on each
couch a P and aT together. 2)Nowas theywere
drinking together aer dinner, the Pwho sat with him
asked ersander in the G tongue from what country
he was. ersander answered that he was from O-
. en said the P: “Since you have eaten at the
board with me and drunk with me aerwards, I would like to
leave a memorial of my belief, so that you yourself may have
such knowledge as to take fitting counsel for your safety. 3)Do
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you see these P at the banquet and that host which
we le encamped by the river side? In a little while you shall
see but a small remnant le alive of all these.” As he said this,
the P wept bitterly. 4)Marvelling at these words, er-
sander answered: “Must you not then tell this to Mardonius
and those honorable Pwho are with him?” “Sir,” said
the P, “that which a god wills to send no man can
turn aside, for even truth sometimes finds no one to believe it.
5)What I have said is known to many of us P, but we
follow, in the bonds of necessity. It is the most hateful thing
for a person to have much knowledge and no power.” is
tale I heard from ersander of O who told me
in addition that he had straightway told this to others before
the battle of P.

17: 1)So Mardonius was making his encampment in
B. All the G of that region who sided with
the P furnished fighting men, and they joined with
him in his attack upon A, with the exception of the
P; as for taking the P side, that they did
right away, though from necessity rather than willingly. 2)A
few days aer the P’ coming to T, a thousand
P men-at-arms under the leadership of Harmocydes,
the most notable of their countrymen, arrived. When these
men toowere inT,Mardonius sent horsemen and bade
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the P take their station on the plain by themselves.
3)When they had done so, the whole of the P cav-
alry appeared, and presently word was spread through all of
the G army which was with Mardonius, and likewise
among the P themselves, that Mardonius would
shoot them to death with javelins. 4)en their general Har-
mocydes exhorted them: “Men of P,” he said, “seeing
that death at these fellows’ hands is staring us in the face (we
being, as I surmise, maligned by the T), it is now
time for every one of you to be noble; for it is better to end
our lives in action and fighting than tamely to suffer a shame-
ful death. No, rather we will teach them that they whose slay-
ing they have devised are men of H.” us he exhorted
them.

18: 1)But when the horsemen had encircled the P-
, they rode at them as if to slay them, and drew their
bows to shoot; it is likely too that some did in fact shoot. e
P opposed them in every possible way, drawing in
together and closing their ranks to the best of their power.
At this the horsemen wheeled about and rode back and away.
2)Now I cannot with exactness say whether they came at the
T’ desire to slay the P, but when they
saw the men preparing to defend themselves, they feared lest
they themselves should suffer somehurt, and so rode away (for
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suchwasMardonius’ command),—or ifMardoniuswanted to
test the P’ mettle. 3)When the horsemen had rid-
den away, Mardonius sent a herald, with this message: “Men
of P, be of good courage, for youhave shownyourselves
to be valiantmen, and not as it was reported tome. Now push
this war zealously forward, for you will outdo neither myself
nor the king in the rendering of service.”⁸ is is how themat-
ter of the P turned out.

19: 1)As for the L, when they had
come to the Isthmus, they encamped there. When the rest
of the P who chose the better cause heard
that, seeing the S setting forth to war, they thought
that they should not lag behind the L in
so doing. 2)Accordingly, they all marched from the Isthmus
(the omens of sacrifice being favorable) and came to E-
. When they had offered sacrifice there also and the omens
were favorable, they continued their march, having now the
Awith them, who had crossed over from S
and joined with them at E. 3)When they came (as it is
said) to E in B, they learned that the bar-
barians were encamped by the A. Taking note of that,
they arrayed themselves opposite the enemy on the lower hills

⁸Ed.: at is, serve us and we will serve you.
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of C.
20: 1)When the G did not come down into the

plain, Mardonius sent against them his entire cavalry, whose
commander was Masistius (whom the G call Macis-
tius), a man much honored among the P; he rode a
N horse which had a golden bit and was elaborately
adorned all over. ereupon the horsemen rode up to the
G and charged them by squadrons; as they attacked,
they did them much hurt, and called them women all the
while.

21: 1)Now it chanced that the M were posted
in that part of the field which was most open to attack, and
here thehorsemen found the readiest approach. erefore, be-
ing hard-pressed by the charges, theM sent a herald
to the generals of the G, who came to them and spoke
as follows : 2)“From the men of M to their allies: we
cannot alone withstand the P cavalry (although we
have till now held our ground with patience and valor, de-
spite the fact that we were hard-pressed) in the position to
which we were first appointed. Know that now we will aban-
don our post, unless you send others to take our place there.”
3)is the herald reported, and Pausanias inquired among the
G if any would offer to go to that place and relieve the
M by holding the post. All the others did not want
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to, but the A took it upon themselves, that is three
hundred pickedmen of A, whose captain wasOlympi-
odorus son of Lampon.

22: 1)ose who volunteered themselves, were posted at
E in front of the whole G army, and they took
with themthe archers also. ey fought for a long time and the
end of the battle was as I will now tell. e cavalry charged by
squadrons, and Masistius’ horse, being at the head of the rest,
was struck in the side by an arrow. Rearing up in pain, it threw
Masistius, 2)who when he fell, was straightaway set upon by
the A. His horse they took then and there, and he
himself was killed fighting. ey could not, however, kill him
at first, for he was outfitted in the following manner: he wore
a purple tunic over a cuirass of golden scales which was within
it; thus they accomplished nothing by striking at the cuirass,
until someone saw what was happening and stabbed him in
the eye. en he collapsed and died. 3)But as chance would
have it, the rest of the horsemen knewnothing of this, for they
had not seen him fall from his horse, or die. ey wheeled
about and rode back without perceiving what was done. As
soon as they halted, however, they sawwhat they weremissing
since there was no one to give them orders. en when they
perceived what had occurred, they gave each other the word,
and all rode together to recover the dead body.
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23: 1)When the A saw the horsemen riding at
them, not by squadrons as before, but all together, they cried
to the rest of the army for help. While all their infantry was
rallying to aid, there was a bitter fight over the dead body. 2)As
long as the three hundred stood alone, they had the worst of
the battle by far, and were ready to leave the dead man. When
the main body came to their aid, then it was the horsemen
who could no longer hold their ground, nor help to recover
the dead man, but rather lost others of their comrades in ad-
dition to Masistius. ey accordingly withdrew and halted
about two furlongs away, where they deliberated what they
should do. Since there was no one to give them orders, they
resolved to report to Mardonius.

24: 1)When the cavalry returned to camp,Mardonius and
the whole army mourned deeply for Masistius, cutting their
own hair and the hair of their horses and beasts of burden, and
lamenting loudly; the sound of this was heard over all B-
, for a man was dead who, next to Mardonius, was most
esteemed by all P and the king.

25: 1)So the barbarians honored Masistius’ death in their
customary way, but the G were greatly encouraged that
they withstood and drove off the charging horsemen. First
they laid the dead man on a cart and carried him about their
ranks, and the body was well worth seeing, because of its
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stature and grandeur; therefore, they would even leave their
ranks and come to view Masistius. 2)Presently they resolved
that they would march down to P, for they saw that
the ground there was generally more suited for encampment
than that at E, and chiefly because it was better wa-
tered. It was to this place and to the G spring
which was there, that they resolved to go and pitch camp
in their several battalions; 3)ey took up their arms and
marched along the lower slopes of C pastH
to the lands of P, and when they arrived, they arrayed
themselves nation by nation near the G spring
and the precinct of the heroAndrocrates, among low hills and
in a level country.

26: 1)During the drawing up of battle formation there
arose much dispute between the T and the A-
, for each of them claimed that they should hold the sec-
ond⁹ wing of the army, justifying themselves by tales of deeds
new and old. 2)First the T spoke: “We, among all
the allies, have always had the right to hold this position in
all campaigns, of the united P armies, both
ancient and recent, ever since that time when the Heracli-
dae aer Eurystheus’ death attempted to return to the P-

⁹Ed.: at is, the wing which was not held by the L
themselves.
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. 3)We gained because of the achievement which we
will relate. When we marched out at the Isthmus for war,
along with the A and I who then dwelt in
the P, and encamped opposite the returning ex-
iles, then (it is said)Hyllus¹⁰ announced that army should not
be risked against army in battle, but that that champion in
the host of the P whom they chose as their
best should fight with him in single combat on agreed con-
ditions. 4)e P, resolving that this should
be so, swore a compact that if Hyllus should overcome the
P champion, theHeraclidae should return to
the land of their fathers, but if he were himself beaten, then
the Heraclidae should depart and lead their army away, not
attempting to return to the P until a hundred
years had passed. 5)enour general and king Echemus, son of
Phegeus’ son Eeropus, volunteered and was chosen out of all
the alliedhost; he fought that duel andkilledHyllus. Itwas for
that feat of arms that the P granted us this in
addition to other great privileges which we have never ceased
to possess, namely that in all united campaigns we should al-
ways lead the army’s second wing. 6)Now with you, men of
L, we have no rivalry, but forbear and bid you

¹⁰Ed.: son of Hercules.
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choose the command of whichever wing you want. We do,
however, say that our place is at the head of the other, as it has
always been. Quite apart from that featwhichwe have related,
we are worthier than the A to hold that post, 7)for
we have fought many battles which turned out favorably for
you, men of L, and others besides. It is accord-
inglywe andnot theAwho shouldhold the second
wing, for neither at some earlier period nor recently, have they
achieved such feats of arms as we.”

27: 1)To these words the A replied: “It is our
belief that we are gathered for battle with the barbarian, and
not for speeches; but since the man of T has made it
his business to speak of all the valorous deeds, old and new,
which either of our nations has at any time achieved, we must
prove to you how we, rather than A, have by virtue
of our valor a hereditary right to the place of honor. ese
T say that they killed the leader of the Heraclidae at
the Isthmus. 2)Now when those same Heraclidae had been
rejected by every G people to whom they resorted to
escape the tyranny of the M, we alone received
them.¹¹ With them we vanquished those who then inhabited
the P, and we broke the pride of Eurystheus.

¹¹Ed.: Hyllus, pursued by his enemy Eurystheus, took refuge with the
A, andwith their aiddefeated andkilledEurystheus andhis sons.
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3)Furthermore, when the A who had marched with
Polynices¹² against T had there made an end of their
lives and lay unburied, know that we sent our army against
the C and recovered the dead and buried them in
E. 4)We also have on record our great victory against
the A, who once came from the river T
and broke into A, and in the hard days of T we
were second to none. But since it is useless to recall these mat-
ters—for those who were previously valiant may now be of
lesser mettle, and those who lacked mettle then may be bet-
ter men now— 5)enough of the past. Supposing that we were
known for no achievement (although the fact is that we have
donemore than anyother of theG), wenevertheless de-
serve to have this honor and more beside because of the role
we played at Marathon, seeing that alone of all G we
met the P singlehandedly and did not fail in that en-
terprise, but overcame forty-six nations. 6)Is it not then our
right to hold this post, for that one feat alone? Yet seeing that
this is no time for wrangling about our place in the battle, we
are ready to obey you, men of L and take what-
ever place and face whatever enemy you think fitting. Wher-

¹²Ed.: WhenPolynices tried to recover T fromhis brother Eteo-
cles; see Aeschylus “Seven against T”
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ever you set us, we will strive to be valiant men. Command us
then, knowing that we will obey.”

28: 1)is was the A’ response, and the whole
army shouted aloud that the A were worthier to
hold the wing than the A. It was in this way that
the A were preferred to the men of T, and
gained that place. 2)Presently the whole G army was ar-
rayed as I will show, both the later and the earliest comers. On
the right wing were ten thousand L; five
thousand of these, whowere S, had a guard of thirty-
five thousand light-armed helots, seven appointed for each
man. 3)e S chose the T for their neigh-
bors in the battle, both to do them honor, and for their valor;
there were of these fieen hundred men-at-arms. Next to
these in the line were five thousand C, at whose
desire Pausanias permitted the three hundred P
from P then present to stand by them. 4)Next to these
were six hundred A from O, and af-
ter them three thousand men of S. By these one thou-
sand T were posted, and aer them two hun-
dred men of L, then four hundred from M
and T, and next to them one thousand from P.
By these stood three hundred men of H. 5)Next
to the men of H were six hundred E
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and S; next to them, four hundred C;
next again, five hundred A. Aer these stood
eight hundred L and A, and next
to them two hundred from P in C; 6)aer
them in the array, five hundred A; by them stood
three thousand men of M, and next to these six hun-
dred P. At the end, and first in the line, were the
A who held the le wing. ey were eight thou-
sand in number, and their general was Aristides son of Lysi-
machus.

29: 1)All these, except the seven appointed to attend each
S, were men-at-arms, and the whole sum of them was
thirty-eight thousand and seven hundred. is was the num-
ber of men-at-arms that mustered for war against the barbar-
ian; as regards the number of the light-armed men, there were
in the S array seven for each man-at-arms, that is,
thirty-five thousand, and every one of these was equipped for
war. 2)e light-armed from the rest of L and
H were as one to every man-at-arms, and their number
was thirty-four thousand and five hundred.

30: 1)So the total of all the light-armed men who were
fighters was sixty-nine thousand and five hundred, and of the
whole G army mustered at P, men-at-arms and
light-armed fighting men together, eleven times ten thousand
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less eighteen hundred. e T who were present
were one hundred and ten thousand in number, for the sur-
vivors¹³ of the T were also present with the army,
eighteen hundred in number. ese then were arrayed and
encamped by the A.

31: 1)When Mardonius’ barbarians had finished their
mourning for Masistius and heard that the G were at
P, they also came to the part of the A 
nearest to them. When they were there, they were arrayed for
battle by Mardonius as I shall show. He posted the P
facing the L. 2)Seeing that the P
by far outnumbered the L, they were ar-
rayed indeeper ranks and their line ranopposite theT
also. In his arraying of them he chose out the strongest part of
the P to set it over against the L,
and posted the weaker by them facing the T; this he
did being so informed and taught by the T. 3)Next
to the P he posted the M opposite the men of
C, P, O, and S; next
to theM, theB, opposite themenof E-
, T, L,T,M, andP.
4)Aer the B he set the I, opposite the

¹³Ed.: at is, who had not fallen at T.
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men of H and E and S andC.
Next to the I he posted the S, opposite the A-
, A, L, P, and
A; 5)next to the S, and opposite the A-
, P, M, the B, L-
, M, T, and the thousand that came
from P; for not all the P took the P
side, but someof themgave their aid to theGcause; these
had been besieged on P, and issued out from there
to harry Mardonius’ army and the G who were with
him. Beside these, he arrayed the M also and
those who lived in the area of T opposite the A-
.

32: 1)ese which I have named were the greatest
of the nations set in array by Mardonius, but there was
also in the army a mixture of P, T,
M, P, and the rest, besides E
and the E swordsmen called H and
C,¹⁴ who are the only fighting men in E.
2)ese had been fighters on shipboard, till Mardonius while
yet at P disembarked them from their ships; for
the E were not appointed to serve in the land army

¹⁴Ed.: e E military classes mentioned inHdt. 2.164.
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which Xerxes led to A. Of the barbarians, then, there
were three hundred thousand, as I have already shown. As
for the G allies ofMardonius, no one knows the number
of them (for they were not counted), I suppose them to have
been mustered to the number of fiy thousand. ese were
the footmen that were set in array; the cavalry were separately
ordered.

33: 1)On the second day aer they had all been arrayed
according to their nations and their battalions, both armies
offered sacrifice. It was Tisamenus who sacrificed for the
G, for he was with their army as a diviner; he was
an E by birth, a Clytiad of the Iamid clan,¹⁵ and the
L gave him the freedomof their city. 2)is
they did, for when Tisamenus was inquiring of the oracle at
D concerning offspring, the priestess prophesied to him
that he shouldwinfive great victories. Not understanding that
oracle, he engaged in bodily exercise, thinking that he would
then be able to win in similar sports. When he had trained
himself for the Five Contests,¹⁶ he came within one wrestling

¹⁵Ed.: e Iamidae were a priestly family, the members of which were
found in all parts of H. e Clytiadae were also E priests, but
quite separate from the Iamidae; so Stein is probably right in bracketing
Κλυτιάδην.

¹⁶Ed.: e five events of the Pentathlum were running, jumping,
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bout ofwinning theOprize, in amatchwithHierony-
mus of A. 3)e L, however, per-
ceived that the oracle given toTisamenus spoke of the lists not
of sport but of war, and they attempted to bribe Tisamenus to
be a leader in their wars jointly with their kings of Heracles’
line. 4)When he saw that the S set great store by his
friendship, he set his price higher, andmade it known to them
that he would do what they wanted only in exchange for the
gi of full citizenship and all of the citizen’s rights. 5)Hearing
that, the S at first were angry and completely aban-
doned their request; but when the dreadful menace of this
P host hung over them, they consented and granted
his demand. When he saw their purpose changed, he said that
he would not be content with that alone; his brother Hegias
too must be made a S on the same terms as himself.

34: 1)By so saying he imitated Melampus, in so far as one
may compare demands for kingshipwith those for citizenship.
For when the women of A had gone mad, and the A-
 wanted him to come from P and heal them of
that madness,¹⁷ Melampus demanded half of their kingship

wrestling, and throwing of the spear and the discus.
¹⁷Ed.: According to the legend, the A women were driven mad

by Dionysus for refusing to take part in his orgies, and cured by Melampus.
Many G authors refer to it, with varying details.
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for his wages. 2)is the A would not put up with
and departed. When, however, the madness spread among
their women, they promised what Melampus demanded and
were ready to give it to him. ereupon, seeing their purpose
changed, he demanded yet more and said that he would not
do their will except if they gave a third of their kingship to his
brother Bias; now driven into dire straits, the A con-
sented to that also.

35: 1)e S too were so eagerly desirous of
winning Tisamenus that they granted everything that he de-
manded. When they had granted him this also, Tisamenus
of E, now a S, engaged in divination for them
and aided them to win five very great victories. No one on
earth save Tisamenus and his brother ever became citizens of
S. 2)Now the five victories were these: one, the first,
this victory at P; next, that which was won at T
over the T and A; aer that, over all the A-
 save the M at D; next, over the
M at I; lastly, the victory at T
over the A and A, which was the last won
of the five victories.¹⁸

¹⁸Ed.: e battle at I was apparently in the third M
war; that at T, in 457 B.C. (uc. 1.107). Nothing is known of
the battles at T and D.
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36: 1)isTisamenus had nowbeen brought by the S-
 and was the diviner of the G at P. e
sacrifices boded good to the G if they would just de-
fend themselves, but evil if they should cross the A and
be the first to attack.

37: 1)Mardonius’ sacrifices also foretold an unfavorable
outcome if he should be zealous to attack first, and good if he
should but defend himself. He too used theGmanner of
sacrifice, and Hegesistratus of E was his diviner, the most
notable of the sons of Tellias. isman had been put in prison
and condemned to die by the S for the great harm
which he had done them. 2)Being in such bad shape inasmuch
as he was in peril of his life and was likely to be very grievously
maltreated before his death, he did something which was al-
most beyond belief; made fast in iron-bound stocks, he got an
iron weapon which was brought in some way into his prison,
and straightway conceived a plan of such courage as we have
never known; reckoning how best the rest of it might get free,
he cut off his own foot at the instep. 3)is done, he tun-
neled through the wall out of the way of the guards who kept
watch over him, and so escaped to T. All night he jour-
neyed, and all day he hid and lay hidden in the woods, till
on the third night he came to T, while all the people of
L sought him. e latter were greatly amazed
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when they saw the half of his foot which had been cut off
and lying there but not were unable to find the man himself.
4)is, then, is the way in which he escaped the L-
 and took refuge in T, which at that time was un-
friendly to L. Aer he was healed and hadmade
himself a foot of wood, he declared himself an open enemy of
the L. Yet the enmity which he bore them
brought him no good at the last, for they caught him at his
divinations in Z and killed him.

38: 1)e death of Hegesistratus, however, took place af-
ter the P business. At the present he was by the
A, hired by Mardonius for no small wage, where he
sacrificed and worked zealously, both for the hatred he bore
the L and for gain. 2)When no favorable
omens for battle could be won either by the P them-
selves or by theGwhowerewith them (for they too had
a diviner of their own, Hippomachus of L), and the
G kept flocking in and their army grew, Timagenides
son of Herpys, a T, advised Mardonius to guard the
outlet of the pass over C, telling him that the
G were coming in daily and that he would thereby cut
off many of them.

39: 1)e armies had already lain hidden opposite each
other for eight dayswhenhe gave this counsel. Mardonius per-
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ceived that the advice was good, andwhen night had fallen, he
sent his horsemen to the outlet of the pass over C
which leads towards P. is pass the B call
the T H, and the A the O’ H.
e horsemen whowere sent out did not go in vain, 2)for they
caught both five hundred beasts of burden which were go-
ing into the low country, bringing provisions from the P-
 for the army, and men who came with the wagons.
When they had taken this quarry, the P killed with-
out mercy, sparing neither man nor beast. When they had
their fill of slaughter, they encircled the rest and drove them
to Mardonius and his camp.

40: 1)Aer this deed they waited two days more, neither
side desiring to begin the battle, for although the barbarians
came to the A to test the G intent, neither army
crossed it. Mardonius’ cavalry, however, kept pressing upon
and troubling the G, for the T, in their zeal for
the P part, waged war heartily, and kept on guiding
the horsemen to the encounter; thereaer it was the turn of
the P and M, and they and none other would
do deeds of valor.

41: 1)Until ten days had passed, no more was done than
this. On the eleventh day from their first encampment oppo-
site each other, the G growing greatly in number and
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Mardonius being greatly vexed by the delay, there was a de-
bate held between Mardonius son of Gobryas and Artabazus
son of Pharnaces, who stood as high as only few others in
Xerxes’ esteem. 2)eir opinions in council were as Iwill show.
Artabazus thought it best that they should strike their camp
with all speed and lead the whole army within the walls of
T. Here there was much food stored and fodder for
their beasts of burden; furthermore, they could sit at their
ease here and conclude the business by doing as follows: 3)they
could take the great store they had of gold, minted and other,
and silver drinking-cups, and send all this to all places inH-
 without stint, excepting none, but especially to the chief
men in the cities of H. Let them do this (he said)
and the G would quickly surrender their liberty; but
do not let the P risk the event of a battle. 4)is
opinion of his was the same as the T, inasmuch as
he too had special foreknowledge. Mardonius’ counsel, how-
ever, was more vehement and intemperate and not at all lean-
ing to moderation. He said that he thought that their army
wasmuch stronger than theG and that they should give
battle with all speed so as not to letmoreGmuster than
were mustered already. As for the sacrifices of Hegesistratus,
let them pay no heed to these, nor seek to wring good from
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them,¹⁹ but rather give battle aer P custom.
42: 1)No one withstood this argument, and his opinion

accordingly prevailed; for it was he and not Artabazus who
was commander of the army by the king’s commission. He
therefore sent for the leaders of the battalions and the generals
of those G who were with him and asked them if they
knew any oracle which prophesied that the P should
perish inH. 2)osewhowere summoned saidnothing,
some not knowing the prophecies, and some knowing them
but thinking it perilous to speak, and thenMardonius himself
said: “Since you either have no knowledge or are afraid to de-
clare it, hear what I tell you based on the full knowledge that
I have. 3)ere is an oracle that P are fated to come
to H and all perish there aer they have plundered the
temple at D. Since we have knowledge of this same ora-
cle, we will neither approach that temple nor attempt to plun-
der it; in so far as destruction hinges on that, none awaits us.
4)erefore, as many of you as wish the P well may re-
joice in thatwewill overcome theG.” Having spoken in
this way, he gave command to have everything prepared and
put in good order for the battle which would take place early
the next morning.

¹⁹Ed.: Lit. to do violence, compel the gods, like “superos votis fatigare”
in Latin.
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43: 1)Now for this prophecy, which Mardonius said was
spoken of the P, I know it to have been made con-
cerning not them but the I and the army of the
E.²⁰ ere is, however, a prophecy made by Bacis
concerning this battle: 2)

By T’s stream and the grass-grown banks of
A,

Will be a gathering of G for fight and the ring of the
barbarian’s war-cry;

Many a Median archer, by death untimely overtaken will fall
ere in the battle when the day of his doom is upon him.

I know that these verses and others very similar to them
from Musaeus referred to the P. As for the river
T, it flows between T and G.²¹

44: 1)Aer this inquiry about oracles and Mardonius’
exhortation, night fell, and the armies posted their sentries.
Now when the night was far advanced and it seemed that all
was still in the camps and the men were sleeping deeply, at
that hour Alexander son of Amyntas, the general and king of

²⁰Ed.: Referring to a legendary expedition of these northwestern tribes,
directed against H and D in particular.

²¹Ed.: A little to the northwest of T.
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the M, rode up to the A outposts and
wanted to speak to their generals. 2) e greater part of the
sentries remained where they were, but the rest ran to their
generals and told them that a horseman had ridden in from
the P camp, imparting no other word save that he de-
sired to speak to the generals and called them by their names.

45: 1)Hearing that, the generals straightwaywentwith the
men to the outposts. When they had come, Alexander said to
them: “Men of A, I give you this message in trust as a
secret which you must reveal to no one but Pausanias, or else
you will be responsible for my undoing. In truth I would not
tell it to you if I did not care so much for all H; 2)I my-
self am by ancient descent a G, and I would not willingly
see H change her freedom for slavery. I tell you, then,
that Mardonius and his army cannot get omens to his liking
from the sacrifices. Otherwise you would have fought long
before this. Now, however, it is his purpose to pay no heed
to the sacrifices, and to attack at the first glimmer of dawn,
for he fears, as I surmise, that your numbers will become still
greater. erefore, I urge you to prepare, and if (as may be)
Mardonius should delay and not attack, wait patiently where
you are; for he has but a few days’ provisions le. 3)If, however,
this war ends as you wish, then must you take thought how to
save me too from slavery, who have done so desperate a deed
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as this for the sake of H in my desire to declare to you
Mardonius’ intent so that the barbarians may not attack you
suddenly before you yet expect them. I who speak amAlexan-
der the M.” With that he rode away back to the
camp and his own station there.

46: 1)eA generals went to the right wing and
told Pausanias what they had heard from Alexander. At the
message Pausanias was terrified by the P, and said:
2)“Since, therefore, the battle is to begin at dawn, it is best that
you A should take your stand opposite the P-
, and we opposite the B and the G
who are posted opposite you; for you have fought with the
M at Marathon and know them and their manner of
fighting while we have no experience or knowledge of those
men. We S have experience of the B and
T, but not one of us has experience with the
M. 3)No, rather let us take up our equipment and change
places, you to this wing and we to the le.” “We, too,” the
A answered, “even from the moment when we saw
the P posted opposite you, had it in mind to make
that suggestionwhichnowhasfirst come fromyou. We feared,
however, that we would displease you by making it. But since
you have spoken the wish yourselves, we too hear your words
very gladly and are ready to do as you say.
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47: 1)Since both were satisfied with this, they exchanged
their places in the ranks at the first light of dawn. e
B noticed that and made it known to Mardonius.
When he heard this, he straight away attempted to make a
change for himself also, bymoving the P opposite the
L. WhenPausanias perceivedwhatwas be-
ing done, he saw that his action had been discovered and led
theSback to the rightwing;Mardonius did the same
thing on the le of his army.

48: 1)When all were at their former posts again, Mardo-
nius sent a herald to the L with this mes-
sage: “Men of L, you are said by the people of
these parts to be very brave men. It is their boast of you that
you neither flee from the field nor leave your post, but remain
there and either slay your enemies or are yourselves killed. It
would seem, however, that there is no truth in all this, 2)for
before we could attack and fight hand to hand, we saw you
even now fleeing and leaving your station, using A
for the first trial of your enemy and arraying yourselves oppo-
site those who are but our slaves. 3)is is not the action of
brave men. No, we have been grievously mistaken about you,
for in accordance with what we heard about you, we expected
that youwould sendus a herald challenging theP and
none other to fightwith you. atwewere ready to do; butwe
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find you making no such offer, but rather quailing before us.
Now, therefore, since the challenge comes not from you, take
it from us instead. 4)What is there to prevent us from fighting
with equal numbers on both sides, you for the G (since
you have the reputation of being their best), and we for the
barbarians? If it is desirable that the others fight also, let them
fight aer us, but if, on the contrary the opinion prevails that
we alone suffice, then let us fight it out. Let the winner in this
contest determine victory for the whole army.”

49: 1)is is the proclamation made by the herald; and
when he had waited a while and no one answered him, he
went back again, and at his return told what had happened
to him. Mardonius was overjoyed and proud of this sem-
blance of victory, and sent his cavalry to attack the G.
2)e horsemen rode at them and shot arrows and javelins
among the whole G army to its great hurt, since they
were mounted archers and difficult to deal with in an en-
counter; they spoiled and blocked the G spring,
fromwhich the entire G army drew its water. 3)None in-
deed but the Lwere posted near the spring,
and it was far from the several stations of the other G,
whereas the A was near; nevertheless, they would al-
ways go to the spring, since they were barred from the A-
, not being able to draw water from that river because of
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the horsemen and the arrows.
50: 1)When this happened, seeing that their army was cut

off from water and thrown into confusion by the horsemen,
the generals of the G went to Pausanias on the right
wing, anddebated concerning this andothermatters; for there
were other problems which troubled them more than what I
have told. ey had no food le, and their followers whom
they had sent into the P to bring provisions had
been cut off by the horsemen and could not make their way to
the army.

51: 1)So they resolved in their council that if the P-
held off through that day fromgiving battle, theywould
go to the Island.²² is is ten furlongs distant from the A-
 and theG spring, nearwhich their army then
lay, and in front of the town of P. 2)It is like an is-
land on dry land because the river in its course down from
C into the plain is parted into two channels, and
there is about three furlongs space in between till presently the
two channels unite again, and thenameof that river isO,
who (as the people of the country say ) was the daughter of

²²Ed.: Several streams flownorth or northwest fromC, and
unite eventually form the small river O. Between two of these there
is a long strip of land, which is perhaps the νῆσος; but it is not now actually
surrounded by water, as Herodotus describes it.
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Asopus. 3)To that place then they planned to go so that they
might have plenty of water for their use and not be harmed by
the horsemen, as now when they were face to face with them;
and they resolved to change places in the second watch of the
night, lest the P should see them setting forth and
thehorsemenpress aer themand throw them into confusion.
4)Furthermore, they resolved that when they had come to that
place, which is encircled by the divided channels of A’
daughter O as she flows from C, they would
in that night send half of their army to C, to re-
move their followers who had gone to get the provisions; for
these were cut off from them on C.

52: 1)Having made this plan, all that day they suffered
constant hardship from the cavalry which continually pressed
upon them. When the day ended, however, and the horse-
men stopped their onslaught, then at that hour of the night at
which itwas agreed that they should depart,most of them rose
and departed, not with intent to go to the place upon which
they had agreed. Instead of that, once they were on their way,
they joyfully shook off the horsemen and escaped to the town
of P. In the course of their flight they came to the
temple ofHera which is outside of that town, twenty furlongs
distant from the G spring and piled their arms in
front of the temple.
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53: 1)So they encamped around the temple of Hera. Pau-
sanias, however, seeing their departure from the camp, gave
orders to the L to take up their arms like-
wise and follow the others who had gone ahead, supposing
that these were making for the place where they had agreed
to go. 2)ereupon, all the rest of the captains being ready to
obey Pausanias, Amompharetus son of Poliades, the leader of
the P²³ battalion, refused to flee from the barbarians
or (save by compulsion) bring shame on S; the whole
business seemed strange to him, for he had not been present
in the council recently held. 3)Pausanias and Euryanax were
outraged that Amompharetus disobeyed them. Still more,
however, they disliked that his refusing would compel them
to abandon the P battalion, for they feared that if
they fulfilled their agreementwith the rest of theG and
abandoned him, Amompharetus and his men would be le
behind to perish. 4)Bearing this in mind, they kept the L-
 armywhere it was and tried to persuadeAmompharetus
that he was in the wrong.

54: 1)So they reasoned with Amompharetus, he being
the only man le behind of all the L and

²³Ed.: ucydides (uc. 1.20) denies the existence of a Πιτανάτης
λόχος as a formal part of the S army; it is not clear what Herodotus
means. For P, seeHdt. 3.55.
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T. As for the A, they stood unmoved at
their post, well aware that the purposes and the promises of
L were not alike. 2)But when the army le
its station, they sent a horseman of their own to see whether
the S were attempting to march or whether they
were not intending to depart, and to ask Pausanias what the
A should do.

55: 1)When the messenger arrived among the L-
, he saw them arrayed where they had been, and
their chief men by now in hot dispute. For though Eu-
ryanax and Pausanias reasoned with Amompharetus, that the
L should not be endangered by remain-
ing there alone, they could in no way prevail upon him. At
last, when the A messenger came among them, an-
gry words began to pass. 2)In this wrangling Amompharetus
took up a stone with both hands and threw it down before
Pausanias’ feet, crying that it was the pebble with which he
voted against fleeing from the strangers (meaning thereby the
barbarians). Pausanias called him a madman; then when the
A messenger asked the question with which he had
been charged, Pausanias asked theman to tell theA
of his present condition, and begged them to join themselves
to the L and, as for departure, to do as they
did.
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56: 1)e messenger then went back to the A.
When dawn found the dispute still continuing, Pausanias,
who had up to this point kept his army where it was, now
gave the word and led all the rest away between the hillocks,
theT following, for he supposed thatAmompharetus
would not stay behind when the rest of the L-
 le him; this was in fact exactly what happened. 2)e
A marshalled themselves and marched, but not by
the same way as the L, who stayed close to
the broken ground and the lower slopes of C in
order to stay clear of the P horse. e A
marched down into the plain instead.

57: 1)Now Amompharetus at first supposed that Pausa-
nias would never have the heart to leave him and his men, and
he insisted that they should remain where they were and not
leave their post. When Pausanias’ men had already proceeded
some distance, he thought that they had really le him. He
accordingly bade his battalion take up its arms and led it in
marching step aer the rest of the column, 2)which aer going
a distance of ten furlongs, was waiting for Amompharetus by
the stream M and the place called A, where
there is a shrine of Eleusinian Demeter. e reason for their
waiting was that, if Amompharetus and his battalion should
not leave the place where it was posted but remain there, they
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would then be able to assist him. 3)No sooner had Amom-
pharetus’ men come up than the barbarians’ cavalry attacked
the army, for the horsemen acted as they always had. When
they sawno enemyon the groundwhere theGhadbeen
on the days before this, they kept riding forward and attacked
the G as soon as they overtook them.

58: 1)When Mardonius learned that the G had de-
parted under cover of night and saw the ground deserted, he
called to him orax of Larissa and his brothers Eurypylus
and rasydeius and said: 2)“What will you say now, sons of
Aleuas, when you see this place deserted? For you, who are
their neighbors, kept telling me that L fled
from no battlefield and were the masters of warfare. ese
samemen, however, you just saw changing their post, and now
you and all of us see that they have fled during the night. e
moment they had to measure themselves in battle with those
that are in very truth the bravest on earth, they plainly showed
that they are men of no account, and all other G like-
wise. 3)Now you, for your part, were strangers to the P-
, and I could readily pardon you for praising these fel-
lows, who were in some sort known to you; but I marvelled
much more that Artabazus, be he ever so frightened, should
give us a coward’s advice to strike our camp, and march away
to be besieged in T. Of this advice the king will cer-
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tainly hear from me, but it will be discussed elsewhere. 4)Now
wemust not permit our enemies to do as theywant; theymust
be pursued till they are overtaken and pay the penalty for all
the harm they have done the P.”

59: 1)With that, he led thePwith all speed across
the A in pursuit of the G, supposing that they
were in flight; it was the army of L and T
alone which was his goal, for the A marched an-
other way over the broken ground, and were out of his sight.
2)Seeing the P setting forth in pursuit of theG,
the rest of the barbarian battalions straightway raised their
standards and also gave pursuit, each at top speed, nobattalion
having order in its ranks nor place assigned in the line.

60: 1)So they ran pell-mell and shouting, as though they
would utterly make an end of the G. Pausanias, how-
ever, when the cavalry attacked him, sent a horseman to the
A with this message: “Men of A, in this
great contest which must give freedom or slavery to H,
we L and you A have been be-
trayed by the flight of our allies in the night that is past. 2)I
have accordingly now resolvedwhatwemust do; wemust pro-
tect each other by fighting as best we can. If the cavalry had
attacked you first, it would have been the duty of both our-
selves and the T, who are faithful to H, to aid
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you; but now, seeing that the whole brunt of their assault falls
on us, it is right that you should come to the aid of that di-
vision which is hardest pressed. 3)But if, as may be, anything
has befallen you which makes it impossible for you to aid us,
do us the service of sending us your archers. We are sure that
you will obey us, as knowing that you have been by far more
zealous than all others in this present war.”

61: 1)When the A heard that, they attempted
to help the L and defend them with all
their might. But when their march had already begun, they
were set upon by the G posted opposite them, who had
joined themselves to the king. For this reason, being now
under attack by the foe which was closest, they could at the
time send no aid. 2)e L and T
accordingly stood alone, men-at-arms and light-armed to-
gether; there were of the L fiy thousand
and of the T, who had never been parted from the
L, three thousand. ese offered sacrifice
so that they would fare better in battle with Mardonius and
the army which was with him. 3)ey could get no favor-
able omen from their sacrifices, and in the meanwhile many
of them were killed and by far more wounded (for the P-
 set up their shields for a fence, and shot showers of ar-
rows). Since the S were being hard-pressed and their
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sacrifices were of no avail, Pausanias lied up his eyes to the
temple of Hera at P and called on the goddess, pray-
ing that they might not be disappointed in their hope.

62: 1)While he was still in the act of praying, the men of
T leapt out before the rest and charged the barbarians,
and immediately aer Pausanias’ prayer the sacrifices of the
Lbecame favorable. Now they too charged
the P, and the P met them, throwing away
their bows. 2)First they fought by the fence of shields, and
when that was down, there was a fierce and long fight around
the temple of Demeter itself, until they came to blows at close
quarters. For the barbarians laid hold of the spears and broke
them short. 3)Now the P were neither less valor-
ous nor weaker, but they had no armor; moreover, since they
were unskilled and nomatch for their adversaries in cra, they
would rush out singly and in tens or in groups great or small,
hurling themselves on the S and so perishing.

63: 1)WhereMardonius was himself, riding a white horse
in the battle and surrounded by a thousand picked men who
were the flower of the P, there they pressed their ad-
versaries hardest. So long as Mardonius was alive the P-
 stood their ground and defended themselves, over-
throwing many L. 2)When, however, Mar-
donius was killed and his guards, who were the strongest part
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of the army, had also fallen, then the rest too yielded and gave
ground before the men of L. For what harmed
them themost was the fact that they wore no armor over their
clothes and fought, as it were, naked against men fully armed.

64: 1)On that day the S, as the oracle had fore-
told, gained from Mardonius their full measure of vengeance
for the slaying of Leonidas, and the most glorious of victories
of all whichwe knowwaswonbyPausanias, the son ofCleom-
brotus, whowas the son of Anaxandrides. 2)(I have named the
rest of Pausanias’ ancestors in the lineage of Leonidas, for they
are the same for both.) As for Mardonius, he was killed by
Aeimnestus, a S of note who long aer the P
business led three hundred men to battle at S
against the whole army of M, and was there killed,
he and his three hundred.

65: 1)AtP, however, the P, routed by the
L, fled in disorder to their own camp and
inside the wooden walls which they had made in the territory
of T. 2)It is indeed a marvel that although the battle
was right by the grove of Demeter, there was no sign that any
P had been killed in the precinct or entered into it;
most of them fell near the temple in unconsecrated ground. I
think—if it is necessary to judge the ways of the gods—that
the goddess herself denied them entry, since they had burnt
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her temple, the shrine at E.
66: 1)is, then, is what happened in this battle. But

Artabazus son of Pharnaces had from the very first disap-
proved of the king’s leaving Mardonius, and now all his coun-
selling not to join battle had been of no avail. In his displea-
sure at what Mardonius was doing, he himself did as I will
show. 2)He had with him a great army, as many as forty thou-
sand men. He knew full well what the outcome of the battle
would be, and no sooner had the G and P met
than he led these with a fixed purpose, telling them to follow
him all together wherever he should lead them, whatever they
thought his intent might be. 3)With that command he pre-
tended to lead them into battle. As he came farther on his
way, he saw the P already fleeing and accordingly led
his men, no longer in the same array, but took to his heels and
fled with all speed not to the wooden fort nor to the walled
city of T, but to P, so that he might make his
way with all haste to the H.

67: 1)So Artabazus and his army turned that way. All the
rest of the G who were on the king’s side fought badly
on purpose, but not so the B; they fought for a
long time against the A. For those T who
were on the P side had great enthusiasm in the battle,
and did not want to fight in a cowardly manner. As a result
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of this, three hundred of their first and best were killed there
by the A. At last, however, the B too
yielded and they fled to T, but not by the way which
the P had fled and the multitude of the allies which
had fought no fight to the end nor achieved any feat of arms.

68: 1)is flight of theirs which took place before the ac-
tual closing of battle and was prompted because they saw the
P flee, proves tome that it was on the P that
the fortune of the barbarians hung. ey accordingly all fled,
save the cavalry, B and other; this helped the fleeing
men in so far as it remained between them and their enemies
and shielded its friends from the G in their flight.

69: 1)So the G, now having the upper hand, fol-
lowed Xerxes’ men, pursuing and slaying. During this steadily
growing rout there came a message to the rest of the G,
who were by the temple of Hera and had stayed out of the
fighting, that there had been a battle and that Pausanias’ men
were victorious. When they heard this, they set forth in no or-
dered array, those who were with the C keeping
to the spurs of the mountain and the hill country, by the road
that led upward straight to the temple of Demeter, and those
who were with the M and P taking the
most level route over the plain. 2)However, when theM-
 and P had come near the enemy, the T-
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horsemen (whose captainwasAsopodorus sonofTiman-
der) caught sight of them approaching in haste and disorder,
and rode at them; in this attack they trampled six hundred of
them, and pursued and drove the rest to C.

70: 1)So these perished without anyone noticing. But
when the P and the rest of the multitude had fled
within the wooden wall, they managed to get up on the tow-
ers before the coming of the L; then they
strengthened the wall as best they could. When the A-
 arrived, an intense battle for the wall began. 2)For as long
as the A were not there, the barbarians defended
themselves and had a great advantage over the L-
 who had no skill in the assault of walls. When the
A came up, however, the fight for the wall became
intense and lasted for a long time. In the end theA,
by valor and constant effort, scaled the wall and breached it.
e G poured in through the opening they had made;
3)the first to enter were the T, and it was they who
plundered the tent of Mardonius, taking from it besides ev-
erything else the feeding trough of his horses which was all
of bronze and a thing well worth looking at. e T
dedicated this feeding trough of Mardonius in the temple of
Athena Alea. Everything else which they took they brought
into the common pool, as did the rest of the G. 4)As
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for the barbarians, they did not form a unified body again
once the wall was down, nor did anyone think of defense be-
cause the terrified men in the tiny space and the many myr-
iads herded together were in great distress. 5)Such a slaugh-
ter were the G able to make, that of two hundred and
sixty thousand who remained aer Artabazus had fled with
his forty thousand, scarcely three thousand were le alive. Of
the L fromSninety-one all together
were killed in battle; of the T, seventeen and of the
A, fiy-two.²⁴

71: 1)Among the barbarians, the best fighters were the
P infantry and the cavalry of the S, and of men,
it is said, the bravest was Mardonius. Among the G,
the T and A conducted themselves nobly,
but the L excelled all in valor. 2)Of this my
only clear proof is (for all these conquered the foes opposed to
them) the fact that the L fought with the
strongest part of the army, and overcame it. According to my
judgment, the bravest man by far was Aristodemus, who had
been reviled and dishonored for being the only man of the

²⁴Ed.: ese figures must refer to the ὁπλῖται alone, leaving out of
account the L περίοικοι and the rest of the light-armed troops.
Plutarch says that 60,300 G fell at P.
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three hundred that came alive from T;²⁵ next
aer him in valor were Posidonius, Philocyon, and Amom-
pharetus. 3)Nevertheless, when there was a general discussion
about who had borne himself most bravely, those S
who were there judged that Aristodemus, who plainly wished
to die because of the reproach hanging over him and so rushed
out and le the battle column behind, had achieved great
deeds, but that Posidonius, who had no wish to die, proved
himself a courageous fighter, and so in this way he was the bet-
ter man. 4)is they may have said merely out of jealousy, but
all the aforesaid who were killed in that fight received honor,
save Aristodemus; he, because he desired death because of the
reproach previously mentioned, received none.

72: 1)ese won the most renown of all who fought at
P. For Callicrates, who, when he came to the army,
was the finest not only of the L, but also of
all the other G, died away from the battle. Callicrates,
who was sitting in his place when Pausanias was offering sac-
rifice, was wounded in the side by an arrow. 2)While his com-
rades were fighting, he was carried out of the battle and died
a lingering death, saying to Arimnestus, a P, that it
was not a source of grief to him to die for H’ sake; his

²⁵Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 7.231.
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sorrowwas rather that he had struck no blow and achieved no
deed worthy of his merit, despite all his eager desire to do so.

73: 1)Of the A, Sophanes son of Eutychides
is said to have won renown, a man from the town of D-
, whose people once did a deed that was of eternal value,
as the A themselves say. 2)For in the past when the
sons ofTyndaruswere trying to recoverHelen,²⁶ aer breaking
into A with a great host, they turned the towns upside
down because they did not know where Helen had been hid-
den, then (it is said) the D (and, as some say, De-
celus himself, because he was angered by the pride of eseus
and feared for the whole land of A) revealed the whole
matter to the sons of Tyndarus, and guided them to A-
, which Titacus, one of the autochthonoi, handed over to
to the T. 3)For that deed the D have
always had and still have freedom at S from all dues and
chief places at feasts. In fact, even as recently as the war which
was waged many years aer this time between the A-
 and P, the L laid no
hand on D when they harried the rest of A.²⁷

²⁶Ed.: According to legend, the Dioscuri came to recover their sister
Helen, who had been carried off to A in A by eseus and
Pirithous.

²⁷Ed.: But in the later part of the Pwar the L-
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74: 1)From that town was Sophanes, who now was the
best A fighter in the battle, and about him two tales
are told. According to the first, he bore an iron anchor at-
tached to the belt of his cuirass with a chain of bronze. He
would cast this anchor whenever he approached his enemies
in an attack so that the enemy, as they le their ranks, might
not be able to move him from his place. When they were put
to flight, it was his plan that he would pull up his anchor and
so pursue them. 2)So runs this tale. e second which con-
tradicts with the first and relates that he wore no iron anchor
attached to his cuirass, but that his shield, which he constantly
whirled round and never held still, had on it an anchor as a de-
vice.

75: 1)ere is yet another glorious deed which Sophanes
did; when the A were besieging A, he chal-
lenged and killed Eurybates the A, a victor in the Five
Contests. Long aer this, Sophanes met his death when he
was general of the Awith Leagrus, son of Glaucon.
Hewas killed at D²⁸ by the E in a battle for the

 established themselves at D and held it as a menace to
A (413 B.C.).

²⁸Ed.: In the attempt to establish an A settlement at A-
 in 465 (uc. 1.100, uc. 5.102). D was on the T-
 seaboard opposite T.
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gold-mines.
76: 1)Immediately aer the G had devastated the

barbarians at P, a woman, who was the concubine of
Pharandates a P, son of Teaspis, deserting from the en-
emy, came to them. She, learning that the P were ru-
ined and the G victorious, decked herself (as did also
her attendants) with many gold ornaments and the fairest
clothing that she had, and alighting thus from her carriage
came to the L while they were still in the
midst of slaughtering. When she saw Pausanias, whose name
and country she had oen heard of, directing everything, she
knew that it was he, and supplicated him clasping his knees:
2)“Save me, your suppliant, O king of S, from captive
slavery, for you have aided me till now, by making an end of
those men who hold sacred nothing of the gods or of any di-
vinities. C I am by birth, the daughter of Hegetorides,
son of Antagoras; inC the P seizedme by force and
held me prisoner.” 3)“Take heart, lady,” Pausanias answered,
“for you are my suppliant, and furthermore if you are really
the daughter of Hegetorides of C, he is my closest friend
of all who dwell in those lands.” For the present, he then en-
trusted her to those of the ephors who were present. Later he
sent her to A, where she herself desired to go.

77: 1)Immediately aer the arrival of thiswoman, themen
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of M camewhen everythingwas already over. Upon
learning that they had come too late for the battle, they were
extremely upset and said that they ought to punish themselves
for that. 2)When theyheard that thoseMwithArtabazus
were fleeing, they would have pursued them as far as T-
. e L, however, would not permit
them to pursue the fleeing men. 3)So when they returned to
their own land, the M banished the leaders of
their army from the country. Aer the M came
the men of E, who also went away extremely upset, and af-
ter their departure, they too banished their leaders. Such were
the doings of the M and E.

78: 1)ere was at P in the army of the A-
 one Lampon, son of Pytheas, a leadingman of A.
He hastened to Pausanias with really outrageous counsel and
coming upon him, said to him: 2)“son of Cleombrotus, you
havedone adeedof surpassing greatness and glory; the godhas
granted to you in saving H to have won greater renown
than any G whom we know. But now you must finish
what remains for the rest, so that your fame may be greater
still and so that no barbarian will hereaer begin doing reck-
less deeds against theG. 3)WhenLeonidas was killed at
T, Mardonius and Xerxes cut off his head and
set it on a pole; make them a like return, and you will win
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praise fromall S and the rest of H besides. For
if you impaleMardonius, you will be avenged for your father’s
brother Leonidas.”

79: 1)is is what Lampon, thinking to please, said. Pau-
sanias, however, answered him as follows: “A, I
thank you for your goodwill and forethought, but you have
missed the mark of right judgment. First you exalt me and
my fatherland and my deeds, yet next you cast me down to
mere nothingness when you advise me to insult the dead,
and say that I shall win more praise if I do so. at would
be an act more proper for barbarians than for G and
one that we consider worthy of censure even in barbarians.
2)No, as for myself, I would prefer to find no favor either with
the people of A or anyone else who is pleased by such
acts. It is enough for me if I please the S by righ-
teous deeds and speech. As for Leonidas, whom you would
have me avenge, I think that he has received a full measure
of vengeance; the uncounted souls of these that you see have
done honor to him and the rest of those who died at T-
. But to you this is my warning: do not come again
to me with words like these nor give me such counsel. Be
thankful now that you go unpunished.”

80: 1)With that Lampon departed. en Pausanias made
a proclamation that no man should touch the spoils, and or-
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dered the helots to gather all the stuff together. ey, spread-
ing all over the camp, found there tents adornedwith gold and
silver, and couches gilded and silver-plated, and golden bowls
and cups and other drinking-vessels; 2)and sacks they found
on wagons, in which were seen cauldrons of gold and silver.
ey stripped from the dead who lay there their armlets and
torques, and golden daggers; as for the embroidered clothing,
it was disregarded. 3)Much of all this the helots showed, as
much as they could not conceal, but much they stole and sold
to the A. As a result the A laid the
foundation of their great fortunes by buying gold from the
helots as though it were bronze.

81: 1)Having brought all the loot together, they set apart
a tithe for the god of D. From this was made and ded-
icated that tripod which rests upon the bronze three-headed
serpent,²⁹ nearest to the altar; another they set apart for the
god of O, from which was made and dedicated a

²⁹Ed.: e bronze three-headed serpent supporting the cauldron was
intended apparently to commemorate the whole G alliance against
P. e serpent pedestal still exists, in the A (formerly H-
) at C, whither it was transported by C-
; it has been fully exposed and its inscription deciphered since
1856. e names of thirty-one G states are incised on eleven spirals,
from the third to the thirteenth. For a fuller account see How and Wells’
note ad loc.
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bronze figure of Zeus, ten cubits high; and another for the
god of the Isthmus, from which was fashioned a bronze Po-
seidon seven cubits high. When they had set all this apart,
they divided what remained, and each received, according to
his worth, concubines of the P and gold and silver,
and all the rest of the stuff and the beasts of burden. 2)How
much was set apart and given to those who had fought best at
P, no man says. I think that they also received gis,
but tenfold of every kind, women, horses, talents, camels, and
all other things also, was set apart and given to Pausanias.

82: 1)is other story is also told. WhenXerxes fled from
H, he le to Mardonius his own establishment. Pausa-
nias, seeing Mardonius’ establishment with its display of gold
and silver and gaily colored tapestry, ordered the bakers and
the cooks to prepare a dinner such as they were accustomed
to do for Mardonius. 2)ey did his bidding, but Pausanias,
when he saw golden and silver couches richly covered, and ta-
bles of gold and silver, and all the magnificent service of the
banquet, was amazed at the splendor before him, and for a joke
commanded his own servants to prepare a dinner in L-
 fashion. When that meal, so different from the other,
was ready, Pausanias burst out laughing and sent for the gen-
erals of the G. 3)When these had assembled, Pausanias
pointed to the manner in which each dinner was served and
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said: “Men of H, I have brought you here because I de-
sired to show you the foolishness of the leader of the M
who, with such provisions for life as you see, came here to take
away from us our possessions which are so pitiful.” In this way,
it is said, Pausanias spoke to the generals of the G.

83: 1)Long aer these events many of the P
also found chests full of gold and silver and other things.
2)Moreover, when their bodies (which the P gath-
ered into one place) were laid bare of flesh, a skull was found
of which the bone was all of one piece without suture. A jaw-
bone also came to light in which the teeth of the upper jaw
were one whole, a single bone, front teeth and grinders, and
one could see the body of a man of five cubits stature.

84: 1)As for the body ofMardonius, itwas removedon the
day aer the battle; by whom, I cannot with certainty say. I
have, however, heard of very many countries that buried Mar-
donius, and I know ofmany that were richly rewarded for that
act by Mardonius’ son Artontes. 2) Which of them it was that
stole and buried the body ofMardonius I cannot learn for cer-
tain. Some report that it was buried by Dionysophanes, an
E. Such was the manner of Mardonius’ burial.

85: 1)But the G, when they had divided the spoils
at P, buried each contingent of their dead in a separate
place. e L made three tombs; there they
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buried their “irens,”³⁰ among whom were Posidonius, Amom-
pharetus, Philocyon, and Callicrates. 2)In one of the tombs,
then, were the “irens,” in the second the rest of the S,
and in the third the helots. is, then is how the L-
 buried their dead. e T, however, buried
all theirs together in a place apart, and the A did
similarly with their own dead. So too did the M
andPwith thosewhohadbeenkilled by thehorse-
men. 3)All the tombs of these peoples were filled with dead;
but as for the rest of the states whose tombs are to be seen at
P, their tombs are but empty barrows that they built
for the sake of men that should come aer, because they were
ashamed to have been absent from the battle. ere is one
there called the tomb of the A, which, as I learn
by inquiry, was built as late as ten years aer, at the A-
’ desire, by their patron and protectorCleades son ofAu-
todicus, a P.

86: 1)As soon as the G had buried their dead at
P, they resolved in council that they would march
against T and demand surrender of those who had
taken the P side—particularly of Timagenidas and
Attaginus, whowere chief among their foremostmen. If these

³⁰Ed.: S young men between the ages of twenty and thirty.
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men were not delivered to them, they would not withdraw
from the area in front of the city till they had taken it. 2)ey
camewith this purpose on the eleventh day aer the battle and
laid siege to the T, demanding the surrender of the
men. When the T refused this surrender, they laid
waste to their lands and assaulted the walls.

87: 1)Seeing that the G would not cease from their
harrying and nineteen days had passed, Timagenidas spoke as
follows to theT: “Menof T, since theG
have resolved that they will not raise the siege till T is
takenorwe are delivered to them, donot let the landof B-
 increase the measure of its ills for our sake. 2)No, rather if
it is money they desire and their demand for our surrender is
but a pretext, let us give themmoney out of our common trea-
sury (for it was by the common will and not ours alone that
we took the P side). If, however, they are besieging
the town for no other reason than to have us, then wewill give
ourselves up to be tried by them.” is seemed to be said well
and at the right time, and the T immediately sent a
herald to Pausanias, offering to surrender the men.

88: 1)On these terms theymade an agreement, but Attag-
inus escaped from the town. His sons were seized, but Pau-
sanias held them free of guilt, saying that the sons were not
accessory to the treason. As for the rest of the men whom
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the T surrendered, they supposed that they would be
put on trial, and were confident that they would defeat the
impeachment by bribery. Pausanias, however, had that very
suspicion of them, and when they were put into his hands
he sent away the whole allied army and carried the men to
C, where he put them to death. is is what hap-
pened at P and T.

89: 1)Artabazus the son of Pharnaces was by now far on
his way in his flight fromP. eT, when
he came among them, entertained him hospitably and in-
quired of him concerning the rest of the army, knowing noth-
ing of what had happened at P. 2)Artabazus under-
stood that if he told them the whole truth about the fighting,
he would endanger his own life and the lives of all those with
him, for he thought that everymanwould set uponhim if they
heard the story. erefore, although he had revealed nothing
to the P, he spoke as follows to the T:
3)“I myself, men of T, am pressing on with all speed
and diligence to march into T, being despatched from
the army for a certain purpose with the men whom you see.
Mardonius and his army are expected marching close on my
heels. It is for you to entertain him, and show that you do
him good service, for if you so do, you will not aerwards re-
gret it.” 4)So saying, he used all diligence to lead his army away
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straight towards T throughT andM-
 without any delay, following the shortest inland road. So
he came to B, but he le behind many of his army
who had been cut down by the T or overcome by
hunger and weariness. From B he crossed over in
boats. In such a way Artabazus returned to A.

90: 1)Now on the same day when the P were so
stricken at P, it so happened that they suffered a sim-
ilar fate at M in I. When the G who had
come in their ships with Leutychides the L
were encamped at D, certain messengers came to them
there from S, Lampon of rasycles, Athenagoras son
of Archestratides, and Hegesistratus son of Aristagoras. e
S had sent these, keeping their despatch secret from
theP and the tyranteomestor sonofAndrodamas,
whom the P had made tyrant of S. 2)When
they came before the generals, Hegesistratus spoke long and
vehemently: “If the I but see you,” he said, “they will
revolt from theP, and the barbarianswill not remain;
but if they do remain, you will have such a prey as never again.
“ He begged them in the name of the gods of their common
worship to deliver G from slavery and drive the barbar-
ian away. 3)at, he said, would be an easy matter for them,
“for the P ships are unseaworthy and no match for
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yours; and if you have any suspicion that we may be tempt-
ing you deceitfully, we are ready to be taken in your ships as
hostages.”

91: 1)As the S stranger was pleading so earnestly,
Leutychides asked him (whether it was that he desired to
know for the sake of a presage, or through some happy chance
of a god), “S stranger, what is your name?” “Hegesi-
stratus,”³¹ he replied. 2)en Leutychides cut short whatever
else Hegesistratus had begun to say, and cried: “I accept the
omen of your name, S stranger; now see to it that be-
fore you sail from here you and those who are with you pledge
that the S will be our zealous allies.”

92: 1)He said this and added deed to word. For straight-
way the S bound themselves by pledge and oath to
alliance with the G. 2)is done, the rest sailed away,
but Leutychides bade Hegesistratus to sail with the G
because of the good omen of his name. e G waited
through that day, and on the next they sought and received fa-
vorable augury; their diviner was Deiphonus son of Evenius,
a man of that A which is in the I gulf. is
man’s father Evenius had once fared as I will now relate.

93: 1)ere is at A a certain flock sacred to the

³¹Ed.: Hegesistratus = Army-leader.
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Sun, which in the daytime is pastured beside the river C,
which flows from the mountain called L through the
lands of A and empties into the sea by the harbor
of O. By night, those townsmenwho aremost notable
for wealth or lineage are chosen to watch it, each man serv-
ing for a year, for the people of A set great store by
this flock, being so taught by a certain oracle. It is kept in a
cave far distant from the town. 2)Now at the time of which I
speak, Evenius was the chosen watchman. But one night he
fell asleep, and wolves, coming past his guard into the cave,
killed about sixty of the flock. When Evenius was aware of
it, he held his peace and told no man, intending to restore
what was lost by buying others. 3)is matter was not, how-
ever, hidden from the people of A, and when it
came to their knowledge they brought him to judgment and
condemned him to lose his eyesight for sleeping at his watch.
So they blinded Evenius, but from the day of their so doing
their flocks bore no offspring, nor did their land yield fruit
as before. 4)Furthermore, a declaration was given to them at
D and D, when they inquired of the prophets
whatmight be the cause of their present ill: the gods told them
by their prophets that they had done unjustly in blinding Eve-
nius, the guardian of the sacred flock, “for we ourselves” (they
said) “sent those wolves, and we will not cease from avenging
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him until you make him such restitution for what you did as
he himself chooses and approves; when that is fully done, we
ourselves will give Evenius such a gi as will make many men
consider him happy.”

94: 1)is was the oracle given to the people of A-
. ey kept it secret and charged certain of their towns-
men to carry the business through; they acted as I will now
show. Coming and sitting down by Evenius at the place where
he sat, they spoke of other matters, till at last they fell to com-
miserating his misfortune. Guiding the conversation in this
way, they asked him what compensation he would choose, if
the people of A should promise to requite him for
what they had done. 2)He, knowing nothing of the oracle, said
he would choose for a gi the lands of certain named towns-
menwhomhe thought to have the two fairest estates inA-
, and a house besides which he knew to be the fairest in
the town; let him (he said) have possession of these, and he
would lay aside his anger, and be satisfied with that by way of
restitution. 3)Sohe said this, and thosewhowere sitting beside
him said in reply: “Evenius, the people of A hereby
make you that restitution for the loss of your sight, obeying
the oracle given to them.” At that he was very angry, for he
learned through this the whole story and saw that they had
cheated him. ey did, however, buy from the possessors and
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give him what he had chosen, and from that day he had a nat-
ural gi of divination, through which he won fame.

95: 1)Deiphonus, the son of this Evenius, had been
brought by the C, and was the army’s prophet.
But I have heard it said before now, that Deiphonus was not
the son of Evenius, but made a wrongful use of that name and
worked for wages up and down H.

96: 1)Having won favorable omens, the G put out
to sea from D for S. When they were now near
C in the S territory, they anchored there near
the temple of Hera which is in those parts, and prepared for a
sea-fight. e P, learning of their approach, also put
out to sea and made for the mainland with all their ships save
the P, whom they sent sailing away. It was de-
termined by them in council that they would not do battle by
sea, 2)for they thought themselves overmatched; the reason of
their making for the mainland was that they might be under
the shelter of their army at M, which had been le by
Xerxes’ command behind the rest of his host to hold I.
ere were sixty thousand men in it, and Tigranes, the no-
blest and tallest man in P, was their general. 3)It was the
design of the P admirals to flee to the shelter of that
army, and there to beach their ships and build a fence round
them which should be a protection for the ship and a refuge
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for themselves.
97: 1)With this design they put to sea. Sowhen they came

past the temple of the Goddesses³² at M to the G-
 and S,³³ where there is a temple of Eleusinian
Demeter (which was built by Philistus son of Pasicles when
he went with Nileus son of Codrus to the founding of M-
), they beached their ships and fenced them round with
stones and the trunks of orchard trees which they cut down;
they drove in stakes around the fence and prepared for siege
or victory, making ready, aer consideration, for either event.

98: 1)When the G learned that the barbarians had
gone off to the mainland, they were not all pleased that their
enemy had escaped them, and did not knowwhether to return
backor set sail for theH. At last they resolved that
they would do neither, but sail to the mainland. 2)Equipping
themselves for this with gangways and everything else neces-
sary for a sea-fight, they held their course forM. When
they approached the camp, no one put out tomeet them. See-
ing the ships beached within the wall and a great host of men
drawn up in array along the strand, Leutychides first sailed
along in his ship, keeping as near to the shore as he could, and

³²Ed.: Demeter and Persephone.
³³Ed.: e G was probably a stream running south of the hill

called M; S, a place on its east bank (How and Wells).
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made this proclamation to the I by the voice of a her-
ald: 3)“Men of I, you who hear us, understand what I
say, for by no means will the P understand anything
I charge you with when we join battle; first of all it is right
for each man to remember his freedom and next the battle-
cry ‘Hebe’: and let him who hears me tell him who has not
heard it.” 4)e purpose of this act was the same as emsi-
tocles’ purpose at A;³⁴ either the message would
be unknown to the barbarians and would prevail with the I-
, or if it were thereaer reported to the barbarians, it
would cause them to mistrust their G allies.

99: 1)Aer this counsel of Leutychides, the G
brought their ships to land and disembarked on the beach,
where they formed a battle column. But the P, see-
ing the G prepare for battle and exhort the I,
first of all took away the S’ armor, suspecting that
they would aid the G; 2)for indeed when the barbar-
ian’s ships brought certain A captives, who had been
le in A and taken by Xerxes’ army, the S had
set them all free and sent them away to A with provi-
sions for the journey; for this reason in particular they were
held suspect, as having set free five hundred souls of Xerxes’

³⁴Ed.: Cp. Hdt. 8.22.
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enemies. 3)Furthermore, they appointed the M to
guard the passes leading to the heights of M, alleging
that they were best acquainted with the country. eir true
reason, however, for so doing was that theM should
be separate from the rest of their army. In such a manner the
P safeguarded themselves from those I who
(they supposed) might turn against them if opportunity were
given for themselves: they set their shields close tomake a bar-
ricade.

100: 1)e G, having made all their preparations
advanced their line against the barbarians. As they went, a ru-
mor spread through the army, and a herald’s wand was seen
lying by the water-line. e rumor that ran was to the effect
that the G were victors over Mardonius’ army at a bat-
tle in B. 2)Now there aremany clear indications of the
divine ordering of things, seeing that a message, which greatly
heartened the army and made it ready to face danger, arrived
amongst the G the very day on which the P’
disaster at P and that other which was to befall them
at M took place.

101: 1)Moreover, there was the additional coincidence,
that there were precincts of Eleusinian Demeter on both bat-
tlefields; for at P the fight was near the temple of
Demeter, as I have already said, and so it was to be atM
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also. 2)It happened that the rumor of a victory won by the
G with Pausanias was true, for the defeat at P
happened while it was yet early in the day, and the defeat of
M in the aernoon. at the two fell on the same
day of the same month was proven to the G when
they examined the matter not long aerwards. 3)Now before
this rumor came they had been faint-hearted, fearing less for
themselves than for theGwith Pausanias, thatH
should stumble over Mardonius. But when the report sped
among them, they grew stronger and swier in their onset. So
G and barbarians alike were eager for battle, seeing that
the islands and the H were the prizes of victory.

102: 1)As for the A and those whose place was
nearest them, that is, for about half of the line, their way lay
over the beach and level ground; for the L
and those that were next to them, their way lay through a
ravine and among hills. While the L were
making a circuit, those others on the other wing were already
fighting. 2)As long as the P’ shields stood upright,
they defended themselves and held their own in the battle, but
when the A and their neighbors in the line passed
the word and went more zealously to work, that they and not
the L might win the victory, immediately
the face of the fight changed. 3)Breaking down the shields they
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charged all together into the midst of the P, who re-
ceived the onset and stood their ground for a long time, but at
last fled within their wall. e A and C-
 and S and T, who were next to
each other in the line, followed close aer and rushed in to-
gether. But when the walled place had been razed, the bar-
barians made no further defense, but took to flight, all save
the P, 4)who gathered into bands of a few men and
fought with whatever G came rushing within the walls.
Of the P leaders two escaped by flight and two were
killed; Artayntes and Ithanitres, who were admirals of the
fleet, escaped;Mardontes andTigranes, the general of the land
army, were killed fighting.

103: 1)While the P still fought, the L-
 and their comrades came up and finished what was
le of the business. e G too lost many men there,
notably the men of S and their general Perilaus. 2)As
for the S who served in the Median army and had
been disarmed, they, seeing from the first that victory hung
in the balance,³⁵ did what they could in their desire to aid the
G. When the other I saw the S set the

³⁵Ed.: ἑτεραλκὴς here probably means “doubtful,” giving victory to one
side or the other; cp. Hdt. 7.11; inHomer itmeans “decisive,” giving victory
to one side as opposed to the other.
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example, they also abandoned the P and attacked the
foreigners.

104: 1)e P had for their own safety appointed
theM towatch the passes, so that if anything should
happen to the P army such as did happen to it, they
might have guides to bring them safely to the heights of
M. is was the task to which the M were
appointed for the reason mentioned above and so that they
might not be present with the army and so turn against it.
ey actedwholly contrary to the charge laid upon them; they
misguided the fleeing P byways that led them among
their enemies, and at last they themselves became their worst
enemies and killed them. In this way I revolted for the
second time from the P.

105: 1)In that battle those of theGwho fought best
were the A, and the A who fought best
was one who practised the pancratium,³⁶ Hermolycus son of
Euthoenus. is Hermolycus on a later day met his death in
a battle at C in C during a war between the
A andC, and lay deadonG.
ose who fought best aer the A were the men of
C and T and S.

³⁶Ed.: e “pancratium” was a mixture of boxing and wrestling.
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106: 1)When the G had made an end of most of
the barbarians, either in battle or in flight, they brought out
their booty onto the beach, and found certain stores ofwealth.
en aer burning the ships and the whole of the wall, they
sailed away. 2)When they had arrived at S, they debated
in council over the removal of all G from I, and in
what G lands under their dominion it would be best to
plant the I, leaving the country itself to thebarbarians;
for it seemed impossible to stand on guard between the I-
 and their enemies forever. If, however, they should not so
stand, they had no hope that the P would permit the
I to go unpunished. 3)In this matter the P-
 who were in charge were for removing the people
from the lands of those G nations which had sided with
the P and giving their land to the I to dwell
in. e A disliked the whole plan of removing the
G from I, or allowing the P to
determine the lot of A colonies, and as they resisted
vehemently, the P yielded. 4)It accordingly
came about that they admitted to their alliance the S,
C, L, and all other islanders who had served
with their forces, and bound them by pledge and oaths to re-
main faithful and not desert their allies. When the oaths had
been sworn, the G set sail to break the bridges, suppos-
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ing that these still held fast. So they laid their course for the
H.

107: 1)e few barbarians who escaped were driven to
the heights of M, and made their way from there to
S. While they were making their way along the road,
Masistes son of Darius, who happened to have been present at
the P disaster, reviled the admiral Artayntes very bit-
terly, telling him (with much beside) that such generalship as
his proved him worse than a woman, and that no punishment
was too severe for the harmhe had done the king’s estate. Now
it is the greatest of all taunts in P to be called worse than
a woman. 2)ese many insults angered Artayntes so much
that he drew his sword uponMasistes to kill him, butXenago-
ras son of Praxilaus of H, who stood behind
Artayntes himself saw him run at Masistes, and caught him
round the middle and lied and hurled him to the ground. In
the meantime Masistes’ guards had also come between them.
3)By doing soXenagoras won the gratitude ofMasistes himself
and Xerxes, for saving the king’s brother. For this deed he was
made ruler of all C by the king’s gi. en they went
on their waywithout anything further happening and came to
S.

108: 1)Now it happened that the king had been at S
ever since he came there in flight from A aer his over-
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throw in the sea-fight. Being then at S he became en-
amored of Masistes’ wife, who was also there. But as all his
messages could not bring her to yield to him, and he would
not force her to his will, out of regard for his brother Masistes
(which indeed counted with the woman also, for she knew
well that no force would be used against her), Xerxes found
no other way to accomplish his purpose than that he should
make amarriage betweenhis own sonDarius and the daughter
of thiswoman andMasistes, for he thought that by doing so he
would be most likely to win her. 2)So he betrothed them with
all due ceremony and rode away to S. But when he had
come and had taken Darius’ bride into his house, he thought
no more of Masistes’ wife, but changed his mind and wooed
and won this girl Artaynte, Darius’ wife and Masistes’ daugh-
ter.

109: 1)As time went on, however, the truth came to light,
and in such manner as I will show. Xerxes’ wife, Amestris,
wove and gave to him a great gaily-colored mantle, marvel-
lous to see. Xerxes was pleased with it, and went to Artaynte
wearing it. 2)Being pleased with her too, he asked her what
she wanted in return for her favors, for he would deny noth-
ing at her asking. ereupon—for she and all her house were
doomed to evil—she said to Xerxes, “Will you give me what-
ever I ask of you?” Hepromised this, supposing that shewould
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ask anything but that; whenhehad sworn, she askedboldly for
his mantle. 3)Xerxes tried to refuse her, for no reason except
that he feared that Amestris might have clear proof of his do-
ingwhat she already guessed. He accordingly offered her cities
instead and gold in abundance and an army for none but her-
self to command. Armies are themost suitable of gis in P-
. But as he could notmove her, he gave her themantle; and
she, rejoicing greatly in the gi, went flaunting her finery.

110: 1)Amestris heard that she had the mantle, but when
she learned the truth, itwas not the girlwithwhomshewas an-
gry. She supposed rather that the girl’s mother was guilty and
that this was her doing, and so it was Masistes’ wife whom she
plotted to destroy. 2)She waited therefore till Xerxes her hus-
band should be giving his royal feast. is banquet is served
once a year, on the king’s birthday; the P name for it
is “tukta,” which is in the G language “perfect.” On that
day (and none other) the king anoints his head andmakes gis
to the P. Waiting for that day, Amestris then asked
of Xerxes that Masistes’ wife should be given to her. 3)Xerxes
considered it a terrible and wicked act to give up his brother’s
wife, and that too when she was innocent of the deed; for he
knew the purpose of the request.

111: 1)Nevertheless, since Amestris was insistent and the
law compelled him (for at this royal banquet in P ev-
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ery request must of necessity be granted), he unwillingly con-
sented, and delivered the woman to Amestris. en, bidding
her do what she wanted, he sent for his brother and spoke as
follows: 2)“Masistes, you are Darius’ son and my brother, and
a good man; hear me then. You must no longer live with her
who is now your wife. I give you my daughter in her place.
Take her for your own, but do away with the wife that you
have, for it is not my will that you should have her.” 3)At that
Masistes was amazed; “Sire,” he said, “what is this evil com-
mand that you lay upon me, telling me to deal with my wife
in this way? I have by her young sons and daughters, of whom
you have taken a wife for your own son, and I am very con-
tent with her herself. Yet you are asking me to get rid of my
wife and wed your daughter? 4)Truly, O king, I consider it a
great honor to be accounted worthy of your daughter, but I
will do neither the one nor the other. No, rather, do not force
me to consent to such a desire. You will find another husband
for your daughter as good as I, but permit me to keep my own
wife.” 5)is was Masistes’ response, but Xerxes was very an-
gry and said: “You have come to this pass, Masistes. I will give
you no daughter of mine as a wife, nor will you any longer live
with her whom you now have. In this way you will learn to
accept that which is offered you.” Hearing that, Masistes said
“No, sire, you have not destroyed me yet!” and so departed.
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112: 1)In the meantime, while Xerxes talked with his
brother, Amestris sent forXerxes’ guards and treatedMasistes’
wife very cruelly; she cut off the woman’s breasts and threw
them to dogs, and her nose and ears and lips also, and cut out
her tongue. en she sent her home aer she had undergone
this dreadful ordeal.

113: 1)Knowing nothing of this as yet, but fearing evil,
Masistes ran home. Seeing what had been done to his wife,
he immediately took counsel with his children and set out
for B with his own sons (and others too), intending
to raise the province of B in revolt and do the king the
greatest of harm. 2)is he would have done, to my thinking,
had he escaped to the country of the B and S.
ey were fond of him, and he was viceroy over the B-
. But it was of no use, forXerxes learnedwhat he intended
and sent against him an armywhich killed himonhis way, and
his sons and his army. Such is the story ofXerxes’ love andMa-
sistes’ death.

114: 1)e G who had set out from M for
the H first anchored off L³⁷ having been
stopped by contrary winds, and came from there to A,
where they found the bridges broken which they thought

³⁷Ed.: At the western end of the bay of A.
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would still be in place; these were in fact the chief cause of
their coming to the H. 2)e P
then who were with Leutychides decided to sail away to H-
, but theA, withXanthippus their general, that
they would remain there and attack the C. So
the rest sailed away, but the A crossed over to the
C and laid siege to S.

115: 1)Now when the P heard that the G
were at the H, they had come in from the neigh-
boring towns and assembled at this same S, seeing that
it was the strongest walled place in that region. Among them
there was a P named Oeobazus from C, and he
had carried the equipment of the bridges there. S was
held³⁸ by the A of the country, but with him were
P and a great multitude of their allies.

116: 1)is province was ruled by Xerxes’ viceroy Ar-
tayctes, a cunning man and a wicked one; witness the deceit
that he practised on the king in his march to A, how
he stole away from E the treasure of Protesilaus³⁹ son
of Iphiclus. 2)is was the way of it; there is at E in
the C the tomb of Protesilaus, and a precinct

³⁸Ed.: At the western end of the bay of A.
³⁹Ed.: e first G to fall in the T war, νηὸς ἀποθρώσκων

(Hom. Il. 2.701).
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around it, which containedmuch treasure: vessels of gold and
silver, bronze, clothing, andotherdedications; all ofwhichAr-
tayctes carried off by the king’s gi. 3)“Sire,” he said deceitfully
to Xerxes, “there is here the house of a certain G, who
met a just death for invading your territory with an army; give
me this man’s house, so that all may be taught not to invade
your territory.” One would think that this plea would easily
persuadeXerxes to give him aman’s house, since the latter had
no suspicion of Artayctes’ meaning. His reason for saying that
Protesilaus had invaded the king’s territory was that the P-
 believe all A to belong to themselves andwhoever is
their king. So when the treasure was given to him, he carried
it away from E to S, and planted and farmed the
precinct. He would also come from E and have inter-
course with women in the shrine. Now, when the A-
 laid siege to him, he had made no preparation for it; he
did not think that the G would come, and he had no
way of escaping from their attack.

117: 1)Since the siege continued into the late autumn, the
A grewweary of their absence fromhome and their
lack of success at taking the fortress. ey accordingly en-
treated their generals to lead themaway again, but the generals
refused to do that till they should take the place or be recalled
by the A state. At that the men endured their plight
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patiently.
118: 1)But those who were within the walls were by now

reduced to the last extremity, so much so that they boiled the
thongs of their beds for food. At last, however, even these
failed them, and Artayctes and Oeobazus and all the P-
made their way down from the back part of the fortress,
where the fewest of their enemies were, and fled at nightfall. 2)

When morning came, the people of the C signi-
fied from their towers to theAwhat hadhappened,
and opened their gates. e greater part of the A
then went in pursuit, while the rest stayed to hold the town.

119: 1)AsOeobazus wasmaking his escape intoT,
the A of that country caught and sacrificed him
in their customarymanner toPlistorus the godof their land; as
for his companions, they did away with them by other means.
2)Artayctes and his company had begun their flight later, and
were overtaken a little way beyond the Goat’s Rivers,⁴⁰ where
aer they had defended themselves a long time, some of them
were killed and the rest taken alive. e G bound them
and carried them to S, and together with them Ar-
tayctes and his son also in bonds.

⁴⁰Ed.: A roadstead opposite L; the rivers were probably two
small streams that flow into the sea there (How and Wells).
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120: 1)It is related by the people of theC that
a marvellous thing happened one of those who guarded Ar-
tayctes. He was frying dried fish, and these as they lay over
the fire began to leap and writhe as though they had just been
caught. 2)e rest gathered around, amazed at the sight, but
when Artayctes saw this strange thing, he called the one who
was frying the fish and said to him: “A, do not be
afraid of this portent, for it is not to you that it has been sent; it
is to me that Protesilaus of E is trying to signify that al-
though he is dead and dry, he has power given him by the god
to take vengeance on me, the one who wronged him. 3)Now
therefore I offer a ransom, the sum of one hundred talents to
the god for the treasure that I took from his temple. I will also
pay to the A two hundred talents for myself and
my son, if they spare us.” 4)But Xanthippus the general was
unmoved by this promise, for the people of E desired
that Artayctes should be put to death in revenge for Prote-
silaus, and the general himself was so inclined. So they car-
riedArtayctes away to the headlandwhereXerxes had bridged
the strait (or, by another story, to the hill above the town of
M), and there nailed him to boards and hanged him.
As forhis son, they stonedhimtodeathbeforehis father’s eyes.

121: 1)is done, they sailed away to H, carrying
with them the cables of the bridges to be dedicated in their
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temples, and all sorts of things in addition. is, then, is all
that was done in this year.

122: 1)isArtayctes whowas crucifiedwas the grandson
of thatArtembares⁴¹ who instructed the P in a design
which they took from him and laid before Cyrus; this was its
purport: 2)“Seeing that Zeus grants lordship to the P
people, and to you, Cyrus, among them, let us, aer reducing
Astyages, depart from the little and rugged landwhichwepos-
sess and occupy one that is better. ere are many such lands
on our borders, and many further distant. If we take one of
these, we will all have more reasons for renown. It is only rea-
sonable that a ruling people should act in this way, for when
will we have a better opportunity than now, whenwe are lords
of so many men and of all A?” 3)Cyrus heard them, and
found nothing to marvel at in their design; “Go ahead and
do this,” he said; “but if you do so, be prepared no longer to
be rulers but rather subjects. So lands breed so men; won-
drous fruits of the earth and valiant warriors grow not from
the same soil.” 4)e P now realized that Cyrus rea-
soned better than they, and they departed, choosing rather to
be rulers on a barrenmountain side than dwelling in tilled val-
leys to be slaves to others.

⁴¹Ed.: ere is an Artembares inHdt. 1.114; but he is a M, and so
can hardly be meant here.
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